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Original  Communications 

THE  COLOR  OF  THE  TEETH 

F.  H.  Orton,  D.D.S.,  St.  Paul,  Minn. 

Read   before  the  Canadian  Dental  Association,   "Winnipeg,   May,    1914. 

Although  the  mechanical  part  of  crown  and  bridge  work  has  been 

justly  commended,  yet  it  cannot  be  denied  that  something  more  than 

excellence  of  craftsmanship  is  implied  in  the  many  hyperbolical  descriptions 

extolling  the  fineness  of  the  work  and  its  truth  to  nature.  What  is  really 

implied  in  these  descriptions  is  this :  That  crown  and  bridge  work  has  passed 

beyond  mere  science;  in  fact,  that  it  is  an  art.  Do  not  let  it  be  inferred 

that  I  intend  to  belittle  in  the  slightest  degree  the  mechanical  ingenuity 

which  has  found  expression  in  the  evolution  of  the  artificial  crown ;  what 

I  have  to  say  has  been  suggested  by  the  claims  of  dentists  themselves. 

If  crown  and  bridge  work  already  has  a  place  among  the  arts,  it  « 

altogether  fair  to  ask,  What  is  its  technique?  What  are  its  standards? 

I  have  only  to  phrase  these  questions,  and  they  answer  themselves 

immediately.  I  do  not  mean  to  suggest  here  that  there  are  not  favored 

individuals  in  the  profession  who  are  endowed  with  some  special  love  for 

art  and  a  perception  of  its  more  palpable  beauties,  who  pick  up  in  the 

course  of  time  a  great  deal  of  empirical  knowledge,  working  their  way  back 

to  first  principles  through  studies  and  reflections  that  should  have  been 

offered  as  a  preparatory  course  for  their  work.  My  point  is  this:  Whereas 

there  is  a  technique,  a  code  of  procedure  for  the  mechanical  part  of  the 

work,  which  serves  as  a  guide  to  the  student  of  dentistry,  there  is  no  such 

guide  for  the  higher  aspect  of  the  work — that  aspect  which  gives  us  the 

right  to  consider  the  replacing  of  the  natural  crown  by  the  artificial  one 

as  among  the  fine  arts;  all  this  is  left  entirely  to  the  individual.  It  would 

be  idle  to  deny  that  individuals  have  accomplished  something,  often  indeed 

they  have  accomplished  a  great  deal,  but  only  as  individuals.  Each 

one  who  obtains  any  results  in  this  field  laboriously  works  out 

for  himself  his  own  theory  and  practice,  and  when  he  passes 

away,   his  art  perishes  with  him.      I   need   not  insist  on  the  loss  of  effort 
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caused  by  this  method  of  working,  nor  upon  what  the  profession  as  a 

whole  loses  by  one  person  not  being  able  to  begin  where  another  leaves 

off.  It  is  as  if  all  the  knowledge  that  the  first  generation. of  men  acquired 

should  disappear  with  them,  as  if  the  new  generation  must  begin  again  at 

the  bottom.  World-progress  under  such  conditions  would  have  been 

impossible.  The  word  civilization  would  never  have  been  born.  Progress 

on  the  artistic  side  of  dentistry  is  likewise  impossible  without  formulating  and 

codifying  the  experience  of  individual  dentists.  A  manual  of  principles 

and  rules  of  guidance  must  be  drawn  up.  Future  students  ought  to  have 

it  made  possible  for  them  to  profit  by  the  knowledge  and  discoveries  of 

dentists  who  precede  them. 

Although  I  thus  analyze  the  existing  situation  with  respect  to  dentistry 

as  a  fine  art,  yet  I  do  not  assume  to  possess  a  knowledge  of  such  compass 

as  would  enable  me  to  formulate  a  course  of  study  even  of  the  most 

elementary  character,  in  this  particular  branch.  Nevertheless,  my  years 

of  endeavor  in  comparison  with  their  puny  results,  and  my  discourage- 
ments as  an  instructor  have  made  the  formulation  of  some  definite  principles 

of  art-technique  appear  to  be  of  paramount  necessity.  The  thought  has 

been  many  times  driven  home  to  my  mind  that  under  proper  guidance, 

using  the  discoveries  of  those  who  have  preceded  me,  or  of  my  contempor- 
aries, it  would  have  been  very  easy  for  me  to  have  acquired  long  ago,  even 

more  than  that  which  I  have  painfully  and  imperfectly  learned  by  experi- 
ence alone.  This  paper  is,  therefore,  not  intended  to  be  a  treatise  on 

technique ;  it  merely  expresses  my  individual  theories,  knowledge,  and 

convictions  on  one  particular  point. 

It  is  agreed,  I  am  sure,  that  crown  and  bridge  work  ought  really  to 

be  an  art.  It  is  then  proper  and  necessary  to  ask  which  one  of  the 

many  definitions  of  art  would  best  apply  to  it.  Upon  careful  consideration 

I  have  found  the  answer  most  appropriately  given  in  the  trite  but  revealing 

epigram:  "True  art  is  to  conceal  art."  In  this  epigram  we  also  find 
described  our  difficulties  and  limitations.  For  we  must  reproduce  nature 

exactly  as  we  find  her.  Even  her  variations  and  imperfections  must  be 

copied.  And  right  here  our  restrictions  begin  to  make  themselves  felt. 

The  artist  in  oil  or  marble  has  more  latitude  than  we  have.  It  is  always 

within  his  power  to  flatter  a  little.  In  more  dignified  phraseology,  he 

idealizes  nature.  He  finds  her  unfinished  and  imperfect.  She  has  good 

intentions,  of  course,  but  as  Aristotle  said,  she  cannot  always  carry  them 
out.  We  dentists,  however,  cannot  take  liberties  with  our  art.  If  we 

adopt  as  our  ideal  motto:  "True  art  is  to  conceal  art,"  we  must  mean, — 
as  we  ought  to  mean, — that  we  are  going  to  try  to  make  a  real  imitation  of 
nature,  an  imitation  so  perfect  that  nature  herself  would  be  deceived. 

In  a  word,  we  must  compete  with  nature.  Only  when  the  observer  cannot 

tell  which  is  art  and  which  is  nature,  can  our  work  be  considered  wholly 
successful  and  artistic. 
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Such  perfection  of  imitation  inevitably  implies  an  intimate  study  of 

nature.  And  indeed,  the  best  artists  of  every  period  and  of  every  de- 

partment of  art  have  developed  upon  this  foundation.  We,  in  our  field, 

claim  to  be  artists,  but  do  we  begin  where  we  ought?  Do  we,  in  any 

complete  sense,  go  to  nature?  Permit  me  to  answer  this  question  by  asking 

another  more  concrete.  If  we  studied  nature  carefully,  instead  of  copying 

from  each  other,  would  we  be  satisfied  to  work  with  the  conventionalized 

teeth  which  are  furnished  us  by  the  manufacturer?  We  know  that  the  bit 

of  porcelain  with  which  we  make  our  crown  is,  as  to  characteristics,  shape, 

and  color,  utterly  unlike  the  human  teeth.  Rarely,  indeed,  can  a  porcelain 

be  found  which  exactly  fits,  in  all  particulars,  the  case  in  hand. 

It  may  be  asked  at  this  point:  Why  does  not  the  manufacturer  give  us 

better  teeth  with  which  to  operate?  The  answer  is  obvious.  Because  we 

do  not  require  him  to  do  so.  He  furnishes  the  profession  with  what  it 

demands,  just  as  does  any  manufacturer.  He  is  influenced  in  the  pro- 

duction of  artificial  teeth  by  those  shapes  and  colors  which  had  the  best 

sale  the  preceding  year.  And  it  is  certainly  not  to  be  expected  in  this 

unaltruistic  age  that  he  will  concern  himself  with  a  careful  imitation  of 

nature  when  dentists  will  unthinkingly  take  what  is  offered  them.  The 

product  of  the  manufacturer  is  determined  to  a  great  extent  by  the  large 

orders  which  are  sent  to  him  by  the  big  advertising  dental  shops  and 

laboratories.  These  shops  order  perhaps  a  hundred  sets  of  teeth  at  a 

time.  The  point  for  us  to  note  is  that  these  teeth  are  all  of  one  shape  and 

color.  In  a  recent  conversation  with  one  of  the  heads  of  a  large  dental 

manufacturing  company,  I  asked  whether  the  company  would  be  willing 

to  furnish  a  new  set  of  models.  He  answered  immediately:  "When  the 
dental  profession  knows  what  it  wants,  we  will  supply  the  demand;  we 

cannot  do  business  on  any  other  basis."  Certainly  manufacturers  cannot 
be  blamed  for  not  undertaking  to  educate  us  as  to  what  we  ought  to  demand 

in  order  to  do  really  artistic  work.  The  fault,  obviously,  lies  not  with 

them,  but  with  dentists  themselves. 

Perhaps  it  would  be  well  at  this  point  to  look  for  a  moment  at  the 

porcelain  facings  furnished  us  by  the  dealer.  I  might  discourse  at  length 

on  their  unnatural  shape,  but  I  shall  pause  only  long  enough  to  say  that  the 

authoritative  treatise  on  the  anatomy  of  the  teeth,  by  Dr.  Black  and  Dr. 

Brownell  leaves  no  excuse  on  the  part  of  manufacturers  for  furnishing  us 

with  such  sorry  imitations  of  the  natural  crown  as  we  are  obliged  to  use. 

I  might  also  dwell  on  the  fact  that  by  far  the  largest  percentage  of 

indications  for  Richmond  crowns  are  in  the  mouths  of  patients  past  middle 

life;  and  yet  the  facings  furnished  have  the  appearance  of  the  teeth  of 

youth.  They  show  no  signs  of  age,  no  marks  of  wear.  I  know  well, 

however,  that  abrasion,  erosion,  and  even  atrophied  enamel  formation? 

may  be  imitated  by  grinding  and  by  the  use  of  high  fusing  colors.     I  believe 
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that  we  have  a  right  to  demand  that  the  manufacturer  furnish  us  with  teeth 

which  show  all  of  the  peculiarities  of  age.  But  it  is  not  these  things  which 

I  wish  to  emphasize  in  this  paper;     I  wish  to  discuss  the  color  of  the  teeth. 

In  the  American  made  teeth  furnished  us,  the  pigment,  in  a  large 

proportion  of  the  facings,  is  not  properly  distributed;  it  is  put  on  the  lingual 

side  of  the  facing,  and  extends  only  over  the  gingival  third.  It  follows 

that  should  we  succeed  in  getting  a  facing  somewhere  near  the  size  and 

color  desired,  the  grinding  of  the  gingival  bevel  which  would  be  necessary 

in  order  to  have  the  facing  approximate  the  labial  bevel  of  the  band,  would 

mean  the  loss  of  color.  Even  if  this  were  not  the  case,  the  color  would  still 

be  defective  in  extent,  since  the  color  in  the  natural  tooth,  while  gradually 

decreasing  in  saturation,  extends  in  most  cases  to  the  incisal  third.  This 

is  especially  true  of  cuspids.  Furthermore,  while  the  natural  teeth  in  the 

same  mouth  will  be  of  the  same  hue,  there  will  usually  be  found  a  marked 

variation  in  tint,  shade,  or  saturation.  The  cuspids  have  the  greatest 

saturation  and  the  laterals  the  least.  These  facts  must  be  familiar  to 

every  dentist  who  has  the  least  clinical  experience;  yet  the  manufacturer 

seems  to  have  overlooked  them  entirely. 

In  order  to  get  at  the  problem  before  us  it  is  necessary  to  inquire  first 

of  all  into  the  probable  source  of  the  color  in  the  teeth.  It  is  my  belief 

that  the  tooth  crown  receives  its  color  mainly  from  the  dentine,  although 

the  pulp  rr.ay  be  a  contributing  factor.  About  25  per  cent,  of  the  dentine 

is  made  up  of  organic  matter.  After  the  death  of  the  pulp  the  organic 

portion  of  the  dentine  disintegrates,  causing  the  tooth  to  become  darker, 

and  in  some  cases  radically  changing  the  hue.  In  old  age,  when  the  pulp 

recedes,  the  hue  appears  to  become  more  saturated,  resulting,  in  some 

cases,  in  a  decided  orange  hue.  Since,  in  my  opinion,  it  is  the  organic 

matter  of  the  dentine  which  is  mainly  responsible  for  the  color  of  the  teeth, 

owing  to  the  small  amount  of  organic  matter  contained  in  the  enamel,  the 

color  contributed  by  the  enamel  is  probably  negligible.*  Indeed,  American 
histologists  are  practically  unanimous  in  agreeing  on  the  absence  of  organic 

matter  in  the  enamel.  European  histologists  believe,  however,  that  the 

enamel  contains  a  slight  amount  of  organic  matter;  but  even  they  do  not 

claim  over  5  per  cent.  The  amount  of  pigment  contained  in  so  small  a 

percentage  of  organic  matter  would  be  hardly  appreciable.  Normal  enamel, 

then,  can  be  expected  to  contribute  only  white  or  brightness  value  to  the 

color  of  the  teeth.  Very  frequently,  however,  where  the  labial  and  lingual 

plates  of  enamel  come  together  for  a  short  distance  on  the  incisal,  (most 

frequently  seen  in  the  lateral),  the  dark  oval  cavity  is  reflected  through, 

and  gives  a  grayish,  and  in  some  cases  what  appears  to  be  a  bluish,  hue  to 

the  incisal.      We  have  all  experienced  disappointments,   I   think,  in  trying 

♦It  is  true  that  brown  streaks  are  sometimes  seen  in  the  enamel,  known  as 
the  brown  striae  (stai-ah)  of  Retzen's:  buit  these  are  regarded  by  Tomes  as  beint; 
due  to  nutritive  disturbances  during  the  development  period,  and  may,  there- 

fore,  be  left  out   of  account. — Retzen. 
Tomes'    Manual   of   Dental   Anatomy,    chapt.    3,    page   58,    1890. 
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to  match  this  so-called  blue  tint  in  the  incisal.  It  is  possible  to  obtain 

facings  with  a  very  washed-out  blue  tint  at  the  incisal,  but  they  do  not 

look  natural  when  placed  in  the  mouth. 

Suppose,  now,  that  we  consider  the  enamel  by  itself.  What  is  its 

color?  We  all  have  a  more  or  less  hazy  notion,  I  think,  but  no  exact 

symbol  or  symbols  by  means  of  which  to  express  it.  We  usually  call  it 

grey.  Do  we  mean  by  that  what  psychologists  mean,  namely,  a  mixture 

of  black  and  white?  The  inexactness  of  our  symbols  of  expression  will 

be  realized  when  I  recall  to  your  minds  that  although  we  are  able  to  dis- 

tinguish some  700  different  brightness  qualities  between  the  deepest  black 

and  the  most  brilliant  white,  we  have  only  about  four  symbols  in  common 

use  by  means  of  which  to  express  them  all :  black,  white,  light-grey,  and 

dark-grey.  I  have  come  to  the  conclusion  through  my  own  experience  and 

by  questioning  a  number  of  my  fellow  practitioners,  that  the  enamel  of  the 

teeth  may  well  be  compared  to  a  white  pearl.  This  comparison  may  be 

best  appreciated  by  examining  the  rounded  cusps  of  a  freshly  extracted 

bicuspid  or  molar.  And  indeed,  to  refer  to  the  youthful  denture  as  a 

row  of  pearls  is  not  inappropriate.  The  teeth  of  people  of  mature  years, 

however,  never  receive  such  poetic  comparison,  for  the  enamel  becomes 

stained  with  age.  In  this  sense  alone  can  the  enamel  be  said  to  contribute 

to  the  color  of  the  teeth. 

If  we  make  a  casual  examination  of  the  stock  of  teeth  at  the  dental 

depot,  we  would  be  inclined  to  say  that  the  hues,  tints,  and  shades  of  the 

solar  spectrum  were  fairly  well  represented.  Yet  to  the  initiated  the  im- 
perfection of  the  display  is  altogether  too  evident.  And  who  of  us  has 

not  been  repeatedly  disappointed  in  trying  to  match  the  human  teeth? 

We  are  all  more  or  less  convinced,  I  am  sure,  of  a  serious  defect  somewhere. 

When  we  stop  to  think,  however,  our  sense  of  justice,  as  I  have  said  before, 

tells  us  that  the  blame  does  not  rest  alone  on  the  dental  manufacturers,  for 

we  ourselves  do  not,  in  most  cases,  know  what  we  are  really  looking  for. 

Even  those  favored  persons  who  can  carry  the  hue  in  their  memories,  or  in 

their  eyes,  as  we  commonly  say,  rarely  have  any  symbol  which  will 

exactly  express  its  position  in  the  solar  series.  Our  terminology  is  lament- 
ably deficient.  Perhaps  we  call  the  illusive  hue  yellow.  It  is  then  fair 

to  ask  whether  a  color  as  pure  yellow  is  to  be  found  in  the  teeth  of  the 

Caucasians?  It  is  generally  true  that  the  color  of  the  teeth  of  the  type 

called  brunette  will  be  found  to  be  more  saturated  than  that  in  a  blonde, 

and  the  pigment  will  be  found  to  vary  in  proportion.  For  nature,  here  as 

elsewhere,  tends  to  maintain  an  equilibrium,  or  harmony  in  the  body  pig- 

ments. In  the  eyes,  hair,  skin  and  teeth  there  is  usually  a  harmony  of 

color.  For  example,  if  we  should  analyze  the  feelings  we  experience  on 

first  seeing  a  woman  with  her  hair  dyed  red,  the  word  discord  would  best 

express  them,  for  the  skin  and  hair  would  not  be  in  harmony ;  and  therefore 

the  effect  is  quite  the  opposite  from  the  one  intended.     A  want  of  harmony 
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between  the  hue,  tint,  and  shade  of  the  teeth  and  skin  is  equally  unpleasant, 
and  yet  I  think  it  is  an  uncommon  experience  to  see  a  porcelain  crown  that 
we  cannot  instantly  detect,  and  which,  if  we  were  to  pass  judgment,  we 
would  pronounce  off  color.  In  other  words,  we  are  conscious  of  the 

discord.  My  conclusion  at  this  point  is,  therefore,  that  the  first  prerequisite 
for  understanding  the  color  of  the  teeth  is  to  classify  the  types  of  human 
beings  accurately,  and  name  the  color  of  teeth  each  type  possesses. 

If  we  had  only  distinct  types  to  deal  with,  however,  such  as  blondes 

and  brunettes,  the  task  of  standardizing  the  color  of  the  teeth  might  be 

comparatively  easy.  But  by  far  the  largest  percentage  of  human  beings  are 

of  that  indefinite  type  which  we  class  as  brown-haired.  Members  of  this 

class  may  have  either  blue  or  brown  eyes,  either  light-brown  hair  or  dark 
chestnut.  Now,  brown  is  a  mixture  of  yellow  and  black;  therefore  it 

would  not  be  accurate  to  symbolize  this  large  group,  the  individuals  of 
which  are  neither  blonde  nor  brunette,  as  brown.  Here  we  have  another 

problem  in  terminology. 

Enough  has  been  said  to  show  that  we  cannot  get  very  far  without 

accurate  classification  and  symbols.  We  need  the  symbols  to  express 

our  thoughts.  Such  a  classification  would  not  only  result  in  more  artistic 

production  by  the  profession,  and  thus  be  a  source  of  increased  pleasure 

and  pride  in  our  chosen  calling,  and  a  great  economy  of  time,  but  it  would 

enable  us  to  speak  with  authority;  to  agree  on  what  we  want.  And  the 

manufacturer  could  not  lag  far  behind  us. 

It  is  not  enough,  however,  to  have  the  types  of  human  beings  accurately 

classified  with  a  symbol  designating  the  color  of  each ;  a  knowledge  of  the 

fundamental  laws  which  govern  the  phenomenon  of  color  is  a  pre-requisite 

to  such  an  investigation.  This  appears  on  the  face  of  it  to  be  a  formidable 

matter.  A  brief  sketch  in  which  I  hope  to  show  their  practical  application 

to  the  subject  under  discussion,  will  convince  you,  however,  that  the  diffi- 

culties in  the  way  of  the  standardization  of  the  color  of  the  human  teeth 

are  more  apparent  than  real.  First:  let  me  repeat  that  the  hues  to  be 

found  in  the  different  types  before  mentioned,  need  to  be  standardized. 

I  have  come  to  the  conclusion  that  the  hues  to  be  found  in  the  Caucasian 

race  lie  somewhere  between  orange  and  red,  and  orange  and  yellow,  in  the 

spectral  series,  with  the  addition  of  white  and  black  values;  and  that  all 

the  other  colors  are  due  to  the  effect  of  what  are  known  as  the  phenomena 

of  simultaneous  contrast,  successive  contrast,  and  negative  after  images. 

Second,  we  must  adopt  symbols  or  words  which  will  express  exactly  the 

hue,  tint,  or  shade  indicated,  and  the  degree  of  saturation;  for  pure, 

tones  are  never  to  be  seen  in  the  teeth.  In  other  words,  we  must  have 

a  systematized  nomenclature  of  all  the  colors  to  be  found  in  the  human 
teeth. 

The  reason  why  we  have  no  terminology  for  the  colors  to  be  found 

in  the  teeth,  as  well  as  in  many  other  things,  is  due  to  deficient  sensitivity 
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and  education.  Yet  natural  history  abounds  in  proofs  that  color  dis- 

crimination is  innate  not  only  in  man,  but  even  in  animals.  Darwin* 

devotes  several  chapters  to  color  discrimination  among  animals  and  shows 

color  to  have  a  definite  purpose  and  to  be  useful  either  as  a  means  of 

protection  or  concealment  from  enemies,  or  as  a  means  of  recognition  by 

their  own  kind.  Colored  fruits  form  by  choice  a  considerable  part  of  the 

food  of  monkeys  in  the  tropical  regions  of  the  earth. 

If  monkeys  can  distinguish  colors,  then  surely  it  may  be  inferred  that 

so  could  the  most  primitive  men.  Tests  on  primitive  people  for  the  purpose 

of  determining  the  sense-acuteness,  have  brought  out  the  fact  that  their 

power  of  discriminating  color  was  about  equal  to  that  of  children  in  the 

first  grade  or  in  the  kindergarten.  In  addition,  the  color  vocabularies, 

collected  from  different  regions  showed  instances  in  which  a  single  word  was 

made  to  do  duty  for  two  or  more  color  sensations;  that  is,  black  and  blue, 

for  blue  and  green.  All  peoples,  however,  have  a  definite  symbol  for 

red.  Such  confused  nomenclature  naturally  implies  corresponding  limit- 

ations in  the  degree  of  sensory  color — discrimination.  And  there  are  un- 

questionably other  factors  at  work  in  determining  the  differentiation  of  the 

naxes  for  sensations.  In  the  first  place,  it  is  quite  conceivable  that  a 

sensation  may  not  be  of  sufficient  value  or  interest  to  receive  a  special  name, 

although  it  is  capable  of  being  fully  experienced  and  discriminated.  Were 

we,  for  example,  to  ask  of  a  civilized  community  what  object  they  would 

describe  by  the  word  grey,  surprising  indeed  would  be  the  variety  and  in- 

congruousness  of  their  replies.  Yet  such  confusion  would  not  be  inevitably 

tht  expression  of  deficient  sensitivity.  People  could  easily  learn,  under 

stimulus,  the  exact  difference  in  meaning  between  grey  and  buff.  The 

conclusion  is  that  certain  instances  of  confused  terminology  may  be  due 

simply  to  insufficient  pains  having  been  taken  to  analyze  sensory  experi- 
ences. This  conclusion  is  further  borne  out  by  a  color  test  given  at  my 

request  in  the  Irving  Kindergarten  School,  of  St.  Paul.  The  test  was  with 

Holmgren's  wools.  It  was  found  that  those  children  who  had  learned  the 
names  of  the  different  colors  could  sort  them,  but  those  who  did  not  know 

the  names  confused  red  and  pink,  and  blue  with  violet.  Faintly  colored 

wools  tended  generally  to  be  confused  with  one  another. 

From  all  this,  I  think  we  may  safely  and  reasonably  conclude  that 

color  discrimination  is  innate;  and  second,  that  the  power  of  discrimination 

among  the  finer  shades  and  tints  is  only  a  matter  of  education.  1  his 

second  point  has  an  important  bearing,  as  you  can  readily  see,  on  crown  and 

bridge  work,  considered  from  the  viewpoint  of  an  art. 

But  already  in  discussing  a  few  of  the  factors  that,  in  my  opinion, 

should  be  included  in  a  treatise,  even  of  the  most  elementary  kind,  dealing 

with  the  artistic  side  of  the  matter  under  discussion,  I  have  used  what 

might  be  called  technical   terms  of  a  nature,  which  some  will   protest,   DO 

•Darwin's    "Descent   of    Man."    2nd    ed.,    pp.    108,    279.    MO, 
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dentist  can  be  expected  to  know  or  understand.  Such  a  protest,  of  course
, 

is  a  naive  confession  of  ignorance,  because  a  knowledge  of  the  vocabula
ry 

of  color  is  a  pre-requisite  to  even  an  elementary  study  of  nature.  It  poin
ts 

further  to  a  serious  lack  in  our  educational  curriculum.  A  scientist 
 should 

certainly  know  the  terminology  of  his  science  and  related  scienc
es.  For 

the  replacing  of  natural  teeth  with  artificial  substitutes  is  the  
one  science 

and  art  which  we  cannot  help  practicing;  and  if  we  cannot  practice 
 it  well, 

we  must  continue  to  practice  it  poorly.  In  order,  therefore,  to  make 
 my 

points  more  intelligible,  perhaps,  I  shall  include  at  this  poin
t  what  must 

necessarily  be  a  very  sketchy  and  superficial  review  of  the 
 science  of 

chromat'cs,  and  this  merely  for  the  purpose  of  making  my  nomenc
lature 

clearer. 

Light— I  refer  to  solar  light— is  the  physical  cause  of  our  sensat
ion  of 

light.     Webster*  defines  light  thus:  "Light  is  that  agent,  force,  o
r  action 

in  nature  by  the  operation  of  which  upon  the  organs  of  sight,  obj
ects  are 

rendered  visible,  or  luminous."     Without  going  into  the  various  t
heories  of 

light,  let  it  suffice  to  say  that  it  is  composed  of  an  indeterminate
  number  of 

variously  colored  rays.      The  sensation  of  color  depends  upon  a
  peculiar 

function  of  the  retina,  or  optic  nerve,  in  consequence  of  which  rays 
 of  light 

produce  different  effects  according  to  the  length  of  their  wav
es  or  undula- 

tions, waves  of  a  certain  length  producing  the  sensation  of  red,  shorter 
 ones 

green,  and  those  still  shorter,  blue,  and  so  on.     The  color  of
  objects  de- 

pends upon  their  power  to  absorb  or  reflect  a  greater  or  less  pro
portion 

of  the  rays  which  fall  upon  them.     In  other  words,  the  natural  color  of 

objects  results  from  the  fact  that  one  portion  of  the  colored  rays  contained 

in  white  light   is   absorbed   at   the   surface  of   the   body,   while  the  other 

portion  is  thrown  back.     It  is  the  ray  which  is  thrown  back  that  gives  the 

color  to  the  object.      For  example,  if  the  light  which  falls  on  an  object 

is  completely  absorbed  by  that  object,  so  that  it  disappears  from  sight  as 

if  falling  into  a  perfectly  dark  cavity,  the  object  appears  to  us  black.     On 

the  other  hand,   if  all  the  light  is  reflected   from   the  surface,   the  object 

appears  white.      The  rays  may  also  be  modified  by  the  character  of  the 

surface.     You  can  readily  see  how  this  affects  our  science.     If  the  object 

is  polished,  as  are  the  surfaces  of  the  artificial  teeth  furnished  us  by  the 

manufacturers,  the  rays  are  pressed  together,  as  it  were.      They  are  then 

thrown  back  as  a  solid  beam.      If,  however,  the  surface  of  the  object  is 

irregular,  as  is,  for  example,  the  enamelled  surface  of  the  natural  teeth   (I 

refer  to  the  imbrication  lines  of  Pickerell)  ,t  the  rays  are  dispersed  in  every 

direction.     While  the  unabsorbed  rays  may  be  the  same  as  those  thrown 

from  a  polished  surface,  yet  we  are  immediately  conscious  of  a  differenc
e 

in  color.     This  has  an  important  bearing  on  the  color  of  the  teeth.     It  is 

at  once  apparent  that  to  obtain  a  perfect  match  in  artificial  teeth,  we  must 

♦Webster,    Noah. — International    Dictionary. 

tPrevention  of  Dental  Caries  (Pickerell),  chap,  iv,  pp.  52,  67,  69,  73. 
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have  not  only  the  same  color,  but  also  the  same  kind  of  surface.  I  have 

no  doubt,  however,  that  since  both  Pickerell  and  Williams*  have  called 

attention  to  this  subject  in  their  exhaustive  monographs,  published  recently, 

the  tooth  manufacturers  will  soon  accept  the  suggestion. 

Another  matter  that  must  be  taken  into  consideration  is  the  checks  and 

cracks  to  be  found  in  the  enamel  of  the  teeth  as  people  grow  older,  especially 

in  those  people  past  middle  life.  In  the  same  way  that  the  grooved  surfaces 

of  the  enamel  affect  the  hue  of  the  teeth,  so  these  checks  and  cracks  must 

be  counted  as  a  modifying  factor  when  matching  artificial  and  natural 

teeth. 

Since  the  color  of  the  teeth  is  affected  by  so  many  factors,  it  will 

perhaps  be  wise  to  go  more  deeply  into  the  definition  of  color.  The 

psychologist  recognizes  three  aspects  of  color:  hue;  degree  of  saturation  or 

purity;  and  illumination,  or  brightness.  When  a  ray  of  sunlight  is  admitted 

through  a  small  aperture  in  the  window  shutter  of  a  dark  chamber  (illus- 

tration on  the  board),  what  is  seen  is  a  round  and  colorless  image,  at  A. 

If,  however,  a  glass  prism  is  interposed  in  its  path,  the  beam  on  emerging 

from  the  prism  becomes  refracted  towards  its  base,  producing  on  a  distant 

screen  a  vertical,  rounded  band  no  longer  white,  but  showing  all  of  the 

hues  of  the  rainbow.  This  is  called  the  solar  spectrum.  What  has  hap- 

pened is  this ;  The  white  ray  has  been  broken  up  into  its  elemental  hues, — 

red,  orange,  yellow,  green,  blue,  violet.  It  is  interesting  to  note  at  this 

point  that  here  is  the  only  place  in  nature  where  we  get  pure  hues.  The 

hues  of  the  landscape,  for  example,  are  always  modified  by  a  mixture  of 

white  or  gray  light.  But  to  return  to  the  matter  in  hand.  Now,  if  we 

should  discover  that  the  hues  in  the  human  teeth  could  be  placed  in  the 

orange  part  of  the  spectrum,  we  would  have  an  important  starting  point. 

In  order,  however,  to  match  the  exact  tint  or  shade  of  orange,  it  would  be 

necessary  to  determine  not  only  the  hue,  but  the  degree  of  saturation  or 

purity.  This  can  be  best  illustrated  by  charts;  the  first  one  showing  the 

highest  degree  of  saturation  possible  to  obtain.  The  next  chart  is  slightly 

less  saturated,  and  so  on  through  fifty  charts.  The  last  chart  shows  only 

a  faint  trace  of  the  orange  hue.  The  point  to  be  noticed  here  is  that  the 

hue  is  the  same.  No  other  hue  has  been  added  because  of  the  lower  de- 

gree of  saturation,  for  white  is  not  properly  a  hue.  It  is  not  correct, 

however,  to  call  the  diluted  orange  tint,  yellow.  Yet  this  is  the  mistake 

made  by  the  average  person.  A  course  in  color  discrimination  would  not 

come  amiss  in  order  to  avoid  such  common  errors.  The  mistake  of  calling 

orange  yellow,  has  been  made,  I  believe,  by  Dr.  Clapp.t  for  in  the  charts 

attributed  to  him  and  published  in  J.  Leon  Williams'  book  on  "A  New 

Classification  of  Tooth  Forms"  shows  the  gingival  third  of  the  tooth  M 

orange  in  which  there  is  a  slight  overlapping  of  yellow;  the  middle  third 

•Dr.   Clapp,   Chapter  on  Color,  pagi 
•  Williams,    nvw   Classification   of    Natural   and    Artificial    Teeth. 
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is  called  yellow;  and  the  incisal  third,  gray.  While,  I  believe,  that  Dr. 
Clapp  has  distributed  the  hue  about  as  it  is  found  in  nature,  yet  the  pig- 

ment in  the  dentine  will  be  represented,  it  must  be  emphasized,  by  one  hue, 
with  a  more  or  less  degree  of  saturation. 

Another  interesting  element  enters  into  the  situation.     Those  of  us  who 
have  offices  which  admit  the  direct  sunlight  during  certain  hours  of   the 
day  will  appreciate  the  effect  of  illumination  or  brightness  in  changing  the 
hue  of  the  teeth.      The  red  end  of  the  spectrum  when  highly  illuminated 
gradually   changes   to   orange.      If   the   brightness  is   increased,   it   appears 
yellow;  and  if  still  further  increased,  it  looks  white.     The  blue  end  of  the 
spectrum,  on  the  other  hand,   becomes  grey  under  increased  illumination. 
Conversely,  if  the  spectrum  is  darkened,  the  red  end  looks  brown  or  black, 
and  the  blue  end  looks  black.      This  can  be  readily  tested  by  walking  at 
twilight  in  a   garden   filled  with  variously  colored   flowers.      As  darkness 
gathers    the   colors   gradually   disappear,   even    though    the   shapes   of   the 
flowers  may  be  distinctly  seen.     The  photograph  illustrates  the  same  thing. 
1  he  hue  here  is  left  out,  only  degrees  of  brightness  being  noted.     In  match- 

ing the  teeth,  therefore,  the  kind  and  amount  of  illumination  under  which 
they  are  seen  has  to  be  considered.      Let  me  explain  this  matter  more  in 
detail.     The  natural  teeth,  because  of  their  position  in  the  mouth,  surround- 

ed as  they  are  by  the  shadow  of  the  lips,  and  back  of  them  the  more  or 
less  dark,  oral  cavity,  will  be  under  a  very  different  illumination  from  the 
artificial   tooth  held  in  the  hand  or  tweezers,   or  in    [rant  of  the  patient. 
fa  order  to  be  sure  that  the  artificial  tooth  will  match  in  color  the  natural 
teeth,   it  is  best   to  defer  the  selection  of  the  tooth  until   the  tooth   to  be 
crowned  is  ground  off  sufficiently  to  allow  the  facing  to  be  placed  in  the 
exact  position  it  is  to  occupy  permanently. 

Now  we  must  take  into  account  one  other  thing  in  order  to  match  our 
teeth  successfully.  If  we  look  for  some  time  at  a  red,  and  then  look  at  a 
colorless  wall  or  a  piece  of  paper,  we  find  that  a  greenish  tinge  is  given 
to  the  colorless  wall  or  paper.  Similarly,  if  we  do  the  same  thing  with 
a  greenish  object,  we  find  it  to  be  followed  by  a  reddish  tinge.  Again, 
if  we  look  for  a  time  upon  a  yellow  object,  and  then  focus  on  a  colorless 
ground,  the  latter  takes  on  a  bluish  tinge.  Similarly,  the  blue  is  followed 
by  a  yellowish  tinge.  This  is  the  phenomenon  of  negative  after  images. 
Again,  if  I  place  a  yellow  and  a  blue  alongside  of  each  other,  the  yellow 

will  appear  "yellower"  (i.e.  more  saturated)  and  the  blue  will  appear 
"more"  blue,  at  the  line  of  junction.  If  I  place  a  green  alongside  of  a red,  the  green  and  red  will  each  appear  more  saturated  at  the  line  of 
junction.  This  is  called  simultaneous  contrast.  Again,  if  I  look  from  a 
yellow  to  a  blue  object,  the  latter  will  appear  "more"  blue,  i.  e.,  more 
highly  saturated,  than  before.  The  same  holds  good  of  the  relationship  of 
red  and  green.  This  is  called  successive  contrast.  These  things  must  be  taken 
into  account  and  guarded  against  if  we  would  make  successful  matches  of 
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color.  A  bright  object  appears  brighter  when  put  alongside  of  a  darker 
one,  and  vice  versa.  And  just  as  the  object  that  is  placed  alongside  of  the 

red  takes  on  a  greenish  tinge,  so  the  human  teeth  appear  greenish  when  seen 

surrounded  by  the  healthy  red  tissues  of  mouth  and  lips.  Thus  teeth  that 

in  themselves  are  of  a  decidedly  orange  hue,  will  often  appear  greenish 

yellow  as  a  result  of  their  being  surrounded  by  very  red  tissues.  In  short 

the  'aciors  of  negative  after  images  and  simultaneous  and  successive  con- 
trast, tend  to  make  the  teeth  appear  of  a  different  hue  and  a  different 

brightness  when  inside  and  outside  the  mouth. 

As  stated  at  the  beginning  of  my  paper,  it  has  not  been  my  intention 

to  formulate  here  a  course  of  study  which  will  give  us  the  right  to  con- 

sider crown  and  bridge  work  among  the  fine  arts.  I  have  merely  endeavored 

to  indicate  a  few  factors  which  enter  into  securing  artificial  teeth  that  shall 

be  a  real  imitation  of  nature.  The  requisites  of  prime  importance  for  the 

individual  dentist  are:  to  be  fully  informed  on  color;  to  train  his  powers 

of  color  discrimination,  and  to  understand  thoroughly  all  of  the  elements 

which  enter  into  a  modification  of  the  color  of  the  teeth. 
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DISCUSSION. 

Dr.  Bush. — I  had  no  intention  of  speaking  to  this  paper  at  all.  I 

think  you  know  me  well  enough  to  know  that  I  will  be  brief.  After  all, 

it  is  only  for  the  few  of  us — I  say  us  because  I  have  spent  some  part  of  my 

life  in  the  study  of  color — it  is  only  the  few  of  us  who  go  and  who  care 

to  go  into  the  scientific  side  of  color,  or  of  any  science.  It  takes  a  great  deal 

of  study,  and  time,  to  reach  any  proficiency  in  that  line.  Therefore  for  us 

as  practical  dentists,  the  art  of  dentistry  itself,  the  practical  application  of 

color  to  our  own  business,  is  what  we  are  most  concerned  in. 

Now  Dr.  Orton  gave  us  a  number  of  the  original  rules  of  color.  I  here 

are  new  schools  which  say  there  are  more  than  three  primary  colors,  and 

I  am  far  from  denying  that.  I  believe  there  may  be  many  primary  colors 

of  which  we  know  nothing  at  the  present  day.  Up  to  the  present  day  the 

law  explains  sufficient  for  all  of  us,  and  for  the  world  of  art,  that  is,  that 

there  are  three  primary  colors,  red,  blue  and  yellow.  The  orange  and 

violet  are  secondary  colors,  the  violet  being  produced  by  a  mixture  of  red 
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and  yellow,  complementary  colors.  A  primary  color  such  as  blue  or  red 

will  always  have  for  its  complementary  a  secondary  color,  that  is  a  com- 

bination of  the  other  two  primaries.  That  is  a  fixed  law  which  has  been 

recognized  for  generations.  Purple  will  give  you  a  yellow  complementary; 

blue  will  give  you  an  orange  complementary.  If  you  have  blue  a  primary 

color,  the  other  two  colors  join  in  that.  I  wish  I  had  some  color  screens  to 

throw  a  light  on  this  and  you  would  have  a  splendid  illustration.  That 

is  not  what  we  are  so  much  concerned  with.  In  the  term  gray — these 

psychological  people  and  psychists  may  call  that  mixture  of  black  and 

white  gray.  It  is  gray,  but  gray  known  to  the  field  of  art  is  a  very  different 

color  to  that.  There  are  very  few  artists  who  would  dare  try  and  make 

their  grays  of  black  and  white.  There  are  not  many  who  care  to  mix 

any  black  with  their  grays.  Black  and  white  produces  the  well  known  lead 

color,  a  very  delightful  and  long  suffering  tint  for  verandah  floors,  and  so 

on.  Look  at  the  verandah  floor.  That  is  black  and  white.  Did  you  ever 

see  that  in  nature?  I  never  did.  Grays  made  up  by  artists  are  made  by  a 

mixture  of  the  three  primary  colors  more  or  less.  We  are  greatly  assisted 

by  the  browns  and  the  wealth  of  pigments  the  color  men  supply  us  with 

now,  but  nevertheless  the  grays  are  made  originally  of  a  mixture  of  the 

three  primary  colors. 

Dr.  Orton  made  a  very  pertinent  remark  when  he  spoke  of  a  man's 
eyesight  giving  out.  That  is  one  of  the  greatest  causes,  in  my  belief,  of  the 

atrocities — I  will  speak  quite  plainly — the  atrocious  mismatches  in  color 
that  we  see  every  day.  We  see  them  on  the  street;  Main  street  is  pretty 

wide  but  you  can  almost  see  a  mismatch  all  that  distance  away.  I  think 

that  is  it;  the  eyes  give  out.  What  is  the  solution  of  that?  When  you 

are  working  on  the  patient,  try  and  study  the  color  of  those  teeth  before 

you  try  to  match  them.  Get  the  color  from  all  the  varying  lights  and  the 

different  positions  and  educate  your  eye.  Do  we  do  anything  better  then  for 

having  the  eye  better  educated?  What  kind  of  musician  would  he  be 

who  attempted  to  play  on  the  piano  or  organ  who  had  not  spent  months 

of  study,  hours  of  work,  educating  his  fingers  to  reach  those  keys  at  the 

proper  time  and  give  them  the  proper  stroke?  I  agree  with  Dr.  Prothero 

that  the  dental  colleges  are  greatly  remiss  in  not  teaching  what  is  taught  in 

art  schools  at  the  ver>  beginning.  That  picture  in  one  of  the  galleries  in 

Paris  is  a  good  illustration.  It  was  put  there  to  show  students  what  a 

mistake  could  be  made.  The  artist  is  trained  to  see  the  color  as  it  is  and 

not  as  he  thinks  it  is.  He  is  trained  to  distinguish  color.  And  so  we  can 

every  one  of  us  train  our  eyes  just  exactly  as  we  can  train  our  hand  to 

work,  as  we  can  train  our  fingers  to  write  or  play  or  anything  of  the  kind. 

Dr.  Orton  gave  a  good  illustration  of  that  when  he  spoke  of  the  school 

children  being  able  to  distinguish  the  bright  colors  first.  Savage  races  run 

mostly  to  primary  colors  if  they  want  any  colors  to  wear.  In  the  highest 
harmonies  in  music  it  is  all  a  matter  of  education.     What  to  some  ot  us 
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would  be  the  most  delightful  harmony,  to  a  man  unaccustomed  to  that 

kind  of  thing  it  is  the  most  violent  discord.  Mark  Twain  said  that  a 

classical  programme  looked  a  great  deal  better  than  it  sounded.  It  was 

a  very  waggish  way  of  putting  it,  but  it  was  a  deplorable  state.  Classical 

music  is  a  matter  of  education.  So  is  color  and  higher  art  a  matter  of 

education.  And  it  is  up  to  us  to  educate  our  eye  day  by  day,  and  no 

education  can  be  spasmodic.  It  must  be  followed  day  by  day,  and  we 

must  take  varying  colors  into  consideration.  Dr.  Orton  spoke  of  the 

different  lights.  Many  artists  prefer  a  north  light  to  work  by  because  the 

light  is  practically  unvarying  and  they  art  able  to  go  back  to  their  work 

in  the  afternoon  and  go  on  with  it  without  any  variation  in  light.  Those 

whose  galleries  face  in  a  different  direction  work  in  the  morning  and  come 

back  in  the  afternoon  and  find  the  effects  they  wanted  to  produce  are  not 

there.  They  were  all  right  in  the  morning  but  gone  in  the  afternoon. 

Now  in  the  teeth  we  have  not  only  the  local  color  known  to  the  field  of 

art,  but  the  actual  color.  Take  the  leaf  of  a  tree  or  the  red  of  the  soldier's 
coat.  I  suppose  an  ordinary  person  would  daub  that  with  scarlet  if  paint- 

ing it.  I  believe  it  was  Van  Dyck  who  said  that  in  painting  a  soldier's 
coat  there  were  only  four  or  five  dashes  of  scarlet;  all  the  rest  was  gray  and 

white,  gray  of  different  shades.  We  get  not  only  the  different  shades,  the 

local  color  of  the  teeth,  but  we  get  the  reflected  color,  the  reflection  from 

the  lips  of  the  patient,  the  reflection  from  what  may  be  in  the  room,  but 

mostly,  we  will  say,  from  the  lip  which  gives  a  reddish  tone.  Consequently, 

as  Dr.  Orton  said,  it  is  absolutely  necessary  to  match  the  tooth  in  the  place 

it  is  to  be  if  you  are  going  to  match  at  all,  but  you  can  form  a  good  idea 

when  working  for  the  patient  by  studying  the  color  before  you  try  to  match 

it.  If  you  try  it  over  and  over  again,  your  eyes  will  get  tired  and  you  are 

sure  to  make  a  mistake.  It  is  only  human  nature.  Now  the  color  in 

nature, — Dr.  Orton  said  the  artist  improves  on  nature.  I  have  seen 

pictures  where  the  artist  has  tried  to  improve  on  nature.  They  are  not 

generally  hung  in  national  galleries.  The  Bible  tells  us  that  God  saw  the 

work  He  had  done  and  it  was  very  good.  I  am  one  of  those  who  think  so. 

But  I  will  tell  you  what  the  artist  does.  Ruskin  said  that  art  is  entirely 

guided  by  emotion,  and  the  artist  is  different  from  the  camera.  1  he  camera 

has  no  emotion.  Compare  a  noted  picture  with  a  photograph  of  the  same 

object,  say  a  landscape.  The  camera  has  no  emotion;  the  camera  has  one 

eye  and  it  looks  at  everthing  at  once;  it  sees  it  all.  The  artist  sees  something 

which  appeals  to  him,  appeals  to  his  emotion.  There  is  a  thing  in  the 

landscape  that  appeals  to  him,  and  according  to  his  skill  he  places  that  on 

the  canvas  and  makes  the  rest  subordinate  to  it,  and  that  is  why  the  artist 

does  in  a  way — I  agree  with  Dr.  Orton — in  a  way  while  he  does  not 

improve  on  nature  he  gives  us  the  effect  as  he  saw  it,  as  the  poet  gives  us  the 

thought  as  he  thinks  it. 
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If  there  is  one  man  in  the  profession  I  have  respect  for,  it  is  Dr.  Roche 

in  his  color  work.  He  has  done  a  great  deal  for  us  because  he  has  been 

trying  to  do  it  along  practical  lines,  and  I  am  inclined  to  agree  with  Dr. 

Orton  that  the  laterals  are  perhaps  a  less  saturated  color  than  the  centrals. 

I  believ«  Dr.  Roche  gives  a  slight  tint  of  blue  to  the  laterals  and  heavier 

orange  to  the  cuspids  in  tinting  his  set  of  teeth.  In  his  use  of  the  word 

"shade"  of  course  that  is  an  arbitrary  term  used  by  the  supply  houses,  shade 

so  and  so.  As  a  matter  of  fact  nearly  all  our  teeth  are  gray.  They  may 

be  different  forms  of  gray,  but  they  all  have  in  them  the  three  primary 

colors.  A  primary  color  hardly  even  appears  in  the  natural  teeth  at 

any  rate,  perhaps  not  very  often  in  nature.  They  are  a  mixture  of 

the  different  colors.  I  think  I  said  once  before  that  Shade  15  by  the 

justi  Co.  is  one  which  approaches  perhaps  most  nearly  to  the  largest  num- 

ber of  human  teeth  shades  in  this  country.  It  only  approaches  it.  It  is 

one  of  the  most  satisfactory  shades  produced  by  them.  If  you  look  at  it 

carefully  it  is  a  beautiful  gray. 

Then  what  is  the  conclusion  of  all  this?      First,  that  we  should  en- 

deavor to  establish  in  our  dental  classes  a  system  of  color  training  for  the 

eye  of  the  students,   that  the  students  may   distinguish  what  the  color  is 

made  up  of.     Many  a  man  may  look  at  a  color  and  he  can  tell  you  at  once 

what  it  is  composed  of,  be  it  ever  so  composite  a  color.     He  will  have  an 

idea  at  once  what  to  mix  to  make  that  color.     What  is  that?     Simply  train- 

ing.    The  student  when  he  is  taken  out  to  sketch  from  nature  sees  green 

trees.      Take  a  leaf   and   look   at  it  and  it  is   green,   but   there   are  only 

two  or  three  spots  of  real  green  in  the  whole  tree  when  you  look  at  it  from 

a  distance  because  there  are  reflected  lights,  direct  lights,  reflections  of  the 

polish  on  the  leaves,  the  absorbed  lights,  the  shadows  and  the  complementary 

colors  suggested  to  the  human  eye  by  the  brighter  lights  there.     And  what 

is  the  conclusion?     Each  one  of  us  must  study  for  himself  and  try  to  make 

a  practical   application  of  what  education  he  can   get   for  his  own  eyes, 

because  the  eyes  and  brain  and  feet  and  fingers  can  be  educated  just  as  well 

as  any  other  part  of  the  human  system,  and  he  must  do  that  for  himself  and 

make  whatever  endeavor  he  can  that  our  dental  colleges  shall  give  their 

students  a  training  in  color  detection.     Perhaps  that  is  a  better  word. 

Dr.  BARBOUR  *sks  the  President  to  take  the  chair  again. 

Dr.  BUSH:  Does  anybody  else  wish  to  discuss  Dr.  Orton's  paper? 

Dr.    RYAN:    Mr.    Chairman,    I    do   not  wish   to   discuss   Dr.    Orton's 

paper.     I  certainly  have  enjoyed  it  very  much  and  I  believe  learned  a  great 

deal  from  it.      There  is  a  thought  Dr.  Orton  has  suggested  to  me,  that  it 

might  be  a  proper  time  and  place  for  this  Convention  to  go  on  record  in  a 

resolution  to  co-operate  with  the  Dental  Association  of  the  United  States 

to  get  the  proper  teeth  and  proper  models  from  the  manufacturer.      I  think 

that  everyone  is  familiar  with  the  fact  that  Dr.  J.  Lee  Williams  has  been 

working  along  that  line  and   I  remember  reading  recently   that  he  has  a 
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tooth  that  is  as  near  nature  as  can  be  expected  and  it  is  thought  that  Ash 
&  Son  put  that  tooth  on  the  market  for  the  general  public.  Whether  this  is 
the  last  point  reached  I  do  not  know.  It  has  occurred  to  me  that  this 

Convention  might  go  on  record  and  I  have  great  pleasure  in  moving  that 
either  a  committee   

Dr.  Bush  :  I  think  you  are  rather  out  of  order. 

Dr.  PROTHERO:  Mr.  President,  I  would  like  to  compliment  the  es- 

sayist on  the  presentation  of  his  paper.  While  the  facts  that  he  has  pre- 

sented are  not  capable  of  practical  application  in  practice,  these  principles 

that  he  has  voiced  here  wil!  serve  as  a  basis  for  us  in  our  work.  We  can  not 

do  it  to-day,  nor  can  we  do  it  to-morrow.  It  is  going  to  take  a  long  time 

to  thresh  this  out.  There  are  many  things  that  would  be  very  interesting  if 

we  had  time  to  go  into  the  subject  and  that  would  be  of  benefit  to  everybody 

here.  One  point  I  want  to  make  and  I  am  going  to  sit  down.  He  men- 

tioned the  fact  that  we  do  not  have  correct  forms  of  artificial  teeth,  teeth 

that  coincide  with  the  natural  form,  nor  do  we  have  teeth  furnished  by  the 

supply  houses  of  natural  color.  That  is  true.  But  who  makes  the  model? 

Who  makes  the  teeth?  Artists  who  are  not  dental  anatomists.  I  would 

like  to  ask  if  Dr.  Orton  himself  could  carve  out  a  series  of  ten  sets  of  teeth 

that  will  be  anatomical  in  form  and  proportion,  of  varying  sizes,  and  supply 

the  pigments  for  coloring  the  porcelain  so  that  they  will  be  absolutely  cor- 

rect. If  he  cannot  do  it,  I  do  not  think  anyone  in  the  room  can.  I  know 

I  could  not.  I  know  a  great  many  men  are  not  capable  of  doing  it  now, 

but  it  can  be  done  much  nearer  than  it  is  being  done  by  carrying  out  the 

proper  lines  of  experimental  work.  I  say  we  have  not  reached  nearly  at 

the  solution  of  this  problem,  but  we  are  on  our  way,  and  with  proper  ex- 

periments and  proper  laboratory  work  and  research  work  we  can  arrive 

very  much  nearer  the  natural  form  of  the  tooth  and  natural  colors  than  any 

we  are  able  to  secure  at  the  present  time.  The  gentleman  just  opposite 

me  spoke  of  the  work  of  J.  Lee  Williams.  Those  teeth  are  being  manu- 

factured at  the  present  time.  He  has  made  the  models,  and  while  they 

are  very  much  better  than  any  of  the  models  that  are  procurable  at  the 

present  time  perhaps,  they  are  not  perfect  by  any  means.  There  are  some 

models  on  the  market  nearly  as  good  as  the  Williams  models  but  they  are 

not  quite  so  good  in  other  respects.  Dr.  Williams  has  spent  years  of  time 

and  he  is  an  artist.  He  is  a  painter,  a  painter  of  note.  He  has  had  paint- 

ings hung  in  the  National  Gallery  in  London  and  gone  into  the  subjtt  I 

deeply  from  an  artistic  standpoint,  but  he  is  up  against  a  proposition  be<  Mitt 

when  he  produces  a  model  and  hands  it  to  the  tooth  manufacturer*  they 

will  produce  a  die  in  which  to  mould  the  porcelain,  and  then  the  color 

problem  comes  in  and  how  to  apply  these  various  colors  to  get  the  proper 

attraction  of  the  light;  and  when  they  hand  him  back  hit  casl  it  is  warped 

and  out  of  shape  and  the  colors  are  not  developed  properly.  We  should 

give  the  manufacturer  all  of  our  support   possible   and  encouragemenl 
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well.  It  is  up  to  just  such  men  as  Dr.  Orton  to  help  out  the  proposition, 

and  those  who  are  interested  in  the  anatomical  forms  from  an  artistic  stand- 

point to  help  us  out  with  models  that  will  be  at  least  an  average.  Work 

more  on  the  law  of  averages  than  ever  before,  and  while  we  cannot 

produce  a  tooth  anatomically  correct  for  every  patient,  we  can  construct  a 

tooth  that  will  be  of  average  form  and  proportion  and  average  tint  for 

that  particular  case.  Do  not  leave  it  to  any  one  man,  but  all  of  you  do  what 

you  can  and  when  you  do  discover  something  that  will  be  of  benefit,  throw 

it  into  the  common  storehouse  of  knowledge  and  give  it  to  the  profession. 

Dr.  Bush  :     I  will  call  on  Dr.  Orton  to  close. 

Dr.  ORTON  :      (Closing  discussion.) 

Both  of  the  gentlemen  who  discussed  the  paper  have  rather  agreed  with 

me  and  I  have  not  much  to  close.     I  want  to  bring  out  one  point  that  I  did 

not  care  to  put  in  the  paper  because  I  did  not  want  to  go  on  record  on  this 

point  yet,  because  if  it  is  true  we  have  got  to  go  along  different  lines.     I  think 

none  of  us  can  disregard  the  works  of  the  evolutionaries,  Hudson,  Darwin, 

and  others.      Now  wherever  we  have  an  effect  we  always  have  a  cause. 

When  color  pigment  develops  there  is  always  some  cause  for  it.     The  mark- 

ings on  animals  and  birds,  for  instance.     There  are  certain  insects  that  so 

closely  resemble  poisonous  insects  that  birds  will  not  touch  them.     Those 

that  wear  the  most  individual  marks  to  resemble  those  poisonous   insects 

stay  and  perpetuate  the  race.     So  that  coloration  in  animals  is  a  favoring 

factor.     Coloration  in  man  is  probably  due  to  a  pigment  in  the  skin  of  man 

and    ha.'r    and   eyes,    due   to   the   temperature    and    sunshine.      The    only 
difference  in  the  darkest  brunette  and  the  lightest  blonde  is  the  number  of 

granules  in  the  pigment  itself.     These  pigment  granules  develop  in  the  cells. 

In  the  darkest  people  there  are  a  great  many  more  granules  in  the  cells 

than  the  lightest  blonde.     I  want  to  bring  out  the  fact  that  there  is  always 

some  reason  for  color.     When  pigment  develops  there  has  always  been  some 

reason  for  it.      In  trying  to  figure  out  this  problem  it  occurred  to  me.  why 

should  there  be  any  color  in  the  teeth?    What  could  have  made  color  in  the 

tooth?     What  would  have  caused  pigment  granules  to  develop  in  the  tooth? 

They  would  not  develop  without  cause  and  I  don't  think  they  get  enough  sun- 
shine and  light  to  cause  them  to  develop.    I  wondered  whether  they  were  pig- 

ment granules.     That  seems  to  be  a  very  important  problem  to  work  out.     I 

have  not  enough  technique  in  biology  to  work  that  out,  but  I  got  a  little 

money  from  another  source  and  got  a  man  from  the  University  of  Minnesota 

who  was  not  getting  rruch  of  a  salary,  and  I  got  him  to  work  that  problem 

out  and  paid  him  $500,  and  he  did  work  it  out.     He  had  1000  teeth  and 

every  time  the  tooth  was  extracted  he  put  it  in  a  solution.     We  did  not 

in  any  case  find  pigment  granules.      There  is  another  kind  which  is  due 

to  the  chemical  condition  of  the  tissues,   such   as  blood,  due  to   food.      It 

gives  a  slkr-tly  orange  tinf       The  pigment  is  always  the  same.      It  does 
not  vary  in  hue.      It  may  vary  in  shade  and  tint;  but  blood  in  the  veins 
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having  less  oxides  than  the  blood  in  the  arteries  is  a  different  shade,  but  the 

hue  is  the  same.  It  is  the  same  n  different  people.  Your  blood  is  not 

any  different  hue  from  mine  or  anyone  else  in  the  world.  The  coloration 

from  the  teeth  is  due  to  diffused  pigment.  Why  should  it  be  any  different? 

What  has  caused  it  to  be  any  different?  There  may  be  a  difference  in 

saturation,  more  orange  than  in  another  case,  or  a  difference  in  shade  or 

tint.  Your  President  has  just  said  he  found  a  certain  tooth  match  most 

teeth.  I  know  four  or  five  very  fine  workmen — Dr.  Tinker  himself  says 

that  he  uses  a  certain  hue  for  a  person  of  a  certain  age  and  a  little  more 

hue  for  a  person  of  different  age,  but  he  always  uses  the  same  hue.  Dr. 

Weise  said  in  ninety  per  cent,  of  the  cases  he  uses  the  same  tooth.  Now 

I  am  not  prepared  to  say  whether  hue  varies  in  the  human  teeth,  but  it  is 

my  opinion  confidentially  the  variation  is  only  due  to  shade,  degree  of 

saturation  and  all  those  other  laws,  simultaneous  contrasts,  shadows  and 

other  things,  these  laws  that  I  have  pointed  out. 

That  leads  to  another  question.  That  is,  the  reason  we  should  make 

a  science  of  it,  because  if  we  know  all  these  things,  if  we  arrive  at  the 

fact,  there  is  only  diffused  pigment  and  it  is  always  the  same  hue,  we  are 

getting  symbols.  We  can  start  from  there  to  build  up.  Dr.  Prothero 

speaks  of  the  shade  of  the  teeth.  Now  I  do  not  believe  that  this  question 

of  temperament  has  anything  to  do  with  it.  I  think  it  is  a  question  of 

evolution.  I  think  the  teeth  of  all  primitive  peoples  are  the  typical  teeth  and 

look  very  much  alike.  The  jaw  is  shortened  and  as  it  is  shortened  the  teeth 

have  come  closer  together  and  elongated  and  assumed  many  variations. 

But  we  have  got  to  decide  on  the  type.  Then  there  are  certain  other 

evolutions  that  are  so  constant  as  to  be  considered  almost  type.  Both  Black 

and  Bromell  take  that  primitive  type.  They  mention  the  fact  some  teeth 

are  not  so  bell  shaped,  thicker  necked.  I  think  we  should  use  the  same 

laws  of  biology  that  are  used  in  everything  else.  We  should  know  which 

way  the  human  teeth  are  varied.  I  think,  to  take  the  primitive  tooth,  it  is 

very  bell  shaped.  It  has  plenty  of  room.  There  must  be  plenty  of  room 

for  that  crown  to  have  developed  that  way.  If  it  has  been  crowded  the 

cusps  are  bunched  together  and  crinkled.  If  the  crown  of  the  tooth  is 

crowded  when  the  roots  come  down  they  will  be  crowded.  Where  we  have 

the  typical  shaped  tooth  we  always  have  it  straight.  Well,  not  always. 

There  is  a  hint  as  to  whether  we  might  be  safe  in  devitalizing.  We  might 

expect  to  find  a  straight  root.  On  the  other  hand  when  we  see  a  crown  all 

crinkled  together  and  evidently  been  crowded  together  in  its  development, 

there  has  not  been  room  for  it  to  develop  normally  and  follow  type.  We 

have  ceased  to  follow  type  as  soon  as  environment  is  stronger  than  heredity. 

It  has  not  been  allowed  to  follow  type.  I  never  devitalize  one  of  these  teeth 

if  I  can  help  it.  We  cannot  get  into  that  kind  of  root  running  at  right 

angles.  I  should  not  say  that  because  I  cannot,  but  I  have  never  seen  any- 

body who  could.  So  I  think  we  have  got  to  go  back  and  start  from  the  foun- 
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dation  again  before  we  can  arrive  at  any  conclusion  
about  the  shapes  of 

teeth  or  the  color,  or  any  of  those  subjects.  We  have  go
t  to  stop  being  so 

self-satisfied  with  our  scientific  attainments,  because  
they  are  not  scientific 

They  are  based  on  observation  and  experience  only, 
 and  we  do  not  know 

why  they  are  so,  and  when  we  do  not  know  why  th
ey  are  so,  we  do  not 

know  when  they  will  be  so  and  when  they  will  vary.
  We  have  to  know 

why  all  these  things  are  so  and  then  we  can  know  
when  the  variation  might 

be  expected. 

SCIENTIFIC  TREATMENT  OF  THE  DENT
AL  PULP 

AND  PULP  CANALS 

Fred  E.  Burden,  D.D.S.,  Moncton,  N.B. 

A  talk  given  at  the  meeting  of  the  New  Brunswick  De
ntal  Society,  July  15,  1914. 

The  dental  pulp  is  removed  for  the  following  reaso
ns:  Pulpitis,  when 

the  inflammatory  condition  is  beyond  control;  g
angrene;  infection;  ac- 

cident; when  alveolar  abscesses  exist;  surgery  on  teeth  where
  pulp  is 

normal,  but  must  be  removed;  for  bridge  abutments
;  crowns,  posts  for 

inlays. 

DIAGNOSIS  OF  CONDITIONS  NECESSITATING  REMOV
AL 

OF  THE  PULP. 

PERICEMENTITIS. 

(1)  Dull,  steady,  boring,  throbbing,  not  paroxysmal
. 

(2)  Not  sensitive  to  change  of  temperature. 

(3)  Tooth  sore  and  sensitive  to  percussion  and  press
ure,  in  later  stages 

swelling.  m  . 

(4)  No  difficulty  in  determining  tooth  affected,  as  pa
in  is  steady  in 

degree,  and  soreness  readily  locating  it. 

(5)  Pain  constant  and  not  affected  by  position. 

(6)  Sore  to  bite. 

(7)  Tooth  is  raised  in  socket,  and  strikes  in  occludi
ng,  before  others. 

PULPITIS. 

(1)  Pain  sharp,  lancinating  in  early  stages,  paroxysmal. 

(2)  Sensitive  to  thermal   change,  early  stages  cold,   and
  later  stages 

heat,  exacerbating  the  pain. 

(3)  No  swelling  of  tissues,  no  tenderness  to  percussi
on,  unless  pressure 

on  an  exposure,  if  there  be  one. 

(4)  Difficult  to  locate  the  tooth  affected,   as  the  p
ain  induces  reflex 

symptoms. 

(5)  Pain  apt  to  be  worse  when  patient  is  in  reclining  
position. 

(6)  Not  sore  to  bite. 

(7)  Not  elongated. 
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GANGRENE. 

Diagnosed  by  the  discoloration  of  the  tooth  affected.  Symptoms 

similar  to  pericementitis,  only  intensified — boring  pain ;  sore  to  touch ; 

elongated ;  foul  odor  when  pulp  chamber  is  opened. 

This  is  the  stage  between  Pericementitis  and  Alveolar  abscess,  the 

latter  showing  aggravated  symptoms  of  pericementitis,  and  gangrene  with 

a  circumscribed  swelling  in  the  tissues,  containing  pus.  Radiographs  will 

aid  in  diagnosing  this  condition,  and  will  show  the  pus  area. 

The  systemic  symptoms  are: 

Increased  temperature. 

Increased  blood  pressure. 

Constipation. 

Nervousness. 

ACCIDENTS  DO  NOT  REQUIRE  DISCUSSION  HERE. 

The  following  complications  are  met  with  in  removing  the  contents  of 

the  pulp  canals: 

Secondary  dentine. 

Pulp  stones. 
Constricted  canals. 

Nodules,  which  may  be  adherent  to  the  walls  of  the  canals  (most 

frequent  in  molars) . 

Mal-positions  of  the  orifices  of  canals. 
Curved  and  massed  roots. 

The  X  Ray  will  be  found  to  be  a  very  necessary  aid  in  finding  canals 

and  determining  when  they  have  been  properly  treated,  and  thoroughly 

filled.  The  Radiograph  will  show  the  existing  conditions,  and  what  may 

cause  fa  lure  in  treatment,  if  not  recognized. 

TECHNIQUE    OF    INITIAL    OPENING. 

(1)  Spray  the  mouth  with  Miller's  mouth  wash  (formula  given 
later). 

(2)  Apply  rubber  dam  (always). 

(3)  Sterilize  tooth  and  cavity  with  bichloride  of  mercury  solution. 

The  following  rules  will   form  the  foundation  of  a  scientific  operative 
technique. 

(a)  Cut  away  all  tissue  which  prevents  a  clear  view  of  every  aspect 

of  the  pulp  chamber. 

(b)  Make  the  walls  of  the  pulp  chamber,  and  the  walls  of  the  cavity 
continuous. 

(c)  Do  not  allow  any  angles  to  exist  in  the  floor  of  the  pulp  chamber, 

and  do  not  make  any  by  using  a  burr.  Remember  that  the  floor  of  the 

pulp  chamber  must  never  be  marred  or  touched  with  a  sharp  cutting  in- 

strument. If  this  is  done  the  orifices  of  the  canals  are  liable  to  !><■  obliter- 

ated, and  false  openings  made  which  will  mislead. 
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(d)  Get  a  view  of  the  pulp  chamber;  it  is  better  to  sacrifice  tooth 

structure  to  do  this,  than  to  endanger  the  success  of  the  operation  by  not 
doing  so. 

(e)  Sterilize  the  cavity  and  pulp  chamber  with  bichloride  of  mercury 

solution.     Dry  and  flood  with  absolute  alcohol.     Dry  thoroughly. 
THE  SURGICAL  REMOVAL  OF  THE  DENTAL  PULP. 

Pass  a  fine  sterile  nerve  extractor  to  the  apical  end  of  the  canal  along 

the  side  of  the  pulp,  endeavoring  to  engage  only  the  apical  end  of  the  pulp, 

and  extract,  by  slightly  twisting  the  extractor  and  withdrawing  it.  This 

method  has  the  advantage  of  removing  the  greater  part  of  the  pulp.  It 
can  be  readily  seen,  that  if  the  extractor  is  introduced  into  the  pulp  and 
traction  made,  the  pulp  is  liable  to  come  apart  at  its  weakest  point;  this 
point  is  in  most  cases  (especially  in  diseased  conditions)  just  where  the 
point  of  the  nerve  extractor  ends;  therefore,  if  the  extractor  be  only 
inserted  half  the  length  of  the  pulp,  only  half  of  the  pulp  will  be  removed. 

Another  reason  for  inserting  the  extractor  along  the  pulp  rather  than 
directly  into  it,  is  the  less  danger  of  forcing  tissue  into  or  through  the 
apical  foreamen. 

The  mechanical  removal  of  the  pulp  having  been  accomplished,  there 
still  remains  the  fibrils  of  the  pulp  and  the  protoplasmic  contents  of  the 
dental  tubules,  which  if  left  will  surely  result  in  irritation,  inflammation, 
and  almost  surely  infection.     This  organic  tissue  must  be  removed. 

The  Technique  of  Removing  the  Organic  Remains  of  the 

Pulp  and  Contents  of  the  Dental  Tubules,  by  the 
Chemical  Action  on  them  of  Sodium  of  Potassium. 

Schriers  Na-j-k  a  combination  of  the  two  alkaline  metals  sodium  and 
potassium,  a  bluish  white  paste  with  metalic  lustre,  and  contained  in 
capillary  tubes. 

To  open  the  tubes,  hold  with  a  towel  and  mark  lightly  with  a  file 
slightly  below  the  wax,  and  snap  off  the  top  of  the  tube.  Seal  again  with 
wax  after  using. 

Liberates  hydrogen  atom  when  it  comes  in  contact  with  water,  which 

produces  heat  and  an  explosion.  It  will  cause  burns,  and  injure  any  tissue 
with  which  it  comes  in  contact. 

Care  should  be  Ubed  not  to  force  too  large  quantities  through  apex, 
as  it  will  cause  pericementitis. 

Do  not  point  tube  to  patient's  face  or  hold  it  near  them  when  using. Select  a  fine  Kerr  Broach  and  introduce  it  into  tube  of  Na+k,  with- 
draw, and  sufficient  paste  will  adhere.  Now  introduce  the  broach  into 

the  canal,  and  twist  gently  with  the  thumb  and  first  finger  of  the  right 
hand,  keeping  in  mind  the  idea  of  getting  to  the  full  length  of  the  canal 
without  breaking  the  broach.  As  soon  as  possible  use  a  large  broach, 
then  still  larger  until  the  required  enlargement  of  the  canal  is  obtained. 
(Kerr  broaches  come  in  assorted  sizes). 
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Each  time  before  introducing  the  broach  into  the  canal,  free  it  from 

debris,  dry  it  by  wiping  upon  a  piece  of  sterile  gauze  or  absorbent  cotton, 

then  introduce  it  into  the  tube  again  for  more  Na-(-k  paste.  The  Na-Uk 
causes  a  chemical  reaction  to  take  place  when  it  comes  in  contact  with  the 

organic  matter,  setting  free  the  hydrogen  atom  from  the  water,  which  is 

accompanied  by  heat  and  an  explosion. 

(It  is  important,  therefore,  to  use  care  in  not  allowing  unnecessary 

moisture  to  exist,  and  to  protect  the  patient's  face  and  eyes  with  a  towel. 
Never  attempt  treatment  without  rubber  dam). 

The  remaining  portion  of  the  organic  composition  of  the  pulp  together 

with  the  contents  of  the  dental  tubules,  is  converted  by  this  chemical  reaction 

into  soap. 

After  using  the  Na-j-k  until  all  action  stops,  and  no  pain  or  sensitive- 

ness is  felt  by  the  patient  when  the  Kerr  broach  is  introduced  to  the  full 

length  of  the  canal,  and  after  the  canal  has  been  amply  enlarged. 

The  next  procedure  is  to  free  the  canals,  and  contents  of  the  tubules, 

of  the  soap. 

Dry  with  cotton  and  warm  air,  to  remove  any  particles  of  Na-f-k  that 
may  remain  and  cause  miniature  explosions. 

Wash  the  field  with: 

$    Hydrogen  peroxide,  3  ii- 

(Marchands). 

Hydrargyri  bichloridi,  gr.    1  24- 

This  makes  about   1-500  per  cent,  solution. 

This  solution  coagulates  the  albumins  and  carries  off  contents  by 

gaseous  expansion. 

Dry  out,  and  again  flood  the  field  by  capillary  attraction  with  same 

solution,  until  no  further  action  takes  place,  and  the  solution  is  clear. 

Now  dry  thoroughly,  wash  the  tooth,  pulp  chamber,  and  rubber  dam 

surrounding  the   field   with   absolute   alcohol. 

TECHNIQUE   OF    CANAL    FILLING- 

(1)  Flood  with  tincture  of  iodine  (freshly  prepared)  as  especially 

antiseptic  and  diffusible,  to  aid  absorbtion  in  apical  region. 

There  will  be  objection  to  this  method  on  account  of  staining  the  tooth. 

But,  with  care,  staining  can  be  avoided.  In  fact,  there  is  no  excuse  for  it, 

when  the  operator  recognizes  the  fact,  and  uses  care;  decolorizing  the 

iodine  remaining  in  the  pulp  chamber  with  alcohol. 

(2)  Dry    with    warm    air    blast. 

(3)  Flood  canals  with  eucalyptol  by  capillary  attraction. 

Eucalyptol  CIO  H    18  O   (Merch.)    is  a  transparent  colorless  liquid 

with  strong  aromatic  odor,  obtained  from  the  essential  oil  of  eucalyptus- 

Reaction  neutral,  insoluble  in  water,  and  soluble  in  alcohol,  non-irritating, 

detergent   and  solvent   for   gutta  percha. 
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Is  preferable  to  chloroform  as  a  solvent  for  gutta  percha,  on  accoun
t 

of  its  non-irritating  property. 

(4)  Select  suitable  gutta  percha  points  from  glass  container,  
where 

they  are  kept  in  1  0  per  cent,  formaldehyd  solution  or  weak  alcohol 
 solution, 

or  better  still,  saline  solution. 

Grasp  the  large  end  of  the  point  in  a  pair  of  sterile  pliers  (which  hav
e 

not  been  used  previously  in  the  operation).     Dip  point  in  eucalyptol,  then
 

in  iodiform,  or  aristol,  which  is  practically  the  same  but  without  the  od
or 

(the  iodiform  to  aid  granulation). 

Carry  this  point,  after  being  so  prepared,  as  near  the  apical  end  of  the 

canal  as  possible.  It  is  sometimes  necessary  to  use  more  than  one  point
. 

In  that  case  after  the  first  point  is  in  place,  it  is  only  necessary  to  dip  the 

other  points  in  eucalyptol  as  a  solvent. 

Play  a  stream  of  warm  air  on  the  end  of  the  point  or  points,  to  soften; 

and  with  consolidated  canal  plugger  No.  40,  pack  into  canal  thoroughly, 

cut  off  the  surplus  and  seal  with  heat  from  an  electric  gutta  percha  instru- 

ment, then  wipe  off  the  sealed  end  with  cotton,  saturated  with  eucalyptol. 

Fill  each  canal  separately  and  thoroughly. 

In  some  cases,  it  will  be  found  to  be  more  satisfactory,  to  use  parafine 

and  bismuth  trioxide,  which  is  especially  well  tolerated  by  the  apical  tissues. 

The  directions  for  using  it  are  very  clearly  given  in  the  packages  as  put  up 

by  the  S.  S.  W.  Co.  after  the  formula  of  Dr.  Hermann  Prinz. 

FILLING    THE    PULP    CHAMBER. 

Fill  the  pulp  chamber  with   zinc  oxychloride  cement,   as  it   sets   free 

hydrochloric  acid  and  zinc  oxides,  should  moisture  come  in  contact  with  it, 

which  is  good  assurance  against  reinfection. 

ABSCESSED  CONDITIONS. 

In  abscessed  conditions  of  the  alveolis,  the  same  technique  is  followed. 

After  using  Na+k  treatment,  force  a  suitable  strength  carbolic  solution 

through  the  apex  into  the  tissues  to  cauterize  and  aid  granulation.  This  treat- 

ment can  not  be  done  until  the  pus  is  evacuated,  of  course,  and  the  method 

of  evacuating  the  pus  rests  with  the  surgeon  and  the  case  to  be  treated. 

In  cases  where  incision  is  to  be  made  into  the  tissues,  the  cataract  knife 

is  the  most  useful,  and  ;ts  keen  sensitive  cutting  surface  is  far  superior  to  the 

clumsy  and  dangerous  curved  or  straight  bistoury. 

ANAESTHESIA. 

Most  cases  can  be  painlessly  done  by  novocain  injections,  by  blocking 

off  the  nerve  trunk  leading  to  the  parts  to  be  operated  upon. 

1;*    Novocain,   grs.  xiii. 

Soda  chlor.,  grs.  xiv. 

Thymol,  grs.    1-3. 
Agua  dis.,  3  "i- 

Add  2m  suprarenin  to  every  1  5cc  of  solution. 
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This  causes  contraction  of  the  arterioles  and  localizes  the  anaesthetic 

and  prolongs  the  anaesthetic  affect,  as  well  as  stopping  hemorrhage. 

Pressure  anaesthesia  has  had  no  part  in  the  writer's  practice  for  the 
past  two  years.  Novocain  anaesthesia  has  taken  the  place  of  cocaine 

pressure  anaesthesia. 

In  case  of  acute  pulpitis,    when    the    inflammation    is    so    great    that 

arsenic  paste  is  contra  indicated,  the  following  will  be  useful : 

$    Morphia  acetate. 

Oil   of   cloves   qs   stiff  paste. 

Saturate  small  cotton  fibers,  and  place  over  exposure  or  near  pulp  as 

possible,  cause  pressure,  seal  with  cement  for  24  hours,  when  the  inflam- 
mation will  have  been  found  to  subdue;  then  remove  and  devitalize  with 

method  indicated. 

The  writer  will  not  condemn  other  methods.  But  must  say  that  he 

cannot  see  the  reason  in  treating  the  conditions,  under  consideration,  with 

such  methods  as  are  sometimes  used,  such  as  the  essential  oils,  and  all 

kinds  of  proprietary  cure-alls,  placed  on  a  wick  of  cotton  and  introduced 

into  the  canals  quite  to  the  apex,  and  this  treatment  changed  frequently. 

This  method  of  placing  cotton  in  canals  has  no  virtue  other,  than  carry- 

ing of  medicines  to  the  apex,  and  keeping  them  there,  which  purpose  can 

be  accomplished  better,  by  putting  medicines  in  by  capillary  attraction. 

The  canals  will  then  be  free  as  gate  ways  for  the  passing  off  of  whatever 

is  necessary  to  be  rid  of,  thus  allowing  for  healthy  granulation. 

Assuming  the  operation  of  pulp  removal  has  been  complete  and  aseptic, 

there  is  no  objection  to  immediate  filling  of  the  canal  in  all  clean  cases,  but 

it  is  rather  indicated  within  24  hours,  because  nothing  is  to  be  gained  by 

leaving  it  open  for  further  treatment,  and  there  is  danger  of  reinfection. 

It  is  important  to  clean  all  Kerr  broaches  free  from  adhering  particles 

of  Na-U-k  as  soon  as  possible  after  operating  as  the  material  in  the 

broaches  is  acted  upon,  and  made  brittle. 

Boil  broaches  and  place  in  lysol  solution  to  keep  sterile,  and  boil  again 

before  using. 

Rigid  surgical  cleanliness  must  be  followed. 

Operating  tables,  hands,  clothing,  as  well  as  instruments,  necks  and 

stoppers  of  bottles,  burrs,  broaches,  and  canals  points,  everything  must  be 
sterile. 

It  is  necessary  to  have  4  pairs  of  pliers  for  use;  I  pair  for  use  before 

canals  are  open,  and  not  used  after;  1  pair  for  medicine;  1  pair  for  canal 

points;   I   pair  for  cotton. 

Before  and  after  operating  spray  the  mouth  with  the  following  solution: 

Miller's  Mouth  Wash. 
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miller's  mouth  wash. 

I£    Acide  benzoic,  grs.  54. 

Tr.  eucalyptol  3  4J/2- 

Alcohol,  3  3J/2- 

Oil  menth  pep.,  gtta,  12. 

Sig. — Teaspoonful  in  4  ounces  water. 

There  is  a  reason  given  for  each  step,  which  pl
aces  the  treatment  of 

the  dental  pulp  and  pulp  canals  on  a  scientific  
basis. 

Many  difficulties  will  be  encountered,  and  must  be  m
et  by  the  surgeon 

with  courage  and  intelligent  perseverance. 

When  pulp  surgery  is  not  properly  done,  the  result
,  to  the  patient  is 

very  serious,  and  no  surgeon  should  attempt  such  trea
tment  until  he  has 

mastered  some  operative  technique,  which  he  is  reasona
bly  sure  will  not 

leave  a  chronic  alveolar  abscess  behind  him  with  all  its  sequelae.   

Bibliography  :— "Oral  Pathology  and  Practice"  Barret
t.  Rental 

Anatomy,"  Black.  4th  edition,  page  108-132.  "Scientific 
 Treatment  of  Root 

Canals,"  M.  L.  Rhein,  M.D.,  D.D.S.,  "Dental  Cosmos,"  Page  9  9 
 2.  Vol  MIL, 

Sept  1911  "Local  Anaesthesia  in  Dentistry,"  Dr.  Guid
o  Fisher,  Dental 

Cosmos"  page  168,  Vol.  LIII.,  February,  1911.  "Mate r
ia  Medica,'  Dr.  Her- 

mann Prinz;  "Materia  Medica,"  Dr.  E.  H.  Long;  S.  A.  Steeves  D  D.S
.,  New 

?ork  City.  "Assistance  in  X  Ray."  from  F.  A.  Richard,  M.D 
 ,  Moncton  City 

Hospital. 

NITROUS  OXIDE  AND  OXYGEN  IN  DENTISTR
Y 

ANALGESIA  AND  ANAESTHESIA 

Fred  J.  McMahon,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

In  discussing  these  conditions  from  the  standpoint  of  the  dental
  surgeon, 

I  shall  not  go  into  the  history  of  anaesthetics  in  general,  nor
  nitrous  oxide 

in  particular,  nor  into  the  record  of  efficiency  and  safety  of  nitr
ous  oxide  as 

an  anaesthetic  when  administered  alone,  with  air,  or  oxyge
n,  under 

previously  existing  conditions,  as  they  are  quite  familiar  to  th
e  profession  in 

general.  Suffice  it  to  say,  that  this  method  of  practising  dentis
try  which  is 

becoming  so  general,  may  be  regarded  as  the  most  wonderful
  discovery  of 

modern  times  for  the  removal  of  all  pain  in  dental  operations,
  no  matter 

whether  major  or  minor,  and  for  the  comfort  of  both  patient  an
d  operator. 

It  also  enables  the  operator  to  perform  all  operations  with  a  cele
rity  and 

perfection  never  before  obtainable  and  engenders  in  the  patient  a  fee
ling  of 

respect  and  gratitude  which  enables  the  dentist  at  last,  to  o
btain  that 

remuneration  which  is,  at  least,  commensurate  with  the  services  re
ndered. 

Not  the  least  of  its  advantages  is  its  safety,  as  vouched  for  by  such 

authorities  as  Sir  Frederick  Hewitt,  who  used  it  for  years  when
  its 

mechanical  arrangement  was  infinitely  imperfect  compared  to  that  in 
 use 

to-day.     Crile,  Brunton,  DeFord,  and  other  equally  well  known  au
thorities 
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assert  positively    that   it   has   no   contra   indications   and   has   no   record  of 

mortality  either  operative  or  post  operative. 

Its  action  is  swift  and  certain.  Hewitt's  experience  has  been  that  the 
average  length  of  time  required  to  produce  anaesthesia  is  about  I  1  0  seconds. 

This  will  vary  of  course  with  the  amount  of  oxygen  given.  There  is  an 

entire  absence  of  any  unpleasant  symptoms  of  the  pure  N20  administration, 

no  vomiting,  choking,  shock,  though  occasionally  excitement  will  be  noticed 

in  patients  who  are  neurotic  and  more  frequently  in  alcoholics.  The  pos- 

sibility during  prolonged  anaesthesia  of  the  N20  freezing  has  been 

obviated  by  the  use  of  the  vaporizer  or  electric  warmer,  which'  also  prevents 
post  operative  pneumonia  and  affords  a  considerable  saving  of  the  N20  &  O. 

The  mechanical  administration  is  simple  and  requires  only  in  the  operator 

a  thorough  knowledge  of  N20  anaesthesia,  which  includes  indications  of 

anaesthesia  as  well  as  those  signs  which  are  not  desirable  though  not 

dangerous,  when  understood  by  the  operator,  such  as,  cyanosis,  stertor, 

jactitation,  etc.,  and  which  are  controlled  by  the  oxygen  supply.  Fear  of 

an  anaesthetic  in  the  operator  is  a  certain  bar  to  success,  and  one  so  un- 

fortunately situated  would  be  well  advised  to  leave  this  part  of  the  work  to 

some  one  else,  as  it  is  impossible  to  inspire  confidence  in  others,  when  con- 
fidence is  lacking  in  the  operator  and,  it  is  most  essential  to  obtain  ideal 

results.  Anything  like  general  anaesthesia  inspires  so  much  fear  in  a  great 

many  dentists  who  regularly  display  their  professional  ignorance  in  the 

impunity  with  which  they  use  cocaine  and  its  allied  preparations  for  local- 

anaesthesia.  If  they  were  familiar  with  the  risks  they  were  taking  as  com- 

piled by  Dr.  Guido  Fischer,  of  the  University  of  Marburg,  they  would  be 

very  likely  to  give  up  dentistry  and  still  in  the  face  of  the  statistics  of 

safety  of  N20  &  O  they  persist  in  their  ignorance  and  daily  are  technically 

guilty  of  malpractice.  I  shall  not  attempt  to  prove  that  N20  &  O  is  the 

only  retrod  hy  which  the  ideal  "painless"  dentistry  can  be  accomplished 
as  this  is  now  generally  admitted  by  the  most  competent  men  in  the  pro- 

fession, though  I  would  suggest  to  the  skeptical  that  they  read  Dr.  W.  H. 

DeFord  in  his  recent  work,  "General  Anaesthetics  in  Dentistry."  The  fact 
that  we  are  under  a  strain  ourselves  every  time  we  inflict  pain  should  not  be 

overlooked.  Does  the  surgeon  attempt  even  a  minor  cperation  without  an 

anaesthetic?  Yet  dentists  every  day  flatter  themselves  with  the  idea  that 

all  they  have  to  do  is  to  inflict  the  most  excruciating  pain,  tell  a  funny  story 

and  think  they  have  "got  away  with  it."  They  use  that  as  a  sort  of  balm 
to  a  guilty  conscience,  but  it  does  not  go  when  the  positions  are  reversed, 

and  they  themselves  are  the  patients.  Why  attempt  such  deceit,  when,  by 

the  use  of  N20  &  O,  they  are  able  to  eliminate  all  pain,  improve  their 

reputation  for  rapidity  and  skill,  and,  from  a  strictly  mercenary  standpoint, 

increase  their  fees  from  33  1-3  to  50  per  cent.  Failing  this,  is  it  any 

wonder  their  practice  does  not  increase?  Can  they  fairly  withstand  the 

ethical  competition  of  more  considerate  and  more  efficient  operators?      The 
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public  is  becoming  educated  to  these  matters  and  demands  their  use.  It  is 

beginning  to  change  its  opinions  and  does  not  regard  us  as  mere  mechanics,
 

but  as  surgeons,  which  has  been  the  ideal  of  the  profession  for  years. 

Hence,  we  must  be  worthy  of  their  confidence  and  strive  to  progress  with 

the  science  of  dentistry  and  be  proficient. 

Nitrous  oxide  and  oxygen  may  be  used  by  two  methods — analgesia 

and  anaesthesia.     In  analgesia  the  patient  retains  control  of  all  the  faculties 

to  a  certain  extent,  but  the  sense  of  feeling  is  affected  to  the  extent  that 

even  though  able  to  talk,  see  and  hear,  operations  that  would  otherwise  cause 

great  discomfort  may  be  performed  without  the  slightest  inconvenience  to  the 

patient.     This  includes  such  operations  as  the  preparation  of  cavities,  open- 

ing abscessed  teeth,  incision  of  abscesses,   grinding  down  teeth   for  abut- 

ments for  bridges,  extirpation  of  live  pulps,  etc. ;  though  this  list  is  not  by 

any  means  infallible  and  depends  entirely  on  the  patient.     That  is  to  say 

that  many  patients  require  a  deeper  stage  to  remove  all  feeling  of  disco
m- 

fort.    Analgesia  is  practically  the  stage  before  primary  anaesthesia  and  can 

be  controlled  for  an  indefinite  length  of  time,  but  it  is  a  mistake  for  anyone 

to  imagine  that  all  operations  can  be  performed  by  the  analgesia  method. 

Many  for  that  reason  claim  that  N20  &  O  is  a  failure,  but  by  allowing 

the  patient  to  slip  into  primary  anaesthesia,  success  is  positively  assured.     I 

have  frequently  had  patients  wince  and  scream  and  give  other  indication
s 

of  pain  and  still  afterwards  have  no  knowledge  of  suffering.     This  is  of 

course  eliminated  as  stated  above  by  deeper  anaesthesia.     Many  operators 

consider  that  by  allowing  the  patient  to  talk,  more  confidence  is  created  and 

that,  when  anaesthesia  prevents  this,  an  objectionable  feature  is  encountered, 

but  the  technique  of  the  operation  is  so  simple  and  the  control  so  perfect, 

that,  by  the  slightest  manipulation  of  the  apparatus,   the  patient  may  be 

transferred  in  a  few  seconds  to  either  stage  so  the  advantages  of  either  may 

be  had. 

Analgesia,  let  it  be  understood,  is  the  state  in  which  the  sense  of  appre- 

'  ciation  of  pain  is  lowered  or  completely  abolished,  while  the  sense  of  touch 

remains  and  the  patient  remains  conscious.  It  is  the  object  of  the  operator 

to  maintain  the  patient  in  this  stage  which  separates  narcosis  and  the  aboli- 

tion of  the  pain  sense.  When  the  patient  is  free  from  pain  of  the  operation 

yet  in  possession  of  his  mental  faculties  we  have  ideal  analgesia.  Under 

analgesia  one  feels  but  does  not  suffer,  and  what  is  felt  does  not  cause 

any  complaint.  The  earliest  and  lightest  stage  of  analgesia  corresponds  in 

the  patient  to  a  sensation  of  tingling  which  is  felt  after  two  or  three  inhala- 

tions of  the  N20  &  O,  and  gradually  progresses,  unless  controlled  by  the 

administration  of  sufficient  oxygen  (pure)  or  air,  until  a  state  of  narcosis 

is  reached.  The  volitional  power  of  the  patient  is  very  much  impaired  early 

in  the  administration,  making  the  brain  very  receptive  of  suggestion.  Posi- 

tive suggestions  of  comfort  will  be  found  very  valuable  in  analgetic  work, 

because  they  give  us  control  of  the  patient's  thoughts  at  a  time  when  he 
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is  in  a  stage  of  excitement  and  we  are  called  upon  to  do  all  we  can  to  keep 

him  quiet.  For  example,  say,  "You  are  experiencing  a  very  pleasant  sen- 
sation of  comfort.  This  will  be  maintained  all  the  time  I  am  doing,  your 

work,  you  will  enjoy  it.  All  you  have  to  do  is  to  keep  perfectly  still  and 

breathe  slowly  and  regularly  through  your  nose.  You  have  entire  control 

in  your  own  hands.  In  case  you  feel  a  slight  twinge,  breathe  through  your 

nose  and  if  you  feel  sleepy  at  any  time  breathe  through  your  mouth,"  etc. 
All  dental  operations  cannot  be  performed  successfully  for  every  patient 

while  in  this  condition.  For  some  it  may  be  necessary  to  use  anaesthesia. 

In  other  words  the  operator  must  use  some  judgment  in  the  selection  of  cases 
for  this  method. 

Preparation  of  Operator. 

Have  at  hand  restoratives  such  as  aromatic  spirits  of  ammonia,  nitrite 

of  amyl,  strychnine.  This  precaution  confirms  the  confidence  of  the 

operator.  The  presence  of  a  third  party  is  always  desirable.  Provide  a 

small  hand  cuspidor  for  the  convenience  of  patients. 

Of  Patient. 

In  analgesia  the  preparation  of  patient  is  simple  and  is  confined 

practically  to  position  and  the  arrangement  of  the  inhaler.  Have  the 

patient  in  as  nearly  upright  a  position  as  possible  with  nothing  tight  about 

throat  and  then  adjust  inhaler  with  air  valve  open  so  that  patient  may 

breathe  air  and  confidence  while  the  operator  proceeds.  Allow  the  bag 

or  bags  to  fill  about  one-third  full  with  N20&0,  then  regulate  your 

mixture  so  that  the  N20  is  about  3  J/2  to  1  of  oxygen  and  close  air  valve  on 

inhaler.  Ask  the  patient  to  breathe  slowly  and  naturally  and  begin  using 

suggestions.  In  many  cases  the  dilatation  of  the  pupil  is  an  indication  that 

the  proper  stage  is  reached,  though  this  is  not  a  safe  guide,  as  even  in  the 

same  patient,  I  have  frequently  seen  dilatation  of  the  pupil  at  one  time  and 

contraction  at  another,  while  the  patient  was  undoubtedly  in  a  condition 

of  analgesia.  The  only  positive  indication  is  in  the  operating.  If  pain  is 

caused  give  more  N2  O  &  O,  if  anaesthesia  is  being  produced  open  air 

valve  slightly.  This,  I  think,  is  preferable  in  analgesia  to  increasing  the 

oxygen  supply  for  these  reasons : 

( 1  )     It  saves  oxygen  and  thus  reduces  expense. 

(2)  Is  equally  effective,  for  if  the  dose  of  N20  necessary  to  produce 

analgesia  is  say  40  per  cent,  and  the  amount  of  oxygen  required  is  12  per 

cent.,  this  leaves  a  vacancy  of  48  per  cent,  which  is  better  filled  by  nitrogen, 

which  has  little  or  no  other  effect.  If  pure  oxygen  is  used  a  condition  of 

over  excitement  is  frequently  created  due  to  hyper  oxygenation,  and  the 

action  of  the  N20  is  impaired,  thus  reducing  the  possibility  of  ideal 

analgesia.  When  the  adjustment  is  correct  proceed  to  operate.  The 

patient  can  with  a  little  care  be  kept  in  this  condition  indefinitely.  I  do  not 

wish  to  convey  the  idea  that  nitrous  oxide   3'/2   parts  to  oxygen  one  part 
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as  stated  above  is  an  infallible  mixture,  but  it  is  about  the  average  place  to 

begin  when  the  operator  will  adjust  the  mixture  to  suit  the  patient,  as  each 

one  is  a  law  unto  himself.  In  prolonged  analgesia  to  remove  saliva  it  is 

always  advisable  to  use  a  metal  saliva  ejector  if  one  is  used  at  all. 

ANAESTHESIA  is  that  state  in  which  one  or  all  of  the  following  signs 

are  present: 

(a)  Conjunctival  reflex  is  lost. 

(b)  Breathing  regular  and  tranquil  or  softly  snoring. 

(c)  The  arms  are  flaccid. 

(d)  The  eyeballs  are  fixed,  or  present  slightly  oscillatory  movements. 

During  this  stage,  which  may  be  prolonged  indefinitely  without  cyanosis, 

the  patient  is  in  a  condition  when  any  dental  or  even  other  operation  can 

be  performed  without  pain.  It  gives  the  dental  surgeon  sufficient  time  to 

operate  without  haste,  something  new,  without  the  use  of  such  dangerous 

drugs  as  chloroform,  ether,  etc.,  and  their  sequences  with  none  of  their  bad 

after  affects.  There  is  an  exception  however  in  the  case  of  alcoholics,  drug 

fiends,  and  highly  neurotic  patients.  In  these  cases  frequently  the  muscular 

system  is  rigid  at  the  height  of  anaesthesia,  but  such  cases  are  exceptional. 

If  cyanosis  should  appear  followed  by  any  of  the  other  symptoms  of 

straight  N20  administration,  the  increasing  of  the  oxygen  supply  is  pre- 
ferable >.o  the  decrease  of  the  N20,  as  the  anaesthesia  is  maintained,  yet  the 

cyanosis  quickly  disappears.  Air  is  advocated  by  some  instead  of  oxygen, 

but  this  is  objectionable  in  anaesthesia  for  this  reason:  If  there  is  enough 

air  to  prevent  cyanosis  and  the  other  symptoms  referred  to,  in  most  cases 

deep  anaesthesia  is  prevented.  For  example,  a  mixture  of  40  per  cent,  of 

air  and  60  per  cent  nitrous  oxide  contains  about  8  per  cent,  oxygen  and 

32  per  cent,  nitrogen  and  although  the  8  per  cent,  of  oxygen  would  be 

sufficient,  60  per  cent,  of  N20  would  not  produce  tranquil  anaesthesia.  If 

we  use  oxygen  instead  of  air  the  32  per  cent,  of  useless  nitrogen  would  be 

replaced  by  32  per  cent,  of  useful  nitrous  oxide  raising  it  to  92  per  cent, 

nitrous  oxide  and  8  per  cent,  oxygen,  which  is  more  effective. 

In  prolonged  anaesthesia,  rebreathing  is  desirable  as  it  prevents  acapnia, 

which  is  a  state  of  a* rest  of  respiration,  usually  only  temporary,  due  to  an 

insufficient  amount  of  C02  in  the  blood,  a  certain  amount  of  which  is  neces- 

sary to  maintain  the  normal  activity  of  the  respiratory  centre.  It  effects 

also  a  considerable  saving  of  the  N2  O  &  O.  The  symptoms  of  acapnia 

are  entirely  different  from  those  of  asphyxia  and  more  resemble  ordinary 

syncope,  and  the  cause  is  different.  In  asphyxia  there  is  too  much  C02 

and  too  little  oxygen,  while  in  acapnia  there  is  too  much  oxygen  and  too 

little  C02.  This  condition  is  to  be  found  most  frequently  in  hysterical 

subjects.  To  prevent,  in  these  cases,  discourage  deep  breathing  and  use 

re-breathing  from  the  start. 
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Preparation  for  Anaesthesia. 

Of  Operator:  Have  everything  ready  before  patient  enters  the  oper- 

ating room,  though  it  is  advisable  to  have  them  out  of  sight.  This  should 

include,  mouth  cover  (nasal  inhaler  alone  being  always  used),  mouth  props, 

tongue  forceps,  swabs,  sponges  and  all  instruments  likely  to  be  used  during 

the  operation. 

Restoratives  (as  for  analgesia).  The  presence  of  a  third  person  is 

more  necessary  than  for  analgesia  especially  owing  to  the  frequent  occur- 
rence of  erotic  dreams  especially  with  women. 

Preparation  of  patient:  The  best  authoritie's  state  that  the  preparation 
of  the  patient  for  N2  O  &  O  anaesthesia  should  be  the  same  as  for  any 

other  general  anaesthesia: 

(  1  )  The  bladder  should  have  been  recently  emptied,  more  especially 

in  young  patients. 

(2)  Anaesthesia  with  N2  O&O  immediately  after  eating  frequently 

causes  nausea,  which  is  to  be  avoided. 

(3)  Remove  all  dentures,  loose  bridges  or  crowns,  the  reason  for 
which  is  obvious. 

(4)  Have  the  patient  in  upright  position  if  possible. 

Technique:  Adjust  nasal  inhaler  and  prepare  apparatus  as  for 

analgesia.  Then  adjust  mouth  prop,  one  which  does  not  protrude.  If  the 

patient  is  inclined  to  breathe  through  mouth,  a  very  efficient  mouth  cover  can 

be  made,  by  cutting  an  ordinary  hard  rubber  ball  into  Ya  sections,  and  use 

one  of  these.  A  piece  of  rubber  dam  held  in  the  hand  is  also  effective. 

Close  air  valve  on  inhaler  and  allow  N2  O  &  O  to  reach  patient.  When 

the  patient  reaches  the  anaesthetic  condition  close  valve  and  allow  re- 

breathing  if  operation  is  likely  to  be  prolonged  and  commence  to  operate. 

Only  allow  enough  oxygen  to  prevent  cyanosis.  It  is  better  to  proceed 

slowly  with  the  anaesthesia,  as  excitement  is  thus  eliminated.  In  cases  ot 

grave  excitement  restrain  the  patient  gently,  as  roughness  will  aggravate  the 

condition  to  violence,  and  push  the  anaesthetic,  even  to  allowing  several 

inhalations  of  N20  alone.  In  extracting  both  upper  and  lower  teeth,  it 

is  better  to  remove  lower  teeth  first.  Use  swabs.  Cheese  cloth  with 

absorbent  cotton  inside  makes  very  good  swabs.  The  swallowing  of  blood 

even  in  small  quantities  will  often  cause  nausea.  After  the  operation  it  is 

advisable  to  allow  patient  to  rest  for  a  few  minutes  with  the  eyes  closed,  and 

the  inhaler  still  on  and  air  valve  open  so  that  recovery  is  gradual  and  shock 
is  avoided. 

Failure  to  eliminate  pain  in  dentistry,  by  one  or  the  other  of  these 

methods  is  absolutely  impossible,  unless  the  technique  or  apparatus  is  at 

fault.  The  latter  is  very  unlikely  so  it  is  practically  in  the  hands  of  the 

operator  himself,  and  every  dental  practitioner  would  do  well  to  give  the 
use  of  N2  O  &  O  his  serious  consideration. 
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Clinics 

HISTORY  OF  CASE  PRESENTED  BEFORE  THE  NEW 

BRUNSWICK  DENTAL  SOCIETY,  JULY  14th,  1914. 

L.  A.  Langstroth,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  St.  John,  N.B. 

Man  about  50  years  of  age  had  left  superior  lateral  incisor  treated  and 

filled ;  some  time  later  tooth  gave  further  trouble  and  was  opened  up.  Fur- 

ther treatment  was  continued  for  some  time,  but  being  very  busy  the  patient 

neglected  the  tooth  until  a  lump  appeared  near  the  median  line  in  the 

palatine  wall  of  the  mouth.  This  lump  gradually  grew  larger  until  finally 

pus  began  to  discharge  from  the  nose.  The  patient  now  becoming  alarmed, 

consulted  a  specialist  in  "Eye,  ear,  nose  and  throat,"  who  informed  him 
that  he  feared  cancer  of  the  nose,  and  cut  a  piece  of  bone  therefrom  for 

examination.  The  examination  being  negative,  he  cauterized  his  nose 

several  times,  but  the  pus  continued  to  increase  in  quantity  and  offensive- 
ness.  The  specialist  appeared  to  be  in  a  quandary  as  to  where  the  pus 

came  from,  and  on  several  occasions  probed  the  antrum  and  cells  above 

the  nose,  telling  the  patient  the  trouble  must  be  above  the  nose,  as  pus  could 

not  possibly  work  up  from  lump  in  his  mouth.  This  went  on  for  six 

months,  when  the  patient  became  so  discouraged  he  decided  to  consult  a 

dentist,  and  fell  in  my  hands.  After  careful  inquiry  into  the  history  of 

the  case  and  examination  of  the  conditions,  I  immediately  extracted  the 

lateral  incisor,  and  upon  syringing  the  opening  made  by  the  extraction  the 

fluid  passed  out  of  the  nose.  At  this  time  the  lump  patient  referred  to  in 

roof  of  mouth  appeared  to  me  to  be  a  sack  full  of  pus,  and  on  opening  same, 

found  a  watery  fluid  of  an  extremely  offensive  nature.  The  surface  of  the 

bone  under  the  sack  was  badly  necrosed  and  on  attempting  to  scrape  the 

surface,  found  a  sequestrum  had  formed  which  with  very  slight  manipulation 

came  away,  leaving  an  opening  half  an  inch  in  diameter,  opening  from  the 

oral  cavity  into  the  nose.  After  two  weeks'  treatment,  the  mouth  assumed 

a  perfectly  healthy  condition.  Now  the  second  trouble  began.  The  pa- 

tient could  not  articulate  plainly  and  tea,  milk  or  other  fluid  passed  from 

his  nose  when  eating.  Means  were  now  sought  to  fit  a  plate  over  the  open- 

ing, but  owing  to  the  fact  that  all  the  posterior  teeth  from  cuspids  back  were 

missing,  it  seemed  difficult  to  retain  a  plate  in  position.  However.  I  tried 

two  or  three  different  plates  with  gold  clasps,  but  they  were  all  failures, 

owing  to  the  fact  that  the  opening  being  so  far  back  from  the  anterior  teeth 

that  clasps  of  sufficient  strength  could  not  be  made  to  keep  the  plate  from 

drooping  in  the  back.  Being  now  somewhat  at  a  loss  to  make  a  success 

with  the  ordinary  methods,  I  sought  something  that  could  be  extended  back 
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from  the  cuspids,  to  which  I  might  fasten  the  plate,  and  in  the  Gilmore  at- 
tachment   so    called,    I    discovered    the    secret. 

I  made  two  very  heavy  gold  crowns  for  the  two  cuspids,  and  allowed 

the  wire  attachment  which  I  soldered  to  them,  to  extend  back  about  half  an 

inch  on  each  side,  and  using  the  heavy  duty  spring  clamp  on  each  side,  con- 

structed a  plate  which  has  given  perfect  satisfaction  in  every  way.  The 

patient  has  been  wearing  the  plate  for  nearly  a  year,  being  the  original  plate 
I  made. 

A   DEMONSTRATION    SHOWING   THE   PROCEDURE   IN 

PREPARING  THE  WAX  INLAY  PATTERN 

FOR  CASTING. 

Jas.  M.  Magee,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  St.  John,  N.B. 

The  case  illustrated  was  a  Proximo-occlusal  restoration  of  a  second 

molar.  The  cavity  having  been  prepared  with  a  pit  at  the  end  of  the  oc- 

clusal step  to  furnish  a  hooklike  anchorage,  the  wax  was  pressed  into  place, 

and  then  carved  to  contour.  A  fine  silk  ligature  was  passed  between  the 

teeth,  making  the  interproximal  space  clear.  A  piece  of  gauge  1  6  brass 

wire  about  an  inch  long  and  bent  at  an  obtuse  angle  about  Ya  mcn  from 

the  end  was  slipped  into  a  broach  holder,  short  end  in,  and  after  heating 

was  melted  into  the  inlay  pattern,  then  chilled,  and  the  pattern  withdrawn. 

The  wax  that  bubbled  up  round  the  pin  on  its  being  pushed  into  the  pattern 

when  hot,  was  then  trimmed  away  as  was  also  a  slight  feather  edge  pro- 

jecting beyond  the  cervical  edge  of  the  pattern.  Then  a  Roach  inlay  pat- 

tern carver  was  used  to  hollow  out  the  wax  pattern,  after  which  it  was 

invested  in  the  casting  flask. 

The  clinician  explained  that  after  casting  the  little  flat  facet  on  the 

proximal  surface  representing  the  amount  of  wax  cut  away  by  the  thread 

in  the  act  of  freeing  the  proximal  contact  was  freshened  with  a  sharp  scraper 

and  pure  gold  was  added  till  the  proper  contour  was  restored.  The  inlay 

was  then  polished  and  set. 
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Dental   Societies 

NEW     BRUNSWICK    DENTAL    ASSOCIATION 

Programme  of  Sports    (with  comments   thereon),  July,    1914. 

The  party  was  divided  into  two  sections,  a  land  force  and  a  sea  force. 

The  land  force  boarded  motor  vehicles  and  the  sea  force  boarded  motor 

boats  for  conveyance  to  Milledgeville,  where  water  sports  and  dinner  were 

to  be  held.     The  land  force  arrived  first,  and  soon  occupied  the  vantage 

points,  smilingly  greeting  the  sea  force  on  disembarkation.     Their  cheerful 

smiles  of  superiority  at  having  arrived  so  much  earlier  were  soon  exchanged 

for  expressions  of  regret   at  having  missed   the  opportunity  of  seeing  the 

signs  of  activity  and  progress  connected  with  the  developments  in  harbor 

preparation,  both  on  the  west  side,  and  in  East  St.  John,  where  the  whole 

of  Courtenay  Bay  is  being  converted  into  a  harbor  for  Canada's  winter  port. 
Breakwater    building,    wharf    construction,    elevator    construction,    to    say 

nothing  of  the  million  dollar  sugar  refinery  and  the  other  industrial  develop- 

ments under  way,  brought  forth  surprised  and  complimentary  comment  while 

the  fleet  of  dredges  at  work  convinced  every  stranger  that  St.  John  was  truly 

the  real  thing.     The  sea  force  had  then  the  pleasure  of  a  beautiful  panorama 

from  the  sight  of  sloping  city  vistas  to  the  narrow  gorge  through  which 

the  St.  John  River  passes  into  the  harbor,  and  across  which  spans  one  of  the 

most  beautiful  suspension  bridges  ever  constructed,  one  of  the  very  few  now 

remaining  on   this  continent.      It  is  spanned  also  by  a  cantilever  railway 

bridge  of   the  C.P.R.    (which,    by  the  way,   is   erected   upside   down   to 

accommodate  navigation),  and  there  is  now  a  third  bridge  (the  longest  single 

span  of  its  type  in  the  world),  being  projected  across  to  carry  street  cars, 

teams  and  foot  passengers.      On  through  level  water,  past  the  busy  river 

steamboat  wharves,  and  humming  saw  mills  to  the  equally  busy  lime  kiln 
district,  the  throbbing  motor  boats  glide.    Then  round  the  bend  approaching 

the  "Narrows,"  with  its  bluffs  and  cliffs  of  limestone,  through  the  "Nar- 
rows" until  is  rounded  the  "Boar's  Head."    Then  those  beautiful  stretches 

of  water,  on  the  one  hand  South  Bay,  and  Grand  Bay,  and  on  the  other 

Kennebecasis   Bay,   break  upon   the  view.      Exclamations  of   "Oh!    oh!" 
testify  to  the  fact  that  whatever  eulogies  have  been  sounded  regarding  these 

places,  they  have  to  be  seen  to  be  appreciated  to  the  full.     A  beaming  sun 
and  a  light  breeze,  which  makes  the  water  sparkle  as  from  a  million  tiny 
mirrors,  makes  us  lean  back  in  silent  enjoyment  till  through  roomy  passages 
between  wooded  islands,  past  sandy  beaches,  backed  by  summer  cottages 
peeping  through  the  trees,  we  enter  Milledgeville  through  the  fleet  of  sail  and 
motor  craft  of  the  Royal  Kennebecasis  Yacht  Club,  there  to  be  greeted  on 
landing  by  Commodore  Horace  C.  Wetmore,  a  member  of  our  own  New 
Brunswick  Dental  Society. 
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The  question  may  be  asked,  "How,  if  you  have  the  wonderful  'Re- 

versing Rapids,'  the  only  place  in  the  world  where  this  phenomenon  is 

known,  can  steamers  and  other  vessels  pass  through?"  The  explanation  is 
more  satisfactorily  answered  by  showing  the  questioner  the  water  at  the 

auspicious  moment  than  this  verbal  one: — At  low  tide  the  water  in  the  har- 

bor is  a  great  many  feet  lower  than  that  in  the  river  basin  above  the  gorge 

and  there  is  a  considerable" fall"  to  the  first  pitch  of  the  rapids.  When 
the  tide  in  the  Bay  rises  it  gradually  backs  up  the  river  water  until  it  ceases 

to  run  down  river.  There  is  for  a  few  moments  a  dead  level  of  water.  It 

is  then  that  it  is  perfectly  safe  for  the  frailest  craft  to  pass  under  the  bridges 

into  the  stretch  of  river.  Soon  on  the  rising  tide  the  current  reverses  up 

stream,  because  the  Bay  tide  has  a  good  deal  more  push  power  than  the 

river  on  account  of  its  volume,  and  gathering  strength,  it  rushes  through 

the  narrow  gorge  falling  upstream,  and  a  rapids  of  considerable  magnitude 

is  developed  running  up  river,  so  that  it  is  not  safe  for  navigation.  Then 

when  the  tide  ceases  to  push  up  hill  any  more,  there  is  again  a  short  time 

when  vessels  pass  up  and  down.  So,  four  times  a  day,  at  two  short  periods 

of  each  tide,  it  is  safe  to  proceed  from  salt  to  fresh  water  and  vice  versa, 

at  St.   John. 
At  Milledgeville  arrangements  were  soon  under  way  for  the  water 

sports,  which  consisted  of: 

DOUBLE  DINGHY  Race. — Stroke  oarsman  to  start  from  club  house 

verandah,  run  50  yards  to  boat,  push  off,  row  round  turning  buoy,  return 

to  launching  point,  and  run  again  to  veranda. — Won  by  H.  C.  Wetman 
and  Ernest  Bell. 

DOUBLE  Canoe. — Course  round  schooner  in  harbor.  This  was  an 

exciting  contest,  won  by  F.  C.  Bonnell  and  Ernest  Bell.  Backers  of  Stan. 

Smith  said  if  he  hadn't  scooped  so  much  water  away  from  his  side  of  the 
canoe,  thereby  upsetting  it,  a  different  tale  would  have  been  told. 

First  Dinghy  Race,  (Blindfold). — Course  straightway  to 

schooner  in  harbor.  Won  by  F.  W.  Barbour.  The  C.  D.  A.  President- 
elect distanced  the  fleet. 

Second  Dinghy  Race  (Blindfold). — Same  course.  Won  by 

H.  B.  Nase.  Harry  fynerv  that  if  the  wharf  hadn't  been  shifted  he  could 
have  beaten  the  record  made  in  the  first  race. 

TlLTING  CONTEST. — Last  canoe  with  occupants  not  having  been  up- 

set.— Won  by  Otto  Nase  and  J.  Lee  Day.  But  what  else  could  you  expect 

when  a  man  is  so  thin  he  can  hide  behind  his  tilting  pole  and  when  you 

search  for  him  round  one  side  he  suddenly  dodges  out  from  the  other  and 

lands   (or  in  this  particular  instance,  rvaters)   you? 

I  hose  who  witnessed  Commodore  Wetmore's  rowing,  and  then  his 
sprinting  ability,  were  free  in  expressing  the  opinion,  that  weight  for  age 

being  allowed,  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society  was  both  ready  and  will- 

ing to  back  their  member  against  any  other  member  of  the  profession  in  the 
Dominion  of  Canada. 
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Toronto  has  had  jus.  cause  to  te  
proud  of  its  Ned  Hanlan,  but  the 

New  Brunswick  Dental  Society  f
reely  invites  any  aspirants  in  aquat

ics 

lake  notice  that  wharves  and  ferr
y  boats  have  no  terrors  for  our  o

arsmen. 

1  one  gets  in  the  way  of  Murra
y  or  Nase.  or  Wrlson,  it  simply  ha

s 

to  go.  Once  the  prstolshot  starts 
 the  race,  the  race  must  be  fimsh

ed.  So 

come  on!     Toronto  or  anyone  
else. 

It  would  take  too  long  to  enumerat
e  the  intricate  movements  of  the 

 con- 

testants in  the  vanous  events;  suffice  it  to
  say  that  for  variety  of  entertain-

 

"he  Milledgeville  programme   fu
rnished   a  wealth  of  material,   and 

"v  'f  od  for  much  thought.     Speaking  of 
 food,  you  ought  to  have  seen 

he  v  y  the  substantial*  and  daintie
s  disappeared  soon  after  the  sound

ing  o 

"dinner  horn.     The  next  time  I  have
  anything  to  do  with  a  programme 

^t;  Dental  Society  I  am  gomg  to
  get  on  the  dmner  committee    o ̂   learn 

how  nraft  may  be  worked.     The 
 comm.ttee  of  arrangements  for  ti

ns  dm 

used    11  kinds  of  pleasant  smiles  
and  genuflexions  to  induce  the  o, 

 polio, 

obom    seated  at  the  well  sprea
d  tables;  then  to  a  man  they  d.sa

ppeared 

and  we  learned  afterward  that  t
hey  held  up  the  cook  and  made 

 htm  d,s- 

"org     all  the  tid-bit,  and  dainties  lard 
 aside  for  hrs  own  delectat.on.      I gorge  all 
 

d   ̂   ubk  wouW 

stigmatize  it   simply   as   rake-oft. 
     We  wno 

not  have  got  any  more  than  we  
did  anyway,  (and  ,t  was  a  plent

iful  spread 

T\     but  we  felt  aggrieved  that 
 we  could  not  throw  out  our  che

sts  and 

Igger  u     and  do!"   the  piazza.
     We  knew  the  whole  committ

ee  were 

g  af  cause  one  of  them  said  the  only  r
eason  we  didn't  swagger  too  was 

hw  'couldn't,  that  instead  of  our  gett
ing  up  from  the  table,  they  had  o 

take  The  table  away  from  us.  H
owever,  they  claimed  they  were 

 ,ust,fied  ,n 

their  action,  so  perhaps  rt  is  be
tter  to  let  by-gones  be  by-gone,

 

Dlrectly  after  the  cheese  and  cr
ackers,  the  surprise  of  the  mee t

ing  w. 

sprung  on  our  worthy  secretary
-treasurer,  and  our  registrar,  

Dr.  Frank  A. 

GodsL  Serving  us  well  and
  farthfully  for  many  years  w

e  felt  we 

SutTlike  to  show  him  what  manner  -  j  ~*£5  ̂ X 

he  least  expected  it,  pia  _„,,._;„-  from  his  overwhelming  surprise, 
dent's  after-dinner  speech.     On  r

ecovering  trom 

he  was  able  to  accept  our  heartf
elt  congratulations  and  good  w 

 she  very 

mo  es  ly  der-rating  his  own 
 ability  and  efforts.  One  and

  all  still  con- 

l!  to hope  that  he  may  long 
 be  spared  to  serve  until  we  ca

n  present  hrm 

at  his  jubilee  with  a  gold  serv
ice. 

Taken  all  in  all,  the  New  B
runswick  Dental  Society  may

  well  con- 

oratu.ate  itself  upon  the  success  of  its  meetin  gs  in  rece  rtJjJ  £J 

'  h.«    misht  well  copy  the  method
s  and  enthusiasm  of  this  small  bo

dy 

^onf,  r!  they'have
  learned  that  the  more  they  he

lp  one  another 

the  more  are  they  helped  the
mselves. 

Here's  success  to  next  year! 
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ONTARIO  ORAL  HYGIENE  COMMITTEE 

The  Ontario  Oral  Hygiene  Committee  held  a  special  meeting  in  To- 

ronto, November  10,  1914.  There  were  representatives  from  all  the  im- 

portant centres  of  the  Province.  The  day  was  spent  in  visiting  the  Ontario 

Museum  and  the  Municipal  Dental  Clinic,  and  the  several  Public  School 

Dental  Clinics.  The  local  members  of  the  committee  and  others  accom- 

panied the  visitors  about  the  city. 

A  dinner  was  provided  at  the  Walker  House,  where  papers,  addresses, 

talks  and  discussions  filled  the  programme  until  midnight.  Drs.  Beach  and 

Eschelkman,  of  Buffalo,  took  part  in  the  programme,  giving  accounts 

of  the  progress  of  oral  hygiene  teaching  in  New  York  State. 

Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  Stratford,  read  a  paper  on  oral  hygiene  in  the 

rural  schools.  It  is  recognized  that  in  large  centres  of  population  it  is 

much  less  expensive  to  manage  hygiene  teaching.  The  new  Ontario  School 

Act  provides  the  machinery  for  dental  inspection  and  oral  hygiene  teaching. 

Those  interested  will  find  the  part  of  the  Act  bearing  on  this  subject  at 

page   39. 

Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  Toronto,  head  of  the  municipal  clinic,  gave  an 

address  on  the  management  and  results  of  the  work  of  a  year's  work  of  the 
clinic  as  follows: 

In  speaking  for  the  Municipal  Dental  Clinic,  I  may  say,  for  those 

who  do  not  know,  that  it  is  a  branch  of  the  Department  of  Public  Health 

of  the  City  of  Toronto,  of  which  Dr.  C.  J.  Hastings  is  the  Medical  Health 

Officer.  The  clinic  has  been  established  nearly  two  years  and  is  now  on  a 

splendid  working  basis.  The  maintenence  for  the  year  is  approximately 

$1,000  per  month,  which  includes  the  salaries  of  operators,  rent,  janitor 

service  and  supplies.  The  salaries  of  the  operators  are  $800.00  a  year 

for  the  first  year.     The  second  year  men  now  get  $900.00. 

The  first  of  July  this  year  I  made  my  semi-annual  report  and  found 

that  the  work  completed  in  the  six  months  amounted  to  somewhat  more  than 

in  the  whole  of  year  1913.  Thus  I  hope  and  expect  that  the  total  amount 

of  work  done  in  1914  will  be  double  that  of  1913.  A  comparison  of 

the  following  figures  will  indicate  this. 

1913  1914 

(Whole   year)  (  1  st   6   months) 

Extractions         4,526      5,000 

Treatments    .  .  .      3,413      3,061 

Fillings      5,405      4,225 

Completed    patients          1 ,285       1 ,360 

Local  anaesthetic          264          521 

General               101          237 

Crowns       12   
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This  increase  is  due  to  both  an  improved  system  and  increased  efficiency 

of  the  operators  in  handling  the  patients. 

During  the  past  year  we  have  had  many  urgent  applications  from 

needy  adults  to  have  work  done  and  as  a  result  recommendations  were 

made  to  the  Health  Officer  for  adult  clinics.  After  some  months  a 

recommendation  was  passed  by  the  Board  of  Control  and  the  City  Council 

to  establish  adult  clinics  in  two  city  hospitals  and  we  hope  to  soon  have 

these  in  working  order. 

We  have  had  many  interesting  cases  in  the  clinics  the  last  year.  A 

short  time  ago  a  girl  nine  years  old  came  with  what  was  supposed  to  be  an 

alveolar  abscess,  but  upon  careful  examination  was  diagnosed  a  Sarcoma. 

The  child  was  sent  to  the  Hospital  for  Sick  Children,  was  operated  upon 

and  is  now  well.  This  is  one  instance  where  inspection  and  treatment 

have  done  a  lot  for  the  child  as  the  case  was  caught  early.  We  have  many 

cases  of  abscess  pointing  on  the  outside  of  the  face.  Some  of  the  cases 

have  neurosis  and  these  we  now  handle  at  the  clinic  under  a  general 

anaesthetic. 

We  see  a  great  many  unclean  mouths,  but  the  worst  mouth  I  ever 

saw  was  in  a  child  five  and  a  half  years  of  age.  This  boy  had  pyhorrhoea 

so  bad  that  every  temporary  tooth  in  the  two  jaws  had  an  exposed  r
oot 

from  the  gingival  line  to  the  apex.  The  amount  of  pus  and  tartar 
 was 

terrible.  The  case  responded  very  well  to  treatment,  but  the  child  wo
uld 

not  care  for  it  so  it  did  not  progress  well. 

One  day  a  week  is  set  apart  for  extracting.  From  30  to  50  patien
ts 

are  seen  each   extraction   day.      Both   general   and  local   anaesthet
ics  are 

used  in  this  work. 

The  children  that  attend  the  clinic  come  from  the  Public  and  Sep
arate 

schools,  orphanages  and  other  charitable  institutions  where  childre
n  are  kept. 

This  gentlemen,  is  a  brief  outline  of  what  we  are  doing  at  the
  clinic 

and  I  trust  you  have  found  it  interesting. 

MONTREAL  DENTAL  CLUB. 

A  regular  meeting  of  the  Montreal  Dental  Club  was  held  at  the 

University  Club  building,  181  Mansfield  street,  on  Wednesday,  January 

20th,  1915,  at  7  o'clock.  The  subject  was  "A  Review  of  Satterle
e's 

Dental  Radiology,"  by  Dr.  F.  A.  Stevenson. 
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PAINLESS  DENTISTRY 

Whether  the  dental  profession  wills  it  or  not  the  question  of  painless 

dentistry  will  not  down.  It  is  well  fastened  in  the  public  mind  that  dental 

operations  are  painful.  Notwithstanding  the  value  of  general  anaesthesia, 

local  anaesthesia,  inductive  anaesthesia,  catophoresis,  violet  rays,  analgesia, 

arsenic,  cocaine,  phenol,  menthol,  poraform,  hypnotism  and  Christian 

Science,  patients  dread  dental  operations.  The  dread  of  a  dental  operation 

may  be  well  founded,  as  from  a  former  experience  or  merely  based  upon 

the  experiences  of  others.  Much  of  all  this  is  mental,  but  just  as  hard 

to  bear,  and  often  more  distressing  than  real  physical  pain.  Dentistry  has 

made  but  little  progress  in  this  direction.  A  few  use  hypnotism,  Christian 

Science  or  mental  suggestion  with  marvelous  success.  Such  men  are  im- 

patient with  all  the  mechanical  paraphernalia  sold  for  relieving  the  chief 

pain  of  dental  operations, — dread  of  them.  Success  by  these  methods  is 

markedly  limited  by  the  attainments  of  the  operator,  and  it  would  appear 

that  even  in  the  hands  of  the  most  expert,  teeth  cannot  be  extracted,  pulps 

removed  or  hypersensitive  dentine  cut. 
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Deftness  in  operating  is  perhaps  the  greatest  factor  in  preventing  dread 

of  dental  operations  in  the  mind  of  the  patient.  The  dentist  who  blunders 

on  and  tells  the  patient  that  he  will  not  hurt  him,  and  then  does  do  so,  and 

afterwards  explains  that  he  thought  the  operation  was  going  to  be  painless,  is 

certain  to  breed  distrust  of  dentists  and  dentistry.  Such  operators  need  all 

the  anaesthesias  known  to  mental,  medical  and  dental  science,  "and  then 

some."  No  matter  how  many  anaesthesias  and  disensitizers  are  discovered 

the  most  important  factor  in  painless  dentistry  will  always  be  skill  and  deft- 

ness in  operating.  All  dental  operations  will  never  be  done  under  general 

anaesthesia  or  analgesia  or  local  anaesthesia.  Such  an  operation  as  the  ap- 

plication of  the  rubber  dam  if  done  in  a  clumsy  manner  may  cause  more 

distress  and  dread  of  the  operation  than  the  deft  and  skilful  extraction  of 

a  tooth  without  anaesthesia. 

"Necessity  is  the  mother  of  invention."  So  dentistry  discovered  general 
anaesthesia  and  has  been  the  largest  users  of  it  ever  since.  It  has  come 

to  pass  that  patients  will  not  submit  themselves  for  the  extraction  of  a 

tooth  without  some  means  of  making  it  painless.  It  may  be  said  that  the 

milestone  has  been  passed  for  extracting  teeth.  The  immediate  and  remote 

dangers  of  the  general  or  local  anaesthetic  to  make  the  operation  painless 

are  much  less  to  be  dreaded  than  the  pain  of  the  operation. 

The  long  and  hard  battle  of  making  operations  on  the  dentine  and 

the  pulp  painless  bas  not  yet  been  won,  even  in  the  hands  of  the  most  skilful. 

It  is  true  that  under  general  anaesthesia  such  operations  can  be  made  piinle:s 

but  outside  of  the  risks  of  the  anaesthesia  to  the  patient  and  the  tooth  the 

operations  take  so  long  and  are  so  fine  in  detail  that  the  results  rarely  com- 

mend themselves  to  the  best  operators.  Analgesia  has  come  in  to  fill  a 

place  where  much  time  is  required,  but  it  is  so  distracting  to  the  operator 

that  fine  operations  are  impossible.  Injecting  the  tissues  around  a  tooth 

with  novocaine  will  often  completely  disensitize  the  dentine  and  pulp 

sufficiently  and  for  long  enough  time  to  do  any  operation  required. 

Arsenic  as  applied  to  the  vital  dentine  or  the  pulp  has  done  as  much 

for  painless  dentistry  as  perhaps  general  anaesthesia.  It  is  often  said  that 

amalgam  has  saved  more  teeth  than  all  other  filling  materials  together,  and 

yet  arsenic  has  made  possible  the  saving  of  more  teeth  than  even  amalgam 

Pressure  anaesthesia  was  the  next  great  step  in  advance  for  painless 

dentistry. 

For  many  years  the  profession  has  struggled  with  the  question  of  dis- 

ensitizing  dentine  without  destroying  the  pulp.  It  is  true  that  general 

anaesthesia  will  do  it  and  analgesia  will  help.  Local  injections  will  often  do 

it,  but  all  these  have  objections  or  limitations,  or  are  more  distressing  than 

the  operation  itself.  The  patient  asks  for,  and,  in  fact,  demands  that 

something  be  put  into  the  tooth  or  rubbed  on  that  will  make  the  operation 

painless.  It  is  to  this  end  that  dentistry  has  striven  of  late  years.  Unless 

all  signs  fail  it  is  within  reach.      It  has  been  known   for  some  time  that 
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formaldehyde  or  some  of  its  compounds  would  disensitize  dentine  if  kept 

in  contact  with  it  for  long  enough  time.  For  over  three  years  we  have 

used  a  proprietary  paste  which  does  disensitize  dentine  to  the  depth  of  one 

or  two  millimetres  in  a  week  to  ten  days  without  having  any  effect  upon  the 

vitality  of  the  pulp.  Paraform  is  the  most  likely  active  agent  in  the  prepara- 

tion. Five  parts  of  paraform  in  a  hundred  of  oxide  of  zinc  mixed  to  a 

paste  with  sulphate  of  zinc  or  phosphoric  acid,  is  effective  in  shallow 

cavities,  but  too  irritating  to  be  put  close  to  a  pulp. 

Dr.  Buckley  has,  however,  introduced  a  local  dentine  anaesthetic  which 

is  effective  and  harmless.  It  acts  promptly  and  effectively  on  sensitive 

dentine  with  little  or  no  irritation  and  without  endangering  the  vitality  of 

the  pulp.  Dr.  Buckley  says  that  the  fibres  of  the  dentine  are  disensitized 

only  and  recover  normal  sensibility  after  some  time. 

If  someone  will  discover  a  drug  or  suggest  a  line  of  treatment  that  will 

devitalize  or  disensitize  a  degenerated  or  inflamed  pulp  it  will  hardly  be 

second  in  importance  to  disensitizing  dentine.  A  small  portion  of  in- 

flamed or  degenerated  pulp  tissue  in  the  apical  third  of  a  fine  root  is 

often  more  difficult  to  deal  with  than  sensitive  dentine. 

REGULATIONS  AND  COURSES  OF    THE  PUBLIC 

AND  SEPARATE  SCHOOLS  OF  ONTARIO 

ORGANIZATION    OF    BOARDS    AND    COMMITTEES. 

14.  ( 1  )  Where  provision  has  been  made  for  the  free  treatment  of  the 

teeth  of  pupils  whose  parents  or  guardians  are  unable  to  pay  therefor,  one 

School  Board  or  a  number  of  School  Boards  acting  either  by  themselves 

or  in  conjunction  with  other  local  associations  approved  for  this  purpose 

by  the  Minister,  may  by  resolution  adopt  a  system  of  school  dental  in- 
spection. 

(2)  Where  a  number  of  School  Boards  acting  either  by  themselves, 

or  in  conjunction  with  other  local  organizations  approved  for  this  purpose 

by  the  Minister,  so  decide,  the  inspection  shall  be  under  the  charge  of  a 

committee  thereof,  to  be  known  as  a  School  Dental  Inspection  Committee, 

and  to  consist  of  as  many  members  of  each  School  Board  and  the  other 

local  organizations  concerned,  as  they  may  mutually  determine. 

QUALIFICATIONS  OF  STAFFS. 

15.  (I)  The  dental  inspection  shall  be  carried  on  by  the  board  or 

the  committee,  under  the  regulations  herein  prescribed,  by  one  or  more 

officers  appointed  by  such  board  or  committee,  who  shall  be  known  as 

School  Dental  Officers,  and  who  shall  be  duly  qualified  dental  surgeons 

of,  when  practicable,  not  less  than  two  years'  experience  in  the  practice 
of  their  profession. 
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(2)  When  more  School  Dental  Officers  than  one
  are  appointed,  one 

may  be  designated,  by  the  board  or  the  commi
ttee,  Chief  School  Dental 

Officer,  and,  subject  to  the  regulations,  he  may
  be  given  such  oversight 

of  the  duties  of  the  others  as  it  may  determine
. 

(3)  The  School  Board  or  the  Committee  provide
d  for  in  Regulation 

7  may  also  appoint  a  School  Dental  Officer  
or  Officers,  who  shall  be 

subject  to  the  general  oversight  of  the  School  
Medical  Officer  as  limited 

by  the  following  Regulations: 

EXPENSES. 

16.    ( 1  )    When  the  school  dental  inspection  is  conducted  
by  a  School 

Board,  the  cost  thereof  shall   be  included  in  that  
of  the  maintenance  of 

the  schools,  and  shall  be  provided  for  in  the  same  
manner. 

(2)  When  the  school  dental  inspection  is  cond
ucted  by  a  committee, 

the  cost  of  maintenance  to  be  borne  by  each  of  the 
 Boards  and  other  local 

organizations  represented  thereon  shall  be  sett
led  by  mutual  agreement 

emong  the  said  Boards  and  organizations,  and  in
  the  case  of  the  School 

Boards  it  shall  be  included  in  the  cost  of  the  m
aintenance  of  the  school 

and  be  provided  for  in  the  same  manner. 

INSPECTION. 

17.    (1  )    Subject  to  the  approval  of  the  principal,  
the  inspection  shall 

be  made  in  the  class-room,  or,  for  special  examination,  
in  a  suitable  room 

or  other  part  of  the  building  where  no  other  pupils  are  
present. 

(2)  The  Board  or  the  Committee  may  install  in
  a  room  suitable  for 

the  purpose  in  one  or  more  of  its  school  buildings  a
  dental  chair  for  the 

examination  of  the  pupils'  teeth. 

(3)  On  the  report  ol  the  principal  that  the  par
ent  or  guardian  has 

neglected  to  comply  with  the  terms  of  the  notice  provi
ded  for  in  18  (4) 

below,  the  Board  shall  take  such  action  as  it  may  dee
m  expedient. 

(4)  Subject  to  the  Regulations  and  the  approv
al  of  the  Minister, 

the  School  Board  or  the  Committee  may  pass  by-laws
  defining  the  duties 

of  the  School  Dental  Officer  Staffs  and  making  provisi
on  for  the  carrying 

on  of  the  work  of  dent  a  i  inspection. 

DUTIES    OF    SCHOOL    DENTAL    OFFICER    STAFFS.
 

18.  ( 1  )  In  such  of  his  duties  as  affect  the  general
  organization  and 

management  of  the  schools,  the  School  Dental  Officer  sh
all  be  subject  to  the 

authority  of  the  School  Inspector  or  the  local  Chief 
 or  Senior  School  In- 

spector, as  the  case  may  be,  or  of  the  principal  of  the  school  whe
n,  owing 

to  other  inspectional  duties,  the  School  Inspector  is  not  
accessible. 

(2)  Subject  to  the  approval  of  the  principal,  the  ins
pection  shall  be 

made  in  the  class-room  and  for  special  examination,  in  a 
 suitable  room 

or  other  part  of  the  building  where  no  other  pupils  are  present. 
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(3)  (a)  Once  every  half  year,  and  at  such  other  times  as  the  School 

Board  or  the  Committee  may  direct,  the  School  Dental  Officer  shall  make 

an  examination  of  the  teeth  of  all  the  pupils  attending  the  school  or  schools. 

(b)  The  first  half  year's  visit  shall  be  made  at  as  early  a  date  as 
is  practicable. 

(4)  When  a  member  of  the  school  dental  officer  staff  reports  that 

the  teeth  of  a  pupil  require  dental  attention,  notice  of  the  facts  shall  be 

sent  to  the  parent  or  guardian  through  the  principal,  and  it  shall  be  the 

duty  of  such  parent  or  guardian  to  have  the  case  duly  attended  to. 

(5)  At  the  close  of  the  second  school  half  year  the  School  Dental 

Officer  shall  make  a  written  report  on  the  general  condition  of  the  teeth 

of  the  pupils  to  the  School  Board  or  the  Committee.  In  such  report  he 

shall  make  recommendations  when  in  his  judgment  action  should  be  taken 

by  the  Board  or  Committee. 

DUTIES  OF  PRINCIPAL. 

19.  ( I  )  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  principal  of  a  school  visited  by 

a  School  Medical  Officer  or  School  Nurse,  or  School  Dental  Officer,  to 

require  every  pupil  to  submit  to  such  examination  as  such  officer  is  em- 

powered to  make  under  the  regulations. 

(2)  (a)  (i)  The  principal  shall  exclude  from  school  any  pupil  who 

has  been  reported  to  him  by  the  School  Medical  Officer  or  School  Nurse 

as  having  symptoms  of  smallpox,  scarlet  fever,  diphtheria,  measles,  chicken- 

pox,  mumps,  whooping-cough,  or  other  communicable  disease. 

(ii)  In  other  cases,  the  principal  shall  act  on  his  own  judgment  and 

shall  immediately  notify  of  such  action  the  Medical  Officer  of  Health,  and 

the  School  Medical  Office;-  when  there  is  one  in  charge. 

(iii)  The  pupil  so  excluded  shall  not  return  to  school  until  he  presents 

to  the  principal  a  certificate  in  writing  signed  by  the  Medical  Officer  of 

Health  or  other  qualified  medical  practitioner  approved  by  the  former 

that  all  danger  from  exposure  to  contact  with  such  pupil  has  passed. 

(b)  (i)  When  a  pupil  is  discovered  with  pediculosis  or  with  such 

skin  diseases,  as  itch  or  ringworm,  the  principal,  on  the  report  of  the 

School  Medical  Officer  or  the  School  Nurse  that  the  child  cannot  attend 

school  without  danger  to  the  other  pupils,  shall  immediately  send  the  pupil 
home. 

(ii)  The  pupil  so  excluded  shall  not  be  re-admitted  until,  in  the 

judgment  of  the  School  Nurse,  subject  to  confirmation  by  the  School 

Medical  officer,  he  may  be  re-admitted  without  danger  to  the  other  pupils. 

(3)  The  principal  shall  confer  with  the  School  Medical  Officer  or 

School  Nurse  in  regard  to  the  physical  exercises  that  are  to  be  taken  by  the 

pupils  whose  condition,  in  the  judgment  of  the  principal  or  said  officer, 

demands  such  conference,  and,  on  the  report  of  the  School  Medical  Officer 
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or  School  Nurse  after  conference  with  the  family  physician,  the  principal 
shall  modify  or  prohibit  for  such  pupils  the  course  in  physical  culture 
taken  up  in  the  forms  to  which  they  belong. 

(4)  Subject  to  instructions  from  the  School  Board  or  the  Com- 

mittee, as  the  case  may  be,  the  principal  shall  arrange  for  conferences 
between  the  teachers  and  members  of  the  inspectional  staff  to  discuss  school 

hygiene  and  special  cases  of  pupils  who  require  medical  or  surgical  at- 
tention. 

ONE  OF  THE  BEST  dental  locations  in  the  city  to  let  from  March  1st. 

Corner  Bloor  and  Brunswick  Avenue.  For  particulars  apply  F.  J. 
Gallamough,  College  2897. 

FOR  SALE. — Dental  Practice,  central  location  on  transfer  corner  in 

Toronto.  Rental  $30  per  month.  Price  complete  $500.  Apply  Box 
1  00,  Dominion  Dental  Journal. 
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Original  Communications 

PRESIDENT'S  ADDRESS 

A.   R.   Currie,   D.D.S.,    L.D.S.,   Woodstock,   N.    B. 
Read  before  New  Brunswick  Dental  Association,   Moncton,   N.B.,  July,   1914. 

Gentlemen: — It  affords  me  much  pleasure  to  be  with  you  here  to-day, 

especially  in  the  capacity  in  which  I  have  been  placed. 

To-day  heralds  the  twenty-fifth  anniversary  of  the  advent  of  this 

society.  A  quarter  of  a  century  has  elapsed,  many  have  come  and  gone, 

each  one  has  brought  something  with  him,  each  left  something  behind. 

No  dentist  that  lived  and  worked  has  gone  without  doing  some  good 

for  some  one.  The  evolution  of  dentistry  has  been  rapid,  and  many 

things  are  to  come  about  yet. 

It  is  good  to  see  the  old  familiar  faces  once  more,  and  to  the  new  ones 

we  extend  a  hearty  welcome.  May  they  find  in  the  New  Brunswick 

Dental  Society  food  that  will  be  of  material  benefit  to  them  in  the  future, 

and  may  they  co-operate  with  us  in  our  earnest  efforts  to  make  this 

society  second  to  none,  and  let  me  state  right  here  that  I  believe  all  dentists 

who  do  not  attend  our  annual  meetings  are  guilty  of  a  breach  of  duty 

that  they  owe  to  the  public,  this  society,  and  themselves.  No  dentist  is 

so  competent  but  that  he  may  come  here  and  learn  a  little  more,  and  if 

he  is  a  competent  man  we  need  him  all  the  more.  There  are  registered 

dentists  in  this  province  who  are  in  the  prime  of  life  with  wealth  and  means, 

but  as  far  as  I  can  learn,  have  never  yet  put  in  an  appearance  at  these 

meetings,  and  yet  are  not  familiar  with  the  modern  methods  associated  with 

dental  operations.  Beautiful  teeth  have  been  sacrificed  because  cavities 

have  reached  a  stage  where  a  little  science  and  knowledge  of  a  simple 

dental  operation  is  required.  Weeks  and  months  have  been  spent  in 

preparing  clinics  for  these  meetings  by  good,  conscientious,  earnest  workers, 

and  only  a  few  of  the  appreciative  ones  gather  here  and  reap  the  benefit 
of  their  labor. 

Another  matter  of  importance  is  the  registration  of  our  home  boys. 

A  number  seem  to  be  of  the  opinion  that  this  province  does  not  want  to 

see  a  graduate  dentist  return  here,  and  such  I  know  is  not  the  case.     They 
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believe  that   the   standard   here  is   too  high   and   put   beyond   their   reach 

simply  to  keep  out  many  of  the  recent  graduates. 

A  number  of  dentists  are  needed  every  year  to  fill  the  vacancies  of 

those  that  have  either  retired  from  active  work,  those  that  have  passed  to 

the  great  beyond,  and  to  meet  the  demand  of  the  growing  population. 

Of  course  we  want  our  good  Canadian  boys  to  return,  but  many 

that  go  away  for  their  professional  education  fear  our  standard  and  think 

it  unjust.  That  I  know  to  be  wrong.  Our  standard  is  high,  but  it  is  fair 

and  square.  Let  us  keep  it  high,  and  keep  out  some  of  the  foreign  element 

that  manage  to  pass  their  requirements,  and  become  duly  registered,  but 

let  every  efficient  dentist  feel  that  he  is  needed  here  and  will  be  treated 

fairly. 

The  feeling  is  prevalent  that  it  is  much  easier  to  become  registered  in 

the  United  States  than  here.  This  may  be  true  in  some  States,  but  it  is 

not  so  in  many  of  them. 

A  matter  of  great  importance  is  to  so-called  six  year  molar.  The 

preservation  of  this  tooth  to  my  mind  is  of  great  importance,  and  I  firmly 

believe  that  something  should  be  done  to  enlighten  every  parent  of  its 

appearance  and  importance.  How  often  have  you  been  requested  to 

remove  a  tooth  described  to  you  as  a  "baby  tooth,"  but  upon  examination 

you  found  a  badly  decayed  and  neglected  first  permanent  molor,  simply 

because  the  parent  was  not  aware  that  a  permanent  tooth  puts  in  its  appear- 

ance so  early  in  life.  In  the  section  from  which  I  come  this  is  a  very 

common  occurrence,  and  I  certainly  feel  that  something  must  be  done. 

I  believe  that  our  society  is  keeping  abreast  with  the  others,  but  when 

we  realize  how  rapidly  the  science  of  dentistry  is  going  ahead,  we  must
 

remember  we  have  got  to  be  on  the  alert  to  keep  a-top. 

There  are  many  other  things  worthy  of  cognizance  that  I  have  prob- 

ably overlooked,  but  we  are  here  for  the  purpose  of  introducing  and  dis- 

cussing such  matters,  so  let  us  this  morning  throw  aside  our  office  worries 

and  unite  heart  and  hand  and  come  down  to  good  hard  pan  business. 

Let  us  do  something  for  somebody  to-day,  and  the  reward  will  be 

ours.  Remember  we  are  dentists,  not  politicians.  All  the  public  are  ou
r 

supporters,  not  half.  They  ask  for  the  best.  Let  us  give  it  to  them.  At 

the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society  is  where  we  get  it.  That  is  why  we 

are  here.     Let  us  go  on  and  on. 
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ADDRESS  OF  MAYOR  FRINK 

Read  before  New  Brunswick  Dental  Association,   Moncton,   N.B.,  July,   1914. 

Mr.  President  and  Gentlemen: — It  affords  me  a  great  deal  of  pleasure 

to  be  here  this  morning  in  order  that  I  may  extend  a  welcome  on  behalf  ol 

myself  and  the  citizens  of  St.  John.  I  understand,  of  course,  there  is 

always  that  mode  of  formality  on  occasions  of  this  kind  to  have  the  Mayor 

address  an  assembly,  and  on  this  occasion,  although  I  have  addressed 

many  other  societies  and  assemblies,  this  is  the  first  time  I  have  had  the 

opportunity  of  addressing  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society,  and  while 

I  have  addressed  medical  societies  on  many  occasions,  yet  I  always  seemed 

to  have  escaped  the  Dental  Society.  I  do  not  know  why,  but  that  is  the 

reason  why  I  consider  it  a  particular  favor  to  have  been  asked  here  this 

morning    to    address   you. 

The  object  of  your  society  is,  of  course,  in  line  with  all  other  branches 

of  medicine  and  science,  but  the  worth  of  your  profession  is  well  known 

throughout  the  world,  and  I  think  it  is  a  matter  of  congratulation  that 

the  worth  of  your  profession  is  being,  to  a  great  extent,  more  appreciated 

every  day,  not  only  in  professional  life,  but  public'  life  as  well,  and  while 
perhaps  at  times  you  are  not  appreciated  to  the  full  extent,  you  do  not  seem 

to  be  cast  down  over  it,  as  I  noticed  this  morning,  coming  in  here,  that 

there  is  a  sort  of  quiet  humor.  You  appeared  to  be  men  of  joy  this 

morning,  as  I  came  in  here,  and  while  men  and  women  appreciate  your 

profession,  as  a  rule  they  are  not  possessed  of  a  great  amount  of  hilarious- 
ness  in  coming  to  you,  but  when  you  have  been  successful  in  relieving 

their  sufferings,  there  is  an  expression  of  joy  which  goes  over  their  coun- 

tenance, and  I  am  sure,  as  far  as  I  am  concerned,  I  have  always  felt 

when  I  am  through,  you  have  fairly  earned  your  money.  I  do  not 

know  whether  that  is  your  experience,  gentlemen,  you  have  to  remain 

quiet  and  wait  for  the  ladies  and  gentlemen  to  come  forward  and  recom- 

pense you  and  reward  you  for  the  work  you  have  done. 

Now  I  know  there  are  many  subjects  that  have  to  be  gone  into  this 

morning  and  that  will  take  time.  I  have  just  looked  over  your  programme 

and  I  am  sure  that  men  will  come  here,  some  from  abroad,  and  who  will 

be  able  perhaps  to  enlighten  you  to  some  extent  on  things  which  have  to 

be  dealt  with  when  men  come  together,  (and  there  is  a  chance  of  having 

a  good  time  and  having,  a  little  pleasure  thrown  in),  because  men  have 

never  risen  to  that  height  yet  where  they  cannot  lear  nmore.  If  they  have 

arrived  at  a  stage  where  they  cannot  learn  more  they  are  fit  to  go 

underground. 

You  assemble  for  the  good  of  yourselves  and  for  the  good  of  the  public 

generally,  and  I  trust  that  in  your  deliberations  to-day  that  you  will  be 

able  to  extract  from  the  scientific  things  which  are  placed  before  you,  some 
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portion  of  good;  and  I  have  no  doubt  that  you  will,  if
  I  am  any  judge  of 

human   nature. 

Now  gentlemen,  I  do  not  know  that  I  can  extend 
 my  remarks  further 

with  profit  to  you,  because  I  know  you  have  many 
 things  to  do,  but  in 

coming  to  this  city,   I   feel  you  will   see  some  sign
s  of  development   and 

progression  and  valuable  growth.      We  are  not  
like  our  mushroom  cities 

of  the  West,  we  do  not  grow  up  in  a  night  or  morning
.     We  have  been 

here  perhaps  1  00  years  and  we  have  had  trouble,  bu
t  it  has  not  dismayed 

us  to  any  great  extent  and  we  are  going  on  accumulating 
 every  year.     Our 

port  business  is  increasing   and  our  whole  town   appears  to
  be   going  on 

apace.     Although  we  have  not  the  wealth  which  is  kno
wn  to  exist  in  other 

cities  of  Canada  and  the  United  States,  we  are  confid
ent  of  our  future 

and  ourselves,  and  if  you  remain  a  few  days,  I  hope  you  wi
ll  see  evidence 

of  this  and  that  your  stay  will  be  pleasant,  that  you  will  tho
roughly  enjoy 

yourselves,  and  feel  that  all  Dentists  here  to-day  will  be 
 satisfied  in  every 

respect.      On   behalf   of   the   citizens   of   St.    John   that   have   a   ki
nd   of 

appreciation  of  your  worth,  that  while  you  are  here  not 
 only  as  members 

of   your    association,    but    as    citizens   who    take    part    and    share    in  
  the 

developments  of  this  country,  wherein   I  think  you  will   st
and  second  to 

none,  I  extend  a  hearty  and  cordial  welcome  and  trust  that  you  ma
y  enjoy 

everything  that  is  good  and  pleasant. 

On  behalf  of  the  fraternity  in  St.  John  Dr.  W.  P.  Bonne
ll  extended 

greetings  to  the  visiting  members. 

Mr.  President,  Your  Worship  and  Members  of  the  New
  Brunswick 

Dental  Society: — A  very  pleasant  duty  devolves  on  me  to-
day,  namely: 

to  extend  on  behalf  of  the  St.  John  Dentists,  a  hearty  welco
me  to  the 

visiting  members  of  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society.  There  w
as  a  time 

when  dentists  were  not  held  in  such  high  esteem  as  we  fortunate
ly  are  at 

the  present  day.  In  its  incipiency  dentistry  was  very  crude,  b
ut  with  the 

lapse  of  years  a  great  evolution  has  taken  place,  until  to-da
y  it  is  recog- 

nized as  one  of  the  leading  professions,  so  that  the  advent  of  a  body  of
 

dentists  in  convention  assembled,  means  much  to  the  country  at  large
. 

We  are  together  to-day,  for  our  mutual  benefit;  to  exchange  ideas, 
 to 

find  out  the  newest  methods  in  dentistry  and  discuss  matters  of  m
ost  vital 

importance  to  ourselves  as  members  of  the  profession.  Our  
coming 

together  is  not  only  of  great  advantage  to  ourselves,  but  we  are  well  a
ware 

that  whatever  increases  the  education  of  the  dentist  and  his  efficiency  in 

his  work,  also  benefits  the  entire  population.  I  can  truthfully  say  then, 

that  the  meeting  of  a  body  of  dentists  means  much  to  a  community.  The 

education  of  the  public  to  higher  ideals  in  the  care  of  the  teeth  has  always 

been  a  strong  point  in  the  profession,  for  it  is  a  recognized  fact  there  is  a 

direct  relation  between  oral  health  and  general  health  and  if  to-day  this 

convention   accomplishes  nothing  more  than  to   disseminate   the  ideas   and 
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what  it  means  to  the  public,  they  would  have  performed  a  great  and 

noble  work. 

We  know  the  great  work  that  is  being  done  in  large  cities  by  the 

members  of  our  profession  in  connection  with  the  care  of  school  children's 
teeth.  We  are  glad  to  say  we  have  made  some  advances  along  that  line 

and  ere  long  our  efforts  may  be  brought  to  a  happy  fruition. 

In  conclusion  I  might  say  it  is  now  three  years  since  our  convention  has 

assembled  in  St.  John,  and  we  have  not  forgotten  the  splendid  reception, 

we  were  given  at  Fredericton,  and  more  especially  at  Moncton,  where  we 

met  last  year  at  a  joint  meeting.  The  Moncton  dentists  certainly  outdid 

themselves  and  set  us  a  pace  that  it  will  be  hard  for  us  to  keep  up  with. 

However,  I  sincerely  trust  that  you  will  all  enjoy  your  stay  with  us  and 

we  will  do  all  in  our  power  to  bring  about  that  end. 

Dr.  W.  F.  Barbour,  of  Fredericton,  replying  for  the  visitors,  spoke  as 
follows: 

Dr.  O.  B.  Price  is  apparently  unable  to  be  present  and  for  such  reason 

I  have  consented  to  take  his  place,  but  as  I  say  I  have  allowed  myself 
to  be  sacrificed. 

Lei  me  thank  you,  Your  Worship  and  Vice-President,  for  the  kindly 

welcome  you  have  given  us,  but  let  me  remark  also  that  the  welcome  is 

much  appreciated  in  that  the  real  point  is,  that  what  we  have  come  to  see 

and  hear  and  what  we  will  receive  from  it. 

I  am  glad  to  see  that  most  parts  of  the  Province  are  represented  at 

this  meeting.  I  hope  some  other  places,  as  well  as  my  own  city  will  be 

much  more  represented  than  at  present. 

I  want  to  express  sincere  gratification  on  hearing  the  Mayor's  words 
on  the  question  of  what  dentistry  means.  We  really  have  had  a  number 

of  addresses  of  welcome  at  certain  times,  in  which  it  has  been  uppermost 

that  the  humorous  side  should  be  the  only  side  presented  and  that  is  all  the 

public  generally  demands  of  any  dentist,  and  I  wish  to  assure  him  that 

I,  and  I  am  sure  every  man  here  believes  it,  that  we  are  just  at  the  dawn 

of  the  work,  that  we  shall  produce  great  things. 

Referring  to  St.  John,  I  am  very  glad  to  hear  the  words  spoken 

in  reference  to  conditions  existing  here  and  prosperity,  and  as  I  remarked 

as  I  came  this  morning,  that  circuses  are  drawn  out  of  the  other  parts  of 

the  country,  having  hard  times  everywhere  else  and  come  here  to  share 

our  prosperity.  I  have  not  a  little  personal  gratification  in  the  prosperity 

of  St.  John,  as  it  is  my  home  city,  having  spent  nearly  a  quarter  of  a  cen- 

tury here,  and  at  least  long  enough  to  have  a  great  gratification  to  get 

here,  even  to  come  in  contact  with  the  new  and  old.  We  all  agree  that 

the  St.  John  dentists  are  good  friends  of  ours. 

I  thank  you  very  much  for  giving  me  this  opportunity  and  I  hope 

you  will  be  as  sympathetic  as  you  can  for  the  position  I  am  placed  in. 
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CYSTIC  ODONTOMAS 

G.  B.  NEW,  M.B.,  L.D.S.    (Tor.),  Rochester,  Minn. 

Read  before  the  Section  on  Stomatology  at  the  Sixty-Fifth  Annual  Session
  of 

the  American  Medical  Association,   Atlantic  City,   N.J.,   June,    iyi4. 

The  subject  of  cystic  odontomas  has  not  received  in  this  country  the 

same  study  that  it  has  in  England,  Germany  and  France.  The  importance 

of  the  subject  is  readily  appreciated  when  one  considers  the  marked  de- 

formities of  the  face  and  jaws  that  accompany  these  growths,  which  early 

diagnosis  and  thorough  operation  might  have  eliminated  in  many  cases. 

Cystic  odontomas  will  be  considered  under  two  classes — the  simple 

cysts  and  the  adamantinomas.  The  simple  cysts  are  again  divided  into 

two  types:  Type  A,  including  the  cysts  commonly  called  dental  or  root 

cysts,  and  Type  B,  those  usually  called  follicular  cysts  and  containing  a 

partially  formed  tooth.  The  term  "follicular"  cyst  used  for  the  second 

type  is  misleading  in  that  one  takes  for  granted,  without  knowing  definitely, 

that  this  type  is  developed  from  the  follicle  of  a  tooth.  The  term  "denti 

gerous"  cysts  is  used  quite  loosely  and  may  refer  to  either  of  the  foregoing 

types  of  simple  cysts.  For  this  reason,  it  has  not  been  used  in  my  classifi- 
cation. 

Twenty-six  cystic  odontomas  are  herein  reported  from  the  Mayo 

Clinic.  Twelve  of  these  are  simple  cysts  of  Type  A;  six  are  of  Type  B, 

and  eight  are  adamantinomas. 

SIMPLE   CYSTS   OF    TYPE   A. 

The  simple  (Type  A)  are  the  most  common  cysts  of  the  jaws. 

Because  of  their  little  surgical  importance,  they  have  not  received  the  atten- 

tion which  has  been  given  the  other  cystic  odontomas.  Magitot1  in  1872 

published  the  first  important  work  on  the  subject  of  cystic  odontomas,  and 

attributed  their  origin  to  the  development  of  the  embryonic  dental  tissue. 

Malassez2  in  1  885  found  masses  of  cells  about  the  roots  of  teeth  in  the  jaws 

of  adults  and  concluded  that  these  were  the  remains  of  the  dental  ridge, 

the  epithelial  cord  and  the  outer  layer  of  the  enamel-organ.  These  cells  may 

be  found  near  the  teeth  and  are  sometimes  found  deep  in  the  jaws.  Malessez 

called  these  masses  of  cells  debris  epithellaux  dentaires,  and  proposed  the 

theory  that  all  cystic  odontomas  were  derived  from  this  group  of  cells.  This 

theory  is  the  one  most  commonly  accepted. 

According  to  Scudder,3  this  type  of  cyst  is  found  more  commonly  in 

the  upper  jaw  in  the  incisor  and  bicuspid  regions.  Of  the  twelve  cysts  of 

this  series,  six  occurred  in  the  upper  jaw  and  six  m  the  lower.  Of  those  in  the 

upper  jaw,  four  occurred  in  the  incisor  region,  one  in  the  bicuspid  region,  and 

in  one  case  the  location  was  not  noted.      In  the  lower  jaw,  three  occurred 

1.  Magitot:  Arch.   gen.   de  med.,   1872,   ii,   339. 
2.  MaJassez:   Arch,   de  physiol.   norm,   et  path.,   1885,  v.   129. 

3.  Scudder:  Tumors  of  the  Jaw,  Philadelphia,  W.  B.  Saunders  Company,  1912. 
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in  the  incisor  region,  two  in  the  bicuspid  region,  and  one  in  the  molar  region. 

The  typical  mammalian  dentition  consists  of  forty-four  teeth,  and 

man  has  but  thirty-two,  a  third  incisor,  a  third  bicuspid  and  a  fourth 

molar  being  missing.  The  most  frequent  location  for  the  appearance  of 

supernumerary  teeth  is  in  the  upper  jaw  in  the  incisor  and  bicuspid  regions. 

Whether  these  teeth  are  a  reversion  to  the  earlier  types  in  the  mammalian 

dentition  or  simply  mishappenings  is  a  questionable  point  among  those  who 

have  made  a  thorough  study  of  the  subject.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that 

this  type  of  cyst  and  the  supernumerary  teeth  most  frequently  occur  in  the 

same  location,  which  might  suggest  that  these  cysts  are  derived  from  super- 
numerary anlagen. 

The  theory  has  been  held  for  some  time  that  these  cysts  develop  from 

irritation  or  stimulation.  The  irritating  factor  may  be  the  eruption  of  a 

tooth  or  some  form  of  peridental  inflammation.  These  cysts  are  frequently 
found  in  connection  with  the  dead  roots  of  teeth  and  thus  the  irritative 

factor,  necessary  to  stimulate  their  growth,  is  accounted  for. 

Simple  cysts  of  Type  A  occur  at  almost  any  age.  Of  the  twelve 

cases  reported  in  this  paper,  the  youngest  patient  was  1  2  years  of  age  and 

the  oldest  70.  The  cyst  is  usually  about  the  size  of  an  English  walnut, 

but  may  attain  great  dimensions,  and  in  the  upper  jaw,  simulate  an  empyema 

of  the  antrum.  In  the  lower  jaw  it  may  become  as  large  as  an  orange. 

The  cysts  from  our  series  varied  in  size  from  that  of  a  cherry  to  that  of  a 

small  lemon.  Witzel4  found  tumors  the  size  of  a  pea  and  smaller  about 

extracted  teeth.  They  were  placed  sometimes  near  to  and  sometimes 

distant  from  the  root  of  the  tooth.  They  contained  fluid  and  had  an 

epithet  lining  indistinguishable  from  a  larger  cyst.  The  cysts  have  a 

smooth  mucous  membrane  covering  in  the  mouth;  the  wall  varies  in  thick- 
ness and  consists  of  a  thin  shell  of  bone. 

SIMPLE   CYSTS   OF   TYPE    B. 

Malessez2  believes  that  this  type  of  cysts  also  originates  from  cells  that 

he  describes  in  the  jaws.  Bland-Sutton/'  however,  believes  that  this  type 

simply  represents  an  expanded  tooth-follicle. 

These  cysts  occur  in  either  jawr  with  about  equal  frequency  and  usually 
in  the  bicuspid  and  molar  regions. 

Of  the  six  cases  in  our  clinic,  three  were  found  in  the  upper  and  three 

in  the  lower  jaw.  Of  the  three  in  the  upper  jaw,  one  occurred  in  the 

bicuspid  region,  one  in  the  molar  region,  and  in  one  case  the  location  was 

not  noted  in  the  history.  Of  the  three  in  the  lower  jaw,  one  occurred  in 

the  bicuspid  region,  one  in  the  anterior  part  of  the  jaw,  and  one  in  the 

molar  region. 

This  type  of  cysts  occurs  during  or  shortly  after  the  second  dentil  ion, 

4:    Witzel:   Ueber   Zahnarztl    Cysten,    T,eipsic,    18f)fi. 
5.   Bland-Sutton:  Tumors   Innocent  and   Malignant,   New   York.    CaBSell   &   Co., 

1901. 
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The  adamantinomas  are  most  frequently  seen  in  the  lower  jaw.  Lewis11 
slates  that  they  are  seen  eleven  times  more  frequently  in  the  lower  than  in 

the  upper  jaw.  The  bulk  of  the  tumor-mass  is  usually  at  the  angle  of  the 

jaw,  extending  upward  to  the  ramus  and  forward  into  the  body  of  the 

jaw.  Sometimes  the  entire  ramus  is  cystic  with  the  tumor  extending  across 

the  midline  to  the  other  side  of  the  jaw.  These  tumors  may  originate  in 

the  molar  or  bicuspid  regions,  but  are  rarely  seen  originating  from  about  the 
anterior  teeth. 

I  have  been  able  to  collect  nine  cases  in  which  the  tumor  occurred  in  the 

upper  jaw,  two  from  the  Mayo  Clinic.  In  only  four  of  the  cases  reviewed 

in  the  literature  were  there  definite  data  as  to  the  location  in  the  jaw.  Four 

of  the  nine  occurred  in  the  posterior  part  of  the  jaw  and  two  in  the  cuspid 

region.  These  cysts  may  originate  close  to  the  alveolar  border  or  may  start 

from  deep  within  the  jaw.  Of  the  eight  cases  of  adamantinomas  from  our 

clinic,  six  occurred  in  the  lower  jaw  and  two  in  the  upper.  Of  the  tumors 

in  the  lower  jaw,  in  four  the  main  mass  was  located  in  the  angle  of  the  jaw, 

in  one  in  the  molar  region,  and  in  one  in  the  bicuspid  region.  Of  those  in 

the  upper  jaw,  one  occurred  well  back  in  the  molar  region  and  one  in  the 

cuspid  region. 

These  cysts  may  develop  at  any  age.  Massin12  reports  a  case  in  a  new- 

born infant  'and  cases  have  been  reported  late  in  adult  life.  Lewis11  states 
that  the  average  age  of  the  patients  in  the  seventy  cases  which  he  collected 

in  the  literature  was  33.  The  average  age  of  the  patient  in  our  group  of 

cases  is  21  Ya  years.  Of  the  six  cases  from  the  literature  in  which  the 

tumor  occurred  in  the  upper  jaw,  the  average  age  of  the  patients  with  occur- 

rence in  the  molar  region  was  331/2  years,  and  of  those  with  occurrence  in 

the  cuspid  region,   I  6 J/2  years. 

Sturrpf13  says  that  if  either  of  the  theories  which  have  been  advanced 
for  the  etiology  of  the  formation  of  these  cysts  is  accepted,  one  must 

assume  some  additional  irritant  factor  as  necessary  in  their  production. 

The  lower  molar  region  receives  more  irritation  than  any  other  locality  in 

the  mouth.  It  is  an  accepted  fact  that  the  lower  third  molar  is  more 

difficult  to  erupt  and  more  frequently  impacted  than  any  other  tooth  in 

the  mouth.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that  it  is  in  this  region  and  at  the 

average  age  of  33  years  during  or  just  at  the  time  of  the  eruption  of  the 

lower  third  molar  that  these  cysts  occur;  and,  also,  that  of  the  cases  in 

the  literature  in  which  the  upper  jaw  was  affected,  the  average  age  of  the 

patients  having  adamantinomas  in  the  molar  region  was  331/2  years,  while 

that  of  patients  with  involvement  of  the  cuspid  region  was  I6I/2  years. 

This  suggests  that  the  eruption  of  the  teeth  may  play  an  important  part 

in  the  chronic  irritation  which  is  probably  necessary  to  stimulate  the  growth 

of  these  tumors.      If  these  conditions  develop  from  supernumerary  anlagen, 

11.  "Lewis:  Surg.,  Gynec.  and  <>i>st..  January,   1910,   p. 
12.  Massin:  Virehow's  Arch.    f.    path.    An.it..    L894,    CXXXVi,    "'.28. 
i::.  stumpf:  Centralbl.   f.  ;< llu.    Pain.  u.  path.  Anat.,   L910,  xxi.  i».  898. 
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the  different  locations  in  the  molar  region  may  be  explained  by  the  fact 

that,  according  to  Black,14  the  supernumerary  molar  tooth  may  occur  in 

any  location  posterior  to  the  first  molar.  The  adamantinomas  are  som
e- 

times associated  with  cysts  containing  partially  formed  teeth,  but  not  fre- 

quently enough  to  make  this  a  factor  in  the  ecology. 

It  is  difficult  to  obtain  conclusive  evidence  of  the  association  of  the 

eruption  and  impaction  of  teeth  to  adamantinomas,  as  most  histories  are 

not  of  sufficient  detail  on  this  point.  Hesse10  in  1912  reported  a  case  in 

which  a  lower  third  molar  was  found  in  connection  with  an  adamantinoma, 

and  believes  that  from  a  study  of  this  case  he  will  be  able  to  find  out  more 

about  these  tumors.  Two  of  the  adamantinomas  in  our  clinic  were  as- 

sociated with  unerupted  third  molars,  one  in  the  upper  and  one  in  the 

lower  jaw. 

Of  the  seventy  cases  that  Lewis  collected  from  the  literature,  the 

average  duration  of  symptoms  was  eight  and  one-half  years.  The  duration 

of  the  symptoms  in  our  cases  was  from  ten  months  to  twenty-one  years. 

Most  of  the  cases  were  of  more  than  ten  years'  duration;  but  the  exact- 

duration  of  these  tumors  is  difficult  to  determine  on  account  of  the  long 

standing  of  the  condition. 

None  of  the  cases  reported  in  this  paper  had  any  glandular  enlarge- 
ment. 

These  tumors  present  a  smooth  mucuous  membrane  in  the  mouth  un- 

less they  are  infected.  The  wall  of  the  cyst  consists  of  a  thin  layer  of 

bone.  Crackling  may  be  elicited  in  some  areas,  on  pressure,  where  the 

bone  is  thin,  and  fluctuation  may  be  found  in  others.  These  tumors  may 

give  rise  to  great  pain  when  they  are  of  large  size,  because  of  pressure  of 

enclosed  fluid.  One  of  our  patients,  who  had  had  a  tumor  for  twenty-one 

years,  in  order  to  relieve  the  pain,  tapped  the  cyst  herself,  as  the  fluid 

accumulated,  by  means  of  a  sterilized  hat-pin. 

PATHOLOGY. 

The  lining  of  the  simple  cyst,  Type  A,  consists  of  a  layer  of  fibrous 

tissue  and  a  thin  layer  of  flattened  epithelial  cells.  In  the  older  cysts  the 

latter  layer  may  not  be  present,  owing  probably  to  the  pressure  of  the  en- 

closed fluid.  Barrie15  in  1905  reported  a  case  of  dentigerous  cyst  which 

was  probably  a  simple  cyst,  Type  A,  with  typical  adamantine  epithelium, 

with  no  down-growth,  lining  the  cyst.  This  was  the  first  case  reported 

with  this  type  of  epithelium  forming  the  wall  of  the  cyst. 

The  lining  of  the  simple  cyst,  Type  B,  consists  of  a  fibrous  tissue 

layer.  Some  observers  have  reported  an  epithelial  lining  for  this  type  of 

cyst  also. 

The  adamantinomas  on  section  present  solid  and  cystic  areas.  The 

cystic  areas  vary  in  size  from  that  of  the  head  of  a  pin  to  that  of  an  Eng- 
14.  Black:    Dental    Summary,    1909,    xxix,    1,   83. 
15.  Barrie:   Ann.    Surg.,   September.   1905,   p.   352. 
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lish  walnut.  They  appear  to  have  a  smooth  lining,  and  fibrous  or  bony 

septa  are  seen  separating  the  various  cysts.  The  cysts  contain  a  thin 

yellowish  fluid.  The  solid  areas  have  a  red  tint  and  present  a  granular 

appearance,  owing  to  the  many  minute  cysts. 

Microscopically,  the  solid  areas  consists  of  a  fibrous  tissue  stroma  and 

columns  of  epithelial  cells.  These  columns  may  be  elongated,  rounded  or 

arranged  in  the  form  of  acini,  and  may  present  many  irregular  forms.  Two 

types  of  epithelial  cells  are  found  in  these  cell  columns:  the  typical  colum- 

nar cell  with  the  nucleus  placed  near  the  pole  away  from  the  stroma,  and 

the  differentiated  cells  from  this  type — the  polygonal  cell  and  a  stellate 

cell  which  form  the  main  mass  of  the  epithelial  columns.  These  cells  are 

analogous  to  the  cells  that  form  the  enamel-organ.  Areas  of  transitional 

forms  from  the  solid  cords  to  the  small  cysts  are  seen.  The  stellate  cells 

are  seen  undergoing  disintegration  and  their  place  being  taken  by  cyst- 

cavit'es,  at  first  quite  small  and  then  becoming  larger.  Stellate  cells 
gradually  disappear  and  are  replaced  by  the  fluid  of  the  cyst.  As  the 

cyst  increases  in  size,  the  columnar  cells  are  alone  left  to  line  the  cyst, 

while  in  the  yet  larger  cysts  these  have  disappeared  and  the  wall  consists 

of  fibrous  tissue  only. 

DIAGNOSIS  AND  TREATMENT. 

The  diagnosis  of  the  cystic  odontomas,  when  the  facts  already  noted 

are  considered  and  with  the  aid  of  the  roentgenogram,  is  usually  not  diffi- 

cult. The  roentgenogram  will  show  a  partially  developed  tooth,  a  uni- 

locular cyst  or  the  septa  in  the  multilocular  variety.  The  differential 

diagnosis  from  a  giant-cell  sarcoma  is  usually  the  most  difficult,  and  this 

has  frequently  to  be  made  at  the  time  of  operation  or  by  microscopic 

examination. 

The  treatment  of  the  cysts  of  the  first  group  requires  only  a  thorough 

curetting  of  the  wall  and  packing  the  cavity  with  gauze.  In  the  larger 

type,  resection  may  be  required  to  extirpate  the  tumor.  The  adamantino- 

mas, however,  require  more  radical  treatment  since  the  simple  curetting  of 

the  cyst  does  not  permanently  cure  the  condition  if  a  small  area  of  the 

tumor  is  left.  In  time  the  condition  recurs.  A  resection  of  the  jaw  should 

be  made,  if  possible;  in  this  way  all  the  tissue  of  the  tumor  may  be  re- 

moved. Different  appliances  have  been  used,  including  metal  splints  to 

hold  the  fragments  of  the  jaw  in  position  after  resection,  but  the  transplanta- 

tion of  a  portion  of  rib  seems  to  be  the  most  satisfactory. 

Recurrences  are  frequently  noted  in  these  tumors,  especially  when  the 

treatment  has  been  conservative.  Bloodgood1,;  reports  twelve  cases  of 

adamantinomas.  One  case  was  inoperable,  and  in  eleven  cases  resection 

of  the  jaw  was  done.  Nine  of  these  patients  were  well  from  one  to 

twelve  years.      There  was  one  recurrence  after  the  patient  had  been  well 

16.  Bloorlgoofl.  J.C.:   Bone  Cysts,  The  Journal  a.  M.  A.,  Oct.  ir>.  1904.  i>.  1124 
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for  eight  years.      One  died   following  excision  of  a  huge  tumor  involving 

both  sides  of  the  upper  jaw. 

Of  the  eight  cases  reported  from  our  clinic,  all  of  the  patients  have 

been  operated  on  within  the  last  two  and  one-half  years,  so  that  the  final 

results  cannot  be  given.  One  patient  died  of  heart-trouble  eight  months 

after  the  operation,  and  two  have  been  operated  on  within  the  last  six 

months.  In  one  case  the  tumor  recurred,  but  the  patient  has  now  been  well 

more  than  two  years;  one  recurred  after  two  years  and  the  patient  has  been 

reoperated  on  for  the  recurrence  within  the  last  six  months.  In  one  case, 

on  account  of  the  extensiveness  of  the  tumor  and  the  fact  that  the  cyst  had 

fibrous  walls  which  involved  the  entire  half  of  the  jaw  and  the  ramus  and 

extended  across  the  midline,  resection  was  impossible.  The  tumor  was 

opened  and  the  cysts  curetted.  Several  small  cysts  have  appeared  since 

the  operation.  Two  patients  have  had  no  recurrence;  one  case  is  of 

eighteen  months'  standing  and  one  of  two  years'. 
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53 NON-ERUPTED  TEETH 

Geo.  H.  G. ;  age  53;  Canadian  traveller;  at  present  in  apparently 

good  health ;  suffered  much  from  neuralgia  about  the  head  and  face. 

Dental  history:  At  23  years  of  age  suffered  from  severe  neuralgia  of 

the  left  side  of  the  face.  Infected  root  of  upper  first  molar  thought  to 

have  been  the  cause  of  the  pain.  In  attempts  to  remove  the  root  it  was 

forced  into  the  antrum.  After  many  attempts,  the  root  was  removed  from 

the  antrum  six  months  later.  The  parts  were  slow  to  heal  and  to  this 

day  there  is  an  opening  into  the  antrum  from  the  mouth.  There  seems  to 

be  no  infection  of  the  cavity  and  yet  the  opening  will  not  close  though 

several   attempts  have  been  made. 

At  thirty-five  years  of  age,  both  upper  laterals  became  loose  and, 

after  suffering  a  good  deal  of  pain,  they  were  removed.  Eight  years 

later  the  left  central  became  very  painful,  recovered  slightly,  then  abscess 

developed  and  tooth  removed.  Three  years  later  the  patient  suffered 

much  from  neuralgia  and  was  for  some  time  confined  to  a  hospital.      A 

large  abscess  developed  later  and  the  tooth  was  extracted,  and  a  denture 

inserted  which  was  never  comfortable.  At  fifty  pain  was  severe  again 

and  a  new  denture  was  made  which  was  more  comfortable.  A  year  or  so 

later  there  was  a  good  deal  of  suffering  from  swollen  gums  and  pain  when 

trying  to  masticate,  which  incapacitated  him  for  duty.  Carcenoma  was 

suspected.  A  diagnosis  of  necrosis  was  made  and  an  operation  suggested 

for  the  removal  of  the  sequestrum. 

The  gums  were  very  red  and  swollen,  bleeding  at  many  points.  Two 

or  three  openings  from  which  pus  exuded.  An  X  ray  photograph,  cleared 

up  the  diagnosis,  as  can  be  seen  from  the  accompanying  cut. 

When  the  cuspid  teeth  were  removed  the  pain  and  soreness  soon 
subsided. 

This  case  is  interesting  as  it  shows  the  danger  of  pushing  a  molar  root 

into  the  antrum  when  attempting  to  extract  it.  Also  the  difficulty  of  closing 

the  antrum  when  once  opened  into  the  mouth.  The  unerupted  cuspids  de- 

stroyed the  four  incisors  as  they  moved  along  the  ridge  towards  the  median 

line.     The  involved  pulps  caused  the  neuralgia  and  abscesses  followed. 
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Dental   Societies 

NEW  BRUNSWICK  DENTAL  ASSOCIATION 

SECRETARY'S  REPORT. 

To  the  President,  Officers  and  Members  of  the  New  Brunswick 

Dental  Society: — 

As  Secretary,  I  beg  to  report  that  the  regular  clerical  work  of  the 

society  has  been  attended  to  during  the  year. 

The  monies  received,  being  the  gross  for  membership  fees  were  as 

follows: 

Amount    received    for    dues      $229.00 

Amount  paid  out  as  per  vouchers    61.10 

Balance  paid  to  council   $167.90 

The  council  reports  to  the  society  through  your  secretary  as  follows: 

Messrs.  I.  K.  Farrar,  of  Dorchester;  J.  A.  LaBlanche,  of  Moncton; 

T.  E.  Gaudet,  of  St.  Josephs  have  been  registered  as  Dental  Students  in 

New  Brunswick. 

One  case  of  interest  has  been  before  the  Council  for  action  during  the 

year.  Mr.  W.  H.  Gerrard,  of  New  Maryland,  has  been  twice  prosecuted 

for  violating  the  Dental  Act,  conviction  obtained  in  each  case  and  fines 

imposed  and  collected,  but  as  yet  it  has  been  impossible  to  close  up  an 

office  which  is  opened  in  Fredericton  on  account  of  his  paying  the  fine 

each  time  and  as  no  other  penalty  is  provided  for  by  law,  a  man  can 

apparently  continue  to  violate  the  law  as  long  as  he  pays  his  fine.  The 

present  course  of  procedure  according  to  law  takes  too  long  to  bring  a  man 

to  justice  and  new  legislation  should  be  enacted  to  overcome  this  feature 

of  the  law.  It  takes  almost  a  month  from  the  time  information  is  laid  until 

the  conviction  and  execution  of  same  is  completed  and  the  Council  are  of 

the  opinion  that  the  Society  should  take  the  matter  up  at  the  meeting. 

.  .  Fraternally  submitted, 

(Signed)    F.  A.  GoDSOE,  Secretary. 

Dr.  C.  A.  Murray  suggested  that  the  matter  in  the  report  relative  to 

the  man  Gerrard  be  brought  up  later,  as  later  on  other  members  would  be 

here  to  take  part  in  this  discussion  and  no  doubt  we  will  receive  some  good 

advice  from  them.  I  think  it  would  be  well  for  you  to  appoint  a  special 

committee  to  bring  in  a  report  in  regard  to  this  and  let  that  report  be  dis- 

cussed by  the  Society  to-morrow  morning,  this  afternoon  will  be  pretty  well 

taken  up  and  I  think  it  would  be  advisable  to  be  brought  up  to-morrow 

morning  and  I  make  a  motion  that  the  President  appoint  a  special  com- 

mittee to  bring  in  a  report  on  this  matter  and  then  it  will  be  open  for 
discussion  and  be  in  a  form. 
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Above  motion  seconded  by  Dr.  Burden  and  Carried. 

The  president  appointed  the  following  as  a  committee  on  the  above: 

Dr.  Broderick,  Dr.  Wetmore,  and  Dr.  Moore. 

On  the  call  of  "Report  of  Committees,"  Dr.  Otto  Nase  made  an 
announcement  for  the  entertainment  committee  of  the  programme  ol  en- 

tertainment that  had  been  prepared. 

Dr.  C.  A.  MURRAY,  Moncton: — I  wish  to  say  a  few  words  in  regard 

to  a  member  of  our  society  whom  we  all  respect  and  always  looked  up 

to  as  a  venerable  and  oldest  member  in  our  society.  We  learn  with  a 

great  deal  of  regret  and  a  great  deal  of  feeling  that  he  has  been  unfor- 

tunate enough  to  lose  his  daughter  yesterday,  and  I  feel  personally  for 

Dr.  McAvenny,  that  I  know  he  has  had  hard  blows  in  regards  to  this 

same  thing  in  the  past  and  it  certainly  effected  him  very  much;  he  is 

getting  up  in  years  and  things  like  this  will  have  a  great  effect  on  him,  and 

I  know  there  is  not  a  member  who  has  not  the  deepest  heartfelt  sympathy 

for  him.  I  think  as  a  society  assembled  here,  that  we  should  show,  in 

some  way,  our  sympathy  towards  him  and  I  would  suggest  that  as  his 

daughter  is  to  be  buried  this  afternoon,  that  this  society  should  attend  the 

funeral,  and  I  think  also  it  would  be  a  very  nice  thing  for  some  one  to  be 

deputized  to  send  a  floral  tribute  to  the  house.  I  am  sure  Dr.  McAvenny 

would   appreciate  it   very   much  coming   from   this   society. 

Dr.  Magee  seconded  the  above  motion  and  suggested  that  we  would 

not  send  flowers  as  it  was  too  late,  but  have  a  resolution  drawn  up  and  a 

copy  of  it  sent  to   Dr.    McAvenny, — Carried. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Broderick  that  a  committee  of  three,  Dr.  Godsoe,  Dr. 

Magee  and  Dr.  Murray  be  appointed  to  draw  up  a  resolution  of  con- 

dolence.    Seconded  by  Dr.  Smith. — Carried. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Wetmore,  seconded  by  Dr.  Murray  that  the  report 

of  the  Canadian  Dental  Association  be  received  and  entered  on  the 

minutes   Carried. 

Dr.  Wetmore  moved  adjournment  to  2.30  o'clock  when  clinics  would 
be  given  during  the  afternoon. 

AFTERNOON  SESSION. 

Suggestion  Made  to  Meet  at  St.  Stephen. 

Dr.  W.  P.  BoNNELL: — I  am  personally  in  favor  of  a  union  meeting 

every  three  or  four  years.  I  feel  that  two  years  is  pretty  close  and  I  think 

this  meeting  has  been  a  very  successful  one.  Then  the  expenses  in  con- 

nection with  a  union  meeting  are  much  greater  than  at  a  meeting  of  our 

own,  end  I  understand  the  Nova  Scotia  Society  does  not  favor  a  meeting 

every  second  year.  That  is  something  I  heard  in  a  casual  way,  but  I 

think  three  or  four  is  near  enough  for  a  union  meeting.  I  feel  that  St. 

Stephen  would  be  a  good  place  for  our  society  to  meet  next  year.      Dr. 
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Moore  has  always  taken  an  active  part  here  and  I  enjoyed  a  very  pleasant 

day  there  last  fall,  and  I  know  if  we  go  there,  we  would  enjoy  ourselves, 

but  think  the  society  should  share  the  expense. 

Dr.  MAGEE: — I  would  like  to  hear  some  dentists  from  an  outside 

point  offer  an  invitation.  I  think  we  should  have  the  Annual  Meeting 

by  ourselves  next  year,  but  first  would  like  an  invitation  as  I  dont  think 
we  have  had  one. 

Dr.  Moore  : — I  have  looked  around  to  see  if  there  were  any  other 

members  from  St.  Stephen  present.  Charlotte  County  might  invite  the 

society  to  hold  the  Annual  Meeting  next  year  at  St.  Stephen.  We  have 

other  members  from  Charlotte  County,  four  in  St.  Stephen  and  other 

members  from  the  county,  but  only  two  are  present  from  St.  Stephen,  Dr. 

Wilkes   and   myself. 

Speaking  for  myself,  of  St.  Stephen,  I  felt  bashful  about  inviting  the 

society,  but  under  the  circumstances  I  am  pleased  to  issue  an  invitation  to 

the  society  to  hold  their  meeting  at  St.  Stephen  next  year.  I  will  see 

what  we  can  do  to  make  your  stay  as  pleasant  as  possible.  I  think  we 

will  be  able  to  make  it  pleasant  for  the  New  Brunswick  Dentists  at  St. 

Stephen. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Broderick,  seconded  by  Dr.  W.  P.  Bonnell  that  the 

invitation  for  the  meeting  at  St.  Stephen  be  accepted. — Carried. 

Suggested  by  Dr.  Godsoe  that  the  society  help  bear  the  expense,  Dr. 
Broderick  wished  that  embodied  in  his  motion. 

Dr.  Thomson  : — The  above  motion  should  be  left  in  the  hands  of 

the  executive.  I  have  an  idea  that  the  matter  is  up  to  Nova  Scotia  now 

in  regard  to  the  Maritime  meeting  and  I  think  it  would  be  well  if  the 

Executive  were  to  confer  with  the  Executive  of  Nova  Scotia  in  regard  to 

the  meeting. 

As  to  our  society  sharing  the  expense  of  next  year's  meeting,  I  do 
not  agree  with  the  above  motion  as  it  would  be  establishing  a  precedent. 

Dr.  MURRAY: — I  quite  agree  with  Dr.  Thomson  in  his  remarks 

regarding  the  society  paying  the  expenses.  It  is  a  reflection  upon  the 

members  of  our  profession  in  Charlotte  County,  and  it  is  not  necessary  for 

the  dentists  of  Charlotte  County  to  go  into  elaborate  expenses.  We  go  to 

these  societies  for  educational  purposes;  not  to  have  a  good  time.  Of 

course,  that  is  very  good  and  very  considerate  of  the  dentists  where  we 

meet.  We  will  appreciate  it  just  as  much  as  if  they  did  not  give  us  a  good 

time,  if  they  give  us  a  good  education  meeting,  and  I  do  not  think  that  the 

dentists  in  Charlotte  County  want  that  embodied  in   the  motion. 

Dr.  GoDSOE : — I  infer  from  the  remarks  of  the  speakers  that  they 

expect  the  society  to  pay  all  the  expenses.  If  the  members  from  Charlotte 

County  feel  disposed  to  give  a  slight  entertainment,  all  well  and  good. 

My  idea  was  that  the  legitimate  expenses  be  paid  by  the  New  Brunswick 
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Dental  Society.  I  do  not  think  that  four  men  (Charlotte  County  only  had 

four  members  and  there  are  a  good  many  in  St.  John,  there  are  a  good 

many  in  Moncton) ,  should  bear  the  expense  of  entertaining.  We  have  a 

goodly  number  here,  but  I  do  not  think  that  the  legitimate  expenses  of  con- 

ducting a  meeting  should  be  placed  on  the  shoulders  of  four  men. 

Dr.  Murray: — I  meant  the'  hotel  expenses  which  that  motion 

included.  It  certainly  has  always  been  that  the  society  bear  the  expense 

of  the  meeting  itself.  Of  course  if  the  Charlotte  County  people  want  to 

put  up  a  big  entertainment,  all  right,  but  I  think  that  motion  will  include 

the  entertainment  and  everything  else. 

Dr.  BRODERICK: — I  do  not  consider  that  any  entertainment  that 

takes  place  in  connection  with  this  occasion  is  anything  but  voluntary,  with 

a  committee  in  charge.  It  is  up  to  Dr.  Moore  and  his  confreres  what  they 

do  in  the  matter  of  entertainment.  My  idea  was  only  for  the  ordinary 

expenses  as  we  have  done  each  year,  that  was  only  the  extent  of  my 
motion. 

Dr.  BARBOUR: — There  are  two  reasons  why  the  motion  should  not 

be  passed.  The  first  as  it  affects  the  Annual  Meeting  of  the  New 

Brunswick  Dental  Society.  I  think  we  have  rather  forced  this  invitation 

on  the  member  from  St.  Stephen.  He  did  not  have  time  to  consult  his 

associate  from  there  and  it  is  not  fair  for  him  to  be  permitted  this  time 

to  pass  an  opinion.  The  two  members  that  are  here  are  the  only  two  to 

be  counted  on,  one  of  them,  as  Dr.  Moore  hinted,  possibly  will  not  be 

there   next   year. 

The  other  is  in  regard  to  the  General  Meeting.  While  there  has  been 

an  opinion  of  doubt  on  the  part  of  some  that  the  biennial  meeting  is  too 

often,  it  is  not  too  often,  and  they  may  decide  to  invite  the  New  Brunswick 

Dental  Society  to  meet  with  them  at  Halifax  and  I  think  it  should  be  left 

open  to  consider  if  the  invitation  comes. 

I  would  suggest  that  an  amendment  be  made  to  that  motion  that  the 

place  of  the  annual  meeting  be  left  open  in  case  an  invitation  comes  to 

attend  the  union  meeting  at  Halifax. 

I  will  move  that  this  amendment  be  made  to  that  motion. 

Seconded  by  Dr.  Manning. 

Dr.  MOORE : — In  case  we  are  invited  to  attend  the  Nova  Scotia 

Society,  at  the  same  time  I  am  not  sidestepping  from  the  invitation.  I  will 

take  the  responsibility  of  inviting  the  society  and  we  will  be  pleased  to 

have  the  society  meet  in  St.  Stephen  next  year  with  this  provision,  that  if 

the  Nova  Scotia  Society  invite  us  to  visit  Halifax,  that  the  invitation  to  St. 

Stephen  will  hold  good   for  another  year. 

Dr.  CURRIE: — I  would  be  willing  myself  that  Carleton  County 

join  Charlotte  County  and  help  share  the  expense,  we  may  have  the 

pleasure  of  holding  the   meeting  in   Woodstock. 
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You  have,  heard  this  amendment  of  Dr.  Barbour's  and  seconded  by 
Dr.  Manning.     Are  you  ready  for  the  question? — Carried. 

Dr.  WlLSON: — I  may  say  that  I  think  the  Charlotte  County  dentists 

capable  of  looking  after  the  society.  I  think  we  have  a  splendid  chance 

to    entertain    them. 

Meeting  adjourned  for  the  purpose  of  allowing  Mr.  Carmen  to 

demonstrate  the  Gysi  Articulator  with  stereopticon  slides. 

Meeting   again   called   to   order. 

Dr.  BRODERICK: — Report  of  Committee  appointed  to  consider  the 

best  method  of  dealing  with  the  matter  of  illegal  practice  going  on  in 
Fredericton. 

It  war  decided  that  I  might  make  a  recommendation  to  the  society 

and  I  thought  possibly  Dr.  Barbour  from  his  position  at  Fredericton,  near 

the  seat  of  Government  might  be  one  of  a  committee  to  look  into  this.  I 

recommend  that  Dr.  Barbour,  Dr.  Godsoe  and  Dr.  Price  be  placed  on  that 

committee. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Murray  that  the  names  on  the  above  committee  be  Dr. 

Barbour,   Dr.   Bonnell,   Dr.   Price  and  Dr.  Godsoe. — Carried. 

Report  of  Committee  on  Secretary's  Report  to  the  New  Brunswick 
Dental  Society  re  Dental  law. 

This  committee  recommends  that  legislation  be  sought  for,  to  cover 

this  case  cited  and  similar  cases  that  come  within  the  jurisdiction  of  the 

society  as  follows: 

The    penalty    for     1st    offence   $20. 00    fine. 

The  penalty   for  2nd  offence         50.00  fine. 

The  penalty  for  3rd  offence  ....  3  months  imprisonment. 

We  also  recommend  that  a  clause  be  inserted  in  the  law  stating  that: 

A  man  having  a  place  of  business  with  a  sign  that  dental  work  is 

therein  performed,  or  in  case  of  advertising  (by  cards,  dodgers  or  any 

newspaper  ads),  himself  as  a  dentist,  or  in  any  way  either  publicly  or 

privately  showing  that  he  is  ready  and  willing  to  perform  dental  operations, 

shall  be  considered  prima  facia  evidence  of  practising  dentistry. 

Wm.    P.    Broderick, 

J.   Walker   Moore, 
H.  C.  Wetmore. 

We  also  recommend  the  following:     The  paper  on  Dental  Jurisprud- 
ence read  last  evening,  that  a  general  revision  of  the  dental  law  be  made 

by   a   special   legislative   committee,    appointed   by   the   society,    acting   in 

consultation  with  a  conpetent  lawyer. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Wetmore,  seconded  by  Dr.  Broderick  that  the  report 

be  received  and  entered  on  the  minutes. — Carried. 
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REPORT  FROM  THE  ENTERTAINING  COMMITTEE. 

We  are  leaving  by  motor  boat  from  North  Wharf  at  2.30,  leaving 

the  Royal  Hotel  at  2  p.m.  Those  who  do  not  care  to  go  by  motor  boat 

may  take  the  street  cars  to  Scott's  Corner  and  then  motor  bus,  leaving 
there  at  2.30.  Dr.  Barton,  Dr.  Sancton  and  Dr.  Leonard  to  be  at  the 

Royal  Hotel  to  act  as  guides  to  the  motor  boat. 

Dr.  Smith  and  Dr.   Nase  to  be  at  the  Motor   Bus. 

ELECTION   OF   OFFICERS   FOR  THE   ENSUING  YEAR. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Wetmore  and  seconded  by  Dr.  Murray  that  we  proceed 

with  the  election  of  officers. — Carried. 

Dr.  Murray  nominated  for  the  office  of  president,  Vice-President 
Dr.  W.  P.  Bonnell. 

Seconded  by  Dr.   Nase  that  nomination  be  closed. 

Dr.  W.  P.  Bonnell  was  declared  elected  president  for  the  ensuing  year. 

Office  of  Vice-President. — Dr.  Thomson  nominated  Dr.  Burden,  of 

Moncton.      Dr.   Barbour  nominated  Dr.  McMurray,  of  Fredericton. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Nase,  seconded  by  Dr.  Day  that  nomination  be  closed, 

and  a  ballot  taken. 

Dr.  McMurray,  of  Fredericton,  was  elected  Vice-President. 

Office  of  Secretary. — Dr.   Wetmore  nominated   Dr.   Godsoe. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Broderick  and  seconded  by  Dr.  Magee  that  nomination 

be  closed. — Carried. 

Dr.  Godsoe  was  elected  Secretary. 

Dr.  W.  P.  BONNELL: — I  wish  to  thank  you  for  electing  me  presi- 

dent. I  think  a  younger  man  would  be  better  suited  for  it.  Of  course 

we  have  all  had  a  good  deal  of  work  to  do,  but  it  is  largely  Dr.  Godsoe's 
work  arranging  up  this  meeting.  Our  President  being  in  Woodstock,  it 

was  hard  to  get  in  communication,  but  I  think  the  meeting  to-day  has  been 

very  pleasant  and  each  member  has  received  a  great  deal  of  information. 

Dr.  Currie  has  filled  the  chair  with  a  great  deal  of  ability.  Dr.  Mc- 

Murray and  I  will  get  along  well  together,  he  has  to  do  the  work  and  I 

will  he  the  official  president. 

I  think  our  society  is  to  be  congratulated  on  have  Dr.  Godsoe  as 

secretary.  He  is  the  man  in  the  right  place.  His  counsel  has  always 

been  valuable  and  he  has  been  the  means  of  making  this  meeting  a  success. 

I  have  nothing  more  to  say.  I  want  to  thank  you  from  the  bottom  of  my 

heart  and  ask  your  co-operation  for  next  year,  that  wherever  we  assemble, 

whether  it  is  in  St.  Stephen  or  Halifax,  we  take  our  share  in  the  affairs 

of  the  society.  The  retiring  members  of  the  executive  are  Dr.  Manning, 

Dr.  Somers,  of  Moncton;  Dr.  Wetmore  and  Dr.  Godsoe. 

Dr.  Magee  suggested  that  men  be  appointed  on  the  council  who  have 

an  interest  in  the  affairs  and  who  attend  the  meetings  of  the  society. 

Dr.   BRODERICK :   I  quite  agree  with   Dr.   Magee  in  his  remarks  in 
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regard  to  putting  members  on  that  council  who  attend  meetings.  It  is  not 

fair  to  the  other  members  who  do  attend  the  meetings.  The  council  is 

the  governing  body  of  this  society  and  should  be  wisely  chosen  and  much 

more  care  should  be  exercised  in  nominating  the  right  men  and  also  in 

electing.  I  am  going  to  make  a  nomination  which  I  know  will  meet  the 

approval  of  all  those  who  are  present  here  to-day.  I  have  much  pleasure 

in  nominating  Dr.  Godsoe  as  member  for  the  Council  of  this  society. 

Seconded  by  Dr.   McMurray. 

Dr.  Magee  nominated  Dr.  Burden,  of  Moncton. 

Seconded  by  Dr.  Bonnell. 

Dr.   Godsoe  nominated  by  Dr.   Sancton. 

Dr.  Thomson  nominated  by  Dr.  H.  W.  Murray,  of  Shediac. 

Dr.  Barbour  nominated  by  Dr.  Wetmore. 

Dr.   Murray  nominated  by  Dr.   Fen  Bonnell. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Magee  and  seconded  by  Dr.  Broderick  that  nomination 

be  closed.  » 

Result  of  election  to  the  executive:  Dr.  Godsoe,  Dr.  Bonnell,  Dr. 

Burden  and  Dr.  Wetmore. 

Dr.  Murray: — This  society  has  met  in  St.  John  a  great  number  of 

years,  more  so  than  any  other  place  in  the  province.  Rightly  so  because 

there  are  more  dentists  here,  and  they  are  certainly  good  entertainers.  We 

like  to  come  here  and  we  always  have  a  good  time.  The  building  in  which 

we  have  held  our  meeting  here  is  very  suitably  adapted  for  it,  and  I 

understand  they  are  very  conservative  about  letting  it  out  for  meetings  of 

societies.  We  certainly  are  honored  by  this  Royal  Kennebecasis  Yacht 

Club,  by  the  mere  fact  of  them  giving  us  this  building  for  our  meeting. 

I  suppose  their  one  great  reason  is  the  fact  that  one  of  the  members  of  our 

society  (and  to  whom  we  have  to  take  off  our  hats)  is  the  Commodore 

of  this  Club.  I  think,  from  my  own  personal  observations,  that  it  is  rightly 

so,  that  any  institution  is  always  a  success  when  it  is  managed  by  a  good 

competent  man  such  as  they  have  at  the  head  of  the  Royal  Kennebecasis 

Yacht  Club.  We  are  largely  indebted  to  Dr.  Wetmore  for  having  such 

nice  rooms  to-day  and  I  move  a  vote  of  thanks  be  extended  to  the  Royal 

Kennebecasis  Yacht  Club  for  the  courtesy  and  kindness  in  allowing  us  to 
meet  in  these  rooms. 

Seconded   by    Dr.    Wilson. — Carried. 

Dr.  WETMORE: — I  think  the  members  of  the  Yacht  Club  are  a 

pretty  decent  sort  with  the  exception  perhaps  of  one  or  two,  and  I  think 

they  do  not  consider  it  a  very  hard  job  at  all  to  allow  the  rooms  to  be 

occupied  for  these  meetings.  There  were  no  dissenting  voices  at  all 

There  are  some  eight  or  ten  members  of  the  Dental  Profession  who  are 

members  of  the  Yacht  Club.     This  afternoon  you  will  have  an  opportunity 
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of  looking  at  our  other  Club   House  at  Milledgeville  and  hope  that  you 

will  all  make  yourselves  at  home. 

Dr.  Murray  proposed  three  cheers  for  the  Commodore  of  the  R.  K. 

Y.  C,  and  they  were  given  with  a  right  good  will. 

Dr.  GoDSOE : — It  seems  to  me  that  we  should  show  our  appreciation 

in  some  form  to  those  who  have  assisted  us  and  the  only  way  in  which 

we  can  do  it  is  by  vote  of  appreciation  to  Mr.  Carmen  for  the  splendid 

talk  he  has  given  us  this  morning.  I  think  that  you  will  feel  that  it  has 

been  an  instructive  talk.  Mr.  President,  I  would  like  to  move  to  Mr. 

Carmen  a  vote  of  thanks  and  appreciation  from  this  society  for  his  talk 

this  morning;  also  include  in  that  expression  the  representatives  of  the 

supply  houses,  Dr.  Branch  and  the  rest  of  the  exhibitors  for  bringing  their 

supply  of  goods  here. 

Seconded  by  Dr.  H.  B.  Nase. — Carried. 

Dr.  Magee  moved  that  the  Janitor  be  given  an  honorary  remuneration 

of  $2.00  for  his  trouble.     Seconded  by  Dr.  Wilson. — Carried. 

Dr.  Currie  : — I  have  much  pleasure  in  extending  to  Mr.  Carmen, 

Dr.  Branch  and  the  Exhibitors  at  this  meeting  the  kind  appreciation  of  the 

members  of  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society  for  the  trouble  which  they 

have  gone  to  in  bringing  here  and  exhibiting  their  goods  to  us.  It  has 

been  no  small  amount  of  trouble,  the  display  has  been  magnificent.  We 

are  especially  indebted  to  Mr.  Carmen  for  his  lecture,  it  was  an  hour  well 

spent  and  also  Dr.  Branch  and  other  Exhibitors.  I  have  much  pleasure  in 

extending  to  you  the  vote  of  thanks  extended  to  you  by  the  members  of  the 

Dental    Association. 

Reply  by  Mr.  Lanthier: — I  wish  to  thank  you  on  behalf  of  myself 

and  the  other  members.  I  must  say  that  it  has  been  no  trouble  whatever. 

As  you  know  I  am  absolutely  no  speaker,  but  I  must  say  it  is  a  great 

deal  of  pleasure  for  us  at  all  times  to  come  and  help  you  out  and  I  must 

say  also  that  we  have  never  run  away  from  any  of  the  Maritime  Dental 

Conventions.  I  wish  to  thank  you  very  heartily  and  we  are  coming  down 

again. 

Mr.  Webb: — I  am  very  sorry  to  say  I  am  no  speech  maker.  I  wish 

to  thank  you  very  much  indeed  for  the  invitation  to  respond  and  express 

our  appreciation. 

Dr.  Branch: — I  wish  to  thank  you  for  your  many  courtesies  shown 

me  and  I  will  certainly  be  delighted  to  come  again. 

Dr.  Currie: — I  wish  to  thank  the  members  for  their  very  hearty  sup- 

port. I  know  I  have  received  more  support  than  I  was  worthy  of  and 

I  am  sure  the  coming  president  will  do  more  than  I  have  done.  I  am  not 

going  to  put  aside  all  interest  in  the  work  and  if  I  am  called  upon,  I  will 

respond. 

I  have  much  pleasure  in  calling  Dr.  Bonnell  to  the  Chair  as  President. 
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Dr.  W.  P.  BONNELL: — I  made  a  few  remarks  a  short  time  ago, 

so  it  is  not  for  me  to  say  anything  more,  but  I  hope  you  will  all  come  round 

next  year  wherever  we  are  assembled  and  put  forth  every  effort  for  a  good 

meeting.  I  trust  I  will  do  all  in  my  power  to  help  along  this  work. 

I  have  with  me  Dr.  Godsoe  and  Dr.  McMurray  and  hope  that  we  will  be 

able  to  bring  about  good  results.     I  thank  you  again,  gentlemen. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Barbour  that  the  meeting  adjourn,  seconded  by  Dr. 

McMurray. — Carried. 

July  15th,  1914.     Morning. 

President  called  the  meeting  to  order  for  business.  First  the  question 

of  selection  of  place  for  next  meeting. 

Dr.  MURRAY: — There  was  a  discussion  at  the  meeting  in  Moncton 

in  reference  to  a  Union  meeting  this  year.  It  was  decided  if  the  Union 

meeting  were  not  held,  to  hold  the  annual  meeting  in  St.  John.  There  was 

a  discussion  as  to  whether  it  would  be  wise  to  have  a  Union  meeting  every 

year  or  every  two  or  three  years  and  there  was  no  decision  arrived  at. 

Dr.  GoDSOE : — Dr.  Murray  thinks  it  would  be  a  mistake  to  have 

a  Union  meeting  next  year.  I  think  every  three  years  at  the  most  would 

be  the  proper  thing.  I  think  we  should  correspond  with  Nova  Scotia  and 

Prince  Edward  Island  and  have  it  two  years  from  now.  It  is  no  picnic 

to  get  up  a  union  meeting  and  it  is  very  detrimental  to  our  own  Provincial 

Societies  to  have  a  union  meeting  every  two  years.  I  think  the  time  should 

be  extended,  and  we  can  usually  have  a  good  time  about  every  three 

years.  I  do  not  favor  having  a  union  meeting  next  year  at  all,  because  it 

is  too  much  work  and  the  further  we  can  keep  them  apart  the  better. 

I  think  two  years  from  now  would  be  an  opportune  time  to  have  a 

union  meeting  and  it  would  be  well  to  decide  where  we  will  meet  next 

year  and  have  a  union  meeting  in  1916. 

Dr.  BARTON: — In  regard  to  that,  I  do  not  think  it  would  be  wise 

to  take  any  decisive  step  as  next  year  will  be  time  enough  to  decide.  I 

do  not  think  it  would  be  advisable  to  have  a  union  meeting  in  1916,  that 

can  be  decided  next  year.  We  had  better  decide  on  our  annual  meeting; 

the  annual  meeting  previous  to  the  holding  of  the  union  meeting  would  be 

ample  time  for  that  decision.  Halifax  expects  to  have  a  union  meeting 

next  year.  Personally  I  do  not  agree  with  Dr.  Murray,  I  think  the 

more  union  meetings  the  better. 
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REPORT  OF  REPRESENTATIVE  OF  THE 

DOMINION  DENTAL  COUNCIL 

The  President  and  Members  of  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society: — 

Gentlemen, — I  hereby  submit  my  report  as  your  representative  on  the 
Dominion  Dental  Council : 

The  bi-ennial  meeting  was  held  in  the  city  of  Winnipeg,  Man.,  on  May 
25th  last,  all  the  agreeing  Provinces  being  represented. 

Some  slight  amendments  to  the  Constitution  and  By-Laws  were  made. 

It  was  decided  that,  as  there  were  many  candidates  who  after  gradua- 

tion wished  to  take  the  Council's  examination  (in  both  classes  A.  and  B.) 
and  who  were  under  some  disadvantage  compared  with  the  student  taking  the 

examinations  in  course,  the  candidate  would  be  allowed  to  take  one  or  two 

subjects  each  year  until  his  examination  was  completed,  and  that  in  all  ex- 

aminations, to  avoid  the  endless  trouble  and  correspondence  entailed,  in 

future  no  marks  would  be  published;  the  candidate  will  have  either  passed 

or  failed. 

It  was  also  decided  that  only  those  colleges  located  in  agreeing  Prov- 

inces were  to  be  recognized  by  the  Council. 

Another  change  was  made  regarding  preliminary  requirements.  As 

there  was  considerable  correspondence  over  the  matter,  a  full  and  ex- 

haustive discussion  took  place,  and  it  was  finally  decided  to  accept  teachers' 
certificates  when  they  show  that  the  candidate  has  made  over  50  per  cent, 

on  the  science  papers  which  are  taken  as  equivalents  for  the  second  language 

required  in  university  matriculation. 

It  was  also  decided  to  make  an  addition  to  the  Executive  in  the  person 

of  a  second  vice-president. 

The  question  of  incorporating  the  Council  was  referred  to  a  firm  of 

lawyers  to  report  on  its  merits,  and  while  they  expressed  the  opinion  that 

incorporation  should  be  secured,  the  Council  after  careful  consideration  de- 

cided that  the  least  expensive  and  the  safest  form  of  government  was  that 

under  which  the  Council  is  now  running,  so  the  report  was  filed  for  future 

reference. 

Your  representative  had  been  continued  a  committee  to  further  confer 

with  the  secretary  of  the  British  Columbia  Society  regarding  affiliation  of 

that  body  with  the  Dominion  Dental  Council,  and  he  could  only  report  pro- 

gress. I  hat  progress  was,  in  his  view,  quite  satisfactory  for  a  committee 

was  appointed  at  the  last  meeting  of  the  British  Columbia  Society,  whose 

duty  should  be  the  securing  of  all  the  information  possible  both  for  and 

against  union,  to  report  at  the  next  meeting  of  that  Society,  in  February, 

1915.  Dr.  H.  T.  Minogue,  the  Secretary-Treasurer,  was  present  in  Win- 

nipeg during  the  Convention  of  the  Canadian  Dental  Association,  and  an 
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official  conference  was  held  with  him,  when  the  whole  situation  was  ex- 

plained. 

On  the  Convention's  closing,  your  representative  visited  British  Col- 

lumbia  in  the  Council's  interest.  He  was  warmly  welcomed  by  the  Presi- 
dent, Dr.  Telford,  and  the  Secretary-Treasurer,  Dr.  Minogue,  and  though 

rather  unexpected,  a  hurry-up  call  by  telephone  brought  a  dozen  busy  den- 

tists in  a  very  short  time  to  meet  the  stranger  from  the  other  side  of  the  con- 
tinent. They  tendered  him  a  splendid  luncheon  at  the  Commercial  Club,  and 

entertained  him  most  hospitably.  Then  after  lunching  he  was  asked  to  say  a 

few  words  about  the  Dominion  Dental  Council.  He  pointed  out  many  of  the 

advantages  that  accrued  to  any  Province,  affiliated  with  that  body,  and  said 

there  were  no  disadvantages.  He  also  answered  a  number  of  questions 

explaining  hypothetical  cases,  and  ambiguous  situations.  He  feels  that 

the  national  aspect  of  the  Dominion  Dental  Council  has  taken  an  advance 
movement. 

The  officers  elected  were:  Dr.  Doyle,  of  Calgary,  President;  Dr. 

Harry  Abbott,  of  London,  First  Vice-President;  Dr.  J.  S.  Bagnall,  Char- 

lottetown,  Second  Vice-President,  and  Dr.  W.  D.  Cowan,  Regina,  Secre- 

tary-Treasurer. 

The  financial  statement  showed  a  credit  balance  of  nearly  nineteen 

hundred  dollars. 

Respectfully  submitted, 

Jas.  M.  Magee. 

REPORT  ON  PRESIDENT'S  ADDRESS 
(New  Brunswick  Dental  Society.) 

Your  committee  appointed  to  report  on  the  President's  address  beg 
to  report  they  have  attended  thereto  and  noted  with  pleasure  and  pride 

his  remarks  in  regard  to  the  progress  which  the  profession  of  dentistry  is 

achieving.  'Tis  truly  an  evolutionary  process,  and  while  much  has  been 
accomplished,  a  vast  amount  yet  remains  to  be  done.  His  remarks  on  the 

personal  competency  of  the  dentist  are  also  to  the  point. 

In  dentistry  as  in  all  progressive  sciences  there  is  no  such  thing  as 

standing  still,  marking  time — the  moment  we  cease  to  advance  that  moment 

we  begin  to  retrograde. 

This  truth  can  hardly  be  too  strongly  impressed  upon  us.  His 

references  to  the  New  Brunswick  Standard  of  Registration  are  quite  in 

order.  The  standard  is  none  too  high.  We  need  good  men,  and  only 

good  men,  and  the  man  who  cannot  measure  up  to  the  requirements  of 

the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Act — well,  he  had  better  adopt  some  other 

calling.      Neither  in  the  preliminary  nor  in  the  qualifying  standard  should 
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any  change  be  made,  unless  that  change  be  made  in  the  way  of  advance- 

ment. His  reference  to  the  importance  of  greater  vigilance  in  the  pre- 

servation of  the  six  molar,  is  timely,  a  great  misconception  exists  in  the 

minds  of  a  large  percentage  of  the  laity,  regarding  this  tooth,  thinking 

that  it  belongs  to  the  deciduous  set.  To  disabuse  this  false  idea,  is  a 

task  we  should  apply  ourselves  to,  on  every  possible  occasion. 

His  high  ideal  of  the  profession  and  its  duties  to  humanity  are  very 

timely.  Our  duty  to  our  fellow  being  is  great  and  should  never  be  lost 

sight  of.  As  one  teacher  has  stated  the  duty  of  a  truly  professional  man 

is  to  study  for  the  good  of  humanity,  to  teach  for  the  good  of  humanity, 

and  to  work  for  the  good  of  humanity.  Do  this  and  our  lives  cannot  be 

entirely   empty   and   mis-spent.        Respectfully   submitted, 
H.  C.  Wetmore, 

C.  A.   Murray, 

J.  F.  Burden. 

NAMES  OF  THOSE  IN   ATTENDANCE  AT  THE 

NEW  BRUNSWICK  DENTAL  SOCIETY 

Fred  S.  Burden,  Moncton;  C.  A.  Murray,  Moncton ;  R.  S.  Wilby, 

Moncton;  H.  B.  Steeves,  Moncton;  Harry  S.  Thomson,  Moncton;  R. 

S.  Colpitts,  Moncton;  B.  F.  Reade,  Moncton;  A.  R.  Currie,  Woodstock; 

W.  B.  Wilks,  St.  Stephen;  J.  Walker  Moore,  St.  Stephen;  F.  W. 

Barbour,  Fredericton;  A.  McMurray,  Fredericton ;  E.  M.  Wilson,  St. 

George;  H.  W.  Murray,  Shediac ;  Jasper  J.  Daley,  Sussex;  A.  B. 

Teakels,  Sussex;  H.  G.  Vaughan,  Chatham;  Jas.  M.  Magee,  St.  John; 

F.  A.  Godsoe,  St.  John;  W.  P.  Broderick,  St.  John;  H.  C.  Wetmore, 

St.  John;  W.  P.  Bonnell,  St.  John;  Otto  Nase,  St.  John;  J.  G. 

Leonard,  St.  John;  J.  H.  Barton,  St.  John;  H.  P.  Travers,  S\  John; 

H.  L.  Moran,  St.  John;  H.  B.  Nase,  St.  John;  Ernest  Sewell,  St.  John; 

Geo.  O.  Hannah,  St.  John;  F.  Gorden  Sancton,  St.  John;  J.  D.  Maher, 

St.  John;  F.  S.  Sawaya,  St.  John;  J.  Lee  Day,  St.  John;  S.  B.  Smith, 

St.  John;  A.  D.  Smith,  St.  John;  Jas.  Manning,  St.  John;  F.  C.  Bonnell, 

St.  John;  O.  J.  Mullin,  St.  John. 

MONTREAL  DENTAL  CLUB. 

A  regular  meeting  of  the  Montreal  Dental  Club  was  held  at  the 

University  Club  Wednesday  evening,  Feb.  10th,  1915,  at  7  o'clock  sharp, 

the  subject  being,  Satterlee's  Dental  Radiology,  discussed  by  Dr.  Stevenson. 
Stevenson. 

This  paper  was  to  have  been  given  at  the  last  meeting  but  <»s  the  Club 

was  fortunate  enough  to  procure  Dr.  M.  T.  Barrett  to  give  a  talk  on 

Pyorrhea  Alveolaris,  Dr.  Stevenson  kindly  withdrew  in  his  favor. 
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CANADIAN  DENTAL  ASSOCIATION 

Income  and  ExpenDITure  Ac^7t  op  Winnipeg  Convention, 19 14,  Covering  the  Period  from  June  18,  1912,  to December  15,   1914. 

INCOME. 

Registration   fees,  delegates,    137  at  $4  each.       $   548   00 Kegistration  fees,  delegates,  1  at  $2  each    2   00 

Exhibit  space,  21   exhibitors  at  $25  each  "  $    c^  J? 
Advertising    space      

Donation—Manitoba   Dental  Association  '.".*'  JJJ  nn Contributions  from  Winnipeg  Dentists  less.  .  .     $1,005    00 Proportion    refunded     .  /ni    en    602    50 

Extra  banquet  tickets,  3  at  $2.50    4°l   ™ Interest  on   bank  account    6  58 

Total  income    $,  973    ~ Balance  on  hand  from  previous  convention: 
Received  from  J.  W.  Barbour,  Secretary 

Canadian  Dental  Association    ....  55    57 
Received       from       Secretary       Hamilton 

Convention    249    30 304  96 

Total  ....  ~^n       $2,280  54 

EXPENDITURE.  ■ Stationery 

p  •  .-         j,     '.   ,    $109   15 Printing,  addressing  envelopes,  etc.  ,rn   nn 
Postage    and    telegrams    .  .                                  \l" 

Banquet         ^\\'.' ."  .'."  ."  .'    ,93   09 
Refreshment  booth  at  Industrial   Bureau    .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ....  7  43    r  n Entertaining  guests   

Railway  fares  of  guests    71ft5 Honorariums  to  guests 60    330  00 
Programmes  and  cards   

Stenographer's  fees  and  clerical  work  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  [  '  [  '  '  '  J  3^  ̂ 
Expenses  of  demonstrations: 

"7bing  ■  ■    $  46  80 Laboratory  fees    1  0   00 56  80 
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Badges  for  delegates    $20  20 

Decorating  hall  for  convention    50  00 

Loan  of  tables    19  50 

Audit  fee    8  00 

Exchange    4  65 

Miscellaneous — Sundry   supplies,   etc    39  85 

Total    expenditure          $  1 ,9 1 9    74 

Balances  in  Bank  December  15,  1914,  Bank  of  Nova  Scotia.  360   80 

Total       $2,280   54 

Winnipeg,  December   18,   1914. 

Dr.  M.  H.  Garvin,  Secretary  Canadian  Dental  Association: 

Dear  Sir, — I  have  audited  the  books  and  accounts  of  the  Canadian 

Dental  Association  for  the  period  from  June  16,  1912,  to  December  15, 

1914,  and  I  hereby  certify  that  the  accompanying  income  and  expendi- 

ture account  is  properly  drawn  up  so  as  to  correctly  show  the  transactions 

of  the  Association  for  the  period  above  stated  and  as  shown  by  the  books. 

A  certificate  has  been  received  from  the  Bank  of  Nova  Scotia  in  verifi- 

cation of  the  balance  in  bank  as  at  December  15,  1914. 
Yours  truly, 

NORMAN  BELL, 

Chartered  Accountant  of  Scotland. 

TEXAS  STATE  DENTAL  ASSOCIATION. 

The  thirty-fifth  annual  meeting  of  the  Texas  State  Dental  Associa- 

tion will  be  held  in  Galveston,  Texas,  May  19,  20,  21  and  22,  1915. 

The  special  feature  of  this  meeting  will  be  post-graduate  lectures  anc1 
clinic  work. 

Dr.  G.  Walter  Ditmar,  of  Chicago,  will  present  modern  scientific 

bridge-work  and  removable  partial  dentures,  with  preparations,  technique, 

and  principles  involved.  Dr.  B.  F.  Thielen  will  present  "Plate  Work"; 

Dr.  T.  G.  Duckworth,  "Orthodontia";  Dr.  R.  D.  Griffis,  "Nitrous  Oxide 

Analgesia,  and  Anaesthesia";  Dr.  Julian  Smith,  "Pyorrhea";  Dr.  J.  M. 

Murphy,  "Local  Anaesthesia." 

Exhibitors   are   requested    to    attend    and    to   write    Dr.    A.    L.    Frew, 

Dallas,  for  space.     General  clinics,  last  day.     Clinicians  write  Dr.  W.  H. 

Nugent,  Fort  Worth.      For  any  other  information  write  the  Secretary. 

C.  M.  McCAULEY,  Pres.,  Dallas,  Tex. 

W.  O.  TALBOT,  Sec.-Treas.,  Fort  Worth,  Tex. 
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EASTERN     ONTARIO     DENTAL    ASSOCIATION. 

The  next  meeting  of  Eastern  Ontario  Dental  Association  will  be  held 

in  Ottawa,  June   1 6,    1  7   and    18,    1915. 

Program  Committee:  Dr.  W.  C.  McCartney,  Dr.  W.  A.  Legge. 

Entertainment  Committee:  Dr.  R.  M.  Armstrong,  Dr.  C.  Juvet,  Dr. 

O.  K.  Gibson,  Secty.,  103  Bank  St.,  Ottawa,  Ont. 

ONTARIO  DENTAL  SOCIETY   MEETING. 

The  next  annual  meeting  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  will  be  held 

in  Toronto  May  10,  11  and  12,  1915.  Dr.  W.  E.  Harper,  of  Chicago, 

will  give  an  essay  on  "Amlgms."  Dr.  Callahan,  Cincinnati,  "Root 

Canal  Filling."  Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  "Practise  of  Filling  Children's 

Teeth."  Dr.  E.  W.  Paul,  "Analgesia."  A  further  notice  will  appear 
later. 

INTEREST    IN    ONTARIO    MEETING. 

To  further  an  interest  in  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  throughout  the 

Province  a  Committee  was  appointed  at  the  last  meeting.  As  a  beginning 

Dr.  Bothwell  visited  the  Ottawa  Dental  Society  at  its  February  meeting. 

Besides  discussing  the  Ontario  meeting,  Dr.  Bothwell  took  up  the  subject 

of  civic  dental  clinics.  Dr.  R.  J.  McLaughlin  and  Dr.  A.  A.  Stewart  will 

visit  the  Hamilton  Dental  Society;  Dr.  W.  E.  Willmott  will  visit  London 

and  St.  Thomas  Societies.  It  is  the  desire  of  the  committee  to  have  all 

the  discussions  of  the  papers  from  local  societies  and  as  many  clinics  as 

possible. 

There  is  a  tendency  among  physicians  to-day  to  recommend  that  all 

teeth  having  devitalized  pulps  should  be  removed.  Such  practise  is  erron- 

eous and  unnecessary. 

Mr.  Lough  and  Mr.  Atkey,  two  senior  students  of  the  Royal  College 

of  Dental  Surgeons  of  Ontario,  have  joined  the  2nd  Contingent  as  dressers, 

along  with  medical  students  from  the  University  of  Toronto.  The  dental 

students  will  take  care  of  dental  cases. 

g£ 

Dr.  Schilling,  of  Saskatchewan,  has  been  practicing  in  the  province 

for  some  time  without  a  license  and  has  been  fined  recently,  but  continued 

to  practice.  The  last  time  he  was  represented  by  counsel,  and  the  magis- 
trate issued  a  bench  warrant  for  his  arrest. 
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THE  TREND  OF  DENTISTRY 

During  the  last  week  of  January  the  National  Faculties  Association 

and  the  American  Dental  Teachers  met  at  Ann  Arbor,  Michigan.  There 

could  be  no  better  place  in  America  for  such  a  meeting.  It  is  a  real  eye 

opener,  and  mental  stimulant  and  nerve  sedative  for  the  bustling  professor 

of  the  so-called  dental  department  of  a  university  from  the  large  cities  to 

spend  a  few  days  in  a  university  town.  How  comforting  it  must  have  been 

to  many  to  breath  the  dustless,  crisp  air  and  see  the  snow  lie  clear  and 

white  upon  the  streets  without  any  attempt  being  made  to  cart  it  away. 

And  above  all,  to  see  real  live  squirrels  playing  among  the  trees  and  on  the 

streets,  and  no  one  desiring  to  kill  them. 

Only  such  surroundings  can  develop  ideals.  The  dental  department  is 

a  part  of  a  great  university  where  the  professors,  mid  suitable  surroundings, 

have  time  to  think.  Their  incomes  are  secured,  their  equipment  adequate, 

the  student  body  of  the  best  type.  Several  of  the  professors  devote  their 

whole  time  to  research  and  teaching.  They  each  have  their  own  rooms, 

library  and  equipment.     Their  lives  are  devoted  to  the  students,  dentistry, 
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the  university  and  the  State.  Compare  this  in
  results  with  the  professor  or 

teacher  who  rushes  into  the  college  worn  out 
 from  other  duties  and  delivers 

a  lecture  or  makes  a  demonstration  and  is  gone 
 for  a  week.  He  doesn  t 

know  the  students  and  the  students  do  not  kn
ow  him.  The  students  may 

by  this  method  learn  a  lot  of  things,  but  can 
 never  develop  true  ideals  ol 

life.  '  , 

The  dental,  library  and  museum  of  Michigan
  give  an  opportunity  lor 

teaching  true  dentistry  far  beyond  what  is
  done  with  many  a  brilliant 

faculty  The  good  results  of  the  meeting  
where  such  opportunities  tor 

development  abound  will  be  of  even  greater  v
alue  to  dentistry  in  America 

than  the  papers  and  discussions  at  the  sessions
. 

At  no  other  meeting  was  there  so  much  interest  s
hown  in  the  new  books 

exhibited.  Authors  and  publishers  are  more  
and  more  inclined  to  discuss 

making  of  books  with  the  Text  Book  Commiss
ion. 

Methods  of  teaching  come  up  for  review  each  y
ear  with  great  advant- 

age to  all.  Each  time  the  subject  is  discussed  some  t
eacher  will  discard  a 

bad  method  even  if  he  won't  study  psychology. 

Dr.  Arthur  D.  Black  discussed  how  to  make
  the  dental  student  a 

better  dentist  student. 

The  Faculties  Association  decided  to  go  to  a  fou
r  year  course  the 

autumn  of  1917.  With  the  beginning  of  this  term  
Dr.  Black  outlined  a 

course  which,  in  his  opinion,  would  develop  more  o
f  a  thinking,  without 

making  him  less  of  a  doing  dentist. 

Concurrent  with  the  first  two  years  of  dental  stud
y  the  student  should 

take  further  work  in  literary  and  scientific  work  in  the
  regular  departments 

of  the  university.  This  would  have  the  advantage 
 of  the  association  with 

the  literary  departments,  teach  the  young  men  to  read, 
 study  and  appreciate 

English  literature  without  directing  their  attention  awa
y  from  dentistry  or 

delaying  the  time  from  the  study  of  practise  of  finger
craft.  Many  of  the 

teachers  thought  quite  favorably  of  the  proposal. 

In   introducing  the  subject  Dr.    Black  pointed  out  that  the
re  was   a 

decided  change  in  the  demands  of  the  dentist  within  the  past 
 few  years,  and 

the  colleges  must  adapt  themselves  to  the  new  conditions.     
   In  the  past 

dentists  had  recommended  young  men  into  dentistry  who 
 were  not  inclined 

to   think  or   read.      Young   men   themselves  chose   dentistry 
  because   they 

thought  they  had  some  natural  aptitude  for  mechanics  an
d  little  for  study. 

Such  men  have  filled  the  ranks  of  the  profession  and  will  
continue  to  do  so 

until  a  class  of  men  are  graduated  who  have  been  trai
ned  to  read,  study 

and  think.     The  public  demands  to-day  that  a  dentist
  shall  know  all  about 

the  diseases  of  the  mouth  and  jaws  and  their  bearing  on  g
eneral  health.   The 

dentist  Who  is  only  a  mechanic  is  rapidly  losing  his 
 place  and  the  teachers 

are  preparing  to  meet  the  new  demands|      It  was
  quite  clear  throughout 

the  whole  meeting  that  the  new  demands  are  pressing. 
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LAPPED  JOINT  IN  GOLD  INLAYS 

In  a  report  of  "The  Filling  of  Teeth  with  Cast  Gold  Inlays  and  on 

the  Present  State  of  the  Art  in  the  United  States,"  made  by  Dr.  Ottolingui, 
at  the  Sixth  International  Congress,  London,  August,  1914,  appears  the 

following  paragraph  on  the  "Lapped  Joint."  So  that  there  may  be  no 
mistake  about  the  method  we  quote  it  in  extensor 

"There  is,  however,  another  method  of  fashioning  the  margin  which  is 
worthy  of  consideration.  So  far  as  your  reporter  has  been  able  to  learn 

this  method  is  original  with  Dr.  M.  L.  Rhein,  of  New  York,  and  has 

been  adopted  by  only  a  few  others.  Yet  your  reporter  has  seen  such 

beautiful  results  with  this  method  that  it  seems  important  that  it  should  be 

reported. 

"This  arrangement  must  be  called  the  "lapped-joint.'  In  treating  the 
approximal  surfaces,  to  which  it  especially  applies,  a  chisel  or  disk  is  used 

between  the  teeth,  and  the  margins  of  the  cavity  trimmed  away  to  a  flat 

plane,  and  tne  trimming  is  extended  until  the  entire  bell  shape  form  of  the 

looth  has  been  removed.  This  yields  considerable  approximal  space,  and 

facilitates  the  taking  of  the  impression  of  the  cavity.  It  leaves  the  ap- 

proximal margins  flat,  with  the  lingual  and  buccal  margins  in  the  same 

plane,  which  plane  is  slightly  inclined  away  from  the  gum  towards  the 

occlusal  surface.  For  fear  that  I  have  not  made  it  entirely  clear  (which  is 

difficult  without  models)  yet  me  further  state  that  if  we  examine  these  flat 

approximal  margins  we  will  note  that  they  are  comparatively  wide,  with 

one  angle  formed  by  the  surface  of  the  margin  and  the  buccal  enamel 

surface,  and  a  second  angle  formed  by  the  surface  of  the  cavity  margin 

and  the  dentinal  surface  of  the  cavity.  It  is  the  extension  of  the  inlay  over 

this  flat  margin  which  accounts  for  the  term  "Lapped-joint." 
This  style  of  the  margin  may  be  utilized  with  the  direct  method,  but 

it  is  more  readily  used  with  the  indirect,  for  the  reason  that  the  extreme 

buccal  and  lingual  edges  of  the  gold  which  makes  the  lap  is  brought  to  a 

very  sharp  edge,  which  is  easily  injured  in  removal  from  the  mouth.  Using 

the  indirect  method,  the  pattern  extended  over  the  margin  considerably, 

and  this  excess  is  polished  off  after  making  the  cast,  the  polishing  being 

carefully  done  with  the  gold  inlay  returned  to  the  metal  replica  of  the 

tooth." In  a  letter  from  Dr.  Rhein  upon  this  subject,  he  says  he  mentioned 

the  method  to  Dr.  Taggert  March,  1908,  when  he  presented  the  cast 

inlay  process  to  the  profession.  And  in  fact  had  used  it  when  using  the 

indirect  method  of  inlay  making.  He  also  says  that  he  has  not  up  to  date 

published  anything  on  the  subject  nor  has  he  given  a  clinic.  Generally 

speaking,  the  one  who  makes  public  and  induces  the  profession  to  follow 

gets  the  credit,  e.g.,  the  "Taggert  Inlay,"  the  "Johnson  Cavity."  No 
one  will  claim  that  Taggert  made  the  first  cast  inlay  nor  Johnson  the  first 
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cavity  preparation  of  the  kind  attached  to  his  name,  but  they  brought  these 

before  the  profession.  In  so  far  as  the  literature  is  concerned  and  general 

use  by  the  profession,  Dr.  Gowan  is  entitled  to  the  credit  over  Dr.  Rhein. 

Dr.  Ottolingui  says  but  few  have  used  the  method.  This  can  hardly  be 

the  fact,  because  it  comes  from  all  quarters  of  this  continent  that  well 

known  men  have  used  the  method  in  a  more  or  less  modified  form.  Dr. 

Ditmar,  a  teacher  of  note,  has  used  the  method  for  years.  It  has  been 

taught  in  California.  For  six  years  it  has  been  taught  in  the  Royal  College 

of  Denltal  Surgeons.  M.  L.  Ward,  in  a  recent  article  commends  it.  A 

method  which  has  so  much  to  recommend  it  and  so  little  against  it  cannot 

fail  to  be  largely  used  especially  when  it  has  had  so  much  publicity. 

A  letter  from  Dr.  Gowan,  Peterboro,  Ontario,  shows  the  publicity  the 

method  has  had  from  him  alone. 

Merits  of  the  methods  as  set  forth  by  Dr.  Gowan  quoted  from  Do- 

minion Dental  Journal,  September,   1910: 

( 1  )  An  inlay  of  which  all  the  margins  can  be  easily  burnished  to 

smooth  and  proper  contact  with  prepared  cavity  margins,  and  an  attenuated 

bevel  of  those  margins  so  that  contraction  of  the  casting  cannot  remove  the 

means  of  closing  the  joint  to  prevent  solution  of  cement  by  the  fiuids  of  the 
mouth. 

(3)  A  form  of  cavity  in  which  extension  for  prevention  is  secured  at 

the  tooth,  even  when  the  latter  is  much  weakened  by  decay. 

(3)  A  form  of  cavity  in  which  extension  for  prevention  is  secured  ot 

minimum  expense,  in  tooth  tissue,  labor  and  pain. 

(4)  A  form  of  cavity  that  need  never  closely  approach  the  pulp. 

(5)  A  form  that  yields  the  required  impression  easily. 

(6)  A  form  of  cavity  and  inlay  that  causes  minimum  splitting  strain 

upon  the  tooth,  and  when  cemented  and  burnished  affords  protection  to 

weak  walls,  against  both  caries  and  occlusal  stress. 

(7)  A  form  suitable  to  ample  retention  and  resistance  of  stress. 

(8)  A  form  of  cavity  permitting  the  use  of  a  thicker  and  consequently 

stronger  and  less  soluble  mix  of  cement  than  can  be  used  to  set  inlays  in  deep 

rectangular  cavities,  such  as  gold  foil  or  porcelain  inlays  required. 

The  "lapped-joint,"  upon  approximal  margins  prepared  with  "disk" 
between  the  teeth,  credited  by  Ottolingui  to  Rhein  is  evidently  the  same 

design  of  prox.  prep.  I  worked  out  here  in  1909,  consulted  you,  getting 

your  approval  of  the  idea,  before  deciding  to  present  it  at  the  Canadian  and 

Ontario  Society  meeting,  June,  1910.  At  this  meeting  my  clinic  was 

called  (I  think),  "New  Cavity  Forms  for  Gold  Inlays."  I  presented  the 
preparations  and  castings. 

The  illustrated  article,  "Cavity  Forms  for  Gold  Inlays,"  appears  Sep- 
tember, 1910,  Dominion  Dental  Journal. 
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In  1911  you  showed  my  preparation  to  the  Dental  Society  of 

Western  Canada,  Winnipeg,  also  to  some  friends  in  Chicago  and  St. 

Paul. 

In  January  or  February,  1912,  I  presented  the  preparations  with 

additions  at  Chicago  Dental  Society  meeting.  They  were  seen  by  Ditmar, 

E.  T.  Darby  and  S.  H.  Guilford'  and  others  and  created  an  interest  that 
reached  to  California  as  well  as  the  East. 

Some  weeks  afterwards  I  sent  the  preparations  to  S.  H.  Guilford,  at 

Philadelphia,  at  his  request.  He  studied,  and  showed  them,  I  think,  at  a 

meeting  at  Philadelphia  and  also  at  the  Susquehanna  meeting  in  Wilkes- 

Barre,  May,  1912,  under  the  heading,  "Gold  Inlays  with  Least  sacrifice  of 

Tooth  Structure"  ("Gowan  method").  I  showed  the  preparations  at 
the  National  Clinic  at  Washington,  September,  1912,  handing  in  a  re- 

port which  afterwards  appeared  in    The  Cosmos. 

A  further  article  appears  in  DOMINION  DENTAL  JOURNAL,  No- 
vember, 1912. 

My  inlay  article  in  Bennett's  Dental  Surgery,  was  written  in  the 
early  part  of  191  I,  and  published  in   1914,  London  and  New  York. 

I  think  any  man  preparing  a  report  for  an  International  Congress 

should  feel  it  a  duty  to  get  acquainted  with,  at  least,  what  is  published  on 

so  new  a  matter.  Four  years  of  demonstration,  clinics,  and  three  published 

articles  on  a  new  and  useful  point  remained  unknown  to  him. 

ANOTHER  SUMMER  COURSE  IN  PROSTHETICS 

As  an  outcome  of  the  enthusiasm  and  satisfaction  expressed  by  all  the 

members  of  the  class  in  dental  Prosthetics  held  in  the  College  Building, 

in  Toronto,  last  summer,  under  the  direction  of  Dr.  W.  E.  Cummer,  a 

new  class  is  being  formed,  and  is  already  partly  filled. 

The  course  of  last  year  will  be  repeated,  with  much  additional 

material,  new  since  then,  in  Impression  work,  Anatomical  articulation, 

Removal  bridge  and  Partial  Denture  work.  An  important  feature  will 

be  the  providing  of  measuring  and  testing  instruments  for  various  prosthetic 

materials,  such  as  plaster,  vulcanite,  compounds,  etc.,  and  a  very  brief 

exercise  designed  to  perfect  each  member  of  the  class  in  the  successful 

manipulation  of  these  materials. 

The  class  will  be  limited  in  number,  and  begin  on  August  16th  to 

August  28th,  inclusive,  two  weeks  in  all.  Those  interested  would  do  well 

to  send  their  names  for  a  place  on  the  mailing  list  to  Dr.  Cummer,  No.  2 

Bloor  street  east,  for  information  which  will  be  released  from  time  to  time. 

The  indications,  even  at  this  early  date,  are  for  a  most  successful  and 

congenial   gathering. 
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AN  APPEAL 

The  men  of  Great  Britain,  with  their  allies,  are  fighting  not  only  for 

their  own  existence  and  to  restore  Belgium,  but  against  the  domination  of 

militarism  throughout  the  world. 

From  the  English,  Scotch  and  Irish  many  millions  of  our  countrymen 

are  descended.  We  speak  the  same  language;  our  traditions,  standards 
and  ideals  are  the  same. 

In  behalf  of  the  soldiers  and  sailors  at  the  front  and  in  the  hospitals, 

the  British  American  War  Relief  Fund  issues  this  appeal  to  those  who 

in  this  struggle  sympathize  with  Great  Britain. 

It  asks  for  warm  clothing,  comforts  and  necessities. 

The  articles  required  are  mufflers,  wristlets,  socks (  size  10  or  11). 

woollen  gloves  (size  9  and  10),  abdominal  belts,  woollen  helmets,  colored 

handkerchiefs,  woollen  underdrawers,  undershirts,  cardigan  jackets,  sweat- 

ers, and  tobacco,  and  for  the  hospitals,  old  linen,  bandages,  antiseptic 

gauze  and  anesthetics. 

The  society  has  been  in  existence  only  since  October  20,  but  contribu- 

tions have  been  received  from  nearly  each  State  of  the  United  States,  from 

Canada  and  the  West  Indies. 

The  articles  already  forwarded  have  been  acknowledged  by  Lord 

Kitchener  in  the  following  cablegram: 

"First  consignment  of  gifts  from  women  of  America  for  British  on 
active  service,  received  with  much  appreciation  and  gratitude.  Letter 
follows. 

"Kitchener, 

"Secretary  of  State  for  War.*' 
Any  cash  donation  will  be  used  in  the  purchase  of  these  articles. 

In  order  that  your  contribution  may  benefit  those  in  America  as 

well  as  those  abroad,  all  articles  will  be  purchased  here. 

No  money  will  be  sent  out  of  this  country. 

Through  the  co-operation  of  British  Steavnsbip  Lines,  all  consign- 

ments are  delivered  in  England  free  of  charge,  and  the  British  War  Office 

guarantees  prompt  delivery  to  the  men  at  the  front  and  in  the  hospitals. 
All  contributions  in  kind  and  all  communications  to  be  addressed  to 

Mrs.  Ralph  Sanger,  British  American  War  Relief  Fund,  200  Fifth 

Avenue,  and  all  money  contributions  will  be  gladly  received  at  the  same 

address  by  Mr.  Henry  J.  Whitehouse. 

The  Fund  is  under  the  patronage  of  the  Presidents  of  St.  Andrew's 

Society,  The  St.  George's  Society,  The  St.  David's  Society  and  The 
Canadian  Society. 

Committee. 

Lady  Herbert,  President;  Mrs.  RaVh  Sanger,  Secretary;  Mr.  Henry 

Whitehouse,  Treasurer;  Judge  Barlow,  Mrs.  A.  S.  Burden,  Mrs.  Alfred 
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Coats,  Mr.  Richard  Harding  Davis,  Mrs.  J.  W.  Dixon,  Mr.  W.  R. 

Farquhar,  Mrs.  Charles  Dana  Gibson,  Mr.  Elliott  Gregory,  Mr.  Archer 

Huntington,  Mrs.  Oliver  Iselin,  Mrs.  J.  Elliot  Langstaff,  Mrs.  John 

Magee,  Mrs.  Walter  E.  Maynard,  Mr.  John  G.  Milburn,  Mrs.  J.  P. 

Morgan,  Jr.,  Prof.  H.  Fairfield  Osborn,  Mr.  Moses  Taylor  Pyne,  Mr. 

Ogden  Reid,  Mrs.  Shaw  Safe,  Mrs.  J.  H.  Sears,  Mr.  Norrie  Sellar, 

Colonel  R.  F.  Thompson,  Mrs.  George  Vanderbilt,  Mrs.  H.  J.  Whig- 

ham,  Mrs.  F.  W.  Whitridge,  Mr.  F.  W.  Whitridge,  Miss  M.  H.  Wiborg. 

Mr.  R.  M.  Stuart  Wortley. 

TRANSPORTATION   BE  PANAMA  DENTAL 

CONGRESS 

The  Panama  Pacific  Dental  Congress  is  to  be  held  at  San 

Francisco,  Cal.,  August  30th  to  September  9th,  1915. 

The  Transportation  Committees  are  recommending  the  following  plans 

and  schedules  of  railway  rates  from  New  York,  Chicago  and  other  points 
to  San  Francisco  and  return. 

Following  the  usual  custom  and  in  order  that  all  those  who  desire  to 

attend  the  Panama  Pacific  Dental  Congress  at  San  Francisco,  August  30th 

to  September  9th,  1915,  may  do  so  with  the  maximum  of  comfort  and 

pleasure  and  minimum  of  fatigue  and  inconvenience,  the  Transportation 

Committees  announce  that  arrangements  have  been  made  for  special  train 

service.  The  present  plan  is  to  have  three  special  trains  from  Chicago, 

leaving  as  follows: — 

First  train,  leave  Chicago  on  August  21st,  going  via  Burlington  Route 

to  Kansas  City  and  the  Santa  Fe  to  Los  Angeles  and  Southern  Pacific  to 

San  Francisco.  Stop-overs  will  be  made  at  Colorado  Springs,  Isleta, 

Indian  VHa^e,  the  Grand  Canyon,  Redlands,  Riverside,  San  Diego, 

Los  Angeles,  San  Francisco. 

Second  train,  leave  Chicago  en  August  24th,  going  via  Burlington 

Route  to  Denver,  thence  via  Denver  &  Rio  Grande  to  Salt  Lake  City  and 

Western  Pacific  to  San  Francisco.  Train  two  includes  step-overs  of  one 

day  in  Colorado  Springs,  and  special  attention  has  been  given  to  the 

schedule  so  that  our  party  will  pass  through  the  scenic  points  of  interest 

in  davlight. 

Third  train  leaves  Chicago  on  Au<mst  2  1  st,  going  via  Burlington  Route 

Route  to  Denver,  thence  Denver  &  Rio  Grande  to  Salt  Lake  City  and 

Western  Pacific  to  San  Francisco  as  in  route  two.  It  will  be  noted  that 

the  two  trains,  that  is,  the  trains  leaving  Chicago  on  the  24th  and  25th. 

via  Burlington  Route,  will  meet  in  Colorado  Springs  and  proceed  from 

there  as  one  or  two  trains  according  to  the  number  who  will  take  this  route. 
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It  will  also  be  noted  that  all  the  trains  have  been  arranged  so  as  to  arrive 

in  San  Francisco  one  day  prior  to  the  opening  of  our  convention. 

There  is  a  possibility  that  the  number  from  the  East  will  be  sufficiently 

large  to  warrant  the  running  of  a  special  train  through  from  New  York, 

in  Which  case  the  Eastern  and  Chicago  and  in  vicinity  parties  will  be  con- 

solidated and  go  as  one  train  from  Chicago.  In  the  event  that  there  is 

not  a  sufficient  number  to  warrant  the  running  of  a  special  train  through 

from  New  York,  special  sleepers  will  be  provided  for  our  use. 

For  the  advance  information  of  those  interested  in  the  trip,  the  Trans- 

portation Committees  have  endeavored  to  show  briefly  what  the  schedules 

of  the  trains  will  be.  A  circular  outlining  the  trip  in  detail  will  be  pre- 

pared sometime  in  the  near  future  and  will  be  distributed  generally  to 
members  of  the  association. 

To  attend  the  Dental  Congress  and  the  Panama  Exposition,  it  is 

understood  that  a  reduction  of  fare  is  made  for  transportation  to  San 

Francisco  from  any  point  in  United  States  and  Canada. 

There  is  no  special  train  returning.  It  is  therefore  necessary  to  decide 

your  return  route  when  purchasing  ticket  on  either  of  the  following 
schedules. 

Train  Schedule  I. 

Lv.    Boston      2.00  P.M.,  Aug.  20th.   Via  Boston  &  Albany. 

Lv.    New  York    .  .  .    5.00  P.M.,      "  Via  N.Y.  Central 

Ar.   Albany   8.15  P.M.,      "  "Wolverine.*' 
(Connect  with  trains    from    Boston    and  other 

points  in  New  England  States.) 

Ar.   Schenectady    .  .  8.47  P.M.,  Aug.  20th. 

Ar.   Utica   10.23  P.M.,     " 
Ar.   Syracuse   11 .40  P.M., 

Ar.    Rochester    ....    1.20a.m.,      "      21st. 

Ar.    Buffalo   3.10  A.M.,      m 
(Eastern  time.) 

Ar.    Detroit      7.10  A.M., 

(Central  time.) 
Ar.    Chicago          2.00  P.M., 

(Central  station.) 

Lv.   Chicago          6.10  P.M.,  Via   Chic,    Burlington 

Ar.   Kansas  City    .  .   8.00  A.M.,      "     22nd.  &  Quincy. 
Lv.   Kansas  City    ..11.00a.m.,  Via    Atchinson, 

Ar.   Colorado  Sprgs.  6.30  A.M.       "     23rd.       Topeka  &  Santa  Fe. 
Lv.    Colorado  Sprgs.  8.30  P.M., 

Ar.    Albuquerque   ..     1.20  P.M.,      "     24th. 
Lv.    Albuquerque    .  .    2.00  P.M., 

Ar.    Isleta         2.30  P.M., 

Lv.    Isleta       4.00  P.M., 
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26th. 

Ar.  Grand  Canyon.    5.00  A.M.,  Aug.  25th. 

Lv.  Grand  Canyon.    8.00  p.m., 

Ar.  Redlands 

Lv.  Redlands 

Ar.  Riverside    . 
Lv.  Riverside    . 

Ar.  San  Diego 

Lv.  San  Diego 

Ar.  Los  Angeles 

Lv.  Los  Angeles 

27th. 

28th. 
Via   Southern    Pacific. 

12.30  P.M., 

2.30  p.m.,     " 

3.30  p.m.,     " 

11.59  p.m.,     " 

7.00  A.M.,      M 

11.59  p.m.,     4t 

7.00  a.m.,     " 

8.00  p.m.,     " 
Ar.   San    Francisco.    9.45  A.M.,      "     29th. 
Railway  fare  from  New  York  to  San  Francisco,  via  above 

route  and  returning  via  any  direct  route   (not  including 

Grand  Canyon)      $98.80 

The  Wolverine — Fast   Express — New   York  to   Chicago — 
extra    fare            6.00 

Those  desiring  a  less  expensive  train  to  Chicago  can  leave 

Grand  Central  Terminal  2.00  P.M.,  August  20th,  due 

Chicago  5.00  P.M.,  August  21st,  with  no  extra  fare. 

Railway   fare   from    Chicago    to    San   Francisco,   excluding 

Grand  Canyon,  going  via  the  above  route  and  returning 

via  any  direct  route      62 .  50 

Side  trip  from  Williams  to  Grand  Canyon  and  return         7.50 

Lower  berth  from  New  York  to  Chicago         5  .  00 

Lower  berth,  Chicago  to  San  Diego    (estimated)       18.50 

Lower  berth,  San  Diego  to  Los  Angeles            1.50 

Lower  berth,  Los  Angeles  to  San  Francisco        2 .  50 

Several   fraternities  and  many  members  of  the  National  Assn.   are  to 

travel  by  this  route.  l 

Special  plans  are  being  made  by  Dr.   J.   P.   Marshall,    7401    Hazel 

Ave.,    Maplewood,   St.    Louis,    Mo.,    for   the   accommodation   of   dentists 

from  St.  Louis  and  Southern  points  to  join  these  scheduled  trains. 

From   Philadelphia   and   adjacent  points  on   Pennsylvania   R.R.   con- 
nection can  be  made  with  these  scheduled  trains  going  west  from  Chicago. 

Train  Schedule  II. 

Lv.  Chicago      1 1 .00  p.m.,  Aug.  24th.  Via  C.  B.  &  Q. 
Ar.  Denver   7.00  A.M., 

Lv.  Denver      8.00  A.M., 

Ar.  Colorado  Sprgs.  1  0.30  A.M., 

Lv.  Colorado   Sprgs.  1  0.30  A.M., 

Ar.  Salt  Lake  City.  12.30  P.M., 

Lv.  Salt  Lake  City.     1.00  P.M., 

Ar.  San    Francisco.    5.00  P.M., 

26th. 

27th. 

28th. 

29th. 

Via  D.  &  R.  G. 

Via  Western  Pac. 
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Railroad  fare  from  Chicago  to  San  Francisco,  going  via  the 

above  route  and  returning  via  any  direct  route   $62.50 

Returning  via  Portland,  Oregon      80.00 

Lower  berth,  Chicago  to  San  Francisco  (estimated)       I  5  .  00 

Train  Schedule  III. 

Lv.  Chicago      1  1.00  p.m.,  Aug.  25th.  Via  C.  B.  &  Q. 

Ar.   Denver       7.00  A.M.,      "     27th. 

Lv.    Denver      8.00  A.M.,      <4         "       Via  D.  &  R.  G. 
Lv.   Colorado  Sprgs.  1  0.30  A.M., 

Ar.   Salt  Lake  City.  12.30  P.M.,      "     28th. 

Lv.   Salt  Lake  City .     1.00  P.M.,      "         "       Via    Western    Pac. 

Ar.   San    Francisco.    5.00  P.M.,      "     29th. 
Rates  will  be  the  same  as  Route  II,  except  that  a  lower  berth 

from  Chicago  to  San  Francisco  will  be   $  1  3  .  00 

Those  desiring  to  go  by  the  Northern  Routes,  via  Portland, 

returning  by  a  central  or  southern  route,  there  is  an  added 

charge   of          17.50 

Applications  for  space — 

Starting  from  Boston  and  vicinity  should  be  addressed  to  Mr.  C.  E. 

Colony,  City  Ticket  Agent,  B.  &  A.  Road,  Boston,  Mass. 

From  New  York,   Mr.   W.   V.   Lifsey,   General   Eastern   Passenger 

Agent,  New  York  Central  Lines,   1216  Broadway,  New  York. 

Starting  from  Chicago,  address  Mr.  A.  J.  Puhl,  General  Passenger 

Agent,  C.  B.  &  Q.,   141   South  Clark  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

Starting  from  Kansas  City  or  south-western  points  joining  at  Kansas 

City,  address  Mr.  G.  W.  Hagenbuch,  General  Agent,  Santa  Fe 

Route,  905  Main  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Starting  from  New  York  or  New  Orleans  to  San  Francisco  by  the 

Southern  Pacific  Company  Routes — 

Ships  of  the  Southern  Pacific  Steamship  Line  leave  New  York  on 

Wednesdays  and  Saturdays  at  twelve  noon  for  New  Orleans, 

arriving  the  following  Monday  and  Thursday  respectively,  and 
from  New  Orleans  continue  on  the  Southern  Pacific  R.R.  to 

San  Franc'«ico. 

The  rate  by  this  route  from  New  York  to  San  Francisco, 

returning  by  any  central  or  southern  route,  is   $94 .  30 

Or  according  to  the  route  and  train  selected  from  Chicago 
east     96.55 

This  rate  includes  berth  and  meals  on  steamer  from  New  York 

to  New  Orleans. 

There  is  an  added  Pullman  charge  for  lower  berth  from  New 

Orleans  to  San  Francisco  of         11.50 

For  space  on  steamer  address  Mr.  L.  H.  Nutting,  General  Passen- 

ger Agent,  Southern  Pacific  Co.,   1  158  Broadway,  N.Y. 
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Starting   from   New   Orleans,    address   General    Passenger  Agent   of 

Southern  Pacific  Co.,  Mr.  J.  H.  R.  Parsons,  Camp  &  Poydras 

St.  New  Orleans,  La. 

The  Transportation  Committees  would  suggest  that  before  purchasing 

tickets  each  person  verify  the  particular  schedule  of  the  route  chosen  in 

going  and  returning. 

Transportation  Committee,  National  Dental  Association. 

Dr.  Victor  H.  Jackson  (Chairman),  New  York. 

Dr.  H.  F.  Hoffman,  Denver,  Colo. 

Dr.  Jos.  D.  Eby,  Atlanta,  Ga. 

Dr.  D.  C.  Bacon,  Chicago,  111. 

Dr.  HENRY  W.  WEIRICK   (Chairman),  San  Francisco. 

Dr.  J.  P.  Marshall,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Transportation  Committee,  Panama  Pacific  Dental 

Congress. 

Dr.  HENRY  W.  WEIRICK    (Chairman),  San  Francisco. 

Dr.  Harry  P.  Evans,  New  York. 

Dr.  Alpheus  R.  Brown,  Boston,  Mass. 

Dr.  E.  M.  Carson,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Dr.  F.  W.  Gethro,  Chicago,  111. 

Dr.  Jos.  D.  Eby,  Atlanta,  Ga. 

Dr.  Chas.  F.  Fiset,  Seattle,  Wash. 

Dr.  R.  W.  Berthel,  St.  Paul,  Minn. 

A  NEW  USE  FOR  A  TOOTH  BRUSH. 

While  examining  the  teeth  of  the  recruits  for  the  second  contingent  very 

many  interesting  and  odd  conditions  were  found.  One  of  special  interest 

was  the  case  of  a  recruit  who,  while  over  a  hundred  miles  away  from  the 

nearest  dentist,  had  broken  a  central  porcelain  crown,  the  post  remaining 

intact  in  the  root.  This  ingenious  chap,  with  only  a  small  file  as  an 

instrument  had  carved  a  crown  of  perfect  shape  from  the  handle  of  a 

tooth  brush.  For  retention  he  had  reamed  a  hole  slightly  larger  than  the 

post  and  placed  a  small  splinter  of  wood  in  it  which  swelled  on  becoming 

moist  and  held  the  crown  firmly  in  place. — Kenneth  M.  Johnson. 

The  dedication  of  the  new  building  of  the  Thomas  W.  Evans  Museum 

and  Dental  Institute  School  of  Dentistry,  University  of  Pennsylvania,  will 

take  place  February  22nd  and  23rd,  1915.  We  acknowledge  an  invita- 

tion to  be  present  on  the  occasion.  This  is  one  of  the  great  events  in 

dentistry  in  the  United  States. 
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Obituary 

W.  H.  DOHERTY,  L.D.S..  D.D.S. 

As  we  go  to  press  the  death  of  Dr.  W.  H.  Doherty,  professor  of 

Dental  Anatomy  in  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  and  chief 

Dental  Inspector  of  Public  Schools  of  Toronto  and  Associate  Editor  of 

"Oral  Health,"  has  come  as  a  great  shock  to  the  dental  profession  of  On- 
tario and  especially  of  the  city  of  Toronto. 

AN   APPRECIATION. 

"Leaves  have  their  time  to  fall, 

And  flowers  to  wither  at  the  North  Wind's  breath; 
And  stars  to  set ;  but  all 

Thou  hast  all  seasons  for  thine  own, 

Oh  Death." In  our  calmer,  more  reflective  moments,  we  all  know  that  death  is  an 

incident  of  life. 

But  oh !  the  suddenness,  the  shock,  the  desolation,  the  irreparable  loss, 

the  feeling  almost  of  resentment  that  such  things  must  be;  the  question  that 

rises  in  our  mind  again  and  again — why?  why?  why? — .  These  are  the 

feelings  and  expressions  of  hundreds  of  men  who. knew  W.  H.  Doherty 

in  life,  and  sorrow  because  of  his  early  death. 

Perhaps,  among  the  dentists  of  Canada,  I  knew  Will  as  well  as 

any  and  better  than  most. 

I  knew  him  first  as  a  student  when  he  attended  the  model  school  in 

Chatham.  From  the  Principal  of  that  school,  Mr.  J.  W.  Plewes,  I 

heard  of  Will  Doherty's  splendid  ability  as  a  teacher,  and  the  sterling 
worth  of  his  developing  character.  Then  I  knew  him  as  a  patient,  during 

the  time  he  was  teaching  in  Kent  County.  Later  I  knew  him  as  a  student 

in  my  office  for  two  years. 

Then  as  a  graduate,  and  as  a  member  of  the  faculty  of  the  R.C.D.S. 

I  have  watched  his  career  with  more  than  ordinary  interest,  because  of  our 

association  in  former  years,  and  because  I  knew  he  had  the  ability  to 

achieve  the  success  in  life  which  is  the  desire  and  aim  of  every  thoughtful 

man. 

But  "success"  to  W.  H.  Doherty  had  a  wider  meaning  than  the  one 

usually  associated  with  that  oft  spoken  word.  "Success,"  of  course, 
meant  to  him,  as  to  all  normal  men,  the  ability  to  earn  a  certain  amount 

of  money,  to  associate  with  certain  classes  of  the  community,  to  have  and 

to  do  the  things  that  make  for  comfort  and  enjoyment  for  himself  and  loved 
ones. 

But  I  know,  because  we  often  discussed  these  things,  that  he  had  a 
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vision  of  life  higher  than  material  prosperity  and  creature  comforts.      So 

often  he  spoke  to  me  of  his  home,  of  his  wife,  of  his  children. 

His  affectionate  nature  found  expression  in  creating  those  home  con- 

ditions that  make  "a  life,"  not  "a  living,"  the  matter  of  paramount  im- 
portance. 

On  our  way  to  Ann  Arbor  so  short  a  time  ago,  he  told  me  of  his 

relation  to  the  men's  organization  of  Centennial  Church,  and  of  the  work 

he  hoped  to  accomplish  in  connection  with  it.  To  Will  Doherty  "service" 
was  the  standard  by  which  success  was  always  measured. 

His  work  in  connection  with  the  Dental  Inspection,  and  Dental  Clinics 

of  the  Public  Schools  of  Toronto,  will  be  his  most  enduring  monument. 

He  spoke  much  of  that  work,  as  we  went  to,  and  returned  from,  the  recent 

meeting  of  the  American  Dental  Teachers'  Association. 

He  realized,  as  few  men  realize,  the  magnitude  of  the  "work"  involved 

in  the  words  "oral  hygiene."  He  had  a  vision  of  healthier  lives,  happier 
homes,  and  a  better  citizenship,  and  it  was  his  ambition  to  labor  with 

other  men,  like  minded,  to  bring  about  this  better  condition  of  affairs. 

"God  buries  His  workmen  but  carries  on  His  work." 
As  a  teacher  of  Dental  Anatomy  I  believe  that  Dr.  Doherty  was 

without  a  peer  on  this  Continent.  To  his  ability  as  a  teacher,  was  added 

the  consciousness  that  a  knowledge  of  his  subject  was  an  essential  founda- 

tion for  every  successful  dental  operation. 

His  splendid  knowledge  of  English,  his  philosophic  mind,  his  facility 

of  expression,  his  ability  as  a  public  speaker,  and  his  clean,  upright  moral 

and  spiritual  life,  marked  him  as  a  leader  among  men. 

And  now — his  work  on  earth  is  finished — he  has  solved  the  great 

mystery.     But  who  would  dare  to  say  that  "death  ends  all?" 
To  the  sorrowing  ones  there  is  left  the  blessed  memory — the  sweet 

fragrance  of  that  devotion  and  love — that  are  as  eternal  as  the  ages. 

To  the  profession  of  dentistry  there  is  left  the  lofty  ideals — the  devotion 

to  duty — of  an  unselfish,  inspired  life. 

To  the  world  at  large  there  is  left,  the  picture  of  a  life  made  beautiful 

by  those  inward  graces  which  spring  from  communion  with  the  unseen,  and 

whose  fruit  is  witnessed  in  the  kindly  ministrations  which  to  so  great  an 

extent  sweeten  life's  most  difficult  problems. 

"Mortality  hath  put  on  immortality." 
Montreal,  Feb.    19,    1915.  A.  W.  THORNTON. 

WM.  E.  WALKER,  D.D.S. 

Wm.  Ernest  Walker,  D.D.S.,  M.D.,  Born  March  3rd,  1868,  in 

New  Orleans,  La.,  son  of  J.  R.  Walker,  D.D.S.,  who  practised  dentistry 

in  New  Orleans  up  to  the  time  of  his  death  in    1K87,  and  Jeanne  Mort, 
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known  to  the  profession  as  Mrs.  "M.  W.  J.,"  over  which  non  de  plume  she 

contributed  many  articles  to  the  various  dental  journals,  particularly  a  de- 

partment which  she  originated  and  called  "Practical  Points,"  in  the 

"Dental  Digest."     She  died  in   1907. 

Dr.  Wm.|  Ernest  Walker  attended  the  public  schools  of  New  Orleans 

and  studied  dentistry  in  his  father's  office,  later  graduating  with  high  honors 

from  the  Baltimore  College  of  Dental  Surgery  in  1  889.  He  opened  his 

first  office  in  Bay  St.  Louis,  Miss.,  later  moving  to  Pass  Christian,  Miss., 

where  he  enjoyed  a  large  practice.  While  practising  at  Pass  Christian,  he 

filled  the  chair  of  Clinical  Dentistry  at  the  Dental  Department  of  the  South- 

ern Medical  College  in  Atlanta,  Ga.,  at  the  same  time  taking  a  medical 

course. 

After  two  years  spent  in  Atlanta  he  became  connected  with  the  Rich- 

mond College  of  Physicians  and  Surgeons,  occupying  the  chair  of  Operative 

Dentistry  while  completing  his  medical  studies.  After  obtaining  his  M.D. 

degree  he  resigned  his  professorship  in  order  to  devote  all  his  time  to  practice. 

Becoming  more  and  more  interested  in  Orthodontia  he  finally  moved  to 

New  Orleans  about  twelve  years  ago,  giving  up  the  general  practice  of  den- 

tistry and  limiting  his  practice  to  Orthodontia  and  Facial  Orthopedia  in 

which  specialty  he  was  remarkably  successful.  During  his  first  few  years 

of  orthodontic  practice  in  New  Orleans  he  was  Dean  of  the  New  Orleans 

College  of  Dentistry,  where  he  also  taught  Orthodontia.     , 

His  death  was  quite  unexpected,  the  result  of  uremia,  following  an 

illness  of   one  week. 

He  is  survived  by  two  sisters,  Mrs.  S.  A.  Allis,  of  Leisville,  La.,  and 

Mrs.  D.  P.  Allen,  of  Beaumont,  Tex.,  and  one  brother,  J.  Mort  Walker, 

an  officer  of  the  Commercial  Germania  Trust  &  Savings  Bank  of  New 

Orleans. 

At  the  time  of  his  death  he  was  secretary  and  treasurer  of  the  American 

Society  of  Orthodontists,  member  Sigma  Delta  Sigma  Fraternity,  and  nu- 

merous local,  state  and  national  dental  and  medical  associations. 

He  was  the  first  to  point  out  the  anatomical  fact  of  the  downward  and 

forward  movement  of  the  condyles  and  invented  the  first  anatomical  articu- 

lator which  reproduced  the  motions  of  the  mandible,  as  also  a  number  of 

appliances  which  he  used  in  the  practice  of  his  chosen  specialty. 

ONE  OF  THE  BEST  dental  locations  in  Toronto  to  let  from  March  1st. 

Corner  Bloor  and  Brunswick  Avenue.  For  particulars  apply  F.  J. 

Gallamough,  College  2897. 
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Original  Communications 

THE  ANESTHETIZATION  AND  DEVITALIZATION 

OF   PULPS;   THEIR   REMOVAL   AND 

SUBSEQUENT  TREATMENT 

J.    R.    Doyle,    D.D.S.,    Port   Arthur,    Ontario. 
Read  before  the  Thunder  Bay  Dental  Society,  February  20th,  1915. 

Mr.  Chairman  and  fellow  practitioners.  In  presenting  this  paper 

to  you  this  evening,  I  do  so  with  a  feeling  of  presumption,  especiaHy 

when  I  consider  that  this  particular  subject  is  one  that  gives  us  as  much, 

if  not  more  trouble,  than  any  other  in  Operative  Dentistry,  and  again, 

when  I  consider  that  I  am  only  a  recent  graduate  without  sufficient  exper- 

ience to  tackle  a  subject  of  this  nature.  I  do  so,  however,  gentlemen,  with 

a  twofold  object  in  view, — 

Firstly:  That  in  addition  to  a  few  new  points  which  I  hope  to  bring 

to  your  minds,  I  will  refreshen  your  memories  with  many  old  ones. 

Secondly :  That  I  will  create  a  lively  discussion  among  those  present 

to-night. 

WHEN    SHOULD    THE    DENTAL    PULP    BE    REMOVED  ? 

In  answer  to  this  question  I  would  say  when  it  cannot  possibly  be 

saved  by  capping  or  otherwise.  Now  arises  the  problem,  when  shall  we 

cap  the  pulp?  and  when  shall  we  remove  it? 

We  are  justified  in  capping  a  pulp  under  the  following  conditions: 

(  1  )  In  an  accidental  exposure  in  preparation  of  a  cavity,  provided  the 

injury  is  not  too  great  and  the  cavity  has  been  properly  sterilized.  The 

majority  of  older  practitioners,  however,  say  it  is  impossible  to  save  a 

pulp  when  it  is  once  exposed,  by  capping  with  any  capping  material  known 

at  the  present  time. 

(2)  Where  the  pulp  is  not  too  highly  inflamed,  not  having  reached 

the  stage  of  passive  hyperemia,  or  where  there  is  no  evidence  of  degener- 
ation and  no  pulp  is  exposed. 

(3)  In  cases  where  root  of  the  tooth  is  not  fully  developed,  as  in 

young  patients,  we  should  do  our  best  to  save  the  pulp. 
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(4)  When  we  use  Dr.  Buckley's  Desensitizing  paste  in  the  teeth 
where  there  is  no  degeneration  changes  in  the  dental  pulp. 

Note: — The  condition  of  the  mouth  and  the  daily  care  of  the  teeth 

are  factors  to  be  taken  into  consideration  before  proceeding  to  cap  a  pulp. 

We  may  not  always  succeed  in  saving  the  pulp  by  capping,  but  we  should 

at  least  try  in  the  cases  indicated,  and  we  should  have  a  frank  under- 

standing with  the  patient  as  to  the  possibility  that  we  may  fail. 

dr.  j.  p.  Buckley's  desensitizing  paste. 

If  you  will  allow  me,  gentlemen,  to  break  away  from  my  text,  I  will 

endeavor  to  explain,  to  you  men  who  may  not  be  familiar  with  it,  this 

great  discovery,  namely,  Dr.  Buckley's  Desensitizing  Paste,  which,  in  my 

opinion,  is  a  Godsend  to  dentistry  and  a  blessing  to  humanity. 

This  desensitizing  paste,  as  it  is  called,  is  the  result  of  many  months 

of  experimenting  by  Dr.  J.  P.  Buckley. 

The  formula  is  as  follows: 

(a)  Neothes'm:  A  new  synthetic  product  possessing  marked  local 

anesthetic  properties,  occurs  in  white  fully  soluble  powder  and  is  rapid 

in  action.      1  1    parts. 

(b)  Thymol:  A  crystalline  compound  obtained  from  the  vo
latile 

oil  of  Thymus  vulgaris.  It  occurs  in  large  colorless  crystals  pract
ically 

insoluble.     It  is  a  penetrating  drug  and  has  marked  disinfectant  pr
operties. 

12  parts. 

(c)  Trioxymetfolen:  Is  a  product  formed  from  
the  polymerization 

of  formaldehyde.  It  is  a  white  powder  practically  insoluble,  stable  at 

ordinary  temperature,  but  at  body  temperature  slowly  gives  off  for
malde- 

hyde.    77  parts. 

The  three  named  are  combined  with  a  petroleum  base  and  incorporated 

in  a  fibrous  vehicle  and  colored  with  an  insoluble  pigment.  One  grain  is 

sufficient  for  fifteen  applications.     Price  $5.00  for  1-8  of  an  ounce. 

ACTION. 

Neoihesin  applied  directly   to  exposed  dentine  paralyses  the  exposed 

sensitive  dentinal  fibrillae. 

Thymol  volatizes  and  permeates  the  softened  dentine. 

Trioxymethylen;  Formaldehyde  is  liberated  at  body  temperature  from 

Trioxymethylen,  which  gas  diffuses  through  the  decayed  dentine,  combin-
 

ing chemically  with  amine  group  of  the  protein  consistent  of  the  dentinal 

fibrallae.  It  also  acts  upon  certain  intermediate  and  end  products  that 

may  be  present  in  the  carious  tooth  structure,  as  a  result  of  albuminous 

decomposition,  and  this  agent,  together  with  the  thymol,  brings  about  com- 

plete sterilization.  Thus  the  dentine  affected  by  this  remedy  is  not  only 

desensitized,  but  sterilized  as  well. 

(I)    The  remedy  is  sealed  in  a  cavity  for  24-48  hours,  It  may  be 

sealed  longer  without  doing  any  harm. 
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(2)  The  remedy  will  not  affect  the  sound  dentine  to  any  dangerous 

depth  or  devitalize  the  pulp. 

(3)  Sensation  will  return  to  the  dentine  in  a  week  or  ten  days. 

NOTE: — I  have  found  that  upon  three  different  occasions  the  paste 

made  the  teeth  ache,  due,  in  my  opinion,  to  the  formaldehyde  being 

liberated,  irritating  the  almost  exposed  pulp,  but  the  aching  quickly  sub- 

sided upon  applying  Aromatic  Spirit  of  Ammonia  on  a  pledget  of  cotton. 

After  a  moment  or  so  the  cavity  may  be  dried  and  an  anodyne  dressing 

sealed  therein,  or  the  pulp  may  be  removed  according  to  the  operator's 
judgment. 

I  might  say  in  conclusion,  gentlemen,  that  this  paste  has  been  used 

and  highly  endorsed  by  such  leading  American  dentists  as  Dr.  Ottolengui, 

of  New  York;  Drs.  Hart,  Goslee,  F.  Roach,  M.  Gallie,  C.  N.  Johnston, 

of  Chicago;  and  others,  also  that  great  care  be  exercised  in  using  it  only 

in  such  teeth  where  there  is  no  pathological  condition  of  the  pulp.  A 

more  complete  account  of  this  remedy  is  given  by  the  discoverer,  Dr.  J. 

P.  Buckley,  in  the  "Items  of  Interest,"  December,   1914. 
WHAT  SHOULD  WE   USE  TO  CAP  A   PULP? 

I   have   found  best  results   in   using  Smith's   copper  cement.      Mixing 
a  small   amount  of  creosote  with  liquid  before  mixing  with  powder  and 

sealing  into  cavity  without  pressure. 

WHEN   SHALL  WE   REMOVE   THE   PULPP 

( 1  )      Dental  Caries — when  we  have  invasion  of  pathogenic  bacteria 

and  absorption  of  ptomaines. 

(2)  Mechanical  irritation — In  certain  cases  of  abrasion,  thermol 

changes,  close  proximity  of  metallic  fillings,  injudicious  regulating  and 

extensive  grinding. 

(3)  Calcific  deposits  or  pulp  nodules  within  the  pulp  itself. 

(4)  In  certan  cases  of  crowning  and  filling  large  cavities. 

(5)  In  certain  cases  of  pyorrhoea  alveolaris,  or,  as  it  is  properly  called, 
peridontioclasia. 

FACTORS    TO    BE    OBSERVED    IN    REMOVAL   OF    PULP. 

( 1 )  Establish   and   maintain   asepsis  in   performing  the  operation. 

(2)  Preserve  the  color  of  the  tooth. 

(3)  Thoroughly  fill  the  root  canals. 

METHODS. 

(  1  )    Aneslheticalion. 
(a)  Pressure  anaesthesia. 

(b)  Local  hypodermic  injection  of  novocaine  around  and  about  the 

apex  of  the  root  of  the  tooth. 

(c)  General  anaesthesia  by  N.O-f-O. 
(d)  Crown   amputation. 
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(a)  I  have  had  good  satisfaction  and  results  with  Pressure  anaes- 

thesia in  anterior  teeth  and  in  some  cases  posterior  teeth,  but  better  results 

with  anterior  teeth.  As  you  are  all  familiar  with  technique  whic'h  is 
simple,  it  will  not  be  necessary  for  me  to  dwell  upon  it. 

(b)  Local  hypodermic  injection  of  novocaine  around  root — I  have 

not  used  this  method  sufficiently  to  justify  me  in  either  advising  or 

denouncing  this  procedure. 

(c)  N.O+O  Anaesthesia. — A  successful  method  in  the  hands  of 

an  operator  who  is  familiar  with  the  N.O-fO  anaesthesia.  The  patient 
must  be  well  under.  Never  under  any  circumstances  remove  a  pulp 
when  patient  is  in  the  analgesic  stage. 

(d)  Crown  Amputation. — This  method  is  used  only  in  cases  of 

anterior  teeth  where  the  decayed  crown  is  removed  to  be  replaced  by  an 
artificial  crown. 

TECHNIQUE. 

With  a  knife  edge  stone  in  straight  handp;ece  of  dental  engine, 
make  a  niche  on  the  labial  gingival  portion  of  the  tooth  and  also  on  the 

lingual  gingival  side  as  deeply  as  possible  without  causing  too  much 

pain.  Then  with  a  pair  of  cutting  forceps  nip  off  the  crown.  Before 

doing  so  have  a  root  canal  drill  in  the  engine  to  enlarge  opening  of 

pulp  chamber,  and  a  small  sterile  barbed  broach  ready  to  remove  the 

pulp.  The  shock  caused  by  the  cutting  off  of  the  crown  completely 

anaesthetizes  the  pulp  and  it  may  be  removed  without  any  pain  whatever, 

provided  that  it  is  removed  immediately.  This  may  appeal  to  some  of 

you,  who  may  not  be  familiar  with  the  technique,  as  a  barbarous  and 

cruel  procedure,  as  it  did  to  me  when  first  I  heard  of  the  method,  but 

I  would  advise  you,  gentlemen,  to  try  it  and  be  convinced  otherwise.  It 

is  the  quickest  way  of  removing  the  pulp  that  we  have. 

Note. — Where  pulp  has  been  removed  by  any  of  the  above  methods 

there  is  more  or  less  hemorrhage.  In  every  case  the  blood  in  the  cavity 

and  the  canal  should  be  thoroughly  removed  in  order  to  preserve  the  color 

of  the  tooth.  In  doing  this,  serious  blunders  have  been  made  in  using  such 

drugs  as  H2(X.  Now  this  drug  should  never  be  used  used  for  this  pur- 

pose because  it  decomposes  the  blood,  oxidizes  the  iron  of  the  hemoglobin, 

and  gases  envolved  in  the  decomposition  force  this  pigment  into  the  dentinal 

tubules  which  will  cause  the  tooth  to  darken  in  almost  every  instance.  To 

remove  the  blood  from  the  canal  and  cavity,  the  following  may  be  used: 

(  1  )    Sterile  Water. 

(2)  Alcohol. 
(3)  SaHne  Solution. 

(4)  Listerine  Solution. 

A  root  canal  should  never  be  filled  at  the  same  sitting  that  the  pulp 

is  removed,   for  the   following  reasons: 
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( 1 )  In  pressing  cocaine  into  pulp  we  oftentimes  press  it  beyond 

the  apex,  thus  anaesthetizing  that  area.  If  we  then  endeavor  to  fill 

the  root  we  may  push  the  root  canal  filling  beyond  the  end  of  the  root 

without  knowing  it. 

(2)  The  tearing  away  of  the  pulp  at  the  apex  of  the  root  causes 

a  more  or  less  irritation  and  a  few  days  should  elapse  in  order  to  give 

nature  a  chance  to  adjust  this  condition. 

(3)  We  sometimes  have  a  secondary  hemorrhage  ensuing  with  the 

formation  of  a  clot  at  the  apical  area  causing  soreness,  in  which  case 

greater  comfort  can  be  given  the  patient  by  proper  treatment  through 

root  canal  than  by  counter  irritants. 

NOTE.. — You  will  note,  gentlemen,  that  I  have  made  no  mention 

as  yet  to  the  use  of  rubber  dam.  Pressure  anaesthesia,  generally  speaking, 

is  used  in  the  anterior  upper  and  lower  teeth  and  it  isn't  necessary  to  use 
the  rubber  dam,  but  the  operator  must  use  a  sterile  saliva  ejector,  cotton  rolls 

and  packing.  The  mouth  must  be  first,  thoroughly  rinsed  out  with  antiseptic 

solution,  sterile  saliva  ejector  and  cotton  rolls  adjusted,  and  then,  the 

tooth  and  adjacent  gums  should  be  sterilized  with  warm  absolute  alcohol 

and  dried  with  warm  air. 

(2)    Devitalization. — This   method   is   the   one   most   commonly   used. 

Agents  used : 

(a)  Arsenic  Trioxide  (As  2  03)  Buckley's  and  S.  S.  White 
Arsenic  Fibre. 

(b)  Arsenic  Pentoxide. 

(c)  Arsenic  Trioxide  and  Cocaine  Hydrochlorate. 

ADVANTAGE   OF   THE    PENTOXIDE  OVER   TRIOXIDE. 

( I  )    It  is  not  as  toxic  as  the  trioxide. 

(2)  It  will  not  make  the  tooth  ache  if  sealed  in  carefully.  It  can 

be  applied  on  highly  inflamed  pulps  without  causing  the  tooth  to  ache. 

(3)  It  can  be  left  in  the  tooth  for  a  considerable  time  without 

causing  bad  consequences. 

DISADVANTAGES  OF  PENTOXIDE. 

( 1  )    It  is  difficult  to  seal  into  a  cavity  on  account  of  its  constituency. 

(2)  It  requires  twice  the  dosage. 

(3)  It  is  very  slow  in  its  action. 

(c)  Arsenic  trioxide  and  cocaine  hydrochloride  may  be  mixed  together 

in  whatever  proportion  the  operator  desires  with  some  such  vehicle  as 

creosote.  Roll  up  a  pledget  of  cotton  and  saturate  it  with  this  mixture 

and  apply  to  cavity.  Seal  without  pressure.  Operators  who  use  this 

method  claim  that  it  will  not  make  the  pulp  ache,  and  even  if  applied  to 

an  aching  pulp  it  will  cause  pain  to  subside  almost  immediately. 

APPLICATION   OF  ARSENIC. 

(1)    Break  down  the  overhanging  enamel  walls  with  a  chisel. 
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(2)  Remove  as  much  of  the  decay  as  possible  without  causing  too 

much  pain. 

(3)  Wash  out  well  with  tepid  water  or  antiseptic  solution  in  spray 
bottle. 

(4)  Try  to  remove  all  decay  from  gingival  margin  mesial  or  distal 

as  case  may  be,  so  as  to  allow  cement  to  be  sealed  hermetically  at  this 

point,   thus   preventing   arsenic   escaping   on  to   the   gum. 

(5)  If  there  is  any  overhanging  gum,  cauterize  with  trichloracetic 

acid  or  some  such  drug  or  with  an  electric  cauterizer,  and  remove  it.  If 

you  cannot  remove  the  gum  in  this  way,  put  an  anodyne  in  cavity  and 

pack  gum  back  with  temporary  stopping  allowing  the  patient  to  bite  on 

it  slightly. 

(6)  In  cases  where  the  pulp  is  highly  inflamed  I  would  recommend 

arsenic  pentoxide  or  arsenic  trioxide  and  cocaine  hydrochloride,  or  any 

anodyne  such  as  creosote  or  eugonal  might  be  sealed  in  for  a  few  days 

until  inflammation  subsides  and  then  apply  whatever  devitalizing  agent 

you  deem  advisable. 

Note. — In  cases  where  the  pulp  is  exposed,  I  always  roll  a  few 

threads  of  cotton  around  arsenic  trioxide  fibre  when  I  use  it,  and  moisten 

it  slightly  with  creosote.  The  cotton  acts  as  a  cushion  and  helps  to 

prevent  pressure,  the  creosote  acts  as  an  anodyne.  Use  cement  always 

to  seal  in  arsenic.      Mix  it   thin   and  flow   it  over   the   arsenic,   avoiding 

pressure. 

The  pain  caused  by  application  of  arsenic  is  due,  in  my  opinion,  to 
two  reasons: 

( 1 )  Pressure. 

(2)  Too  large  an  amount  of  arsenic  being  used. 

HOW    LONG    SHOULD    ARSENIC    REMAIN    IN    A    TOOTH  P 

It   depends   on   whether   you  use  the   trioxide  or  pentoxide.        As   I 

mentioned  before,  the  pentoxide  is  slower  in  its  action  on  account  of  its 

being   less   toxic.      Other    factors   which    govern    the    length    of    time    an 

application  should  remain  in  a  tooth  are: 

( 1 )  Age  and  general  condition  of  patient. 

(2)  General  condition  of  pulp  itself. 

(3)  Amount  and  condition  of  dentine  between  pulp  and  application 

of  paste. 

(4)  The  climate  or  season  of  the  year. 

Personally  I  cannot  say  that  I   found  that  this  has  any  effect  upon 

action  of  the  arsenic. 

TECHNIQUE  OF  INITIAL  OPENING  AND  PREPARATION  OF  CAVITY. 

( 1  )    Spray  the  mouth  well  with  some  good  antiseptic  mouth  wash. 

(2)    Remove  the  cement  and   arsenic  dressing  and  prepare  the  out- 

line   form    of    the    cavity    by    the    method   recommended    by    Dr.    Black. 
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Remove  all  the  decay  and  cut  away  all  tissue  which  prevents  a  clear  view 

of  every  aspect  of  pulp  chamber. 

(3)  Remove  as  much  dentine  as  possible  over  pulp  chamber  with  a 

round  burr,  until  for  instance  in  molar,  the  four  horns  of  the  pulp  can 

be  seen  through  dentine.  Now  at  this  point  wash  the  mouth  again  and 

also  the  cavity  with  antiseptic  solution  in  spray  bottle.  Apply  rubber 

dam  if  required  or  use  sterile  saliva  ejector  and  cotton  rolls. 

(4)  Sterilize  tooth  cavity  and  gum  and  adjacent  teeth  with  warm 

absolute  alcohol,  and  dry.  The  alcohol  may  be  heated  by  touching  a 

pledget  of  cotton  dipped  in  alcohol  to  the  alcohol  lamp  flame,  blow  out 

flame  in  about  half  a  minute  and  apply  as  directed. 

(5)  With  a  spiral  leaf  burr,  similar  to  the  one  which  I  shall  pass 

around,  either  in  straight  handpiece  or  right  angle,  depending  on  location 

of  cavity,  start  at  one  horn  of  the  pulp  and  cut  right  around  to  the  pulpal 

wall.  You  will  notice,  gentlemen,  that  this  burr  is  so  constructed  that 

it  will  not  interfere  with  the  pulp  and  hence  will  not  cause  any  pain,  and 

again,  it  will  not  mar  the  floor  of  the  pulp  chamber. 

(6)  Remove  the  contents  of  the  pulp  chamber  with  a  sterilized  sharp 
excavator. 

(7)  Make  the  walls  of  the  pulp  chambers  and  the  walls  of  the 

cavity  continuous.     Sacrifice  tooth  structure  if  necessary. 

(8)  Wash  out  pulp  chamber  and  the  cavity  with  warm  alcohol  and 

dry  thoroughly  with  warm  air. 

NOTE. — If  you  find  some  vitality  in  the  pulp  or  root  canals  seal  in 

on  a  pledget  of  cotton  a  mixture  of  campho-phenique  cocaine  and  a  small 

amount  of  arsenic  trioxide  powder,  depending  on  case,  and  leave  for 
about  a  week. 

SURGICAL  REMOVAL  OF  THE  DENTAL  PULP. 

( 1 )  Pass  sterile  barbed  broach,  extra  fine,  as  near  as  possible  to 

the  apical  end  of  the  canal  along  the  side  of  the  root  canal,  rotate  slowly 

and  carefully,  remove  quickly. 

(2)  Do  not  use  a  large  barbed  broach,  especially  in  a  small  root 

canal,  because  it  forces  the  tissue  into  or  through  the  apical  foramen. 

Personall}    I  use  extra,  extra  fine  broaches  in  all  cases,  with  good  results. 

When  all  the  pulp  tissue  has  been  mechanically  removed,  there  still 

remain  the  fibrils  of  the  pulp  and  protoplasmic  contents  of  the  dental 

tubules.     This  organic  tissue  must  be  removed  in  all  cases. 

There  are  three  methods  known  to  me: 

( 1 )  Sulphuric  acid  and  sodium  bicarbonate,  with  the  technique  of 

which  you  are  all  familiar. 

(2)  Schriers  Na-|-K.,  a  combination  of  two  alkaline  metals,  Sodium 

and  Potassium,  a  bluish  white  paste  with  metallic  lustre  and  contained 

in   capillary   tubules,    the   technique   of   which    is   well    explained    by    Dr. 
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Tred    Burden,    of    Moncton,    N.    B.,    in    Dominion    Dental    Journal, .  of 

January,   1915,  and  to  whom  I  am  indebted  to  points  herein  mentioned. 

(3)  By  the  use  of  the  Gates-Glidden  drill.  This  method  is  the 
one  adopted  by  me. 

THE    TECHNIQUE    OF    THE   REMOVAL    OF    THE    ORGANIC    REMAINS    OF 

THE  PULP  AND  THE  PROTOPLASMIC  CONTENTS  OF  THE  DENTAL 

TUBULES,    BY    THE    USE    OF    THE    GATES-GLIDDEN    DRILL. 

The  technique  is  as  follows: 

(  I  )  Use  large  sterile  drill  first  and  then  smaller  as  apex  is  reached, 

the  reverse  of  what  the  manufacturers  tell  you. 

(2)  Do  not  ream  out  too  much  at  a  time  in  case  the  drill  might 

not  follow  the  root  canal.  Work  drill  up  and  down,  using  very  little 

pressure.  After  each  time  remove  loose  tooth  structure  with  compressed 

air  and  sterile  barbed  broach  and  work  barbed  broach  into  root  canals 

feeling  your  way  in  order  to  make  sure  that  the  drill  is  following  the 

right  course.  Do  this  frequently  during  operaticn.  Keep  drills  in 

solution  of  lysol.  Use  small  sterile  barbed  broaches  first  and  then 

coarser  ones.  The  best  sizes  and  makes  of  Gates-Glidden  drill  to  use  are 

S.  S.  White   174,    175,    176,    177.     Other  sizes  may  be  used,  however. 

COMPLICATIONS. 

Tortuous  root  canals. 

Ream  out  root  canals  (about  two  thirds)  then  use  Kerr  broach  and 

barbed  broaches  to  remove  the  remainder,  or  Schriers  Na+K  may  be  used. 

(3)  Wash  out  root  canals  and  pulp  chamber  with  H.,CX  or 

alcohol,  or  better,  with  the  following,  suggested  by  Dr.   H.   E.   Burden: 

Hydrogen  Peroxide    (Marchands)    2  dr. 

Hydrargyri  bichloride,    1    3-4  gr. 

This  makes  about  1-500  per  cent,  solution  and  coagulates  albumins 

and  carries  off  contents  by  gaseous  expansion.  Repeat  this  procedure  and 

again  flood  the  field  by  capillary  attraction  with  same  solution  until  no 

further  action  takes  place  and  solution  is  clear. 

(4)  Dry  thoroughly  and  wash  root  canals,  pulp  chamber,  cavity, 

tooth  and  rubber  dam  around  tooth  with  warm  absolute  alcohol.  Seal 

in  some  cairpho-phenique  into  root  canals  and  a  few  threads  of  cotton, 

especially  if  there  is  any  soreness  at  ends  of  roots,  and  leave  about  three 

days.  In  the  majority  of  cases  the  root  canals  may  be  filled  at  the  same 

fitting  provided  the  above  mentioned  method  is  used.  Fill  roots  that 

a-e  not  sore  second  sitting  to  prevent   re-infection. 

TECHNIQUE    OF    FILLING    ROOT    CANALS. 

( 1 )  Apply  rubber  dam  if  necessary.  If  not  use  sterile  saliva 

ejector  and  cotton  rolls. 
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(2)  Remove  campho-phenique  dressing  and  dry  thoroughly  with 
warm    air. 

(3)  Flood  canals  with  eucalyptol  by  capillary  action,  not  euca- 

lyptus, because  it  is  too  irritating. 

NOTE   Now  a  word  about  root  canal  filling  and  root  canal  points. 

Gentlemen,  I  earnestly  corroborate  Dr.  J.  P.  Buckley's  remarks  when 
he  says  there  is  no  such  thing  as  a  permanent  root  canal  filling.  It  is 

merely  a  catch  phrase  used  by  manufacturers  of  root  canal  filling  material  to 

sell  their  product.  If  dentists  would  use  gutta  percha  or  some  other 

kind  of  material  that  nature  would  tolerate,  and  keep  the  bone  and  tissue 

at  apical  region  healthy,  and  cast  aside  all  such  preparations  as  zinc 

oxide  formaldehyde  paste,  we  would  be  doing  a  great  deal. 

MATERIALS   WHICH    MAY    BE    USED    IN    FILLING    ROOT    CANALS. 

(a)  Chlora   Percha. 

(b)  Paraffin — Dr.    Prinz — lower  teeth  only. 

Note. — I  use  gutta  percha  root  canal  filling  in  all  cases.     Formulae: 

Base.  Plate  Gutta  Percha. 

C.   H.   C.   L. ,    (chloroform)    ) 
,-v,      r  r+  •  I  equal  parts. 
Oil  or  Cajaput  ) 
Thymol. 

Gutta  Percha  Points. — Up  to  the  present  I  do  not  know  of  any 

better  root  canal  points  than  Canfields.  They  are  mild  and  aseptic, 

medicated  and  non-irritating,  and  put  up  in  celluloid  capsules.  They 

should  be  used,  and  no  other  kind  will  do.  Put  the  required  number 

on  a  clean  aseptic  glass  slab. 

(4)  Wind  a  few  threads  of  cotton  around  a  smooth  sterilized 

broach,  dip  into  chlora-percha  and  work  into  roots  as  well  as  possible. 

(5)  With  a  pair  of  sterile  pliers,  which  should  be  used  only  in  this 

operation,  grasp  large  end  of  gutta  percha  point.  Dip  the  small  end 

of  point  in  chlora-percha  and  insert  in  root  canal  not  too  tightly.  Men- 

tally measure  size  and  length  of  point  before  inserting  into  root  canal. 

In  some  roots  more  than  one  point  is  required.  Fill  all  roots  in  like 

manner.  Leave  for  about  half  a  minute  and  when  point  softens  slightly, 

with  a  sterile  amalgam  plugger,  suitable  size,  or  canal  plugger,  which 

is  sterilized  and  used  only  for  this  purpose,  force  points  towards  the 

apex  of  each  root,  pack  as  you  would  an  amalgam  filling.  If  you  are 

in  doubt  about  point  not  reaching  the  apex,  heat  a  fine  long  pointed 

instrument  used  for  this  purpose  and  push  it  through  root  canal  filling 

to  apex,  using  pliers  to  hold  filling  in  place  when  pulling  it  out  again. 

Pack  again  with  amalgam  plugger,  cut  off  excess  if  any,  and  seal  with 

electric  gutta  percha  instrument.  Wipe  out  pulp  chambers  with  cotton 

and   encalyptol. 
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FILLING  WHICH  MAY  BE  USED  TO  FILL  PULP  CHAMBER. (1)  Zine    oxychloride    cement. 
(2)  Smith  copper  cement  and  creosote. 

Personally  I  use  copper  cement.  Mix  a  drop  or  less  of  creosote  in 
liquid  and  then  mix  with  powder.  This  will  keep  the  pulp  chamber  in good  healthy  condition.     Fill  pulp  and  build  up  step  at  the  same  time. 

NOTE.— Surgical  cleanliness  must  be  carefully  observed  and  follow- 
ed in  each  step.      The  success  of  your  operation  depends  upon  it. 
Fee— Before  concluding,  gentlemen,  I  would  like  to  offer  a  sug- gestion before  the  society,  and  that  is  this: 

That  this  society  set  a  minimum  fee  of  so  much  an  hour  for  this particular    work. 

I  think,  gentlemen,  that  the  great  failure  along  the  line  of  technique 
is  due  not  to  .gnorance  as  to  correct  methods,  but  to  too  much  haste, 
foolishly  believing  that  it  does  not  pay  to  spend  too  much  time  on  this particular  part  of  operative. 

Mr.  President  and  fellow  practitioners,  if  I  have  been  able  in  this 
paper  to  bring  to  your  minds  a  few  thoughts  which  may  be  of  inspiration 
to  you  to  do  better  work  along  this  particular  branch  of  Operative  Den- 

tistry. I  shall  feel  amply  repaid  and  gratified  that  the  opportunity  came to  me  to  be  of  service. 
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CLINICAL  REPORT  UPON  AMCEBIC  PYORRHEA 

By  M.  T.  Barrett,  D.D.S.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Assistant    Instructor    in    Normal    Histology,    Dental    Department    of    the 

University  of  Pennsylvania. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Pennsylvania  Dental  Society,  July  1,  1914, 

the  writer  presented  a  paper  upon  the  oral  endamcebae  in  relation  to  pyorrhea 

alveolaris  (see  DENTAL  COSMOS,  August,  1914),  as  a  preliminary  report 

of  studies  conducted  by  Dr.  Allen  J.  Smith  and  himself  upon  this  subject 

in  the  pathological  laboratory  of  the  School  of  Medicine  of  the  University 

of  Pennsylvania.  A  further  paper,  dealing  with  the  discovery  of  these 

parasites  in  the  tonsils  in  cases  of  chronic  hypertrophic  tonsillitis,  and  with 

their  probable  relationship  to  various  systemic  complications  such  as  arthritis, 

obscure  anemias,  and  gastro-intenstinal  diseases  was  presented  before  the 

Philadelphia  Pathological  Society  in  the  early  part  of  October,  1914,  by 

Smith,  Middleton,  and  the  writer,  and  now  awaits  publication  in  the 

Journal  of  the  American  Medical  Association. 

In  the  same  connection  and  in  response  to  a  wide  interest  manifested  by 

the  dental  profession  toward  this  subject,  the  writer  desires  here  to  review 

his  clinical  experience  in  the  determination  of  the  affection  and  in  its  treat- 

ment by  emetin  as  proposed  in  the  preliminary  report  above  referred  to. 

PRESENCE   OF    ENDAMCEB/E    IN   THE    MAJORITY   OF    PYORRHEA   CASES. 

It  should  be  stated  here  that  none  of  those  who  have  been  engaged  in 

this  study  have  held  or  now  believe  that  all  cases  of  pyorrhea  are  due 

primarily  or  alone  to  the  presence  of  the  oral  endamcebae.  As  a  matter 

of  fact,  in  a  large  number  of  cases  which  have  thus  far  come  under  observa- 

tion, the  parasites  have  been  found  present  in  the  contents  of  the  pyorrhea 

pockets  almost  uniformly;  yet  there  have  been  a  few  cases  in  which  they 

have  not  been  discovered,  and  in  any  case  it  would  be  illogical  to  deny 

associated  importance  to  the  myriads  of  other  organisms  which  are  also 

found  in  the  lesion.  However,  the  fact  of  the  presence  of  these  protozoa  in 

so  large  a  proportion  of  the  pyorrhea  pockets,  and  the  disappearance  of  the 

suppuration  under  appropriate  treatment  by  a  known  amcebicide  such  as 

emetin,  have  served  to  justify  the  claim  that  they  are  the  immediately  im- 

portant factors  in  an  overwhelming  number  of  pyorrhea  cases,  and  that  this 

group  of  cases  may  with  propriety  be  denominated  as  amoebic  pyorrhea,  in 

contradistinction  to  the  much  smaller  class  of  cases  in  which  they  are  not 

found  and  which  are  due  probably  to  other  causes.  The  conclusions  of 

Bass  and  Johns  of  New  Orleans  ( New  Orleans  Med.  and  Surg.  Journal. 

vol.  lxvii.,  No.  5,  p.  456,  November,  1914),  based  upon  the  discovery  of 

endamcebae  in  85  out  of  87  cases  of  Riggs'  disease  examined  by  them, 

and    their    declaration    that   emetin     hydrochlorid     administered    hypoder- 
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mically  by  them  is  virtually  a  specific  in  the  affection,  is  in  entire  harmony 
with  these  views. 

MICROSCOPIC  EXAMINATION. 

It  is  felt,  therefore,  that  preliminary  to  the  use  of  emetin  in  any  given 

case  of  pyorrhea,  a  microscopic  examination  of  the  contents  of  the  pockets 

be  made  for  the  determination  of  the  presence  or  absence  of  these  parasites, 

and  at  the  present  stage  of  our  experience  it  is  advised  that  beneficial  results 

from  the  employment  of  emetin  be  expected  only  in  those  cases  in  which 

the  endamcebae  are  discernible.  Such  examination  is  not  only  a  guide  to 

and  justification  for  the  use  of  emetin,  but  unquestionably  is  likely  in  this 

or  that  instance  to  lead  to  the  discovery  of  other  features  of  importance.  So, 

too,  microscopic  examination  should  be  repeated  once  or  twice  during  the 

period  of  active  treatment  and  after  the  cessation  of  suppuration,  for  the 

accumulation  of  data  which  in  the  end  must  be  the  best  evidence  of  the 

general  efficiency  of  the  method  of  treatment.  Briefly  stated,  the  pro- 

cedure of  examination  is  as  follows:  A  small  portion  of  the  purulent  contents 

of  one  of  the  pockets  is  taken  up  on  a  suitable  instrument  such  as  a  flat  stiff 

scaler  not  more  than  from  one-tenth  to  one-eighth  of  an  inch  in  width,  and 

this  is  diffused  in  a  drop  of  slightly  warmed  normal  saline  solution  deposited 

on  a  warm  slide.  This  preparation  is  covered  with  an  ordinary  thin  cover- 

glass,  and  the  fresh  and  unstained  material  examined  at  once,  without 

further  preparation,  using  a  4  mm.  objective.  If  so  desired,  one  may  use, 

in  order  to  bring  out  to  some  degree  the  nucleus  in  the  living  parasite,  a 

small  amount  of  very  dilute  neutral  red  solution  diffused  under  the  cover- 

glass.  Permanent  preparations  are  best  made  by  spreading  the  contents 

of  the  pocket  upon  a  cover-glass  and  fixing,  while  moist,  in  a  saturated 

solution  of  mercury  bichlorid  in  alcohol,  and  afterward  washing  out  the 

mercury  with  iodin  and  alcohol  and  staining  by  the  Giemsa  method.  For 

diagnostic  purposes,  however,  examination  of  unprepared  material  for 

the  moving  organism  is  quite  sufficient,  and  in  some  ways  advantageous,  par- 

ticularly in  the  matter  of  economy  in  time.  Caution  as  to  the  maintenance 

of  the  warmth  of  the  preparation  should  be  insisted  upon — a  matter  which 

is  not  of  much  difficulty  in  the  warmer  months  but  may  require  the  use  of  a 

warm  stage  in  the  winter  of  such  a  climate  as  that  of  this  city.  When  seen 

in  its  living  state  the  organism  is  a  gelatinous-looking  cell,  ranging  up  to 
about  30  micromillimeters  in  diameter,  moving  in  characteristic  amcebiform 

manner,  and  thrusting  out,  here  and  there  about  its  periphery,  one  or  two 

thick  lobose  to  digitate  pseudopodia,  with  a  distinct  but  scant  ectosarc  best 

seen  in  the  pseudopods  and  about  their  bases),  and  with  a  granular  and 

more  or  less  vacuolated  endosarc.  The  nucleus  is  practically  always 

invisible  in  the  unstained  specimen ;  in  stained  preparations  it  is  small  in 

size  and  contains  but  little  chromatin,  in  grains  or  scant  threads.  The 

nuclear  membrane  is  thin   and  poorly  defined,   and  the  karyosome  small. 
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In  the  cytoplasm  there. are,  at  least  in  the  larger  examples,  and  as  a  rule  seen 

best  after  staining,  numerous  coarse  ingested  bodies,  remnants  of  leucocytic 

nuclei,  of  red  blood  cells,  and  often  a  large  number  of  bacteria.  Undigested 

red  blood  cells  are  occasionally  seen  in  the  living  amoebic  body;  but  these, 

ii  watched  only  for  a  few  minutes,  rapidly  disappear  owing  to  the  effect- 

iveness of  the  amoebic  intracellular  digestive  agencies. 

It  is  perhaps  well  to  suggest  that,  in  withdrawing  the  contents  of  the 

pockets  for  examination,  violent  scraping  of  the  wall  of  the  pocket  be 

avoided,  so  as  to  prevent  the  admixture  of  any  great  proportion  of  blood, 

which,  of  course,  adds  to  the  confusion  already  sufficiently  great  because  of 

the  pus  and  myriads  of  vegetable  organisms. 

ADJUVANT  TREATMENT. 

It  is  a  matter  of  but  little  consequence  to  the  question  under  immediate 

consideration  how  deeply  the  pockets  extend — in  other  words,  whether,  in 

exact  anatomical  classification,  we  are  dealing  in  a  given  case  with  a  super- 

ficial gingival  pyorrhea  or  a  deeper  alveolar  pyorrhea.  In  either  case,  if 

the  amoebae  be  found  present  in  the  contained  material  the  writer  believes 

the  use  of  emetin  as  a  specific  amcebicidal  remedy  to  be  justified  and 

indicated.  Other  measures,  as  the  fixation  of  loose  teeth,  the  removal  of 

tartar  at  some  stage  of  the  treatment,  the  employment  (if  found  necessary 

after  the  destruction  of  the  endamoebae)  of  special  antibacterial  agents, 

may  of  course  be  of  value  in  particular  instances;  but  the  writer  does  not 

hesitate  to  advise  that  in  all  cases  of  peridental  suppuration  in  which 

endamoebae  are  found,  emetin  should  be  used,  either  alone  or  in  combin- 
ation with  other  selected  measures. 

MODE  OF  APPLICATION  OF  EMETIN  HYDROCHLORID. 

The  remedy,  in  the  opinion  of  the  writer,  for  pyorrhea  alone  is  best 

administered  by  local  application  to  foci  of  suppuration  about  the  teeth. 

Where  there  is  a  wider  distribution  of  the  parasites,  as  in  the  tonsils  or 

elsewhere,  and  where  systematic  complications  exist,  the  hypodermic  admin- 

istration of  the  remedy  is  to  be  advised.  Pyorrhea  may  likewise  be  dealt 

with  by  hypodermatic  or  intramuscular  administration  of  emet.n,  a  pro- 

cedure especially  commended  by  Bass  and  Johns  (sup.  cit.) .  A  half  per 

cent,  solution  of  emetin  hydrochlorid  (alkaloid)  is  effective  and  preferaMe 

in  local  treatments,  higher  concentrations  being  likely  to  provoke  inflam- 

matory reactions  in  the  gum.  Care  should  be  exercised  to  use  a  neutral 

solution  of  the  salt,  as  free  hydrochloric  acid  is  apt  to  be  an  irritant  to 

the  gums  and  adjacent  surfaces.  The  simple  litmus  test  is  sufficient  to 

determine  this  point,  and  all  new  solutions  should  be  tested,  and  if  neces- 

sary neutralized  by  the  addition  of  a  suitable  amount  of  sodium  carbonate. 

The  solution  is  introduced  in  the  pyorrhea  pockets  with  an  ordinary  hypo- 

dermic syringe  with  a  straight  or  curved  needle  as  needed,  so  as  to  gam 
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access  to  all  parts  of  the  pockets.  The  point  of  the  needle  should  pass 

along  the  root  of  the  tooth  to  the  bottom  of  the  pocket,  merely  engaging 

with  the  wall,  and  be  carried  about  to  all  of  its  parts.  In  one  sense,  of 

course,  it  would  be  well  to  actually  penetrate  the  wall  of  the  pocket,  and 

thus  in  the  discharge  of  the  solution  insure  diffusion  of  the  emetin  in  the 

surrounding  tissues.  However,  this  is  not  essential,  and  the  mechanical 

harm  done  to  the  wall  by  the  instrumental  puncture,  and  that  occasioned 

by  carrying  infective  material  through  the  wall  by  the  penetrating  point,  are 

sufficient  reasons  for  trying  to  avoid  such  strenuous  and  unnecessary  efforts. 

Unquestionably,  bothersome  local  inflammation  can  be  occasioned  by 

failure  to  avoid  this  source  of  irritation.  Each  pocket  in  turn  is  thus 

filled  with  the  emetin  hydrochlorid  solution ;  and  the  writer  believes  it  to  be 

good  practice  to  apply  the  solution  also  to  parts  which  according  to  gross 

examination  are  not  involved — as  into  the  interdental  spaces  and  around 

fixed  appliances.  Treatments  which  thus  include  all  recognizable  pockets 

and  special  parts  under  suspicion  should  be  repeated  daily  for  at  least 

five  days,  and  thereafter  every  other  day  until  about  ten  treatments  as  a 

total  have  been  made,  as  a  general  rule.  Microscopic  examination  of  scrap- 

ings from  the  pockets  should  be  made  from  time  to  time  for  persisting 

endamcebas  as  the  treatment  progresses,  and  this,  together  with  the  general 

appearance  of  the  lesions,  will  determine  the  appropriate  duration  of  the 

period  of  treatment.  In  some  of  the  less  marked  and  less  chronic  cases,  a 

total  of  five  or  six  applications  or  even  less  may  be  sufficient,  while  in  the 

more  stubborn  instances  treatment  must  be  continued  even  longer  than  above 

indicated. 

ADJUVANT  IODIN  TREATMENT  IN  REFRACTORY  CASES. 

In  exceptional  subjects,  response  to  the  emetin  treatment  has  been  found 

encouraging  at  first,  but  to  be  limited.  The  quantity  of  pus  diminishes  in 

such  cases,  and  the  general  appearance  of  the  tissues  improves.  The 

patients  invariably  feel  better,  and  there  is  unmistakable  improvement;  yet 

prolonged  treatment  with  emetin  does  not  effect  a  complete  cure.  There 

is  obviously  something  more  to  be  done,  as  the  structures  lack  desirable 

"tone."  One  may  suspect  that  in  these  cases  bacteria  of  importance 
remain  after  the  destruction  of  the  endamcebae  by  the  emetin;  as  a  matter 

of  fact  it  has  been  found  that  a  1  per  cent,  solution  of  iodin  in  normal 

salt  solution  has  usually  completed  the  removal  of  the  persisting  condition. 

In  the  experience  of  the  writer  but  a  single  case  of  this  sort  has  failed 

thus  to  clear  up,  and  this  instance  will  be  more  fully  discussed  below. 

The  iodin  application,  following  the  use  of  emetin,  should  be  employed 

daily,  the  drug  being  introduced  well  into  the  pockets  as  was  the  emetin. 

Good  results  should  follow  two  or  three  applications. 

There  are  other  instances,  too,  where  the  source  of  suppuration  lies 

in  a  devitalized  pulp,  which  must  of  course  be  dealt  with  aside  from  the 
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question  of  pyorrhea,  and  preferably  by  opening  the  canal.  Were  it 

possible  to  close  the  external  route  by  remedies  such  as  emetin,  this  would 

be  of  no  service,  but  on  the  contrary  would  merely  confine  the  pus  about 

the  apex  of  the  root  and  cause  an  abscess  formation. 

SUBJECTIVE  SYMPTOMS  FOLLOWING  EMETIN  APPLICATION. 

One  patient  of  the  entire  group  which  has  been  under  emetin  treatment 

by  the  writer  has  vomited  after  the  emetin  application;  five  in  all  have 

mentioned  a  slight  sensation  of  nausea.  Three  have  mentioned  the  occur- 

rence of  headache  and  a  subjective  sensation  of  feverishness,  always  of 

brief  duration,  and  occurring  only  after  the  first,  or  first  and  second  treat- 

ments. It  is  notable  that  these  last  were  all  suffering  previously  from  well- 

recognized  gastro-enteric  disturbances,  and  it  is  quite  possible  that  the  real 

cause  is  to  be  found  in  this  latter  condition  rather  than  in  the  remedy.  Two 

of  the  five  cases  who  were  nauseated  after  the  use  of  emetin  are  known 

to  have  eaten  heartily,  one  of  bananas,  the  other  of  peaches,  just  after 

treatment,  which  perhaps  had  some  influence  in  bringing  about  the  un- 

desirable symptoms.  In  no  case,  however,  were  there  produced  any 

symptoms  of  greater  severity  or  significance  than  here  indicated;  and  the 

writer  has  seen  nothing  to  lead  him  to  suppose  that  serious  toxic  symptoms 

are  ever  to  be  apprehended  in  connection  with  the  treatment  as  fiere 

outlined,  or  that  even  these  are  to  be  expected  save  in  the  exceptional 

instance.  On  the  other  hand,  the  treatment  of  the  oral  lesions  with  emetin 

has  in  several  instances  seemed  directly  responsible  for  improvement  or  cure 

of  conditions  elsewhere  in  the  body.  One  patient,  for  example,  was  re- 

lieved of  a  chronic  dysentery  after  the  fourth  treatment,  and  is  free  at  the 

present  writing  from  the  disease,  which  had  existed  previously  for  years. 

(It  is  not  known  whether  this  was  an  amoebic  dysentery — as  of  course  the 

writer  suspects;  no  examination  of  the  stool  is  known  ever  to  have  been 

made.)  Another  patient  promptly  recovered  from  a  distinct  anemia  of 

unknown  type,  and  gained  fifteen  pounds  in  less  than  eight  weeks  after  the 

treatment  of  her  pyorrhea.  Several  instances  of  recovery  from  symptoms  of 

chronic  gastritis  have  been  met  with,  without  other  treatment  than  that 

given  the  pyorrhea  pockets.  The  general  relation  of  oral  endamcebiasis 

with  anemias  and  chronic  joint  disturbances  has  been  referred  to  more  fully 

in  the  paper  before  referred  to  by  Smith,  Middleton,  and  the  writer  (q.  v.). 

LIMITED  EMPLOYMENT  OF  MECHANICAL  FIXATION  DEVICES  FOR  LOOSE 

TEETH. 

Preliminary  or  collateral  to  the  special  use  of  emetin  as  an  amcebicide. 

there  may  be  in  this  or  that  case  of  pyorrhea  the  need  of  one  or  more  of  a 

number  of  procedures.  The  general  principle  of  rest  for  movable  teeth 

is  quite  agreed  to  by  the  writer;  but  the  question  of  mechanical  fixation  must 

be  dealt  with  only  in  connection  with  the  individual  case,  and  the  common 
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rule  of  tbe  use  of  as  few  mechanical  devices  in  the  mouth  as  possible 

should  certainly  be  adhered  to.  Invariably  the  use  of  emetin  is  followed 

by  the  disappearance  of  the  pus  and  the  shrinkage  of  the  turgid  gums,  and 

increased  firmness  of  the  teeth,  probably  the  result  of  fibrous  tissue 

formation  about  the  roots.  Whether  eventually  reformation  of  bone 

follows  cannot  as  yet  be  told,  as  sufficient  time  has  not  elapsed  since 

the  remedy  was  first  applied  to  expect  such  fortunate  results.  For 

the  most  part  the  writer  would  prefer  to  depend  upon  this  natural  fixation, 

which  begins  to  appear  early  in  the  treatment,  to  the  employment  of  definite 

mechanical  devices.  Yet  there  are  cases  where  the  extreme  looseness  of  the 

teeth  may  require  these  latter  appliances;  all  cases  of  faulty  articulation 

should  be  corrected. 

It  is  best,  too,  to  forego  the  common  practice  of  pressing  the.  g  ngival 

tissue  to  detect  the  presence  of  pus.  Pus  can  be  detected  quite  as  well 

by  flushing  the  pockets;  and  there  is  very  real  danger  that,  by  compression, 

septic  material  may  be  forced  from  the  cavity  through  the  wall  into  the 

surrounding  tissue,  with  the  result  of  causing  an  extension  of  the  inflam- 

matory area. 

THE  QUESTION  OF  TOOTH  SCALING. 

The  question  of  cleansing  the  teeth  and  of  removing  tartar,  again,  is  an 

important  one.     In  every  instance  the  procedures  must  be  carried  out  with 

the  idea  of  producing  as  little  mechanical  disturbance  as  may  be,  so  as  to 

avoid  as  far  as  possible  any  dissemination  of  the  micro-organisms  into  the 

adjacent  region  and  of  disturbing  any  of  the  delicate  tissues  which  may  be 

in  course  of  regeneration  about  the  root.     The  writer,  in  many  cases  would 

not  attempt  any  effort  to  remove  tartar  until  the  tooth  has  become  more 

firmly  fixed,  and  at  best  believes  that  he  is  proceeding  most  safely  by  scaling 

off  only  a  small  portion  each  day,  so  that  by  the  time  of  completion  of  the 

period  of  treatment  the  teeth  will  be  in  a  clean  condition. 

LOCAL  AND  SYSTEMIC   MEDICATION. 

As  to  the  influence  of  general  measures  of  medication  and  hygiene,  the 

writer  prefers  to  refrain  from  any  but  the  most  general  comment.    Doubtless, 

general  conditions  have  an  influence  upon  the  dental  and  peridental  tissues, 

and  there  is  therefore  a  basis,  in  cases  proved  by  proper  study,   for  the 

institution  of  general  treatment  for  its  effect  upon  the  local  oral  condition. 

But  tbe  writer  views  pyorrhea  as  principally   and  basally   a   local  lesion 

due  to  infestment,  and  finds  the  local  application  of  remedial  measures  to 

be  sufficient  as  a  rule.     Yet  there  can  be  no  harm,  and  in  the  particular 

subjects  just  referred  to  there  will  be  advantage  in  general  hygienic  super- 
vision and  in  measures  directed  to  improve  nutrition,  etc. 

THE   WRITER'S   CLINICAL    EXPERIENCE. 

In  all,  to  the  present  time,  the  writer  has  used  emetin  as  above  outlined 
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in  seventy-three  cases.  This  does  not  include  the  cases  now  in  course  of 

treatment,  or  several  who,  for  special  reasons  apart  from  any  question  of 

dentistry,  interrupted  the  routine  course.  Of  these  seventy-three  cases, 

all  but  one  may  be  said  to  have  been  cured  of  pyorrhea,  and  to  have  now, 

as  far  as  re-examination  has  been  possible,  the  peridental  tissues  in  a  good 

healthy  condition.  By  this  the  writer  means  that  the  suppuration  ceased 

after  the  use  of  emetin,  and,  with  the  few  exceptions  below  referred  to, 

has  remained  absent  (at  longest,  thus  far,  for  five  months).  The  redness, 

swelling,  bleeding,  and  painfulness  of  the  tissues  have  likewise  disappeared ; 

in  some  cases  the  pockets  seem  to  have  filled  in  with  new  tissue  to  a  slight: 

extent,  although  there  is  not  apparent  any  growth  of  the  gums  about  the 

exposed  roots.  There  is  clearly  no  further  retraction  of  the  gums;  the 

teeth  are  uniformly  more  firmly  fixed,  and  the  patients  have  invariably 

stated  that  subjectively  the  sensations  in  their  mouths  are  entirely  normal. 

Two  cases  only  of  twenty-three  cases  re-examined  recently  have  shown 

recurrence — in  both  instances  after  about  two  months.  In  one  of  these 

a  small  imflammed  area  was  found  about  the  old  pocket  of  a  lower  left 

lateral  incisor,  and  pus  exuded  from  the  pocket.  In  the  other  a  similar 

single  inflammatory  lesion  was  found  about  a  lower  left  molar.  In  each 

instance,  endamcebae  were  detected  in  the  contents  of  the  pocket.  The  first 

of  these  cases  was  not  treated  with  emetin  again,  but  given  a  mouth-wash 

containing  a  fluid  extract  of  "chaparro  amargosa,"  a  remedy  sometimes 
found  efficient  in  amoebic  dysentery.  This  was  done  as  an  experiment 

at  the  suggestion  of  Dr.  Smith,  the  basis  of  the  applied  wash  being  the 

fluid  extract  of  chaparro  amargosa,  a  bitter  weed  of  West  Texas  and 

Mexico,  used  in  these  districts  with  excellent  results  in  amoebic  dysentery. 

This  case  is  still  under  observation  and  improving.  The  second  case  was 

treated  again  with  emetin  as  before;  and  is  now  well. 

A  REFRACTORY  CASE. 

The  single  case  known  to  have  failed  to  respond  to  emetin  in  the 

writer's  list,  Miss  B.,  had  in  the  beginning  a  severe  progressive  and  general 

pyorrhea,  with  marked  loosening  of  the  teeth,  which  had  been  treated  by 

her  dentist  by  fixation  by  wiring.  All  about  the  teeth,  embedding  this 

wire,  an  extensive  deposit  of  tartar  had  formed;  and  on  removal  of  the  wire 

from  one  of  the  teeth,  a  left  lateral  incisor,  it  fell  out.  Endamcebae  were, 

from  the  first,  found  in  the  lesions;  and  emetin  was  used,  with  the  result  of 

being  followed  by  marked  improvement.  But  suppuration  continues,  after 

six  weeks'  use  of  the  drug;  and  the  parasites  remain,  but  in  greatly  dimin- 

ished numbers.  As  far  as  the  writer  can  determine,  the  parasites  are  in 

no  wise  different  from  those  in  other  ca<es.  The  suppuration  has  decidedlv 

subsided,  the  gums  are  less  swollen  and  the  teeth  somewhat  firmer;  bill 

there  continues  a  whitish  semi-purulent  discharge;  a  light  gray  formation, 

made  up  of  amorphous  granular  material,  is  seen  by  the  microscope  to 
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the  gums  about  the  pockets ;  and  neither  emetin,  iodin,  or  any  other  remedy 
has  thus  far  led  to  cessation  of  the  process.  The  patient  is  now  slowly 

improving  with  the  use  of  a  mouth-wash  containing  chaparro  amargosa. 

PROPHYLACTIC  MEASURES.     QUININ  AND  CHAPARRO  AMARGOSA. 

Recurrence  of  amoebic  pyorrhea  is  surely  as  possible  as  primary  infest- 

ment,  and,  judging  from  the  number  of  individuals  who  are  found  to  be 

hosts  to  these  parasites,  it  is  probable  that  the  opportunities  for  reinfestment 

must  be  frequent.     It  is  not  known  how  this  infestment  takes  place,  or  what 

is  the  source  of  these  parasites,  although  we  may  suspect  moist  uncooked 

food  and  water.     Prophylactic  measures  are  therefore  important,  and  study 

should  be  directed  to  this  phase  of  the  subject.     Bass  has  suggested  the  use 

of  a  few  drops  of  a  weak  solution  of  emetin  upon  the  tooth  brush,  in  an 

amount  too  low  possibly  to  cause  nausea,  should  any  be  swallowed.      It 

is  possible  this  may  be  effective ;  but  the  writer  feels  that  it  would  be  advis- 

able to  use  some  amcebicide  free  from  the  nausea-producing  action  of  emetin, 

so  that  a  fuller  and  therefore  more  surely  effective  dosage  may  be  employed. 

Quinin,  which  was  used  with  effect  by  Dr.  James  Truman  in  the  treatment 

of  pyorrhea,  but  not  adopted  generally  because  of  its  unpleasant  bitterness, 

and  which  is  well  known  as  an  efficient  remedy  an  amoebic  dysentery  when 

used  in  enemata,  might  well  be  the  basis  of  some  such  prophylactic  wash, 

were  its  bitter  properties  sufficiently  concealed.     From  a  very  limited  ex- 

perience it  would  seem  that  the  fluid  extract  of  chaparro  amargosa,  as  sug- 

gested by  Dr.  Smith,  is  of  value  in  destroying  the  oral  endamcebae,  and  will 

be  of  service  as  a  dental  wash ;  but  it,  too,  possesses  a  marked  bitterness  and 

can  never  be  widely  accepted  unless  this  taste  is  successfully  concealed, 

which  thus  far  has  not  been  accomplished.     Should  it  prove  from  further 

trial  to  merit  recommendation,  efforts  to  prescribe  it  in  more  palatable  form 

will  be  made. — "Dental  Cosmos." 
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VIEWS  OF  DR.  A.  McDONAGH,  TORONTO 

ON  CLINICAL  REPORT  UPON 

AMCEBIC  PYORRHEA 

At  different  times  in  the  history  of  our  profession,  we  have  had  different 

theories  advocated  as  the  cause  of  pyorrhea.  As  far  back  as  the  year 

I  1  00,  an  Arabian  put  forth  a  theory  and  described  Dental  Periclasia  and 

gave  us  a  treatment  for  it,  ascribing  it  principally  to  mechanical  irritants. 

Numbers  of  men,  living  or  recently  dead,  have  from  time  to  time  tried  to 

solve  the  question.  Each  one  is  sure  that  his  particular  view  is  the  one 

and  only  right  one.  Several  investigators  in  Europe,  including  Great 

Britain  having  constantly  discovered  Streptococci,  believed  that  the  Cocci 

were  responsible  for  the  malady  in  all  its  forms.  About  ten  years  ago, 

Dr.  Goadby  discovered  in  every  case  a  couple  of  varieties  of  Staphylococci 

therefore,  naturally  enough,  came  to  the  conclusion  that  the  Staphylo- 

cocci were  the  cause  of  the  disease.  Being  a  man  of  action, 

he  immediately  made  an  autogenous  vaccine,  injected  his  patients, 

I  believe  sub-clavicularly  first,  at  all  events  sub-cutaneously,  and  had 

marvelous  results.  I  remember  reading  a  paper  of  his,  in  which  he  said, 

in  every  case  where  he  had  used  vaccine,  he  had  a  cessation  of  pus  forming 

and  apparently  healing. 

In  later  years  Dr.  Goadby  has  discovered  a  streptobaccillus  of  which 

we  will  speak  later.  But  we  do  not  need  to  go  to  Europe  for  men  who 

have  had  theories  regarding  the  etiology  of  this  disease.  Many  on  this  side 

of  the  line  have  had  their  particular  theories.  Dr.  Medalia,  of  Boston, 

discovered  that  Dental  Periclasia  was  the  result  of  an  infection  of  Diplo- 

cocci  which  could  not  be  distinguished  from  the  Pneumococci,  Morpholog- 

ically or  culturally,  and  having  by  careful  technique  discovered  these 

organisms  in  every  case,  he  knew  they  were  the  cause  of  the  disease. 

He  made  a  vaccine,  injected  it  in  115  cases  and  marvellously  cured 

nearly  every  case.  Dr.  Laymon,  in  a  paper  which  I  heard  him  read,  at 

Cedar  Point,  Ohio,  claimed  wonderful  cures  and  so  on  down  the  list.  Then 

Dr.  Timothy  Leary,  of  Roxbury,  Mass.,  tells  us  that  we  are  entirely 

mistaken,  that  we  have  been  using  the  wrong  germ,  because  we  have  not 

been  culturing  properly.  He  demonstrates  that  in  every  case  if  you  look 

in  the  right  way  and  make  your  culture  in  the  right  way,  you  will  find  a 

prolific  growth  of  the  Fusiform  baccillus,  and  I  will  say  nothing  derogatory 

to  this  theory,  because  if  I  lean  towards  any  bacteria  as  a  constant  con- 

current cause  with  others,  I  must  accept  the  Fusiform  baccillus. 

Now  the  latest,  most  stylish  and  up  to  date  theory  takes  us  out  of  the 

bacterial  world  altogether,  and  lands  us  in  the  realm  of  the  protozoa, 

culminating  in  the  theory  of  Dr.  Barrett  and  the  Endamceba  Buccalis. 
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Now  we  are  travelling  in  a  hitherto  uninvestigated  kingdom, 
 and  is  it 

not  wonderful  how  fast  we  have  travelled  in  such  a  short  
time.  We  are 

told  by  the  original  investigators  that  in  all  probability  t
he  Amoeba  is  the 

cause  of  Dental  Periclasia,  but  we  are  told  by  their  followe
rs  that  there  is 

no  doubt  of  it,  and  that  at  last  we  have  discovered  a  medicin
e  which  is  a 

specific  for  all  forms  of  the  disease. 

This  fact  is  advertised  quite  extensively  in  the  daily  press,
  and  one 

wonders  if  in  a  short  time  there  will  not  be  a  lotion  o
r  tablet  on  the 

market  to  absolutely  cure  or  positively  prevent  every  vesti
ge  of  gum  in- 

fection. 

Now  let  us  study  this  new  theory  for  a  moment  and  see  what
  we  have 

been  told.  One  of  the  things  we  have  been  told  is  that  the  Am
oebae  Buccalis 

is  found  in  every  pocket  where  we  have  suppurative  Periclas
ia  or  Pyorrhea, 

and  that  it  is  not  found  on  healthy  gum  tissue,  also  that  it  ca
nnot  live  in 

tooth  cavities  where  there  is  an  acid  re-action.  Now,  gentlemen,  ta
king  it 

for  granted  that  these  statements  are  true  and  that  there  is  suffic
ient  clinical 

evidence  to  corroborate  them,  a  fact  which  I  dispute,  is  there  an
ything 

strange  about  it,  anything  extraordinary?  Would  it
  be  extraordinary  if 

Amoebae  of  one  form  or  another  were  not  found  in  superfici
al  pus  in  an 

oral  pus  pocket. 

There  is  not  a  cess  pool  from  one  end  of  the  land  to  the  ot
her,  there 

is  not  an  eavetrough  with  stagnant  water  in  it  any  place  in  t
his  country, 

not  an  aquarium  which  does  not  boast  of  millions  of  Amoebae,
  they  are 

almost  as  common  as  the  dust  on  the  street,  but  they  have  to  have
  certain 

environment  in  which  to  live  and  one  particular  attribute  of  this 
 environment 

is  that  it  must  be  either  neutral  or  alkaline,  but  must  not  be
  distinctly  acid. 

On  the  other  hand,  bacteria  such  as  the  Cocci  and  the  F
usiform  Baccilli 

need  slightly  acid  medium.     Dr.  Leary  tells  us  that  until  he
  used  acid  milk 

he  had  no  success  in  growing  the  Fusiform  Baccillus,  and  info
rms  us  that 

the  Fusiform  Baccillus  grows  in  pyorrhea  pockets  because  the
  other  organ- 

isms there  supply  the  acids.      Considering  these  facts,  there  must  be 
 two 

conflicting  thoughts  come  to  our  minds.     There  is  no  dou
bt  that  a  mouth 

in  which   there   are   a   great   number   of   carious   teeth,    in   the  
 process   of 

decaying,  that  you  are  not  apt  to  find  active  Dental  Per
iclasia,  and  where 

active  Dental  Periclasia  is  in  evidence  the  teeth  are  not  decaying.  
    This 

supports  Dr.  Barrett's  theory  because  the  acid  produced  by 
 the  organisms 

in  the  cavities  would  interfere  with  the  propagation  of  the  Amoebae.   
   On 

the  other  hand,  the  lack  of  that  acid  would  permit  the  Amoebae  to  w
ork. 

Now  let  us  see  what  instructions  we  get  that  we  may  find  the  Amoebae, 

we  are  generally  told  to  clear  away  the  superficial  debris  and  pus 
 from  the 

top  of  the  pocket,  push  the  instrument  down  to  the  bottom  of
  the  pocket 

and  bring  up  the  Amoebae  (taking  it  for  granted  of  course  th
at  the  Amoebae 
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are  down  there) .  In  fact  I  read  an  article  in  the  Dental  Cosmos  the  other 

day  where  Dr.  Bass  and  Dr.  John's  work  was  reviewed  by  the  editor  of 
the  American  Journal  of  Clinical  Medicine,  who  tells  us  the  way  to  get  the 

Amoebae  is  by  pushing  a  tooth  pick  down  to  the  bottom  of  the  pocket,  or  he 

says  any  suitable  instrument. 

Imagine  a  man  who  has  had  any  experience  in  bacteriology  or  proto- 

zology  expecting  to  get  from  the  bottom  of  a  pocket  organisms  which  are 

indigeneous  to  that  position,  by  such  slip-shod  methods. 
We  used  to  believe  that  an  abscess  at  the  end  of  a  root,  without  a 

sinus,  contained  Staphylococci,  now  we  know  that  the  Staphylococcus  is 

not  the  usual  organism  found  there,  if  it  is  ever  found  there,  and  we  know 

that  only  because  of  the  exact  technique  which  is  now  observed  in  finding 

them.  What  proof  have  we  that  the  Amoebae  (if  it  has  any  claim  to  be 

the  cause)  has  ever  been  found  in  the  bottom  of  the  pocket,  or  which  must 

necessarily  be  the  case,  imbedded  in  the  tissue  affected.  I  have  not  seen 

any,  and  I  have  not  obtained  any,  but  that  does  not  say  that  they  are  not 

there,  however  this  much  we  do  know,  that  there  are  imbedded  in  the 

tooth  substance  extending  right  to  the  bottom  of  the  pocket,  bacterial 

organisms,  and  we  know  in  many  cases  there  is  quite  a  severe  osteomyelitis, 

in  fact  according  to  Hopewell  Smith,  Medalia  and  others,  there  is  always 

a  rarefying  of  the  bony  tissue  adjacent  to  the  suppurating  pocket  and  an 

infiltration  of  bacteria  in  the  tissues  surrounding  the  pocket.  We  know 

these  organisms,  particularly  the  Cocci,  which  are  always  present,  produce 

acid  bi-products,  and  the  fusiform  baccilli  which  need  an  acid  media  to 

live  in,  are  living  there  in  millions,  and  we  do  not  know  that  the  Amoebae 

Buccalis  gets  near  enough  to  the  tissue  at  the  bottom  of  a  pocket  to  have  a 

pathological  effect.  In  opposition  to  this  supposition,  several  investigators 

claim  the  Amoebae  are  not  pathogenic  but  benign.  As  a  matter  of  fact, 

where  I  have  found  the  Amoebae  in  abundance  has  been  in  soft  material 

resting  around  the  necks  of  the  teeth  just  at  the  gingival  margin,  which 

material  always  causes  an  inflammatory  appearance  of  the  gum  tissue  and 

no  doubt  there  is  a  re-action  in  the  tissues  which  through  prolonged  irritation 

will  lead  to  a  pocket,  and  I  have  found  them  in  great  numbers  in  the  pus 

which  is  exuding  from  large  pockets,  but  which  is  exuding  slowly.  I  have 

made  quite  a  number  of  slides,  stained  with  Carbol  Fuschin  and  Methy- 

lene Blue  and  others  with  Wright's  Blood  stain. 
These  cases  which  have  a  very  free  flow  of  pus  as  a  result  of  deposits 

be  they  salivary  or  serumal,  so  long  as  they  are  large  enough  to  be  sensible 

to  the  instrument  are  always  easily  treated,  but  those  are  not  in  the 

majority  in  the  number  of  cases  we  have  to  treat. 

We  have  many  cases  where  the  teeth  are  loosening  and  the  tissues  being 

destroyed  which  so  far  as  the  eye  can  see  are  not  suppurative.  They  are 

often  in  very  clean  mouths,  indeed   I  might  say  they  are  always  in  clean 
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mouths,  and  if  it  is  ever  possible  for  a  concealed  pocket  not  to  have  Amoebae 

contained  therein,  these  would  be  the  most  likely  places,  and  I  find  by  my 
slides  that  these  are  the  cases  in  which  I  cannot  find  the  Amoebae. 

Now  with  regard  to  the  treatment  of  Suppurative  or  Non-Suppurative 
dental  periclasia,  where  do  we  stand?  As  far  as  I  am  concerned  this  is 

really  where  I  take  issue  with  the  teachings  of  Dr.  Barrett  and  all  his 

disciples.  If  any  man  expects  that  by  the  use  of  Emetin,  he  is  going  to  get 

a  short  road  to  a  big  fortune,  I  very  much  fear  he  is  doomed  to  severe  dis- 

appointment. There  is  one  part  in  the  teachings  of  these  gentlemen, 

which  is  good,  that  is,  of  those  who  strictly  follow  Dr.  Barrett,  in  that 

they  advise  the  thorough  scaling  of  the  roots,  but  Gentlemen,  you  will 

probably  allow  me  to  say  from  my  experience  that  it  is  a  difficult  thing  to 

do,  the  so-called  scaling  of  the  roots,  but  when  you  do  thoroughly  "scale 

the  roots"  and  disinfect  the  tract  adequately,  if  it  is  necessary  to  disinfect 
it,  and  that  has  to  be  a  matter  of  judgment  for  the  operator,  when  you  do 

that,  I  say,  and  I  speak  from  experience,  you  are  going  to  have  a  cessation 

of  pus  and  healing  in  95  per  cent,  of  your  cases  without  Emetin.  Then 

if  Emetin  is  any  good,  it  is  only  good  for  the  other  5  per  cent.,  and  this 

is  true  also  of  vaccines,  although  I  have  had  more  success  with  vaccines 

than  I  have  had  with  Emetin,  probably  because  I  have  used  it  longer  than 

Emetin.  I  have  only  used  Emetin,  injecting  it  into  the  pocket  day  after 

day  in  about  a  dozen  cases,  and  I  cannot  truthfully  say  that  I  had  anything 

like  satisfying  success  with  any  of  them.  I  have  had  partial  success  with 

two,  that  is  I  have  had  a  decrease  in  the  flow  of  pus,  but  in  no  case  have  I 

succeeded  in  making  it  stop.  But  remember  I  am  only  reporting  cases 

which  did  not  yield  to  ordinary  treatment  for  this  disease.  I  have  tried 

Emetin  on  a  number  of  other  cases  without  scaling  and  I  have  tried  to 

make  myself  believe  that  there  was  an  improvement,  but  really  I  cannot. 

If  your  object  is  to  kill  the  Amoebae  by  injecting  the  pocket,  why  not 

varnish  the  teeth  with  shellac  and  inject  the  pockets  with  warm  Lactic 

Acid.  I  will  guarantee  if  you  do  that  you  will  kill  every  protozoa  and  all 

the  loose  bacteria,  not  in  1 0  injections,  but  in  one  injection,  and  if  you  are 

any  way  careful  at  all,  you  will  not  have  some  of  the  material  with  which 

you  are  injecting  the  pocket  escape,  go  down  the  throat  and  act  as  a 
severe  emetic  as  Emetin  will. 

I  have  asked  a  number  of  dentists,  who  reside  in  the  United  States, 

and  who  have  been  using  the  material  what  success  they  have  had.  Of 

course  I  have  been  careful  to  ask  those  whom  I  knew  were  vitally  interested, 

and  who  would  pay  great  attention  to  the  effect  of  the  drug  as  distinct  from 

the  effects  of  their  manipulations,  and  in  every  case  they  have  told  me 
that  they  have  had  no  success. 
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THE  LIBRARY  OF  THE  ACADEMY  OF   MEDICINE 

H.  B.  Anderson,  M.D. 

President  of  Academy  of  Medicine,  Toronto. 

The  purpose  of  this  meeting  is  to  emphasize  the  importance  of  the 

central  feature  of  the  Academy,  viz:  the  Library,  to  acquaint  the  Fellows 

with  what  has  been  done  in  the  past  to  build  up  our  present  collection 

of  books  and  journals  and  to  suggest  lines  for  future  development.  It 

will  be  accepted  without  argument  that  no  great  medical  centre  ever 

developed  apart  from  the  advantages  of  good  libraries,  and  that  access 

to  the  best  literature  is  essential  to  profesrional  progress.  There  is  no 

better  index  to  scientific  and  clinical  activity  than  the  interest  taken  in 

collecting  the  literature  devoted  to  the  investigation  of  the  problems  in 

which  we  are,  or  should  be,  concerned.  The  Academy  of  Medicine 

was  organized  in  1907  around  the  nucleus  of  the  Ontario  Medical 

Library.  The  institution  of  the  Ontario  Medical  Library  we  owe 

largely  to  the  efforts  of  the  late  Dr.  J.  E.  Graham,  who  for  so  many 

years  held  a  foremost  place  in  the  confidence  and  esteem  of  the  pro- 

fession of  this  province.  He  saw  that  a  good  library  was  necessary 

for  the  progress  of  the  profession.  He  was  ably  seconded  in  his  work 

by  Dr.  Powell,  Dr.  Reeve,  the  late  Dr.  Ross  and  other  prominent 

members  of  the  profession  in  Toronto.  The  formal  opening  of  the 

Ontario  Medical  Library  took  place  on  November  1  st,  1 888.  The 

first  book  assesioned  in  the  library,  I  am  informed  by  Dr.  Powell,  who 

was  for  many  years  Curator,  was  this  autograph  volume  of  his  Medical 

Essays  presented  by  the  late  Dr.  Oliver  Wendell  Holmes. 

Time  will  not  permit  my  following  the  often  discouraging  efforts  of 

those  who  labored  faithfully  to  build  up  in  Toronto  a  collection  of  books 

of  real  value  to  the  profession.  For  several  years  in  the  early  history 

of  the  Ontario  Medical  Library  it  was  necessary  for  the  members  of  the 

board  to  supplement  the  income  of  the  Association  out  of  their  own 

pockets  in  order  to  pay  the  Librarian  and  other  current  expenses.  For 

many  years  the  library  was  housed  for  us  free  of  charge  in  the  meeting 

room  of  the  Toronto  Medical  Society  in  the  College  of  Physicians  and 

Surgeons'  Building,  at  the  corner  of  Bay  and  Richmond  streets.  I  think 
we  touched  bottom  in  1  899,  when  we  had  only  forty-two  members  paving 

$2.00  each,  or  a  total  income  from  fees  of  $84.00.  Something  had  to 

be  done,  and  largely  through  the  efforts  of  the  late  Dr.  Ross,  a  movement 

was  initiated  to  acquire  a  more  central  location  in  a  building  suited  to 

our  purposes.  Funds  were  raised  by  contributions  from  the  doctors  of 

the  city,  the  amount  obtained  being  duplicated  through  the  generosity  of 

the  Massey  Estate.  This  enabled  us  to  acquire  the  premises  at  9  Queen's 
Park   from   the  University   on   very    favorable   terms.      This  was   the   first 
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great  step  m  advance  after  the  organization.     The  next  was  the  formation 
of  the  Academy  in   1907,  under  charter  from  the  legislature  of  Ontario. 
By  unanimous   consent  of   the  contracting  parties,   the  Toronto   Medical 
Society,    the    Toronto    Clinical    Society    and    the    Toronto    Pathological 
Society  merged  their  interests  with  the  Ontario  Medical  Library  to  form 
the  Academy.     As  the  University  later  required  the  premises  at  9  Queen'. 
Park,   through  the  efforts  of  our  then  Trustees— Dr.   Ross,   Dr.   Reeve, 
and  Dr.  Powell— we  came  into  possession  of  our  present  property,  prob- 

ably the  most  desirable  site   for  a   central   meeting  place  owned   by  any 
Medical  Society  on  the  Continent.      From  the  time  we  first  approached 
them,   the   University   authorities,    recognizing,   no   doubt,    die  educational 
yalue  of  our  efforts,  have  shown  a  generous  interest  in  our  work,  and  it 
is  only  fitting  that  we  should  acknowledge  our  appreciation  of  what  they have  done  for  us. 

I  do  not  propose  detaining  you,  for,  as  you  will  notice  by  the  pro- 
gramme, different  phases  of  our  work  will  be  dealt  with  to-night,  by  men 

more  competent  than  myself  to  interest  you,  and  I  shall  not  trench  on 
their  time.  Dr.  Locke  will  speak  on  the  value  of  Special  Libraries,  and 
there  is  none  more  competent  than  he  to  speak  with  authority  As  it  is 
impossible  from  lack  of  money  for  us  to  get  all  the  books  we  should  have, 
access  to  in  any  one  library  in  Toronto,  Mr.  Langton,  the  Librarian  of 
the  University,  has  been  good  enough  to  accept  our  invitation  to  outline 
a  workable  plan  to  obviate  unnecessary  duplication  of  expensive  publica- 

tions in  the  University,  Hospital  and  Departmental  Libraries  of  the  city 
Professor  McMurrich  will  speak  of  the  use  and  importance  of  the  library 
m  research  and  preparation  of  papers.  Dr.  Elliott  will  deal  with  the 
present  status  of  the  library  and  Dr.  Reeve  will  speak  of  the  new  building 
which  a  violent  outburst  of  German  "Kultur"  has  prevented  our  having m  course  of  construction  at  the  present  time. 

We  believe  our  Library  should  command  the  supoort  of  the  whole 
profession  and  it  should  be  our  object  to  enlist  the  backing  of  everyone 
who  is  a  factor  in  the  medical  life  and  progress  of  Toronto,  and  have  their 
active  assistance  in  our  common  interest  to  build  up  something  worthy  of 
our  city  and  province.  Our  charter  provides  not  only  for  a  Library  but 
for  a  Museum  as  well,  and  this  should  be  begun  after  the  erection  of  our new    building. 

Miss  Charlton,  our  energetic  and  very  efficient  Librarian,  has  placed 
in  my  hands  the  following  note,  which  I  am  sure  will  appeal  to  all  of  us: 
We  need  rare  medical  books,  works  of  special  interest,  paintings,  en- 

gravings, statuary.  Sir  Wm.  Osier  has  written  her  "keep  ever  in  view, 
each  one  in  his  circle,  the  important  fact  that  a  library  should  be  a 
storehouse  of  everything  relating  to  the  history  of  the  profession  of  the 
locality— file  letters  and  manuscripts  of  all  kinds  in  the  historical  section." 
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Every  Fellow  should  interest  himself  in  procuring  donations  of  books, 

journals,  reports,  historical  documents,  letters,  photographs,  prints,  pictures 

and  statuary  for  our  collection.  In  the  few  years  since  the  Library  was 

started,  we  have  acquired  by  gift  and  purchase  between  six  and  seven 

thousand  bound  volumes,  and  two  or  three  thousand  unbound  volumes, 

constituting  the  second  largest  collection  in  the  Dominion.  Compared  with 

the  largest  Medical  libraries,  this  collection  may  appear  insignificant,  but  it 

already  ranks  twenty-eighth  in  size  on  this  continent.  By  united  effort  and 

enthusiasm,  we  should  year  by  year  attain  a  higher  rank  until  the  library 

of  the  Academy  of  Medicine,  Toronto,  will  be  one  of  the  great  collec- 

tions in  America.  The  community  of  interest  of  over  four  hundred  Fellows, 

and  our  annual  income  from  fees  of  nearly  $5,000.00,  make  it  possible 

for  us  to  place  at  the  disposal  of  the  Fellows  the  best  journals,  books, 

scientific  reports  and  other  valuable  literature  properly  filed,  catalogued 

and  accessible  for  use.  Our  present  stack  room  provides  accommodation 

in  a  fire-proof  building  for  some  twenty-five  thousand  volumes.  By  en- 

thusiasm and  united  effort,  each  of  us  can  do  his  part  toward  further 

extending  and  making  more  indispensible  this  great  asset  of  the  profession, 

and  I  have  no  doubt  that  many  of  us  will  live  to  see  the  time  when  one  of 

the  great  libraries  on  this  continent  will  be  found  in  a  building  in  Queen's 
Park,  of  which  we  shall  all  be  proud  to  have  done  a  part  in  bringing  into 
being. 
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Dental  Societies 

REPORT  OF  THE  ANNUAL  MEETING  OF  THE 
CANADIAN  ORAL  PROPHYLACTIC 

ASSOCIATION,  JANUARY,  1915 

PRESIDENT'S    ADDRESS. 

Gentlemen, — I  have  great  pleasure  in  meeting  you  to-night  for  the 

first  time  since  our  reorganization.  I  have  also  great  pleasure  in  giving 

an  outline  of  the  work  which  we  have  accomplished  during  the  past  year. 

Greater  details  will  be  given  you  by  Dr.  Broughton,  our  Secretary,  and 

Dr.  Eaton,  Chairman  Educational  Committee. 

Your  Executive  have  felt  for  some  time  that  it  was  desirable  to  change 

our  charter  in  such  a  way  that  the  interests  which  we  have  at  heart  should 

be  perpetually  protected. 

We  all  knew,  of  course,  that  every  member  of  the  association  was  in 

the  association  for  the  work  which  the  association  was  doing,  and  that  he 

had  not  the  slightest  intention  of  ever  making  any  money  out  of  his  con- 

nection with  it.  In  fact,  past  experience  has  shown  that  our  members 

were  not  only  willing  to  sacrifice  their  time  and  talents  in  further- 

ing its  objects,  but  were  willing  to  make  monetary  sacrifices  as  well,  and 

on  that  account  and  through  that  spirit  we  have  been  able  to  do  the 

magnificent  work  which  we  have  done,  having  expended  on  charity  and 

educational  works  during  our  existence  much  over  five  thousand  dollars, 

and  having  through  our  members  and  through  our  committees  been  in- 

strumental in  having  educational  committees  organized  and  educational 

work  done  in  every  Province  not  so  organized  in  this  great  Dominion.  We 

have  been  able  to  supply  charts  and  information  for  the  benefit  of  lecturers 

to  the  public  on  dental  subjects,  and  by  our  example,  and  perhaps  to  a 

certain  extent  in  a  spirit  of  laudable  rivalry,  other  organizations  have 

sprung  up  at  different  places  and  have  been  carrying  on  a  great  and 

meritorious  campaign. 

We  have  realized  all  of  this,  and  with  an  eye  to  the  future,  when  the 

time  will  undoubtedly  come  that  some  of  our  members  will  be  no  longer 

with  us  in  the  flesh,  we  desired  that  this  association  would  be  beyond  the 

possibility  of  being  used  by  any  set  of  mercenary  men,  nor  did  we  want 

the  heirs  of  any  stockholder  of  the  Canadian  Oral  Prophylactic  Associa- 

tion. Limited,  to  have  the  power  of  embarrassing  the  association  by  offer- 

ing for  sale  a  share  of  stock.  Under  our  old  arrangement  it  would  have 

been  very  difficult  to  prevent  such  a  procedure.  To-day  such  a  procedure 
is  impossible. 
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You  all  know,  you  were  all  notified  of  the  fact,  and  you  all  gave  your 

consent  to  the  formation  of  a  new  association  with  a  no  share  capital,  having 

the  same  officers  and  the  same  name  as  the  old  one,  excepting  that  we  got 

rid  of  the  word  limited. 

To  explain  the  provisions  of  the  new  association,  it  will  be  my  duty 

this  evening  to  read  you  the  charter  and  ask  you  to  pass  upon  the  by-laws. 

We  have  been  again  appointed  the  Educational  Committee  of  the  Cana- 
dian Dental  Association,  and  we  have  donated  one  thousand  dollars  to 

that  association,  to  be  used  as  prizes  for  original  research. 

The  fact  which  has  been  very  pleasing  to  me,  and  I  am  sure  to  every 

member  of  the  association,  is  that  every  year  seems  to  add  to  the  apprecia- 

tion which  our  work  is  receiving  in  different  parts  of  the  Dominion. 

As  an  instance,  I  would  draw  your  attention  to  the  address  of  the 

President  of  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Association,  Dr.  H.  S.  Thomson, 

Moncton,  N.B.;  the  address  of  the  President  of  the  Nova  Scotia  Society, 

Dr.  Oxner,  of  Halifax,  and  the  proceedings  of  the  Canadian  Dental  As- 

sociation in  July  last,  as  well  as  to  the  expressions  of  many  dentists  who 

have  been  benefited  by  our  work.  I  have  a  number  of  extracts  from  these 

different  addresses  which  are  too  long  to  read  to-night. 

We  are  exceedingly  thankful  for  the  kind  interest  which  these  associa- 

tions are  taking  in  our  work,  and  every  commendation  which  we  get,  of 

course,  stimulates  us  to  further  action. 

From  a  business  standpoint,  notwithstanding  the  fact  of  the  war,  we 

have  done  very  well  this  year;  our  revenue  has  increased  a  little;  not  as 

much  as  we  wanted  it  to  increase;  not  as  much  as  it  would  have  increased 

had  the  dentists  of  the  Dominion  really  understood  what  we  were  doing; 

nevertheless,  an  increase  of  twelve  and  a  half  per  cent,  is  not  loo  bad, 

which  you  will  see  by  the  treasurer's  report  has  actually  taken  place  in 
the  past  year. 

Our  Educational  Committee  is  just  getting  under  way.  A  number  of 

circumstances  have  transpired  to  impede  its  progress,  but  the  work  has 

been  carried  on  by  the  executive,  to  a  great  extent  through  the  efforts  of 

Dr.  Broughton,  and  we  expect  in  the  future  that  the  executive  will  be 

relieved  of  a  great  deal  of  that  work,  and  it  will  be  undertaken  by  the 

Educational  Committee. 

I  want  to  thank  the  Educational  Committee,  and  each  member  of  it, 

for  the  interest  they  have  shown  and  their  willingness  to  help. 

I  want  to  thank  each  member  of  the  Executive  Committee,  or  Board 

of  Directors,  as  they  are  called,  for  their  continued  enthusiasm  and  energy, 

and  I  would  like  to  thank  the  dentists  outside  of  the  association  who 

have  so  nobly  given  us  their  support,  and  the  great  mass  of  the  general 

public  who  have  been  our  fast  friends,  and  I  want  to  thank  you,  gentle- 

men, for  your  support  and  confidence  in  your  executive. 
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SECRETARY'S  REPORT. 

A.  J.  Broughton,  D.D.S. 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Canadian  Oral   Prophylactic  Association 

was  held  at  the  Walker  House,  Toronto,  Monday,  January  20th,   1915. 

The  following  financial  report  was  presented  by  the  secretary-treasure
r: 

Receipts  for  year  1914   $4,363.27 

Expenditures  for  charity  and  educational  purposes       1,473.73 

General  expenses          v^u.z,z. 

Balance    for    1915         1 .939.32 

Assets         3,267.42 

In  the  year  1914,  46,368  Hutax  brushes  and  72,000  tins  of  Hutax 

powder  and  paste  were  sold,  a  gain  of  121/2  per  cent,  over  the  preceding 

year  1913. 

Dr.  A.  J.  McDonagh  read  the  "President's  Annual  Report,"  and 

Dr.  Geo.  W.  Grieve  presented  the  report  from  "The  Educational  Com- 

mittee.** 
These  reports  were  all  discussed  thoroughly  before  being  adopted. 

Under  "New  Business"  a  number  of  suggestions  were  made,  offering  new 

lines  of  work  for  1915,  and  after  a  motion  was  passed  expressing  the 

appreciation  of  the  meeting  of  the  efforts  of  the  Board  of  Directors  and 

Educational  Committee  the  meeting  adjourned. 

In  spite  of  the  war  and  hard  times  when  practically  all  other  corpor- 

ations' are  showing  decrease  in  business  we  show  an  increase  of  about 

twelve  and  a  half  per  cent.,  not  as  large  a  percentage  of  an  increase  as 

last  year,  but  still  an  increase. 

Brushes. 
1914 — 46,368         Revenue,      $831.63 

1  9 1  3_44,496         Revenue,         688.20 

Gain       1,872  Gain  $143.43 

Paste  and  Powder. 

1914 — 72,000        Revenue,   $1,440.00 

1913 — 66,240        Revenue,      1,324.80 

Gain       5,760  Gain     $     115.20 

Total    gain   in    Revenue.  ...  $258.63 

Amount  spent  on  educational   matters   for  the  year   $1,473.75 

Total   amount  spent  on  educational  matters  since  organization 

of  the  C.  O.  P.  A      ..   5,267.57 

EDUCATIONAL  COMMITTEE'S  ANNUAL  REPORT. 

Mr.   President   and   Members: 

Your  Committee  on  Education  begs  leave  to  report  that  during  the 

past  year  the  regular  work  of  supplying  lantern  slides,  the  moving  picture 

films  "Toothache,"   and  assistance  in  every  way  possible  to  members  of 
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the  profession  all  over  the  Dominion  has  been  carried  on  by  the  honorary 

secretary  of  the  association,  Dr.  Broughton,  as  well  as  other  special  work 

by   the   Committee   on   Education. 

In  reference  to  the  work  accomplished  by  the  use  of  the  films,  it  might 

be  said  more  precisely  that  one  has  been  shown  through  Nova  Scotia, 

New  Brunswick,  Manitoba,  and  Saskatchewan,  and  is  now  being  shown 

in  British  Columbia.  The  other  has  been  or  will  be  shown  in  almost 

every  town  in  Ontario  in  connection  with  the  Public  Health  Moving 

Picture  Exhibit,  which  goes  from  town  to  town  throughout  the  Province. 

It  was  also  exhibited  at  the  Toronto  Exhibition  last  year. 

The  committee  might  here  report  that  a  number  of  skeleton  lectures, 

to  be  illustrated  with  specially  chosen  lantern  slides,  is  being  prepared  by 

a  gentleman  whom  we  all  know — one  of  those  fellows  who  "burn  the 

midnight  oil,"  as  it  were,  and  as  a  result  accomplishes  things.  These 
lectures  will  soon  be  ready  to  go  out,  and  will  without  doubt  be  the  best 

of  their  kind  which  have  appeared  in  any  country. 

A  central  Hygiene  Council  has  been  appointed  in  Quebec.  Dr. 

A.  LaRose,  secretary,  has  been  furnished  with  a  supply  of  Educational 

equipment  by  the  C.  O.  P.  A.  Saskatchewan  has  formerly  been  covered 

by  the  Western  Dental  Society,  with  headquarters  at  Winnipeg,  but  as 

the  district  was  too  large  to  be  covered  by  one  committee,  a  second  one 

has  been  formed  in  Saskatchewan.  Dr.  A.  W.  Lane,  School  Dental 

Inspector,  Moosejaw,  the  secretary,  has  been  supplied  with  educational 

equipment. 

Brushes  supplied  to  Toronto  schools,  Stratford  schools  and  Van- 

couver schools  amount  to  11,550.  8,500  tubes  of  paste  were  supplied 

to    the   School    Board. 

In  a  letter  form  Dr.  George  K.  Thomson,  of  Halifax,  to  Dr.  M. 

H.  Galvin,  of  Winnipeg,  which  was  read,  at  the  meeting  of  the  Canadian 

Dental  Association  last  spring,  some  good  suggestions  were  made  which 

your  committee  are  seeking  to  carry  out,  but  upon  which  there  is  no 

definite  result  yet  to  report.  One  item  of  particular  interest  was  the 

suggestion  that  some  form  of  international  chart  be  gotten  up,  with 

operations  marked  in  an  international  code,  such  a  chart  to  be  in  the 

possession  of  a  patient  when  away  from  home,  so  that  in  case  of  trouble 

arising  any  good  dentist  in  the  world  would  be  able  to  read  from  the 

chart  what  had  \>rvn  clone  with  different  teeth  in  that  particular  mouth. 

In    forwarding   the    above    mentioned    letter   to    Dr.    McDonagh,    Dr. 

Garvin,    as    secretary    of    the    Canadian     Dental     Association,    wrot< 

follows:      "I    am   end-     i,      D        I'm    Ml      letter,    as   it    was   moved    and 
carried  at   the  Convention  oi  dian   Dental   A  >n   thai   tins 

letter  be  referred  to  tl  i  P.   A.      I  am  also  in  i>iest  the 

C.  O.  P.  A    to  again  acl  ai  the  Educational  Committei  D     i 
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for  the  ensuing  year,  also  I  am  pleased  to  officially  extend  the  many  thanks 

of  the  Canadian  Dental  Association  for  the  magnificent  gift  of  the 

C.  O.  P.  A.  in  connection  with  the  Dental  Research  work  in  Canada." 
The  last  few  lines  of  this  letter  bring  us  to  the  point  where  it  is 

desirable,  possibly,  to  mention  here  the  work  of  your  committee  in  the 

matter  of  encouraging  research  work.  You  will  all,  no  doubt,  recall  a 

circular  which  you  received  in  reference  to  this  matter.  This  circular  was 

mailed  to  every  dentist  in  Canada,  so  far  as  it  was  possible  to  get  ad- 

dresses. Incidentally  here  might  be  mentioned  the  fact  that  considerable 

care  was  exercised  in  obtaining  stationery  for  the  Educational  Committee 

which  would  be  worthy  of  such  an  association,  and  of  which  your  com- 

mittee will  be  pleased  to  have  your  approval.  It  is  hoped  that  the  offer 

of  one  thousand  dollars  by  the  Canadian  Oral  Prophylactic  Association, 

to  be  divided  into  sums  of  five  hundred,  three  hundred  and  two  hundred 

dollars  respectively,  to  encourage  research  work  in  Canada,  will  be  a 

big  step  toward  nation-wide  work  and  study  to  advance  the  science  of 

dentistry.  If  this  move  brings  forth  fruit,  the  Association  will,  no  doubt, 

set  aside  further  sums  from  time  to  time  to  carry  forward  this  idea. 

In  connection  with  this  competition,  your  committee  secured  the 

services  for  a  time  of  a  bright  young  man  to  interview  a  number  of  the 

dentists  in  Toronto  to  get  their  opinions  of  this  move.  His  report  showed 

that  the  matter  is  looked  upon  with  much  favor  by  the  majority  of  those 

consulted. 

The  Canadian  Oral  Prophylactic  Association  presented  a  report 

to  the  Canadian  Dental  Association,  as  the  educational  committee,  of 

that  body,  said  report  being  neatly  printed  in  pamphlet  form  and  showing 

also  a  financial  statement  of  this  Association  since  its  appointment  as  the 

Educational    Committe   of    the    Canadian    Dental    Association. 

The  time  of  this  meeting  will  not  permit  of  a  more  detailed  report, 

but  your  committee  would  be  pleased  to  answer  any  questions  from  the 

members  of  the  Association.  The  incoming  committee  might  find  it 

desirable,  also,  to  receive  suggestions  from  the  members  which  would  be 

of  value  in  the  carrying  on  of  this  association's  educational  campaign. 
All   of  which  is  respectfully  submitted, 

Horace  E.  Eaton,  George  W.  Grieve, 

Chairman.  Secretary. 

VIEWS  OF  PROMINENT  DENTISTS. 

Dr.  G.  F.  Bush.  President's  address,  C.  D.  A.  Convention,  an- 

swering question,  "What  have  we  done  for  the  state?" 

"If  there  is  one  thing  of  which  we,  as  Canadians,  may  be  proud,  it 

is  our  'Canadian  Oral  Prophylactic  Association.'  It  has  indeed  done 

much  in  the  past,  and  it,  and  like  organizations  may  do  much  more  in  the 

future.      Every  effort  should  be  made  to  have  the  mouths  of  the  youth 
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of  our  nation  in  a  sound  and  healthy  condition.  In  answering  the  ques- 

tion, 'What  have  we  done  for  ourselves?'  The  Canadian  Oral  Pro- 
phylactic Association  comes  again  to  the  front  with  a  magnificent  offer 

for  the  encouragement  of  original  research.  Let  us  hope  that  many 

Canadian  dentists  will  in  the  next  two  years  labor  in  this  field,  which  has 

practically  been  left  untouched  by  us  hitherto." 
In  speaking  of  the  Oral  Prophylactic  Association,  perhaps  I  had 

better  mention  that  among  other  works  that  they  are  doing,  they  are 

prepared  this  year  to  make  a  munificent  offer  to  the  Canadian  Dental 

Association,  of  $1,000,   I  believe  I  am  correct,  Dr.  Webster? 

Dr.  Webster:    Yes. 

$1,000  to  be  divided  into  three  prizes  for  the  encouragement  of 

original  research  in  the  Dominion  of  Canada,  and  the  prizes,  I  believe,  are 

to  be  awarded  some  time  at  the  biennial  meetings  of  this  Association. 

I  think  that  is  a  most  munificent  offer  and  is  a  great  move  along  the  right 
line. 

Dr.  Minogue  in  speaking  of  interesting  the  public  in  Oral  Hygiene, 

while  discussing  President's  address  at  C.  D.  A.  Convention,  says: 

''There  is  no  means  that  I  can  see  by  which  this  can  be  more  effectually 
brought  about  than  through  the  Association  which  we  already  have  in  our 

midst,  that  is,  the  Canadian  Oral  Prophylactic  Association.  To  those 

who  conceived  the  idea  and  brought  into  effect  this  Association,  I  think 

is  due  the  gratitude  of  the  citizens  of  this  country.  It  is  a  very  worthy 

object,  and  I  do  not  think  it  has  been  sufficiently  brought  to  the  notice  of 

the  public.  I  might  say  I  do  not  think  the  average  dentist  throughout 

the  country  has  been  approached  sufficiently  to  become  an  active  worker 

in  the  ranks  of  that  Association.  It  seems  to  me  that  alone  is  the  one 

medium  by  which  the  public,  and  incidentally  the  legislators,  can  be 

reached,  and  whereby  they  can  appreciate  the  fact  that  dentistry  offers 

considerable  moral,  physical  and  economic  advantages  to  the  community. 

I  would  like  to  see — perhaps  I  may  be  mistaken,  but  I  would  like  to  see 
a  greater  activity  on  the  part  of  the  members  of  the  Association  to  interest 

and  enlist  the  active  working  of  the  other  members  of  the  profession 

throughout  the  various  provinces.  I  do  not  think  sufficient  efforts  have 

been  made  in  this  direction  at  all.  I  may  be  mistaken,  but  I  don't  think 
they  have.  If  this  work  is  taken  up  and  carried  out  as  it  should  be,  it  is 

a  very  worthy  work  and  we  need  not  have  any  fear  of  the  protective 

measures  that  the  legislature  and  the  public  will   give  us." 

Dr.  MoRAN,  Prince  Albert,  Sask.,  discussing  President's  address, 
at  C.  D.  A. :  I  might  give  you  a  little  experience  I  have  had  in  my  town. 

For  several  years  I  have  been  in  close  touch  with  the  Association  in 

Philadelphia,  of  which  I  am  a  member,  and  I  have  watched  their  work 

along  the  line  of  educating  school   children.      Before   I   left   Philadelphia 
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I  was  well  aware  there  was  a  large  field.  I  kept  in  touch  with  the 

C.  O.  P.  A.  and  knew  they  had  got  the  film,  "Toothache,"  ready  for 

exhibition  purposes.  In  my  town,  which  is  up  here  about  four  degrees 

from  the  pole.  About  a  year  and  a  half  ago,  I  began  talking  the  inspection 

of  children's  teeth  with  some  of  the  trustees  who  were  friends  of  mine, 
and  after  several  meetings  finally  they  decided  to  come  down  and  see 

me,  which  they  did.  They  became  interested,  and  when  I  w3?  able  to 

get  from  the  Canadian  Oral  Prophylactic  Association  this  film,  "Tooth- 

ache,'' they  were  good  enough  to  arrange  for  every  school  child  in  the 
City  of  Prince  Albert  to  attend  and  witness  the  film.  To  begin  with,  I 

arranged  for  a  private  exhibition  by  the  theatre  people  which  was  attended 

by  all  the  trustees,  all  the  ministers,  the  mayor  and  everybody  who  was 

interested  and  had  any  influence  in  the  town,  and  on  Saturday  the  theatre 

people  arranged  to  give  the  afternoon  to  the  school  children.  What  I 

want  to  get  at  is  this.  I  figured  that  the  film,  in  conjunction  with  what 

had  already  been  done  by  the  trustees  and  what  we  should  do  later  on, 

would  start  the  children,  or  at  least  their  parents,  thinking.  This  thing 

just  happened  last  March  and  while  I  have  not  got  the  figures  to  prove 

what  I  say,  I  want  to  say  that  the  result  has  been  wonderful.  Since  the 

display  of  the  film  by  myself,  the  school  trustees  have  taken  a  deeper 

interest  in  it.  Speaking  for  myself,  it  has  worked  wonders  in  the  small 

place  I  am  living.  The  C.  O.  P.  A.  were  good  enough  to  assist  me, 

not  only  in  lending  me  the  film,  but  in  sending  me  literature  which  has 

been  a  great  help  to  me." 

Extract  from  President's  Address  of  New  Brunswick  Dental  Asso- 
ciation.    Dr.  H.  S.  Thompson,  Moncton,  N.  B. 

"We  have  some  of  our  very  best  men  in  our  Dominion  of  Canada 
devoting  their  time  and  ability  in  the  administration  of  the  C.  O.  P.  A., 

an  organization  that  is  doing  a  wonderful  work  in  this  country  of  ours. 

They  are  providing  literature  for  free  distribution  in  the  public  schools, 

charts  for  the  proper  teaching  of  Oral  Hygiene,  and  the  giving  of  lectures, 

w}ien  necessary,  to  the  mothers  and  fathers  on  the  importance  of  this 

great  work,  and  surely  if  this  great  movement  which  seems  to  be  spreading 

all  over  our  country  continues  to  grow  we  must  each  one  individually  feel 

his  responsibility  to  his  neighbor,  and  then  and  then  only  can  we  lay 

claim  to  the  place  among  the  professions  to  which  we  rightfully  belong. 

Dr.  ABBOTT:  As  I  understand  it,  the  Oral  Prophylactic  Associa- 

tion have  donated  $  1 ,000  to  this  Association  for  expenditure  for  educa- 

tional purposes.  I  want  to  move  a  vote  of  thanks  to  the  Association, 

the  Oral  Prophylactic  Association.  I  do  not  know  whether  I  am 

absolutely  right  or  not,  but  I  think  the  Canadian  Oral  Prophylactic  Asso- 

ciation are  simply  a  band  of  zealous  workers  who  have  banded  themselves 
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together  and  have  put  on  the  market  in  a  commercial  way  certain  pre- 
parations for  the  oral  cavity,  and  that  out  of  the  funds  made  from  that 

they  are  donating  it  back  to  the  Canadian  Dental  Association.  As  I 

understand  it,  these  people  could  have  put  this  money  in  their  own  pockets. 

Now,  out  of  their  generosity  they  are  giving  us  this.  I  wish  to  move  a 

vote  of  thanks  to  the  Canadian  Oral  Prophylactic  Association  for  their 

generous  donation. 

Dr.  Frank  Woodbury:  I  take  much  pleasure  in  seconding  that 

motion.  There  has  been  no  more  significant  movement  started  in  Canada 

in  the  interest  of  dentistry  than  that  very  thing.  It  would  have  been 

impossible  for  us  to  have  received  $  1 ,000  in  any  other  way,  and  the 

Oral  Prophylactic  Association  has  been  good  enough  to  act  as  our 

educational  committee.  I  think  it  is  a  most  gracious  act,  and  we  cannot 

say  too  much  or  be  too  thankful  for  this  initial  donation  for  this  purpose. 

I  take  very  much  pleasure  in  seconding  this  motion. 

CHAIRMAN:  Dr.  Abbott  is  quite  right.  The  Oral  Prophylatic 

Association  is,  I  take  it,  just  a  body  of  men  banded  together  for  the 

good  of  the  public  first,  secondly  for  the  good  of  the  profession,  and 

thirdly  and  not  at  all,   for  themselves.      The  motion  is  carried. 

ONTARIO  DENTAL  SOCIETY. 

The  Annual  Convention  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  will  be  held 

in  the  College  Building,  Toronto,  May  10th,  11th  and  12th,  1915. 

The  Program  Committee  has  secured  the  following  essayists  who  will  pre- 

sent several  interesting  papers  illustrated  by  stereopticon  views  and  by 

clinical  demonstrations:  Dr.  W.  E.  Harper,  Chicago — Amalgams;  Dr. 

J.  R.  Callahan,  Cincinatti — Treatment  and  filling  of  root  canals;  Dr.  J.  A. 

Bothwell,  Toronto — Treatment  of  children's  teeth;  Dr.  E.  W.  Paul,  To- 
ronto— Painless  dentistry. 

Dr.  Harper  has  requested  that  members  of  the  Society  bring  about 

thirty  grains  of  the  alloy  which  they  use  as  he  hopes  to  be  able  to  impart 

to  them  some  useful  knowledge  regarding  the  manipulation  of  amalgam. 

Arrangements  are  well  under  way  for  a  series  of  clinics  of  a  very 

superior  order. 

The  manufacturers  and  dental  dealers  will  also  excel  all  previous 

exhibits. 

Reduced  fares  on  the  railroads  have  already  been  secured  on  the  same 

basis  as  in  previous  years.      Mark  the  dates  in  your  appointment  !■<>  >k  now. 
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RESOLUTION  RE  DR.  W.  H.  DOHERTY 

The  members  of  the  Faculty  Council  of  the  School  of  Den
tistry  of 

the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons,  of  Ontario,  hav
e  placed  the 

following    resolution    on    their    records: 

Moved  by   Dr.   W.   E.   Willmott;   Seconded  by   Dr.   G.   G.    H
ume, 

and   Resolved: — 

That  we,  the  members  of  the  Faculty  Council  of  the  S
chool  ot 

Dentistry,  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons,  o
f  Ontario,  at  this 

our  first  meeting,  since  the  lamented  death,  on  Februar
y  17th,  1915, 

at  the  early  age  of  32  years,  of  our  esteemed  colleague,
  W.  H.  Doherty, 

D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  Professor  of  Dental  Anatomy  and  C
omparative  Dental 

Anatomy,  give  expression  to  our  deep  sympathy  with  M
rs.  Doherty  and 

the  little  children  in  their  sudden  and  great  bereavement
. 

That  we  place  on  record  our  high  appreciation  of  the 
 late  Dr. 

Doherty  as  a  Professor  whose  natural  aptitude  for  teach
ing  was  diligently 

cultivated  until  he  had  reached  a  very  high  standard  of  excel
lence  as  an 

educator  and  whose  removal  leaves  a  vacancy  in  the  colleg
e  which  will 

be  difficult  to  fill: — 

As  a  Christian  gentleman  whose  example  may  be  safely  emu
lated  by 

every  student: — 

As  a  good  citizen  interested  in  everything  which  tended  to 
 the  moral 

and  material  well  being  of  our  city,  and  especially  intereste
d  in  the 

physical  well  being  of  the  children  of  our  Public  Schools,  f
or  which  he 

was  for  three  years  Chief  Dental   Inspector: — 

As  a  friend  beloved,  whose  admirable  qualities  of  mind  a
nd  heart, 

purity  of  life  and  unfailing  courtesy  of  manner  have  ende
ared  him  alike 

to  staff  and  students. 

OFFICERS  OF  TORONTO  DENTAL  SOCIETY. 

President,  F.  C.  Husband;  1st  Vice-President,  E.  F.  Arnold;  2n
d 

Vice-President,  Arthur  Ellis;  Treasurer,  J.  E.  Rhind,  2  College  str
eet; 

Secretary,  W.  T.  B.  Amy,  190  Avenue  road;  Auditors,  W.  E.  Wi
llmott 

and   B.   F.   Nicholls. 
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DENTAL  LIBRARIES   AND  MUSEUMS 

In  this  issue  appears  an  article  on  the  library  of  the  Academy  of 

Medicine.  Toronto,  by  its  president,  Dr.  H.  B.  Anderson.  During  the 

same  meeting  at  which  Dr.  Anderson  presented  his  address,  there  were 

several  other  speakers  upon  the  general  question  of  libraries.  The  mere 

possession  of  books  is  not  the  present  view  in  respect  to  libraries.  A 

library  is  of  little  value  if  it  cannot  be  used.  A  steamship  or  an  automo- 

bile is  of  no  value  unless  someone  can  run  it.  A  pile  of  unorganized 

books  is  of  no  value  without  a  means  of  using  them. 

Dr.  George  Locke,  librarian  ol  the  Toronto  Public  Libraries,  said 

it  was  the  purpose  of  the  city  public  library  to  keep  books  of  general 

interest,  but  not  to  keep  books  on  special  Rlbjectt,  ai  law,  medicine,  den 

bstry,  veterinary  science,  etc.  He  expected  these  Ipe  ial  libraries  to  work 

in  conjunction  with  the  public  library,  exchanging  books  and  referring 

applicants  from  one  to  another.  He  also  said  thai  before  a  library 

could  l>e  of  it<  grei  due  it  must  bave,  first,  ogue  of  the  books; 
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second,   an  index  of   authors;   third,   an   index   of  the  subjects;    fourth   a 

librarian. 

A  good  librarian  is  just  as  essential  to  the  value  of  a  library  as  the 

books  are  themselves.  This  is  especially  true  of  professional  libraries. 

If  a  member  of  the  Academy  of  Medicine  of  Toronto  wishes  to  beco
me 

acquainted  with  the  recent  views  upon  any  subject,  the  librarian  will
  not 

only  supply  the  books  and  recent  periodicals  on  the  subject  
but  also 

tabulate  the  references  and  prepare  an  outline  so  that  a  busy  man  may 

get  a  quick  grasp  of  the  question.  This  same  thing  is  done  for 
 applicants 

at   the   public    library. 

It  is  impossible  for  every  dentist  or  physician  to  read  all  the
  literature 

on  his  specialty  and  make  a  living  from  his  practice,  and  ye
t  he  must 

read  enough  to  keep  up  to  date.  To  do  this  someone  must
  make  it  his 

business  to  read  and  prepare  the  literature  for  absorption. 

Dental  societies  of  Ontario  find  it  difficult  to  get  their  me
mbers  to 

prepare  papers  and  discuss  questions  of  dental  practis
e  before  their  meet- 

ings. Dentists  like  others  have  not  the  time  to  read  all  the  literat
ure  on  a 

given  subject,  hence  they  are  a  little  diffident  in  presenti
ng  views  for  fear 

they  may  be  at  variance  with  known  facts.  
Many  dentists  have 

piles  of  magazines  and  even  some  books  on  dentistry,  but
  as  soon  as  they 

are  confronted  with  a  strange  or  new  problem,  they  canno
t  find  what  they 

wish  to  know.  If  each  province  had  a  central  library  
from  Which  books 

could  be  borrowed,  references  looked  up,  and  epito
mes  prepared,  it 

would  do  much  to  improve  the  general  knowledge  of 
 dentistry  and  make 

dentists  better  readers  of  their  own  literature. 

There  is  not  a  good  working  dental  library  in  Can
ada.  The  Royal 

College  of  Dental  Surgeons  has  a  few  hundred  b
ooks  and  magazines,  but 

has  not  a  complete  author  or  subject  index  or
  catalogue  or  a  librarian 

who  can  afford  the  time  to  do  more  than  buy  book
s  and  have  magazines 

bound.  There  is  no  one  who  knows  where  or  how 
 to  find  anything.  It 

is  like  the  ship  or  automobile,  nobody  knows  ho
w  to  run  it.  If  the 

dentists  interested  and  the  Board  of  Directors  got  toget
her  on  this  matter 

the  library  at  the  College  could  be  made  one  of  the
  best  educative  factors 

in  connection  with  the  profession  in  Ontario.  Five  hund
red  dollars  a  year 

and  a  little  self  sacrifice,  would  do  wonders  in  ten  years.
 

We  have  received  for  review  the  following  book
s:  "Principles  and 

Technique  of  Crowns  and  Bridges,"  by  Hovest
adt;  "Ethics  and  Juris- 

prudence for  Dentists,"  by  E.  Noyes;  "Dental  Anatomy,"  by 
 Widdowson. 

The  Dental  Clinic  at  the  Exhibition  Army  Hospital
,  Toronto,  has 

completed  the  work  for  the  second  contingent. 
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FREDERICK  FRANK,  L.D.S 

1  here  passed  away  at  his  home  in  the  Town  or  Orangeville,  in  the 

County  of  Dufferin,  a  few  weeks  before  Christmas,  in  the  person  of 

Frederick  Frank,  one  of  the  early  Licenciates  of  Dental  Surgery  in  this 

Province,  a  pioneer  in  his  profession,  in  which  for  many  years  he  was 

recognized  as  a  very  skilfuf  operator,  a  man  of  the  highest  ideals,  whose 

knowledge  of  the  ethics  and  practice  of  dentistry  was  conceded  by  all 
who  came  in  contact  with  the  man. 

The  late  Frederick  Frank,  L.D.S. 
( )rangevQlet  Ont, 

He  believed  that  hard  work  was  the  panacea  for  many  oi  the  illl  thai 

flesh  was  heir  to.  and  ̂ -Idom  took  a  holiday,  save  to  attend  the  annual 
convention   of   dentists,    where   he  was   a    familiar    figure. 

The  deceased  *  UlfCeful,  and  always  able  to  meet  any  emergent  J 

instantly  that  it  arose.  He  was  a  firm  believer  in  Thoroughness,  which 

he  considered  should   never   be  sacrificed   to  Speed,    however   desirable   the 
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latter  might  be.  This  mental  attitude  was  exemplified  in  all  the  many 

activities  of  his  long  and  useful  life;  the  motto  which  was  ever  kept  fore- 

most being  "Whatever  was  worth  doing,  was  worth  doing  well." 
In  fact  although  seventy  three  years  of  age  at  the  time  of  his  death, 

after  forty-two  years  of  strenuous  professional  life,  besides  finding  time  to 

take  a  keen  interest  in  everything  which  made  for  the  good  of  the  com- 

munity in  which  he  lived  so  long,  he  was  in  his  office  on  the  day  before  he 

was  seized  with  a  paralytic  stroke  from  which  he  never  regained  con- 
sciousness. 

Forty-two  years  is  a  long  time  for  any  dentist  to  engage  in  his 

profession,  which  the  late  Mr.  Frank  always  affirmed  was  so  arduous  and 

exacting  that  it  made  serious  inroads  on  the  vitality,  and  imposed  on  the 

practitioner  the  duty  of  taking  every  care  to  observe  the  rules  of  health. 

The  deceased  not  only  was  an  expert  operator  and  accurate  diagnos- 

tician, but  was  able  to  impart  his  skill  and  knowledge  to  his  many 

students,  several  of  whom  have  obtained  the  highest  diplomas  and  are  of 

outstanding  eminence  in  the  profession  to-day — among  whom  may  be 

mentioned:  Dr.  J.  P.  Marshall,  M.D.S.,  Toronto;  Dr.  W.  A.  Brown- 

lee,  M.D.S.,  Grimsby;  Dr.  J.  H.  Irwin,  Collingwood;  Dr.  A.  H.  Allan, 

M.D.S.,  Paisley. 

Mr.  Frank  occupied  the  same  offices  in  the  Jackson  Block,  Orange- 

ville,  continuously  for  over  35  years,  the  same  being  specially  laid  out 

for  him  when  the  building  was  erected,  and  having  a  southern  exposure, 

abundance  of  natural  light  was  assured,  while  the  general  plan  provided 

every  convenience.  Although  a  pioneer  in  the  dental  profession,  the 

late  Mr.  Frank  realized  that  owing  to  invention  and  research  and  the 

growing  appreciation  of  the  public  of  the  necessity  of  the  care  of  their 

natural  teeth,  it  was  the  duty  of  all  dentists  to  keep  thoroughly  informed 

and  up  to  date,  and  to  this  end  he  was  always  seeking  information,  ready 

to  interchange  ideas  on  any  subject  and  able  to  present  his  own  viewpoint 

with   much   force   and   cogency. 

The  deceased  is  survived  by  his  widow,  the  eldest  daughter  of  the 

late  Charles  J.  Wheelock,  P.L.S.,  whose  name  will  always  be  associated 

with  the  early  history  of  Orangeville  and  the  counties  surrounding,  a  son 

and  daughter,  the  former  is  Dr.  Fred  C.  Frank,  of  Shelburne,  a  graduate 

of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons,  of  Ontario,  and  Miss  Winkona 

Frank,  of  the  University  of  Saskatchewan,  Saskatoon. 

The  late  Mr.  Frank,  who  possessed  splendid  qualities  of  head  and 

heart  lived  up  to  the  highest  traditions,  and  the  best  ideals.  He  was 

recognized  as  a  man  who  scorned  any  mean  or  petty  action  and  was  open 

in  his  denunciation  of  double  dealing,  hypocrisy  and  chicanery.  He  was 

a  worthy  member  of  the  Dental  profession,  who  left  his  impress  on  the 

community  in  which  he  lived  so  long  for  its  moral  and  social  betterment. 

His  memory  will  long  be  cherished  by  his  professional  brethren. 
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SAMUEL  GOWAN,  L.D.S.,  D.  D.  S. 

Dr.  Samuel  Gowan  died  of  typhoid  lever  in  the  General  Hospital, 
Brockville,  March  15th.  1915,  after  an  illness  lasting  seven  weeks.  The 

disease  ran  a  very  mild  course  until  shortly  before  the  end  came. 

The  Brockville  "Record"  says:  "In  the  passing  of  Dr.  Gowan  there 
is  removed  from  the  life  of  Brockville  a  citizen  who  will  be  greatly  missed. 

.Anything  he  urdertook  got  his  boundless  energy  and  enthusiasm.  He  stood 

high  in  the  community  as  a  citizen  of  worth." 

The  late  Samuel  Gowan,   I. .IKS.,  />./ 

I  he  late  Dr.   Gow.wi   \\.i^   born   Dear  (  reemore.   Out.,   41    \<  i      ago. 
His  education  w.»s  received  in  the  public   schools  .it   home  .uul  m   the  Col 

Bngwood   Collegiate    Institute.      He  attended   the   Bradford   Model  School 

and  taught  -(  hool  foi  two  yean  in  the  village  of  Craighurst,  5  mt\ 

He  began  the  study  ol  dentistry  in   IM()(>  and  graduated  Prom  the  R 
College  "i  Dental  5  Foronto,  April,  1902.     Ai  an  ui  luate 

he  assisted  the  late  Dr.  Bra  ckville,  foi  leveral  months.     In  l()<)2  he 

purchased  the  practise  of  Dr.  R.  J.   Kenney,   Brockville,    ind,  in   1 005. 
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he  formed  a  partnership  with  Dr.  H.  A.  Clark,  which  lasted  until  his 
death. 

The  late  Dr.  Gowan  had  exceptional  ability  as  a  dentist,  observant, 

quick  and  resourceful.  His  office  and  that  of  Dr.  Clark  are  models  of 

layout,  convenience,  equipment  and  sanitation.  The  late  Dr.  Gowan 

was  always  cheerful,  affable  and  courteous.  His  partner  said  of  him  that 

he  always  entered  his  office,  whistling,  singing  or  laughing.  His  many 

talents  gained  for  him  many  friends  in  his  profession  and  lasting  gratitude 

from  his  patients.  He  was  a  member  of  the  Canadian  Dental  Association, 

the  Ontario  Dental  Society  and  the  Eastern  Ontario  Dental  Association. 

The  Brockville  Recorder  says:  Ten  years  ago  the  late  Dr.  Gowan 

was  united  in  marriage  to  Miss  Lillian  May,  daughter  of  the  late  Mr. 

Robert  Fitzsimmons.  She  survives  with  three  children,  one  son  and 

two  daughters.  In  coming  to  Brockville  deceased  was  not  long  in  form- 

ing a  favorable  acquaintance  with  a  great  many.  Companionable  to  the 

greatest  degree  and  lovable  of  character,  it  seems  unnecessary  to  say  his 

friends  were  wide  and  devoted.  He  served  three  years  as  member  of  the 

town  council  for  the  south  ward.  Here  his  splendid  business  ability 

manifested  itself  and  the  ratepayers  of  the  ward  and  town  in  general  found 

in  him  a  devoted  servant.  One  year  he  was  chairman  of  the  Board  of 

Works,  to  which  work  he  gave  freely  of  his  time  and  talents.  He  was 

not  to  be  thwarted  in  the  accomplishment  of  whatever  attracted  his 

interest  and  enlisted  his  endeavor,  a  temperament  that  impaired  the  human 

machine  and  brought  to  a  sudden  close  a  life  full  of  purpose. 

The  late  Dr.  Gowan  was  fond  of  good  amateur  sport  as  was  evidenc- 

ed by  his  interest  in  the  Brockville  Rowing  Club,  of  which  he  was  first 

vice-president  this  year.  As  a  lawn  bowler  he  was  an  expert  and  his 

presence  on  the  rinks  was  an  inspiration  to  other  followers  of  this  pastime. 

He  was  also  an  enthusiastic  curler  and  played  in  many  of  the  championship 

matches  in  the  Central  Ontario  Curling  League.  He  was  also  a  member 

and  at  times  an  officer  of  the  Brockville  Club.  The  new  Country  Club 

also  claimed  him  as  a  member  and  being  an  expert  at  golf  he  was  looking 

forward  with  pleasure  to  having  many  a  game  on  the  links  the  coming 

summer.  In  fraternal  circles  he  was  a  member  of  Salem  Lodge,  A.  F. 

&  A.  M.  In  religion  he  was  an  Anglican  and  member  of  St.  Peter's 
church.     Politically  he  was  a  life-long  and  enthusiastic  Liberal. 
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Original  Communications 

EXTRACTS  FROM  A  RECENT  PAPER  ON 

CAST  GOLD  INLAYS 

Marcus  L.  Ward,  D.D.S.,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich. 

I  hat  a  most  beautiful  result  is  possible  in  every  case  is  the  belief  of 

many,  but  the  greater  majority  feel  that  there  is  an  element  of  uncertainty 

connected  with  the  construction  of  about  every  case  they  do.  This  con- 

dition of  uncertainty  which  in  many  cases  is  probably  due  to  nothing  more 

than  faculty  technique  is  exaggerated  oftentimes  by  the  conflicting  opinions 

that  so  often  appear  in  the  current  literature. 

From  the  introduction  of  the  case  inlay  to  the  present  time  there  have 

been  many  who  believe  that  Taggart  has  mastered  the  technique  of  making 

gold  inlays  that  could  not  be  detected  from  the  foil  filling  when  the  two 

were  in  close  proximity.  Unfortunately  it  has  been  difficult  to  get  all  the 

methods  employed  by  the  designer  of  the  process,  and  as  a  result  some 

quite  different  procedures  have  been  designated  as  Taggart's.  I  have  for 
the  use  of  my  students  besides  the  Taggart  machine,  five  centrifugal  ma- 

dunes,  one  compressed  air  machine,  and  one  vacuum  machine,  advising 

a>  hot  a  mould  as  can  be  obtained  without  getting  the  shrinkage  in  the 

investments  that  occur  with  temperatures  upwards  of   1 ,000  degrees  F.  for 

<>n  the   vacuum   appliance;  the  removal  of  the  mould   from  the  flame 

the   investing  material  was  dehydrated  to  the  extent  that  vapor 

could  not  be  seen  rising  from  the  mould,  and  a  piece  of  the  same  wax  that 

in\ested  would  rapidly  disappear  when  placed  upon  the  surface  of  the 

mould,  and  the  cast  made  immediately  when  it  was  to  be  done  on  the  cenhi- 

i  appliance;  md  Irom  this  temperature  to  that  of  the  room  when  u  in 

>he    I  aggart  machine. 

rhete  DMcfainei  have  been  treated  m  devices  foi  delivering  pressure. 

I  he   amount   of   pressure   available   and    that    actually    delivered    upon    the 

gold  has  been  taken  into  consideration  when  using  an)  one  ol  the  type 

machines  mentioned.      I  lie  condition  ol  the  mould  relative  to  the  delivery 

and  maintenance  ot  ten  considered.      I  lie  rapidity  with  which 
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the  pressure  could  be  delivered  with  the  different  types  of  machines,  the 
nature  of  the  casting  to  be  made,  the  size,  location  and  number  of  sprues 
to  be  employed,  the  detail  in  some  castings  that  can  be  sacrificed  to  the 

benefit  of  others,  have  each  been  studied  simultaneously  with  the  delivery 
of  pressure  by  the  machine  and  the  influence  of  the  temperature  of  the  mould 
upon  this  pressure. 

In  no  instance  has  the  writer  advocated  the  cool  mould  for  all  kinds 

of  n>ork,  nor  for  all  types  of  machines.  In  "Cosmos"  for  September,  1 909, 
I  advocated  the  cool  mould  in  discussing  gold  inlays,  but  did  not  anticipate 
at  the  time  of  writing  that  article  (February,  1909)  that  there  would  be 
any  necessity  for  working  out  a  technique  for  use  with  pressure  devices  that 
have  their  efficiency  modified  by  so  many  parts  of  the  technique  necessary 
to  construct  a  cast  inlay,  as  do  some  of  the  present  vacuum  appliances 
now  in  the  market. 

Success,  indeed,  depends  more  upon  a  constancy  and  accuracy  of 
technique  than  upon  the  utilization  of  any  extraordinary  means  of  over- 

coming faults  which  should  not  occur  at  all. 

Instruments. — From  personal  experience  the  writer  has  observed  that 
not  a  large  enough  number  of  the  profession  have  ever  followed  the  teach- 

ings of  Black  and  others  about  outlining  cavities  to  enable  them  to  carve 

a  wax  pattern  to  a  definite  outline,  or  to  finish  the  margins  of  a  cast  gold 
inlay  after  it  has  been  inserted  into  the  cavity.  Neither  has  the  mechanical 
work  on  cavities  for  inlays  been  of  high  enough  order.  Both  the  outline 
of  the  cavity  and  the  degree  of  mechanical  skill  exercised  in  finishing  seem 
to  be  factors  of  first  importance.  There  has  been  a  tendency  on  the  part 
of  many  who  have  formerly  practiced  the  laying  of  cavity  margins  down 
on  areas  that  would  be  cleansed  by  excursions  of  the  food  in  chewing,  to  do 
less  extension  at  the  cervical  margins  for  two  reasons:  first,  because  it  en- 

abled them  in  most  cases  to  prepare  cavities  for  the  inlay  that  had  in- 
clining walls  without  excessive  extension  of  the  occlusal  surface  of  the 

teeth;  and  second,  because  the  present  demand  for  better  oral  hygiene 
seems  to  warrant  it.  There  are  some,  however,  who  advocate  almost,  if 
not  quite,  as  much  cervical  extension  for  the  inlay  as  for  the  foil  and  other 
fillings,  which  means,  according  to  their  teachings  that  the  cervical  portion 
of  proximal  cavities  in  highly  susceptible  cases  is  wider  than  the  occlusal 
portion. 

While  the  writer  has  been,  and  is  now,  a  firm  advocate  of  extension 
into  the  areas  of  relative  immunity,  the  practice  of  trying  to  get  an  accurate 
wax  model  in  all  cases  that  are  found  in  a  large  clinic,  where  the  duration 
of  the  operation  and  comparative  weakness  of  the  finished  operation  seem 
to  exclude  the  possibility  of  inserting  a  gold  foil  filling,  when  there  were 
walls  parallel  to  the  long  axis  of  the  tooth,  or  as  some  advocate  a  cavity 
even  wider  at  the  cervical  than  the  occlusal,  has  resulted  in  such  com- 

paratively poor  results  that  it  has  been  abandoned. 
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The  question  may  well  by  asked,  why  not  do  the  same  extension  for 

the  inlay  as  for  the  ioil  filling?  If  accurate  wax  models  could  be  made 

equally  well  in  both  cases,  and  if  the  contraction  of  gold  in  such  shaped 

castings  was  equally  well  cared  for,  there  would  seem  to  be  no  reason  for 

the  distinction  between  cervical  extension  for  inlays  and  cervical  extension 

for  foil  and  other  fillings.  While  some  claim  that  there  is  little  or  no  neces- 

sity for  the  distinction,  it  appears  that  they  are  in  the  minority,  and  are  in 

reality  trying  to  adapt  the  inlay  to  the  cavity  preparation  previously  used 

for  foil  and  other  fillings.  A  recent  statement  by  one  who  has  been  one 

ol  the  closest  students  of  Dr.  Black's  teachings  seems  to  indicate  a  tendency 
to  take  a  more  rational  view  of  what  has  appeared  to  many  of  the  pro- 

fession's finest  case  gold  inlay  workers  as  an  extreme  of  the  question  of 
cervical  bucco-lingual  extension  of  proximal  cavities.  The  statement  re- 

ferred to  was,  '  [  have  about  decided  that  when  the  case  seems  to  demand 

:.  l. 

wide  bucco-lingual  extension  of  the  proximal  cavities  at  the  cervical  I  will 

accomplish  this  with  something  else  than  the  inlay."  .This  assertion  admits 
the  inability  ol    this  well   known  operator  to  make   -  Id   inlays 

in  cavities  of  the  nature  of  those  mentioned   (see  cut  No.    1),  and  appears 

to  bring  out  the  limitations  of  the  inlay  in  this  respect.      It  is  doubtful,  how- 

ever, that  those  of  the  professional  who  are  most  sincere  in  their  advo 

of   better   hygiene   for   their   patten  allowing   the  question   of 

whatever   an    in  toil    fill  ill    be   inserted    to    be   decided   by   the 

on  in  a  bucco-lingual  direction  thai  seems  to  be 

table      I  Other  hand,  it  would  seem  that  better  hygiene  was  being 

.  of  these  cases  tor  the  format  practice  ol  wide 

ind  likewise  the  cati  gold  in]  iking  the  place  of  the  foil 

filling  in  men}  ol  these 

Since  the  writer  h        i  en  unable  to  lecture  uniformity   accurf 

models  From  ca>  imilar  to  the  one  shown  in  cul  No.    I.  and  itnce  the 
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contraction  of  the  gold  in  cooling  in  compound  
fillings  interferes  to  a 

greater  extent  with  the  walls  of  the  cavity  nearly  par
allel  than  it  does  when 

the  walls  are  somewhat  more  tapered,  he  has  made 
 a  study  of  how  much 

taper  could  be  employed  without  loosing  necessa
ry  retention  form.  Obvi- 

ously in  cavities  of  the  shape  shown  in  Fig.  2,  where  onl
y  inside  dimensions 

of  the  cavity  are  to  be  considered  there  is  little  diffic
ulty. 

In  cavities  in  the  occlusal  surfaces  of  the  bicuspids  a
nd  molars  there 

should  be  little  if  any  trouble  in  getting  a  cast  gold  inl
ay  to  place.  In 

proximo-occlusal  cavities  in  the  same  teeth  there  should 
 be  but  little  trouble. 

In  compound  proximal  cavities,  however,  and  in  casting
  copings,  etc.,  for 

roots  of  teeth,  where  the  casting  nearly  or  quite  surroun
ds  the  object  from 

which  the  wax  pattern  was  made  a  more  difficult  p
roblem  is  presented. 

From  the  beginning  the  compound  inlay  and  the  ca
st  base  crown  have 

been  the  most  difficult  to  construct.     At  least  three  o
f  the  profession's  well 

Fig.  2. 

known  men  have  furnished  evidence  of  this,  one  with  a 
 clinic  on  how  to 

correct  the  cervical  deficiency  in  gold  inlays,  another
  with  articles  and 

cuts  and  a  clinic  to  show  how  to  construct  a  cast  bas
e  crown  by  first 

adapting  to  the  root  and  crown  a  plate  of  24-carat  go
ld.  In  other  words, 

he  is  not  attempting  to  adapt  wax  to  the  end  of  a  root  or
  a  model  of  it 

and  expecting  a  casting  from  this  wax  pattern  to  be  
satisfactory. 

It  has  been  the  experience  of  the  writer,  in  both  pri
vate  practice 

and  in  handling  a  large  clinic,  that  cast  base  crowns,  m
ade  by  methods 

other  than  by  adapting  gold  or  platinum  (preferably  gold)  t
o  the  end  of 

the  root  or  model,  have  been  so  unsatisfactory  that  their
  construction  has 

been  abandoned,  except  as  a  last  resort  in  a  few  badly  bro
ken  down  cases. 

The  question,  then,  of  how  some  men  get  such  beau
tiful  results  as 

were  referred  to  by  Dr.  Capon  without  the  use  of  the  ar
tificial  stone  model 

to  prevent  the  gold  from  contracting,  or  the  expanded  wa
x  pattern  recently 
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suggested  by  Dr.  Price,  may  be  answered  by  the  statement  that  they  do 

not  do  cast  base  crowns  unless  they  have  a  plate  adapted  to  the  end  of  the 

root,  which  method  must  be  considered  as  a  factor,  first,  in  preventing  the 

gold  from  contracting,  and  second,  a  method  that  ensures  the  presence 

of  the  peripheral  margin. 

The  compound  inlay,  with  three  outside  surfaces  to  be  fitted  instead 

of  four,  as  there  is  with  the  cast  base  crown,  has  been  done  by  some  of 

the  profession's  best  technicians  by  pursuing  much  the  same  methods  as 
are  suggested  by  Ottolengui,  without  the  use  of  plate  that  is  suggested  by 

Goslee  for  the  cast  base  crown.  The  fact  that  such  castings  do  not  en- 

tirely encircle  the  object  from  which  the  wax  was  removed  and  permit 

of  a  little  stretching  must  be  remembered. 

Cast  gold  can  be  stretched  when  pressed  over  a  wedge  with  a  force 

of  four  or  five  pounds  when  in  the  shape  of  a  compound  inlay  in  a  thick- 

ness of  not  to  exceed  1  -8  inch.  This  is  an  easy  experiment  to  carry  out 
with  very  ordinary  instruments  for  the  measurements.  If,  however,  the 

compound  inlay  be  made  of  gold  alloyed  with  platinum  or  copper,  or 

some  other  metals,  the  thickness  that  can  be  stretched  is  reduced  in  some 

instances  to  1  -32  of  an  inch,  and  even  less  in  others.  It  should  be  re- 

membered in  this  connection  that  wrhen  once  placed  in  the  cavity  the  com- 
pound inlay  is  not  subjected  to  the  leverage  of  the  wedge  on  the  inlay  some 

distance  from '  the  place  being  stretched,  though  there  is  a  much  larger 
force  than  four  or  five  pounds  placed  upon  the  inlay  in  most  of  such 

cases.  No  such  stretching  of  24-carat  gold  in  proximal,  or  compound 

proximal,  inlays  has  been  observed  after  the  inlay  has  been  placed,  pro- 

viding the  cavity  form  had  a  good  foundation,  and  what  would  be  called 

one  of  Black's  occlusal  extensions,  except  in  a  few  anterior  inlays  that 
have  been  done  in  raising  the  bite  for  men  where  the  conditions  would 

seem  to  excuse  the  insertion  of  gold  inlays  in  the  anterior  part  of  the  mouth. 
I  his  has  led  the  writer  to  believe  that  those  who  are  so  enthusiastic  about 

the  use  of  alloyed  golds  for  making  inlays  are  using  a  cavity  formation 

that  would  not  be  accepted  by  the  students  of  Black's  work,  or  those 
practicing  a  somewhat  tempered  form  of  it. 

We  have  observed  the  stretching  of  these  inlays  in  a  mesio-distal 

direction,  and  to  take  advantage  of  it  in  the  finishing  of  the  inlay  we 

adhere  closely  to  the  beveled  cervical  margin,  so  that  this  thin  part  of  the 

inlay  may  be  burnished  tight  against  the  tooth. 

The  compound  inlay,  then,  that  has  a  short  portion  of  metal  between 

the  proximal  portions  has  a  less  linear  contraction  when  the  gold  cools 

down  than  the  one  that  is  two  or  three  times  as  long,  consequently  such 

an  inlay  will  not  show  the  amount  of  spreading  that  was  referred  to  by 

Dr.  Price  in  his  paper  before  this  society  in  1  908,  and  which  seems  to  be 

accounted  for  by  the  shape  of  his  and  the  other  cavity  previously  referred 

to. 
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The  question  of  tapers  is  one  that  does  not  d
ate  far  from  that  of  the 

origin  of  the  general  use  of  the  inlay  method  o
f  filling  teeth,  and  it  is  not 

to  be  supposed  that  everyone  has  had  this
  feature  of  cavity  preparation 

for  the  inlay  brought  to  their  attention,  as  it  ma
y  be  with  a  set  of  mandrels 

with  varying  tapers.  When  the  writer  first  
began  the  work  with  the  cast 

inlay  he  was  under  the  impression  that  it  was  n
ecessary  that  the  cavity  have 

as  nearly  as  possible  parallel  walls  to  get  
the  greatest  possible  retention, 

leaving  little  for  the  cement  to  do  except  to  pr
event  the  inlay  from  being 

drawn  up  out  of  the  cavity. 

This  led  to  the  study  of  what  was  the  matter
,  and  it  was  found  that 

the  proximo-occlusal  inlays  were  better  in  thi
s  respect  than  the  compound 

proximo-occlusal  ones  were.  This  led  to  the  st
udy  of  why  this  was  true, 

and  it  was  found  that  it  was  because  the  compo
und  inlay  was  spread  out 

in  the  manner  suggested  by  Dr.  Price  in  his  p
aper  before  this  society  in 

1 908,  at  the  cervical  portion. 

The  question  of  how  much  loss  of  retention  there 
 would  be  with  good 

tapers  was  then  undertaken  with  careful  records, 
 and  it  was  found  that, 

if  the  cavity  were  one  that  had  a  normal  heighth 
 from  cervical  to  occlusal, 

and  if  a  good  seating  was  made,  and  the  occlusa
l  portion  was  made  of 

such  width  and  thickness  as  would  be  accepted  by  an
  authority  on  cavity 

preparation  for  other  materials,  tapers  of  25-100
  of  an  inch  per  inch 

could  be  used  without  trouble  from  inlays  being  di
slodged.  The  linear 

distance  of  the  cavity  from  cervical  to  occlusal,  th
e  seating,  and  the 

size  of  the  occlusal,  all  appear  to  have  a  bearing  on
  the  dislodgement  of 

the  inlay  to  as  great,  if  not  greater,  extent  than  the  amo
unt  of  taper  up  to 

25-1  00  or  50-1  00  of  an  inch  per  inch. 

Dr.    Price   says:    "If    the   wax   of    the   pattern,    when   being    f
ormed 

and      cooled,    surrounds    the    tooth     structure,     covering  
  outside    dimen- 

sions,   it    will    be    stretched    as    it    cools,    and    it    would    by    so 
   stretch- 

ing   apparently    correct    part    or    all    of    the    error    of    co
ntraction    from 

cooling;  but  all  waxes  have  elasticity,  and  hence  d
o  not  remain  stretched 

which  introduces   a  new  uncertainty   or  error  to  ch
ange  the   accumulated 

error.     When  the  wax  pattern  is  invested,  its  temper
ature  will  determine 

partly  its  dimensions,  for  on  heating  from  67  deg.  F.  to
   100  deg.  or  to 

130  deg.  F.,  the  wax  will  be  expanded,  and  if  not 
 carried  to  the  soften- 

ing point  at  which  surface  tension  will  distort  it,  or  w
here  the  investment 

will   change  its  shape,  part  or  all  of  the  accumulated
  error  due  to  con- 

traction of  the  wax  may  be  corrected,  and  with  a  certain  definit
e  technique 

to  be  explained  later,  even  an  error  of  expansion  produced.    
 The  ordinary 

technique  will  not  show  the  true  expansion.      Heating  t
he  pattern  to  en- 

large it  will  release  its  elasticity  and  allow  much  distortion. 

"In  the  next  step,  of  heating  the  investment  material,  if  it 
 be  of  the 

best  quality  we  may  have  a  contraction  of  about  one  
per  cent.,  or  if  of 

poor  quality  we  may  have  a  contraction  of  two  pe
r  cent.,  according  to  our 
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manipulation,  and  if  the  investing  compound  is  soft  and  yielding,  it  can  be 

distorted  easily  by  the  pressure  of  the  gold  when  casting,  thus  causing  an 

error  which  is  not  a  uniform  expansion. 

"When  the  molten  gold  is  forced  into  the  investment  its  physical  state 
changes  from  liquid  to  solid,  and  here  we  have  what  has  heretofore  been  an 

entirely  unknown  factor,  but  which  we  will  show  later  to  be  a  very  large 

contraction;  and  again,  on  changing  temperature  from  its  freezing  point  and 

cooling  to  normal  temperature,  it  contracts,  as  the  writer  has  previously 

shown,  over  two  per  cent.  (Items  of  Interest,  May,  1908.)  This  con- 

traction can  be  partially  controlled  by  pressure  on  the  congealing  gold, 

thus  forcing  gold  from  the  sprue,  and  partially  by  holding  the  gold  as  it 

contracts,  i.e.,  by  causing  it  to  surround  a  strong  form,  thus  preventing  the 
normal  contraction. 

"To  work  intelligently  we  must,  therefore,  know  the  behavior  of  the 
materials  used  for  each  step,  and  make  the  unfixed  or  variable  changes 

correct  the  fixed  changes. 

It  seems  unnecessary  to  consider  the  change  in  volume  or  the  elasticity 

of  the  wax  if  it  is  invested  immediately  and  is  transferred  without  change 

of  temperature,  unless  the  pattern  is  to  be  purposely  expanded.  The  aim 

should  be  to  avoid  a  change  in  temperature  that  would  change  the  volume 

of  the  wax  or  release  the  tension  placed  on  it  when  packing  it.  This  seems 

to  be  the  most  valuable  practical  lesson  to  be  drawn  from  the  work  of 

Dr.  Price  on  waxes,  viz.,  invest  it  immediately,  not  allowing  it  to  change 

temperature  from  the  carving  to  the  investing.  By  obtaining  a  glass  of 

water  at  room  temperature  and  using  this  to  cool  and  invest  in,  as  well  as 

chill  the  wax  with,  using  a  good  sized  pellet  of  cotton  for  the  purpose  of 

chilling  the  wax,  the  process  of  carving  and  investing  and  carrying  the 

pattern  to  the  laboratory  may  be  carried  on  without  a  perceptible  change 

of  temperature.  As  to  the  expanding  of  waxes  for  the  purpose  of  enlarg- 

ing the  casting,  it  appears  to  be  an  unsafe  procedure,  except  when  the 

wax  is  of  a  uniform  thickness,  like  it  is  in  a  few  saddles  for  bridgework. 

The  I  aggart  has  the  most  uniform  pressure  of  any  device  that  has  been 

presented,  and  it  permits  of  the  quickest  delivery  of  the  pressure  of  any 

device  yet  offered  to  the  profession.  These  two  features,  and  especially 

the  latter,  permits  of  using  a  cold  mould  without  having  the  gold  solidify 

before  it  has  reached  the  remote  parts  of  the  mould,  which  are  usually 

acute  angles  made  by  the  margins  of  the  wax.  With  a  device  like  most 

of  the  vacuum  appliances  the  application  of  the  pressure  to  the  molten  gold 

is  not  to  be  compared  in  quickness  of  delivery,  which,  with  the  Taggart 

appliance,  is  done  with  a  spat  that  is  so  quick  that  it  is  hardly  visible. 

With  a  recently  designed  centrifugal  appliance  that  has  a  straight  arm 

with  a  shield  to  direct  the  gold  toward  the  mould,  the  pressure  is  deliver- 

ed more  like  that  with  I  aggart  appliance,  though  not  quite  as  quickly  or 

uniformly.     This  device  is  sold  by  the  Patterson-O'Brien  Co.,  of  St.  Paul, 
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Minn.,  and  is  capable  of  doing  very  good  work  if  the  principles  involved 

in  the  delivery  of  pressure  by  the  centrifugal  method  are  taken  into  con- 

sideration. It  is  obvious  that  with  a  vacuum  appliance  a  cold  mould  will 

not  do  for  many  irregular  castings  with  thin  sharp  margins,  for  the  gold  will 

never  reach  such  places  in  the  mould.  With  the  gold  lying  directly  over 

the  sprue,  as  it  does  with  the  Taggart  appliance,  and  with  the  pressure 

applied  with  a  spat  the  gold  can  be  carried  to  the  finest  edges  in  a  mould 

that  is  at  the  freezing  point  of  water,  with  nearly  all  kinds  of  shapes  of 
castings  for  inlays. 

The  possibilities  of  the  two  machines  in  this  respect  are  as  different 

as  can  be  imagined.  The  centrifugal  appliance  referred  to  occupies  a 

middle  ground  in  this  respect.  The  centrifugal  appliances  that  have  an 

arm  with  a  joint  in  that  moves  outward  under  varying  conditions  are  not 

to  be  compared  with  the  one  referred  to  either  in  this  respect.  It  seems, 

therefore,  that  from  the  standpoint  of  the  delivery  of  the  pressure  the  cold 

mould  is  permissible  only  with  the  Taggart  appliance  and  with  the  centri- 

fugal appliance  referred  to,  or  one  of  the  same  type.  Since  more  dehydra- 

tion of  the  investing  material  aids  in  the  passage  of  atmospheric  air  to  the 

vacuum  the  hot  mould  would  seem  to  be  capable  of  aiding  in  the  delivery 

of  the  pressure  with  the  vacuum  appliance.  It  seems  clear  why  those  using 

the  vacuum  appliance  should  use  the  hot  mould,  though  it  does  not  ac- 

count for  the  use  of  the  cold  mould  by  those  using  other  types  of  machines. 

TWO   KINDS  OF   CASTINGS. 

Two  kinds  of  castings  appear  as  a  result  of  the  use  of  low  pressures 

and  small  sprue  formers,  and  high  pressures  and  large  sprue  formers.  The 

former  may  be  known  as  those  that  are  not  always  fed  with  molten  metal, 

depending  upon  the  size,  shape,  etc.,  of  the  filling,  and  the  latter  may  be 

known  as  those  that  are  fed  with  molten  metal.  With  the  former,  fine 

margins  which  often  determine  linear  dimensions,  are  often  dependent  upon 

a  cold  mould  that  will  chill  the  metal  instantly  at  the  margins,  thereby 

bringing  into  operation  surface  tension  which  pulls  the  cooling  metal  from 

the  centre  towards  the  congealed  margins  before  an  appreciable  amount 

of  back  pressure  has  had  time  to  form  from  the  hot  gold. 

With  the  latter  fine  margins  may  be  produced  with  either  a  hot  or 

a  cold  mould,  though  in  the  writer's  hands  there  is  little  comparison  between 
the  castings  made  under  low  pressure  and  the  one  made  under  high  pres- 

sure in  any  investing  material  now  available  in  accuracy  of  fit. 
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SPECIAL  MATERIALS  USED  FOR  CASTS 

IN  VULCANITE  WORK 

J.  H.  Prothero,  D.D.S. 

It  is  a  well-established  fact  that  when  plaster  is  subjected  to  stress,  or 

compressive  force,  the  surface  crystals,  or  those  first  taking  the  load,  crush 

and  break  down,  when  the  stress  passes  the  modulus  of  resistance  of  the 

material. 

It  has  also  been  demonstrated,  that  the  force  ordinarily  exerted  in 

closing  an  overpacked  flask  is  far  in  excess  of  that  which  plaster  can  stand 

without  the  crystals  crushing  and  the  face  of  the  cast  becoming  distorted. 

The  effect  of  such  distortion,  be  it  small  or  great,  on  casts  against  which 

vulcanite  or  celluloid  dentures  are  molded,  is  to  impair,  if  not  altogether 

destroy,  the  adaptation  of  the  dentures  to  the  oral  tissues. 

Two  ways  are  possible  for  lessening  if  not  entirely  overcoming  the 

danger  of  distortion  of  dentures,  due  to  yielding  of  the  plaster  casts  under 

the  influence  of  excessive  pressure,  heat,  and  moisture,  during  vulcanization. 

The  first  of  these  does  not  require  the  use  of  any  special  materials  other 

than  those  commonly  employed  in  the  dental  laboratory.  The  method  of 

technic  differs  in  some  respects  from  that  usually  followed  in  such  proced- 

ures, the  variations  being  noted  under  the  closing  of  flasks,  preparatory  to 

vulcanizing. 

The  second  plan  requires  that  the  cast  be  constructed  of  a  material 

harder  and  more  resistant  to  stress,  and  to  deleterious  influences  in  general, 

than  is  plaster. 

Several  materials,  capable  of  withstanding  much  greater  crushing  strain 

than  plaster,  may  be  made  use  of,  the  properties  of  the  three  most  important 

of  which  will  now  be  considered  in  the  order  of  their  value,  viz.,  oxychloride 

of  magnesium,  Spence's  plaster,  and  tin. 
OXYCHLORIDE    OF    MAGNESIUM. 

Anyone  who  has  attended  the  Annual  Cement  Show  within  the  last 

ten  years  must  have  noticed  the  delicately  wrought,  sometimes  intricate 

pieces  of  mural  decorations  and  interior  finish  in  general  there  exhibited 

under  various  names,  as  pozzuolana,  scagliola,  American  Marble,  etc. 

Several  years  ago  the  idea  occurred  to  the  writer  that  a  material 

similar  to,  or  identical  with,  these  artificial  products,  in  density,  hardness, 

smoothness  of  surface,  and  imperviousness  to  water,  might  be  made  use  of 

in  cast  construction,  and  the  problem  of  denture  warpage  be  solved,  or  at 

least  greatly  reduced. 

An  effort  was  made  to  procure  some  of  the  crude  materials;  this  wai 

impossible,  as  the  exhibitors  were  selling  a  finished  product  and  not  the  sub- 

stance of  which  it  was  composed ;  furthermore,  none  would  reveal  the  form- 

ula, or  give  even  the  slightest  hint  of  the  nature  of  the  materials  involved. 
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Almost  without  exception,  each  one  interrogated  claimed  that  his  particular 

material  was  an  entirely  new  combination  of  substances,  different  in  charac- 

ter from  any  ever  before  produced,  and  although  patentable,  the  necessary 

papers  had  not  been  taken  out,  as  that  would  reveal  to  the  world  the  won- 
derful secret. 

These  statements  were  not  only  confusing,  but  misleading  as  well,  for 

after  a  long  series  of  inquiries  in  various  fields,  it  is  found  that  practically 

all  of  the  artificial  stone  of  the  finer  quality  may  be  classed  among  the 

silicates  or  oxychlorides.  Pozzuolana  is  an  exception  to  this,  as  the  French 

product  consists  of  the  oxides  of  seven  elements  and  water.  The  oxides  of 

silicon,  aluminum,  iron  and  calcium  furnish  90  per  cent,  of  the  bulk,  while 

magnesium,  potassium,  sodium,  and  water  make  up  the  remainder. 

Through  data  furnished  by  the  late  Prof.  Vernon  J.  Hall,  some  experi- 
ments were  made  with  the  oxide  and  chloride  of  magnesium.  The  results, 

however,  were  not  encouraging  for  reasons  not  then  apparent,  but  which 

were  later  disclosed.  To  illustrate:  in  building  operations,  the  commercial 

oxide  and  chloride  are  combined  with  sawdust  for  flooring  purposes,  for  two 

reasons,  first,  because  the  commercial  oxide  is  much  less  expensive  than  the 

chemically  pure  material,  and  second,  because  the  latter  will  not  produce 

as  hard  or  permanent  a  substance  when  set  as  the  commercial  variety. 

Since  the  commercial  products  work  satisfactorily  for  flooring  and  in 

other  industrial  lines,  this  variety  was  used  in  the  experiments  referred  to. 

From  the  first,  difficulties  were  encountered,  due  principally  to  cracking  of 

the  material  in  setting,  and  to  a  very  perceptible  contraction  in  the  mass. 

Cracking  was  later  found  to  be  due  to  the  presence  of  carbondioxide 

in  the  oxide  of  magnesia.  Its  presence  may  be  accounted  for  in  two  ways. 

Magnesium  oxide  is  produced  usually  by  burning  magnesium  carbonate,  just 

as  calcium  oxide  or  lime  is  produced  by  burning  calcium  carbonate.  In 

both  cases  the  carbondioxide  is  driven  off  when  the  process  is  properly  con- 

ducted. Unless  the  calcination  is  thorough  all  of  the  COL,  will  not  be  eli- 

minated. Again,  the  oxide  of  magnesia  may  be  properly  prepared,  but  if 

left  exposed  to  the  air,  it  will  take  up  moisture  and  carbondioxide,  and 

gradually  return  to  the  carbonate.  From  whatever  source  it  may  come, 

its  presence  in  the  oxide  of  magnesia  renders  the  latter  worthless  for  cast 

construction.  The  remedy  consists  in  recalcining  the  mixed  oxide  and 

carbonate  above  a  red  heat,  to  expel  the  C02,  or  if  this  is  not  practicable, 

discard  it  for  a  better  grade  of  material. 

Contraction  in  the  hardened  mass,  noticeable  in  the  space  seen  between 

the  impression  and  cast  when  the  latter  has  hardened,  is  the  result  of  using 

an  under-saturated  solution  of  the  chloride,  the  liquid  with  which  the  pow- 

dered oxide  is  combined.  By  increasing  the  strength  of  the  liquid  to  full 

saturation,  adding  crystal  chloride  until  there  is  a  slight  excess  in  the  bottom 

of  the  stock  vessel,  contraction  can  be  overcome. 
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The  length  of  time  required  for  setting — about  twelve  hours — is  con- 

sidered an  objection  by  some,  but  the  advantages  gained  in  more  perfect 

adaptation  of  the  denture  to  the  oral  tissues  and  in  increased  density  of  the 

vulcanite  far  outweigh  the  disadvantages  mentioned. 

OXYCHLORIDE   OF    MAGNESIA   ADVANTAGES. 

The  principal  advantages  of  oxychloride  of  magnesium  for  casts  in 

vulcanite  work  are  these:  hardness,  density,  smoothness  of  surface  and  an 

extremely  low  expansive  index,  less  than  one-fourth  that  of  the  best  grades 

of  plaster.  It  is  sufficiently  impervious  to  moisture  and  heat  to  maintain  its 

form  without  crushing,  even  under  heavy  pressure.  The  writer  has  vul- 

canized two  baseplates  on  the  same  cast,  both  of  which  showed  satisfactory 

adaptation  to  the  oral  tissues.  At  the  end  of  the  second  vulcanization,  the 

cast,  although  permeated  with  moisture,  was  quite  hard  and  resistant  to 

stress  and  on  evaporation  of  the  moisture  appeared  much  harder  than  casts 

constructed  from  the  best  grades  of  plaster  before  vulcanization. 

Rubber  of  any  shade  vulcanized  in  contact  with  oxychloride  of  mag- 

nesium is  hard,  dense,  elastic,  capable  of  taking  a  high  polish,  and  on  ac- 
count of  the  density  of  the  cast  is  practically  free  from  nodules. 

Partial  dentures  vulcanized  on  casts  of  this  material  show  all  the  char- 

acteristic lines  and  fine  surface  markings  of  the  teeth  and  tissues  against 

which  it  is  molded  as  clearly  as  an  accurate  plaster  impression  can  repro- 

duce them,  because  the  cast  is  not  changed  or  defaced  in  the  slightest  de- 

gree by  manipulative  procedures. 

In  tests  made  for  expansion,  the  greatest  movement  registered,  from  the 

buccal  face  of  one  tuberosity  to  the  corresponding  opposite  surface,  was 

15-10,000  of  an  inch,  against  from  60-10,000  to  100-10,000  of  an 

inch,  in  casts  made  from  the  best  grades  of  plaster. 

Comparative  compression  tests  on  blocks  of  plaster  and  of  magnesium 

compound,  set  over  night,  showed  the  following  result:  size  of  blocks 

1  J/2x1  Yl^Vl  inches;  area  of  plunger,  ̂ /\  inch.  In  the  plaster  blocks,  the 

plunger  began  sinking  into  the  block  at  twenty  pounds,  and  under  con- 

tinued pressure  penetrated  about  '/g  inch,  the  block  breaking  at  100 

pounds. 

The  magnesium  blocks  showed  no  perceptible  compression  up  to  1 ,000 

pounds,  at  which  point  they  suddenly  crushed.  In  one-inch  cubes,  the 

oxychloride  of  magnesium  will  stand  a  crushing  strain  of  nearly  5,000 

pounds,  according  to  Major  Gilmore,  U.S.A. 

MATERIALS    USED    FOR   CAST  CONSTRUCTION. 

The  following  instruction  in  reference  to  procuring  and  handling  the 

magnesium  materials  for  casts  covers  the  essential  points  to  be  kept  in  mind. 

MAGNESIUM   OXIDE. 

There  are  two  varieties  of  magnesium  oxide,  known  as  (lie  lishl  and 
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heav])  oxide.  The  difference,  which  is  one  of  specific  gravity  and  not 

of  chemical  constitution,  is  brought  about  by  the  manner  in  which  the  mag- 

nesite  (MgCCX)  is  burned.  In  "Cements,  Limes,  and  Plasters,
*'  E.  C. 

Eckel  says:  "If  MgC03  be  strongly  heated,  the  effect,  as  with  lime  car- 

bonate, is  to  drive  off  the  CO.,  leaving  the  MgO  as  a  white  solid.  A 

curious  and  technologically  important  phenomenon  connected  with  the  tem
- 

perature employed  is  to  be  noted.  If  the  calcination  is  carried  on  quickly 

at  a  red  heat  the  magnesia  resulting  will  have  a  specific  gravity  of  3.00  to 

3.07,  while  if  the  calcination  is  long  continued  or  carried  on  at  a  higher 

temperature  the  resulting  MgO  will  be  much  denser,  possessing  a  specific 

gravity  of  3.61  to  3.80." 
For  the  construction  of  casts,  the  heavy  oxide  commercially  known  as 

powdered  magnesite,  or  calcined  magnesia,  should  be  employed.  To  pre- 

vent its  return  to  MgCCX,  by  absorbing  CO.  and  moisture  from  the  air,  as 

indicated  by  its  becoming  granular  and  lumpy,  it  should  be  kept  in  air- 

tight containers,  just  as  plaster  must  be  protected  in  damp  climates. 

MAGNESIUM    CHLORIDE. 

Magnesium  chloride  is  a  crystalline,  deliquescent  substance,  havin
g 

much  the  appearance  of  sea  salt.  It  is  obtained  in  several  ways,  a 
 common 

source  being  by  heating  magnesium  ammonium  chloride  (MgCl2  NH4  CI) 

to  about  460  C.     The  ammonium  chloride  volatilizes,  leaving  anhydrous 

MgCl2. 

The  ordinary  commercial  product,  instead  of  the  chemically  pure 

chloride,  is  suitable  for  use  in  cast  construction;  some  of  the  commercial
 

products  occasionally  contain  HS04  as  an  impurity.  When  present,  in  the 

chloride  solution,  it  will  in  time  render  the  hardened  mass  of  oxychloride 

somewhat  soluble  in  water.  The  sulphuric  acid  can  be  eliminated  by 

adding  barium  hydrate  to  the  chloride  solution.  When  the  resulting 

precipitate  barium  sulphate  ceases  to  form,  it  indicates  that  the  acid 

has  been  neutralized.  From  6  per  cent,  to  10  per  cent,  by  weight  of 

the  reagent  compared  with  the  chloride  is  required.  This  method  of 

neutralizing  the  acidity  of  the  magnesium  chloride  solution  is  more  strongly 

indicated  when  the  oxychloride  material  is  to  be  wrought  into  work  of  a 

permanent  character  and  is  not  as  essential  for  vulcanite  casts,  since  the 

latter  are  destroyed  after  vulcanization,  in  removal  from  the  dentures. 

After  two  years  almost  constant  use  of  magnesium  oxychloride,  the  writer 

has  not  found  it  necessary  to  purify  any  commercial  chloride  solution,  but 

has  frequently  been  obliged  to  re-calcine  the  oxide  to  drive  off  the  C02,  as 

previously   mentioned. 

PREPARING  THE  MAGNESIUM  CHLORIDE  SOLUTION. 

In  the  average  dental  practice  but  a  comparatively  small  amount  of 

magnesium  oxychloride  will  be  used  in  the  course  of  a  month,  so  the  pre- 

paration of  a  large  quantity  is  not  advisable.     It  is  a  better  plan  to  make 
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up  one  or  two  quarts  of  the  liquid  chloride,  renewing  the  solution  from  time 

to  time  as  needed.  In  this  way  the  quality  of  the  liquid  can  easily  be  kept 

up  to  standard. 

To  make  the  solution,  put  2  pints  of  water  in  a  clean  2  quart  glass 

bottle,  and  add  the  crystal  chloride  until  complete  saturation  of  the  water 

is  effected.  The  visible  test  of  full  saturation  of  the  water  appears  in  the 

presence  of  undissolved  crystals  of  chloride  in  the  bottom  of  the  vessel. 

A  half-inch  layer  of  crystals  in  the  bottom  of  the  vessel  at  all  times  will 

do  no  harm  and  will  keep  the  solution  fully  saturated.  If  the  crystals  dis- 

appear, add  more  until  the  usual  amount  of  excess  is  restored  and  if  they 

increase,  due  to  evaporation  of  the  water,  add  more  of  the  latter.  After 

full  saturation  of  the  water  has  occurred,  the  liquid  should  not  be  shaken 

up  nor  the  crystals  disturbed  in  decanting  off  a  portion  for  use. 

MANNER  OF  MIXING  THE  OXIDE  WITH  THE  CHLORIDE  SOLUTION. 

Place  a  sufficient  amount  of  the  chloride  solution  to  form  a  cast  in 

the  plaster  bowl  and  sift  in  the  oxide  just  as  plaster  is  manipulated,  stirring 

much  more  vigorously  and  for  a  longer  time  than  when  plaster  is  used. 

Additions  of  the  oxide  are  made  from  time  to  time  and  the  stirring  continued 

until  the  mass  is  sufficiently  thick  to  stand  alone.  This  is  an  extremely 

important  requirement,  for  when  too  thin  the  oxychloride  overflows  the 

bounds  of  the  impression  and  the  cast  cannot  be  built  up  to  proper  form.  ■ 

The  object  in  vigorous  stirring  is  to  eliminate  all  air  that  may  be  in 

the  powdered  magnesite  and  to  coat  every  granule  with  a  film  of  the  liquid. 

The  tendency  of  all  beginners  in  using  this  material  is  to  slight  the  stirring 

and  economize  on  the  powder,  with  the  result  that  although  the  mass 

hardens  well  and  is  smooth,  there  is  an  excess  of  the  chloride  present  and 

the  cast  will  more  readily  fracture  under  stress  than  when  the  material  is 

thickly  mixed.  It  is  also  inclined  to  soften  more  readily  during  vulcan- 
ization. 

TREATMENT    OF    IMPRESSIONS. 

To  get  an  absolutely  smooth  surface  to  a  cast  of  this  material  it  is 

necessary  to  have  a  smooth  surface  to  the  impression.  This  can  best  be 

secured  by  treating  either  plaster  or  modeling  compound  impressions  with 

a  varnish  having  a  sandarar  base.  Gilbert's  Imperial  Varnish  fulfils  the 
requirements  well. 

In  filling  modeling  compound  impressions  with  plaster  the  surfaces 

are  merely  moistened  with  water  to  accelerate  the  flow  of  plaster  over  the 

impressed  area.  With  oxychloride,  although  moisture  on  the  surface  of 

the  impression  would  insure  ease  of  introduction,  its  presence  would 

eventually  deteriorate  the  surface  of  the  cast,  rendering  it  softer  and  less 
resistant   to   stress. 
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Modeling  compound  impressions  are  varnished  because  unless  so 

treated  the  compound  is  at  times  extremely  difficult  to  remove  from  the 

oxychloride  cast. 
FILLING  THE  IMPRESSIONS. 

The  impression  is  filled  with  oxychloride  mixture  in  much  the  same 

manner  as  with  plaster,  with  this  exception:  Since  the  face  of  the  im- 

pression is  dry,  for  reasons  previously  stated,  to  prevent  the  formation  of 

creases  in  the  cast  where  two  or  more  additions  of  the  mixture  may  meet, 

it  is  best  to  apply  each  subsequent  addition  to  an  area  already  covered, 

and  by  vibration  let  the  mass  last  added  settle  down  and  push  the 

margins  of  that  already  adapted  over  the  uncovered  areas  of  the  im- 

pression. 

In  partial  cases  impressions  of  teeth  should  be  filled  with  a  small 

tamper  to  avoid  the  confinement  of  air  in  the  matrix. 

The  mass  of  oxychloride  should  be  built  to  the  proper  form  of  the 

cast,  being  careful  to  avoid  any  excess,  since  when  set,  it  is  very  difficult 

to  cut  with  a  knife.  By  adjusting  a  bead  of  wax  on  the  periphery  of  the 

impression  to  outline  of  the  extreme  outer  lines  of  the  cast  and  building 

the  material  to  this  bead  much  annoyance  will  be  averted  later  on. 

GENERAL  REMARKS. 

Bv  mixing  from  50  to  80  per  cent,  of  clean  sand  with  50  to  20 

per  cent,  of  the  oxide  of  magnesium  a  harder  and  much  more  resistant 

mass  will  result  than  if  the  oxide  and  chloride  alone  are  used. 

By  filling  the  impression  partially  with  oxychloride  mixture  and  in- 

serting a  previously  selected  metal  model  form  (Kerr's),  an  extremely 
small  amount  of  the  material  will  be  required  and  the  peripheral  outline, 

as  well  as  the  depth  of  the  cast,  will  be  kept  within  minimum  limits,  since 

the  oxychloride  need  not  cover  the  metal  form  on  these  surfaces. 

The  material  should  not  be  disturbed  until  thoroughly  hardened  by 

attempting  to  remove  the  impression.  It  usually  requires  about  12  hours 

to  set.  Should  the  mass  have  spread  out  over  the  sides  of  the  impression 

much  more  than  is  desirable  it  may  be  trimmed  peripherally  in  four  or 

five  hours  after  mixing  without  endangering  the  cast. 

Thorp's  applied  Chemistry  has  this  to  say  in  reference  to  the  chemical 

reaction  which  occurs  in  combining  the  oxide  and  chloride  of  magnesium. 

"When  highly  claimed  magnesia  is  treated  with  a  strong  solution  of 

magnesium  chloride  it  dries  in  a  few  hours  to  a  hard  mass  of  oxychloride, 

capable  of  receiving  a  high  polish.  A  sample  prepared  in  this  manner  and 

hardened  by  six  months'  exposure  to  the  air  was  found  to  consist  of  a 

mixture  of  MgCCX  with  a  compound  of  Mg  Cl2  5  Mg  O  1  7  H20.  On 

heating  to  1  80°  C.  it  was  converted  into  Mg  CL  5  Mg  O  6  H20.  By 

prolonged  treatment  with  water  the  whole  of  the  magnesium  chloride  was 

extracted  and  the  compound  2  Mg  O  3  H20  left. 
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"This  residual  hydrate  is  a  compact  solid  as  hard  as  sandstone  and 
possessing  a  brilliant  surface. 

"Magnesia  cement  is  used  very  extensively  as  a  binder  in  connection 
with  briquetting  in  the  manufacture  of  artificial  building  stones,  tiles, 

grindstones,  and  emery  and  polishing  wheels.  Its  binding  quality  is  very 

considerable  and  it  is  very  plastic  and  cheap. 

"A  good  mixture  for  this  suse  consists  of: 

"25  parts  magnesia   (93  Mg  O). 

"25  parts  magnesium  chloride  (45  per  cent,  solution). 
"50  parts  water. 

"About  5  pounds  of  this  mixture  will  serve  to  cement  95  parts  of 
stone,  emery,  etc.  The  resulting  blocks  are  very  solid  and  harden 

thoroughly   in   a   few  hour«." 
(Eckel.      Cements,   Limes,   and   Plasters.) 

HISTORY. 

In  1853  M.  Sorel,  an  eminent  French  chemist,  discovered  that  zinc 

chloride  when  mixed  with  zinc  oxide  formed  a  cement.  This  is  essentially 

the  basis  of  our  oxychloride  of  zinc  cements  to-day,  but  it  was  not  intro- 

duced to  nor  used  by  the  dental  profession  until  many  years  after  its 

discovery. 

Shortly  after  this  discovery  Sorel  found  that  the  chlorides  and  oxides 

of  several  other  metals  possessed  similar  properties. 

The  most  important  and  valuable  combination  he  discovered  was  that 

the  oxide  and  chloride  of  magnesium  united  to  form  a  substance  as  hard 

as  stone.  Further,  that  by  combining  coarsely  crushed  rock,  as  marble, 

granite,  limestone,  etc.,  with  a  small  percentage  of  the  oxychloride  of 

magnesium  the  resulting  mass  would  stand  an  enormous  strain  before 
crushing. 

The  value  of  this  discovery  was  immediately  recognized  and  made 

use  of  in  the  industrial  field  in  the  production  of  artificial  stone  known  as 

Sorel's  stone. 
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A  practical  treatise  on  Coignet-Belon  and  other  artificial  stone.  Q. 
A.  Gillmore,    1871. 

Cements,  Limes,  and  Plaster.     E.  C.  Eckel,     1909. 

I  \  selection  from  Dr.  Prothero'a  book  on  Prosthetic  Dentistry,  and 
pn  aented  t..  the  I  Ion.] 
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ETHICS  AND  JURISPRUDENCE 

Code  of  Ethics  of  the  National  Dental  Association  and  o
f 

the  Toronto  Dental  Society. 

Ethics  and  Jurisprudence  for  Dentists,  by  Edmund  Noyes,  
D.D.S.,  Pro- 

fessor of  Ethics  and  Jurisprudence  in  Northwestern  University  Dental
 

School.  Printed  and  bound  by  Tucker-Kenworthy  Co.,  Ch
icago. 

1915. 

It  is  now  some  years  since  the  author  of  this  book  promi
sed  the  pro- 

fession  a   work   on    dental   ethics   and   jurisprudence.      No   work   on   the 

subject  of  dentistry  can  be  considered  of  greater  value  th
an  one  on  ethics. 

While  young  men  are  at  college  is  the  time  not  only  
to  see  ethical  and 

moral   relations   exemplified   in   the   staff   and   student   body,    but   
 also   to 

have  called  to  their  attention  in  concrete  form  those  principl
es  which  are 

at  the  basis  of  good  citizenship  and  good  living.     All  men  are 
 good  at 

heart,  but,  for  want  of  knowledge  or  because  of  an  excessiv
e  amount  of 

conceit  or  selfishness,  some,  at  times,  do  things  they  would  not  do
  if  they 

knew  better.      Dr.  Noyes'  work  covers  the  essentials  of  ethic
s  and  juris- 

prudence in  a  manner  not  previously  attempted.      From  page  six  we  quote 

in  full  the  oath  taken  by  those  in  the  healing  art  over  2,000  year
s  ago. 

Following  this  we  quote  the  code  of  ethics  of  the  National   D
ental  As- 

sociation, page    155,   and  the  remarks  on  it  in  respect  to   fees,   and  then 

the  full  code  of  ethics  of  the  Toronto   Dental  Society.      With  apolog
ies 

to  the  reader,  we  ask  him  to  read  each  carefully  and  note  the  i
deals  set 

forth  over   2,000  years   ago   and  compare  them  with   those   set   fo
rth  on 

fees,  etc.,  by  the  National  Dental  Association. 

OATH   OF   RESPONSIBILITIES  TAKEN    BY  THOSE   ENTERIN
G  THE 

HEALING  ART. 

"It  was  about  2,300  years  ago  that  the  practicers  of  the  art  of 

healing  began  to  take  an  oath  emphasizing  the  responsibilities  
which  the 

nobility  and  holiness  of  that  art  imposed  upon  them.  Hippocrates,  
for- 

ever to  be  revered,  gave  the  oath  his  name.  When  a  Greek  physician 

took  the  Hippocratic  oath,  and  when  the  graduate  of  a  modern  
medical 

school  takes  it,  the  act  is  one  not  only  of  obligation  for  himself  but  
of 

recognition  for  a  great  benefactor  of  mankind. 

"Here  follows  the  Hippocratic  oath  in  its  essential  parts: 

M  4I  swear  by  Apollo,  the  physician,  and  by  /Esculapius,  that  I  will 

reckon  him  who  taught  me  this  art  equally  dear  to  me  as  my  parents,  to 

share  my  substance  with  him  and  relieve  his  necessities  if  required,  to  look 

on  his  offspring  in  the  same  footing  as  my  brothers,  and  to  teach  them 

this  art  if  they  shall  wish  to  learn  it.  I  will  follow  the  system  of  regimen 

which,  according  to  my  judgment,  I  consider  for  the  benefit  of  my  patients 
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and  abstain  from  whatever  is  deleterious.      I  will  give  no  deadly  medicine 

to   any   one   if   asked,    nor    suggest    any   such   counsel.      With   purity    and 

with    holiness    I   will    pass   my   life    and   practice   my   art.      Into   whatever 

houses   I   enter   I   will   go   into   them   for   the  benefit  of   the   sick   and   will 

abstain   from  every  voluntary  act  of  mischief  and  corruption.      Whatever, 

n  connection  with  my  professional   practice  or  not   in   connection  with  it, 

I  hear  or  see  in  the  life  of  men  which  ought  not  to  be  spoken  of  abroad, 

I  will  not  divulge,  as  reckoning  that  all  such  should  be  kept  secret." 
ON    FEES    (BY    NATIONAL    DENTAL    ASSOCIATION.) 

"The  ethical   requirements   in   respect   to   fees  so   far   as   stated   in   the 
code  of  ethics  of  the  National  Dental  Association  are  found  in  Article  II, 

section  4,  as  follows:      'When  general  rules  have  been  adopted  by  mem- 
bers of  the  profession  practicing  in  the  same  localities  in  relation  to  fees, 

it   is   unprolessional   and   dishonorable   to   depart    from   those   rules,   except 

when  variation  of  circumstances  requires  it.     And  it  is  ever  to  be  regarded 

as   unprofessional   to  warrant   operations   as   an   inducement   to   patronage.' 

"No   maximum   fee  bill   should  ever  be   adopted   by   any   society,   but 
1   am  convinced  that  in  many   localities   the  incomes  of  all   dentists  could 

be  somewhat  increased  and,  what  is  of  much  more  importance,  the  average 

excellence  of  operations  would  be  raised,  by  an  agreement  among  all  the 

dentists  in  the  town  or  neighborhood  upon  a  minimum  scale  of  fees  con- 

siderably higher  than  the  average  fees  the  men  are  getting  now.     It  seems 

pretty  evident  that  in  many  places  men  are  getting  incomes  too  small  for 

their   education   and   their   abilities,   and   in   order   to   get   these  inadequate 

incomes  they  are  obliged  to  hurry  through  too  many  operations  in  a  day 

to  have  it  possible  to  make  them  as  well  as  they  should.      If  the  standard 

of    average    excellence    of    dental    operations    in    any    community    can    be 

raised  it  would  be  worth   far  more  to  that  community  than  the  increased 

amount  of  money  they  will  have  to  pay  for  them.      No  minimum  fee  bill 

should  prevent  any  man  from  doing  charity  work  for  needy  persons  to  the 

extent  that   he  can  afford   and  is  willing,   as  occasion   may   rise,   but   it   is 

right  to  exercise  some  care  not  to  be  imposed  upon  by  persons  not  really 

needy.       It    is    rather    mortifying    to    find",    after    cutting   a    bill    heavily    to 
me  one  you  supposed  to  be  needy,  that  they  have  been  around  to  half 

a  dozen  offices  to  find  out  who  they  could  get  down  to  the  lowest  figure. 

One  remedy   for  'shopping'  is  for  every  dentist  to  charge  such  a   fee   for 
examinations   and  consultations  that  such  people  will   be  unwilling  to  pay 

it  to  half  a  dozen  different  men.      Your  standard  of   fees  should   be  high 

enough  so  that  when  you  are  busy  in  a  fairly  good  practice   (good  in  the 

number   of    patients),    you    can    take   time   enough    for   each    operation    to 

do   it    the   best   you   are   able   to,    and   can    have   a    reasonable    amount   of 

t  me  for  charity  work,  enough  to  keep  your  office  in  first-class  shape,  wc'l 
furnished    and   cared,    above    all    things    clean,    and    equipped    with    every- 

thing needful  for  the  most  perfect  operations  and  the  moM  efficient  service, 
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provide  for  your  family  in  at  least  moderate  comfort,  educate  your  rL 

dren,  give  something  to  a  few  of  the  calls  for  charity  and  philanthropy, 

and  provide  for  your  old  age. 

PRINCIPLES  OF   DENTAL  ETHICS  OF   THE  TORONTO  DENTAL  SOCIETY. 

Article  I. — The  Dentist's  Duty  to  the  Public. 

Sec.  1 . — The  dentist  should  be  thoroughly  upright  and  honorable  in 

every  relation  of  his  practice.  This  shall  embrace  the  professional  relation- 

ship with  the  public  and  with  his  confreres. 

Sec.  2. — The  dentist  should  make  it  his  professional  duty  to  honestly 

and  conscientiously  advise  all  his  patients  as  to  what  service  shall  best 

contribute  to  their  comfort  and  welfare. 

Sec.  3. — Inasmuch  as  the  patients  are  not  usually  in  a  position  to 

judiciously  or  intelligently  suggest  what  shall  be  done,  the  dentist  should 

in  all  honesty  advise  the  course  of  treatment  to  be  pursued  and  kindly  but 

firmly  insist  on  doing  only  such  operations  as  he  in  his  wider  education 

and  expert  knowledge  and  training  feels  will  best  contribute  to  the  patients* 
good.  These  observations  are  the  more  sacred  because  generally  the  only 

tribune  to  adjudge  penalties  for  unkindness,  carelessness  or  neglect  is 

one's  own  conscience. 

Sec.  4. — Patients  in  presenting  themselves  for  professional  advice  and 

treatment  pay  the  operator  the  highest  possible  compliment  as  to  his  skill 

and  their  implicit  confidence  in  his  integrity,  and  it  should  be  the  duty 

of  the  dentist  to  ever  keep  himself  in  such  a  healthy  and  cleanly  condi- 

tion, both  mentally  and  physically,  as  shall  enable  him  to  offer  to  his 

patients  his  very  best  services,   and  thus  merit  their  confidence  and  trust. 

Article  II. — The  Dentists    Obligation  to  Each  Other  and  to  the 

Profession  at  Large. 

Sec.  /. — Every  profession  should  be  possessed  of  a  peculiar  dignity. 

Everyone  on  entering  the  profession,  and  thereby  becoming  entitled  to 

full  professional  fellowship,  incurs  an  obligation  to  uphold  its  dignity  and 

honor,  and  to  exalt  its  standing,  and  to  extend  the  bounds  of  its  useful- 

ness. It  should,  therefore,  be  the  duty  of  every  dentist  to  give  his  pro- 

fession every  possible  dignity,  by  making  his  life  the  embodiment  of 

uprightness  and  integrity. 

Sec.  2. — He  should  ever  be  ready  to  extend  to  his  professional 

brother  every  encouragement  and  helpfulness.  His  conduct  toward  his 

confreres  should  be  such  as  he  would  wish  to  have  reciprocated.  He 

must,  so  long  as  he  is  justified  in  so  doing,  uphold  before  the  public  the 

name,  reputation  and  professional  skill  of  his  brother  in  practice,  and 

under  no  circumstances  should  he  seek  to  take  advantage  of,  or  cast 

suspicion  upon,  his  confrere's  skill  or  integrity  by  word  or  deed. 
Sec.  3. — The  dental  profession,  after  many  years  of  uncertain  stand- 

ing  among   the   learned   professions,   has,    through   painstaking   efforts   and 
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careful  conduct  of  many  of  its  members,  given  itself  a  praiseworthy  place 

in  professional  life.  It  shall,  therefore,  be  the  duty  of  the  dentist  so  to 

govern  his  conduct,  and  to  so  present  his  profession  to  the  public,  that 

he  shall  enhance  the  position  it  has  attained  among  other  professions.  To 

this  end  he  should  at  all  times  keep  in  mind  what  makes  a  profession,  in 

what  way  it  differs  from  commercial  life,  and  guard  carefully  the  prestige 

the  dental  profession  has  attained,  by  committing  no  offences  against  its 

good  name,  such  as  making  use  of  untruthful  or  purely  commercial-like 

advertisements,  which  may  in  any  way  reflect  upon  our  professional 

standing. 

I   herewith  subscribe  to  the   above  principles, 

with  the  avowed  intention  of  sustaining  them  both  in  letter  and  spirit,  and 

shall,  should  I  be  deemed  by  the  Executive  of  the  Toronto  Dental  Society 

guilty  of  violating  these  principles,  be  content  to  have  all  my  privileges 

in,  or  claims  upon,  the  Toronto  Dental  Society  forfeited,  until  reinstated 

by  unanimous  vote  of  those  present  at  a  regular  meeting  of  the  Executive. 

REMARKS  ON  THE   NATIONAL  CODE  OF   ETHICS  AND   THE 

QUESTION   OF   FEES. 

The  committee  of  the  Toronto  Dental  Society  which  drew  up  its 

code  of  ethics  had  before  it  the  code  of  ethics  of  the  American  Medical 

Association,  the  National  Dental  Association,  and  the  Canadian  Dental 

Association,  besides  many  others.  Most  of  these  seemed  to  have  either  too 

much  or  not  enough.  It  was  believed  that  dentists  had  a  fair  knowledge  of 

the  moral  law  and  some  conscientiousness  of  modesty,  hence  commands  and 

prohibitions    were    left    out   and    only    principles   put    in. 

It  was  agreed  that  advertising  by  a  dentist  was  not  illegal,  nor 

immoral,  provided  the  advertisements  told  the  truth.  This  was  held  to 

be  a  matter  of  decency.  Since  the  service  a  dentist  renders  is  a  personal 

attainment,  partly  inherited  and  partly  acquired  by  personal  effort,  it  is 

not  good  taste,  nor  a  sign  of  good  breeding,  to  flaunt  before  the  public 

one's  own  personal  attainments.  There  would  seem  to  be  less  vulgarity 
in  advertising  the  skill  of  another,  and  even  this  is  somewhat  indelicate. 

Hence  there  was  no  mention  of  the  size  of  door  plate,  or  the  color  of 
the  ink  to  be  used  in  letterheads. 

The  National  Dental  Association  code  says:  "When  general  rules 
have  been  adopted  by  members  of  the  profession  practicing  in  the  same 

locality  in  relation  to  fees,  it  is  dishonorable  to  depart  from  those 

rules.  ..."  It  would  be  dishonorable,  perhaps,  to  depart  from  a 
contract,  but  what  honorable  man  would  make  such  a  contract,  having 

taken  the  oath  quoted,  which  is  now  2,000  years  old?  In  every  State 

in  the  Union  and  in  every  part  of  Canada  it  has  been  held  that  such 

contracts  are  illegal  and  not  in  the  best  interests  of  the  people.  Then  the 

author,  in  commenting  on  this,  goes  one  further  and  says:      "No  maximum 
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fee  bill  should  ever  be  adopted  .  .  .  but  a  minimum  scale  of  fe
es 

higher  than  the  average  now  received  should  be  adopted."  It  is  not  a 
violation  of  the  code  of  ethics,  no  matter  how  much  is  collected,  but  it 

is  if  too  little  is  collected.  There  is  something  far  more  in  this  subject 

than  large  fees  being  all  right  and  small  ones  all  wrong.  Let  me  give 

an  example.  A  few  years  ago  it  was  held  by  some  Hamilton,  Ontario, 

dentists  that  they  could  not  get  any  larger  fees  for  their  services  than 

they  were  getting.  Their  patients  wouldn't  pay  any  more.  One  dentist 

undertook  to  show  the  fallacy  of  their  arguments,  by  trying  to  get  a 

large  fee  from  a  farmer,  a  class  of  people  used  as  examples  of  closeness 

in  dental  fees.  This  farmer  had  brought  to  the  city  a  load  of  wheat, 

about  thirty-five  bushels,  for  which  he  received  about  thirty  dollars,  and 

wished  to  have  his  "teeth  cleaned."  He  consulted  the  dentist  in  question, 

who  at  once  began  to  set  forth  his  skill  and  attainments  to, the  patient 

and  the  great  service  he  could  render  to  him  by  cleaning  his  teeth.  Every 

dentist  knows  what  might  be  truthfully  said  to  make  an  impression.  It 

was  agreed  that  the  teeth  should  be  cleaned  for  eight  dollars  and  that 

it  should  be  done  several  times  a  year.  The  operation  was  done,  using 

brush  wheels  and  pumice. 

The  dentist  proved  he  could  collect  eight  dollars  for  what  most  of 

the  dentists  had  been  charging  fifty  cents  and  not  spend  any  more  time 

at  it  than  they  had.  Was  this  transaction  honest?  Did  this  man  receive 

eight  dollars'  worth  of  service  to  him  at  his  measure  of  the  value  of 

that  eight  dollars?  Think  of  the  days  of  labor  and  the  investment  the 

farmer  had  made  to  produce  the  eight  dollars! 

This  very  kind  of  ethics  has  induced  a  number  of  dentists  in  Ontario 

to  sign  an  agreement,  and  to  charge  certain  fees  for  certain  operations. 

All  of  which  is  commercialism  debauched  and  contrary  to  both  the  civil 

and  moral  law.  It  is  worse  than  a  corner  on  wheat  for  the  avowed 

purpose  of  starving  the  poor  to  death  because  they  were  known  not  to 

have  enough  money  to  protect  themselves. 

The  value  of  a  service  must  be  judged  by  the  man  who  pays  for  the 

service,  not  by  the  dentist  who  computes  it  by  the  cost  of  the  service  to 

himself.  The  only  way  a  dentist  can  control  the  cost  of  a  service 

to  the  public  is  by  not  needing  to  give  the  service  to  make  a  living,  or 

by  artificially  controlling  the  number  of  dentists  who  need  to  make  a  living 

out  of  the  sale  of  their  services.  We  have  done  the  latter  wherever 

there  is  a  dental  law  prohibiting  anyone  from  practicing.  When  dentists 

begin  to  advocate  fees  out  of  proportion  to  their  value  to  those  who  need 

them,  when  compared  with  all  other  necessities  of  life,  then  the  Legislature 

should  step  in.  This  does  not  mean  that  dentists'  fees  are  now  too  high, 
but  it  does  mean   that  there  is   an  ethical   side  of   the  question  which   is 

too  frequently  forgotten. 
A.  E.  Webster. 
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A  NEW  METHOD  OF  USING  NOVOCAINE 

FOR  DESENSITIZING  DENTINE 

Emery  C.  Jones,  D.D.S.,  New  Westminster,  B.C. 

For  the  past  two  and  a  half  years  I  have  used  the  following  method 

of  desensitizing  dentine  for  all  severe  dental  operations,  with  invariable 

success.  For  preparing  sensitive  gum  cavities,  for  desensitizing  children's 
teeth,  for  grinding  vital  abutments,  for  inlays  or  crowns,  and  for  re- 

moving pulps,  whether  normal,  inflamed  or  degenerated.  I  find  novocaine- 

suprarenin  solution  invaluable.  In  our  office  its  use  is  far  past  the  ex- 
perimental stage,  for  we  have  used  it  during  the  past  two  years  in  over 

three  thousand  operations  without  the  slightest  permanent  injury  to  tissue 

and  with  an  infinite  saving  of  pain  to  the  patient  and  of  nervous  energy  to 

the  operator. 

I  do  net  claim  the  method  which  I  prefer  to  call  Intraosseous  injection 

is  original,  or  new  to  all  of  ycu,  but  I  do  believe  that  the  technique  of 

administration  among  many  who  have  tried  it  has  been  so  faulty  as  to 

prevent  the  obtaining  of  uniform  results.  For  this  reason  I  venture  to 

describe  the  technique  in  detail  with  the  hope  that  more  dentists  may  use 

novocaine  as  successfully  as  we  have  in  the  West. 

The  instruments  required  include  the  ordinary  hypodermic  syringe  with 

curved  or  straight  needle  with  %  inch  point,  a  graduated  porcelain  novo- 

caine cup  (manufactured  by  the  Farbwaerke,  Hoechst  Co.,  New 

York,)  or  the  hollow  glass  stopper  from  an  Aschers  enamel  bottle 

will  do,  a  smallest  size  round  bur  for  straight  handpiece — some  prefer  a 

butyl-rock  drill.  Great  care  must  be  taken  for  proper  sterilization  of  all 

of  the  instruments  and  receptacles.  Perhaps  the  best  method  is  to  boil 

them  and  then  place  in  a  jar  of  absolute  alcohol.  For  this  purpose  a 

medium  sized  dessicating  jar  or  a  specimen  jar  is  very  convenient.  In  the 

bottom  of  the  jar  is  placed  a  small  bag  of  copper  sulphate  annealed  to 

white  pewder,  and  above  this  a  metal  rack  holding  the  instruments,  which  are 

covered  with  absolute  alcohol.  The  annealed  copper  sulphate  will  absorb 

any  moisture  introduced  on  the  instruments  and  keep  them  anhydrous  until 

ulphate  becomes  blue.  '   Remove  the  instruments   for  use  with  a  pair 

en!e  pliers  to  sterile  napkin.  In  the  porcelain  cup  dissolve  one-half 
of  a  C  tablet  or  one  F  tablet  of  novocame  suprarenin  (manufactured  by 

The  Sarcharin  Corporation,  London,  EC.)  in  ten  minims  of  boiled  dis- 
tilled water.  (Any  form  of  novocaine  suprarenin  solution  containing 

2  per  cent.,  solution  of  novocaine  with  .000,05  gram  of  I  c.c.  of  suprarenin 

solution  will  do  as  well.)      Load  the  syringe. 

Sterilize   the   field   of  operation   by   cleansing  with   alcohol,   then   swab- 
bing twice  with  a  5  per  cent,  tincture  of  iodine. 
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If  the  patient  dreads  the  first  prick  of  the  needle,  lea
ve  a  pledget  of 

cotton  with  20  per  cent,  novocaine  against  the  gum 
 for  ten  minutes  previous 

to  the  operation. 

Prick  the  mucosa  well  down  toward  the  point  of  t
he  V-shaped  inter- 

proximal space  on  the  buccal  or  labial  and  make  a  superficial 
 injection  of 

two  minims.     Then  with  the  round  bur  in  engine  enter
  the  mucous  mem- 

brane through  the  opening  previously  made  with  the  need
le,  puncture  the 

dense  cortical  layer  and  drill  well  up  into  the  spongio
se  or  richly  canalicu- 

lated  part  of  the  process.     Be  sure  that  the  drill  in 
 the  process  is  about 

parallel  with  the  long  axis  of  the  tooth,  though  slight
ly  pointed  lingually 

is  preferable.     Drill  sufficiently  deep  that  the  broadenin
g  shoulder  of  the 

drill  begins  to  impinge  on  the  mucous  membrane.     Remo
ve  drill  and  insert 

needle,  holding  shoulder  of  needle  gently  against  the 
 mucosa  to  prevent 

escape  of  the  anaesthetic.     Inject  with  some  pressure  tw
o  to  four  minims. 

Hold  syringe  in  place  for  one  minute  to  prevent  leakage. 
    Remove  needle 

and  begin  the  dental  operation  at  once.      Usually  I  prefe
r  to  inject  the 

distal    interproximal    space,    but   in   operating   on   two   teeth,  
  an    injection 

between  them  is  usually  sufficient.     Occasionally  in  child
ren  one  applica- 

tion in  the  superior  molar  region  will   anaesthetize  all  the  sup
erior  teeth 

to  the  median  line.     The  anaesthesia  will  last  from  one-hal
f  to  one  hour. 

If  desired,  the  pulp  can  be  removed  without  the  slightest  pa
in  immediately 

after  the  injection.      After  removing  the  pulp,   delay   for   a   few 
  minutes 

until  the  hemorrhage  has  ceased.     Where  the  apical   foramen 
 is  large, 

cauterize  the  apical  soft  tissue  with  phenc4  or  trichloracetic  
 and  fill  the 

canal  in  all  cases  at  the  first  sitting.      In  conclusion  I  wish  to  ment
ion  a 

few  cautions. 

Discolored  suprarenin  or  discolored  novocaine-suprarenin  tablets  shou
ld 

never  be  used. 

Slightly  annealing  the  engine  bur  will  help  to  prevent  the  poss
ibility 

of  breaking  the  point  off  in  the  process. 

If  infection  were  introduced  into  the  process,  trouble  might  follow,  b
ut 

if  proper  care  is  taken,  the  soreness  as  a  result  of  the  puncture  is
  very 

slight. 

During  or  immediately  following  the  injection  the  patient  oc
casionally 

displays  slight  faintness,  pallor,  increase  in  pulse  beat  and  slight  dif
ficulty 

in  respiration.  These  symptoms  seldom  last  more  than  a  minut
e,  and  a 

word  of  confidence  from  the  operator  is  sufficient  to  allay  any  fears
.  These 

slight  toxic  symtoms  are  due  to  the  suprarenin,  not  the  novoca
ine.  Mild 

toxic  conditions  may  be  met  by  administering  internally  by  the  mouth  6 
 or 

7  drops  of  camphorated  validol  in  water,  while  severe  symptom
s  would 

indicate  hypodermic  injection  of  oil  of  camphor,  inhalation  of  amy
l  nitrite, 

etc.  I  have  never  yet  seen  any  toxic  symptoms  that  did  not  pass  away 

without  treatment  in  less  than  a  minute. 
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In  a  few  cases  the  interosseous  infiltration  method  is  less  indicated 

than  that  of  conductive  anaesthesia  or  nerve  blocking.  But,  as  this  method 

is  fully  described  in  recent  text  books,  I  will  not  further  mention  it,  except 

to  say  that  every  dentist  should  carefully  read  the  recent  translations  of 

Fischer  and  Schlesinger  on  Local  Anaesthesia,  also  an  American  publica- 

tion on  the  same  subject  by  Thoma,  of  the  Harvard  School. 

METHODS  OF  PRACTICE  IN  PROSTHETIC 

DENTISTRY 

Irwin  H.  Ante,  D.D.S. 

Demonstrator  Prosthetic   Dept.   R.C.D.S. 

Constructing  a  Trial  Plate. — I  have  found  Spence's  Compound  very 
useful  in  constructing  a  trial  plate  out  of  tinfoil.  After  securing  a 

Spence's  Compound  model,  swage  a  piece  of  No.  6  tin  foil  upon  the 
model  or  paint  it  with  a  solution  of  chloroform,  rubber  and  pulverized 

alumina,  as  is  recommended  bv  Dr.  Spence  to  prevent  the  vulcanite  adher- 
ing to  the  model.  Now  swage  two  pieces  of  34  gauge  tin  foil  upon  the 

model  with  soft  rubber  blocks  in  Ashe's  press.  Remove  from  the  press 
and  trim  the  tin  to  the  proper  outline,  trimming  the  upper  or  second  piece 

about  one  quarter  of  an  inch  smaller  all  round.  Separate  the  two  pieces 

and  turn  the  top  piece  over  and  smear  the  surface  with  a  sticky  wax. 

(A  good  sticky  wax  can  be  made  of  one  ounce  of  resin,  half  a  teaspoon- 
ful  of  Venice  turpentine  and  a  half  ounce  of  bees  wax,  melt  in  order  given.) 

While  the  wax  is  soft,  place  the  tin  back  upon  the  first  piece  on  the  model 

and  press  to  place  with  the  fingers.  If  you  wish  to  produce  rugae,  separate 

the  top  piece  from  the  first,  place  it  upon  a  plaster  or  metal  cast  having 

well  defined  rugae  and  burnish  the  rugae  into  the  foil.  Remove  the  foil, 

turn  it  over  and  fill  the  impression  of  the  rugae  with  sticky  wax,  also 

smear  the  remaining  surface,  replace  on  the  model  and  press  to  place,  then 

replace  all  in  Ashe's  press  and  exert  a  light  pressure.  Remove  the  tin 
base  from  the  model  and  seal  the  edges  with  wax  and  build  up  the  wax 

biting  block  and  use  as  trial  plate  the  same  as  usual.  Remove  the  tin  trial 

plate  from  the  model  when  you  separate  the  flask  to  boil  out  the  wax 

before  packing.  The  advantages  of  a  tin  trial  plate  are  1st: — It  does  not 

distort  if  reasonable  pressure  is  applied.  2nd,  An  easy  way  of  produc- 

ing or  reproducing  the  rugae.  3rd,  It  produces  a  uniform  thickness  in 

the  arch  of  the  finished  denture.  4th,  Gives  better  adhesion  in  the  mouth 

than  wax  for  a  trial  plate.  5th,  The  fit  of  the  base  in  the  mouth  can  be 

\erified.  6th,  The  effect  in  the  mouth  is  more  pleasant.  The  object  of 

using   two   pieces   of    metal    instead   of    one    is,    two   pieces    stuck    together 
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are  more  rigid.  Rugae  can  be  produced  in  the  second  piece  without 
altering  the  adaptation  of  the  first  and  the  wax  can  be  flown  between  the 

'  two  to  give  desired  thickness.  The  Canada  Metal  Company  will  roll  out 
tin  to  any  thickness  or  size  for  you  or  you  can  secure  same  from  the  supply 
houses. 

A  good  crown  and  bridge  investment  compound  can  be  made  of  one 

part  of  Spence's  Compound,  ore  part  of  fine  sand  and  two  parts  plaster. 
Inlay — 

Portland  Cement  1  ;  sand  or  silex  1 ,  plaster  1 . 

Crown  and  Bridge — 

Plaster  4,  Portland  Cement  2,  sand  2,  pumice  3. 

Tin  Finished  Vulcanite. — Tin  foiling  vulcanise  dentures  is  by  no  means 
new.  Most  men  think  it  takes  a  good  deal  of  time,  but  in  my  experience  I 
have  found  it  to  be  a  time-saver,  and  also  a  great  advantage.  I  have  found  it 

to  be  a  shorter  me^od.  After  proving  the  occlusion,  contour,  expression, 
elc,  and  the  case  is  ready  to  flask,  wax  is  flown  to  excess  upon  the  labial 
buccal,  lingual  and  palatine  surfaces  of  the  cases  and  carved  to  give  the 
festooned  effect. 

The  case  is  now  ready  to  flask,  but  the  flasking  is  done  in  three 
sections  instead  of  two  to  permit  tin-foiling  the  arch. 

The  case  is  embedded  in  the  first  half  of  the  flask,  bringing  the  plaster 
just  up  to  the  periphery  line  or  to  the  wax.  After  the  plaster  sets  paint 
with  separating  fluid   (Silex). 

The  second  half  of  the  flasking  is  done  in  two  sections.      Place  the 

second    half    of    the   flask    in    place    and    instead    of    filling    the    flask    up 
full  with  plaster,  just  flow  it  in  around  between  the  flask  and  the  buccal 
and  labial  surfaces  of  the  case  and  extending  over  upon  the  occlusal  sur- 

faces of  the  bicuspids  and  molars  and  from  there  up  to  the  upper  edge  of 
the  flask,  thus  leaving  the  arch  and  the  lingual  surfaces  of  the  teeth  exposed 
to  view.      Our  next  step   is   to   tin   foil   the  palatine  surface.      When  the 
plaster  is  set  soften  a  large  piece  of  old  impression  compound  and  form  it 
into  a  ball  about  the  size  of  a  silver  dollar.      Force  this  compound  down 
into  the  arch,  invert  the  flask  and  press  it  upon  the  bench;  this  forces  the 

compound  into  place  and  also  flattens  the  top.      Chill  the  compound  and 
remove  it,  then  chill  again  in  cold  water.     This  gives  you  a  compound  die 
with  which  to  force  the  tin  into  place.     A  piece  of  tin  foil  about  34  gauge 
and  3  inches  square  is  used.     Force  the  tin  into  the  arch  with  the  thumbs 
and  burnish  down  roughly  with  round  end  of  the  handle  of  a  vulcanite 
scraper;    remove   and    trim   off   excess   with   shears.      Replace   the   tin    in 
the  case  and  use  the  compound  core  to  press  it  into  place  by  pressing  on 
the  compound  with  the  hand.     Remove  the  core  and  tin  will  stay  in  place 
in  the  case,  the  core  having  carried  the  tin  well  into  place  and  reproducing 
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all  fine  lines.  Moisten  the  plaster  in  the  top  half  of  the  flask,  mix  plaster 

and  finish  flowing  the  second  half  of  the  flasking.  Press  the  top  of  the 

flask  to  place,  let  plaster  set  and  then  separate  the  flask,  boil  out  the  wax, 

pack,  vulcanize  and  finish  the  same  as  usual.  The  method  described  takes 

but  a  few  minutes  and  has  decided  advantages.  First,  it  is  the  easiest  and 

best  methcd  of  forming  the  contour  of  the  surface  of  the  denture.  Second, 

it  shortens  the  time  in  finishing.  Third,  the  tin  produces  a  much  more  dense 

surface  upon  the  vulcanite,  and  is  therefore  more  susceptible  to  a  high  polish 

and  gives  additional  strength  to  the  denture.  Burnishing  tin  into  the  flask 

prevents  displacement  of  the  teeth. 

REAL  TEETH" 

Dr.  Austin  James  said  in  his  address  to  the  Academy  of  Prophylaxis 

and  Periodontology : — 

Real  teelh  are  what  we  are  working  for  and  what  all  of  our  pre- 
ventive measures  are  intended  to  accomplish.  Thousands  of  dentists  may 

"pcint  with  pride"  to  successful  bridges  which  are  still  in  active  use  several 
years  after  they  were  built.  But  we  must  adopt  the  view  for  ourselves 

and  push  it  home  in  our  practice,  that  the  best  bridge  is  a  poor  makeshift 

as  compared  with  moderately  good  teeth ;  that  the  best  bridge  is  an  artifice 

which  never  approaches  Nature;  and  that  the  best  bridge  or  crown  or 

plate  is  a  monument  to  some  one's  ignorance  or  neglect.  Do  not  mis- 
understand me.  This  is  not  a  sly  hit  at  dentists.  All  of  us  preach  clean 

teeth  and  have  always  preached  clean  teeth,  abstractly  and  concretely 

have  we  preached  both  from  the  standpoint  of  dentistry  and  decency.  Yet 

the  patients  troop  in  with  accretions  of  lime  deposits  which  put  to  shame 
the  stalagmitic  accumulations  of  the  Mammcrh  cave.  Speaking  of  the 

Mammoth  cave  reminds  me  that  "Down  South"  they  are  accustomed  to 

flatter  a  man  by  saying  that  he's  "as  clean  as  a  hound's  tooth."  Here- 

?/ter,  thanks  to  our  professional  efforts,  it  should  be  possible  to  say  "as 

clean  as  a  man's  tooth." 
In  writing  of  love,  Lord  Byron  enunciated  the  maxim  that  he  cared 

nothing  for  new  pleasures  so  long  as  he  might  have  plenty  of  the  old  ones; 

and  what  was  good  enough  for  him  ought  to  serve  for  a  humble  Wabash 

avenue  dentist.  So,  although  I  dare  not  announce  a  new  discovery,  I  can 

at  least  harp — I  say  "barp"  because  ever  since  my  voice  changed  mv 
family  has  insisted  that  I  shall  conrine  myself  to  instrumental  music — 

therefore,  I  repeat,  I  can  at  least  harp  upon  an  old  discovery  and  I  shall 

build  upon  the  motlo  which  I  suggested  about  two  pages  ago.  I  shall 

build  it  upon  that  motto  precisely  as  my  accomplished  brethren  build  upon 

a  real  root  and  I  will  leave  it  to  you  if  my  results  do  not  constitu 

beautiful  "restoration:" 
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"CLEAN  REAL  TEETH  ARE  A  JOY  FOREVER." 

It  would  be  folly  to  pretend  for  one  instant  that  dentists  ha
ve  not 

cleaned  teeth  from  the  very  beginning;  but  precisely  as  surgery  has 
 derived 

a  new  definition  of  cleanliness  so  also  has  dentistry.  When  we  speak
  of 

cleanliness  we  mean,  or  should  mean,  that  the  surfaces  of  the  teeth  are
  not 

only  clean  but  that  they  are  of  such  a  character  as  may  be  kept  clean.  B
e- 

cause, the  mouth  is  the  most  open  of  all  the  organs  to  the  introduction  and 

perpetuation  of  dental  uncleanliness.  For  generations,  dentists  h
ave  cleaned 

teeth  in  one  sitting  and  believed  them  clean;  and  so  they  re
mained  until 

the  patient  came  again  in  the  course  of  years.  Now,  however
,  our  ex- 

perience has  proved  conclusively  (and  no  further  evidence  is  needed)  
that 

constant  effort  on  the  part  of  the  patient  with  frequent  effort  on  t
he  part 

of  the  dentist  is  absolutely  essential  to  the  maintenance  of  safe, 
 wholesome, 

oral  conditions.  Until  this  great  fact  was  demonstrated  it  was  not  poss
ible 

to  speak  positively  enough  concerning  the  patient's  co-operat
ive  relation 

to  the  dentist.  But  our  knowledge  to-day  is  so  direct  to  the  fact,  that  a 

dentist  is  unjust  to  himself  if  he  does  not  produce  such  an  effect  on  the 

mind  of  the  patient  as  will  secure  the  help  Which  he  must  have  in  order  to 

perfect  his  own  work. 

Pulling  it,  used  to  be  the  only  recourse  for  a  loose  tooth  caused  by 

pyorrhea  alveolaris.  Indeed  the  true  cause  of  loose  teeth  is  of  such  recent 

knowledge  that,  so  far  as  I  know,  the  Academy  of  Oral  Prophylaxis  and 

Periodontology  is  the  first  official  body  instituted  to  exploit  a  sure  method 

for  ameliorating  and  ultimately  removing  all  future  destruction  of  this  most 

destructive  disease. 

I  call  pyorrhea  alveolaris  a  "disease,"  but  I  am  not  able  to  convince 

myself  that  the  word  is  a  correct  one  in  the  sense  that  Rigg's  disease  has, 

or  ever  will  be  found  to  have  a  specific  organism  as  its  source.  To-day, 

we  are  justified  more  properly  in  speaking  of  it  as  a  condition — a  condition 

of  active  fermentation  which  has  advanced  to  the  stage  of  infection  and  is 

attacking  the  tissues  through  an  entrance  gained  at  some  point  of  irritation 

or  abrasion  of  the  general  margin.  But  because  we  do  not  know  the 

specific  organism  of  pyorrhea  (if  there  is  a  specific  origin)  we  need  not 

distrust  any  of  the  facts  which  have  been  accumulated  during  the  long 

years  of  our  practice.  We  need  not  distrust  them  any  more  than  a 

physician  in  the  tropics  need  distrust  his  diagnosis  when  a  patient  has  been 

exposed  to  the  attacks  of  stegomyia  and  exhibits  acute  symptoms  of  yellow 

fever;  although,  the  inimical  organism  of  yellow  fever  has  not  been 

isolated. 

Our  beliefs — yes,  our  knowledge — at  the  present  time  would  have 

been  called  a  ridiculous  refinement  of  the  imagination  not  so  many  years 

ago  as  to  tax  the  memory  of  my  youngest  fraternal  auditor.  "What!  the 

rough    margin    of    a    filling    set   up   pyorrhea   alveolaris?      Preposterous!" 
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Yet,  the  fact  is  as  clearly  demonstrated  as  that  a  decayed  living  tooth  will 

ache. 

Here  then,  is  one  of  the  most  important  functions  of  our  new  body, 

as  I  see  it:  To  spread  information, — to  spread  it  among  dental  colleges 
as  well  as  among  practicing  dentists.  It  is  quite  conceivable  that  an  honest 

dentist  may  not  yet  have  imbibed  the  fact  that  a  roughened  margin,  an 

improperly  fitted  crown,  is  a  probable  source  of  pyorrhea  alveolaris.  But 

it  is  equally  inconceivable  that  he  will  continue  to  commit  this  unforgivable 

sin  against  his  patients  and  his  profession  after  he  has  been  convinced ; 

and  it  is  our  duty  to  produce  this  conviction  as  widely  and  as  rapidly  as 

possible.  In  other  words,  we  have  the  individual  purpose  of  mutual  bene- 

fit; and  we  have  the  altruistic  purpose  of  general  benefit  to  our  professional 

brethren  and,  through  them,  to  their  patients. 

My  address  to  you  now,  I  believe,  should  avoid  technicalities  as  much 

as  possible  and  deal  more  particularly  with  men  and  methods  as  they  are 

related  to  our  academic   future. 

Each  of  us  has  his  professional  limitations  and  that  is  one  of  the  most 

palpable  reasons  for  the  present  organization.  I  have  had  many  students, 

yet  a  considerable  portion  will  never  be  able  to  cope  successfully  with  acute 

cases  of  pyorrhea  alveolaris  although  without  exception  they  have  been 

skilful  operators  and  many  of  them  are  remarkable  in  laboratory  work. 

We  need  not  inquire  why  this  is  so,  but  we  must  arrive  at  a  belief  in  its 

truth ;  and  it  gives  point  to  my  next  conclusion : 

Those  of  us  who  find  our  work  concentrating  upon  pyorrhea  alveolaris 

may  not  be  the  best  dentists  to  create  the  restorative  factors  without  which 

our  own  effort  is  likely  to  be  wasted,  with  disastrous  results  to  our  patients. 

Common  sense  directs  and  professional  propriety  demands  that  we  shall 

ally  ourselves  or  surround  ourselves  with  thoroughly  competent  operators 

to  supplement  our  efforts — to  render  permanently  possible  the  cleanliness 

which  our  beautiful  delicate  methods  arrive  at.  Pride  in  ourselves;  pride 

in  our  profession ;  and  pride  in  our  results  are  sufficient  incentives  to  banish 

the  last  sign  of  individual  jealousy  toward  a  branch  of  branch  practice 

which  we  must  depend  upon  quite  as  much  as  it  will  rely  upon  us.  I  have 

followed  this  plan  for  several  years  and  can  remember  no  instance  of  em- 

barrassment which  might  properly  be  laid  at  its  door. 

In  our  private  practice,  each  of  us  comes  into  contact  with  large  num- 

bers of  patients.  But  what  are  they  compared  with  the  multitude  who  do 

not  or  cannot,  for  one  reason  or  another,  avail  themselves  of  the  necessary' 

attention?  Many  must  lose  their  teeth  prematurely.  Many  others  must 

reach  an  almost  equally  hopeless  situation.  But  if  our  efforts  as  a  body  are 

vouchsafed  their  final  success,  there  will  be  few  human  beings  in  this 

country  who  need  suffer  from  pyorrhea  alveolaris  except  by  their  own  de- 
liberate neglect. 
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When  we  have  accomplished  this,  dentistry  will  stand  side  by  side 

with  the  most  advanced  ranks  of  preventive  medicine;  because  mouth 

infections  through  the  inflamed  alveolar  surfaces  have  been  traced  as  the 

undoubted  sources  of  many  remote  ills:  certain  forms  of  indigestion,  inflam- 

mation of  the  joints — but  I  need  not  multiply  instances  with  which  all  of 

you  are  familiar — instances  of  patients  whose  so-called  "rheumatism"  dis- 
appeared, as  if  by  miracle,  with  the  hardening  of  the  gums  and  the  cessation 

of  pyorrhea  alveolaris  under  your  benign  attentions. 

How  shall  we  teach  patients  what  care  they  mus-t  take  in  order  to 

have  "real  teeth?" 
First,  by  teaching — by  convincing  our  dental  brethren.  Much  may  be 

done  through  the  schools  which  have  established  a  system  of  dental  visita- 
tion; and  this  suggests  another  useful  direction  to  our  academic  activities; 

the  promotion  of  dental  visitations  to  public  and  private  schools,  not  for- 
getting colleges  and  normal  schools. 

We  know  the  principles  of — and  what  wonders  are  accomplished  by — 

the  seemingly  simple,  simultaneous  acts  of  brushing  the  teeth  properly  and 

massaging  the  gums.  It  is  easy  enough  to  say  that  anyone  can  understand 

a  written  description  of  the  "rolling"  movement  with  its  properly  adjusted, 
momentary  increase  of  pressure  at  exactly  the  right  instant.  But 

to  write  that  description  has  proved  beyond  my  powers  or  those  of  any- 
one I  know.  Like  swallowing,  it  is  easily  done,  but  impossible  to  describe 

adequately.  Yet  it  must  be  learned  by  people  who  wish  to  preserve  their 

teeth  intact,  even  to  early  middle  age;  and,  equally  it  can  be  taught  im- 

pressively only  by  dentists;  and,  finally,  there  are  about  one  hundred  mil- 

lions of  people  in  this  country  alone  who  ought  to  be  taught  at  once. 

But  if  I  continue  discussing  the  work  of  the  Academy  in  this  intimate 

fashion  I  fear  two  alarming  results:  First,  the  danger,  to  put  it  mildly,  that 

I  may  pledge  this  distinguished  body  to  a  course  of  activities  which  will  not 

fit  perfectly  with  the  purposes  of  a  majority,  of  its  founders;  and,  secondly, 

that  I  shall  expose  my  poverty  in  the  matter  of  dental  mysteries  which  1  am 

able  to  claim  as  an  exponent  of  the  best  methods  for  oral  prophylaxis. 

NORTHERN  OHIO  DENTAL  ASSOCIATION. 

The    annual    convention    of  the    Northern    Ohio    Dental    Association 

will  be  held  in  Cleveland  June  3,  4,  5,    1915. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Weston  A.  Price, 

Secretary.  President. 

Dr.  Wallace  Seccombe  has  been  appointed  dental  instructor  of  the  pub- 
lic schools  for  the  city  of  Toronto  in  succession  to  the  late  Dr.  W.  H. 

Doherty. 
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MISPLACED  TITLES 

The  standard  of  the  value  of  a  thing  depends  upon  the  difficulty 

of  obtaining  it.     This  is  especially  true  in  matters  of  honor,  titles  and  place. 

When  Trinity  University  of  Toronto  and  the  Toronto  University 

first  gave  the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Dental  Surgery  to  dentists,  others 

holding  the  doctor's  degree  resented  it,  because  they  believed  the  dentist 
was  not  entitled  to  such  a  distinction.  1  his  view  is  still  held  by  many 

physicians  who  refuse  to  address  a  dentist  as  "doctor."  The  degree 
in  their  opinion  conies  too  cheaplv.  Whatever  may  have  been  true 

thirty  yeais  a?;o,  when  the  degree  was  granted  after  two  terms  at  college, 

tin  cannot  be  now  i airly  charged  against  dentistry.  The  course  of 

study  for  dentistry  is  broader  and  of  much  longer  duration  than  that 

which  was  necessary  to  receive  the  doctor's  degree  for  many  decades 
before  dentists  were   granted   degrees. 

In  the  army  there  is  no  tendency  to  acknowledge  the  dentist  as 

having   any   degree,   title   or   rank.      In   all   cases   up   to   the  present   where 
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the  dentist  is  mentioned  he  is  given  no  title  or  rank,  although  he  is 

supposed  to  hold  honorary  rank  of  Lieutenant  or  Captain.  Incidentally  we 

may  say  that  this  will  soon  be  all  changed  so  far  as  the  Canadian  Militia  is 
concerned. 

There  are  many  prominent  dentists  in  Canada  to-day  who  believe 

that  the  dentist  would  have  held  a  better  position  before  other  pro- 

fessions if  the  degree  of  doctor  had  never  been  granted  to  them. 

Dentists  in  America  are  all  called  Doctors  and  will  continue  to  be 

so  addressed  no  matter  what  degree  they  may  hold  in  the  future.  It 

is  the  duty  then  for  dentists  to  protect  the  title  and  make  themselves 

worthy  of  it.  To  this  end  the  course  in  dentistry  should  be  worthy, 

and  those  who  hold  the  degree  should  do  so  only  while  they  are  worthy. 

Dentists  and  especially  faculties  of  dental  schools  should  not  address 

anyone  as  doctor  who  is  not  worthy  or  does  not  hold  the  degree.  It 

cheapens  the  degree  to  permit  it  to  be  applied  to  dental  and  medical 

students.  In  the  United  States  and  some  colleges  in  Canada  such  things 

are  permitted  and  even  encouraged.  Some  dentists  introduce  their 

laboratory  men  to  patients  as  "doctors."  Such  conduct  is  dishonest  and 

disgraceful  in  a  professional  sense.  If  students  who  are  shortly  to 

receive  the  degree  of  doctor  are  addressed  as  such  by  those  who  know 

better,  the  titles  will  be  cheapened  in  their  own  minds.  Dental,  Medical 

and  Surgical  supply  houses  address  students  as  doctors  for  business 

reasons,  but  the  self-respecting  honest  student  sees  through  such  methods 

and  resents  it.  He  knows  that  it  tends  to  cheapen  the  title  which  some 

day   he  will   have   honestly   earned. 

EMETIN 

A  few  weeks  ago  Dr.  A.  J.  McDonagh  predicted  that  some  enter- 

prising drug  company  would  place  emetin  on  the  market  in  a  form  for  daily 

use  by  the  public.  This  prediction  has  now  come  true.  Patients  suffering 

from  pyorrhea  carry  a  small  bottle  of  the  solution  in  their  pocket  or  hand 

bag,  and,  as  occasion  demands,  wind  a  little  cotton  wool  on  a  toothpick, 

dip  it  into  the  solution  and  moisten  the  gums.  One  patient  informed  the 

writer  that  he  could  feel  the  gums  just  knit  up  around  the  necks  of  the  teeth 

for  several  minutes  after  every  application.  There  is  going  to  be  money 

in  this  game  for  some  one.  The  simplicity  of  this  treatment  will  take  with 

the  public.  It  will  beat  the  alkaline  mouth  wash  and  the  disinfectant  mouth 

wash  for  dental  caries  as  a  money  maker.  The  merits  of  this  drug  are  being 

extolled  in  magazines  and  daily  papers.  The  medical  journals  and  the 

medical  profession  have  fallen  for  it.     They  are  injecting  solutions  of  emetin 
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into  the  arms  of  their  patients  with  marvelous  results  on  the  pyorrhea.  His- 

tories of  cases  cured  are  being  reported  by  them. 

Before  well-informed  dentists  can  accept  any  such  florid  results  they 

must  have  better  evidence  than  that  supplied  by  the  public  or  physicians 

who  do  not  know  pyorrhea  from  gingivitis.  This  talk  of  injecting  a  few 

drops  of  emetin  and  thereby  curing  pyorrhea  without  removing  the  irritant 

is  the  statement  of  men  who  don't  know  much  of  pathology  or  practice,  or 
have  some  ulterior  motive  to  serve. 

Dentistry  must  be  exploited.  The  time  is  ripe.  Every  disease,  from 

falling  of  the  womb  to  loss  of  hair,  is  caused  by  pyorrhea,  or  septic  roots. 

If  a  dentist  ten  years  ago  dared  mention  the  fact  that  it  was  quite  as  im- 

portant to  see  that  the  people  had  clean  mouths  as  clean  food  he  was 

promptly  sat  upon.  It  is  up  to  dentists  to  steady  the  pendulum  and  not 

allow  their  profession  to  be  stampeded  and  exploited. 

CANADIAN  EXPEDITIONARY  FORCE  DENTAL 
SERVICES 

Where  practicable,  steps  are  to  be  taken  to  have  the  teeth  of  all 

officers,  non-commissioned  officers,  and  men  of  the  Expeditionary  Force 
examined  and  put  in  proper  condition  to  the  extend  of  all  extractions,  and 

amalgam  fillings  before  the  Contingents  leave  Canada  for  overseas  service, 

and  temporary  appointments  should  be  made  for  this  service  as  occasion 

requires. 

To  ensure  that  the  men's  teeth  are  kept  in  proper  condition  during 
the  period  of  the  war,  the  following  details  are  authorized  for  employ- 

ment on   this  service: 

One  officer  in  charge  of  all  Dental  Surgeons,  to  be  attached  to 

Division  Headquarters  and  to  be  under  the  direction  of  the  Officer 

Commanding  the  Division.  This  officer  will  be  designated  as  "Chief 

Dental   Surgeon." 
One  Dental  Surgeon  for  each  brigade  of  mounted  rifles  and  artillery 

(including   Divisional   Ammunition   Column). 

Two  Dental  Surgeons  for  each  brigade  of  infantry.  These  officers 

to  be  attached   to  the   Brigade   Headquarters. 

One  Dental  Surgeon  for  each  field  ambulance,  stationary  and  general 

hospital,  and 

One  Dental  Surgeon  for  the  base  hospital  for  medical  stores  and 

equipment. 

One  Dental  Surgeon  for  units  not  otherwise  provided  for,  to  be 

attached  to  Divisional  Headquarters  and  under  directions  of  Chief  Dental 

Surgeon. 

Each  Dental  Surgeon  to  be  entitled  to  two  men,  one  to  act  as 

orderly,   and   one  man   as  servant   or  groom. 
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THE  MILITARY  DENTAL  CLINIC,  TORONTO 

The  Secretary  of  the  Committee  handling  the  Dental  Clinic  at  the 

Exhibition,  wishes  to  thank  the  members  of  the  profession  for  the  cour- 

teous and  agreeable  manner  in  which  he  was  encouraged  in  his  work. 

The  ready  response  of  the  men  in  taking  their  part  of  the  work,  in 

going  to  the  Exhibition,  often  on  short  notice,  is  much  appreciated,  and 

made  the  work  of  keeping  the  schedule  running  a  real  pleasure. 

The  following  men  have  sent  the  checks  received  from  the  military 

authorities  for  services  at  the  Dental  Clinic  to  the  committee  handling  the 

clinic,  and  the  Secretary  wishes  to  acknowledge  the  receipt  of  the  checks 

received  to  date: 

F.  C.  Husband,  W.  E.  Cummer,  H.  E.  Eaton,  T.  W.  Dawson, 

John  F.  Ross,  Chas.  G.  Scott,  W.  A.  Black,  Wallace  Seccombe,  F.  J. 

Capon,  J.  E.  Rhind,  E.  F.  Arnold,  W.  C.  Trotter,  Geo.  G.  Jordan, 

S.  N.  McGill,  E.  L.  Gausby,  W.  J.  Woods,  C  V.  Snelgrove,  M. 

Kalis,  W.  A.  Scott,  T.  Currie,  C.  F.  Colter,  W.  F.  Roper,  E.  A. 

Adams,  W.  T.  Willard,  S.  T.  Floyd,  F.  D.  Price,  C.  E.  Sutton,  J.  J. 

Loftus,  E.  Paul,  J.  W.  Coram,  J.  A.  Slade,  P.  C.  Smith,  H.  A. 

Hoskin,   H.    H.   Armstrong,   A.   J.    Broughton,   G.   Wilson,   K.    Peaker, 

E.  J.  Hambly,  H.  E.  Watson,  T.  E.  C.  Butler,  F.  N.  Badgley,  K. 

M.  McVey,  A.  E.  Webster,  S.  B.  Gray,  H.  Clark,  L.  F.  Kruger,  F. 

W.   Howe,  L.  G.  Smith,  Robt.   Haslitt,  J.  S.   Chambers,  C.   O.   Fallis, 

F.  J.  Adams,  D.  Baird,  C.  E.  Pearson,  C.  E.  Brooks,  W.  A. 

Dalrymple,  R.  D.  Thornton,  H.  W.  Anderson,  G.  A.  Richardson. 

A  further  notice  will  appear  acknowledging  cheques  received. 

ONTARIO  DENTAL  SOCIETY 

No  doubt  you  have  already  set  aside  the  dates,  May  10,  11,  and 

12,  to  attend  the  Ontario  Dental  Convention,  at  the  R.C.D.S.  Toronto. 

Arrangements  have  been  made  with  the  Eastern  Canadian  Passenger 

Association  for  the  usual  reduced  rates.  Full  information  may  be  had 

from  your  local  agent. 

Excellent  papers  will  be  given  by  Dr.  W.  E.  Harper,  of  Chicago, 

Dr.  R.  J.  Callahan,  of  Cincinnati,  Dr.  E.  W.  Paul,  Toronto,  and  Dr. 

J.  A.  Bothwell,  Toronto.  Interest  will  be  added  to  these  papers  by 

Lantern  Slides  and  Table  Clinics.  "The  Cummer  Club"  will  give  a 
clinic  on  Prosthetic  Dentistry. 

Superior  Clinics  will  be  provided  by  local  societies  throughout  the 

Province.  A  complete  programme  will  be  mailed  you  on  or  about 

May   1st. 

W.    E.    WlLLMOTT, 

Chairman  of  Programme  Committee. 
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Notes 

Dr.  Caesar,  of  Goderich,  was  in  Toronto  to  be  present  at  the  banquet 

to   Captain   George   Gow. 

Dr.  H.  A.  Croll,  Souris,  Man.,  has  been  appointed  to  the  command 

of  "A"  Squadron,    10th  C.M.R. 

The  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  of  Ontario  closes  a  week  earlier 

this  year  owing  to  war  conditions.  Many  of  the  students  are  going  into 

camp  at  Niagara  about  May   1st. 

Dr.  A.  W.  Thornton,  Dean  of  the  Dental  Department,  Medical 

Faculty  of  McGill  University,  visited  Toronto  and  Ottawa,  on  business 

in  connection  with  the  Army  Dental  Service. 

The  Odontological  Club  gave  a  banquet  to  Captain  Geo.  Gow  at 

the  National  Club  on  Saturday,  April  1 0th,  previous  to  his  leaving  for 

France,  as  Chief  Dental  Surgeon  of  No.  4  Hospital,  University  of  Toronto. 

The  No.  4  Hospital,  University  of  Toronto,  is  taking  a  full  Dental 

equipment  with  Captain  Geo.  Gow  in  charge,  associated  with  him  will 

be  J.  W.  McDonald,  a  senior  student  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental 

Surgeons   of    Ontario. 

We  regret  to  see  in  the  new  army  dental  regulations  mention  of  having 

amalgam  fillings  and  extractions  done  for  soldiers  before  they  leave  Canada, 

and  no  mention  of  what  is  of  equal  or  greater  importance,  the  establishment 

of  a  clean  and  hygienic  mouth. 

I  he  lot  of  the  army  dental  surgeon  in  Canada  has  never  been  a  com- 

fortable one  under  the  Army  Medical  Service.  By  the  new  regulations 

it  is  an  independent  service.  Dentists  who  join  the  new  service  ought  to 

have  a  vision  of  the  newer  and  broader  functions  of  dental  practice. 

During  the  past  few  weeks  the  students  of  the  Royal  College  of 

Dental  Surgeons  have  had  their  regular  courses  of  study  much  interfered 

w.th  by  Military  examinations,  drills  and  departure  of  many  of  their 

fellows  in  the  different  branches  of  the  military  service.  As  soon  as  the 

examinations  are  closed,  an  Officers'  Training  Corps  will  be  held  at 

Niagara.      Many  of  the  Dental  Students  will  at'end. 
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THE  LATE  DR.  DOHERTY 

H  Jt  tended  T ̂J^V*  "^   °—   ■    ■««. 

create.     Afte,  atte„dlng  the  m™  ̂  * '^L^Tf^ Chatham  for  two  years.      I„  the  fen  of   ,oft7  .                 ,    f   SCh°o1   near 

In  1903-04  he  was  President  ̂   '^    '  ̂   '"*  RCf^ 
in  all  college  affairs.  °°k  a  very  active  interest 

The  ,ate  W H.  Doherty,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.    Dental Inspector  of  Toronto  Schools.    ' 

Braider  ̂ Z^  1  "J"  ̂   ̂  *  ™  -  '  "*"  ■ 

^  he  took  an  ac^esTin  L"  nT       ''  BU"°n'     ̂   "  B'«* 

-  also  a  member  of  Bra;^  ££.  -Ut=re  Wy.     Hfi 
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He  graduated  in  the  spring  of  1906,  obtaining  his  L.D.S.,  and 

D.D.S.  degrees. 

Dr.  Doherty  was  always  genial,  popular,  and  anxious  to  do  his  part 

in  raising  the  ideals  of  the  students  and  the  profession.  He  was  much  in- 

terested in  his  work  and  ranked  among  the  first  men  of  his  class. 

Shortly  after  graduation  he  purchased  a  practice  at  No.  9  College 

street,  Toronto,  where  he  remained  two  years  and  then  moved  across  to 

26  College  street.  While  here,  he  became  interested  in  college  work  as  a 

demonstrator  and  teacher.  His  success  as  a  teacher  soon  brought  pro- 

motion and  he  was  made  professor  of  Dental  Anatomy  and  Comparative 

Dental  Anatomy.  He  greatly  developed  the  teaching  of  Dental  Anatomy. 

He  made  the  course  most  interesting  and  instructive  to  the  students  and 

aroused  the  admiration  of  the  Dental  teachers  throughout  Canada  and  the 

United  States.  He  was  a  faithful  attendant  at  the  Institute  of  Dental 

Teachers  and  was  always  anxious  to  take  home  something  to  benefit  his 

students.  Their  work  and  welfare  was  always  in  his  mind,  and  he  had 

many  talks  with  the  writer  as  to  how  best  he  might  help  some  backward 

student. 

In  spite  of  his  onerous  practice  and  college  work,  he  was  asked  at  the 

time  of  the  introduction  of  Dental  Inspection  in  the  public  schools  of 

Toronto  to  take  charge  of  the  superintending  and  management  of  that 

work.  He  took  up  this  work  with  a  full  realization  of  the  sacrifice  it 

meant,  but  he  was  anxious  to  serve  his  profession  and  the  community.  He 

spent  many  extra  hours  planning  and  perfecting  the  organization  that  is 

now  almost  complete,  and  of  which  the  Dental  profession  ought  to  be 

proud. 

In  July,  1908,  Dr.  Doherty  was  married,  at  Brantford,  to  Miss  Mabel 

Irene  Wolfe,  of  that  city.  Two  children,  John,  aged  five,  and  Elinor, 

aged  fourteen  months,  and  his  wife  survive  him.  He  enjoyed  nothing  so 

much  as  to  be  at  home  with  his  family,  and  spent  much  of  his  spare  time 

with  them  in  his  garden,  where  he  had  many  fine  flowers.  He  was  greatly 

interested  in  gardening  and  horticulture. 

For  the  past  few  months  he  has  successfully  conducted  a  Bible  class 

for  men  which  has  grown  steadily  under  his  leadership.  No  matter  what 

he  understook,  he  always  made  a  success  of  it. 

Dr.  Doherty  was  well  known  in  the  profession  both  in  Canada  and  the 

United  States.  He  will  be  greatly  missed  by  the  very  many  personal 

friends  in  Toronto,  and  particularly  so  by  those  associated  with  him  in 

Oral  Hygiene  work  and  on  the  Faculty  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental 

Surgeons.     He  was  much  loved  and  honored. 

J.  A.  B.,  D.D.S. 
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DR.  JOHN  ROBERTSON 

Died  February  4th,  1915,  in  Bermuda,  John  Robertson,  L.D.S., 

D.D.S.,  in  his  57th  year. 

Dr.  John  Robertson  was  born  at  Ottawa  in  1858.  He  graduated 

from  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons,  March  9th,  1878,  and  took 

his  degree  of  D.D.S.  at  the  Philadelphia  Dental  College,  February  28th, 

1  883.     During  the  interim  he  practised  in  Paisley,  Ont.,  afterwards  moving 

The     late     John     Robertson,     D.D.S. ,     L.D.S., 

late  Member  of  the  Board  of  Directors  of 

the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons. 

to  Ottawa.  He  was  ever  an  active  member  of  the  Ottawa  Dental  So- 

ciety; was  elected  to  the  College  Board  in  1909,  and  as  vice-president 

of  the  Canadian  Dental  Asscciaticn  in  1908.  He  was  a  prominent  Mason, 

33rd  Degree,  and  Deputy  District  Grand  Master.  In  religion,  a  Pres- 
byterian, an  elder  in  Knox  Church. 
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In  the  passing  of  Dr.  John  Robertson,  Ottawa  loses  an  exemplary 

citizen  and  the  profession  of  dentistry  a  valuable  member.  While  we 

mourn  the  man,  we  cherish  the  memory  of  one  who  leaves  to  his  family  the 

g<  lden  heritage  of  an  honourable  reputation,  and  to  his  profession  a  record 

of  untiring  effort  for  its  advancement. 

There  is  not  an  item  in  the  progress  of  our  profession  in  Ontario  during 

the  past  thirty  years  that  does  not  bear  some  mark  of  his  participation. 

His  ideals  were  high  and  he  lived  up  to  them  in  a  greater  measure  than 

most  men  are  capable  of  doing.  He  was  a  student  of  the  late  Dr.  George 

Hutchinson,  which  accounts  for  much,  but  much  more  was  due  to  the 

unswerving  honesty  and  sterling  qualities  of  the  man  himself.  Dr. 

Robertson  was  a  quiet  man,  yet  forceful  when  occasion  required,  unas- 
suming yet  dignified  leader,  and  no  matter,  small  or  great,  was  carried 

forward  without  seeking  his  counsel.  It  is  no  small  thing  for  a  man  to 

be  so  regarded  in  his  own  profession. 

It  was  my  privilege  to  study  with  him  for  four  years,  '86-90.  He 
had  a  high  conception  of  the  duties  and  responsibilities  of  a  preceptor, 

kindly,  painstaking,  unruffled,  encouraging,  an  ideal  teacher.  Besides  the 

sterner  virtues  which  seem  so  often  to  be  the  heritage  of  Scotch  Presby- 

terian ancestry,  he  had  a  softer  side,  a  keen  appreciation  for  a  witty  story, 

a  fishing  trip  and  a  bit  of  holiday  travel — and  withal,  grave  or  gay,  was  a 
true  gentleman. 

When  a  man  passes,  pages  of  stereotyped  adulation  profit  little. 

Each,  from  the  cradle  to  the  grave,  indites  his  own  obituary  on  a  tablet 

rrcre  enduring  than  paper.  His  work  may  be  good,  bad  or  indifferent; 

no  printed  page  can  change  one  line  of  it.  Of  Dr.  Robinson  we  can  say 

that  his  tablet  is  fair  and  clean  and  his  work  exceeding  good.  The  history 

cf  our  profession  in  Ontario  will  not  pass  him  by.  He  made  no  claim  to 

greatness  and  yet,  it  seems  to  ire,  lhat  to  leave  such  a  record  is  of  the 

vital  essence  of  greatness  without  which  this  world  were  a  sorry  place. 
Mark  G.  McElhinney. 

OTTAWA  DENTAL  SOCIETY. 

Dr.  M.  F.  Cross: — 

Mr.  President,  the  hand  of  fate  has  recently  fallen  heavily  upon 

the  Ottawa  Dental  Society.  He  who  was  generally  accepted  a* 

the  leader  of  our  profession  in  Ottawa  and  district,  has  these  few  days 

since  passed  from  the  realm  of  things  mundane,  the  places  that  have 

known  him  so  long  shall  know  him  no  more.  But  yesterday  he  W&i 

actively  in  our  midst,  with  all  his  splendid  faculties  unimpaired,  exhibiting 

that  activity,  vivacity  and  dignity  that  ever  graced  any  gathering  with  his 

presence.  To-day  Dr.  John  Robertson  is  no  more.  He  is  gone,  "gone  to 
that  undiscovered  land  from  whose  bourne  no  traveller  e'er  returns.  \  et 

Mr.    President,    we    cannot    help    but    feel    that    while    John    Robertson'* 
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«*  example,  of  his  ]„fty  ]mpul '^ ,  P,~nce  h^  "»*:  the  spirit  of 

-  -i  mat  the  ic:ua  ;lb  sc:rrec::msp,re  us-  The  ** °  eVanreM'  S°  tra»^  and  yet  immor  a  wTT'  ̂   "  "^ tuents  the  Great  Creator's  powers  IT  wonderful  consii- 
highest  attainment?     The  soirir  „f  *?         ̂ summation  of  their 

.         ™ter  to  define.  *"*  °f  ̂  ™y  be  h™  «*  to  that  master  of 
And  the  high  gods  took  it  in  hand 
7e  and  the  falling  of  tears. And  a  measure  of  sliding  sand 
From  under  the  feet  of  years, 
And  froth  and  drift  of  the  sea 
And  dust  of  the  laboring  earth 
And  bodies  of  things  to  be, 
In  the  houses  of  death  and  of  birth- 
And  wrought  with  weeping  and  laughter, 

W 1  v\   7?  With  '0athin8  and  ̂ e. With  hfe  before  and  after, 
And  death  beneath  and  above- 
For  a  day  and  a  night  and  a  morrow 
That  his  breath  might  endure  for  a  span With  trava.l  and  heavy  sorrow, 

A    ,  .,  ,  holy  SD<rit  °f  man. And  if  life,  Mr.   President    h.       I 

sleep  and  a  sleep,  we  all  hav Ta         °f  *  "^  °r  a  ™°»  between  a 

«,.  as  Dr    Rbe   s  7  if^  T  ̂  ̂ "^  <°  «- 
-k.  but  the  hves  of  those  abouuneAs0;r  *?"  «*  °*  »P°n  « 

"Deeplyo„mymindfsuf:reICantrU,ySayofhi- The  lesson  thou  has  taught, 
And  shall  not  soon  depart." 

t  nererore    Mr    P      '/-I  t 

'owing  resolution:    '  "       ̂   Pamful  D,eas«"e  »  moving  the  fob 
'Whereas,  in  the  provide-nr^  n(  n     . 

Dr-  John  Robertson  died  Feb^^T  IT*  «  «W  member, 

«~  of  charac'ter  yh- '^rftt  T^  *  *~*  ̂   •**»* of  the  standards  of  professional  chg  ty  Z™°"  S  ̂   C°°ei*i» 
many  years  since  as  leader  of  our  p2  u        "^  l°  P'aCe  him  f°' 

"Now,  therefore    be  it  ^  '"  the  C,tv  of  °«awa. 
''Now,  therefore,  be  it Resolved, 
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his  loss  and  express  our  great  appreciation  of  his  long  and  intelligent 
services : 

"And  be  it  further  resolved, 

"That  a  page  of  the  minutes  book  of  the  Ottawa  Dental  Society  be 
inscribed  with  these  resolutions  and  a  copy  of  the  same  be  sent  to  his 

bereaved  widow  and  the  professional  journals  for  publication." 
Dr.  OLIVER  MARTIN: — I  am  pleased  to  hear  so  many  good  things 

said  of  Dr.  Robertson.  I  class  myself  among  the  mourners.  He  was 

more  than  a  brother  to  me.  I  never  had  a  brother  in  the  flesh.  Dr. 

Robertson  and  I  were  intimately  associated  for  twenty-two  years,  and  1 

think  I  can  truthfully  say  that  in  all  that  time  we  never  had  an  unpleasant 

disagreement.  I  shall  miss  him  more,  gentlemen,  than  you  can  understand. 

I  look  upon  his  life  as  an  exceptionally  good  and  useful  one,  and  upon  Dr. 

Robertson  as  being  an  honest  man  and  a  Christian  gentleman. 
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Reviews 

THE       DENTIST'S       LIBRARY 

The  Science  and  Practice  of  Denial  Surpery,  edited  by  Norman  G.  Ben- 

ne't,  M.A.,  M.B.,  L.D.S.,  Eng.,  with  nine. hundred  and  ninety-three 

illustrations;  New  York,  William  Wood  &  Company,  1914. 

Of  the  many  books  recently  prepared  on  dental  subjects,  none  has  sc 

impressed  the  reviewer  as  this  one.  It  is  written  by  the  most  noted  dental 

authors  in  the  British  Empire.  It  is  really  edited  by  Dr.  Bennett,  who 

undertook  its  preparation.  It  covers  the  whole  field  of  dentistry,  except 

the  prosthetic  department.  There  are  many  chapters  on  subjects  not  here- 
tofore even  mentioned  in  other  works  on  the  same  subject.  It  cannot  be 

considered  a  text  book  for  students  and  yet  it  should  be  available  at  all 

times  for  reference.      It  is  especially  prepared  for  the  general  practitioner, 

because  of  the  wide  range  of  subjects  discussed,  the  fullness  of  descriptive 
detail    and   profuseness   of   illustration.      Many    methods    of   practice    are 

described  for  the  first  time  within  its  pages.  It  would  be  impossible  in  a  re- 

view of  this  kind  to  go  into  a  detailed  discussion  of  so  large  and  important 

a  work.  There  are  eight  hundred  pages  and  almost  a  thousand  illustrations. 

The  printing  and  book  making  are  excellent.     It  is  in  a  class  all  by  itself 

as  a  dental  publication. 
*     #     * 

Pathology  and  Bacteriology  for  Dental  Students.     By  Guthrie  McConnell, 

M.D.,   Assistant  Surgeon   Medical   Reserve   Corps,    U.S.N. ,    formerly 

Professor  of   Pathology   and   Bacteriology  in   the   Philadelphia   Dental 

College.      12  mo.  of  309  pages,  with   108  illustrations.      Philadelphia 

and  London:      W.   B.  Saunders  Company,    1915.      Cloth,  $2.25  net. 

W.  B.  Saunders  Company,  Philadelphia  and  London. 

The  author  of  this  book  is  also  the  author  of  a  book  on  general  path- 

ology.     There  is  a  marked  similarity  between  these  two  books,  the  chief 

difference  between  the   Dental   Pathology   and   the  General   Pathology   is 

one  of  size.     A  good  many  of  the  illustrations  of  tuberculosis,  ulcer,  gan- 

grene, inflammation,  anthracosis  forms  of  degeneration,  thrombosis,  hyper- 

emia are  taken  from  parts  of  the  body  remote  from  the  mouth,  while  any 

dental  pathologist  who  is  willing  to  do  the  work  could  give  an  abundance 

of  illustrations  of  these  pathological  conditions  in  and  about  the  mouth. 

The  reviewer  is  suspicious  that  this  book  is  very  largely  culled  from 

the  larger  work  on  General  Pathology. 

The  book  is  all  right,  but  the  author  should  have  taken  pains  to  have 

written  and  illustrated  it  for  dentists.  It  is  well  printed,  well  bound,  proper 

size,  and  well  illustrated. 
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Notes  on  Dental  Surgery  and  Pathology,  with  over  1  50  illustrations.  It  is 

intended  as  a  ready  work  of  reference  for  the  busy  practitioner  a~d  a 
note  book  for  students.  By  T.  W.  Widdowson,  Licentiate  in  Dental 

Surgery  of  the  Royal  College  of  Surgeons,  England;  late  House  Dental 

Surgeon  to  the  Liverpool  Dental  Hospital ;  Contributing  Editor  to  Oral 

Health;  Author  of  "Notes  on  Dental  Anatomy  and  Dental  Histology 

(a  pocket  tome),"  "The  Care  and  Regulation  of  Children's  Teeth," 
John  Bale,  Sons  &  Danielson,  Ltd.,  Oxford  House,  83-91  Great 

Titchfield  Street,  Oxford  Street,  W.,  London,  England. 

This  is  a  book  of  about  300  pages,  every  other  one  a  blank  for  the 

purpose  of  making  notes.  It  is  perhaps  the  best  outline  of  a  course  in 

Dental  Surgery  and  Pathology  which  has  ever  been  published  without 

giving  exhaustive  details,  it  classifies  and  gives  a  complete  outline  of  each 

subject  discussed.  It  is  not  a  reference  book  for  practitioners  and  yet  it 

contains  much  valuable  information  for  general  practitioners.  It  is  more 

suited  for  college  teaching  and  students'  review.  If  more  exhaustive  books 
have  been  read  it  is  excellent  for  preparing  for  dental  examinations.  In 

a  few  places  the  treatment  outlined  might  not  be  that  which  is  followed 

in  America,  but  the  Pathology  and  classification  are  not  equalled  in  any 

other  published  book  on  the  subject. 

EASTERN  ONTARIO  DENTAL  ASSOCIATION 

CHANGE  OF  DATES. 

The  Eastern  Ontario  Dental  Association  will  meet  at  the  Grand  Union 

Hotel,  June  9,    1 0  and    11,    1915. 

The  following  have  consented  to  favor  us  with  papers:  Drs.  E.  H. 

Wickware,  A.  T.  Morrow,  S.  W.  Bradley,  M.  F.  Cross,  C.  H.  Juvet 

and  J.  H.  Putman,  Inspector  of  Public  Schools,  Ottawa. 

The  entertainment  committee  is  preparaing  something  elaborate  for  the 

benefit  and  pleasure  of  our  guests,  so  we  are  locking  forward  to  a  most 

pleasant  and  profitable  meeting.      Do  not  fail  to  be  present. 
W.  C.  Macartey, 

Sec.  Programme  Committee. 

ARMY  DENTAL  SERVICE. 

In  this  issue  we  publish   the   militia  orders  on   this   subject.      Contrary 

to  all  predictions  of  military  physicians,  dentists  and  others,  there 

lished   an  independent  army  dental  service  in  the  militia  in  Canada,   with 

rank  and  standing  the  same  as  any  other  service  in  the  army.     We  m  p 

have  the  full  establishment  shortly. 
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ARMY  DENTAL  SURGEONS  OF  CANADA 

UP  TO  1915 

With  Dates  of  Appointment,   Rank  and  District. 

Hackett,  W.  T.,  10  Sept.  '04,  Hon.  Capt.  10  Sept.,  '09,  M.D.  No
. 

10;  Bower,  I.,  9  Nov.  '04,  3rd.  Div. ;  Baird,  D.  H.,  12  Nov.  '04,
  Hon. 

Capt.  12  Nov.,  '09,  3rd.  Div.;  Beckwith,  W.  H.  H.,  24  Nov.  '04, 
 Hon. 

Capt.,  24  Nov.  '09,  6th  Div.;  Fournier,  J.  N.  P.,   30  Dec.  '04, 
 Hon. 

Capt.,  30  Dec.  '09,  4th.  Div.;  Lemieux,  E.,  24  Feb.  '05,  Hon. 
 Capt. 

12  Feb.  '10,  4th.  Div.;  Bentley,  W.  J.,   (E.)    3  Apr.  '05,  Hon.  Capt. 

12  Feb.  '10,  1st  Div.;  Magee,  J.  M.,  23  Mar.  '06,  Hon.  Capt.,  12  F
eb. 

'10,  6th.  Div.;  Thompson,  W.  G.,  25  Apr.  '06,  Hon.  Capt.,   12  Feb. 

'10',  2nd.   Div.;  Curry,   B.   J.,    1    Apr.   '07,   Hon.   Capt.,    12   Feb.   '10, 

M.D.  No.   10;  Piper,  W.  A.,  13  May,  '07,  Hon.  Capt.   13  Ma
y,  '10, 

M.D.  No.   13;  Lantier,  A.  A.,  29  Apr.  '09,  Hon.  Capt.,  29  A
pr.  '12, 

5th  Div.;  Thomson,  G.   K.,    1    Apr.   '10,   Hon.  Capt.,    1    Apr.   '13,
  6th 

Div.;  Mills,  G.  S.,  20  July,  '10,  M.D.   No.    13;  Mitchener,  H.   U    1 

Jan.   '12,  6th.   Div.;  Roy,  J.,    15   Oct.   '12,  4th.   Div.;   Dalby,  W.  S., 

Hon.  Capt.  9  Apr.  '13,  M.D.  No.   1  1  ;  Hull,  R.  W.  M.,  13  May,  '13
, 

2nd.  Div.;  Grant,  E.  A.,   19  May,  '13,  2nd.  Div.;  Kelley,  F.  W.  B., 

(E.)  29  May,  '13,  6th.  Div.;  Hutchinson,  J.    (E.)    10  June,  '13,   1s
t. 

Div. ;  Barker,  J.  W.,  24  July,  '13,  2nd.  Div. ;  Lantier,  J.  P.,  1 
 Nov.  '13, 

23    June,    '09,    5th.    Div.;    Barras,    J.    D.    E.,  2  Jan.    '14,  5th.  Div.; 

Hatman,  L.  L.,   15  Mar.  '14,  M.D.  No.   1  1  ;  Dubord,  A.,   1   June  '14,
 

5th.  Div.;  Briggs,  G.  T.,  6  Aug.  '14,  4th.  Div.;  Hassard,  O.  G.,  (E.
) 

7  Aug.  '14,   1st.  Div.;  Thompson,  H.  P.,  8  Aug.  '14,  M.D.  No.   13; 

Jackson,  H.   1  1   Aug.  '14,  M.D.  No.   13;  Hagey,  J.  W.,  12  Aug.
  '14, 

M.D.  No.  13;  Ball,  T.  E.,  14  Aug.  '14,   1st.  Div.;  Honsinger,  E. 
 W., 

21    Aug.  '14,   1st.  Div.;  Neiley,  B.  L.,    (E.)   25  Aug.  '14,  6th.   Div.; 

Elliott,  O.  A.,  2  Sept.  '14,  2nd.  Div.;  Sandercock,  F.  E.,  22  Sept.  '1
4, 

M.D.  No.   13;  Gow,  Geo.,  23  Sept.  '14,  2nd.  Div.;  Ross,  H.,   1    Oct. 

'14,  M.D.  No.  10;  Brown,  C,  10  Oct.  '14,  1st.  Div.;  Fowler,  C.  H., 

13  Oct.  '14,  2nd.   Div.;  Doran,  L.,  3  Nov.  '14,  4th  Div.;  Stevenson, 

G.  H.  A.,   13  Nov.  '14,  4th  Div.;  McNally,  P.  B.,  8  Dec.  '14,  M.
D. 

No.  13;  Mallory,  F.,  Matchett,  C.  H.,  Semple,  H.  A.,  Williard,  W.  T.
, 

'15,  M.D.  No.  2. 

The  Senior  Students  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  held 

their  annual  dinner  at  the  Queen's  Hotel,  April  7,   1915. 

Drs.  Laurie  Thornton  and  Alford  Stevenson  have  been  appointed  the 

Dental  Surgeons  with  the  McGill  Hospital,  Montreal,  for  overseas  service, 
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Original  Communications 

PRESIDENTS  ADDRESS 

C.  A.  Snell,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  Essex,  Ont. 

'  itario  Dental  Society,   Toronto,   May,   1915 

Gentlemen, — To  the  members  of  the  dental  profession,  and  especially 

to  that  increasingly  large  number  who  have  caught  the  vision  of  the  splendid 

position  it  occupies  in  the  human  economy,  and  to  whom  the  practice  of 

their  profession  is  something  in  addition  to  a  mere  livelihood,  important  and 

legitimate  as  that  may  be,  the  progress  of  dentistry,  always  amazing  and 

sometimes  bewildering,  is  a  matter  of  supreme  gratification. 

We  are  justly  proud  of  our  technique,  and,  while  realizing  that  mani- 
pulative dexterity  of  the  highest  order  must  always  be  the  basis  of  good 

dentistry,  we  are  even  more  pleased  that  by  common  consent  there  has  been 

assigned  to  us  the  position  of  guardians  of  the  public  health,  is  so  far  as  the 

relationship  of  the  mouth  is  concerned. 

The  rapid  spread  of  dental  knowledge,  involving  the  introduction  of 

methods,  which  have  become  in  a  brief  period  the  successful  daily 

handicraft  of  thousands  of  operators,  is  really  remarkable. 

To  what  shall  we  give  the  credit  for  this  dissemination  of  knowledge, 

and  the  technical  skill  necessary  to  apply  it?  Undoubtedly  we  look  to  the 

dental  societies,  and  the  journals  which  report  their  proceedings.  The  day 

of  secret  processes  has  passed,  and  the  value  of  men  forming  an  association 

for  mutual  help  can  scarcely  be  overestimated.  Someone  tells  the  story  of 

an  American,  Englishman  and  Scotchman  being  wrecked  on  a  desert  island. 

The  American  promptly  introduced  himself,  the  Englishman  waited  to  be 

introduced,  and  the  Scotchman  got  them  together  and  formed  a  St. 

Andrew'?  Society. 
With  the  passing  of  the  years,  the  honor  of  the  presidency  of  this 

xxictv.  it  Incoming  increasingly  great,  and  at  this  our  forty-eighth  meeting, 

the  writer  is  duly  appreciative  of  the  honor  conferred  upon  him.  In  my 

official  capacity,  and  yet  with  no  mere  formality,  I  welcome  you  all.  and 

extend  to  our  guests  the  hospitality  and  good  fellowship  of  the  members  of 
the  Ontario  Dental  Societs 
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Those  two  oft  quoted  and  now  classic  utterances  of  Sir  Wm.  Osier, 
and  Dr.  Chas.  H.  Mayo,  the  former  giving  to  oral  hygiene  the  highest 
place  in  the  whole  range  of  hygiene,  and  the  latter  looking  to  dentistry  for, 
the  next  great  step  in  preventive  medicine,  settle  in  a  manner  very  satisfac- 

tory to  us  the  much  discussed  question  of  the  status  and  recognition  of 
modern  dentistry.  The  public  generally,  and  all  allied  specialists,  are 
willing  and  anxious  to  grant  dentistry  her  due  recognition  in  a  realm  broader 
than  she  ever  dreamed  of.  It  remains  for  the  profession  to  accept  the 
responsibilities  and  the  burden  of  research  which  is  involved  in  such  recogni- 

tion. That  the  profession  is  alive  to  the  situation  is  shown  by  the  fact  that 
dentists  of  the  United  States  have  contributed  over  $45,000  for  re- 

search work,  and  by  our  own  commencement  along  this  line.  The  dona- 
tion of  $1,000  by  the  Educational  Committee  of  the  Canadian  Dental 

Association  to  be  used  as  prizes  for  original  research  is  splendid.  Dentistry 
can  grow  and  increase  in  helpfulness  to  mankind  only  as  scientific  investiga- 

tion develops  and  advances.  At  the  1913  meeting  of  our  society,  a 
Commission  on  Research  was  established,  but  no  financial  provision  was 

made  for  the  work.  Editorially  "Oral  Health"  well  says:  "The  lack  of 
funds  is  at  once  the  weakness  of  the  Ontario  Commission,  and  the  strength 
of  the  American  plan.  Under  the  latter,  men  who  have  an  aptitude  for 
scientific  work,  and  who  have  received  special  training,  may  be  employed 
to  devote  their  whole  time  to  research,  and  at  the  same  time  the  co- 

operation of  the  entire  population  is  assured  by  the  opportunity  afforded 

every  dentist  to  give  financial  support  to  the  work." 
A  work  of  this  nature  should  be  national  in  character,  and  it  may  be 

that  the  initiative  in  such  a  movement,  having  for  its  object  the  "co- 

operation of  the  entire  profession"  is  beyond  the  scope  of  a  provincial 
society.  We  are  participating  in  the  benefits  of  the  work  of  our  confreres 
to  the  south.  Ought  we  not  also  to  provide  the  funds,  which  are  so  neces- 

sary for  a  similar  work  here? 

In  the  presidential  address  of  a  year  ago  the  question  was  asked, 

"What  can  this  Convention  do  to  serve  to  the  best  advantage  the  average 
practitioner,  by  giving  him  the  essence  each  year  of  what  is  most  prac- 

tical, and  of  essential  value  to  him  in  his  every  day  work?  No  one 
realizes  more  clearly  than  the  writer  that  the  position  of  president  of  this 
society  is  purely  honorary;  but  the  appointment  of  a  man  as  thoughtful 
as  my  predecessor  at  least  accomplishes  this  much,  that  it  gets  one  man 
thinking  and  planning  for  the  welfare  of  the  society  more  than  he  other- 

wise would.  And  right  here  I  want  to  express  my  personal  appreciation 
of  the  unselfish  labors  of  the  men  on  the  various  committees,  the  men  who 
really  do  the  work  of  this  society. 

The  question  propounded  is  one  to  which  every  member  of  the  society 
should  give  earnest  thought.  During  the  past  year  I  have  considered  it 
one  of  my  duties  to  read  the  dental  journals  more  assiduously  than  usual. 
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One  of  the  suggestions  I  came  across,  and  which  I  simply  pass  on  for 

your  consideration,  was  that  the  essayists  be  paid.  The  writer  of  the 

article  contended  that  the  present  method  of  asking  a  man  having  unusual 

Knowledge  of  a  subject  to  put  that  knowledge  in  written  form  for  presenta- 

tion at  a  society  meeting,  which  he  would  not  otherwise  attend,  and  have 

nothing  but  expenses  paid,  was  unfair  to  the  essayist.  He  claimed  that 

in  general  a  better  class  of  papers  would  result,  if  the  society  recognized 

that  the  relations  between  the  essayist  and  hearers  should  be  on  a  basis 

of  an  exchange  of  equal  value,  that  is,  that  the  hearers  can  benefit  only 

as  they  are  willing  to  pay  for  the  labors  that  benefit  them. 

Much  is  said  from  year  to  year  concerning  the  difficulty  of  securing 

clinics.  A  consideration  of  some  aspects  of  the  problem  may  make  its 

solution  less  difficult.  There  is  no  question  of  the  popularity  of  the  clinic, 

and  if  the  average  member  feels  that  he  is  better  taught  by  this  means, 

then  he  is  justified  in  his  insistent  and  untiring  demand  for  clinics,  and  the 

society  is  wise  which  supplies  that  demand.  There  is  being  introduced  at 

this  meeting  what  is  known  as  Progressive  Clinics,  and  it  is  hoped  that 

it  will  meet  with  your  hearty  endorsation.  Originating,  I  believe,  with 

Dr.  Price,  of  Cleveland,  it  has  been  found  from  every  point  of  view  the 

most  successful  means  of  conducting  a  clinic,  accomplishing  as  it  does  the 

greatest  good  to  the  greatest  number.  Every  clinician  is  a  teacher,  and 

by  it  the  teaching  value  of  the  clinic  is  better  realized.  To  may  mind 

there  is  no  better  medium  for  the  presentation  of  the  gist  of  the  year  s 

progress  than  the  Progressive  Clinic;  and  no  persons  so  well  qualified  as 

the  teachers  in  our  colleges.  The  subject  need  not  be  new.  The  average 

member  is  too  apt  perhaps  to  be  looking  for  the  novel  and  the  bizarre.  The 

teaching  value  of  the  clinic  can  be  well  applied  to  every  day  operations, 

as  a  corrective  for  careless  methods  which  are  apt  to  result  because  of  their 

very  familiarity.  Any  member  of  the  society  giving  a  clinic  on  a  familiar 

subject  should  be  listened  to  with  respect.  Editorially  the  DOMINION 

Df.NTAL  JOURNAL  said  ''Dental  Conventions  will  have  to  assume  more 

the  post-graduate  form  to  attract  in  future." 
From  August  26th  to  September  9th,  1911,  our  college  gave  a  post 

graduate  course.  The  consensus  of  opinion  as  expressed  by  the  men  in 

attendance  was,  "This  beats  a  convention."  Why?  I  think  largely 
because  of  the  method  of  teaching.  The  division  of  the  men  into  groups, 

each  under  the  charge  of  a  professor,  enabled  everyone  to  obtain  the  full 

benefit  of  what  was  being  taught  in  each  department.  Something  along  this 

line  applied  to  our  Conventions  involving  remuneration  to  the  teachers 

undertaking  su<  li  work,  and  consequently  necessitating  a  larger  member- 

ship fee  in  our  society,  ought  to  result  in  giving  greater  value  for  the  time 

and  money  spent  in  attrndan 

I  here    U     mother   \n  av    in    which    the    society   can    give   to    its    members 

i'leat  profit,  and  that  i^  by  having  one  of  its  members  who  hai  an  aptitude 
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for  reading  prepare  an  annual  resume  of  the  contents  of  our  dental  journals. 
It  is  quite  impractical  for  the  average  dentist  to  read  all  of  the  magazines, 
and  even  if  he  reads  extensively,  a  review  of  these  will  be  found  helpful 
and  refreshing.  This  is  now  being  done  in  the  Michigan  Dental  Society 
by  Dr.  Russell  W.  Bunting,  his  annual  paper  appearing  in  the  programme 

under  the  title  of  "Dental  Science  and  Literature." 
It  is  pleasing  to  note  in  the  reading  of  our  current  literature  a  growing 

realization  of  the  responsibilities  of  the  dentist  towards  his  patient.  Permit 
me  to  quote  from  different  periodicals. 

"The  latitude  of  our  professional  endeavors  is  not  restricted  to  pure 
mechanics,  and  it  now  becomes  a  supreme  duty  to  our  patients,  to  our 
profession,  and  to  ourselves,  to  point  out  diseased  conditions  of  the  mouth, 
to  enlighten  our  patients  upon  the  significance  of  these  conditions  for  their 

comfort  and  health,  and  to  correct  these  conditions  when  possible." 

"It  may  be  said  that  the  life  and  death  equation,  with  all  of  its 
responsibilities  enters  quite  as  much  into  the  daily  routine  of  the  dentist,  as 

it  does  that  of  the  surgeon — only  it  is  not  so  immediately  apparent.  The 
fact  that  serious  sequelae  arise  years  after  the  dental  operation  does  not 
ameliorate  for  one  moment  the  culpability  of  the  dentist  who  misleads  the 

pahent  and  himself  on  this  question." 
Enough  has  been  quoted  to  show  that  an  increasing  number  recognize 

that  when  we  have  accepted  an  individual  as  a  regular  patient,  and  have 
made  the  mechanical  restorations  which  are  necessary,  we  have  by  no 
means  acquitted  ourselves  of  our  responsibility  towards  the  patient.  It 
seems  trite  to  say  that  roots  which  cannot  be  made  useful  should  be  re- 

moved, and  that  pyorrhea  should  be  cured,  yet  every  day  dentists,  who 
othtrwise  do  good  work,  are  permitting  such  conditions  to  remain  un- 

touched, a  menace  to  the  patient's  health.  But  as  knowledge  increases 
through  the  medium  of  our  societies  and  our  literature,  more  and  more 

will  we  have  reverence  for  the  oral  cavity,  and  fulfil  all  our  obligations 
towards  those  who  entrust  themselves  to  our  professional  care. 

The    hand    of    death    has    fallen    heavily    upon    the    members    of   our 

society  during  the  past  year,  and,  because  of  a  friendship  extending  from 
boyhood,  it  seems  fitting  that  I  should  bear  special  tribute  to  the  memory  of 
the  late   Dr.   Wm.    H.    Doherty.      Knowing   something   of   his   admirable 
qualities  of  mind  and  heart,  realizing  his  possession  of  an  ambition,  which 

made  perhaps  too  great  a  demand  upon  his  vitality,  knowing,  too,  that  he 
was  inspired  by  a  vision  of  brighter  children  and  happier  homes  because 
of  the  application  of  the  principles  of  Oral  Hygiene,  those  lines  of  Chas. 

G.  D.  Roberts  would  have  seemed  very  appropriate  coming  from  his  lips: 

"But  count  the  reach  of  my  desire, 
Let  this  be  something  in  Thy  sight — 
I   have   not   in   the   slothful   dark, 

Forgot  the  Vision  and  the  Heigkt. 
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Neither  my  body  nor  my  soul 

To  earth's  low  ease  will  yield  consent, 
I  praise  Thee  for  the  will  to  strive: 

I  bless  Thy  goal   of  discontent." 
At  this  stirring  period  in  our  national  history  a  presidential  address 

would  be  incomplete  without  an  expression  of  commendation  of  the  dentists 

who  have  given  so  freely  of  their  time  and  skill  to  better  equip  our  soldiers 

for  active  service.  Commencing  in  the  larger  centres  this  splendid  evidence 

of  patriotism  has  extended  to  the  rural  communities,  and  it  is  to  the  ever- 

lasting credit  of  our  profession  that  such  has  been  the  case.  Contrasting 

such  a  spirit  which  the  mean  graft  of  those  who  have  lined  their  pockets  at 

their  country's  expense,  while  their  fellow  citizens  have  offered  their  all 
upon  the  sacred  altar  of  their  country,  we  may  be  pardoned  if  we  hold 

our  heads  a  little  higher,  and  feel  justly  proud  that  we  are  members  of  such 

a  profession. 

Particular  mention  must  be  made  of  the  men  who  have  made  the 

greater  sacrifice,  and  who  in  some  capacity  have  placed  themselves  entirely 

at  their  country's  service.     As  far  as  I  am  aware  these  are: 
Drs.  W.  J.  Bentley,  C.  Corrigan,  B.  L.  Neily,  F.  W.  B.  Kelley, 

O.  G.  Hassard,  C.  Brown  and  Geo.  Gow.  To  them  may  be  well  applied 

the  remark  of  a  mother  whose  only  son  died  recently  on  the  field  of  honor, 

"He  did  what  was  asked  of  him.     He  could  not  do  more.*' 
Dr.  Grf.FN:  Gentlemen,  we  have  all  listened  with  a  great  deal  of 

interest,  and  I  am  sure  much  pleasure  and  profit,  to  the  splendid  address  of 

our  President,  Dr.  Snell.  The  discussion  of  the  paper  is  to  be  opened 

by  Dr.  C.  C.  Lumley,  of  St.  Thomas. 

DISCUSSION. 

Dr.  LUMLEY :  Mr.  Chairman  and  Gentlemen:  I  have  listened  with 

great  interest  to  the  able  paper  of  Dr.  Snell.  He  has  in  a  short  paper 

touched  on  some  of  the  most  important  questions  that  are  occupying  the 

minds  of  the  dentists  to-day,  and  if  I  can  I  would  like  to  amplify  or 

emphasize  some  of  them  so  that  they  may  be  discussed  here  so  that  we  may 

each  get  hold  of  something  new  and  beneficial. 

I  notice  Dr.  Snell  referred  to  the  reading  of  papers.  If  some  one 

would  digest  the  magazines  for  the  year  and  give  a  resume  of  the  work 

for  the  year  I  think  it  might  be  a  good  idea.  Now,  if  I  suggest  something 

different  it  is  not  that  I  do  not  admire  Dr.  Snell's  way  of  doing  it,  but 
that  we  may  consider  more  than  one  way  of  accomplishing  a  certain  result. 

It  seems  to  me  a  man  who  stays  home  for  a  year  and  does  not  read  any 

dental  literature  will  not  come  to  Toronto  and  sit  here  and  listen  to  it 

being  read.  I  wondered  if  the  regular  field  of  the  college  work  could  not 

be  enlarged  so  that  a  publication  say  twice  a  year  could  be  sent  out 

giving  a  resume  of  any  articles  on  things  that  are  new  in  the  laboratory  or 
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in  a  scientific  way,  or  in  dental  appliances  and  dental  literature.  If  some- 

thing of  that  kind  could  be  done  twice  a  year  it  might  be  a  good  thing. 

I  offer  that  as  a  suggestion. 

Then  Dr.  Snell  refers  in  his  paper  to  the  question  of  research  as  being 

up  to  the  individual  dentist  to  do  the  research  work,  supported  by  the 

other  dentists.  Now,  if  you  go  along  the  road  in  the  country  where  I 

live  you  will  find  the  farmers,  the  agriculturists,  depleting  their  land  of 

trees,  and  if  you  ask  a  man  to  go  and  plant  twenty  acres  of  maple  trees 

or  walnut  trees  he  will  laugh  at  you.  Why?  Because  none  of  the  results 

come  back  to  him.  There  are  a  few  who  are  patriotic  and  who  are 

planting  for  the  second  and  third  generation,  but  not  many,  and  the  dentist 

is  the  same.  A  man  who  has  a  family  to  support  and  has  to  earn  his 

daily  bread  and  take  some  part  in  civic  matters  and  school  questions  and 

Y.  M.  C.  A.  work,  or  whatever  comes  along  to  do  for  the  good  of  the 

community  he  lives  in,  has  not  time  for  research  work.  He  must  either  be 

a  man  of  leisure  or  some  peculiar  kind  of  faddist  who  will  spend  much 

time  on  research  work.  It  seems  to  me  you  must  look  to  the  Government 

of  the  country  to  subsidize  such  work,  and  that  they  must  stand  behind  any 

movement  along  that  line.  It  should  be  led,  I  think,  by  the  centre  of  dental 

education  here,  the  Dental  College  at  Toronto. 

While  listening  to  Dr.  Snell  I  thought  of  the  time  when  I  was  attend- 

ing the  college  over  towards  Yonge  street  some  years  ago  as  a  freshman 

in  the  same  class  as  Dr.  Snell,  and  the  address  of  welcome  was  given  by 

Dr.  Allen  of  the  Metropolitan  church,  and  I  remember  among  other 

things,  this  is  one  of  the  things  he  said:  "This  country  does  not  need 

lawyers  and  doctors  and  dentists.  This  country  needs  men  practising 

law,  it  needs  men  practising  medicine,  it  needs  men  practising  dentistry. 

This  country  does  not  need  warriors  to-day,  it  does  not  need  men  who  are 

up  in  the  expert  art  of  killing  women  and  children,  but  it  does  need,  and 

thank  God  it  has,  many  intelligent  men  who  are  willing  to  go  and  crush 

out  the  spirit  of  militarism  and  prevent  the  crushing  out  of  those  human 

sentiments  that  should  be  encouraged.      (Applause). 

I  thought  of  this  as  I  listened  to  Dr.  Snell's  address  also,  that  the 

man  who  is  practising  dentistry  will  realize  his  responsibility  to  his  patient, 

and  when  he  sees  a  case  of  incipient  pyorrhea  developing  he  will  not  allow 

the  patient  to  depart  without  a  warning,  he  will  call  his  attention  to  it  and 

give  him  a  chance  to  get  the  trouble  corrected.  The  man  who 

realizes  his  responsibility  to  his  patient  will  not,  on  the  other  side  of  the 

question,  do  the  same  as  a  dentist  I  heard  of  the  other  day.  As  an 

instance  of  this,  I  was  told  by  a  woman  in  my  office  last  Friday  of  travel- 

ling from  Winnipeg  down  to  a  city  in  the  Western  States,  paying  her 

railway  fare  and  hotel  bill  for  ten  days,  and  being  treated  at  the  rate  of 

$25  per  treatment  by  a  pyorrhea  specialist.  For  a  few  treatments  she 

paid  $100.      I  understood  from  what  she  said  that  he  had  to  tie  the  teeth 
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in  while  she  got  out  of  town,  and  she  went  away  with  the  assurance  from 

him  that  the  teeth  would  be  fairly  good  and  strong  in  two  months,  and 
ir.side  of  two  weeks  the  teeth  were  out.  That  is  the  other  side.  Thank 

God  we  have  not  many  of  that  kind  of  dentists.  But  we  must  realize  our 

responsibility  to  the  patient  and  our  responsibility  to  the  sentiments  of 

honesty  and  justice  that  should  prevail. 

A  most  important  question  to-day  is  the  question  of  painless  dentistry. 

This  has  been  thought  to  be  to  a  great  extent  quackery,  but  it  is  getting 

to  a  stage  where  it  does  not  belong  to  the  quacks.  Why  do  we  not  do  all 

the  dentistry  we  ought  to  do?  Why  is  there  so  small  a  proportion  of  the 

dentistry  done  that  is  needed  throughout  the  province?  Dentistry  that  is 

needed  for  the  longevity  of  human  life?  For  two  reasons.  One  is  be- 

cause it  causes  pain,  and  the  other  is  the  expense.  Regarding  the 

expense  aspect  I  have  little  to  say,  but  regarding  the  matter  of  pain,  I 

hope  that  we  shall  have  the  best  papers  that  the  society  has  ever  had  from 

Dr.  Paul  and  others  who  deal  with  the  question  of  anaesthesia,  and  they 

will  bring  before  us  the  possibilities  of  going  through  a  dental  operation 

without  any  great  amount  of  pain  and  make  it  easy  for  a  person  who 

would  rather  be  consigned  to  the  depths  of  the  ocean  pretty  nearly  than 

be  put  in  the  dentist's  chair.  I  thank  you  very  much  for. your  kind  atten- 
tion. 

I  would  like  t(    hear  Dr.  Snell  say  a  word  on  Progressive  Clinics. 

Dr.  GRIEVE:    There  is  not  a  great  deal  to  discuss  in  the  President's 
address,   except  to  amplify  the  different  suggestions  brought  out.      There 

are  one  or   two   points   that   might   be  spoken   of,   one   in   reference  to   re- 

search work.      The  president  was  thoughtful  enough   to   mention  the  pro- 

gress that  is  being  made  by  the  Educational   Committee  of  the  Canadian 

Dental   Association   along  this  line,   and   as  a  member  of  that   Committee 

I   was  very  pleased  to  hear  his  remark-         Dr.   Lumley  suggested  in  the 

opening  of  the  discussion  that  the  work  was  really  work  for  men  who  did 

not  have  to  carry  on   an  every  day  practice  and  would   require  some  re- 
muneration  to  enter  very  seriously   into  research  work.      That   I   may  say 

U  <  hiefly,  I  think,  the  aim  of  the  Canadian  Dental  Association  Educational 

•  mmittee  in  offering  that  pn/e,  in  order  to  try  and  search  out  these  men 

throughout  the  country,   wherever  they  may  be,   men  who  are  particularly 

fitted  to  do  research  work,  in  order  thai  a  fund  may  be  supplied  for  them 

when  they  are  discovered  and  when  their  ability  is  found  out.      I  hat  is  the 

in  idea,  I  believe,  in  the  ottering  of  those  pn 

There  is  one  other  question  that   wa^  brought  up  in  the  address,  or  by 

the  gentleman  opening  the  diw  ussion,  and  thai  is  the  duty  of  the  College 

in    . i  —  i - 1 i n t^    in    t'  ientific    knowledge    that    appears,    in 

magazine!  and  i  thai  the  College  should  take  on  itsell  such  a  duty. 

There  should  be  provision   made  whereby   the  men   f>n   the  staff  of  the 

College  should  not  only  do  some  work  ol   thai  kind,  but  they  should  go 
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out  from  time  to  time  and  give  it  to  the  profession.  Each  man  on  the  staff 

of  the  College  really  should  go  out  at  least  once  during  each  term  to  some 

local  society  and  give  them  a  paper  upon  his  particular  branch  of  the  work. 

That  should  be  a  duty  he  should  perform,  and  the  College  or  some 

society  should  pay  his  necessary  expenses. 

Dr.  SNELL:  With  regard  to  Dr.  Lumley's  question  as  to  progressive 
clinics,  some  of  you  perhaps  have  attended  conventions  at  which  they  have 

progressive  clinics,  and  I  have  made  the  suggestion  to  the  supervisor  of 

clinics  that  we  have  something  along  that  line  here,  and  an  attempt  is 

being  made  which  will  work  out  perhaps  not  as  smoothly  this  year  as  it 

may  in  later  years.  This  simply  consists  of  dividing  the  men  into  groups, 

and  the  clinicians  either  remain  in  a  certain  room,  or  the  groups  remain, 

whichever  is  preferable.  Each  clinician  will  be  in  a  separate  room.  I  saw 

this  at  Detroit  a  year  ago  at  a  convention  held  in  the  hotel,  and  the 

clinician  in  that  case  moved  from  room  to  room,  and  the  various  groups 

remained  in  the  different  rooms.  They  were  divided  fairly  equally  into 
different  groups  and  the  clinician  of  course  was  able  to  give  his  entire  clinic 

to  that  group  and  then  moved  on  to  the  next  group.  I  think  perhaps  it 

is  better  for  the  groups  of  men  to  move  from  room  to  room  and  the  clinician 

to  remain,  as  he  may  have  charts  and  various  paraphernalia  that  may  be 

awkward  to  move.  We  are  trying  to  work  that  idea  out  this  year,  but  if 

it  does  not  work  out  perfectly  smoothly  do  not  criticise  the  supervisor  of 
clinics,  for  it  will  work  out  better  next  time. 

The  only  other  matter  I  want  to  refer  to  is  Dr.  Lumley's  reference  to 
what  I  said  on  the  matter  of  research  work.  I  think,  perhaps,  Dr. 
Lumley  misunderstood  me  there.  It  was  simply  my  idea  that  the  funds 

be  contributed,  if  by  the  Government  all  the  better.  I  felt  very  sorry  that 

Dr.  Lumley  was  not  elected  in  that  campaign  at  which  he  was  a  candi- 

date, and  also  that  there  was  not  a  majority  of  the  same  feeling  as  him- 

self, and  then  if  the  Government  would  provide  funds  well  and  good,  but 

until  we  have  reached  that  point  it  is  not  too  much,  I  think,  to  expect  the 

dentists  to  provide  the  funds,  and  that  is  being  done  successfully  in  the 

United  States  and  I  think  it  could  be  done  here.  The  dentists  get  the 

return  and  it  really  is  a  selfish  investment,  I  think.  The  returns  are  good. 

We  are  benefitted  by  the  research  work  being  done  by  the  men  on  the 

other  side.     I  think  I  have  nothing  to  add.      (Applause). 
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Selections 

IMPRESSION  TAKING   BY  THE  GREEN  METHOD 

D.  D.  Atkinson,  D.D.S.,  Brunswick,  Ga. 

Read   before  the  union  meeting  of  the  Georgia  State   Dental  Society  and   the 
Southern  Branch  of  the  National   Dental  Association.  Atlanta.  Ga.,  June  4,   T.»14. 

It  might  seem  strange  that,  after  all  that  has  been  written  upon  this 

subject,  one  should  venture  to  come  before  representatives  of  the  dental 

profession  with  anything  claimed  to  be  new  upon  this  subject.  It  is  well 

known  that  many  of  the  leading  dentists  of  the  country  have  passed  that 

period  when  the  construction  of  artificial  dentures  was  attractive  to  them, 

and  have  set  aside  that  important  branch  of  prosthetic  dentistry.  To  these 

I  would  say  that  whatever  be  their  attainments  in  scientific  bridge  work, 

gold  or  porcelain  inlays,  or  whatever  the  character  of  their  operations,  they 

60  not  exceed  in  scientific  requirements  those  of  modern  advanced  plate  work 

construction,  as  to  both  the  taking  of  impressions  and  the  anatomical 

arrangement  of  the  teeth  themselves.  To  him  who  is  so  unfortunate  as 

to  have  to  wear  a  denture,  there  is  nothing  so  important  as  that  he  should 

have  the  best  that  skill  can  produce;  therefore  the  dentist  who  has  served 

his  patients  up  to  the  time  when  they  are  in  need  of  artificial  teeth  should 

then  feel  a  just  pride  in  giving  them  the  best  possible  substitute. 

The  writer  does  not  claim  any  authentication  for  the  ideas  to  be  set 

forth  in  this  paper,  but  wishes  solely  to  call  the  attention  of  the  profession 

to  a  system  of  impression  taking  promulgated  as  the  "Green  Brothers' 
Course  in   Plate  Work." 

To  those  who  are  not  familiar  with  this  system  I  would  say  that  these 

operators  have  given  to  the  profession  a  system  of  impression  taking  that 

is  entirely  new,  and  has  never  been  taught  in  the  dental  colleges  to  any 

extent;  and  while  the  subject  is  entirely  too  large  to  be  presented  in  full 

i:i  a  paper  of  this  kind,  I  shall  endeavor  to  call  attention  to  a  few  features, 

with  the  hope  that  my  colleagues  may  be  inspired  to  search  further  into 

the  possibilities  of  this  system  by  reading  the  book  written  by  its  origina- 
tors, which  is  to  my  mind  the  most  practical  and  sensible  treatise  on  this 

subject  that  has  yet  been  offered  to  the  profession. 

AIM  AND  ACCESSORIES  OF  THE  GREEN  METHOD. 

In  the  edentulous  upper  jaw  of  a  living  subject  there  is  a  zone  of  soft 

immovable  tissue  which  extends  from  the  frenum  labii  all  the  way  around 

behind  the  tuberosities  and  across  the  palate.  This  zone  reaches  the  line 

between  the  hard  tissues  of  the  hard  palate  and  the  soft  movable  tissues 

above  and  behind.  It  is  at  this  zone  that  it  is  intended,  under  this  new 

system,  that  the  rim  of  the  plate  shall  terminate,  and  rest  with  valve-likr 

pressure  upon  the  soft  immovable  tissues,   for,  if  it   falls  short  of  reaching 
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this  part,  the  rim  of  the  plate  will  rest  upon  the  hard  tissues  of  the  alveolar 
process,  where  it  will  be  impossible  to  obtain  the  valve-like  pressure.  And 
if  it  extends  beyond  this  zone,  the  movable  muscles  and  tissues  will  be 
continually  throwing  the  plate  from  its  position.  This  theory  holds  good 
both  in  the  upper  and  lower  jaws.  To  accomplish  this  result,  the  Green 
Brothers  have  employed  the  specific  kind  of  modeling  compound  known  as 
Kerr  Perfection,  and  have  devised  impression  trays  especially  for  that 
purpose.  These  impression  trays  are  made  much  shallower  than  the  rim 
of  the  plate  is  meant  to  be,  and  shorter  than  is  intended  for  the  length  of the  plate  to  be. 

TAKING  THE   IMPRESSION   FOR  A  FULL   UPPER  DENTURE. 

For  a  practical  case,  a  tray  is  selected  which  just  about  fits  the  jaw, 
with  perhaps  an  eighth  of  an  inch  to  spare  all  around.      The  tray  and 
impression  material  being  ready  for  taking  a  full  impression,  sufficient  of 
the  material  is  softened  in  warm  water  and  then  placed  in  the  tray  and 
finger-fashioned  to  conform  somewhat  to  the  shape  of  the  jaw.     Just  before 
inserting  it  into  the  mouth,   it  is  held  over  a  spirit  lamp,   and  the  entire 
surface  is  softened  to  a  semifluid  state,  but  not  hot  enough  to  burn;  then  it 
is  carried  into  the  mouth,  and  with  a  gentle  wave-like  motion  pressed  up 
with  about  the  pressure  which  the  plate  is  to  exert  after  it  is  made.     The 
surplus  material  above  the  rim  all  around  is  pressed  up  against  the  outer 
edges  of  the  alveolar  process  first  on  one  side  and  then  on  the  other,  and 
with  the  index  finger  around  and  behind  the  tuberosities. 

MUSCLE  TRIMMING. 

While  the  material  is  still  soft,  the  patient  is  instructed  to  work  the 
muscles  of  the  face  and  of  mastication  in  such  a  way  that  they  shall  cut 
their  own  way  into  the  material,  and  in  this  way  form  the  height  of  the 
impression  and  likewise  of  the  future  plate— but  not  the  exact  height. 
This  is  called  muscle  trimming.  With  a  cold  wet  cloth  held  on  the  under- 

side of  the  tray,  the  modeling  compound  is  soon  chilled  and  removed  from 
the  mouth,  when  it  is  immediately  immersed  in  cold  water.  All  surplus 
compound  is  then  cut  away,  leaving  the  top  of  the  rim  as  indicated  by  the 
•trimming  of  the  muscles,  and  this  trimming  is  done  so  that  the  rim  of  the 
impression  is  not  much  thicker  than  the  finished  plate,  whereupon  the  pos- 

terior portion  of  the  impression  is  cut  off  to  the  length  of  the  plate. 
DETERMINING  THE   LENGTH   OF   THE   PLATE. 

To  find  the  length  of  the  plate,  k  will  be  seen  that  the  movable  muscles 
of  the  palate  have  turned  the  impression  down,  for  it  must  be  borne  in  mind 
that  the  plate  must  extend  posteriorly  into  the  aforesaid  zone  which  inter- 

venes between  the  hard  tissue  of  the  hard  palate  and  the  movable  tissues  of 
the  soft  palate.  The  edges  of  the  rim  are  then  softened,  one  side  at  a  time, 
over  a  little  spirit  lamp,  and  placed  back  in  the  mouth,  with  instructions  that 
the  patient  shall  still  muscle  trim  them,  until  no  further  impression  can  be 
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made  by  moving  the  muscles.  I  his,  then,  is  the  exact  height  which  the 

finished  plate  must  have. 

If  there  is  any  dcubt  about  the  lergth  ot  the  plate,  this  can  be  deter- 

mined by  warming  the  posterior  edge  and  directing  the  patient  to  swallow. 

If  the  plate  should  be  too  long,  it  will  be  indicated  by  impression  of  the 

movable  muscles  of  the  palate,  and  should  be  trimmed  accordingly.  We 

shall  now  assume  that  the  muscle  trimming  has  been  done  on  both  sides, 

the  next  step  being  to  conform  the  impression  all  around  to  the  zone  of 

immovable  soft  tissue  already  mentioned.  This  is  done  by  warming  the 

edge  of  the  impression  over  the  hand  spirit  lamp  slightly,  just  enough  to 

enable  it  to  yield  to  pressure  all  the  way  around  behind  the  tuberosities. 

This  may  be  done  one  side  at  a  time,  the  impression  to  be  carried  quickly 

to  the  mouth  and  the  rims  to  be  conformed  to  the  soft  zone  by  the  pressure 

of  the  fingers  and  to  be  held  there  until  the  material  becomes  hard.  When 

this  is  done  properly,  there  will  be  a  valve-like  pressure  all  around  on  the 

cutside  of  the  alveolar  border,  which  will  not  leak,  and  which  will  not  be 

thrown  down  by  the  muscles  of  the  face,  because  they  have  already  cut 

their  way  into  the  material  when  it  was  soft. 

Post-damming.  The  next  step  consists  in  post-damming,  which  means 

that  the  impression  at  the  palate  must  be  warmed  and  pressed  up  to  con- 
form to  the  palate  itself:  this  being  accomplished,  if  the  work  has  been 

properly  done  the  impression  will  hold  fast  in  the  mouth  and  is  called  a 

test  impression,  and  just  as  this  impression  fits,  so  will  the  plate.  I  have 

seen  patients  try  to  shake  such  impressions  out  of  their  mouths,  or  to  cough 

or  spit  them  out,  and  failed  on  account  of  the  excellence  of  the  suction. 

COMPARISON    BETWEEN    OLD-TYPE    TRAYS   AND    GREEN    TRAYS. 

The  same  principles,  with  a  modification  in  the  details,  are  to  be 

observed  in  taking  lower  impressions.  A  comparison  between  the  impres- 

sion trays  of  the  old  type  and  the  trays  used  in  the  Green  system  show; 

that  the  old-type  trays  with  high  rims  and  long  handle  will,  of  necessity, 

strain  all  of  the  muscles  of  the  lips  and  cheeks  out  of  position,  and  hold 

them  there  while  the  material  is  hardening,  be  it  plaster  or  compound; 

consequently,  when  these  muscles  rebound,  there  can  be  but  one  result, 

viz.,  the  upper  plate  must  drop  or  the  lower  plate  jump  up.  Muscle 

trimming  cannot   be  done  with  such  trays. 

In  comparing  two  impression^,  one  taken  by  the  old  method  with  the 

deep  tray,  the  other  bv  the  Green  muscle-trimming  method  in  the  Green 

tray,   the  difference   i  apparent       I  he   one  taken   with   the  old   tray 

cannot  be  replaced  in  the  mouth  with  any  expectation  that  it  will  remain 

m  situ  without  being  held,  even  should  it  have  been  taken  in  plaster.  I  he 

other  impression  can  be  tested  in   the  mouth,   and  will   remain  in  situ 

ably    while    the   patient    d:-  the    whole  with    the   operator 
without  once  throwing  it  loose. 
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CONCLUSION. 

The  results  obtained  from  the  Green  method  are  so  satisfactory  in 

shallow  and  all  other  kinds  of  mouths  that  I  would  prophesy  that  in  trme 

to  come  no  other  system  of  impression  taking  will  be  taught. 

I  should  like  to  state  in  this  connection  that  I  have  no  interest  whatever 

in  the  sale  of  the  work  called  "The  Green  Brothers'  Course  in  Plate 

Work,"  but  on  account  of  the  impossibility  to  give  more  than  a  scant 

outline  of  the  great  possibilities  of  this  system,  I  would  advise  every  plate- 

worker  to  study  this  book  diligently. — Dental  Cosmos. 

DEEP  MUSCULAR  INJECTIONS  OF  SUCCINIMID  OF 

MERCURY  IN  PYORRHEA  ALVEOLARIS 

Paul  Gardiner  White,  D.M.D.,  Act.  Asst.  Dental  Surgeon,  U.S.N. 

To  be  able  to  check  the  ravages  and  afford  relief  to  the  sufferer  of 

that  most  distressing  and  destructive  disease,  pyorrhea  alveolaris,  was  in  the 

past  indeed  a  worthy  endeavor  on  the  part  of  the  operator  who  had  the 

patience  and  persistence  and  the  patient  who  had  the  courage  and  the  faith. 

To  be  able  to  cure  a  majority  of  cases  with  the  least  possible  discomfort 

and  pain,  and  in  an  incredibly  short  time,  while  no  more  worthy  of  the 

operator  than  in  the  days  of  old,  is  a  remarkable  stride  in  the  right  direc- 

tion of  protecting  mankind  from  the  inroads  of  disease;  and  in  no  better 

way  can  human  maladies  be  reduced  to  a  minimum  than  by  destroying  the 

disease-makers  before  they  have  an  opportunity  to  get  beyond  the  portals. 

In  the  October,  1914,  number  of  the  U.  S.  Naval  Medical  Bulletin, 

the  writer  published  a  report  of  six  severe  cases  of  pyorrhea,  all  of  which 

were  completely  cured  by  this  new  method  of  treatment.  The  cure  of 

some  sixteen  successive  cases  since  then  prompts  this  presentation  to  the 

dental  profession. 

It  is  not  the  writer's  intention  to  discuss  the  various  opinions  held  con- 

cerning the  etiology  of  this  prevalent  disease,  but  in  order  that  the  purport 

of  this  report  be  understood,  the  following  stand  is  taken:  That  pyorrhea 

is  due  to  a  local  irritation  which  may  be  and  often  is  predetermined  by 

general  debility  and  a  starved  condition  of  the  tissues  from  lack  of  nutritive 

supply. 

FIRST  EXPERIENCE  WITH  SUCCINIMID  OF  MERCURY. 

The  use  of  succinimid  of  mercury  in  the  treatment  of  this  disease  was 

first  brought  to  the  writer's  attention  wholly  by  chance  at  the  Portsmouth 

navy  yard.  Two  patients,  who  had  been  under  local  treatment  for 

pyorrhea,  presented  themselves  upon  different  days  with  gums  swollen 

and  exquisitely  tender,   and  often  with  free  salivation.      Being  unable  to 
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account  for  such  conditions,  which  occurred  at  regular  intervals,  the 

patients  were  questioned,  and  the  fact  that  they  were  also  being  treated 

for  other  troubles  at  the  same  time  by  Dr.  Barton  L.  Wright,  U.  S.  N.. 

senior  surgeon  at  the  yard,  was  brought  to  light.  Investigation  showed 

that  both  patients  were  being  given  deep  muscular  injections  of  mercury 

at  regular  intervals,  and  that  the  changes  in  the  gum  tissues  and  their 

hypersensitiveness  were  usually  most  pronounced  on  the  second  day  after 

injection.  The  surprisingly  quick  cessation  of  the  pus  flow  from  the  pockets 

end  the  corresponding  return  to  normal  of  the  gum  tissues  led  to  the  intro- 

duction of  succinimid  of  mercury  in  other  cases  by  Dr.  Wright  and  myself. 

DOSAGE. 

Some  twenty  or  more  cases  have  since  been  treated  by  this  method, 

and  in  every  case  a  cure  has  been  effected  inside  of  four  or  five  weeks. 

The  roses  of  mercury  given  at  the  first  injection —  these  injections  being 

made  deeply  into  gluetal  muscles — varied  according  to  the  physical  condi- 

tion of  the  patient,  but  usually  averaged  about  one  grain.  For  the  purpose 

of  tabulation,  this  was  divided  into  fractional  fifths,  the  first  dose  usually 

being  gr.  6-5  or  gr.  5-5,  and  at  each  succeeding  injection — at  weekly 

intervals — a  reduction  of  1-5  gr.,  as  the  condition  of  the  case  and  the 

patient  required. 

Dr.  Barton  L.  Wright,  surgeon,  U.S.N.,  who  had  been  using 

succinimid  of  mercury  since  1905  with  remarkable  results,  especially  in 

diseases  of  vegetable  parasitic  origin,  has  demonstrated  that  "to  produce 
the  immediate  curative  effects,  the  dosage  of  the  initial  injection  must  be 

extremely  large,"  and  that  "small  and  frequently  repeated  doses  are  not 
productive  of  rapid  results,  and  when  continued  uninterruptedly  unduly 

long,  render  the  infecting  organisms  immune  to  their  chemical  affinity." 

Quoting  further  from  Dr.  Wright — "I  now  believe  that  mercury  has  a 
dual  parasitotropic  action:  First,  primary  or  direct,  in  which  the  mercury 

by  affinity  unites  with  the  organisms  and  without  antibody  binds  com- 

plement; or,  secondarily  or  indirect,  in  which  the  mercury  stimulates  the 

rapid  production  of  specific  antibody." 
The  investigations  of  Dr.  Wright  were  carried  out  on  the  principle  of 

Ehrlich's  theory  that  "For  every  parasitic  organism  there  is  a  chemical 
affinity,  which,  if  found  and  injected  into  the  infected  host,  would  destroy 

the  infecting  organisms  and  therefore  cure  the  specific  disease." 
Because  of  the  rapid  absorption  required  in  mercurial  treatment,  Dr. 

Wright  finds  that  mercuric  succinimid,  gr.  1.8  equal  metallic  mercury  gr. 

0.909,  is  the  most  efficient  of  the  soluble  salts  of  mercury. 

The  danger  of  mercurialism  is  not  very  great,  it  having  occurred  only 

once  during  our  investigations,  and  in  that  instance  having  been  due  to  a 

mistake,  the  patient  being  given  two  injections  on  successive  days.  Should 

such   symptoms  occur,   however,   the  injections   should   be   at   once   stopped, 
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and  appropriate  corrective  measures  applied.  The  bowels  should  be  freely 

moved  daily,  and  surgical  asepsis  carefully  observed  in  every  particular 

regarding  syringe,  needles,  solution,  and  skin  at  the  site  of  injection.  While 

all  of  our  cases  have  been  males,  the  doses  of  mercury  in  females  should 

average  from  1  -5  gr.  to  2-5  gr.  less  than  in  males. 

LOCAL  TREATMENT. 

The  local  treatment,  consisting  of  the  thorough  removal  of  calcarious 

deposits,  the  extraction  of  hopeless  teeth  and  roots,  and  the  polishing  of 

the  tooth  structure,  was  continued  every  other  day  during  the  course  of 

treatment,  Dr.  D.  D.  Smith's  prophylactic  trimmers  and  scalers  being  used 
entirely.  Broken-down  tissues  and  sensitiveness  of  the  necks  of  the  teeth 

were  reduced  by  a  1  0  per  cent,  solution  of  silver  nitrate — which  also  pre- 

vented the  discoloration  which  a  higher  per  cent,  solution  would  produce — 

and  the  patient  instructed  to  apply  equal  parts  of  aconite,  iodin  and  chloro- 

form daily  as  a  counter-irritant,  and  to  stimulate  absorption. 

At  the  completion  of  the  treatment,  prophylactic  advice  as  to  the  care 

and  use  of  the  teeth  was  given  each  patient,  and  it  is  hoped  that  they  will 

profit  physically  and  mentally  thereby. 

A  SUMMARY  OF  CASES  TREATED. 

A  summary  of  the  cases,  taken  from  Dr.  Wright's  case-book,  is  given 
below.  It  will  be  noted  that  in  addition  to  the  local  action  of  the  mercury 

in  the  clearance  of  the  pus  flow,  an  improvement  in  the  general  circulation 

and  a  systemic  regeneration  occurred  in  most  cases.  In  other  words,  in 

curing  the  pyorrhea,  nutritive  balance,  or  normal  health,  is  produced. 

Case  1 .  E.  W.  C,  chief  carpenter.  The  patient  came  under  ob- 

servation on  May  4,  1914,  complaining  of  severe  pain,  soreness  and  stiff- 
ness of  the  shoulder  joints  and  of  the  feet  and  ankles.  This  condition  had 

existed  for  some  years.  Treatment  at  different  times  had  proved  of  little 

benefit.  For  the  past  few  months  he  had  grown  much  worse,  being  hardly 

able  to  get  out  of  bed  or  dress  himself.  He  was  under  treatment  for  pyor- 

rhea by  A.  A.  Dental  Surgeon  P.  G.  White,  who  considered  the  case  an 

extensive  and  bad  one.  A  diagnosis  of  chronic  infectious  arthritis  was 

made,  the  infection  probably  being  due  to  the  condition  of  the  gums. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  May  4th, 

gr.  7-5.  Slight  gingivitis,  feels  better.  11th,  gr.  5-5.  19th,  gr.  4-5. 
23rd,  entirely  free  from  all  symptoms.  Dr.  White  reports  pyorrhea  cured, 

24th,  gr.  4-5.  June  2nd,  complains  of  pain  in  both  hip  joints;  injection, 

gr.  4-5.  7th,  gr.  3-5.  13th,  gr.  4-5.  29th,  feels  perfectly  well;  injec- 

tion, gr.  3-5.  July  8th,  perfectly  well;  injection,  gr.  3-5.  Patient  states 

that  a  large  patch  of  eczema  which  has  been  present  on  the  chest  for  the 

past  thirty  years  has  also  disappeared. 

Case  2.  W.  H.  S.,  sergeant,  U.S.M.C.  This  case  was  referred  to 

me  by  Dr.  White,  with  diagnosis  of  pyorrhea,  the  gums  being  soft,  spongy, 
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and  retracted.  Pus  was  exuding  from  around  every  tooth.  The  patient 

has  a  chronic  arthritis  of  the  left  ankle,  which  is  considered  an  autogenous 

infection  from  the  local  infection  of  gums. 

Injections  were  made  as  follows:  June  29th,  gr.  6-5.  July  6th, 

gr.  5-5.  Marked  improvement.  1  I  th,  gr.  4-5.  1  7th,  gr.  4-5.  All  pain 

and  swelling  inthe  left  ankle  disappeared,  gums  normal.  21st,  apparently 

cuTed.  The  following  two  injections  were  given  as  a  precautionary  measure. 

July  24th,  gr.   3-5.      31st,  gr.  2-5. 
CASE  3.  C.  E.  R.,  chief  yeoman.  This  case  was  referred  to  me 

by  Dr.  White,  who  had  been  treating  the  patient  for  about  six  weeks. 

There  was  extensive  and  severe  infection  which  had  shown  slight  improve- 
ment. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  June  29th, 

gr.  5-5.  July  6th,  gr.  4-5.  11th,  gr.  3-5.  13th,  apparently  cured. 
Three  more  injections  were  administered  as  a  precautionary  measure.  I  7th, 

gr.  3-5.     24th,  gr.  2-5.     31st,  gr.  2-5. 

CASE  4.  E.  K.,  G.C.M.P.  This  case  was  referred  by  Dr.  White. 

The  patient  presents  soft,  spongy  gums,  which  bleed  freely,  and  are  ex- 

tremely tender  and  sensitive.  Pus  in  large  amounts  discharges  from  around 

every  tooth.  The  patient  has  a  polyarthritis,  both  knees  and  both  ankle 

ioints  being  infected.  It  is  thought  that  this  condition  is  probably  an  auto- 
infection. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  July  28th, 

gr.  5-5,  followed  by  marked  improvement.  Aug.  3rd,  gr.  4-5.  By  Aug- 

ust 6th  all  symptoms  had  disappeared.  Aug.  1  8th,  no  evidence  of  pyor- 

rhea was  present,  but  injections  of  gr.  4-5  were  resumed  as  a  precautionary 

measure.     Aug.  24th,  gr.  4-5.     Pyorrhea  and  arthritis  cured. 

CASE  5.  S.  K.  The  patient  presented  severe  and  extensive  pyorrhea, 

subacute  gonococcic  urethritis  and  gonorrheal  arthritis. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  Aug.  16th, 

gr.  6-5.  25th,  gr.  4-5.  Sept.  2nd,  gr.  4-5.  4th,  pyorrhea  cured.  9th, 

gr.  3-5.  16th,  gr.  3-5.  No  discharge  from  urethra  for  past  ten  days; 
urine  free  from  shreds;  arthritis  cured. 

Case  6.  A.  W.  D.  The  patient  was  referred  to  Dr.  White  by  P. 

A.  Surgeon  Wheeler  for  local  treatment  of  a  severe  and  extensive  pyorrhea 

or  August  19th.  Dr.  Wheeler  had  on  August  18th  injected  mercuric  suc- 

cinimid gr.  6-5,  the  patient  also  having  gonorrheal  arthritis. 

Aug.  19th,  gr.  5-5;  gingivitis  followed.  26th,  i^ums  still  slightly  ten- 

der, but  pus  has  entirely  disappeared.  Sept.  2nd.  gr.  4-5.  Pyorrhea  and 
arthritis  cured. 

CASE    7.      J.   J.    M.      The    patient     presented    extensive    and    severe 

pyorrhea. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  made  as  follows:  Aug.  18th, 

<rr.  5-5;  marked  improvement  followed  immediately.      24th,  gr.  4-5.    30th. 
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cured.     31st,  gr.  4-5,  as  a  precautionary 
 measure. 

CASE  8.  L.  P.,  corporal,  marines.  Th
e  patient  presented  a  moder- 

ately severe  case  of  pyorrhea,  involving  the  proc
esses  of  the  upper  and 

lower  central  teeth. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  giv
en  as  follows:  Aug.  27th, 

gr    5-5      Sept.  2nd,  gr.  4-5.     4th,  cured
;  no  further  treatment. 

CASE  9.  W.  C.  E.  The  patient  pres
ented  a  mild  case  or  poly- 

arthritis, involving  both  knees  and  ankles. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  
administered  as  follows:  Sept. 

14th,  gr.  5-5.      17th,  pyorrhea  and  a
rthritis  cured. 

Case  10.  E.  S.  J.  The  patient  pr
esented  a  mild  case  of  pyorrhea, 

involving  the  processes  of  all  upper  teeth.
 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  
given  as  follows:  Sept.  25th, 

gr.  6-5.      28th,  cured. 

CASE  11.  T.  J.  G.,  P.M.  The  
patient  presented  a  mild  case  ot 

pyorrhea,  involving  the  processes  of  th
e  lower  teeth. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  g
iven  as  follows:     Sept.  25th. 

gr.  5-5.     28th,  cured. 

CASE  12  W.  J.  S.,  chief  quartermast
er.  The  patient  presented  a 

severe  case  of  pyorrhea,  involving  the  pr
ocesses  of  all  teeth,  all  of  which 

were  loose.     He  complained  of  indigestio
n  and  very  poor  appetite. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  
made  as  follows:  bept.  Mb. 

gr  5-5  12th,  gr.  5-5.  19th,  gr
.  3-5.  22nd,  cured.  The  gastric 

symptoms  had  disappeared,  the  patien
t  having  an  excellent  appetite. 

CASE  13  R.  B.  C,  man-at-arms,  1s
t  cl.  The  patient  presented  a 

severe  case  of  pyorrhea,  involving  the  p
rocesses  of  all  teeth,  all  of  them 

being  loose,  and  with  an  abscess  of  the
  right  upper  jaw  and  severe  bilateral 

facial  neuralgia.     The  abscess  was  inci
sed  and  drained 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  
given  as  follows:  bept.  >th. 

gr  5-5.  6th,  neuralgia  had  disappeared.
  12th,  gr.  5-5.  19th.  gr.  JO. 

Markedly  improved.     26th,  gr.  4-5.     Oct.  2
nd,  gr.  3-5.     Cured. 

Case  14  E  B  The  patient  present
ed  a  moderate  case  of  pyorrhea 

of  the  upper  and  lower  central  teeth,  an
d  polyarthritis  involving  the  knees 

and  ankles.  ^       ,-l 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  giv
en  as  follows:  Uct.  3». 

gr.   5-5.      12th,   gr.   5-5.      19th.   gr.   4-5
.      21st,  pyorrhea  and   arthritis 

cured.  c  i 

CASE  15.     O.  S.  P.     The  patient  pres
ented  a  severe  case  ot  pyorrhea, 

involving  the  processes  of  all  teeth. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were 
 given  as  follows:  Oct  8th, 

gr.  5-5.  15th,  gr.  4-5.  21st,  cured. 
 23rd,  an  injection  of  gr.  3-!>  was 

given  as  a  precautionary  measure. 

CASE  16.     L.  A.,  coxswain.     The  pati
ent  presented  a  severe  case  ot 
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pyorrhea,  the  processes  of  all  teeth  being  involved,  the  gums  exhibiting  ex- 

treme recession,  being  soft,  spongy,  and  bleeding. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  Oct.  12th, 

gr.  5-5.      19th,  gr.  5-5.     26th,  gr.  5-5.     31st,  cured. 

Case   1  7.     J.  E.  B.     The  patient  presented  a  mild  case  of  pyorrhea. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  Oct.  20th, 

gr.  5-5.     25th,  cured. 

Case  1  8.  J.  F.  W.  The  patient  presented  a  severe  case  of  pyor- 

rhea, involving  the  processes  of  all  teeth. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  Oct.  26th, 

gr.  5-5.      Nov.  3rd,  gr.  5-5.     6th,  cured. 

Case  19.  F.  R.  The  patient  presented  a  case  of  pyorrhea,  moder- 

ate in  extent  and  severity. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  Oct.  31st, 

gr.  5-5.      Nov.   7th,  gr.  5-5.     9th,  cured. 

Case  20.  D.  D.,  P.M.  The  patient  presented  a  mild  case  of 

pyorrhea,  the  processes  of  the  upper  molars  and  lower  central  teeth  being 

involved.      There  was  marked  recession  of  the  gums. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  Nov.  4th. 

gr.  5-5.      1  1th,  gr.  5-5.      14th,  cured. 

Case  21.  M.  M.  F.,  1st  cl.  The  patient  presented  a  severe  case 

of  pyorrhea,  moderately  extensive. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  Nov.  3rd, 

gr.  5-5.      10th,  gr.   5-5.      17th,  gr.  5-5.      20th,  cured. 

Case  22.  C.  O.  M.,  C.  man-at-arms.  The  patient  presented  a  case 

of  pyorrhea,  extensive  calcanous  deposits  and  gum  recession,  and  a  free 

flow  of  pus  from  the  upper  molars  and  lower  central  teeth. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  Nov.  7th, 

gr.   5-5.      14th,  gr.   5-5.      19th,  gr.   5-5.      20th,  cured. 

Case  23.  A.  W.  O.  The  patient  presented  a  case  of  pyorrhea, 

calcarious  deposits  and  extreme  gum  recession,  also  discharge  of  pus  from 

around  every  tooth.  He  stated  that  he  was  subject  to  frequent  attacks  of 

laryngitis  and  tonsillitis. 

Injections  of  mercuric  succinimid  were  given  as  follows:  Nov.  14th. 

gr.   5-5.      20th,  Dr.  White  reported  to  me  this  case  as  follov  "Won- 
derful improvement.  Pus  wholly  gone,  except  around  lower  anterior  teeth, 

where  the  flow  has  diminished  one-half." 

Cam  14.  I  P.  F.  The  patient  presented  a  case  of  pyorrhea,  ex- 

tremely «<  \ere,  and  very  extensive  calcarious  deposits  under  the  gums. 

which  were  extremely  tender  and  sensitive,  a  free  flow  oi  pus  from  around 

all  teeth,  and  severe  arthritis  of  the  knee  joil 

Injections  of  mercuric   succinimid  were  given   as   follo\  Nov.   2nd. 

gr.  6-5.     9th.  gr.  5-5.     1  I  re  followed  by  an  immediate  and  marked 

improvement  in  the  arthritis  of  the  knees.      By   Nov.    I  6th.  the  joiftl   symp- 
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toms  had  disappeared,  and  the  patient  was  referred  to  Dr.  White.     Nov. 

16th,  gr.  6-5.     20th,  Dr.  White  reported  "Improvement.'* 
There  has  been  no  return  of  pyorrhea  or  arthritis  in  any  of  these  cases 

to  date. — Dental  Cosmos. 

THE  DEDICATION  OF  THE  THOMAS  W.   EVANS 

MUSEUM  AND  DENTAL  INSTITUTE  SCHOOL 

OF  DENTISTRY,  UNIVERSITY  OF 
PENNSYLVANIA 

On  the  22nd  of  February  the  Evans  Institute  was  formally  dedicated 

to  its  educational  purposes.  The  trustees,  officers  of  instruction,  delegates, 

invited  guests,  and  students  formed  in  academic  procession  and  proceeded 

to  the  Institute  building  and  to  the  clinical  operating  room,  in  which  the 

fifteen  hundred  persons  constituting  the  audience  were  seated.  After  an 

invocation  by  the  Rev.  Joseph  Wilson  Cochran,  and  the  singing  of  the 

National  Anthem  by  the  audience,  the  president  of  the  Thomas  W.  Evans 

Museum  and  Institute  Society,  Hon.  John  Weaver,  made  a  brief  opening 

address,  and  then  introduced  in  succession  Mr.  John  Howard  Mummery, 

of  London,  Eng. ;  Prof.  Wm.  Simon,  of  the  Baltimore  College  of  Dental 

Surgery,  and  Dr.  Edward  C.  Kirk,  of  the  University  of  Pennsylvania, 

each  of  whom  delivered  an  address.  Mr.  John  T.  Windrim,  architect 

of  the  Institute,  then  formally  presented  the  key  of  the  Institute  to  Presi- 

dent John  Weaver,  who  accepted  the  key  on  behalf  of  the  Thomas  W. 

Evans  Museum  and  Institute  Society,  and  then  presented  the  key  to  Dr. 

Edgar  F.  Smith,  Provost  of  the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  who  accepted 

the  key  on  behalf  of  the  University;  after  which  the  following  were  called 

upon  to  receive  academic  honors  at  the  hands  of  the  Provost  of  the  Uni- 

versity on  behalf  of  its  board  of  trustees: 

r</f-    Tohn  T.  Windrim,  architect  of  the  Evans  Institute,  to  receive  the 
degree  of  Master  of  Science  in  Architecture;  William  Simon,  Tru- 

man William   Brophy,    Edward   Hartley   Angle,    Eugene  Solomon 

Talbot,  John  Howard  Mummery,   Edouard  Charles  Goden,  Wil- 

helm  Dieck,  Greene  Vardiman  Black,  for  the  honorary  degree  of 

Doctor  of  Science;  Edwin  Tyler  Darby;  Edward  Cameron  Kirk, 

for  the  honorary  degree  of  Doctor  of  Laws. 

It  had  been  hoped  and  expected  that  both  Prof.  Dr.  Wilhelm  Dieck, 

of  the  Dental  Institute  of  the  University  of  Berlin,  and  Dr.  Charles  Godon, 

of  l'Ecole  Dentaire  de  Paris,  would  have  been  able  to  be  present  and  to 
receive  their  degrees  in  person,  but  owing  to  the  exigencies  arising  out  of 

the  European  war,  neither  was  able  to  be  absent  from  his  post  of  duty. 

The  degrees  in  these  cases,  as  well  as  in  the  case  of  Dr.  G.  V.   Black, 

who  was  unable  to  be  present  on  account    of    ill    health,  were  conferred 
in  absentia. 
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After  the  singing  of  "Hail  Pennsylvania!"  by  the  audience,  the  bene- 
diction was  pronounced  by  the  Rev.  Joseph  Wilson  Cochran,  and  an  in- 

spection of  the  new  building  was  made.  The  day  following  the  formal 
dedication  a  demonstration  of  the  activities  of  the  Institute  and  its  clinical 

facilities  was  given;  sixty-three  clinical  demonstrations  were  made  in  the 

large  clinical  operating  room  of  the  Institute.  The  dedicatory  exercises 

closed  with  a  banquet  under  the  auspices  of  the  Dental  Alumni  Society, 

held  in  the  old  Dental  Hall  of  the  University. 

The  dedication  of  the  Evans  Institute  is  not  to  be  considered  merely 

as  the  inauguration  of  a  new  dental  school,  or  the  rehabilitation  of  an  old 

one.  It  is  in  a  very  large  sense  to  be  understood  as  the  launching  of  a 

new  educational  enterprise.  It  is  the  expression  of  an  earnest  effort  not 

only  to  reflect  in  a  practical  way  the  intent  and  purposes  of  its  benefactor 

and  an  educational  demand  of  modern  dentistry,  but  also  to  provide  for 

iti  future  development  upon  a  broad  scientific  basis.  As  an  indication  of 

the  growing  importance  and  the  breadth  of  relationship  which  dentistry 

now  enjoys,  the  Evans  Institute  must  be  regarded  as  the  expression  of  one 

of  those  forward  steps  which  in  the  domain  of  dental  education  is  the 

analog  of  that  splendid  example  of  the  relationship  of  dentistry  to  public 
health  service  embodied  in  the  materialization  of  the  benefaction  of  the 

brothers  Forsyth  in  the  Forsyth  Dental  Infirmary  for  Children  in  Boston. 

— Editorial,  Dental  Cosmos. 

EXTERNAL  VS.  INTERNAL  INCISION  IN 
ALVEOLAR  ABSCESS 

One  hears  the  opinion  expressed  that  external  incision  for  the  evacua- 

tion of  pus  from  alveolar  abscess  is  never  justified.  The  reason  given  is 

that  it  leaves  a  scar.  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  a  small  linear  scar  is  to  be 

preferred  to  an  ugly  disfiguring  scar  which  may  result  from  permitting  the 

pus  to  point  on  the  face  without  surgical  aid ;  besides,  delay  in  discharging 

pus  may  result  disastrously  from  general  infection.  The  object  of  pus 

drainage  is  to  lessen  or  prevent  toxemia.  Alveolar  abscess  is  not  without 

danger,  and  one  is  not  justified  in  taking  chances  with  his  patients,  especially 

if  they  may  be  avoided.  In  serious  inflammation  in  the  region  of  the  angle 

o^  the  mandible,  accompanied  by  much  swelling  and  trismus,  pus  is  not 

easily  evacuated  into  the  mouth.  Incision  inside  the  mouth  in  such  a  case 

mav  not  reach  the  pus,  and  even  if  it  is  reached,  on  account  of  the  swelling 

it  may  be  difficult  to  fully  evacuate  it  and  keep  up  the  discharge.  Tn  such 

a  case  it  is  far  safer  to  make  an  incision  through  the  skin  under  the  base  of 

the  jaw  followed  by  blunt  direction  until  the  pus  is  found.  Gra\itv  favors 

the  discharge  from  such  an  incision,  and  drainage  is  more  easily  main- 

tained. Pus,  like  water,  drain-  betl  down  hill.  The  *  ar  of  KM  h  an  in- 

cision is  linear  and  not  easily  observable  1  he  one  method  is  poor  surgery, 

the  otheT  good  surgery. — T.   L.   Gil  Ml  R,   Dental  Review. 
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WAR  AND  THE  NATIONS  TEETH 

H.  E.  Sykes-Brown. 

•  "In  this  stern  business  the  British  nation  has  set  its  teeth."  Its  teeth 
being  set,  the  nation  will  see  the  business  through  without  pausing  to  count 

the  cost.  When  the  cost  is  considered,  the  nation  will  meet  a  familiar  item 

in  respect  to  the  Army's  defective  teeth — a  formidable  item  of  seven 
figures,  for  which  no  indemnity  can  be  claimed. 

"Sixty  thousand  recruits  are  in  urgent  need  of  teeth,"  according  to  Sir 

Herbert  Bartlett's  Soldiers'  and  Sailors'  Fund,  which  appeals  to  the 
charitable  for  means  to  provide  60,000  artificial  dentures,  and,  in  support, 

quotes  the  evidence  of  a  major  from  the  front,  testifying  to  the  appalling 

prevalence  of  toothache  in  the  trenches.  That  a  deplorable  condition  of 

dental  trouble  and  toothache  exists  in  the  trenches  is  common  knowledge, 

and  the  truth  is  frequently  emphasized  in  public  statements  by  dental  ex- 

perts. For  instance,  Mr.  George  Northcroft,  who  agrees  that  "it  is  be- 
neath the  dignity  of  a  great  State  to  depend  on  the  charitable  efforts  of 

patriotic  individuals,"  informs  us*  that  "Regimental  officers  returning  from 
the  front  constantly  tell  the  same  story  of  men,  otherwise  upholding  their 

country's  honor  in  the  field,  who  have  to  be  invalided  on  account  of 

'teeth'  (or  the  lack  of  them.)"  In  the  same  Presidential  address  we  are 

assured  that  "it  has  been  at  last  recognized  that  dental  service  for  our 

soldiers  and  sailors  is  a  very  urgent  and  pressing  need."  But  is  it  already 
forgotten  that  as  far  back  as  1904  a  Royal  Commission  was  appointed  to 

investigate  and  report  upon  this  subject,  and,  as  a  result  of  the  dental 

lessons  of  the  Boer  War,  it  was  then  recognized  that  this  urgent  and  press- 

ing need  existed  in  very  acute  form,  and  recommendations  put  forward  for 

intervention  by  the  State? 

It  will  be  remembered  that  fifteen  years  ago  this  nation  lost  in  the  Boer 

War,  on  account  of  rotten  teeth,  almost  as  many  men  as  killed  in  action. 

The  South  African  affair,  with  a  roll  of  honor  of  5,744  men,  is,  in 

comparison  with  this  War,  a  mere  bagatelle;  but  it  cost  the  nation  over 

£100,000  to  invalid  2,451  men  home  on  account  of  "teeth,"  apart  from 
those  invalided  in  South  Africa  from  the  same  cause.  It  is  difficult  to 

estimate  what  these  invalids  are  costing  the  nation  to-day ;  but  Drs.  News- 
holme  and  Nathan  Raw  tell  us  that  our  200,000  pauper  consumptives 

cost  the  ratepayer  over  £10,000,000  sterling  per  annum,  and  that  half  of 

these  cases  are  due  to  preventable  dental   diseases. 

Evidently  the  nation's  eyes  were  opened  at  last,  over  a  decade  ago,  to 

the  deplorable  state  of  the  nation's  teeth,  and  in  1907  the  school  dentist 
was  authorized.  Henceforward  school  children  between  6  and  8  were 

to  be  dentally  inspected,  with  a  view  to  dental  attention — if  they  could  get 

it;  but  the  human  equivalent  of  twelve  full-time  dentists  cannot  cope  with 
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the  dental  requirements  to-day  of  about  1 ,000,000  L.C.C.  school  children, 

and  no  provision  was  made  lor  the  child  over  8  years  of  age.  Such  a 

polic  ippVi  unscientific,  and  not  productive  of  national  dental  htne>s 
and  physical  regeneration,  because  it  leaves  a  population  ot  45,000,000, 

"05  per  cent,  ot  whom  are  well  supplied  with  carious  teeth,"  in  the  hands 
of  about  5,000  dentists,  who,  according  to  Sir  William  Osier,  are  entitled 

to  charge  £5  an  hour  for  their  skilled  dental  operations.  In  the  circum- 
stances, it  is  not  surprising  that  the  teeth  and  the  dental  health  ol  the  classes 

from  which  our  Army  is  now  being  drawn  are  in  a  condition  of  criminal 

neglect,  and  that  once  again  "it  has  been  recognized  that  dental  service  for 

our  soldiers  and  sailors  is  a  very  urgent  and  pressing  need."  As  the  5,000 
dental    surgeons   have   not    increased    in   the   past    thirty   years,    it   may    be 

ned  that  the  nation's  teeth  are  in  no  better  preservation  than  before 

and  during  the  Boer  War,  and  that,  therefore,  our  losses  from  "teeth"  may 
be  estimated  upon  a  basis  of  the  losses  in  that  war.  This  will  give  us  in 

round   numbers    30,000   men,   and   perhaps   a   million   in   money,    and   the 

tion  will  again  arise  as  to  the  provision  of  dental  treatment  and  artificial 

dentures  for  these  men  if  they  are  to  be  made  self-supporting,  and  kept  out 

of  the  ranks  of  the  1 00,000  existing  pauper  consumptives  whose  dental 
neglect  is  costing  the  nation  over  £5,000.000  sterling  per  annum. 

One  thing  is  quite  certain:  the  5,000  available  dentists  ought  to  be 

tc  ken  into  the  service  of  the  State,  not  only  for  the  conservation  of  the 

dental  health  of  the  Army  in  the  field,  but  also  for  the  preservation  of  the 

teeth  of  the  industrial  army  at  home.  For  most  of  the  20,000  panel 

doctors  are  agreed  that  the  cost  of  50  per  cent,  of  their  preventive  work 

waste  of  public  money,  because  half  of  their  panel  patients 

need  dental  attention,  for  which  n^>  provision  is  at  present  made;  but,  as  Dr. 

Addison  stated,  "if  they  were  all  employed  all  their  time  bv  the  Govern- 
ment, there  are  not  enough  quali^ed  dentists  in  Great  Britain  and  Ireland 

to  do  the  work,"  and  though  the  number  of  qualified  dentists  is  vearly 
ng,  nothing  is  being  done  so  far  by  the  State  to  meet  the  increasing 

rational  need  for  the  dental  services  of  many  times  the  present  and  future 

supply.  The  remedy  would  appear  to  be  in  the  immediate  creation  by  the 
State  of  a  sufficient  number  ol  nrrenl  dental  students,  who.  in  return 

nance  and   their  dental   training,  would   accepl   State 

employment  at  a  reasonab  j    for  a  fixed  period  with  the  inducement 

of  a  permanent  position  in  a  State  Dental  Service.  A  -tail  could  be  made 

by  imitint?  the  first  1.000  prospective  Government  students  to  pass  an 

entra  n,   ind  undergo  -ix  month 

with   ■   viev  ring  attached,   a     nib-lieutenants,   to  the 
Army  dental  surgeons,  wh  w  bring  made  responsible  for  the  dental 

fitness  of  o\<  i  i  men. 

rherc  ihould  be  much  useful  prophylactic  work  evei  leaning, 

scaling,  etc. — well  within  I  pe  of  the  intelligent  dental   student  work- 
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ing  under  qualified  supervision  in  the  field.  Incidentally,  such  a  scheme 

might  induce  many  of  the  really  clever  and  efficient,  though  unqualified, 

men  to  form  a  useful  dental  auxiliary  corps  to  the  Royal  Army  Medical 

Corps  during  the  War,  and  provide  means  for  them  to  qualify  as  dental 

surgeons  in  the  public  service  when  the  end  of  the  War  permitted  the  re- 
sumption of  their  hospital  training  as  Government  students. 

Some  such  scheme  as  here  outlined,  or  one  more  practicable,  will  have 

to  be  considered  if  the  dignity  of  a  great  State  is  not  to  suffer  by  the 

charitable  efforts  of  patriotic  individuals;  but  with  the  increasing  dearth  of 

dental  surgeons,  and  the  urgent  need  for  many  times  their  number,  neither 

the  charitable  efforts  of  patriotic  individuals  nor  the  patriotic  efforts  of  the 

5,000  charitable  dentists  themselves  can  save  the  nation's  teeth  or  the 
national  health,  which  depends  upon  their  preservation. 

In  view  of  Dr.  Addison's  statement,  which  implies  that  dental  disease 
and  decay  have  increased  beyond  the  powers  of  the  5,000  members  of  the 

dental  profession  to  adequately  deal  with  them,  all  offers  of  help  should,  it 

is  submitted,  be  accepted  and  co-ordinated  in  order  to  mitigate  the  dental 

sufferings  and  ills  of  our  Army  in  the  field  and  our  industrial  army  of  work- 
ers at  home.  The  inculcation  and  dissemination  of  the  principles  of  oral 

hygiene  greatly  benefited  the  Japanese  Army  in  their  last  campaign,  and 

most  of  the  young  German  soldiers  in  the  trenches  to-day  have  received 

the  benefits  of  preventive  dentistry  from  the  age  of  3  years;  but  no  man 

of  military  age  in  our  new  armies  to-day  can  have  benefited  under  the 

'tardy  legislation  which  provided  dental  attention  in  1 907  for  school 
children  between  6  and  8  years.  Much,  however,  can  be  done  to  alleviate 

toothache  in  the  trenches  by  the  patients  themselves,  if  they  are  assisted 

with  the  means,  and  many  drastic  extractions  can  be  avoided  by  the 

observance  of  oral  cleanliness  and  mouth  hygiene,  if  such  teaching  is  avail- 
able in  the  field. — Civil  Service  Gazette. 
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Dental  Societies 

SECRETARY'S  MINUTES  OF  THE  ONTARIO 
DENTAL  SOCIETY  MEETING, 

TORONTO,  MAY,  1915 

Toronto,   May,    1915. 

Board  Room,  R.C.D.S.,  May  I  Oth,  1915. 

The  Executive  Committee  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  met  in  the 

Board  Room  at  2  p.m.  Those  present  were  Drs.  Snell,  Rhine!,  Ellis, 

Simpson,  Thornton,  W.  Willmott,  Dawson  and  Black. 

Dr.  Willmott  moved  that  as  the  Programme  Committee  had  made 

no  provision  for  the  publication  of  the  proceedings  of  the  meeting,  that 

no  change  be  made  and  that  the  proceedings  be  given  to  the  DOMINION 

DENTAL  JOURNAL  for  publication.  Motion  seconded  by  Dr.  Simpson. 

Carried. 

Dr.  Rhind  moved  that  the  matter  of  the  publication  of  next  year's 
meeting  be  arranged  for  by  the  incoming  Programme  Committee.  Motion 

seconded  by  Dr.  Thornton.     Carried. 

The  following  names  were  suggested  from  which  the  President  might 

select  a  Nominating  Committee,  Drs.  Webster,  Grieve,  Willmott,  Camp- 

bell, Clappison,  Chalmers,  Thomas,  Linscott,  De  Mille,  Glover  and 
Holmes. 

It  was  moved  by  Dr.  Willmott,  and  seconded  by  Dr.  Rhind,  that  the 

Panama  Pacific  Exposition  pictures  be  allowed  to  be  shown  this  evening  at 

7.30  before  the  regular  session. 

Meeting  adjourned  at  2.30. 

W.  A.  Black,  Secretary. 

Assembly  Hall,  May  10th,  1915. 

The  forty-eighth  meeting  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  was  called 

to  order  by  the  President,  Dr.  C.  A.  Snell,  at  2.30  p.m.  On  the  motion 

of  the  Secretary,  seconded  by  Dr.  Grieve,  the  minutes  of  the  previous  meet- 
ing were  taken  as  read. 

The  President  asked  Dr.  Greene  to  take  the  chair  in  the  absence  of 

the  Vice-President,  while  the  Presidential  address  was  given. 
Dr.  C.  C.  Lumley,  of  St.  Thomas,  opened  the  discussion  of  the 

President's  address,  and  was  followed  by  Dr.  Grieve,  of  Toronto. 
The  report  of  the  Programme  Committee  was  read  by  Dr.  W.  E. 

Willmott.      Dr.  Willmott  moved: — 

1st.  That  the  Nominating  Committee  be  directed  to  nominate  four  To- 

ronto dentists,  who  shall  select  three  others.  These  with  the  officers  resident 

in  Toronto,  shall  constitute  the  Programme  Committee  for  the  1917  meet- 
ing. 
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2nd.    That  the  fee  for   1916-17  be  increased  to  $3.00. 

3rd.  That  this  committee  be  authorized  to  draw  on  the  Treasurer 

foi  needed  funds. 

Dr.  Webster  moved  the  adoption  of  the  report  of  the  reorganization 

committee,  which  was  seconded  by  Dr.  R.  G.  McLaughlin. 

The  report  was  as  follows: — 

Your  committee   suggests : — 

(1)  To  discontinue  the  office  of  District  Representatives. 

(2)  The  Presidents  of  the  different  local  societies,  shall  be  the 

Vice-Presidents  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society. 

(3)  All  such  affiliated  societies  must  be  organized  for  regular  and 

practical  work  and  the  Programme  Commmittee  shall  have  power  to 

accept  or  reject  any  organization,  subject  to  appeal  to  the  whole  society. 

(4)  All  the  Vice-Presidents  with  any  others  chosen  by  the  Society, 
shall  be  considered  in  nomination  for  the  office  of  President. 

(5)  Every  member  of  a  local  society,  submitting  the  necessary 

credentials  to  the  Treasurer  of  the  Ontario  Society,  shall  be  admitted  a 

member  at  half  the  regular  fee,  except  in  the  case  of  members  of  the  local 

society  of  the  city  in  wHch   t^e  general   meeting  is  be  ng  held. 

(6)  The  local  societies  furnishing  essayists  or  clinicians  for  the 

general  meeting  shall  be  so  credited  in  the  printed  programme. 

(7)  The  Programme  Committee  is  authorized  to  so  amend  the 
constitution  as  to  conform  with  these  changes.      Motion  passed. 

Dr.  R.  G.  McLaughlin  reported  for  the  Oral  Hygiene  Committee  in 

the  absence  of  Dr.  Reade.  He  moved  the  adoption  of  the  report  which 

was  seconded  by  Dr.  W.  E.  Willmott.      Carried. 

Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  of  Toronto,  read  a  paper  entitled  "Principles 

and  Practice  of  Treating  Children's  Teeth,"  which  was  much  appreciated 
by  all  present  Dr.  O.  S.  Clappison,  of  Hamilton,  opened  the  discus- 

sion of  this  paper,  and  was  followed  by  Dr.  W.  J.  Price,  of  Orangeville. 

The  discussion  was  further  continued  by  Drs.  Watt,  Waldron,  Coyne, 

Amy,  Chalmers,  Ray  and  Webster. 

At  7.30  p.m.  the  members  assembled  to  see  the  colored  pictures  of 

the  Panama  Pacific  Exposition,  which  proved  very  interesting  and  in- 
structive. 

At  8. 1 5  the  evening  session  was  brought  to  order  by  the  President, 
Dr.  Snell. 

Dr.  J.  R.  Callahan,  of  Cincinnati,  gave  two  papers  entitled  "Root 

Canal  Preparation"  and  "Rosin  Solution,"  both  of  which  were  listened 
to  with  great  interest  by  the  members.  Numerous  slides  were  put  on  the 

screen  afterwards,  illustrating  the  various  points  brought  out  in  the  papers. 

Dr.  J.  G.  Roberts,  of  Brampton,  opened  the  discussion  of  these 

papers,  and  as  the  hour  was  late,  the  meeting  adjourned. 
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Assembly  Hall,  Tuesday,  May   IIth,   1915. 

The  meeting  was  called  to  order  by  the  President  at  9.30  a.m. 

Dr.  Paul  gave  a  paper  entitled  "The  Possibilities  of  Local  Anaes- 

thesia," which  was  much  appreciated.  Dr.  Briggs,  of  St.  Thomas,  opened 
the  discussion  of  this  paper.  Dr.  C.  H.  Clarkson  also  added  a  few  re- 

marks and  asked  the  essayist  some  questions. 

At  1  1  o'clock  Dr.  Wm.  E.  Harper,  of  Chicago,  read  a  paper  entitled 

"An  Improved  Amalgam  Technic  Essential  to  Dentistry  and  Adaptation." 

Dr.  Harper's  paper  created  a  very  interesting  discussion.  Those  taking 
part  in  the  discussion  were  Drs.  A.  T.  Morrow,  J.  R.  Patton,  C.  H. 

Waldron  and  J.  B.  Willmott. 

Dr.  A.  Armstrong,  of  Ottawa,  reported  on  the  status  of  the  Canadian 

Army  Dental  Corps. 

Dr.  Coghlan  moved  that  the  commendation  of  this  Society  be  extended 

to  the  Honorable  the  Minister  of  Militia  and  Defence  fcr  the  establish- 

ment of  the  Canadian  Army  Dental  Corps  (Overseas  Services),  as  a  sep- 

arate unit.  And  that  we  further  extend  our  appreciation  a-d  endorsation 
to  the  Government  for  authorizing  the  Corps.  We  also  pledge  cur  united 

support  to  the  gentleman  who  has  been  called  upon  to  organize  and  com- 

mand the  Canadian  Army  Dental  Corps,   (OS). 

Motion  seccnded  by  Dr.  Ccwan  and  carried  unanimously. 

Dr.  A.  W.  Ellis  moved  that  the  usual  grant  of  one  hundred  and  fifty 

do'iars  be  given  to  the  Oral  Hygiene  Committee.  Motion  seconded  by 
Dr.  Webster. 

The  Society  then  adjourned  to  the  Metropolitan  Assembly  Rooms, 

where  after  partaking  of  luncheon,  Venerable  Archdeacon  Cody,  the 

guest  of  honor,  gave  a  very  patriotic  address  on  "Some  Phases  of  the 

War."     Drs.  Callahan  and  Harper  were  also  guests  of  the  Society. 
Alter  luncheon  the  election  of  officers  took  place,  and  resulted  as 

follows:  Dr.  McElhenney^  of  Ottawa,  President;  Dr.  R.  D.  Thornton, 

312  Roncesvalles  ave.,  Toronto,  Secretary;  Dr.  A.  W.  Ellis,  Toronto, 
Treasui 

Tin.  Programme  Committee  for  1916. — Dr.  W.  B.  T.  Amy, 

Dr.  G.  G.  Hume,  Dr.  Minns,  Dr.  W.  G.  Trelford,  Dr.  T.  W.  Dawson, 

Dr.   D.  J.   Bagshaw. 

The  Programme  Committee  for  1917  (the  fiftieth  anniversary 

of   the   Society).— Dr.    W.    E.    Willmott,    Dr.    R.    G.    McLaughlin,    Dr. 
G.  S.  Caesar,  Dr.  J.  A.   Bothwell. 

Oral  Hygiene  Commii  ill. — Dr.  W.  C.  Trotter,  Dr.  R.  G.  Mc- 

Laughlin, 1),.  1  I.  E.  Eaton.  Dr.  W.  Seccombe,  Dr.  R.  J.  Reade. 

1  uesday  afternoon  and  Wednesday  morning  were  given  over  to 
clinics. 
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Among  the  most  interesting  of  these  were  those  given  by  Drs.  Harper 

and  Callahan,  which  were  really  demonstrations  of  the  papers  they  gave 

to  the  Society.     The  Cummer  Club  also  gave  some  very  instructive  
clinics. 

W.  A.  Black,  Secy  O.D.S. 

REUNION  OF  FRESHMEN  CLASS,  R.C.D.S.,  1902-03 

The  Freshman  Class  of  the  Session  of  *02-'03  in  the  R.C.D.S.
. 

celebrated  their  first  re-union,  in  Toronto  during  the  time  of  the  meeting 

of  the  O.D.S. 

Eighty-nine  students  registered  in  this  class,  it  being  the  last  registra- 

tion on  the  old  Three-College-Session  Course;  and  out  of  this  number 

about  thirty  sat  down  at  the  banquet  table. 

On  Tuesday,  May  11  th,  a  number  of  the  members  of  the  class  and 

their  wives  motored  to  Lambton  Mills  Inn,  where  a  dainty  luncheon  was
 

partaken  of,  after  which  a  few  short  speeches  were  indulged  in,  the  jolly 

crowd  then  returning  to  the  city. 

In  the  evening  the  ladies  were  entertained  to  a  theatre  party,  while  the 

members  of  the  class  attended  their  banquet  at  the  New  Hotel  Teck. 

The  three  members  of  the  present  faculty  who  were  members  of  t
he 

faculty  of  the  R.  C.  D.  S.  when  the  class  registered,  were  also  prese
nt. 

They  were  the  Dean,  Dr.  W.  T.  Stewart  and  Dr.  A.  E.  Webster. 

After  the  inner  man  had  been  satisfied  the  balance  of  the  evening  was 

occupied  with  toasts,  interspersed  with  songs  and  comic  selections. 

After  proposing  the  toast  of  His  Majesty  the  King,  Dr.  J.  A.  Both- 

well  proposed  the  toast  of  the  Alma  Mater,  which  was  responded  to  by 

Dr.  J.  B.  Willmott.  Dr.  W.  C.  Smith  proposed  the  toast  of  the  Faculty, 

to  which  Dr.  W.  T.  Stewart  replied. 

The  toast  of  the  Class,  proposed  by  Dr.  A.  E.  Webster,  was  re- 

sponded to  by  Drs.  Harold  Watt,  H.  V.  Pogue,  S.  W.  Bradley  and 

N.  S.  Coyne. 

A  unique  feature  of  the  evening  was  the  throwing  of  several  cartoo
ns 

(the  work  of  the  popular  old  Class  artist,  Dr.  R.  W.  Hull),  on  the 

screen,  which  recalled  many  of  the  humorous  touches  of  the  "Good 
 Old 

Days." 
Fitting  reference  was  made,  by  the  speakers,  to  the  untimely  dea

th 

of  two  of  the  members  of  the  Class  in  the  person  of  Dr.  W.  H.  Doherty 

and  Dr.  H.  H.  Kilpatrick. 

At  the  close  of  the  programme  it  was  voted  unanimously  to  make  t
he 

Class  gathering  an  annual  function,  to  which  end  the  chairman,  Dr
.  H. 

A.  McKim  and  two  others  were  given  power  to  appoint  a  committee  t
o 

make  necessary  preparations  for  191 6. 
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A  hearty  vote  of  thanks  was  tendered  the  retiring  committee  for  their 

efforts  and  energy  in  bringing  the  event  to  a  successful  issue. 

The  singing  of  the  National  Anthem  brought  to  a  close  one  of  the 

pleasantest  evenings  enjoyed  by  dentists  for  many  years. 

The  General  Committee  consisted  of:  Dr.  H.  A.  McKim,  chairman; 

Dr.  G.  L.  T.  Smith,  treasurer;  Dr.  N.  S.  Coyne,  secretary.  Dr.  E.  A. 

Dolson,  Dr.  Alex.  R.  Jordan,  banquet  committee.  Drs.  E.  A.  Grant, 

Alex.  Elliott,  A.  R.  Stapelles,  R.  W.  Hull,  L.  G.  Thompson,  W.  C. 

Smith,  W.  M.  Weldon,  E.  A.  Wessels,  J.  A.   Bothwell,  G.  C.  Phillips. 

REPORT  OF  REORGANIZATION  COMMITTEE 

OF  ONTARIO  DENTAL  SOCIETY 

For  a  number  of  years  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  has  become  more 

and  more  centralized  in  the  City  of  Toronto.  Several  years  ago  it  was 

decided  to  appoint  as  members  of  the  executive,  dentists  from  the  dental 

electoral  districts,  so  that  there  might  be  a  definite  connection  between  the 

districts  and  the  general  meeting.  While  these  districts  served  as  a  means 

of  equalizing  the  balance  of  votes  in  the  province,  it  did  not  bring  the 

members  of  each  district  any  closer  to  each  other,  for  reasons  of  distance 

and  lines  of  communication.  The  district  representative  has  often  been 

less  acquainted  in  his  own  district  than  in  an  adjoining  one.  It  was  ex- 

pected that  each  district,  with  the  aid  of  an  executive  officer,  would  be 

well  represented  on  the  programme  of  papers  and  clinics.  After  years  of 

trial,  this  has  proven  to  be  a  complete  failure,  and  the  programme  has  to 

be  prepared  chiefly  from  Toronto.  To  overcome  this  difficulty  and  make 

the  dentists  of  the  province  feel  that  they  all  have  a  personal  interest  in 

this  matter,  the  society  laid  the  burden  of  suggesting  a  remedy  upon  the 

programme  committee  of  this  year;  as  a  sub-committee,  we  submit  the 

following  suggestions: — 

The  committee  is  of  the  opinion  that  to  take  advantage  of  the  present 

active  local  dental  societies  will  give  the  best  results.  Each  society  during 

the  year  is  studying  dental  subjects,  and  acquainted  with  each  other,  and 

is  in  a  better  position  to  assist  and  stimulate  an  interest  in  the  general  meet- 

ing than  those  separated  in  the  districts.  To  carry  this  out  and  at  the 

same  time  stimulate  the  local  society  and  organize  the  profession  of  the 

province,  your  committee  suggests: 

1 .  To  discontinue  the  office  of  district  representatives. 

2.  1  he  presidents  of  the  different  local  societies  shall  be  the  vice- 

presidents  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society. 

3.  All  such  affiliated  societies  must  be  organized  for  regular  and 

practical  work,  and  the  programme  committee  shall  have  power  to  accept 

or  reject  any  organization,  subject  to  appeal  to  the  whole  society. 
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4.  All  the  vice-presidents,  with  any  others  chosen  by  the  society,  shall 

be  considered  in  nomination  for  the  office  of  president. 

5.  Every  member  ol  a  local  society  submitting  the  necessary  credentials 

to  the  treasurer  of  the  Ontario  Society  shall  be  admitted  a  member  at  half 

the  regular  fee,  except  in  the  case  of  members  of  the  local  society  of  the 

city  in  which  the  general  meeting  is  being  held. 

6.  The  local  societies  furnishing  essayists  or  clinicians  for  the  general 

meeting  shall  be  so  credited  in  the  printed  programme. 

7.  The  programme  committee  is  authorized  to  so  amend  the  constitu- 

tions as  to  conform  with  these  changes. 

RECENT  GRADUATES  OF  THE  ROYAL  COLLEGE  OF 
DENTAL  SURGEONS  OF  ONTARIO. 

Harry  Franklin  Alford,  Richmond  Henry  Atkey,  Joseph  Henry  At- 
kins, Russell  Atkinson,  Garnet  Stewart  Atkinson,  William  Forbes  Baird, 

Blake  Byron  Beaton,  Herbert  Ferguson  Blair  Black,  Edward  Charles 

Boyle,  Garnet  Percy  Brittori,  Wm.  James  Cooper,  Joseph  Theodore 

Coupal,  H.  D.  Crocker,  James  Bruce  Gordon,  Wm.  George  Grigg,  Don- 

ald Henry  Hammell,  Arthur  Oswald  Hinds,  Albert  Reginald  Hurst,  Miss 

B.  Margaret  Johnston,  Arthur  Allan  Blair  Kenney,  Fred  James  Lawson, 

Aytcn  Richey  Leggo,  Clarence  Frederick  Lewis,  George  Francis  Leyh, 

Jr.,  Norman  Deamer  Liberty,  Albert  Gordon  Lough,  Wm.  Wagner  Mac- 

donald,  James  William  Macdona'd,  Wm.  Gordon  MacNevin,  Thos. 
Glover  McCarten,  Francis  Stephen  McGrory,  Herbert  Arnold  McLean, 

Wm.  John  McLean,  D.D.S.,  Silvanus  Prophet  McPhee,  Miss  May  Nich- 

olson, James  Francis  O'Brien,  Milton  George  Parker,  Roland  Fennel 
Price,  Joseph  Pnestman,  Francis  Edward  Reath,  James  Gershom  Roberts, 
Harvey  J.  Donaldson  Robinson,  F.  P.  Shaw,  George  Stewart  Smockum, 

John  Alexander  Stewart,  Howard  Stitt,  Harold  Aikins  Thompson,  James 
Elmer  Thompson,  Thomas  Stuart  Tucker,  James  Leonard  Walsh,  Bert 

Lawrence  Washburn,  Frank  James  Wright,  Hedley  Vicars  Wright,  Harry 
Zinn. 

OFFICERS  FOR  THE  BOARD  OF  DIRECTORS  ROYAL  COLLEGE  OF  DENTAL 
SURGEONS  OF  ONTARIO. 

President,  Dr.  W.  C.  Davy,  Morrisburg;  Vice-President,  Dr.  W.  M. 

McGuire,  Waterford;  Registrar,  Dr.  M.  A.  Morrison,  Peterboro' ;  Trea- 
surer, Dr.  W.  C.  Trotter,  Toronto;  Secretary,  Dr.  J.  B.  Wilmott,  To- 

ronto. Other  members  present  were:  Dr.  H.  R.  Abbott,  London,  and 
Dr.  D.  Clark,  Hamilton.  Dr.  C.  E.  Sale,  of  Goderich,  the  remaining 
member  of  the  board,  has  gone  to  the  front  as  an  officer  in  the  18th  Bat- 
talion 
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MONTREAL    DENTAL    CLUB. 

At  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Montreal  Dental  Club,  for  the  election 

of  officers,  held  at  the  University  Club,  Thursday  evening,  May  20th, 

1915,  the  following  were  elected  for  the  ensuing  year: 

President,  Dr.  A.  Clifford  Jack;  Vice-President,  Dr.  R.  H.  Somers; 

Sect.-Treas.,   Dr.   G.   G.   Armitage. 

Committee. 

Dr.  J.  K.  Clean,  Dr.  C.  J.  Conroy  Dr.  Leo  Do/an,  Dr.  A.  W.  Mc- 

Clelland, Dr.   F.  M.  Wells,  ex-officio. 

Auditors. 

Dr.  F.  A.  Stevenson,  Dr.    J.   B.   Morrison. 

OFFICERS  OF  THE  ONTARIO  DENTAL  SOCIETY,  1915-16. 

Hon.  President   J.  B.  Willmott,  Toronto. 

President   Mark  G.  Mcllhenney,  Ottawa. 

V  ice-President      

Secretary   R.  D.  Thornton. 

Treasurer   A.  W.  Ellis. 

Programme  Committee  for  1916. 

W.  1  .  B.  Amy,  Toronto;  G.  G.  Flume,  Toronto;  C.  R.  Minns, 

Toronto;  W.  G.  Trelford,  Toronto;  T.  W.  Dawson,  Toronto;  D.  J. 

Bagshaw,  Toronto. 

Programme  Committee  for  1917. 

W.    E.    Willmott,    Toronto;    R.    G.    McLaughlin,    Toronto;    J.    A. 

Bothwell,    Toronto,  G.  S.  Caesar,  Goderich. 

MILITARY  DENTAL  CLINIC  AT  TORONTO. 

The  secretary  of  the  committee  wishes  to  acknowledge  the  further 

receipt  of  checks  from  dentists  who  participated  in  the  work,  since  the  last 

publication. 

I  he  following  have  forwarded  their  remuneration: — 

W.  A.  Mathieson,  A.  R.  Jordan,  N.  Pearson,  Aurora,  Ont. ;  R.  G. 

Mel  aughlin,  Charlton  Mills;  A.  W.  Ellis,  N.  S.  Coyne,  F.  L  Day- 

men!. Buffalo,  \  V  C.  A.  Kennedy,  W.  G.  I  Spaulding,  R.  G.  Mc- 
in,  E.  A.  Dolson. 

The  following  is  a  list  of  the  dentists  who  participated  in  the  patriotic 

work  of  the  clinic  after  the  Government  appropriation  had  been  expended 

and  who  did  not  receive  any  remuneration  for  their  services. 

The    secretary    wishes    again    to    thank    the   dentists    for    responding 

readily  to  the  call  for  help  in  thi*  patriotic  cause. 
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Further  receipt  of  checks  will  be  duly  acknowledged. 

G.  F.  Beldon,  W.  C.  Smith,  M.  J.  Sisley,  H.  M.  Kahlfleisch,  F.  H. 

Jones,  C.  P.  Sherman,  W.  R.  Marshall,  B.  O.  Fife,  Arthur  Day,  I.  H. 

Ante,  W.  E.  Willmott,  A.  D.  A.  Mason,  J.  A.  Bothwell,  E.  A.  Wessels, 

R.  W.  Emmerson,  H.  M.  Peaker,  J.  F.  Conboy,  H.  D.  Crooker,  M.  L. 

L.aidlaw,  M.  A.  Fallis,  O.  W.  Canning,  A.  B.  Wagg,  W.  S.  Madill, 

T.  H.  Henderson,  Alex.  Elliott,  A.  M.  Philips,  R.  J.  McGahey,  W.  J. 

Woods,  W.  G.  Trelford,  J.  F.  McMillan,  J.  H.  Carrique,  W.  C. 

Wickett,  C.  C.  McDonald,  M.  W.  Rutherford,  Thos.  Cowling,  Mr. 

Boyle,  Mr.  McCarten,  Mr.  Walsh. 
C.  Angus  Kennedy,  Secretary. 

ESTABLISHMENT  FOR  CANADIAN  ARMY 

DENTAL  CORPS. 

o 

Chief  officer  in  charge,  Dental  Services    1  1  1  3         1 

Dental  Surgeons,  2  per  each  Infantry  Brigade .  .  6  6  6  18 

Dental   Surgeons,    1    per   each  Artillery   Brigade 

and   Ammunition   Column       4  4  4  12        4 

Dental  Surgeons,    1    per  each  Field  Ambulance.  3  3  3  9. 

Dental   Surgeons,    1    for  other  units  of  Division . .  1  1  1  3 

Total    for    Division      15  15  15  45        5 

Dental  Surgeons,   for  each  Brigade  of   Mounted 

Rifles       1  1  1         3         1 
Dental  Surgeons,  for  each  Field  Hospital       1  1  1         3 

Dental  Surgeons,  for  each  Base  Hospital      1  1  1         3 

Dental  Surgeons,  for  each  Base  Stores      1  1  1         3 

Total  Personnel  required  for  Division,  with 

1    Brigade  of  Mounted  Rifles,  Stationary 

and  Base  Hospitals  and  Base  Stores..  .19      19      19      57        6 

RANK  FOR  OFFICERS  OF  DENTAL  CORPS. 

The  chief  officer  in  charge  to  have  rank  of  Lt.-Colonel.     The  senior 

officer  with  each  Division  to  have  rank  of  Major. 

Officers    with    Field    Ambulances    and    Hospitals    to    have    rank    of 

Captain. 

Remainder  of  officers  of  the  Corps  to  be  Lieutenants. 

The   Orderlies    to    be    Sergeants    and    Corporals    in    accordance    with 

qualifications  and  service. 

It  is  suggested  that  the  Dental  Corps  be  put  in  with  the  headquarter 

unit  of  Division  and  Brigade,  as  it  is  thought  this  would  help  out  in  matters 

of  transport. 
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APPOINTMENTS  TO  CANADIAN  ARMY  DENTAL  CORPS 

(OVERSEAS  SERVICES). 

Lt.-Col. — Armstrong,  J.  A. ;  Chief  of  Dental  Services. 

Major. — Gibson,  O.  K. ;  Ibbotson,  J.  S. 

Captain. — Smith,  A.  A.;  Clayton,  W.  B.;  Mulvey,  V.  C. ;  Thomp- 

son, W.  G. ;  Holmes,  J.  E. ;  Bentley,  W.  J. ;  Greene,  W.  R. ;  Mullin, 

A.  E. ;  Gow,  G. ;  Briggs,  G.  N. ;  Trudeau,  L.  N. ;  Stevenson,  A. ; 

Cameron,  G.  S. ;  Elliott,  O.  A.;  Brown,  C.  E. ;  Blair,  J.  F. ;  Neilly,  B. 

L. ;  Little,  H.  M. ;  Mallory.  F.  R. 

Lieutenant. — Kelly,  F.  W.  B.;  Hassard,  O.  G. ;  Carthwright,  B.; 

Thornton,  L.  H.,  Jr.;  Roy,  J.;  Kelly,  E. ;  Morton,  G.  V.;  McLaughlin, 

C.  E. ;  Thompson,  H.  P.;  Jackson,  H. ;  Hagey,  J.  W. ;  Honsinger,  E. 

W.;  Ross,  H.;  Alford,  H.  F. ;  Atkinson,  G. ;  Chappell,  A.  L. ;  Clarke, 

H. ;  Currie,  A.  R. ;  Gagnon,  H. ;  Jamieson,  R. ;  Kappele,  J.  L. ;  Leslie, 

O. ;  MacNevin,  W.  G. ;  Picotte,  P.  E. ;  Roberts,  J. ;  since  resigned ; 

Travers,  H.  P.;  Williamson,  F.  L. ;  Wilson,  D.  D. ;  Fowler,  §.  H. 
c?. 

THE  ONTARIO  DENTAL  SOCIETY. 

The  forty-eighth  meeting  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  was  held  in 

the  College  building,  Toronto,  May  10,  11,  12,  1915.  The  programme 

was  exceedingly  attractive,  comprising  root  fillings,  amalgam  filling,  care  of 

children's  teeth  and  dental  anaesthetics,  besides  a  number  of  clinics.  The 
attendance  was  the  best  for  years.  All  the  exhibits  were  made  on  the  in- 

firmary floor,  while  the  clinics  were  given  in  the  laboratories  on  the  top 

floor.  An  attempt  was  made  to  have  progressive  clinics,  but  the  whole 

arrangement  became  disorganized  in  a  few  minutes.  Dr.  Callahan  gave 

two  papers  one  on  the  preparation  of  root  canals  for  filling,  and  the  other 

on  root  canal  filling.     The  session  was  a  long  one,  but  worth  while. 

Ven.  Archdeacon  Cody  addressed  the  members  at  a  luncheon  on  some 
features  of  the  war. 

Lieutenant-Colonel  Armstrong,  Chief  Army  Dental  Surgeon  for  Can- 
ada, outlined  the  method  of  organization  of  the  Army  Dental  Service. 

The  constitution  of  the  society  was  modified  by  doing  away  with  the 

district  representatives  on  the  executive  and  accepting  in  their  stead  the 

presidents  of  the  local  societies.  Also  accepting  members  of  local  societies 

into  the  Ontario  Society  at  half  the  regular  fee. 

It  is  the  intention  of  the  society  to  celebrate  its  fiftieth  anniversary, 

1917,  and  in  preparation  for  this  a  part  of  the  programme  committee  was 

appointed  at  this  meeting. 
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PREMIER  HEARST  AT  CONVOCATION,  ROYAL 

COLLEGE  OF  DENTAL  SURGEONS 

Following  the  ceremony  of  conferring  the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Dental 

Surgery,  by  the  president  of  Toronto  University,  and  the  title  of  Licentate 

of  Dental  Surgery  by  the  president  of  the  Board  of  Directors,  upon  the 

successful  candidates  of  the  School  of  Dentistry,  Hon.  W.  H.  Hearst, 

Prime  Minister  of  Ontario,  said  to  the  graduates  that  it  was  not  often  that 

a  politician  had  the  opportunity  to  talk  back  to  the  dentist.  For  the  punish- 

ment he  had  so  often  suffered  at  their  hands,  he  proposed  to  repay  them  now 

by  making  them  listen  to  a  speech  of  his  for  fifteen  or  twenty  minutes.  He 

congratulated  the  graduates  upon  having  received  their  degrees  in  such 

stirring  times  in  the  history  of  the  country.  They  should  feel  proud  to  be 

citizens  of  so  glorious  a  nation  and  of  a  province  with  outstanding  oppor- 

tunities. The  standard  of  their  education  was  above  that  of  other  young 

men  on  this  continent  and,  if  he  were  rightly  informed,  above  that  of  any 

other  country.  They  should  be  proud  of  their  education,  and  the  university 

which  gave  the  opportunity  for  it.  They  should  be  proud  of  being  in  the 

prime  of  young  manhood,  where  their  services  to  man  and  to  the  country 
were  so  much  needed. 

The  duty  of  young  men  was  first  to  God,  to  themselves,  to  society 

generally,  and  to  their  country.  In  this  duty  there  was  only  one  key  to 

success — industry.  His  advice  would  be,  wprk,  more  work,  still  more 

work.  Industrious,  faithful  work  was  the  only  sure  way  to  succeed.  There 

must  be  professional  honor,  sobriety,  good  rrforals  and  care  of  health,  added 

to  dilligence.  They  should  observe  the  Sabbath,  if  for  no  higher  reason 

than  the  preservation  of  their  health,  and  because  they  could  do  more  work 

in  six  days  than  they  could  in  seven. 

Young  men  should  be  thrifty,  devoted  to  their  life's  work  and  avoid 
gambling,  even  in  the  bucket  shop  real  estate  or  mining  stock.  Specula- 

tions were  disturbing  to  a  professional  man.  The  Premier  had  seen  many 

a  brilliant  professional  career  blighted  by  easily-gotten  gains  early  in  life. 

Location  for  practice  was  of  such  vital  importance  to  young  men  that 

he  advised  them  to  study  well  the  future  possibilities  of  where  they  intended 

to  settle  and  become  a  part  of  the  social,  religious,  municipal  and  political 

life.  Above  all  things,  as  educated  men,  they  should  play  a  leading  part 

in  the  affairs  of  the  community;  take  part  in  making  the  foreigners  who 

came  among  them  good  citizens  of  this  country,  and  point  out  to  them 

Canadian  ideas  of  civilization  and  citizenship.  All  political  life  was  not 

bad,  so  it  was  their  duty  to  join  with  one  party  or  the  other  and  do  their 

bes*  to  make  the  country  the  better  for  their  having  lived  in  it. 

In  closing,  the  Premier  again  congratulated  the  graduates  and  hoped 

that  in  this  great  crisis,  they  would  take  the  part  which  was  dictated  by  their 

consciences  and  their  opportunities. 
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DENTAL  SERVICE  IN  THE  CANADIAN  ARMY 

Like  recognition  of  the  value  of  dental  service  to  the  public  generally, 

recognition  by  the  military  of  Canada  has  come  and  it  is  now  a  question 

if  the  profession  will  measure  up  to  the  requirements  of  the  obligations 

placed  upon  -it.  In  1902,  a  committee  of  the  Canadian  Dental  Associa- 

tion, under  the  chairmanship  of  Dr.  Ira  Bower,  Ottawa,  had,  through 

rtl  efforts  organized  an  army  dental  corps  under  the  Army  Medical  Corps. 

The  first  appointments  to  this  corps  were  made  in  1 904.  An  appoint- 

ment was  made  to  each  military  division.  The  rank  of  the  army  dental 

surgeon   was   honorary   lieutenant   and,    after   five   years   service    honorary. 

un.  This  seemed  a  great  advance  over  the  contract  service  in  other 

countries.  In  some  of  the  districts  the  lot  of  the  dental  surgeon  was  not 

a  happy  one.  He  was  made  to  feel  that  he  was  merely  an  appendage  to 

the  medical  service,  and  that  honorary  rank  was  of  little  value. 

Dentists  in  the  service  were  not  satisfied  and  began  to  agitate  for  sub- 

stantive rank  the  same  as  other  services. 

In  another  place  in  this  issue  appears  the  full  text  of  the  establish- 

ment.    A  week  or  so  ago  Dr.  J.  Alex.  Armstrong,  Ottawa,  was  appointed 
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chief  army  dental  surgeon  for  Canada,  and  immedia
tely  advertised  for 

applicants  for  overseas  service.  Over  one  hundred  
and  twenty-five  ap- 

plications were  received.  Forty-nine  are  required.  At  the  present
  time 

there  are  thirteen  dentists  in  overseas  service  which  leaves 
 thirty-six  to  be 

appointed.  Other  things  being  equal,  dentists  with  mi
litary  service  will 

get  a  preference.     Out  of  the  applicants  there  are  thirty-
five  with  military 

experience. 

The  number  of  dentists  appointed  from  each  district  depends  up
on  the 

number  of  recruits  from  the  district.  In  districts  which  have  re
cruited  over 

two  thousand,  there  being  no  applicant  from  that  district  the  va
cancy  will 

be  filled  from  a  district  from  where  there  are  more  applicants  t
han  there 

are  recruits. 

At  the  present  time  there  is  no  intention  to  undertake  a  pea
ce  estab- 

lishment. 

As  soon  as  possible  arrangements  and  appointments  will  be  made 
 to 

take  care  of  the  teeth  of  the  third  and  any  other  contingents.  
Overseas 

contingents  will  be  attended  to  first,  and  then  those  which  follow  w
ill  be 

cared  for  here. 

THE  NEW  ARMY  DENTAL  CORPS 

In  the  "Mail  and  Empire"  of  Toronto,  Friday,  April  30,  1915,  ap- 

pears a  three-quarter  column  report  of  the  new  Army  Dental  Corps.     On 

the  whole  the  article  is  fairly  accurate,  but  in  some  essential  partic
ulars  it  is 

inaccurate  and  in  others  misleading.     It  may  be  quite  possible  that  th
ere  are 

a  number  of  dentists  that  do  not  know  the  facts  in  connection  with  
the  Army 

Dental  Corps.     The  Army  Dental  Corps  was  organized  by  
the  Canadian 

Dental  Association  in  1902  as  a  part  of  the  Army  Medical  
Service,  den- 

tists holding  the  rank  of  'hon.  lieutenant,  and,  after  five  years'  serv
ice,  that 

of  hon.  captain.     This  service  was  organized  by  Dr.  Ira  Bower,  
of  Ottawa. 

It  was  not  long  in  operation  until  it  was  made  quite  clear  to  th
e  dentists  in 

the  service  that  they  did  not  get  any  consideration  from  the  medi
cal  service; 

in  fact,  a  number  of  dentists  were  grossly  insulted  by  their  superi
or  officers. 

For  some  years  there  were  few  applicants  and  many  resignations.     In  
1908 

at   a  meeting  of  the  Canadian   Dental  Association,  held  in  Ottawa
,  the 

Army  Dental  Service  met  Lieut.-Col.  Jones  to  discuss  with  him
  means  of 

improving  the  status  of  the  dentist  in  the  army.     From  this  me
eting  there 

was  very  little  improvement  made,  and  dissatisfaction  continued  
among  the 

dentists  in  the  service.     At  a  meeting  of  the  Canadian  Dental 
 Association 

in  Toronto,   1910,  the  chairman  of  the  Committee  on  Army 
 Dental  Ser- 

vice reported  on  the  steamer  going  from  Toronto  to  Niagara  Falls.     The
re 

being  no  stenographer  present  there  was  no  published  report 
 of  the  com- 

mittee.    But  at  this  meeting  complaints  were  made  of  the  Standing  held  by 
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the  Army  Dental  Service.  In  view  of  this,  what  is  to  follow  will  show  the 

inaccuracy  of  the  following  quotation  from  the  article  in  the  "Mail  and  Em- 

pire    : 

"The  idea  of  a  dental  corps  distinct  from  the  Army  Medical  Service 

originated  in  Toronto  in  the  Toronto  Dental  Rifle  Association." 
The  improvement  of  the  status  of  the  Army  Dental  Service  and  the 

formation  of  a  distinct  dental  corps  did  not  originate  in  the  Toronto  Dental 

Rifle  Association.  In  fact,  the  committee  that  went  to  Ottawa  from  To- 

ronto did  not  have  a  scheme  of  dental  service  which  would  be  wholly 

distinct  from  the  medical  service.  The  suggestion  of  Dr.  Fotheringham, 

which  the  committee  accepted,  still  left  some  of  the  administration  in  the 

hands  of  the  Army  Medical  Service.  When  this  scheme  was  presented  to 

the  Ottawa  Dental  Committee  they  told  the  Toronto  committee  that  the 

General  was  ready  and  willing  to  form  an  independent  Army  Dental  Ser- 

vice. This  plan  was  presented  to  the  General  and  accepted  by  him.  To 

further  show  the  facts  of  this  matter  we  quote  from  the  proceedings  of  the 

Canadian  Dental  Association  as  follows: 

QUOTATION  FROM  A  SPECIAL  REPORT  OF  THE   1908  MEETING. 

"The  Army  Dental  Service,  which  had  its  organization  with  the  Cana- 
dian Dental  Association,  held  a  committee  meeting,  which  had  the  honor 

of  being  presided  over  by  Lieut. -Colonel  Jones,  Chief  of  the  Army  Medical 

Service.  Colonel  Jones  complimented  the  Dental  Service  on  its  efficiency, 

and  outlined  many  changes,  which  will  place  it  upon  a  better  basis.  It  was 

a  rare  opportunity  for  the  officers  of  the  service  to  meet  Colonel  Jones  and 

receive  his  advice  and  commendation." 
QUOTATION    FROM   A   SPECIAL   REPORT   OF   THE    1910   MEETING. 

"At  the  first  meeting  of  the  Canadian  Dental  Association  steps  were 
taken  to  have  dentists  appointed  to  the  Canadian  militia.     Under  the  careful 

guidance  of  Dr.  Bower,  of  Ottawa,  an  Army  Dental  Corps  has  been  estab- 

lished in  Canada  with  higher  rank  than  in  any  other  army  in  the  world." 

QUOTATION  FROM  REPORT  OF    1912  MEETING. 

Report  of  Army  and  Navy  Committee : 

"Dr.  G.  K.  Thomson:  The  committee  appointed  by  the  Canadian 
Dental  Association  two  years  ago  has  not  had  an  opportunity  of  meeting 

since  that  time,  but  I,  as  a  member  of  the  dental  profession  interested  in  the 

status  of  the  profession  in  this  respect,  have  been  doing  a  little  work  in  re- 
gard to  improving  the  status  of  the  dentists  in  the  Canadian  militia.  I  think 

you  all  know,  probably,  that  the  idea  of  the  appointment  of  dental  surgeons 

in  the  Canadian  militia  originated  with  the  Canadian  Dental  Association. 

We  have  not  a  dental  corps  such  as  we  think  we  should  have.  Eight  years 

ago  there  were  eighteen  dentists  throughout  the  Dominion  appointed  to  act 

as  dental  surgeons,  and  two  years  ago  the  number  was  increased  to  twenty- 

six.     A  very  good  dental  outfit  has  been  provided  by  the  department.    Now, 
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the  dental  surgeon  has  no  rank  such  as  in  the  case  with  the  medical  men. 

After  three  years  the  medical  man  is  called  captain,  but  the  dental  surgeon 

after  three  years'  service  receives  the  title  of  honorary  captain.  I  think  the 

dental  surgeon's  status  should  be  improved,  and  he  should  be  given  the  rank 
the  same  as  in  other  bodies.  There  has  been  a  great  deal  of  dissatisfaction 

in  regard  to  this  throughout  the  profession,  and  during  the  last  two  years  I 

have  had  some  correspondence  with  some  of  the  officials  in  the  department, 

and  recommendations  have  been  made.  I  received  a  reply  to  the  effect  that 

the  department  was  very  sorry  that  any  dental  surgeon  should  feel  that 

he  was  slighted  in  any  way.  Colonel  Jones  tells  me  that  he  is  at  the  pres- 

ent time  in  Washington  and  is  looking  into  the  workings  of  the  American 

department,  so  that  something  may  be  done.  When  the  Hon.  Minister  of 

Militia,  Colonel  Hughes,  was  in  Halifax  a  short  time  ago,  I  had  an  inter- 

view with  him,  and  to  my  surprise  he  said  he  was  very  much  interested  in 

it,  and  when  I  told  him  that  it  was  not  only  the  twenty-six  dental  surgeons 

in  the  Canadian  army  who  were  dissatisfied  with  the  conditions,  but  the 

thousands  of  dentists  throughout  the  profession  generally,  he  seemed  to  be 

the  more  impressed.  He  urged  me  to  outline  a  scheme,  or  to  have  a  scheme 

outlined  by  this  association  and  sent  to  him  direct,  and  not  through  the  usual 

channel,  and  he  said  the  matter  would  be  considered  by  the  department.  I 

might  say,  in  the  United  States  they  have  been  working  for  years  on  this 

question,  and  it  was  only  recently  they  obtained  legislation  giving  them, 

not  just  exactly  what  we  are  asking  for,  but  almost  the  same.  I  know  of 

three  cases  in  our  Canadian  militia  where  resignations  have  taken  place  for 

this  reason,  and  more  resignations  will  take  place  if  this  matter  is  not 

remedied.  I  do  not  think  this  resignation  business  is  the  proper  way  to  go 

about  it.  I  think  we  should  reason  with  the  Government  and  show  them 

how  the  profession  feels,  and  I  think  a  resolution  should  be  passed  by  this 

body.     I  have  a  resolution  here  which  I  will  read,  and  I  move  its  adoption : 

"Whereas,  for  several  years  this  association  has  been  endeavoring  to 
secure  substantive  rank  for  the  dental  surgeon  in  the  Canadian  militia,  and 

no  action  has  been  taken  by  the  Militia  Department  towards  granting  the 

request;  and  whereas,  the  professional  relationship  of  the  dental  surgeon 

to  the  men  of  the  militia  demands  that  he  be  given  that  of  the  medical  of- 

ficers; therefore  be  it  resolved,  that  this  association  urge  upon  the  depart- 

ment the  importance  of  appointing  the  dental  surgeon  in  the  same  manner 

and  with  the  same  rank  as  officers  of  other  branches  of  the  service." 

Dr.  Magee  :     I  have  very  much  pleasure  in  seconding  that. 

The  president  put  the  motion,  which  on  a  vote  being  taken  was  de- 
clared carried. 

Dr.  Thomson  :  I  would  also  move  that  a  committee  be  appointed  to 

outline  a  scheme  for  the  organization  of  a  dental  corps  in  the  Canadian 

militia,  such  scheme  to  be  submitted  to  the  Minister  of  Militia. 
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Dr.  MURRAY:  I  second  that  motion.  I  think  Dr.  Thomson  should 

be  that  committee. 

The  president  put  the  motion,  which  on  a  vote  being  taken  was  declared 

carried. 

Upon  motion  of  Dr.  Murray  the  Army  and  Navy  Committee  as  now 

constituted  was  re-appointed  ,and  Dr.  G.  K.  Thomson  named  to  draft  and 

present  resolutions  to  the  authorities. 

REPORT  OF  THE  COMMITTEE  ON  THE  ARMY  DENTAL  SURGEON. 

Winnipeg,  May  26,  1914. 
To  the  Canadian  Dental  Association : 

Mr.  President  and  Gentlemen, — Your  Committee  on  the  Army  Dental 

Surgeon  beg  to  report  that  immediately  after  the  1912  meeting  Dr.  Thom- 
son interviewed  the  Minister  of  Militia  and  Colonel  Fiset,  at  Ottawa,  and 

was  assured  that  the  request  of  the  Canadian  Dental  Association  regarding 

rank  of  dental  surgeons  would  receive  prompt  attention  on  the  return  of 

the  Director-General   from  Washington. 

In  a  letter  dated  April  28th,  1914,  the  Director-General  informs  us 

that  no  papers  or  resolutions  of  the  Canadian  Dental  Association  can  be 

found  in  the  department,  and  advises  us  to  forward  copies  of  resolutions  and 

suggestions  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Militia  Council. 

With  regard  to  the  resolution  passed  by  this  association  in  1912,  a  copy 

of  which  had  been  sent  to  the  Director-General,  he  writes: 

1 .  We  have  nothing  on  record  here  showing  that  the  Canadian  Dental 

Association  has  been  trying  to  secure  substantive  rank  for  the  dental  sur- 

geon. 
2.  Medical  officers  act  as  executive  officers;  dental  surgeons  do  not. 

3.  It  is  not  proposed  to  detail  dental  surgeons  for  any  duties,  save  pro- 
fessional. 

4.  Our  organization  is  modelled  on  that  of  the  Imperial  service. 

Copies  of  resolutions  have  since  been  forwarded  to  the  department,  and 

the  suggestion  made  that  some  scheme  along  the  lines  of  recommendation 

made  by  Gen.  Drury,  in  1911,  would  be  acceptable  to  the  profession,  but 

no  response  has  been  made. 

Your  committee  would  draw  your  attention  to  the  fact  that  no  rea- 

sonable excuse  has  been  made  by  the  Militia  Department  for  not  appoint- 
ing the  dental  surgeon  in  the  same  manner  and  with  the  same  rank  as  medi- 
cal officers. 

Your  committee  would  recommend  that  a  Strong  resolution  be  passed 
voicing  the  opinions  of  the  members  of  the  Canadian   Dental   Association 

with  regard  to  the  status  of  the  dental  surgeon  in  comparison  to  that  of  medi 
ral   officers,   and   requesting  the  dental   surgeon   be  given   the  same  rank   as 
that  of  other  commissioned  officers. 

That  a  copy  of  the  resolution  with  a  letter  from  the  secretary  of  the 
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Canadian  Dental  Association  be  forwarded  to  the  Minister  of  Militia,  as 

well  as  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Militia  Council. 

Respectfully  submitted, 

(Signed)  Geo.  K.  Thomson, 

Jas.  M.  Magee, 
Committee  on  the  Army  Dental  Surgeon. 

Dr.    Magee  :    I   should   therefore  like   to   move,    Mr.    President,    a 

resolution  identical  with  that  of   1912,  with  a  slight  addition: 

Whereas,  for  several  years  this  association  has  been  endeavoring  to  se- 
cure substantive  rank  for  the  dental  surgeon  in  the  Canadian  militia  and  no 

action  has  been  taken  by  the  Militia  Department  towards  granting  the  re- 

quest; and  whereas,  the  professional  relationship  of  the  dental  surgeon  to 

the  men  of  the  militia  demands  that  he  be  given  that  of  the  medical  officers; 

Therefore  be  it  resolved,  that  this  association  urge  upon  the  department 

the  importance  of  appointing  the  dental  surgeons  in  the  same  manner  and 

with  the  same  rank  as  officers  of  other  branches  of  the  service,  and  that  the 

recommendations  of  the  G.O.C.,  Sixth  Division,  be  carried  out. 

I  should  say  that  only  within  a  year  in  the  United  States  the  army 

dental  surgeon  has  received  the  same  rank  and  the  same  pay  and  the  same 

consideration  as  that  afforded  to  the  medical  officer.  I  move  that  resolu- 

tion, Mr.  President. 

CHAIRMAN:     You  have  heard  the  resolution.     Anyone  seconding? 

Dr.  CoGHLAN:     I  have  great  pleasure  in  seconding  that  motion. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Magee,  seconded  by  Dr.  Coghlan:  That  the  report 

and  resolution  be  adopted  as  read.     Carried. 

The  British  dental  journals  are  filled  with  discussions  of  dentistry  and 

the  war. 

yg 

The  British  War  Office  has  not  seen  fit  to  employ  many  full  time  den- 

tists to  attend  soldiers'  teeth. 

The  Annual  Meeting  of  the  Eastern  Ontario  Dental  Association  will 

be  held  in  Ottawa,    June  9th,  1  0th  and  1  1th,  1915. 

in 
Lt.-Col.  Armstrong,  Chief  Army  Dental  Surgeon,  Ottawa,  is  making 

an  appeal  to  the  dental  profession  of  Canada  for  operating  coats,  towels, 

laboratory  coats  and  aprons,  also  for  money  to  purchase  surgical  instruments. 
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Editorial  Notes 

The  recruiting  officers  in  England  have  asked  that  dentists  supply  sixty 

thousand  dentures  for  rejected  soldiers. 

Medical  officers  in  the  German  army  believe  that  iodine  applied  direct- 

ly to  fresh  wounds  is  the  cause  of  much  suffering  and  loss  of  tissue. 

tig The  Canadian  Dental  Association  has  again  justified  its  organization 

by  advocating  and  succeeding  in  having  established  an  independent  army 
dental  service  in  Canada 

The  "Dental  Surgeon,"  London,  England,  a  weekly  publication,  of  a 
dozen  or  so  large  pages,  seems  to  have  left  the  ranks  of  the  registered  den- 

tists and  joined  those  of  the  unregistered. 

The  following  dentists  have  left  with  Queen's  and  McGill  University 
Base  Hospital  for  overseas  service:  E.  B.  Sparks,  Kingston;  Alford 

Stevenson,  Montreal;  L.  H.  Thornton,  Montreal. 
$i 

The  unregistered  dental  surgeons  of  Great  Britain  have  been  called 

in  by  the  War  Office  to  assist  in  setting  the  teeth  of  the  soldiers  in  order. 

This,  in  the  opinion  of  some,  will  open  the  way  to  a  joining  of  the  registered 

and  unregistered  into  one  organization.  There  are  really  not  enough  reg- 
istered dentists  to  do  all  the  necessary  work  for  the  soldiers. 

The  meeting  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  of  1917  will  be  the 

fiftieth  anniversary  of  the  Society,  and  in  preparation  for  this  meeting  the 

above  1917  members  of  the  programme  committee  were  appointed  at  the 

present  time  with  power  to  add  three  others,  so  that  the  celebration  of  the 

anniversary  could  be  gotten  under  way  at  once.  The  chairman  of  the  1916 

programme  committee  is  also  a  member  of  the  1917  committee. 
* 

Premier  Hearst  of  Ontario  is  no  different  from  many  another  public 

man  who  addresses  a  body  of  dentists.  He  opened  his  remarks  at  con- 

vocation a  few  days  ago  with  the  hoary  remarks  of  having  suffered  much 

at  the  hands  of  dentists,  and  would  in  return  try  to  punish  them  by  com- 
pelling them  to  listen  to  a  speech.  Nobody  laughed,  so  he  tried  another 

mossy  one.  Dentists  had  talked  to  him  when  he  had  not  a  chance  to  talk 

back,  and  now  it  was  his  turn  to  talk.  Generally,  hosts  do  not  take  kindly 

to  stale  jokes  at  their  expense.  Invitations  to  public  men  to  address  den- 

tist* should  have  attached  a  list  of  the  supposed  jokes  on  the  dentist  that 
they  are  familiar  with,  so  that  the  guest  would  have  to  find  a  new  one. 
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OBITUARY 

We    regret    to    chronicle    the    death    of  
  Charles    Llewellyn    Hawley, 

LDS     of  Trenton,  Ont.,  which  oc
curred  on   February  2nd.       lhe  de- 

ceased was  a  graduate  of  the  Royal  College 
 of  Dental  Surgeons,  Toronto 

in  the  year   1881.      Immediately  aft
er  receiving  his  diploma,  he  returned 

to    his   native    town,    where,    by 

close    attention    to    business,    he 

built  up  a  large  and  widespread 

practice,  and  was  recognized  by 

his   many   patients    as    a    skillful 

operator,  well  versed  in  dentistry, 

observant,  quick  and  resourceful. 

He  was  of   a  most   affable   and 

genial      disposition,       and      was 

highly  esteemed  by  his  confreres 

and    a   large   circle   of    admiring 

friends.      He  was  a   son  of  the 

late  Albert  D.  C.  Hawley,  one 

of  the  pioneer  settlers  of  Tren- 

ton,    and     is     survived     by     his 

mother,    wife,    three    sons,    three 

brothers  and  two  sisters. 

Mr.  Hawley  always  took  an 

active  part  in  the  affairs  of  the 

town,  and  was  for  some  time  a 

member  of  the  Town  Council. 

In  his  younger  days  he  was  quite 

an  athlete.  In  fraternal  circles 

he  was  an  ardent  Oddfellow, 

and  quite  recently  received  a 

veteran  jewel   for  twenty-five  consecutive   years
'   membership. 

Politically,  he  was  a  life  long  and  enthusiastic  C
onservative.  The  late 

C  L  Hawley  was  an  ancestral  descendant  of  J
oseph  Hawley,  who  was 

the  founder  of  the  Hawley  family  in  the  Colon
y  of  Massachusetts  U.  S., 

about  the  year  1  640.  The  name  Hawley  is
  of  great  antiquity,  and  comes 

in  the  eleventh  century  in  the  person  of  Hansa
rd  Hastings  Hawley,  one  o 

the  Normans  who  came  over  with  Willia
m  the  Conqueror.  The  ongina 

house  of  Hawley  was  founded  at  Dart
mouth,  Devonshire,  England,  ot 

which  Sir  Henry  Hawley  was  the  firs
t  Baronet. 

Dr.  Hawley. 

SECOND  HAND  VULCANIZER
,  2  flasks,  gas,  regulator  and  tim

er. 

~with  two  flasks.      Also,  de  Ford  Som
moform  outfit;  nasal   mhaler, 

half  price.     A.  Day,  Kent  Buildi
ng,  Toronto. 
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The  late  J.  Branston   IVillmott,    D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  M.D.S.,  LL.D., 

Dean  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  of  Ontario. 
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Original  Communications 

EMETIN  HYDROCHLORID  IN  THE  TREATMENT 

OF  PYORRHEA  ALVEOLARIS 

M.  H.  Gar\IN,  D.D.S.,  Winnipeg,  Canada. 

No  new  line  of  treatment  for  the  dreaded  disease  "Pyorrhea  Alveol- 

ans"  has  created  for  a  number  of  years  such  widespread  interest  as  the  use 
of  emetine  hydrochlorid. 

It  has  been  recommended  as  a  specific  in  the  cure  of  the  malady  under 

discussion  by  scientists  holding  responsible  positions  in  the  dental  educa- 

tional world.  It  has  been  used  locally  in  pyorrhea  pockets,  also  intra- 

muscularly and  intravenously. 

The  theory  that  amoeba  are  present  in  large  numbers  in  pyorrhea  con- 

ditions and  are  absent  in  normal  mouths  does  in  no  way  permit  of  a  con- 

clusion that  they  are  the  cause  of  the  trouble.  Nor  to  date  has  the  patho- 

genicity of  the  protozoa  been  proven.  Dr.  Chiavaro,  of  Rome,  after  much 

research  concludes  that  the  endamoeba  has  not  a  pathogenic  action,  but, 

on  the  contrary,  feeds  on  bacteria,  and  is  probably  an  aid  to  the  auto- 
disinfection  of  the  mouth. 

According  to  Charles  S.  Minot,  in  his  introduction  to  Metchnihoff's 

work  on  "The  Prolongation  of  Life,"  injurious  foreign  substances  attract 
amoeba,  and  when  these  foreign  substances  are  of  an  organic  nature 

ihey  are  actually  digested  by  the  amoeboid  cells.  So  he  concludes  that  in 

these  cells  we  have  important  protective  bodies  which  have  an  important 

part  to  play  as  fighters  against  septic  organisms,  bacteria,  etc. 

However,   in  spite  of  the  fact  that  the  theory  advanced  by   those  sup- 

[  ■■iting  the  use  of  emetine  is  very  questionable,  cases  have  been  reported 

showing    most    marvellous    cures.       This   would    justify    one    in    testing    the 

efficiency  of  the  drug,  particularly  where  careful  records  are  kept  and  all 

D :ptoms  and  conditions  are  noted. 

I  hen,  too,  in  order  to  obtain  exact  data  local  treatment  must  be  ab- 

solutely discontinued  during  the  emetine  treatment.  When  we  know  that 

say  95  per  cent,  ot  pyorrhea  cases  can  be  cured  by  proper  local  surgical 

treatment  without  the  use  of  emetine  it  would  be  wrong  to  attribute  the  cure 
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to  this  drug  if  local  treatment  were  carried  on  at  the  same  time.  In  most 

of  the  cases  of  cures  quoted  thorough  local  treatment  was  carried  on  during 

the  treatment  with  emetine,  so  that  the  conclusions  as  to  the  results  obtained 

are  questionable. 

In  the  April  number  of  the  Dental  Cosmos,  Dr.  Paul  Gardner  White 

quoted  twenty  cases  of  pyorrhea  cured  by  the  deep  muscular  injection  of 

succinimid  of  mercury,  and  the  credit  for  the  cure  was  given  to  the  mer- 

cury, although  the  patient  was  instructed  in  prophylactic  measures  and 

thorough  local  treatment  was  carried  on  at  the  same  time.  From  such  de- 

tails one  is  quite  free  to  state  that  the  cure  was  accomplished  by  the  local 

treatment,  and  not  necessarily  by  the  injection  of  mercury. 

In  the  following  cases  no  local  treatment  was  carried  on  during  the 

period  that  emetine  was  injected. 

Case  1 .  Lady ;  age  28 ;  all  the  teeth  in  position,  and  with  fairly  good 

occlusion ;  nervous  temperament ;  teeth  not  loose,  but  pus  forming  freely 

around  many  of  them;  had  been  treated  by  local  means  on  previous  oc- 

casions, but  with  only  partial  success.  Several  local  treatments  were  given 

during  the  three  weeks  previous  to  March  10th,  1915,  but  in  a  number  of 

pockets  pus  still  formed.  March  1 0th,  local  treatment  discontinued  and 

1-3  gr.  of  emetine  was  injected  in  the  arm;  March  1  1th,  no  visible  change 

in  pus  condition,  Yl  gr-  injected;  March  12th,  slight  reduction  in  amount 

of  pus,  Yl  Sr-  injected ;  March  1  3th,  color  of  gum  slightly  improved, 

Yl  gr.  injected;  March  15th,  pus  still  present,  Yl  §r-  injected;  March 

25th,  pus  condition  the  same,  2-3  gr.  injected;  March  31st,  pus  condi- 

tion the  same,  2-3  gr.  injected ;  April  7th,  no  change,  Yl  §r-  injected ;  April 

22nd,  condition  unchanged,  2-3  gr.   injected. 

Two  weeks  later,  finding  pus  still  present  in  undiminished  quantity, 

thorough  local  treatment  was  adopted  under  local  anaesthetic,  and  the 

condition  practically  cleared  up. 

Case  2.  Lady;  age  33;  nervous  temperament;  five  teeth  in  the 

mandible  and  a  partial  denture;  most  of  the  teeth  in  the  maxilla  in  posi- 
tion. Local  treatment  was  difficult  on  account  of  sensitive  root  surfaces, 

and  was  discontinued  on  March  30th.  March  30th,  1  -3  gr.  emetine  in- 

jected in  arm;  March  31st,  2-3  gr.  emetine  injected;  April  1st,  gums 

perhaps  a  little  less  inflamed ;  no  apparent  change  in  volume  of  pus  dis- 

charge, Yl  §r-  injected;  April  3rd,  pus  still  quite  noticeable,  Yl  £r-  emetine 

injected;  April  8th,  2-3  gr.  injected;  April  16th,  2-3  gr.  injected;  April 
23rd,  condition  still  unchanged,  Yl  §r-  injected. 

A  month  later  condition  seemed  just  the  same,  but  was  greatly  im- 
proved by  local  surgical  treatment  under  local  anaesthetic. 

Case  3.  Lady;  age  30;  had  been  treated  for  acquired  syphilis;  gums 

very  sore  and  tender  and  pus  forming  freely.  No  local  treatment  for 

pyorrhea  had  been  given  for  some  time.     April  5  th,   Yl  §r-  emetine  hypo- 
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dermically  in  arm;  April  6th,  Y2  gr.  injected;  April  7th,  gums  a  little  bet- 

ter color,  and  pus  a  little  less  noticeable,  Yi  gr.  injected;  April  8th,  pus 

still  present,  2-3  gr.  injected;  April  12th,  very  little,  if  any,  improvement 

noticeable,  so  local  treatment  was  resorted  to  with  marked  success. 

Case  4.  Lady;  age  22;  all  teeth  in  position  and  occlusion  good;  teeth 

not  loose,  but  pus  forming  around  most  of  them.  Local  treatment  difficult 

on  account  of  hypersensitive  condition  of  gums  and  root  surface.  April 

20th,  Yl  §r-  emetine  hypodermically  in  arm;  April  21st,  no  improved  con- 

dition, 2-3  gr.  injected;  April  22nd,  slight  improvement  in  color,  2-3  gr. 

injected;  April  23rd,  pus  still  present,  I  gr.  injected;  April  30th,  condition 

just  the  same,  gums  sore  and  pus  forming  freely. 

Local  treatment  is  now  being  resorted  to,  and  the  condition  has  almost 

cleared  up. 

In  the  four  cases  just  quoted  emetine  was  given  intramuscularly  in  the 

arm  of  the  patient.  A  number  of  other  patients  were  treated  by  applying 

emetine  in  the  pyorrhea  pockets,  and  also  injecting  it  into  the  walls  of  the 

pocket,  which  latter  method  produced  much  soreness  and  less  favorable  re- 
sults than  other  well  known  methods  of  treatment. 

In  the  face  of  such  evidence  as  has  just  been  stated  one  must  surely 

hesitate  before  stating  emphatically  that  pyorrhea  alveolaris  or  periclasia  is 

caused  by  the  endamoeba  buccalis,  and  that  emetine  hydrochlorid  is  a 

specific   in  the  cure. 

MODERN  DRUGS  AND  NEW  USES  OF 

SOME  OLD  ONES 

A.  E.  Webster,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  M.D.,  Toronto,  Ont. 

•re  the  Eastern  Ontario   Dental  Association,  Ottawa.   June,    I'M.".. 

It  is  well  every  now  and  then  to  direct  our  attention  to  the  status  of 

drugs  in  dental  surgery.  The  number  of  effective  drugs  in  the  healing  art 

is  becoming  less  and  less  as  we  learn  more  physiology  and  pathology. 

If  many  drugs  or  methods  of  treatment  are  recommended  for  the  same 

disease,  one  may  be  sure  that  there  is  not  much  accurate  knowledge  of  the 

disease.  Every  little  while  there  is  a  tending  to  over  estimate  the  value 

of  drug?  in  dental  surgery  and  occasionally  the  surgeon  may  use  the  knife, 

the  drill  and  the  forceps  where  less  violent  methods  would  bring  about 

happier  results. 

Indeci.<icn  is  a  bad  thng  in  any  walk  of  life,  but  a  wrong  decision  is 

often  disastrous.  But  why  a  dentist  should  go  along  for  months  changing 

dre-riner<;  daily  in  root  canals  is  a  marvel.  If  a  drug  will  do  anything  at 
all  for  a  canal  or  the  tissues  beyond  it,  it  will  be  done  in  a  week  or  so.  In 

many  such  cases  it  is  better  to  extract  the  root,  or  clear  out  the  apex  surgic- 
ally, hrarc  ruch  roots  are  nearly  always  dangerous  to  the  health. 
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Drugs  applied  locally  have  a  very  limited  variety  of  actions.  They 

rarely  work  with  any  obscure  result.  Anaesthetics  destroy  sensation,  and 

if  they  do  not  they  are  not  anaesthetics  for  general  use.  We  often  hear 

the  laity  say,  and  I  am  sorry  to  say  some  of  the  profession  too,  that  a  drug 

is  "very  healing."  This  gives  the  impression  that  the  drug  does  the  heal- 
ing, which  is  a  fallacv.  Nature  does  the  healing,  but  a  drug  may  promote 

or  allow  healing  by  removing  an  irritant.  A  drug  which  destroys  micro- 
organisms is  itself  an  irritant  and  is  known  as  a  disinfectant.  Drugs  which 

combine  with  tissue  and  destroy,  its  vitality  are  cauterants,  and  usually  if 

these  same  drugs  are  used  in  a  less  strong  solution  they  are  estringents,  e.g., 
zinc  chloride. 

There  is  a  very  limited  requirement  for  drugs  about  the  mouth.  If 

there  is  no  diseased  condition  present  no  drugs  are  needed.  Then  why 

rinse  the  mouth  out  four  or  five  times  a  day  with  solutions  of  H..CX  or 

boracic  acid,  thymol,  alcohol  or  all  combined?  Such  practises  are  un- 
necessary and  often  harmful.  If  there  is  a  disease  present  and  a  drug  is 

known  to  have  any  effect  upon  it,  then  recommend  the  drug  and  follow 

the  case  and  note  the  result.  As  a  profession  we  are  too  often  pulled  around 

by  the  nose  by  drug  manufacturers.  There  is  no  drug  good  for  all 

diseases  of  the  mouth  and  teeth,  and  yet  we  often  allow  our  patients  to 

believe  that  a  mouth  wash  will  disinfect  the  mouth,  stop  decay,  cure 

pyorrhea,    make   the  teeth   white,   the  breath   sweet   and   cure   rheumatism. 

Anaesthetics  have  the  centre  of  the  stage  to-day.  Any  drug  or 

method  of  practise  which  will  lessen  the  discomfort,  prevent  the  pain 

the  dread  of  dental  operations  is  a  real  Godsend.  Novocain  is  the 

local  anaesthetic  par  excellence  to-day.  It  is  less  toxic  and  quite  as 

efficient  as  cocaine.  Locally  injected  it  will  permit  the  extraction  of  teeth 

without  pain.  It  will  desensitize  the  pulp  by  pressure  anaesthesia  or  by 

injecting  into  the  gums  around  the  root.  It  will  completely  desensitize 

the  dentine  if  injected  into  the  gums  as  for  extraction.  If  injected  into 
nerve  trunks  it  will  desensitize  the  area  of  distribution  of  the  nerve.  Thus 

several  teeth  may  be  desensitized  at  once.  Novocain,  like  cocaine,  is 

not  effective  when  injected  into  inflamed  tissue.  A  severe  phlegmonous 

inflammation  may  follow  an  injection  into  a  infected  area  or  a  pus  cavity. 

Paraform  as  a  dentine  anaesthetic  has  been  used  with  fair  success  for 

some  years.  Its  virtues  have  not  been  brought  prominently  before  the 

profession.  Five  to  fifteen  per  cent,  of  paraform  mixed  with  exide  of  zinc 
cement  and  inserted  into  shallow  cavities  will  desensitize  the  dentine  from 

a  half  to  two  millimeters  in  depth  in  three  or  four  days  without  much 

irritation.     In  nearly  all  cases  no  sensation  is  noticed. 

Buckley's  Paste. 

Within  the  year  Buckley's  paste  for  desensitizing  the  dentine  has 
been  given  to  the  profession.      It  has  come  to  the  profession  from  one  of 
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the  best  known  authorities  on  the  subject  of  Materia  Medica  and  Thera- 

peutics. Upon  the  word  of  such  an  authority  the  profession  accepted  it 

and  gave  it  a  fair  trial.  The  recommendations  of  the  author  were 

unstinted.  It  was  aimed  to  fill  the  greatest  demand  of  the  profession. 

Make  operations  on  vital  dentine  painless.  Equal  in  importance  with  the 

discovery  of  nitrous  oxide  anaesthesia,  arsenic  devitalization  of  the  pulp, 

cocaine  anaesthetization  of  the  pulp  or  analgesia.  What  is  the  verdict  of 

(he  profession  up  to  date? 

To  get  such  a  verdict  your  essayist  sent  the  following  letter  and 

questions  concerning  the  paste  to  fifteen  well  known  Canadian  dentists  from 

various  parts  of  Canada: 

Dear  Doctor, — Since  uniformly  pleasant  results  have  not  always  fol- 

lowed the  use  of  Buckley's  paste  and  some  criticism  has  begun  to  appear 
m  the  literature,  I  desire  to  tabulate  the  results  of  others  for  presentation 

at  the  Eastern  Ontario  Dental  Association,  June,  1915.  No  names  will 

appear. 

If  you  will  answer  the  enclosed  questions  at  an  early  date  I  will  be 

obliged,  and  I  am  sure  the  profession  will  be  appreciative. 
Yours  sincerely, 

Questions: 

1.  In  about  how  many  cases  have  you  used  Buckley's  paste? 
2.  Dees   it   effectively  desensitize  the  dentine? 

3.  Does   it   desensitize  the  pulp?   ? 

4.  Does  it  cause  pain? 

5.  If  so,  in  what  percentage  of  cases? 

6.  Dees    it   ever  devitalize  the  pulp? 

7.  FroTi  your  experience,  in  what  cases  should  it  be  used? 

Remarks. 

Question  No.   1 . — In  how  many  cases  have  you  used  Buckley's  paste? 
The  total  number  of  cases  of  the  fourteen  dentists  who  replied  was 

410,   which   is   a   fair   number   to   draw   conclusions   from. 

Question  No.  2. — Does  it  effectively  desensitize  the  dentine? 

Of  the  fourteen  replies,   7  said  yes;  6  said  not  always,    1    partially. 

Question  No.  3. — Does  it  desensitize  the  pulp? 

Of  the  fourteen,  5  said  yes;  2  no ;  4  partially;   3  do  not  know. 

Question    No.    4. — Does   it   cause   pain? 
Of  the  fourteen   1  1   said  yes;  3  no. 

Question  No.  5. — If  so,  in  what  percentage  of  cases?  The  average 

i-  slightly  over  fifty.  That  is,  there  was  pain  in  over  205  cases  out  of  the 
410. 

Question   No.  6. — Does  it  ever  devitalize  the  pulp? 
Of  the  fourteen,  8  said  yes;  6  did  not  know. 

The  answers  to  this  question  were  peculiar.      1  hose  classified  as  saving 
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no   were  very   guarded.      Such   answers   as    "not   yet,"    "I    don't   know, 

"the  pain  was  so  much  like  arsenic  I  had  it  analized  by  a  chemist  whose 

report  is  enclosed   and   shows  no   arsenic."       There   is   a   general   suspicion 
that  it  will  devitalize  the  pulp. 

Question  No.  7. — In  what  cases  should  it  be  used? 
The  genera!  opinicn  gathered  from  the  answers  to  this  question  is  that 

it  should  be  used  in  shallow  cavities,  nervous  patients  and  the  decay  not 

removed.  Teeth  with  pulps  rypersensitive  to  temperature  changes  or 

chemicals  pain  excessively  when  paste  is  applied.  The  uncertainty  as  to 

whether  it  will  cause  pain  or  not  is  one  of  its  objections.  In  some  cases 

the  pain  is  excessive  for  days,  and  in  one  case  five  pulps  had  to  be 

devitalized  after  waiting  days  for  the  pain  to  subside. 

Under  the  heading  of  remarks  I  cannot  do  better  than  to  quote  a  few. 

Only  two  of  the  fourteen  have  strong  objection  to  its  use,  the  balance  of 

opinion  is  favorable,  but  admit  that  it  must  be  used  with  caution. 

"It  has  not  proven  with  me  what  I  had  hoped,  but  believe  it  a  useful 
agent  when  properly  applied.  My  failures  may  have  been  from  faulty 

manipulation,  but  I  tried  to  be  careful." 

"I  think  it  is  a  fine  remedy  for  sensitive  dertine,  and  it  heps  a  man 
with  his  patients  whom  he  hated  to  see  come  in  the  office.  Even  if  it  did 

devitalize  I  would  continue  to  use  it  in  the  cases  I  have  tried  it  on." 

"The  first  time  I  used  it,  it  acted  so  much  like  arsenic  that  it  frightened 
me,  and  I  sent  it  to  be  tested  for  arsenc,  and  they  reported  negative,  for 

which  information  I  pa-d  $1.  I  ha^e  not  had  any  trouble  from  the  teeth 

that  I  used  it  on  so  far,  but  expect  some." 

"If  the  paste  would  devitalize  the  pulp  I  would  employ  it  very 
frequently,  for  there  is  so  far,  not  any  discoloration  or  opacity  of  teeth 

structure.  If  I  felt  I  could  extirpate  a  pulp  painlessly  I  would  try  i^,  but 

knowing  the  possibilities  of  cocaine  in  single  rooted  teeth  I  do  not  like  to 

take  any  chances  yet.  If  I  used  the  paste  in  a  cavity  where  I  felt  reason- 

ably sure  there  was  an  exposure  which  in  my  judgment  called  for  an 

arsenical  application,  I  feel  quite  sure  I  would  have  a  tedious  and  arduous 

time  in  getting  the  pulp  devitalized.  All  in  all  it  is  too  soon  for  me  to 

rhapsodize,  though  it  does  give  promise  of  much  good." 

"In  cervical  cavities  buccally  and  labilly  it  is  a  great  help.  In  ap- 
plying it  I  have  used  only  very  small  quantity  and  have  not  left  it  sealed 

in  a  cavity  for  more  than  twenty-four  hours.  Have  had  excellent  results 

in  the  small  number  of  cases  in  which  I  have  used  it." 
Emetin  has  been  given  a  new  significance  by  the  investigations  of  Chia- 

varo,  Smith,  Barrett,  Bass  and  Johns.  It  would  appear  that  "Endameba," 

cr  as  we  were  taught  in  our  first  lessons  in  physiology,  "Ameba,"  are 
found  in  the  pyorrhea  pockets  of  almost  all  patients.  And  it  has  been 

I'n^wn  for  vears  that  a-^eba  are  present  in  the  bowel  in  some  severe  forms 
cf  dysentery  and  that  in  such  cases  Ipecac  acted  as  a  specific.      Emetin, 
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the  active  principle,  was  found  to  be  more  efficacious  than  Ipecac,  hence 

its  use  became  general.  The  next  step  was  easy;  if  emetin  cured  dysentery 

when  ameba  were  supposed  to  be  the  cause,  then  emetin  should  cure 

pyorrhea  when  ameba  are  the  cause.  The  only  difficulty  in  this  hypothesis 

is  that  the  ameba  has  not  yet  been  proven  to  be  the  cause  of  pyorrhea. 

In  fact,  Kock's  law  has  not  been  satisfied. 
There  are  several  methods  of  administration.  Bass  &  Johns  have  cured 

over  three  hundred  cases  by  injecting  a  half  gram  into  the  arms  of  the 

patients  once  en  each  of  three  successive  days.  Dr.  Barrett  has  cured 

over  a  hundred  cases  by  injecting  the  solution  directly  into  the  pockets. 

Some  patients  have  cured  their  own  cases  by  rinsing  the  mouth  once  each 

day  with  a  part  of  a  solution  of  one  drop  in  four  ounces  of  water. 

With  all  this  evidence,  an  ordinary  dentist  must  consider  himself  out 

of  date  if  he  is  not  using  emetin  to  cure  pyorrhea.  The  care  with  which 

histories  of  cures  and  the  testimonials  of  dentists  and  patients  are  published 

is  enough  to  make  one  suspicious,  even  if  he  were  willing  to  accept  the 
theory. 

Among  this  array  of  authority,  there  is  but  one  dentist,  and  his  work 

and  observations  are  not  convincing.  In  the  cases  reported,  local  treat- 

ment was  carried  on  along  with  the  emetin  treatment.  Of  course,  the  credit 

for  the  cure  was  given  to  the  eiretin  and  not  to  the  local  treatment.  So 

far  as  the  opinions  of  the  other  supposed  authorities  are  concerned,  they 

are  of  little  value.  The  only  opinions  on  this  subject  which  are  of  any 

value  are  those  of  a  dentist  of  years  of  experience  in  the  treatment  and 

observation  of  the  teeth  and  gums  in  health  and  in  disease.  No  amount 

of  authority  or  testimonials  can  convince  such  a  dentist  that  pyorrhea  can 

be  cured  while  there  is  a  local  source  of  irritation  and  infection.  A  ligature, 

a  band  or  a  ring  of  calculus  under  the  gum  which  has  become  infected  will 

never  get  better  until  the  local  source  of  irritation  and  infection  is  removed. 

When  physicians  and  others  who  call  themselves  dentists  think  they  have 

cured  pyorrhea  as  it  is  generally  understood,  they  either  do  not  know  what 

pyorrhea  is  or  they  are  talking  moonshine.  The  best  known  pyorrhea 

specialists  of  this  continent  are  convinced  that  emetin  is  not  a  specific  for 

pyorrhea.  Dr.  A.  J.  McDonagh  has  records  of  many  cases  in  which  it 

was  of  little  value.  I  cannot  record  one  success  in  my  own  experience. 

I  have  a  paper  by  Dr.  Garvin,  of  Winnipeg,  in  my  possession  which  records 

four  complete  failures  by  intramuscular  injections  and  afterwards  four  com- 
plete successes  by  instrumentation  on  the  same  four  patients.  Either 

pyorrhea  is  not  caused  by  the  endameba  or  emetin  will  not  destroy  the 

endameba.  It  makes  little  difference  which,  so  far  as  the  value  of  emetin 

is  concerned. 
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Dental  Societies 

THE  ORAL  HYGIENE  COMMITTEE  OF  THE 
ONTARIO  DENTAL  SOCIETY 

Executive  Committee — Dr.  R.  G.  McLaughlin,  chairman,  54  Col- 

lege street,  Toronto;  Dr.  R.  J.  Reade,  secretary,  2  Bloor  street  west,  To- 
ronto; Dr.  W.  Cecil  Trotter,  Toronto;  Dr.  A.  D.  A.  Mason,  Toronto; 

Dr.  F.  C  Husband,  Toronto;  Dr.  H.  E.  Eaton,  Toronto;  Dr.  D.  M. 

Foster,  Guelph;  Dr.  A.  E.  Rudell,  Berlin;  Dr.  H.  A.  Parker,  Gan- 

anoque;  Dr.  W.  B.  Cavanagh,  Cornwall;  Dr.  W.  J.  Bruce,  Kincardine; 

Dr.  F.  R.  Watson,  Georgetown;  Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  Stratford;  Dr. 

Oliver  Martin,  Ottawa;  Dr.  D.  C.  Smith,  Stouffville;  Dr.  F.  E.  Bennett, 

St.  Thomas;  Dr.  E.  Kelly,  Hamilton. 

BERLIN  ORAL   HYGIENE  COMMITTEE. 

Dr.  A.  E.  Rudell,  chairman;  Dr.  L.  A.  Koepell,  secretary. 

CENTRAL  ONTARIO  ORAL   HYGIENE  COMMITTEE. 

Dr.  D.  C.  Smith,  chairman,  Stouffville;  Dr.  H.  N.  Wilkinson,  secre- 

tary, Newmarket;  Dr.  C  H.  R.  Clark,  Newmarket;  Dr.  R.  M.  Stewart, 

Markham;  Dr.  J.  W.  Barker,  Cannington ;  Dr.  W.  Adams,  Whitby. 

CORNWALL  ORAL   HYGIENE  COMMITTEE. 

Dr.  W.  B.  Cavanagh,  chairman;  Dr.  A.  A.  Smith,  secretary;  Dr.  O. 

L.  Weaver,  Dr.  J.  A.  Lidell,  Dr.  W.  D.  Knight. 

ELGIN   ORAL   HYGIENE   COMMITTEE. 

Dr.  F.  E.  Bennett,  chairman,  St.  Thomas;  Dr.  T.  C  Trigger,  secre- 

tary, St.  Thomas;  Dr.  C  C.  Lumley. 

GANANOQUE    ORAL    HYGIENE    COMMITTEE. 

Dr.  H.  A.  Parker,  chairman;  Dr.  A.  H.  Mabee,  secretary;  Dr.  J. 
A.  Black. 

GEORGETOWN  ORAL  HYGIENE  COMMITTEE. 

Dr.  F.  R.  Watson,  chairman;  Dr.  F.  L.  Heath,  secretary;  Dr.  L.  L. 
Bennett. 

GUELPH   ORAL    HYGIENE   COMMITTEE. 

Dr.  Douglas  M.  Foster,  chairman;  Dr.  F.  T.  Goghlan,  secretary. 

HAMILTON   ORAL    HYGIENE   COMMITTEE. 

Dr.    Ernest   Kelly,   chairman;   Dr.   Chas.   M.    Ross,   secretary;   Dr.   J. 
L.  Kappele,  Dr.  S.  G.  Alderson. 

OTTAWA   ORAL    HYGIENE    COMMITTEE. 

Dr.  Oliver  Martin,  chairman;  Dr.  M.  G.  McElhinney,  secretary;  Dr. 

L.  E.  Stanley,  Dr.  M.  F.  Cross,  Dr.  C.  H.  Juvet,  Dr.  W.  R.  Green;  Dr. 
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W.  C.  McCartney,  Dr.  J.  J.  Lacey,  Dr.  A.  E.  McCordick,  Dr.  W.  A
. 

Leggo. 

STRATFORD  ORAL    HYGIENE   COMMITTEE. 

Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  chairman;  Dr.  H.  W.  Baker,  secretary;  Dr.  A. 

E.  Ahrens,  Dr.  D.  R.  Nethercott,  Dr.  S.  B.  Gray,  Dr.  E.  H.  Eid't. 

TORONTO  ORAL   HYGIENE  COMMITTEE. 

Dr.  F.  C.  Husband,  chairman;  Dr.  C.  A.  Kennedy,  secretary;  Dr. 

Wallace  Seccombe,  Dr.  A.  E.  Webster,  treasurer;  Dr.  R.  G.  Mc- 

Laughlin, Dr.  R.  D.  Thornton,  Dr.  H.  E.  Eaton,  Dr.  R.  J.  Reade,  Dr. 

W.  A.   Black,  Dr.  A.  J.  McDonagh,  Dr.  J.  A.   Bothwell. 

REPORT    OF    THE    ONTARIO    ORAL    HYGIENE    COM- 

MITTEE OF  THE  ONTARIO  DENTAL  SOCIETY. 

To  the  members  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society: 

In  February,  1914,  the  following  members  were  elected  as  the  Execu- 

tive of  the  Oral  Hygiene  Committee  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society: — 

Doctors  W.  Cecil  Trotter,  R.  G.  McLaughlin,  A.  D.  A.  Mason,  R.  J. 

Reade  and  C.  E.  Pearson.  These  members  elected  at  the  annual  meeting 

of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  together  with  the  chairman  of  the  several 

sub-committees  throughout  Ontario  make  up  tne  Executive  of  the  Oral 

Hygiene  Committee  for  the  Province  of  Ontario. 

The  committee  presents  the  following  report  for  the  year  1914-15. 

On  March  17,  1914,  the  members  of  the  Executive  Committee  met 

and  elected  the  following  officers  for  the  year: — Dr.  R.  G.  McLaughlin 

clairr-a*i,  a^d  D  R.  J.  Reade  secretary-treasurer.  The  resignation  of 

Dr.  C.  E.  Pearson  as  a  member  of  the  Executive  was  received  and  ac- 

cepted. The  committee  then  unanimously  elected  Dr.  H.  E.  Eaton  to 

fill  the  place  vacated  by  Dr.  Pearson. 

During  the  year  eight  meetings  were  held. 

There  are  at  present  twelve  sub-committees  working  in  the  Province 

of  Ontario,  namely,  at  Toronto,  St.  Thomas.  Ottawa,  Guelph,  Stratford, 

Kincardine,  Berlin,  Gananoque,  Cornwall,  Georgetown,  Central  On- 
tario and  Hamilton. 

Following  the  instructions  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  the  Executive 

of  the  Oral  Hygiene  Committee  made  arrangements  to  hold  an  Oral 

Hygiene  Conference  in  Toronto.  The  Convention  is  for  the  purpose  of 

showing  those  who  attend  the  Convention  the  manner  in  which  the  Oral 

Hygiene  work  is  conducted  in  Toronto  in  the  public  schools,  in  the  public 

dental  clinic,  and  in  the  hospitals,  and  as  there  are  always  some  difficulties 

that  must  be  overcome  before  the  work  can  be  introduced  into  the  various 

sections  of  the  Province,  one  of  these  difficulties  forms  a  subject  of  a 

paper.  The  delegates  then  discuss  all  their  difficulties  in  order  to  bring 

a  solution  of  the  matter  before  the  meeting. 
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This  year  the  Conference  was  held  on  November  10,  1914.  1  he 

first  part  of  the  programme  was  a  visit  to  the  school  clinics.  At  10.30  in 

the  morning  automobiles  were  in  attendance  at  the  Royal  College  of 

Dental  Surgeons  to  take  the  delegates  to  Earlscourt  school.  Under  the 

direction  of  the  late  Dr.  W.  H.  Doherty,  Toronto  Public  School  Dental 

Inspector,  the  method  of  carrying  on  the  work  at  the  clinics,  and  of  keep- 

ing records,  was  explained  to  the  delegates.  After  a  very  interesting  and 

profitable  morning  spent  at  the  school,  the  delegates  were  taken  to  the 
Canadian  Club  for  lunch. 

After  lunch  the  Municipal  Dental  Clinic  was  inspected.  Dr.  J.  A. 

Bothwell,  Municipal  Dental  Inspector,  explained  to  the  delegates  the 

work  the  clinic  was  undertaking,  and  the  methods  of  carrying  on  the 

work.  He  pointed  out  that  extractions  for  school  children  were  not 

performed  in  the  schools,  but  that  one  day  a  week  was  set  apart  to  have 

that  work  done  in  the  Municipal  Clinic. 

From  the  Municipal  Dental  Clinic  the  party  was  conducted  to  the 

Royal  Ontario  Museum,  Bloor  street,  where  Dr.  McLaughlin,  the  chair- 

man of  the  Ontario  Oral  Hygiene  Committee,  had  made  arrangements 

to  have  the  party  personally  conducted  through  the  Museum.  After  a 

most  interesting  and  profitable  time  spent  in  the  Museum,  Dr.  W.  E 

Struthers  received  the  delegates  at  his  office  in  the  City  Hall. 

The  evening  proceedings  began  with  a  dinner  tendered  to  the  visitors 

at  the  Walker  House.  The  following  members  of  the  different  Ora! 

Hygiene  Committee  sat  around  the  tables: — Doctors  W.  Cecil  Trctfev, 

Toronto;  A.  J.  Broughton,  Toronto;  Geo.  W.  Grieve,  1  oronto ;  R.  G. 

McLaughlin,  Toronto;  Oliver  Martin,  Ottawa;  W.  R.  Greene,  Ottawa; 

F  C.  Husband,  Toronto;  J.  A.  Bothwell,  Toronto;  F.  E.  Bennett,  St. 

Thomas;  J.  A.  Bothwell,  Stratford;  O.  A.  Marshall,  Belleville;  J.  P. 

Marshall,  Toronto;  H.  E.  Eaton,  Toronto;  P.  T.  Coupland,  St.  Mary's; 
E.  H.  Eidt,  Stratford;  M.  A.  Ross  Thomas,  Londcn;  S.  P.  Reynolds, 

London;  A.  E.  Santo,  London;  W.  A.  Black,  Toronto;  J.  Frank  Adams, 

Toronto;  A.  W.  Ellis,  Toronto;  F.  C.  H.  Briggs,  Hamilton;  D.  Baird, 

Toronto;  W.  M.  Wunder,  Toronto;  W.  E.  Willmott,  Toronto;  A.  E. 

Rudell,  Berlin;  R.  D.  Jarvis,  London;  E.  A.  Grant,  Toronto;.  W.  H. 

Doherty,  Toronto;  A.  H.  Mabee,  Gananoque ;  J.  F.  Simpson,  I  renton ; 

R.  J.  Reade,  Toronto;  R.  T.  McDonald,  Hamilton;  Wallace  Seccombe, 

Toronto;  A.  E.  WeSster,  Torcnto:  C.  A  Kennedy,  Toronto.  There 

were  also  present  Dr.  W.  E.  Struthers,  Chief  Medical  Inspector  of  the 

I  oronto  Public  School,  and  Drs.  J.  Wright  Beach,  D.  A.  Burton  Eshle- 
man,  and  J.  A.  Frankenstein  from  Buffalo,  N.Y. 

After  dinner  the  chairman.  Dr.  R.  G.  McLaughlin,  addressed  the 

meeting,  giving  some  interesting  and  encouraging  inlormation  to  the  dele- 
gales  regarding  the  past  work,  and  the  future  efforts  of  the  committee. 
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Following  the  chairman's  address  there  was  a  consideration  of  Oral 
Hygiene  with  regard  to  the  soldiers.  At  that  time  there  were  many  desir- 

able men  of  experience  rejected  on  account  of  the  condition  of  their 

r/:ouths,  so  the  following  resolution  was  passed  and  unanimously  carried 

by  the  meeting.  "Moved  that  the  Executive  of  the  Oral  Hygiene  Com- 
mittee of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  be  instructed  to  approach  the  proper 

military  authorities  of  the  Province  of  Ontario,  to  endeavor  to  make 

satisfactory  arrangements  whereby  the  teeth  of  recruits  for  military  ser- 

vices be  put  in  proper  condition  to  meet  the  requirements  of  the  Military 

Department,  when  the  remedying  of  such  defects  will  be  the  means  of 

having  their  applications  accepted.  The  dentists  of  Ontario  will  under- 
take such  patriotic  service  at  their  own  expense,  to  increase  the  supply  of 

recruits  to  defend  our  Empire,  and  to  uphold  the  highest  ideals  of  liberty." 
The  chairman  then  called  upon  Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  superintendent  of 

the  Municipal  Dental  Clinic  of  Toronto,  to  address  the  meeting  regarding 
the  work  done  at  the  Clinic. 

Dr.  W.  H.  Doherty,  Dental  Inspector  of  the  Toronto  Public  Schools, 

next  explained  the  methods  of  procedure  adopted  in  carrying  on  the  School 
Dental  Clinics. 

Dr.  W.  E.  Struthers,  Chief  Medical  Inspector  of  the  Toronto  Public 

Schools,  gave  a  short  humorous  address  and  spoke  very  sympathetically  of 

the  work  being  done  by  the  Ontario  Oral  Hygiene  Committee. 

Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  Stratford,  then  read  the  paper  of  the  evening. 

"The  Plan  of  the  Work  to  Meet  the  Difficult  Problem  of  Rural  Schools' 

Dental   Inspection  and  Clinics." 
After  a  general  discussion,  during  which  most  of  the  delegates  spoke 

of  the  pleasure  and  profit  they  had  in  attending  the  meeting  and  the  pleasure 

of  looking  forward  to  the  next  Conference,  the  meeting  adjourned. 

In  accordance  with  the  instructions  of  the  Conference  to  see  what 

could  be  done  regarding  the  teeth  of  the  soldiers,  your  committee  had  an 

interview  with  Major-General  Hughes.  The  chairman  and  secretary  were 

delegated  to  interview  General  Hughes.  The  following  is  the  report  of 

your  committee: 

"Your  committee,  according  to  instruction,  arranged  for  a  conference 
with  the  Hon.   Major-General  Hughes,  Minister  of  Militia. 

"We  discussed  with  the  Minister  the  subject  of  army  recruits  who 
have  been  rejected  solely  because  of  defective  teeth,  and  intimated  the 

dentists  of  Ontario  would,  under  proper  conditions,  be  willing  to  care 

for  such,  put  their  mouths  in  an  acceptable  condition,  if  they  were  not 

able  to  pay  the  regular  fee. 

"The  Minister  expressed  his  sympathy  and  interest  in  the  matter,  but, 
owing  to  lack  of  time,  was  unable  to  go  personally  into  the  matter,  and 

especially  requested  the  secretary  to  write  him,  stating  what  was  required, 

so  that  he  might  have  the  matter  before  him  to  consider  quietly.     He  also 
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asked  Col.  Fotheringham  to  go  into  the  matter  with  us,  and  if  possible 

find  a  solution.  Your  committee  submitted  to  Col.  Fotheringham  the  fol- 

lowing propositions,  which  he  seemed  quite  agreeable  to  and  promised  to 

have  submitted  and  carried  out  if  possible." 

"RE   DENTAL  SERVICES   FOR  ARMY   RECRUITS. 

"1.  Dental  surgeons  of  Ontario  are  willing  to  give  their  services  gratis 
tc  recruits  who  have  been  rejected  solely  because  of  defective  teeth  condi- 

tions, if  such  recruits  are  not  financially  able  to  pay  the  ordinary  fee. 

"2.  Such  recruits  to  be  given  sufficient  time  to  have  teeth  put  in  order 
and  report  for  duty. 

"3.  A  dental  surgeon  to  be  appointed  at  each  important  recruiting 
centre,  whose  duty  shall  be  to  examine  the  mouths  of  such  recruits  as 

have  been  rejected  because  of  defective  teeth,  or  to  have  doubtful  cases 

referred  to  him  for  final  decision,  and  to  have  such  sent  to  some  local 

dentist  to  have  teeth  put  in  acceptable  condition. 

"4.  Dental  surgeon  who  is  thus  appointed  is  to  rank  as  Hon.  Captain, 

and  be  paid  as  such." 

As  a  result  of  this  Conference  Col.  Fotheringham  began  communic- 

ation with  Ottawa,  the  result  being  that  an  appropriation  was  set  aside  to 

carry  on  the  work  in  the  different  parts  of  Canada.  The  desires  of  the 

members  of  the  Oral  Hygiene  Comfmittee,  being  in  this  way  more  than 

fulfilled,  the  Executive  Committee  thus  concluded  the  work  given  to  them. 

Further  work  of  obtaining  a  dental  unit  was  then  carried  on  by  other  com- 
mittees in  different  parts  of  Canada. 

During  the  year  your  committee  interviewed  the  Minister  of  Educa- 

tion for  the  purpose  of  seeing  what  advance  could  be  made  in  reference 

to  increasing  the  facilities  for  Oral  Hygiene  work  in  the  rural  schools  of 

Ontario.  A  committee  consisting  of  Doctors  McLaughlin,  Doherty, 

Seccombe,  Reade.  Trotter  and  Eaton  had  an  appointment  with  the 

Minister  of  Education  at  the  Parliament  Buildings,  Toronto.  I  he  follow- 

ing is  a  report  of  the  committee,  together  with  a  reply  received  from  the 

Department  of  Education : 

All   the   members   of    the   committee   spoke   on    the   question,    and    the 

Minister  requested  the  committee  to  put  their  ideas  in   form  and  write  to 

him   concerning   their   request.      The    following   memorandum   was   sent    to 
Dr.  Pyne: 

The  Hon.  the  Minister  of  Education, 

Parliament  Buildings, 

Toronto,  Ontario: 

Dear  Sir, — A  representative  deputation  of  the  Provincial  Dental  As- 

sociation of  Ontario  has  been  requested  to  urge  upon  you  the  necessity  of 

some  practical  instruction  being  given  the  school  children  of  the  province 

on  the  subject  of  Oral  Hygiene. 
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The  growing  importance  of  mouth  conditions  in  relation  to  the  general 

health  as  recognized  to-day,  both  by  the  medical  fraternity  and  the  laity, 

make  it  imperative  that  the  boys  and  girls  of  our  schools  should  have  some 

practical  knowledge  of  these  conditions. 

It  is  true  that  in  the  larger  centres  like  the  city  of  Toronto,  the  matter  is 

receiving  some  considerable  attention,  but  in  the  purely  rural  districts  the 

subject  is  entirely  neglected. 

Therefore,  we  respectfully  urge  that  the  Department  issue  to  every 

teacher  in  the  Province,  a  specially  prepared  Hand  Book  on  Oral  Hygiene. 

Such  a  book  could  be  so  written  and  illustrated  as  to  be  easily  understood 

by  the  teacher  and  be  of  real  assistance  to  her  in  impressing  on  the  pupils 

the  importance  and  care  of  the  teeth. 

It  is  understood,  however,  that  no  suggestion  is  made  to  place  this 

subject  on  the  regular  curriculum,  but  rather  one  to  be  taken  up  by  the 

teacher  once  or  twice  a  month  as  a  relaxation  from  the  regular  course  of 

studies. 

We  trust  that  this  important  subject  will  receive  your  hearty  co-opera- 

tion and  assistance  in  bringing  this  matter  to  a  successful  issue. 

We  have  the  honor  to  be, 

Most  sincerely  yours, 

*  Signed  by  the  Committee. 

Reply  to  the  above  letter: 

Dear  Sir, — I  am  directed  by  the  Minister  of  Education  to  acknow- 

ledge the  receipt  of  your  letter  of  the  28th  ultimo,  and  to  express  his  con- 

currence in  the  views  of  your  Committee  as  to  the  necessity  for  impressing 

upon  the  pupils  of  the  schools  the  importance  and  care  of  the  teeth.  He 

directs  me,  however,  to  call  your  attention  to  the  fact  that  he  has  author- 
ized for  use  in  the  Fourth  and  Fifth  Forms  of  the  Public  and  Separate 

Schools,  "The  Ontario  Public  School  Hygiene,"  and  has  recommended 

for  use  in  the  Third  Form  of  the  same  schools,  "Hygiene  for  Young 

People"  and  "The  Story  of  the  Human  Body."  In  the  case  of  the  last 
two  books,  a  sufficient  number  of  the  book  or  books  are  to  be  provided 

in  the  school  library  for  pupils'  use  or  to  be  bought  by  the  pupils  them- 
selves, as  the  Board  of  Trustees  may  determine.  Each  of  these  three 

books  includes  a  chapter  dealing  with  the  teeth,  of  the  character  which 

your  Committee  commends.  The  subject  of  Hygiene  is  prescribed  for 

each  of  the  first  four  Forms  of  the  Course  of  Study  for  the  Public  and 

Separate  Schools,  and  may  be  added  to  the  Course  of  Study  in  the  Fifth 

Form  at  the  request  of  the  School  Board  and  with  the  Minister's  approval. 
The  instruction  in  the  first  two  Forms  is  to  be  oral,  and  in  the  case  of  the 

other  Forms  to  be  based  upon  a  Course  which  involves  oral  treatment  of 

the  subject  as  well  as  the  study  of  the  text-books. 

Under  the  foregoing  conditions,  the  Minister  is  of  opinion  that  adequate 
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provision   for  instruction  in   Hygiene,   including  the  care  of  the  teeth,  has 

already  been  made  in  our  schools. 

I  have  the  honor  to  be, 

Your  obedient  servant, 

(Signed)    A.    H.    U.    CoLQUHOUN, 

Deputy  Minister  of  Education. 

The  reports  received  from  the  various  Oral  Hygiene  Committees  are 

very  encouraging,  and  point  to  the  fact  that  the  profession  is  becoming 

very  much  interested  in  the  education  of  the  public  in  matters  relating  to 

Oral  Hygiene.  The  report  of  the  Elgin  Committee  points  to  the  interesting 

fact  that  an  outbreak  of  disease  in  the  schools  led  the  way  to  the  intrc- 

duction  of  medical  and  dental  inspection.  I  his  shows  the  solid  founda- 

tions of  our  work.  It  is  not  a  matter  of  theory  or  speculation  as  to  the 

good  that  may  result  from  Oral  Hygiene  work,  but  it  is  a  reality  based 

on  indisputable  facts. 

In  Toronto  the  work  is  advancing  steadily,  and  a  dental  clinic  is  now 

established  in  the  Hospital  for  Sick  Children,  the  General  Hospital  and 

the  Western  Hospital,  under  the  charge  of  Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  Inspector 

of  the  Municipal  Dental  Clinic. 

During  the  year  your  Committee  has  had  in  hand  the  work  of  pre- 

paring a  pamphlet  to  be  published  by  the  Ontario  Government.  The  sub- 

ject to  be  dealt  with  is  "Teeth  in  Relation  to  General  Health."  This 
pamphlet  is  now  in  its  way  to  completion,  and  will  shortly  be  in  the  hands 
of  the  Government. 

BERLIN  ORAL  HYGIENE  COMMITTEE. 

We  beg  to  submit  the  following  report  re  Oral  Hygiene  in  the  City 
of  Berlin. 

It  may  be  said  that  in  Berlin  some  progress  has  been  made  along  the 

line  of  Oral  Hygiene  in  its  relation  to  our  public  schools. 

The  private  educational  work  of  the  members  of  the  profession  here  is 

beginning  to  show  fruit  and  is  having  its  effect  on  the  minds  of  those  in 

charge  of  educational  matters. 

The  members  of  the  Board  of  Education  are  broad-minded  men,  who 

have  realized  the  importance  of  hygiene  in  the  public  schools,  and  as  a 

consequence  have  engaged  a  school  nurse  for  the  coming  year.  1  his 

young  lady  is  at  present  taking  a  special  course  to  prepare  her  for  the  posi- 

tion which  she  has  accepted,  and  we  are  very  hopeful  that  much  good  will 
result  from  this  appointment. 

There  has  also  been  formed  a  Mothers'  Club  in  the  city,  which  meets 
regularly,  and  several  addresses  have  been  delivered  by  dental  and  medical 

men  to  the  mothers  on  the  subject  of  Hygiene. 

The  Dental  Charts  have  been  hung  up  in  the  schools,  and  are  much 

appreciated  by  the  board  and  staff  of  teachers. 
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Great  credit  is  due  to  the  chairman  of  this*  committee,  who  is  also  the 
chairman  of  the  Board  of  Education,  in  so  ably  presenting  the  necessity 

of  such  inspection. 
F.  E.  Bennett,  Chairman. 

T.  C.  TRIGGER,  Secretary. 

GEORGE!  OWN  ORAL  HYGIENE  COMMITTEE. 

There  is  practically  nothing  to  report  for  the  last  year.     We  have  tried 

several  times  to  get  the  work  going  in  the  schools,  but  it  has  been  blocked 

every  time.      I  cannot  explain  the  circumstances  here  otherwise  than  to  say 

the  time  is  not  opportune,  and  as  soon  as  it  is  a  move  will  be  made. 
F.  R.  WATSON,  Chairman. 

F.   L.   HEATH,  Secretary. 

GUELPH  ORAL  HYGIENE  COMMITTEE. 

We  are  continuing  our  educational  work  with  the  public,  and  new  we 

think  results  are  showing.  As  a  result  of  the  examination  of  the  children's 
teeth  in  some  of  the  schools  the  teachers  and  parents  are  not  only  inter- 

ested, but  asking  that  this  work  be  kept  up  as  a  part  of  the  school  work. 

This  will  no  doubt  have  effect  on  the  Board  of  Education  in  the  appoint- 
ing of  a  school  nurse. 

Lectures  have  been  given  to  school  children  and  to  graduating  teach- 

ers of  the  Normal  School,  and  also  to  branches  of  the  Women's  Institute. 
D.  M.  FOSTER,  Chairman. 

F.  T.  COGHLAN,  Secretary. 

OTTAWA  ORAL  HYGIENE  COMMITTEE. 

The  Oral  Hygiene  Committee  of  the  Ottawa  Dental  Society  has  not 

been  active  during  the  past  year  as  a  committee,  and  consequently  has  no 

leport  to  make,  but  it  is  only  fair  to  state  that  owing  to  the  individual  efforts 

of  several  members  some  very  good  and  encouraging  work  has  been  ac- 

complished, the  results  of  which  we  trust  will  appear  in  next  year's  report. 
The  school  clinic,  towards  which  the  committee  were  working  last  year,  is 

now  being  successfully  carried  on  with  one  chair  in  operation  daily,  Dr. 

Eaman  in  charge.  The  City  Council  has  passed  favorably  on  the  estao- 

lishment  of  a  municipal  clinic,  which,  however,  could  not  be  put  in  opera- 

tion this  year  owing  to  lack  of  funds,  but  will  in  all  probability  be  estab- 
lished in  the  near  future,  as  the  need  of  such  a  clinic  seems  to  be  thor- 

oughly appreciated,  and  the  sentiment  in  its  favor  very  strong. 

Oliver  Martin,  Chairman. 

M.  G.  McELHINNEY,  Secretary. 

STRATFORD  ORAL  HYGIENE  COMMITTEE. 

Our  officers  have  changed  this  year.      Dr.  H.  W.   Baker  is  the  secre- 

tary, and  Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  the  chairman. 
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For  this  year  Dr.  Baker  was  appointed  to  deliver  a  course  of  lectures 

to  the  nurses  in  training  at  our  General  Hospital,  and  has  already  done  so. 

Dr.  E.  H.  Eidt  was  appointed  to  give  an  address  to  the  students  in 

training  at  the  Normal  School.  Arrangements  are  now  completed  for  that 

to  be  carried  out  early  in  May. 

A  good  deal  of  interest  has  been  aroused  among  the  Mothers'  Clubs 

in  connection  with  the  schools  in  regard  to  the  care  of  the  children's  teeth. 
Our  school  nurse  is  doing  some  good  educative  work.  Besides  this,  Dr. 

Eidt  has  delivered  addresses  before  two  of  the  clubs,  and  the  chairman  gave 

one  yesterday  to  the  Mothers'  Club  of  Romeo  School.  Judging  from  the 
enthusiasm  exhibited  we  are  expecting  that  very  soon  the  City  Council  may 

be  approached  by  these  clubs  with  a  request  for  the  establishment  of  a 

clinic.  We  are  witnessing  more  of  a  desire  to  care  for  the  mouths  and  teeth 

of  the  children. 

J.  A.   Bothwell,  Chairman. 

H.  W.  BAKER,  Secretary. 

TORONTO  ORAL  HYGTENE  COMMITTEE. 

REPORT  OF  CLINIC  COMMITTEE. 

During  the  year  1914-15  your  Clinic  Committee  has  had  little  work 

to  do,  as  the  establishing  of  new  clinics  and  the  further  developing  of  the 

work  is  well  looked  after  by  the  Department  of  Public  Health  and  Board 
of  Education  dental  chiefs. 

Since  last  year  the  Department  of  Health  has  entered  a  somewhat  new 

field  in  the  treatment  of  adults  in  the  hospitals.  Two  hospital  dental  ser- 

vices have  been  established,  and  are  now  in  a  well  organized  condition. 

These  clinics  are  in  connection  with  the  out-patient  department  of  the  To- 

ronto General  and  Western  Hospitals.  They  treat  both  out  and  in-patients 

In  the  near  future  the  department  expects  to  take  over  the  in-patient  clinic 

a*  the  Hospital  for  Sick  Children,  and  also  to  establish  an  out-patient  clinic 

at.  St.  Michael's  Hospital. 
Last  year  the  Board  of  Education  added  several  new  clinics  in  dif- 

ferent schools.  They  now  number  thirteen.  It  is  also  carrying  on  a  sys- 

tematic educational  campaign.  Your  committee  feels  that  a  very  good 

work  is  being  done  in  Toronto,  and  that  the  clinic  work  is  being  well  look- 
ed after. 

Dr.  A.  E.  Webster,  chairman;  Drs.  R.  G.  McLaughlin,  J.  A.  Both- 
well,  W.  A.  Black. 

REPORT  ON  DIETETICS. 

The  Committee  on  Dietetics  interviewed  Miss  A.  Laird,  principal  of 

the  School   of   Household  Science,   University  of  Toronto,   in   relation  to 

having  lectures  given  to  senior  students  of  the  school  upon  the  subject  of 

the  relationship  of  dentistry  to  diet. 
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Miss  Laird  assured  the  committee  of  her  sympathy  and  co-operation 

and  that  upon  securing  the  approval  of  the  President  of  the  University  she 

would  arrange  for  such  lectures. 

Dr.  W.  Seccombe,  chairman;  Drs.  E.  L.  Gausby,  F.  C.  Husband, 

R.  J.  Reade. 
REPORT   OF    PRESS    COMMITTEE. 

This  has  been  an  off  year  for  this  committee,  nothing  of  a  practical 

nature  having  been  realized. 

Dr.  A.  J.  McDonagh,  chairman;  Drs.  R.  D.  Thornton,  W.  H. 

Dcherty,  G.  W.  Grieve. 

LECTURES  ARRANGED  FOR  1914-1915. 

mothers'  meetings. 

St.  Matthias'  Church,  Nov.  4,  1914,  Dr.  E.  F.  Arnold;  Church  of 

the  Holy  Trinity,  Nov.  25,  1914,  Dr.  W.  E.  Wray ;  St.  John's  Church, 

Jan.  27,  1915,  Dr.  C.  E.  Brooks;  St.  George's  Church,  Feb.  24,  1915. 

Dr.  A.  W.  Ellis;  St.  Philip's  Church,  April  28,  1915,  Dr.  W.  B.  T. 
Amy. 

HOSPITALS. 

Western  Hospital,  Dr.  H.  Clarkson ;  Wellesley  Hospital,  Dr.  W. 

Seccombe;  Home  for  Incurables,  Dr.  A.  S.  Thomson;  Toronto  General 

Hospital,  Dr.  Mason;  St.  Michael's  Hospital,  Dr.  McDonagh;  Grace 
Hospital,  Dr.  McLaughlin. 

Methodist  Deaconess'  Home,  Dr.  M.  Donald  Gordon;  Westminster 
College,  Dr.  I.  H.  Ante;  West  End  Y.M.C.A.,  Dr.  E.  A.  Grant;  Work- 

ing Boys'  Home,  Dr.  E.  L.  Gausby ;  Berkeley  Street  Methodist  Church, 

Dr.  F.  D.  Price;  St.  Nicholas'  Anglican  Church,  Dr.  F.  D.  Price;  Khg 
Street  Methodist  Church,  Dr.  F.  D.  Price. 

Dr.  H.  E.  Eaten,  chairman;  Drs.  C.  A.  Kennedy,  W.  B.  T.  Amy. 

FINANCIAL  STATEMENT. 

RECEIPTS. 

Cash  balance  last  statement    $      3.7 1 

Bank  balance  last  statement    1  06.54 

Cheque  from  the  Ontario  Dental  Society    1  50.00 

Sale  of  dental  exhibit  charts    19.00 

Sale  of  dental  inspection  record  forms    2.25 

Bank  interest    3.47 

$284.97 
DISBURSEMENTS. 

Stationery  and  sundries    $      4.55 

Postage       26.87 

Grand  Union  Hotel  Co.,  dinner  to  delegates    >  1  00 
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Canadian  Club,  luncheon  to  delegates    $21 .60 

Crescent  Inn,  dinner  to  Executive  Committee    3.50 

E.  London,  sending  out  annual  reports    2.00 

M.  S.  Weir,  printing    82.00 

Expenses  in  connection  with  seeing  Major-General  Hughes.  .  .  .  5.44 

Cash  on  hand    4.20 

Bank  balance    83.81 

$284.97 
ASSETS. 

Cash   on   hand       $      4.20 

Bank  balance    83.81 

Dr.  F.  R.  Thomas,  Harrisonburg,  Va.,  owing  for  charts    4.00 

Dr.  J.  H.  Frain,  Norwich,  Ont.,  owing  for  record  forms    .75 

1  2  sets  of  dental  exhibit  charts    42.00 

$134.76 
LIABILITIES. 

Bills  not  rendered,  say   x$   47.50 

Surplus  of  assets  over  liabilities           87.26 

$134.76 
R.  J.  Reade,  Secretary-Treasurer. 

We   have   examined   the   books,    accounts   and   vouchers   of   the   com- 

mittee, and  hereby  certify  to  the  correctness  of  the  above. 
Auditors. 



SELECTIONS. 

Selections 

THE  TREATMENT  OF  SENSITIVE  CAVITIES 

BY  PARAFORM 

C.  Every  Brown,  L.D.S.Eng. 

A    paper    presented    to    the    Sixth    International    Dental    Congress,     London, 
August,    1914.      (Section    III,    Dental    Surgery   and    Therapeutics.) 

In  no  profession  during  the  past  ten  years  has  the  march  of  science  been 

more  progressive  and  more  productive  than  in  that  of  dentistry,  and  in  few 

professions  has  more  been  done  to  alleviate  pain  and  suffering  than  in  that  of 

ours.  At  the  same  time  there  is  still  a  great  deal  to  be  done  in  eliminating 

the  pain  caused  by  various  operations  on  carious  teeth,  as  in  spite  of  all  our 

efforts  the  dread  of  the  dentist  still  exists  to  a  very  large  extent  among  our 

patients. 

It  may  be  that,  owing  to  the  strain  of  the  high  nervous  tension  under 

which  we  now  live,  the  human  system  is  more  susceptible  to  and  more  intol- 

erant of  pain  than  ever;  and,  if  this  be  the  case,  it  should  be  a  stimulus  for 

us  to  redouble  our  efforts  in  the  direction  of  discovering  methods  of  render- 

ing our  operations  painless ;  but  the  fact  remains  that  our  profession  still  has 

its  terrors  for  the  majority  of  our  patients,  and  our  success  as  dentists  large- 

ly depends  on  how  much  of  this  fear  we  can  overcome  by  less  painful 

methods  of  treating  the  ravages  of  dental  caries. 

It  seems  to  me  that  we  are  greatly  handicapped  in  our  work  by  not 

having  a  recognized  body  of  scientific  men  (as  the  medical  profession  have 

in  great  numbers)  on  whose  investigation  and  researches  we  could  rely. 

In  consequence,  all  research  work  tends  to  be  left  in  the  hands  of  a  few 

individuals  who  have  the  time,  money,  ability  and  inclination  to  prosecute 

studies  in  those  subjects  which  most  appeal  to  them. 

That  this  subject  of  painless  dentistry  is  of  the  greatest  importance  few 

will  deny,  and  the  education  of  the  masses  in  the  care  of  their  teeth  and, 

what  is  most  important,  in  the  conservation  of  them,  will  have  little  effect 

unless  we  can  promise  that  the  treatment  will  be  comparatively  painless. 

When  we  come  to  consider  the  microscopical  structure  of  dentine,  its 

tubular  nature  would  seem  to  be  singularly  convenient  and  would  appear 

to  offer  peculiar  facilities  for  the  introduction  and  percolation  of  anaesthetics 

or  obtundents,  but  in  practice  this  is  not  found  to  be  the  case,  and  to  the 

majority  of  drugs  it  offers  a  most  strenuous  resistance.  This  more  espe- 

cially applies,  as  one  would  naturally  expect,  to  the  teeth  of  adults  and  old 

persons,  where  the  calcification  of  the  protoplasmic  matter  in  the  dentinal 

tubes  is  becoming  more  complete.  The  teeth  of  young  people  offer  much 

less  resistance  to  the  action  of  obtundents  than  those  of  adults,  as  the  den- 
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tinal  tubes  are  filled  as  yet  with  incompletely  uncalcified  protoplasmic  mat- 

ter, and  this  has,  as  we  shall  see  later,  an  important  bearing  on  the  treat- 

ment of  cavities  in  persons  of  different  ages. 

Among  recent  efforts  in  endeavoring  to  minimize  the  pain  caused  by 

the  preparation  of  cavities  must  be  mentioned  (the  injection  of  anaesthetics 

into  the  trunk  nerves  on  the  one  hand  and  into  the  tissues  immediately  sur- 

rounding the  teeth  on  the  other,  both  methods  having  the  same  object,  viz., 

the  anaesthetizing  of  the  dental  pulp.  But  although  in  certain  cases,  and 

for  adults  principally,  it  is  very  useful,  the  injection  is  often  more  painful 

than  the  operation  of  preparing  the  cavity  would  be  without  such  injection, 

to  say  nothing  of  the  risk  involved  and  the  time  spent  in  the  sterilization  of 

the   anaesthetic  instruments   and   surrounding   tissues. 

One  must  not  forget  to  mention  the  recent  development  of  analgesia 

by  means  of  nitrous  oxide  and  oxygen,  but  it  seems  to  me  rather  like  be- 
ginning at  the  wrong  end  to  subject  the  whole  human  body  to  this  process 

of  partial  anaesthesia  for  such  a  very  local  lesion  as  a  carious  cavity  in  a 

tooth.  The  apparatus  required  is  expensive,  heavy  and  cumbersome,  and 

in  addition  experienced  and  skilled  assistance  is  required  for  its  administra- 
tion.    Even  then  the  effect  is  not  all  that  could  be  desired. 

When  immediate  treatment  is  required  in  an  accessible  and  superficial 

cavity,  ethyl  chloride  is  one  of  the  most  useful  drugs  we  have  at  our  dis- 
posal. The  surrounding  teeth  having  been  protected  by  rubber  dam  or 

cotton-wool  rolls,  a  little  ethyl  chloride  is  sprayed  on  a  pellet  of  cotton- 

wool, and  this  is  placed  in  or  on  the  sensitive  cavity.  After  a  few  seconds 

the  spray  is  directed  on  to  the  cotton-wool  in  situ,  and  then  again,  when 

the  tooth  is  accustomed  to  the  lower  temperature,  the  cotton-wool  pellet 

is  removed  and  the  spray  directed  immediately  into  the  cavity  until  in  about 

half  a  minute  tooth  and  cavity  become  quite  white  and  all  sensation  dis- 

appears. The  cavity  may  now  be  prepared  without  pain,  as  the  sensation 

seems  to  be  abolished  for  a  period  of  about  one  minute,  which  is  usually 

long  enough  for  any  preparation  that  may  be  required. 

Among  the  many  other  drugs  that  have  been  used  for  obtunding  sensi- 
tive dentine,  arsenic  is  one  of  the  very  few  that  have  great  penetrative  effect, 

but  owing  to  its  dangerous  action  on  the  pulp  is  now  very  rarely  used  for 

this  purpose. 

Another  very  useful  drug,  which  is  not  so  generally  known  as  it  should 

be,  but  which  offers  great  possibilities  in  this  direction,  and  to  which  I 

shall  direct  your  attention,  is  paraform.  Paraform  is  simply  solidified 

formaldehyde  gas.  It  is  a  white  powder  with  a  very  pungent  odor  and, 

like  formaldehyde,  is  a  powerful  antiseptic.  It  has  several  very  useful 

properties,  and  among  others  that  of  hardening  gelatine  and  rendering  it 

insoluble.  It  is  very  irritating  when  applied  to  mucous  surfaces,  and  if 

placed  near  the  pulp;  therefore  great  care  is  necessary  when  using  it,  but 
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in  careful  hands  it  is  one  of  the  most  useful  obtundents  that  we  have  at 

our  disposal.  The  method  of  using  it  is  very  simple.  The  ordinary  for- 

malin tablets  are  obtained,  and  ground  to  a  fine  powder  in  pestle  and 

mortar.  This  powder  should  be  kept  in  a  stoppered  bottle,  as  it  quickly 

loses  its  strength  when  exposed  to  the  air  for  any  length  of  time.  It  can, 

I  believe,  be  obtained  already  combined  with  gutta  percha,  but  the  most 

convenient  method  of  using  it  is  to  obtain  the  powder  and  mix  it  as  required 

to  the  strength  demanded  by  each  individual  case. 

We  must  remember  that  the  more  superficial  the  cavity,  and  the  older 

the  patient,  the  greater  the  percentage  of  the  drug  that  can  be  used  without 

endangering  the  life  of  the  pulp.  Conversely  the  deeper  the  cavity  and 

the  younger  the  patient,  the  smaller  the  percentage  of  the  obtundent  re- 

quired. In  all  quite  superficial  cavities  and  in  most  erosion  cavities  where 

the  dentine  is  singularly  resistant  to  the  passage  of  obtundents,  the  strength 

of  the  drug  that  can  be  used  is  only  limited  by  the  difficulty  of  applying  it 

to  the  carious  or  sensitive  surface,  and  about  50  per  cent,  paraform  is  as 

much  as  can  be  combined  with  any  medium  and  retained  in  position.  In 

these  cases  this  percentage  can  be  used  quite  safely  and  without  fear  of  en- 

dangering the  pulp. 

For  deeper  cavities,  but  still  nowhere  approaching  the  pulp,  from  I  0 

to  20  per  cent,  of  paraform  may  be  used,  but  here  again  one  must  be 

guided  by  the  age  of  the  patient  as  well  as  the  depth  of  caries.  The  older 

and  more  calcareous  the  teeth  the  greater  the  percentage  of  paraform  that 

may  be  used. 

In  carious  cavities  it  is  most  important  not  to  remove  much  tissue  be- 

fore using  the  obtundent.  It  is  quite  sufficient  if  the  broken-down  enamel 

edges  are  removed,  as  the  cushion  of  carious  dentine  left  forms  a  protection 

to  the  pulp,  but  in  quite  superficial  cavities  it  will  be  necessary  to  remove 
sufficient  caries  to  allow  room  for  the  obtundent  to  be  applied. 

The  effect  of  paraform  upon  dentine  tissue  varies  in  proportion  to  the 

hardness  of  tissue  to  which  it  is  applied.  In  small  cavities  which  have 

only  just  penetrated  the  enamel,  it  acts  slowly  and  with  difficulty.  On  the 

hard  polished  surface  of  erosion  cavities  it  also  finds  great  difficulty  in 

penetrating,  but  in  cases  where  the  dentine  is  soft  enough  to  be  removed 

with  an  excavator,  a  1 0  per  cent,  dressing  will  quickly  penetrate  an  ap- 

preciable distance,  and  render  the  cavity  quite  insensible  up  to  the  limit 

of  its  penetration,  which  is  usually  sufficient  to  allow  the  cavity  to  be  pre- 

pared painlessly. 

The  chemical  action  of  paraform  on  gelatine  out  of  the  mouth  is  to 

turn  it  into  a  tough  leathery  substance,  quite  insoluble  in  water,  and  it  is 

probable  it  has  the  same  action  on  the  contents  of  the  dentinal  tubes  mum- 

mifying them  and  sterilizing  them  at  the  same  time,  and  thus  raising  a  bar- 
rier against  the  further  inroads  of  decay. 
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The  most  satisfactory  method  of  applying  para  form  is  to  mix  what- 
ever percentage  it  is  desired  to  use  with  some  temporary  cement  such  as 

calxine,  and  preferably  that  colored  pink,  as  it  is  easily  noticed  on  a 
subsequent  visit.  The  cavity  is  dried,  and  the  cement  with  which  the 

paraform  has  been  incorporated  is  inserted  in  the  cavity.  As  soon  as  the 
saliva  touches  it,  it  sets  at  once,  and  quite  a  number  of  dressings  may  be 
inserted  for  a  patient  in  a  few  minutes.  These  dressings  may  be 
left  in  for  a  period  varying  from  a  few  days  to  a  few  weeks,  but  most  of 
the  effect  is  produced  in  two  or  three  days;  after  that  very  little  action 
seems  to  take  place,  due  no  doubt  partly  to  the  solubility  of  the  paraform 
and  to  its  being  washed  out  of  the  dressing  by  the  saliva,  and  partly  owing 
to  the  gas  having  used  up  its  strength  upon  the  protoplasmic  material  con- 

tained in  the  dentinal  tubes.  If  the  desired  effect  has  not  been  obtained 
with  one  dressing,  it  may  be  necessary  to  put  in  another.  This,  as  a  rule, 
is  only  necessary  in  the  case  of  hard  dense  dentine,  such  as  erosion  cavities, 
or  very  superficial  places  on  the  cervical  margin  where  it  may  not  be 
possible  on  the  first  visit  to  get  sufficient  of  the  dressing  to  adhere  to  the 
sensitive  surface  to  completely  desensitize  it. 

Paraform  ought  on  no  account  to  be  used  in  cavities  approaching  the 

pulp,  and  very  sparingly  in  cases  where  the  caries  has  penetrated  more 
tnan  one-half  of  the  distance  between  the  outer  surface  of  the  teeth  and  the 

pulp,  or  where  the  pulp  has  given  any  pain  or  shown  signs  of  being  irritable. 
Fortunately  the  most  sensitive  cavities  are  those  nearest  the  surface,  and  it 
is  in  those  in  which  paraform  can  be  used  most  freely. 

It  sometimes  happens  that  we  come  across  a  deep  cavity  with  quite  a 

healthy  pulp  where  the  superficial  layer  of  the  dentine  corresponding  to 
the  interglobular  area  is  exquisitely  sensitive;  it  would  obviously  not  do  to 
place  any  of  this  obtundent  near  the  pulp,  but  if  the  deeper  parts  of  the 
cavity  are  filled  with  some  anodyne  dressing,  such  as  zinc  oxide  and 
thymol  mixed  to  a  stiff  paste  with  eugenol  and  paramono-chlorophenol,  the 
cement  with,  say,  1  0  per  cent,  of  paraform  may  be  used  to  desensitize  the 
more  superficial  and  sensitive  parts  of  the  carious  surface.  It  may  occa- 

sionally happen  that  one  misjudges  the  depth  of  the  cavity  and  the  degree 
of  approximation  of  caries  to  the  pulp,  and  it  is  always  as  well  in  doubtful 
cases  to  err  on  the  right  side  and  use  a  small  percentage,  increasing  this  on 
a  subsequent  occasion  if  necessary.  Occasionally  the  dressing  causes  a 
little  pain,  but  this  is  not  as  a  rule  referred  to  any  particular  tooth,  and  is 
more  in  the  nature  of  neuralgia  and  easily  tolerated  by  patients,  especially 
when  they  know  that  it  is  often  a  sign  that  the  obtundent  is  doing  its  work, 
and  that  the  cavity  can  be  painlessly  excavated  on  the  next  visit.  With 
children,  and  especially  in  small  superficial  cavities  in  permanent  teeth,  it 
may  be  used  as  a  matter  of  routine,  removing  on  the  first  visit  only  sufficient 
of  the  carious  tooth  to  enable  the  dressing  to  be  inserted.  In  these  cases 
it  seems  to  work  like  a  charm,  enabling  the  cavities  to  be  prepared  without 
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pain    and    adding    much    to    the    comfort    of    both    operator    and    patient. 

Of  course  it  is  not  easy  to  judge  with  accuracy  how  far  caries  has  pro- 
gressed in  a  tooth,  and  this  is  where  experience  is  extremely  valuable  in  the 

use  of  this  powerful  obtundent. 

In  cases  of  an  irritable  pulp,  and  where  pain  has  been  experienced,  and 

in  all  cavities  approaching  the  pulp,  paromono-chlorophenol  is  a  most 

useful  drug.  It  is  a  new  combination  of  phenol  and  chlorine,  and,  besides 

being  a  powerful  anodyne  and  antiseptic,  is  also  extremely  penetrative.  A 

powder  composed  of  zinc  oxide  with  1 0  per  cent,  of  thymol  mixed  to  a 

stiff  paste  with  a  liquid  consisting  of  equal  parts  of  paromono-chlorophenol 

and  eugenol  is  extremely  soothing  and  makes  a  very  comfortable  teTporary 

filling,  lasting  for  many  months  in  a  sheltered  position,  retaining  its  obtun- 
dent and  antiseptic  properties  for  a  considerable  time.  This  liquid,  if  used 

to  moisten  arsenical  fibre  when  devitalizing  nerves,  greatly  helps  to  control 

the  pain  generally  caused  by  the  dressing. 

One  naturally  hesitates  in  giving  one's  experience  of  this  powerful  drug 
fparaform)  to  the  profession,  knowing  that  many  who  use  it  for  the  first 

time  may  have  failures,  not  in  desensitizing,  but  in  giving  unnecessary  pain 

to  patients  through  placing  it  too  near  the  pulp,  but  I  have  no  doubt  that 

anyone  who  uses  it  with  judgment  will  never  be  without  it,  as  it  eliminates 

the  nervous  strain  which  any  conscientious  operator  must  feel  when  dealing 

with  children  and  highly  strung  nervous  patients;  neither  will  he  feel  the 

need  of  the  analgesic  method,  which,  for  the  greater  proportion  of  the 

work  which  we  have  to  do,  is  not  to  be  compared  with  this  process,  which 

sterilizes  the  dentine,  hardens  the  carious  tissue,  renders  the  cavity  prepara- 

tion painless,  and  does  away  with  that  nervous  strain  which  is  most  trying 

to  patient  and  operator. 

In  conclusion  I  would  suggest  that  paraform  most  nearly  conforms  to 

the  ideal  obtundent,  the  conditions  for  which  were  laid  down  in  a  recent 

work  on  dental  surgery,  viz. :  Ease  and  painlessness  of  application 

rapidity  of  action,  limitation  of  action  to  the  dentine  with  sufficient  penetra- 

tion to  allow  for  the  painless  shaping  of  the  cavity,  absence  of  discolora- 

tion, and,  lastly,  no  irritation  of  the  pulp,  either  at  the  time  of  application 
or  afterwards. 

With  regard  to  this  last  condition  I  must  confess  there  may  be  a 

certain  amount  of  irritation  to  the  pulp,  but  if  carefully  used  this  may  be 

minimized  to  a  large  extent,  and  in  no  case  should  the  live  pulp  be  en- 

dangered, and  I  feel  sure  that  if  this  most  useful  drug  is  only  tried  it  will 

find  a  prominent  place  in  every  progressive  dentist's  armamentarium. 
— British  Denial  Journal. 
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THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  ASEPSIS  AT  BASE 
HOSPITALS 

We  gather,  both  from  the  communications  published  in  English  and 

Foreign  journals,  that  the  medical  officers  and  those  concerned  with  trans- 

port have  remedied  some  of  the  radical  defects  in  cleansing  which  existed 

earlier  in  the  War.  It  does  not  appear,  however,  that  the  dental  surgeons 

have  been  having  a  very  smooth  time.  Those  who  know  the  rough  and 

tumble  of  an  emergency  hospital,  especially  when  you  are  not  "boss,"  will 
sympathize  with  dentists  who,  accustomed  to  the  placidity  of  their  rooms 

at  home,  with  sterilizers  going  and  hot  water  always  "on  tap,"  find  them- 
selves dumped  into  dirty  rooms,  often  without  a  water  supply  and  with  no 

facilities  for  sterilization.  Now  this  is  constantly  happening  in  France, 

and  we  think  it  is  only  right  that  there  should  be  some  senior  dentist  ap- 

pointed, holding  adequate  war  rank  in  the  R.A.M.C.,  whose  duty  it  should 

be  to  visit  all  the  dental  departments.  He  would  see  that  the  appliances 

are  up  to  date,  and  that  the  dentists  who  are  working  are  doing  so  under 

suitable  conditions  and  that  each  one  is  properly  found.  There  have  been 

medical  specialists,  surgical  specialists,  and  ophthalmic  specialists  sent  over 

to  France,  and  the  supervising  dentist  should  take  his  place  as  one  of  these. 
That  such  an  officer  would  be  of  the  utmost  value  we  think  there  can  be 

little  doubt. — British  Journal  of  Dental  Science. 

DENTAL  SURGEONS  IN  THE  FRENCH  ARMY 

Wc  learn  from  L  Odontologis  that  early  in  Nove  Tiber  last  the  French 

Minister  of  War  decided  to  organize  bases  for  the  treatment  of  men  whose 

faces  and  jaws  had  been  mutilated  by  wounds  received  in  the  war. 

Specialists  were  to  be  made  use  of,  and  every  effort  was  to  be  made  to 

afford  treatment  as  soon  as  possible.  Each  of  these  bases,  organized  as  far 

as  possible  in  a  general  hospital  (hopital  regional)  or  other  institution 

already  properly  equipped,  was  to  include  a  medical  officer  as  commandant, 

two  dental  surgeons,  and  two  dental  mechanics.  The  bases  were  estab- 

lished at  Paris,  Lyons,  and  Bordeaux.  At  each  of  these  bases  every  care 

was  taken  to  distinguish  between  such  patients  as  needed  treatment  in  the 

base  itself  and  such  as  could  be  conveniently  treated  in  neighboring  estab- 
lishments. At  the  end  of  December  the  Dental  Service  was  further 

organized.  The  chief  changes  introduced  were  the  attachment  of  a  dentist 

and  proper  e^vipr-ent  to  each  clearing  hospital.  Effots  were  also  ~ade  to 
obtain  qualified  dentists  within  the  fighting  zone.  The  personnel  needed 

are  recruited  from  the  Sanitary  Service  and  such  corps  as  include  soldiers 

possessing  a  dental  qualification.  Efforts  are  being  made  to  organize  this 

service  as  quickly  as  possible. — British  Journal  Dental  Science. 
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DEAN  WILLMOTT  IS  DEAD 

J  B.  Willmott,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S.,  M.D.S.,  LL  D.  Dean  of  the 

Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgerns  of  Ontario,  died  in  the  General  Hos- 

pital, Toronto,  June  14th,  1915,  following  an  operation  for  the  closure 

ot  the  pyloric  opening  of  the  stomach.  For  some  months  Dr.  Willmott  had 

I  een  suffering  from  what  was  at  first  thought  to  he  an  indigestion.  Later 

i    developed  that  the  stomach  was  not  emptying  itself  properly.       To  over- 

•    thif  obstruction,  Gastroenterostomy  was  performed  May  29th.      For 

.  day!  it  was  thought  a  rapid  recovery  would  follow  but  as  time  went 

on  the  patient  became  weaker  and  weaker  until  the  end  came. 

Only  ■  few  <>t  his  neare  t  friendi  knew  ol  his  illness  and  only  those  very 

•  lose    to     him     knew     that     he     was     advised     that     an     operation   was   the 

on  I  %  "i  Future  <  omfoi  t 

I  )ur:ng  the  lasl  n  eetmg  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  the  dean  gave 

an    addre^   on    amalgam    with    as    much    clearness   and    vigor    as   if   it    were 
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twenty  years  ago.  In  his  introduction  he  said  ''his  future  appearances  be- 
fore the  society  were  very  problematical,  as  he  desired  to  make  clear 

some  facts  on  the  subject  of  amalgam." 
The  shock  of  his  death  to  his  many  professional,  social  and  religious 

friends  was  so  sudden  that  it  is  not  yet  realized. 

ARMY  DENTAL  REGULATIONS  AND  THE 
CONCENTRATION  CAMPS 

Every  dentist  who  has  thought  of  the  matter  of  caring  for  soldiers' 
teeth  at  all  realizes  that  the  proper  place  for  making  men  fit,  so  far  as  their 

mouths  are  concerned,  is  right  here  in  Canada  in  the  concentration  camps 

where  equipment,  materials  and  dentists  can  be  had  at  the  minimum  of  cost 

and  inconvenience.  It  would  seem  that  in  the  establishment  of  the  new 

Dental  Corps  there  is  no  provision  for  a  peace  unit  or  for  dentists  to  be 

attached  to  the  militia.  All  dentists  joining  the  corps  must  be  for  over- 

seas service  only.  The  only  thought  has  been  to  care  for  the  soldier  on 

active  services  overseas. 

CARE  FOR  THE  SUFFERERS. 

This  is  splendid  so  far  as  it  goes,  but  the  surest  way  to  care  for 

those  suffering  from  mouth  diseases  is  to  prevent  them.  Every  well-trained 

dentist  can,  by  examining  a  mouth,  foretell  what  suffering  may  come  and, 

what  is  better  still,  can  prevent  it.  The  old  time  medicine  man  cured  disease 

when  it  came,  the  modern  physician  or  dentist  aims  to  prevent  it.  No  part 

of  fitting  soldiers  is  more  essential  than  the  dentist's  in  the  concentration 
camp. 

Every  dentist  is  inclined  to  be  a  little  hypercritical  of  the  army  dental 

regulations  which  do  not  give  chief  importance  to  the  men  in  the  concentra- 

tion camps.  The  Army  Dental  Corps  itself  nor  its  chief  is  responsible  for 

this  peculiar  regulation.  To  begin  wiith,  the  general  does  not  want  to  set 

machinery  to  work  which  will  develop  an  army  of  dental  officials  and  clerks 

and  a  state  of  snobbery  as  is  found  in  some  of  the  other  services.  Then 

again  the  Militia  Council,  which  is  very  sympathetic  to  the  old  form  of 

honorary  dentists  in  the  medical  corps,  drew  up  the  regulations  and  could 

not  understand  that  dentistry  is  essentially  different  from  medicine  in  that 

dentistry  stands  for  fitness  of  the  men  and  prevention  of  disease,  while 

medicine,  as  they  understand  it,  is  to  cure  disease.  Few,  if  any,  surgeons 

or  physicians  are  required  in  the  militia  or  concentration  camps,  while  many 

are  needed  at  the  front.  *  In  dentistry  few  if  any  dentists  are  needed  at  the 

front,  if  the  men  are  made  fit  before  they  go.  More  dentists  at  home,  few 

abroad ;  more  surgeons  abroad  and  few  at  home. 
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Another  feature  in  this  question  is  the  effect  on  the  mind  of  the  public. 

The  suffering  of  soldiers  from  toothache  in  the  trenches  must  be  relieved. 

This  is  much  more  spectacular  than  foreseeing  and  preventing  such  suffering. 

The  dentists  all  over  this  country  who  have  prepared  men  for  the  front  by 

preventing  suffering  and  disease  are  not  looked  upon  as  war  heroes  as  those 

who  relieved  pain  in  a  hospital  far  from  the  firing  line.  There  must  be 

dentists  wherever  there  are  soldiers,  but  those  in  the  zone  of  danger  should 

be  as  few  as  is  necessary  to  care  for  the  immediate  needs  after  all  the 

preventative  work  possible  is  done. 

In  all  the  concentration  camps  dentists  are  now  appointed  to  do  what 

they  can  before  they  and  their  battalions  leave.  In  some  of  the  larger 

camps  civilian  dentists  are  giving  their  services  gratis.  The  whole  matter 

will  work  itself  out  satisfactorily  if  the  profession  will  but  wait  and  help. 

The  chief  dental  officer  has  no  bed  of  roses,  but  with  the  help  of  the  gen- 

eral it  will  come  out  right.  Let  all  bear  in  mind  that  the  Army  Dental 

Corps  was  organized  with  the  opposition  of  another  service  and  that  service 

will  continue  opposition  until  the  dentist  has  shown  his  worth. 

ARMY  DENTAL  FUND  OF  THE  CANADIAN 

DENTAL  ASSOCIATION 

There  has  been  organized  a  Canadian  Army  Dental  Corps  independent 

of  all  other  Services  having  its  own  officers  and  establishment.  There  are 

at  the  present  time  over  fifty  officers  appointed  with  orderlies  and  batmen 

making  a  total  strength  of  over  one  hundred  and  fifty  for  overseas  service. 

The  Government  supplied  dental  instruments  and  materials  only.  It  was 

found  that  there  was  no  provision  made  for  operating  coats,  operating 

gowns,  laboratory  aprons,  towels,  wipes,  dusters,  sponges,  special  dental 

surgical  instruments,  x-ray  photographs,  equipment  for  splints,  books  and 
many  other  necessities  which  should  be  provided  to  make  the  Dental  Ser- 

vice of  its  highest  value. 

I  he  President  of  the  Canadian  Dental  Association  appointed  the  fol- 

lowing committee,  Harold  Clark,  Wallace  Seccombe,  C.  V.  Snelgrove, 

I  (  I  disband.  R.  W.  Hull.  C.  A.  Kennedy,  W.  T.  B.  Amy.  and 
A  I.  Webster,  also  the  Provincial  Representatives  of  the  Canadian  Dental 

l.ttion.  to  collect  such  funds  to  buy  the  above  equipment.  It  would 
seem  that  it  will  take  about  $10,000  to  equip  and  present  unit  and  those 
to  follow.  It  time  should  be  more  money  collected  than  necessary  for  the 

IDOve,  it  mighl  be  -pent  in  caring  for  the  dependents  of  the  Army  Dental 

I'-  who  might  be  killed  '  i   wounded. 

An  appeal  will  be  made  to  the  profession  and  to  the  public  through  the 

on  for  funds  to  provide  money  to  properly  equip  the  Army  Dental 
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The  Treasurer,  Dr.  C.  V.  Snelgrove,  105  Carlton  St.,  Toronto,  Ont., 

will  be  glad  to  receive  subscriptions.  Each  Province  will  be  expected
  to 

subscribe  in  proportion  to  its  dental  population. 

BRITISH  EQUIVALENTS  FOR  GERMAN 

SYNTHETIC  DRUGS 

The  drug  names  contained  in  brackets  are  the  German  products,   t
he 

British  equivalent,  as  suggested  by  the  Research  Committee  of 
 the  Metro- 

politan   Branch   of   the    British    Dental   Association,    immediately    follows: 

[Synthetic    Adrenal    preparations]     Adrenalium    (B.P.,     1914),    
natural 

product;    synthetic    product,    Hemesine.       [Alypin]     Amydricaine  
  hydro- 

chloridum;    [Antipyrin]    Phenazonum  (B.P.,   1914);    [Aristol]  
 Thymolis 

lodidum;    [Aspirin]    Acidum  acetyl  salicylicum   (B.P.,    1914);   
 [Eau-de- 

Cologne]     Spiritus    coloniensis      (B.P.C.,      1914);      [Eucaine    3    hydro 

chloride]      Benzamine    chloride;     [Eucaine  (3  lactate]     Benzami
ne  lactus 

(B.P.,    1914);    [Formamint]    Tabellae   formaldehydi    (B.P.C,   
 1914); 

[Iodipin]    Iodinol  or  Iodinatol ;    [Lysol]    Liquor  cresol  saponatus,    (B.P., 

1914);    [Migranin]    Antipyrinae  caff einae  citras ;    [Perhydrol    (Merck)  1 

Hydrogen  peroxide  (100  vols.)   or  as  British  substitute;    [Pota
ssium  salts] 

Corresponding    salts    of    Sodium;     [Purgen]     Phenolphthaleinum     (
B.P., 

1914);    [Salvarsan]    Arsenobenzol,    or   as    British   substitute;    [St
ypticinl 

Cctarninae   hydrochloridum ;     [Styptol]      Cotarninae     phthalas;     [Trional] 

Methyl  sulphonal  (B  P.,   1914);    [Veronal]    Barbitonum   (B.P.,   1
914). 

"Helicon"   is  the  name  given  by   British  manufacturers  to  their  equivalent 

to  Aspirin.      Neo-salvarsan,   which  does  not   appear  in   the  above   lift,   is 

"Sodium  Dioxydiamido-arsenobenzene-monomethane  Sulphonate,"  quite  an 

easy  name  to  keep  in  mind.   eucaine  lactate  is  Benzaminae  lactas,  and 

not  Benzamine  lactus,  as  given  in  the  list  from  which  we  quote. — British 

Journal  of  Dental  Science. 
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Editorial  Notes 

Dr.  Guy  G.  Hume  has  the  care  of  the  teeth  of  the  soldiers  of  Niagara 

Camp  until   he  is  ordered  overseas. 
ft 

By  recent  militia  orders  partial  and  full  upper  dentures  upper  or  lower 

or  both   are   now   accepted   in   recruiting    for   overseas   service. IK 

Dr.    Truman   W.    Brophey,   of   the   Chicago   College   of    Dental    Sur- 

geons gave  a  number  of  lectures  to  the  Army  Dental  Surgeons,  June  7th 

and  8th,  on  Oral  Surgery.      The  Army     Dental    Surgeons    were    highly 

pleased  with  the  lectures  and  with  Dr.  Brophey. 
M 

At  the  close  of  the  lectures  they  presented  Dr.   Brophey  with  a  silver 

tray  suitably  engraved,  and  Dr.  Brophey  presentd  Lt.  Col.  J.  A.  Armstrong 

with  a  ring  emblematic  of  unity. 

Dr.  Brophy  is  publishing  a  book  on  Oral  Surgery,  a  number  of  the 

galley  proofs  of  which  were  given  to  the  Army  Dental  Surgeons  in  Ottawa, 

so  that  they  might  have  them  before  the  book  was  published.  The  first 

book  finished  off  the  press  is  to  be  donated  to  Lt.  Col.  Armstrong. 

ft 

Dr.  W.  W.  Spaulding,  of  Opal,  Alta.,  who  at  one  time  was  a  mem- 

ber of  the  Faculty  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  of  Ontario, 

died  May  22nd,    1915.      An  obituary  will   appear  in  a  later  issue  of  this 

journal. 
ft 

Dr.  J.  J.    I  eet/el,  of  Barbadoes,  a  graduate  of  the  Royal  College  of 

Dental  Surgeons  of  Ontario  who  practised  in  St.    Thomas  for  a  good  num- 

ber of   years,   has   returned   to  Canada   and   offers   his  service;   at   Niagara 

:|).  where  he  will  spend  the  summer  in  preparing  soldiers  for  the  frcnt, 

-  contribution  to  the  war.      Being  too  old  for  services  overseas  he  was 

glad  to  remain  and  do  what  he  could  in  Canada. 

ft 

annual   meeting  of   the   Eastern   Ontario   Dental   Association   wa; 
held   in   the  Grand    Union    Hotel.   Ottawa.   June  9.    10,   and    Nth,    1915 

I  he  Attendant  e  w  <»^  HOl  Al  'arge  as  the  importance  of  this  Asso  iation  w   uld 

demand       II  <•   Ottawa   dentisti   entertained   the  Society   and   the  Army 
i.'-de  Golf  Club  lor  dinner  and  a  dance.       I  here  wai 

u  interest  m  tie  Dceetmg  in  Ottawa  thi  tuse  ol  the  presen  e 

01  the  .Army  Dent  who  were  training  for  OverM 
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Societies 

DENTISTS  IN  ATTENDANCE  AT  THE  ONTARIO 

DENTAL  SOCIETY,  TORONTO 

MAY,  1915 

1868 — J.   B.  Willmott,   Toronto;  J.   N.   Neelands,   Lindsay. 

1872— C.  E.  Klotz,  St.  Catharines;  W.  A.  Adams,  Whitby. 

1873 — J.  G.  Adams,  Toronto. 

1875— R.  A.  Teskey,  Dutton. 

1877— W.  A.  Suthworth,  Ingersoll. 

1878— C.  A.  Terry,  Huntsville. 

1879— E.   Hart,   Brantford. 

1  882 — O.  H.  Ziegler,  Toronto ;  F.  J.  Stowe,  Toronto. 

1  884 — F.  Hansel,  Hamilton. 

1885 — J.  F.  Adams,  Toronto. 

1886— W.  M.  Wunder,  Toronto. 

1887 — A.  H.  Allen,  Paisley;  J.  G.  Roberts,  Brampton;  D.  Baird, 
Toronto;  M.  B.  Mallory,  Toronto. 

1888 — J.  H.  Frain,  Norwich;  A.  J.  McDonagh,  Toronto;  D.  Clark, 
Hamilton;  W.  E.  Willmott,  Toronto;  F.  J.  Capon,  Toronto. 

1889 — R.  G.  McLaughlin,  Toronto;  J.  W.  B.  Topp,  Bracebridge. 

1890 — J.  F.  Simpson,  Trenton;  J.  A.  Armstrong,  Ottawa;  G.  P. 
Allen,  Mount  Forest. 

1891 — G.  S.  Martin,  Sudbury;  A.  M.  Mabee,  Gananoque. 

1892— F.   D.   Price,  Toronto. 

1893 — F.  G.  Coghlan,  Guelph;  H.  E.  Eaton,  Toronto;  J.  J.  Loftus, 
Toronto;  C.   H.  Waldron,  Toronto;   H.   Clarke,  Toronto. 

1894— W.  A.  Sangster,  Port  Perry;  R.  J.  Reade,  Toronto;  A.  E. 

Webster,  Toronto;  O.  A.  Marshall,  Belleville;  A.  A.  Mackenzie,  Totten- 
ham; W.  R.  Green,  Ottawa. 

1895 — J.  A.  Fleming,  Prescott;  A.  J.  Irwin,  Wingham ;  J.  F.  Ross, 
Toronto;  R.  A.  Willmott,  Strathroy ;  R.  G.  McLean,  Toronto;  W.  F. 

Ganton,  Uxbridge. 

1896 — J.  S.  Somerville,  Niagara  Falls;  W.  E.  Lundy,  Toronto;  W. 
C.  Trotter,  Toronto;  L.  M.  Mabee,  Goderich ;  C.  E.  Pearson,  Toronto; 

J.  E.  Johnson,  Hamilton;  H.  G.  Campbell,  Markdale;  R.  H.  Henderson, 

Toronto;  W.  F.  Adams,  China. 

1897 — A.  E.  Cummings,  Thornbury ;  R.  J.  McGahey,  Toronto;  G. 
H.  Kennedy,  London;  H.  S.  Reynolds,  Picton;  G.  G.  Hume,  Toronto; 

J.  R.  Paton,  St.  Thomas;  W.  A.  Maclean,  St.  Catharines;  A.  R.  Kins- 

man, Exeter;  C.  H.  Henderson,  Hespeler;  W.  H.  Graham,  Ottawa;  T. 

E.  Dean,  Fort  William. 
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1898 — W.  G.  Spaulding,  Toronto;  W.  Buchanan,  St.  Catharines; 

R.  R.  Harvie,  Midland;  G.  G.  Jordan,  Toronto;  W.  H.  Woodrow, 

Brockvillc;  A.  Day,  Toronto;  J.  A.  Locheed,  Hamilton;  W.  J.  Hill, 

Alliston;  J.  A.  Hilliard,  Berlin;  M.  J.  Clark,  Belleville;  A.  C.  Burnet, 

Hamilton;  R.  N.  Berry,  Caledonia. 

1899 — J.  C.  Devitt,  Bowmanville;  F.  R.  Watson,  Georgetown ;  P. 

P.  Winn,  Alvinston;  W.  G.  Thompson,  Hamilton;  J.  A.  Currie,  To- 

ronto; E.  I.  Zinkan,  Toronto;  C.  A.  Kennedy,  Toronto;  G.  W.  Greive, 

Toronto;  C.  A.  Snell,  Essex;  A.  F.  Morrow,  Maxville;  C.  C.  Lumley, 

St  Ihomas;  A.  G.  Campbell,  Wallaceburg;  T.  F.  Campbell,  Gait; 

R.  H.  Cowen,  Hamilton;  S.  Frawley,  Toronto;  W.  H.  Bowles,  Orange- 

ville;  C.   B.   Bell,  Toronto;  J.   W.   Armstrong,  Toronto. 

1900 — R.  J.  Spratt,  Barrie;  A.  E.  Santo,  London;  A.  E.  Rudell, 

Berlin;  C.  M.  Ross,  Hamilton;  F.  P.  Moore,  Hamilton;  R.  T.  Mac- 

Donald,  Hamilton:  J.  J.  Kerr,  Cobourg;  J.  W.  Gray,  Hamilton;  O.  I. 

Cunningham,  London;  E.  S.  Barker,  Stouffville;  F.  C.  Briggs,  Hamil- 

ton; W.  J.  Woods,  Toronto;  W.  Seccombe,  Toronto;  J.  E.  Rhind,  To- 

ronto; E.  W.  Moles,  Norwich;  F.  Mallory,  Toronto;  T.  N.  McGill. 

Toronto;  S.  T.  Floyd,  Toronto;  A.  J.  Broughton,  Toronto;  W.  B.  T. 

Amy,  Toronto. 

1901 — E.  W.  Paul,  Toronto;  J.  R.  McGregor,  Elora;  A.  Jemison, 

Millbrook;  H.   N.   Hartman,  Meaford ;  J.  S.  Chambers,  Toronto. 

1902 — W.  E.  Cummer,  Toronto;  C.  E.  Sutton,  Toronto;  P.  E. 

Clarkson,  Toronto;  A.  D.  A.  Mason,  Toronto;  G.  H.  Coram,  Toronto; 

O.  K.  Gibson,  Ottawa;  A.  Hoy,  South  Mountain;  A.  E.  Knapp,  King- 

ston; S.  H.  Simpson,  Kingston;  A.  J.  Brown,  Mitchell;  M.  E.  Peterson, 
Dundalk. 

1903— J.  A.  Slade,  Toronto;  F.  L.  Williamson,  Hamilton;  H.  M. 
Sanderson,  loronto;  J.  P.  MacLechlan,  Toronto;  E.  F.  Arnold,  Toronto; 

C.  H.  Juvet,  Ottawa;  G.  W.  Everett,  Hamilton;  H.  Irvine,  Lindsay. 

1904 — R.  A.  Dunlop,  Toronto;  A.  A.  Stewart,  Toronto;  O.  C. 
Watson,  Campbellford;  E.  F.  Willard,  Toronto;  M.  A.  R.  Thomas, 

London;  R.  M.  Stewart,  Markham;  B.  F.  Nichols,  Toronto;  H.  A. 

Robertson,  Hamilton;  A.  Ellis,  Toronto;  P.  B.  Proudfoot,  Russell;  D. 

J  Bagshaw,  Toronto;  W.  J.  LoftUS,  St.  Catharines;  T.  E.  C.  Butler, 

roronto;  C  F.  Freeman,  Beamsville;  C.  H.  Clarkson,  Toronto;  V.  Le- 
Roy  I  leath,  WoodsU  < 

lf>05—  G.  H.  Holmes  Our..  Sound;    V  W.  Forbes,    roronto;  H. 
\      Wilkinson,    Newmarket;    R.    W.    I  lull,     Toronto;    J.    A.    Thoirt| 
Havelock;  W.  C.  Wickett,    roronto;  V  Smith,  Chatham;  A    M    Wel- 
fi">.  Toronto;   IT  V.  Pogue,   Berlin;   I  .  C.   Husband,    roronto;  C.  C. 

Nash,    Kingston;    F       f     Conboy,     ["on-nto;    W.    C.    Marartnev.    Ottawa; 
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J.  W.  Coram,  Toronto;  W.  T.  Jeffs,  Dresden;  C.  L.  Huffman,  Forest; 

S.  Eckel,  Waterloo;  J.  M.  Abbott,  Erin;  J.  L.  Anderson,  Oakville. 

1906— G.  Wilson,  Toronto;  H.  L.  Watt,  Ottawa;  W.  C.  Smith, 

Toronto;  G.  B.  Tovell,  Guelph ;  L.  E.  Smith,  Toronto;  G.  F.  Roulston, 

Exeter;  H.  A.  McKinn,  Toronto;  W.  J.  Price,  Orangeville;  A.  R.  Jor- 
dan, Toronto;  A.  V.  Lester,  Hamilton;  E.  A.  Grant,  Toronto;  B.  W. 

Linscott,  Brantford;  E.  L.  Gausby,  Toronto;  E.  Kelly,  Hamilton;  W.  L. 

Glover,  Kingston;  N.  S.  Coyne,  Toronto;  M.  A.  Day,  Belleville;  S.  W. 

Bradley,  Richmond;  J.  A.  Bothwell,  Toronto;  J.  A.  Beatty ;  Stratford; 

E.  F.  Risdon,  Toronto. 

1907— A.  W.  Muir,  Fergus;  E.  A.  Dolson,  Toronto;  W.  A.  Black, 

Toronto;  G.  N.  Howden,  Watford;  L.  G.  Thomson,  Toronto;  J.  T. 

Grassie,  Welland,  R.  M.  Graham,  Ottawa;  J.  A.  Drummond,  Petrolea ; 

R.  M.  Chambers,  Leamington. 

1908— J.  N.  Stewart,  Hamilton;  W.  A.  Mathieson,  Toronto;  R.  S. 

Hamilton,  Brussels;  W.  L.  Chalmers,  Alexandria;  W.  A.  Dalrymple, 

Toronto;  J.  A.  Crawford,  Haileybury;  C.  E.  Brooks,  Toronto;  O.  S. 

Clappison,  Hamilton;  M.  R.  Billings,  Cayuga. 

1909— R.  S.  Wollatt,  Toronto;  E.  C.  Veitch,  Toronto;  H.  A. 

Semple,  Toronto;  R.  R.  Walker,  Bolton;  E.  H.  Robinson,  Toronto; 

R.  J.  Vance,  Waterdown ;  H.  M.  Peaker,  Toronto;  R.  E.  Stewart,  El- 

mira;  K.  M.  McVey,  Toronto;  A.  H.  Pratt,  Kerrptville;  H.  M.  Mor- 
row, Hamilton;  R.  Macfarlane,  Berlin;  V.  E.  Hart,  Toronto;  F.  S. 

Loucks,  Meaford;  R.  E.  Fisher,  Toronto;  F.  Barron,  Paris;  R.  H. 

Emerson,  Toronto;  J.  M.  Cation,  Toronto. 

1910 — J.  Durran,  Gait;  S.  Lederman,  Berlin;  E.  L.  Young,  Rock- 

land; O.  L.  Weaver,  Cornwall;  W.  R.  Somerville,  Haileybury;  S.  H. 

Hutt,  Chesterville;  T.  W.  Dawson,  Toronto;  G.  B.  Hardy,  Toronto; 

W.  E.  Wray,  Toronto;  F.  G.  Law,  Toronto. 

1911— E.    A.    Hegley,    Chatham;    G.    H.    Ross,    Wingham;    R.    E 

Robertson,    Collingwood ;    W.    P.    Power,    Port    Elgin;    M.    J.    Rudel', 
Guelph;  J.  W.  Ault,   Prescott ;   M.  T.  Armstrong,   Parry  Sound;   J.   O. 

Wilson,  Toronto;  M.  Schwartz,  Toronto;  W.  S.  Madill,  Toronto;  C.  L 

Eaton,  Toronto;  R.  M.  Burgess,  Toronto. 

1912— H.  J.  McKay,  Hamilton;  F.  W.  Landymore,  Brantford;  G. 

A.  Liscumb,  Drayton;  C.  J.  Devine,  Beaverton ;  W.  F.  Roper,  Toronto; 

R.  D.  Thornton,  Toronto;  A.  S.  Thomson,  Toronto;  E.  C.  McDonald, 

Toronto;  F.  H.  Jones,  Toronto;  F.  R.  Davis,  Toronto;  O.  W.  Canning, 
Toronto; 

1913— M.  W.  Rutherford,  Toronto;  J.  C.  Allan,  Toronto;  H.  H. 

Armstrong,  Toronto;  H.  Cunningham,  Toronto;  W.  G.  Trelford,  To- 

ronto; C.  R.  Minns,  Toronto;  M.  Pivnick,  Toronto;  J.  V.  Pinard,  Ot- 

tawa; W.   E.   Morgan,  North  Bay;  W.   H.   McLaughlin,  Hamilton;  W. 
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J.  McEwen,  Hamilton;  E.  F.  McGregor,  Sturgeon  Falls;  E.  J.  Lehman. 

Brockulle;  W.  J.  Fuller,  New  Liskeard ;  P.  E.  Crysler,  Simcoe;  G.  A. 

Wilcox,  Waterford. 

1914 — H.  A.  Stewart,  Kingston;  E.  W.  Fuller,  London;  G.  F. 

Zimmerman,  Toronto;  P.  J.  Watson,  Ioronto;  G.  C.  McKinley,  To- 

ronto; B.  R.  Gardiner,  Toronto;  L.  F.  Boyle,  Toronto;  I.  H.  Ante,  To- 

ronto; J.  Girvin,  Chesley ;  G.  F.  Fraser,  Madoc;  G.  W.  Hollinghead, 

Brampton;  A.  C.  DeMille,  Picton;  R.  G.  Ward,  Toronto;  L.  Kruger, 

Toronto;  G.  Coveyduc,  Toronto;  C.  H.  Fowier,  Toronto;  C.  G.  Chap- 
in.     I  oronto. 

PARLIAMENTARY  INTELLIGENCE 

In  the  British  House  of  Commons  on  March  10  the  following  ques- 

tions were  answered  by  the  Under-Secretary  for  War: 

Dental  Treatment  for  Recruits. 

William  Bull  asked  the  Under-Secretary  for  War  whether  an 

official  intimation  had  reached  Nottingham  that  the  War  Office  had  sanc- 

tioned change  regarding  recruits  and  defective  teeth;  whether  men 

would  now  be  allowed  to  be  attested  if  otherwise  fit  and  subject  to  their 

•  undergo  dental  treatment;  and,  if  so,  whether  it  was  proposed 

to  extend  <uch  official  orders  to  other  recruiting  centres.  Mr.  Tenrant  (in 

a  written  answer)  replied:  Instructions  have  been  issued  to  all  commands 

that  recruits  found  physically  fit  in  every  respect  except  on  account  of  in- 

sufficient teeth  may  be  passed  by  a  medical  examiner  of  recruits  as  "fit, 

-ubject  to  dental  treatment."  Such  men,  if  willing  to  undergo  dental 
treatment,  may  be  attested  and  dispatched  to  the  depot,  final  approval  being 

;red  until  they  are  pronounced  to  be  in  all  respects  fit.  The  necessary 

dental  treatment  will  be  carried  out  as  soon  as  possible  after  the  men's 
arrival  at  the  depot. 

Den  i  is  is  in  the  Field. 

I  ir  (  lemenl  Kmloch-Cooke  asked  the  Under-Secretary  for  War 
whether  he   was   aware  that   dentists  were   attached   to  the   New   Zealand 

■<\\U<  nary    force,    and  would   he   consider   the   possibility   of   attaching 

dent  '   c   different    unitl   oi    the   new   army.      Mr.   Tennant   wrote  in 
I    am   aware  thai   dentists   are  attached   to   the   New   Zealand 

"lii.o/uiry  Force.  Denbatl  and  dental  mechanic!  with  full  outfits,  in- 

Itnin  apparatus,   and   material   were  some  months  ago  supplied   to  the 

British  Expeditionary  Force  Dentists  have  already  been  appointed  at  the 

large  Itationi  in  the  I  nited  Kingdom,  and  more  appointments  will  be  made, 

it  requirrd.  as  soon  as  the  instrument*,  <-t<  .  are  available  from  the  manu- 
facture^      /iiihsh    Denial   Jmunal. 
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Reviews 

THE       DENTIST'S       LIB
RARY 

A  new  book  on  Special  Dental  Pathology,  Peridental  Me
mbrane,  Dental 

Pulp,  Systemic  Effects,  by  G.  V.  Black,  M.D.,  D.D.S.,  Sc. 
 D.,  LL.D-, 

Dean    and    Professor   of   Operative    Dentistry,    Dental    Patholog
y    and 

Bacteriology,   Northwestern  University   Dental  School.      476
  pages  of 

text,   518   illustrations.      The   Medico-Dental   Publishing   Co.,  
  122   S. 

Michigan   Boulevard,   Chicago.      England:   Claudius  Ash 
 &  Sons  Co., 

5-12  Broad  Street,  Golden  Square,  London,  W. 

We  are  pleased  to  announce  this  new  book,  which  is  devot
ed  principal- 

ly to  the  diseases  and  treatment  of  the  gingivae,  peridental  m
embrane  and 

dental    pulp,    including    the    sequelae    of    pulp    death— acu
te    and    chronic 

alveolar   abscess,   necrosis,   etc.      The  histology   and  physical
   functions  of 

the   tissues    under    consideration    are    fully    discussed    as    a    basis    for 
   the 

pathology    and    treatment.      Other    chapters    deal    with    oral  
  prophylaxis, 

mouth  hygiene,  systemic  effects  of  mouth  infections,  etc. 

Dr.  Black's  principal  service  to  the  dental  profession  has  been  in 
 direct- 

ing rational  treatment  on  the  basis  of  careful  studies  of  pathology.  In
  this 

book,  his  many  years  of  close  observation,  laboratory  invest
igations  and 

accurate  records  are  presented  as  indications  for  the  new  plans  of
  treatment 

recommended.  First,  the  reader  is  given  a  clear  understanding
  of  the 

tissues  involved,  their  development,  normal  functions,  powers  of  repair
,  etc. ; 

then  the  pathological  changes  and  symptoms  are  given  
in  such  a  manner 

as  to  enable  the  dentist  to  properly  diagnose  and  differenti
ate  cases;  this 

is  followed  by  the  most  careful  directions  for  treatment.  
Every  dentist 

who  reads  this  book  will  be  able  to  materially  improve  his  ser
vice  in  the 

treatment  of  these  conditions  which  are  to-day  creating  so  m
uch  havoc 

both  in  the  mouth  and  with  the  general  health. 

The  various  diseases  of  the  gingivae  and  peridental  membran
e  are 

definitely  classified  and  discussed  as  to  their  causation,  patholo
gy  and 

treatment  in  such  a  way  that  the  management  of  these  conditions
  by  the 

profession  should  be  practically  revolutionized  as  a  result  of  th
is  publica- 

tion. 

Dr.  Black  has  recognized  fully  the  important  role  which  mou
th  in- 

fections are  playing  in  their  effect  on  the  general  health,  also  the  oppor- 

tunity before  the  dental  profession  to  prevent  a  large  proportion  of  those
 

diseases  which  occur  secondary  to  chronic  foci.  The  means  of  doing  th
is 

are  presented.  Dr.  Black  refers  to  the  opportunity  before  the  denta
l  pro- 

fession to  take  an  important  part  in  the  preservation  of  the  general  health 

as  being  almost  without  parallel  in  medical  advancement. 
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I  his  book  has  been  in  preparation  during  the  past  five  years.  Ex- 

tensive original  investigations,  which  have  been  carried  out  by  Dr.  Black, 

present  the  basis  of  more  rational  treatment,  and  this  publication  promises 

to  play  as  important  a  part  in  the  practical  management  of  the  soft  tissues 

as  have  the  author's  volumes  on  Operative  Dentistry  in  the  treatment  of 
dental  caries. 

-As  in  previous  books  by  Dr.  Black,  the  illustrations  are  one  of  the  at- 

tractive features.  There  are  a  number  of  colored  plates  and  many  radio- 

graphic reproductions,  including  several  "panoramic  radiographs,"  showing 
the  teeth  and  alveolar  process  of  an  entire  arch  in  one  illustration.  These 

give  a  wonderfully  clear  understanding  of  the  actual  conditions.  1  he  vari- 

ous forms  of  gingivitis,  which  necessarily  precede  pericementitis,  the  under- 

standing of  which  is  especially  important  in  the  application  of  preventive 

treatment,  are  exceptionally  well  illustrated,  as  are  the  chapters  on  the 

destructive  diseases  of  the  peridental  membrane  and  their  treatment.  The 

chapter  on  mouth  hygiene  has  illustrations  which  are  entirely  different  from 

any  previously  published,  and  should  form  the  basis  of  more  systematic 

training  of  patients  and  better  public  education.  The  changes  which  occur 

in  hyperemia  and  inflammation  of  the  pulp,  and  particularly  the  develop- 

ment and  progress  of  acute  and  chronic  alveolar  abscess,  are  well  shown. 

I  bis  volume  is  printed  in  large  type  on  a  dull  finished  paper,  especially 

suited  for  night  reading.  1  he  illustrations  are  on  heavy  enameled  paper. 

Binding  of  the  best  quality  of  buckram.  The  book  consists  of  476  pages 

of  text  and  518  illustrations.  Ready  for  delivery  about  May  1.  Orders 

will  receive  prompt  attention.      Price,  $6.00. 
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Correspondence 

THE  LATE  J.  BRANSTON  WILLMOTT, 
D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  M.D.S.,  LL.D. 

IN  MEMORIAM. 

By  the  death  of  Dr.  J.  Branston  Willmott,  I  have  lost  one  of  my 

closest  personal  friends,  a  friendship  just  as  near  as  if  we  were  of  more 

equal  ages,  because  it  was  one  of  Dr.  Willmott's  characteristics  that  he  was 
even  more  attractive  to  those  younger  than  himself  than  to  those  of  equal 

age.  Our  friendship  and  association  lasted  for  more  than  twenty-two  years. 

I  met  him  in  correspondence  over  twenty-seven  years  ago.  How  I  was 

attracted  by  his  penmanship  and  clear  expression  at  that  time!  I  knew  him 

as  I  was  a  student,  a  demonstrator,  a  professor,  and  his  successor  in  the 

Chair  of  Operative  Dentistry  and  Dental  Pathology.  He  appealed  to 

my  every  sense  of  manhood  in  all  these  capacities.  We  were  associated 

in  our  professions,  in  our  educational  work,  in  our  business  and  in  our  social 

lives.  We  have  discussed  every  conceivable  subject  by  the  hour,  we  have 

eaten  together,  lived  and  travelled  together  for  days.  Out  of  all  this  close 

rela*:onship  there  never  was  one  dull  moment.  My  great  difficulty  was  to 

keep  away  from  him  long  enough  to  let  him  get  sufficient  sleep  when  we 

were  travelling  together.  There  seemed  to  be  no  limit  to  his  fund  of  in- 

formation on  a  great  variety  of  subjects. 

The  whole  history  of  dentistry,  as  he  saw  it,  was  always  before  him. 

Every  peculiarity  and  trait  of  character  of  every  student  who  went  through 

the  school  was  always  with  him.  His  facility  of  expression  and  logical 

statement  of  facts  were  almost  as  attractive  as  his  fund  of  knowledge.  He 

had  all  the  qualities  of  personal  good  fellowship,  naturally  genial,  kindly 

to  a  fault  and  lovable  though  apparently  stern.  His  sternness  and  apparent 

stiffness  were  always  on  principles,  never  personal.  He  never  condoned 

an  offence  against  a  good  principle  but  always  forgave  the  offender.  Many 

a  student  has  said  to  me,  "I  have  taken  the  Dean  as  my  model  of  an  up- 

right Christian  gentleman."  Though  he  may  have  carried  his  way  against 
yours  by  sheer  force  one  never  felt  that  there  was  anything  but  the  principle 
at  stake. 

No  man  who  does  great  things  but  has  opposition,  but  it  can  be  said 

that  the  Dean's  opponents  were  always  later  his  friends.  I  knew  a  dentist, 
to  all  outward  appearances  in  life  and  conduct  the  antithesis  of  the  Dean, 

who  always  sought  an  interview  if  only  for  a  few  minutes,  just,  as  he  said, 

to  crack  a  few  jokes  to  amuse  him  and  hear  him  tell  something  about  the 

boys.     He  was  always  interesting  to  those  who  would  listen. 
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His  was  a  unique  character.  A  puritan  without  any  of  its  hardness, 

personally  attractive,  public  utterances  often  offending  individuals,  public 

conduct  and  accomplishments  attractive  to  individuals,  the  public  and  the 

state.  He  was  highly  endowed  with  clear-cut  principles,  strong  will,  great 

energy  and  force.  Every  detail  of  every  undertaking  was  complete  before 

it  left  his  hands.  His  example  will  live  in  hundreds  of  men  who  have 

come  within  his  influence. 

A.  E.  Webster. 

ARMY  DENTAL  FUNDS  OF  THE  CANADIAN 

DENTAL  ASSOCIATION 

Dear  Doctor, — 

A  crisis  in  the  history  of  Canadian  Dentistry  is  upon  us.  Shall  we  as 

members  of  that  profession  grasp  the  significance  of  this  opportunity  and 

reap  the  reward  of  a  higher  citizenship,  or  will  we  let  it  pass  and  lose  our 

rightful  place  in  the  affairs  of  the  nation? 

After  many  years  ol  patient  endeavor  the  dental  profession  has  at  last 

received  recognition  from  the  military  authorities. 

An  Army  Dental  Corps  has  been  formed  and  will  sail  on  the  nine- 

teenth of  June  for  overseas  service.  The  personnel  of  this  Corps,  we  are 

sure,  is  a  gratification  to  the  profession  at  large,  and  will  no  doubt  win 

honor  for  themselves  as  well  as  for  their  fellow-workers  at  home.  But, 

however  forceful  in  character  or  skillful  in  practice  these  men  may  be,  they 

cannot  give  their  best  services  to  their  country  w:th  inadequate  equipnent, 

and  unfortunately  the  multiplicity  of  details  and  enormous  expenditures  that 

confront  the  government,  precludes  the  possibility  of  all  branches  of  the 

c  I"-  ng  equipped  with  anything  more  than  is  absolutely  needed,  .^o 
that  miu  h  of  what  is  necessary  must  be  supplied  by  outside  sources. 

Every  dentin,  we  are  sure,  is  anxious  that  the  Army  Dental  Corps  shall 

upplied  With  a  thoroughly  efficient  equipment,  and  to  give  each  member 

of  th<-  profession  a  chance  to  help,  a  Canadian  Army  Dental  Committee  has 

.  reated  to  establish  an  Army  Dental  Fund  for  the  purchase  of  special 

dental  surgical  instruments,  operating  coats,  books,  towels,  etc. 

■  Army  I)ental  Committee  has  considered  it  advisable  to  ask  the 

dentists  for  H  0,000  al  least,  and  urgently  solicits  their  co-opci  atiou  in  rais- 

ing  this   amount.      Heretofore,    many   of   us   no   doubt    have   contributed    to 

other  patriot^   fundi  as  a  duty,  but  t<>  contribute  to  this  fund  ia  nol  only  a 

duty    lor  the  dentist,   but    ihould   be   a  privilege. 

id  all  monev  to  youi  provincial  representative,  whose  name  ap| 

above,  and  ice  thai  it  ii  lent  .i-  kkm  ai  possible,  ai  the  Committee  has 

already  put  onsiderable  quantity  oi  nippliei  to  l><v  taken  with  the 
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Army  Dental  Corps  when  they  sail  on  the  ninete
enth.     Additional  supplies 

will  be  sent  as  the  money  is  received. 
Yours  sincerely, 

A.  E.  Webster. 

DR   J.  BRANSTON  WILLMOTT 

IN  MEMORIAM. 

As  a  great  surprise  comes  the  news  to-d
ay  of  the  "translation"  of  my 

dear  friend  and  father  of  our  profession,  Dr
.  J.  Branston  Willmott. 

Widely  known  throughout  the  Continent  in
  dental  educational  circles, 

he  was  best  known  and  better  loved  in  his  own 
 Dominion,  and  best  of  all, 

by  those  who  knew  him  best. 

We  became  friends  through  the  early  correspon
dence  in  1892,  which 

led  up  to  the  establishment  of  the  Dominion  Den
tal  Council.  He  was 

always  favorable  to  a  larger  interprovincial  lib
erty  in  dental  registration 

when  a  proper  basis  could  be  arrived  at,  and  in 
 the  formation  and  develop- 

ment of  the  Council,  he  was  a  tower  of  strength. 

As  one  of  the  founders  and  Dean  of  the  Royal  Col
lege  of  Dental 

Surgeons  he  piloted  dentistry  in  Canada  to  a  comman
ding  position  in  the 

world.     We  shall  miss  him  in  our  national  gatherings.    
  His  sane  counsel 

will  be  heard  no  more  and  we  all  feel  poorer  for
  his  "departure." 

mourn  with  the  Royal  College  of  Ontario. 

Dr.  Willmott  stood  for  righteousness.  His  Christian  c
haracter  and 

influence  have  been  a  source  of  strength  in  his  educational 
 work  and  an 

encouragement  to  all  who  knew  him.  Personally  I  ha
ve  lost  a  warm 

friend,  upon  whose  counsel  I  could  rely,  and  while  
often  we  did  not  see  eye 

to  eye,  one  was  always  conscious  that  his  contentio
ns  were  for  principle  as 

he  saw  it,  and  never  for  personal  ends.      I  can  say  n
o  better  thing  of  any 

man. 

The  last  private  chat  we  had  together  was  a  lit
tle  while  on  the  piazza 

of  the  Golf  Club  House,  Toronto,  last  summer,  as 
 the  guest  of  Dr.  A.  E. 

Webster.  Dr.  Willmott  dropped  almost  at 
 once  into  a  conversation  of 

spiritual  things,  revealing  to  me  a  man  
in  touch  with  God. 

I  wish  to  convey  to  the  bereaved  friends 
 the  sympathy  and  condolence 

of  the  Dental  Faculty  of  Dalhousie  Univer
sity,  and  the  profession  at  large 

in  Nova  Scotia.
  

m 

It  may  be  truly  said  of  him,  "He  was 
 not,  for  God  took  him. 

Frank  Woodbbury, 

Dean  of  Dental  Faculty, 

Dalhousie  University. 
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\     E     Webster,    Esq.,    Editor   DOMINION    DENTAL   JOURNAL, 

Richmond    and    Sheppard    Street-,    Toronto: 

Dear  Sir, — The  Senate  of  the  University  of  Alberta,  which  conducts 

the  examinations  of  candidates  for  license  to  practice  in  Alberta,  at  its  meet- 

ing of  April  28th.  1915.  passed  the  following  resolution  as  to  the  Dental 

Colleges  from  whom  candidates  will  hereafter  be  accepted  for  examination: 

(1.)  The  four  present  Canadian  Dental  Colleges:  Royal  College  of 

Dental  Surgeons,  Toronto;  Dental  College  of  McGill  University,  Mont- 

real ;  Maritime  Dental  College  and  Faculty  of  Dentistry,  Dalhousie  Uni- 

versity,  Halifax,  and  the  School  of  Dental  Surgery,  Montreal  (affiliated 

with  Laval  University). 

I  The  seven  Dental  Colleges  as  listed  by  the  Dental  Faculties'  As- 
sociation of  American  Universities:  University  of  California  College  of 

Dentistry.  University  of  Michigan  College  of  Dental  Surgery,  Harvard 

I  Diversity  Dental  School,  University  of  Iowa  College  of  Dentistry,  Uni- 

versity ot  Minnesota  College  of  Dentistry,  School  of  Dentistry  University  of 

Pennsylvania  (  I  homas  W.  Evans  Museum  and  Dental  Institute),  and  the 

\\  ashington  University  Dental  School. 

(3.)  I  his  hst  to  be  added  to  from  time  to  time  by  the  Senate  on  report 

from  the  Board  of  Dental  Examiners,  who  shall  be  a  committee  appointed 

by  the  Senate  to  investigate  and  report  upon  new  applications  which  come 

before  it.  Before  any  such  report  containing  a  recommendation  to  add  a 

college  to  the  list  is  carried  to  the  Senate,  the  committee  shall  have  satisfied ■■If: 

(a)  That  the  preliminary  requirements  of  the  college  are  at  least 

equivalent  to  those  required  for  matriculation  into  the  University  of  Alberta; 

(b)  i  hat   the  college   form   an   integral   part  of  some  recognized   unl- 
it v  : 

•     I  hat  after  January   1st,   191  7,  a  four  years'  course  in  dentistry  if 
v  the  college  in  question. 

^  ours  very  truly, 

CECIL  E.  Raci  .  Registrar. 

I  J9  Wellington  Street 

Kingston,  Out,  May  4th.   1 9 1  5. 
I  o  the  Editor.  Dominion  DEN1  ai    Jot  RNAL, 

I  oronto,  Out.  i 

Dean  Sir,     Having  been  appointed  Dental  Surgeon,  with  No.   3  Sta 

tionar)   Hospital,  Queen'i  I  Diversity,  foi  ov<  ervice,  I  would  lib 
acknowledge    through    your    journal     I     handsome    gilt     horn    the      I  cmple 

l\ittison  Company  ol    toronto,  ol  an  instrumenl  case  and  complete  set  of 
atmg  instruments. 
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Though  we  are  equipped  with  an  outfit  in  England  it  is  indefinite  of 

what  it  consists,  and  this  case  will  be  for  emergency  work  on  board  ship 

going  over,  and  I  know  will  be  very  handy  over  in  France. 
Yours  truly, 

Ernest  B.  Sparks,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S. 

SOLDIERS'  TEETH. 

A  nurse  at  the  Canadian  base  hospital  at  Boulogne  says:  "One  thing 

we  can't  understand  about  them  (speaking  of  the  British  "Tommies")  is  the 
frightful  state  of  their  teeth.  I  have  never  seen  so  many  decayed  and  false 

teeth,  and  so  many  men  with  no  front  teeth  and  terrible  old  stumps;  never 

in  all  my  life,  and  never  expect  to  again.  Many  men  have  had  to  leave  the 

trenches  on  account  of  their  defective  teeth  and  digestions.  It  seems  such 

false  economy,  to  say  nothing  of  the  look  of  the  thing." 

Every  dentist  in  Canada  who  makes  a  soldier  fit,  who  was  rejected  be- 
cause of  the  condition  of  his  mouth,  is  sending  a  man  to  the  front  in  his 

place. 
V£ 

Dentists  who  cannot  for  many  reasons  join  the  Army  Dental  Corps  can 

do  the  next  best  thing  by  subscribing  to  a  fund  which  will  properly  equip 

those  who  are  going  to  the  front. 
1% 

The  Board  of  Directors  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  is 

very  anxious  to  have  a  complete  list  of  all  the  graduates  and  students  who 

have  enlisted  or  been  appointed  for  overseas  service. 

In  order  to  assist  in  the  compilation  of  this  list,  anyone  who  knows  of 

any  such  graduate  or  student  of  the  R.C.D.S.  is  requested  to  forward  to 

Dr.  W.  E.  Willmott,  96  College  street,  the  name  and  rank,  and  where 

possible,  the  corps  or  unit  to  which  attached. 

At  a  later  period  we  hope  to  publish  an  extended  history  of  the  life 

and  work  of  Dr.  J.  B.  Willmott.  The  DOMINION  DENTAL  JOURNAL 

extends  to  the  bereaved  family  and  friends  its  sympathy  for  the  loss  of  one 

who  was  always  the  central  figure  in  any  company  in  which  he  was  placed. 

FOR  SALE. — Dental  Practice,  established  fifty  years,  in  rapidly  grow- 

ing town  near  Toronto.  Purchaser  will  be  personally  introduced  to 

clientele  which  includes  some  large  public  institutions.  Price  nominal. 

Terms  to  suit.  Allan  Adams,  335  Jarvis  St.,  Toronto.  Telephone 
M.  604. 
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Rubbers 
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RETAIL  PRICE  LIST 
Per  lb.  Mb.  lota.  10 -lb.  tea 

SAMSON    RUBBER              $3.50  $335  $3.20 

PINK   RUBBER,  light  shade      ) 
PINK   RUBBER,   medium    light  shade         I  Per  lb.        6-lb.  lot».        l»-».  lot*. 
PINK  RUBBER,  deep  shade      [  $550  $5.25  $6.00 
WHITE    RUBBER      I 

No.    1    RUBBER,    medium    red      \ 
No.   I   RUBBER,   extra  light   red      
MOTTLED   RUBBER,   light  or  dark   shade       Per  lb         6.|b  XoU         10-*  loto. 
PARA   BLACK   RUBBER      -  53.25  $3.00  $2.11 PURE    BLACK    RUBBER         i 
JET  BLACK   RUBBER      

GUTTA    PERCHA.   Pink   or  White,   for   base   plates      I 

Eugene   Dohertvs    New   Hold-Fast   Maroon   Colored   Rubber. 
MAROON    RUBBER,   light  shade      )  p     .K         .  ,v  w.         lfl_k  ua 
MAR-  N  >N    RUBBER       ^S0  li^f  S3  10 
WHITE   GUTTA    PERCHA.   in  round   sticks  for   Perman-  *6  DU  *6'0  *a  lv 

        ent  Filling    .  .  .  ■  ) Per  lb 

Red    Vulcanlzable   Gutta   Percha   for   plates         $5.00 
Black    Vulcanlzable  Gutta  Percha  for  plates            &  &° 
Maroon   Vulcanlzable  Gutta  Percha  for  plates            6  2& 
Pink    Vulcanlzable   Gutta   Percha   for   coating  purposes            7.00 

Pit  lb  6-lb.  lota.  10  »    lata 
Deep    Orange    Rubber               $3.50  $3  35  $320 
20    Minute    Rubber    for    repairing    purposes       4.00 
Black    or    Ked   Flexible  or   Palate   Rubber  for   lining   plates.  4.00 

Per  lb  »-lb.  lota 
New    Idea    Rubber              $1.28  $3.00 

Per  lb  lib.  lota.         10  *   lota 
Nonpareil     Rubber               $3.50  $3.25  $310 

Per  yard  roll.     Per  kalf-rard  roil 
Rubber   Dam.    medium.    5   and    6    inches   wide            $2  20.  $1.10. 

Per  yard   roll.        Per  half -yard  rail 
Rubber   Dam.    thin.    6   and    6    Inches  wide       $1  70  $0  85. 

So.    1    WHgMed    Rubber   for   lowtr   plates       .      I— 

No.  1  Weighted  Rubber  for  npp«r  or  lowar  plates  ..  ■JJJi         ..to 
Black   Weighted    Rubber    fnr   lower   plate*    .  M.uu  »"" 

EUGENE  DOHERTY 
110  and   112  Kent  Avenue.  Borough  of   Brooklyn.  N.Y.,  U.S.A. 
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Original  Communications 

AN   IMPROVED    AMALGAM   TECHNIC   ESSENTIAL 
TO  DENSITY  AND  ADAPTATION 

Wm.  E.  Harper,  D.D.S.,  Chicago. 

Ontario  Dental  Society,  Toronto,  May   1915. 

The  investigation  of  dental  alloys  made  by  Dr.  G.  V.  Black  and  re- 

ported in  the  Dental  Cosmos,  1895  and  1896,  resulted  in  the  development 

of  greatly  improved  alloys.  The  slow  setting  alloys  in  very  general  use  up 

to  that  time  were  very  weak  in  their  resistance  to  crushing  stress  and  flow, 

and  their  adaptation  to  cavity  walls  was  very  uncertain  on  account  of  their 

extravagant  shrinkage  or  expansion,  or  both,  after  insertion  into  the  cavity. 

Many  of  the  present  day  high  grade  alloys  are  dependable  in  their  re- 

iice  to  crushing  stress  and  flow,  and  when  used  to  fill  teeth  they  do  not 

move  sufficiently  to  disturb  adaptation;  but  notwithstanding  this  fact,  about 

four  out  of  every  five  amalgam  fillings  made  with  such  alloys  leak,  because 

of  our  faulty  amalgam  technic. 

Operators  experienced  and  equipped  to  make  dynamometer  tests  for 

crushing  stress  and  flow  very  early  learn  that  proper  amalgam  technic  is 

as  essential  to  the  strength  of  the  filling  as  is  the  use  of  a  high  grade  alloy, 

and  without  mil  proper  technic  a  weak  filling  will  always  result.  And 

the  common  defects  in  adaptation  that  result  in  leaky  amalgam  fillings, 

which  can  be  observed  in  seventy  to  ninety  per  cent,  of  our  amalgam 

fillings  may  be  eliminated  by  the  adoption  of  a  proper  amalgam  to  hni< 

statement  with  emphasis,  confident  ol  my  ability  to  demonstrate 
nth. 

A  DOD-shrmking  oi  con-expanding  high  grade  allov  when  mixed  with 

nable   thoroughness,    will    show    no    material    movement    after   insertion 

into  the  <hkI  in  the  absence  oi  tin-  movement  the  profession  have 

assumed  that  the  adaptation  was  perfect:  an  assumption  which  ii  absolute- 

.»>  shown  m  all  oi  th<-  te^t  fillings  made  foi  me  bj  member!  ol  thr 
>n  m  \i  md  m  rm   own  \\ < »r k .  which  in  the  pasl  h\e 

yeai  I  ,200   test    fillings. 
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I  beg  to  present  as  evidence  of  these  statements  photographs  of  twenty 

out  of  thirty  test  fillings  made  by  thirty  representative  and  experienced 

operators  of  three  different  States. 

These  fillings  were  made  in  the  mesio-occlusal  cavities  illustrated  under 
much  more  favorable  conditions  than  when  operating  in  the  mouth  and 

with  the  various  representative  alloys.  All  of  these  defects  illustrated  are 

due  to  faulty  technic.  Every  one  of  the  thirty  fillings  leaked  under  two 

pounds  air  pressure,  which  will  be  readily  understood  when  it  is  observed 

that  twenty  out  of  thirty  contained  defects  apparent  to  the  naked  eye  when 

one  of  the  cavity  walls  was  removed  to  permit  observation  of  the  surface  of 

the  filling  packed  against  it.  I  have  the  originals  of  these  pictures  with  me 
for  those  who  would  be  interested  in  a  more  critical  examination. 

We  have  failed  to  develop  the  amalgam  technic  essential  to  secure 

reasonablv  uniform  results  in  adaptation,  because  we  have  had  no  means 

oJ  measuring;  the  character  of  the  adaptation  secured  until  the  air  pressure 

test  was  devised.  The  dental  micrometer  is  a  measure  of  movement  only, 

and  movement  as  shown  by  the  micrometer  test  does  not  necessarily  mean 

disturbance  cc  adaptation  in  cavities  in  the  teeth. 

The  marching  character  of  air  under  pressure  makes  it  a  perfect  test 

for  adaptation  when  admitted  to  the  floor  of  the  cavity,  and  the  test  filling 

is  immersed  in  water  to  locate  and  show  the  extent  of  leakage  of  the  filling 
by  the  air  bubbles  arising.  This  new  test  has  made  it  possible  to  develop 

the  amalgam  technic  essential  to  adaptation  in  exactly  the  same  manner  that 

the  dental  dynamometer  developed  the  necessary  technic  to  make  the  strong- 

est filling  by  accurately  measuring  the  crushing  stress  and  flow. 

The  suggestions  I  present  are  the  result  of  five  years'  experience  with 
the  air  test.  All  of  the  well  known  dental  alloys  have  been  tested  with 

every  form  of  packing  and  burnishing  instrument  sold,  including  many  spe- 

cial forms,  and  with  such  modifications  in  my  amalgam  technic  as  might 

possibly  effect  results. 

The  key  to  adaptation  is  compression  with  such  modifications  of  our 

amalgam  technic  as  to  secure  a  sufficient  degree  of  plasticity  to  insure  the 

maximum  density  possible,  using  whichever  plugger  is  necessary,  the  small, 

medium  or  large. 

The  modification  in  our  amalgam  technic  essential  to  adaptation  that 

I  desire  particularly  to  impress  is:  The  necessity  for  a  condition  ot 

plasticity  in  which  there  shall  be  no  evidence  of  setting  or  sound  of  crepitus 

during  the  filling  of  the  first  half  of  the  cavity  when  large  pluggers  are 

necessarily  used,  and  in  the  filling  of  large  proximo-occlusal  cavities  con- 

taining many  angles  and  requiring  much  time  to  fill. 

]  he  compression  necessary  to  secure  density  and  adaptation  in  small 

and  narrow  simple  cavities  is  possible  with  thorough  packing  without  this 

extreme  plasticity,  because  we  are  compelled  to  use  small  pluggers  and  the 
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Fig.    7. Fig.    8. 

Fig.    9. Fig'.    Id. 

Fig.   11. Fig.   12. 
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Fig.   13. 
F;g.    14. 

"^¥r"  '■    "><"*». 

F'g.    15. 
Fig.   16. 

Fig.   17. 

Fig.    lv 
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walls  of  a  small  and  narrow  cavity  so  completely  confine  and  hold  the 

amalgam  under  the  greatly  increased  condensing  force,  insuring  sufficient 

compression  to  secure  density  of  the  much  less  yielding  mass.  To  make 

conditions  equally  favorable  to  compression  and  density  in  large  cavities, 

we  would  have  to  use  pluggers  sufficiently  large  to  fit  the  cavity,  and  a  cor- 

ns•.   19. Fig.   20. 

Fig.   21. 

The  test  fillings.  Figs.  1  to  21  inclusive,  are  made  in  mesio-occlusa.1 
cavities  of  tvpical  form  and  size,  requiring  about  24  grains  of  alloy  to  fill; 
and  the  extent  and  frequency  of  the  defects  I  wish  to  emphasize,  as  they 
are  due  to  faulty  amalgam  technic  and  may  be  entirely  eliminated  by  the 
adoption  of  a  proper  amalgam   procedure. 

Figs.  16,  17,  18,  19,  20  and  21  fail  to  show  the  numerous  defects  which 
are  quite  apparent  to  the  naked  eye  in   the  original. 

responding  increase  in  the  hand  pressure  necessary  to  secure  the  same  con- 

densing power,  which  is  not  possible  under  the  working  conditions. 

The  condensing  force  of  the  much  larger  plugger  is  so  materially  re- 

duced by  reason  of  the  greatly  increased  area  of  the  working  face  that  it  is 

impracticable  with  the  limited  hand  pressure  to  attempt  to  use  pluggers 

having  a  greater  distance  than  three  and  a  half  millimeters.     Such  pluggers 
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should  only  be  used  while  the  mass  is  extremely  plastic   if   adaptation   is 

desired. 

To  emphasize  the  tremendous  effect  upon  the  condensing  power  when 

we  use  the  medium  and  large  pluggers  instead  of  the  small  size,  I  present 

the  following  measurements  of  the  sizes  of  the  pluggers  generally  used  and 

recommended,  in  tenths  of  a  millimeter: 

Small   plugger            15    tenths 

Medium   plugger            25    tenths 

Large  plugger            40   tenths 

Twenty  pounds  is  a  fair  approximate  statement  of  the  maximum  force 

exerted  in  packing  amalgam  (very  few  operators  exceed  this,  and  many 

fall  below). 

The  condensing  force  of  twenty  pounds  with  the  small  plugger  is 

reduced  to  about  7.2  pounds  when  the  medium  sized  plugger  is  used,  and 

this  packing  force  is  further  reduced  to  2.8  pounds  when  the  large  plugger 

is  used.  A  study  of  these  facts  should  be  sufficient  to  make  clear  the 

necessity  for  making  amalgam  more  plastic  or  yielding  when  the  large 

pluggers  are  necessarily  used.  It  also  indicates  that  the  amalgam  may  be 

correspondingly  less  plastic  during  the  packing,  as  the  condensing  force  is 

increased  by  the  use  of  medium  and  small  pluggers. 

These  statements  and  comparisons  may  suggest  to  the  mind  of  some 

operators  the  more  general  use  of  the  small  pluggers,  and,  in  reply,  I  beg 

to  state  that  my  experimental  work  indicates  that  the  use  of  small  pluggers 

in  large  cavities  results  in  very  poor  adaptation,  making  a  much  weaker 

filling,  as  it  is  impossible  to  secure  compression  with  such  instrumentation. 

In  the  first  two  years  of  my  experimental  work  with  the  air  test  I 

learned  that  I  could  eliminate  the  naked  eye  defects,  such  as  have  been 

shown  upon  the  screen,  by  using  with  thoroughness  the  small  pluggers  for 

the  packing  in  large  cavities,  but  the  adaptation  remained  uniformly  im- 

perfect, and  fillings  made  in  this  manner  are  much  weaker.  I  also  found 

that  fillings  made  with  the  different  forms  of  smooth  burnishers  (by  any 

method  of  procedure  at  present  known  to  me)  were  equally  defective  in 

their  adaptation  and  strength;  probably  because  such  instrumentation  is  un- 

favorable to  compression,  and  requires  so  much  time  as  to  disturb  the  mass 

after  the  setting  is  well  advanced. 

I  do  not  care  to  burden  you  with  extended  reports  of  my  experimental 

work,  but  I  am  prepared  to  give  you  actual  naked  eye  demonstrations. 

Those  interested  may  have  the  opportunity  to  make  fillings  as  they  desire, 

and  other  test  fillings  as  I  direct,  and  the  general  result  shall  be  the  verdict. 

I  know  of  no  better  or  more  convincing  way  to  convert  the  profession  to  the 

necessity  for  a  change  in  our  amalgam  technic. 
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PLASTICITY  AND    ITS   MODIFICATION    IN   THE    USE   OF   THE   DIFFERENT 
SETTING  ALLOYS,  AND  FOR  THE  DIFFERENT  SIZED  CAVITIES. 

The  most  important  modification  in  our  amalgam  technic  that  I  present 
to  the  profession  as  a  result  of  my  work  is:  The  necessity  for  packing 
quick  setting  amalgams  while  the  mass  is  sufficiently  plastic  to  be  free  of 
any  sign  of  setting  or  sound  of  crepitus  during  the  filling  of  the  first  half 
of  cavities  requiring  the  use  of  large  pluggers,  and  in  proximo-occlusal 
cavities,  in  which  we  find  numerous  well-defined  angles. 

In  cavities  so  small  or  narrow  that  the  cavity  walls  hold  or  confine  the 
amalgam  under  the  greatly  increased  condensing  force  of  the  small  plugger 
this  extra  plasticity  is  not  so  essential  if  the  packing  be  done  with  force  and thoroughness. 

To  insure  extra  plasticity  in  the  use  of  quick  setting  alloys  in  cavities 
sufficently  large  to  require  the  use  of  the  large  pluggers  to  insure  com- 

Fig.    22. 

roundFiSvit2v  with  JSftErffff l^fSESF*  Pfcked  into  a  ̂ ple amalgam   was  sufficiently^  Plugger.     This 
the  tendency  of  amalgam  to  crack  o>  1  i  L  t  "  markings,  and  shows 
compressing  force  of  the  nluSer  ThZl  I*  'I  spreads  from  under  the 
by  the  continued  use  of  a  Far^w^^  be   obliterated 
sufficiently  yielding  under  such  forcf  as  it  i«  i^Lloi,  hlS  co"d1ltlon  k  not 
A  small  plugger  nTust  b .used  fo    thfs  purpose    bStfh^S08?1?-6  t0  apply' 

pression,  it  will  be  found  best  to  weigh  the  alloy  and  mercury  to  insure 
accuracy  and  use  only  such  excess  mercury  as  is  necessary  to  make  a  per- 

fect mix,  and  if  this  excess  mercury  be  not  removed  during  the  final  kneading 
the  amalgam  mass  will  remain  extra  plastic  as  a  result,  a  condition  absolute- 

ly essential  to  adaptation.  This  excess  can  be  removed  by  scraping  off 
with  the  side  of  the  plugger  as  expressed  to  the  surface  during  the  pack- 

ing.    A  filling  so  made  will  set  as  quickly  and  as  hard,  and  will  contain 
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as  small  a  per  cent,  of  mercury  as  those  fillings  made  with  the  excess  mer- 

cury removed  during  the  final  kneading  if  the  packing  be  done  with  all  the 

force  of  the  pen  grasp,  and  with  thoroughness. 

When  medium  setting  alloys  are  used  in  conjunction  with  the  large 

pluggers  we  may  remove  some  of  the  excess  mercury  during  the  final 

kneading,  but  extreme  care  must  be  taken  to  leave  the  mass  sufficiently 

plastic  to  still  remain  free  of  indication  of  setting  during  the  filling  of  the 

first  half  of  the  cavity. 

The  slow  setting  alloys  may  be  inserted  into  the  cavity  in  a  more  or  less 

dry  state,  because  such  alloys  become  again  extremely  plastic  when  packed 

into  the  cavity,  as  only  a  small  portion  of  the  excess  mercury  can  be  re- 

moved during  the  final  kneading.  I  do  not  consider  alloys  of  this  class 

sufficiently  reliable  to  be  used  for  filling  teeth. 

To    further   explain,    remember   that   large  cavities   require   the   use  of 

F^g.  23. 

Fig.  23.  Shows  the  same  amalgam  mass  (as  illustrated  Fig.  22)  as 
i;  appears  against  the  flow  of  the  cavity  and  again  illustrates  the  ten- 

dency of  the  amalgam  to  break  or  crack  as  it  spreads  from  under  the 
compression  of  the  large  plugger,  and  explains  the  common  defects  shown 

linst  the  walls  and  in  the  angles  of  the  test  fillings  illustrated.  If  the 
amalgam  be  used  in  a  sufficiently  plastic  state,  it  will  flow  as  Jit  spreads 
from  under  the  compression  of  the  plugger,  retaining  its  continuity;  and 
when  this  part  of  the  very  plastic  mass  is  subsequently  packed,  it  is  con- 

densed into  a  comparatively  uniform  density  and  generally  into  perfect 
adaptation   If  the  packing  be  done  with  sufficient  force  and  thoroughness. 

large  pluggers  to  insure  compression  (because  small  pluggers  in  such  cavi- 

ties, allow  the  amalgam  to  crawl  from  under  the  condensing  force  and  chop 

the  amalgam  instead  of  condensing  it)  and  the  condensing  force  is  so 

trerrendously  decreased  in  the  use  of  the  large  pluggers  that  it  becomes 

necessary  to  pack  the  amalgam  while  in  a  very  plastic  state  to  make  it 

sufficiently  yielding  to  retain  its  density  and  be  forced  into  adaptation. 

As  you  reduce  the  size  of  your  pluggers  the  condensing  force  is  rapidly 

increased,   and  the  extreme  plasticity   may  be  considerably  modified  if  the 
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packing  be  done  with  thoroughness,  but  the  rule  of  safety  first  would  still 

demand  a  decided  plasticity. 
MIXING. 

The  second  important  detail  of  amalgam  technic  I  desire  to  emphasize 

as  necessary  to  the  best  results  is  the  making  of  a  complete  mix.  The 

profession  has  failed  to  grasp  its  importance  to  the  strength  and  stability  of 

the  filling,  taking  only  half  to  one-third  the  time  necessary,  and  have  further 

failed  by  attempting  to  make  the  mix  in  the  hand  or  a  shallow  mortar, 

which  is  an  impossible  way  to  do  this  work  with  sufficient  rapidity  and 

thoroughness.  Such  procedure  is  inaccurate,  due  to  loss  of  alloy  or  mer- 

cury, which  interferes  with  the  making  of  a  perfect  mix. 

The  strength  and  stability  or  permanency  of  form  of  our  amalgam  fill- 
ings is  largely  dependent  upon  the  thoroughness  of  the  mix.  Careful  tests 

on  the  dynamometer,  micrometer  and  air  tests  will  show  weakness  or  move- 

ment in  a  large  per  cent,  of  our  work,  because  of  faulty  technic  in  the 

mixing. 

A  thorough  mix  cannot  be  judged  by  the  apparent  smooth  plasticity, 

because  such  a  condition  is  developed  in  all  of  our  alloys  long  before  the 

mix  is  complete. 

Insufficient  or  an  excess  of  mercury  during  the  mixing  may  finally  re- 

sult in  a  smooth  plastic  mass,  but  careful  tests  will  show  evidence  of  an  im- 

perfect mix.  For  this  reason  it  is  best  to  weigh  the  alloy  and  mercury,  and 

mix  in  such  manner  as  to  not  disturb  the  proportions. 

Time  and  rapidity  of  movement  in  the  mixing  are  absolutely  essential, 

and  I  desire  to  emphasize  their  importance — and  suggest  the  use  of  a  sand 

glass  or  egg-timer  to  insure  the  necessary  time. 

The  directions  I  present  are  recommended  as  the  best  procedure  for 

all  dental  alloys. 
PROPORTIONS. 

Proportions  of  alloy  and  mercury  vary  with  different  alloys,  and  may 

be  found  in  the  printed  directions  which  accompany  the  alloy. 

The  most  convenient  way  of  keeping  alloy  and  mercury  is  to  have  the 

assistant  weigh  a  supply  of  ten  and  fifteen  grain  capsules  of  alloy  with  other 

capsules  containing  the  necessary  amount  of  mercury,  to  be  used  as  desired. 

This  insures  accuracy,  economy  of  alloy,  as  the  operator  soon  learns  the 

amount  required  to  fill  the  different  cavities  when  working  with  alloy  in 

definite   quantities. 

Before  proceeding  to  make  a  mix  it  is  very  important  that  the  cavity 

preparation  be  complete,  the  matrix  adjusted,  if  one  is  used,  and  the 

amalgam  pluggers  selected  and  arranged  for  immediate  use,  because  the 

time  during  which  the  condition  of  plasticity  favorable  to  adaptation  is  so 

short  that  it  must  be  made  available  for  thorough  packing  to  insure  adapta- 

tion.     For  this  same  purpose  it  is  equally  important  to  continuously  knead 
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the  amalgam  after  its  removal  from  the  mortar  up  to  and  during  the  entire 

time  taken  in  the  packing  in  to  the  cavity,  because  the  setting  of  amalgam 

is  very  greatly  hastened  if  allowed  to  remain  still  after  the  mixing.  The 

continuous  kneading  will  keep  it  plastic  for  a  much  longer  period,  a  very 

decided  advantage  in  the  attainment  of  results.  This  requirement  is  easily 

accomplished  by  holding  and  kneading  the  mass  between  the  thumb  and 

finger  after  kneading  in  the  hand,  and 

with  such  procedure  the  plastic  amal- 

gam may  be  pinched  against  the  face 

of  the  plugger  used,  to  which  it  wi1] 
adhere  to  be  carried  into  the  cavity. 

A  method  far  more  convenient  than 

the  use  of  pliers  or  special  amalgam 

carriers  used  for  this  purpose. 

MIXING. 

Place  the  alloy  and 

mercury  in  a  deep  glass 

mortar,  the  inner  surface  of 

which  has  been  dulled  (not 

ground),  and  with  a  long- 
handled  pestle  similarly 

dulled,  rub  the  mix  as  rap- 

idly as  possible,  without 

losing  any  of  the  con- 
tents. This  will  be 

somewhat  slow  at  first, 

but  as  soon  as  the  alloy 

.s  engaged  by  the  mercury  the  rapidity  may  be  increased.  Continue  this 

mixing  for  at  least  two  minutes  by  the  watch,  and  then  knead  in  the  hand 

one  minute.  (This  is  the  minimum  time  for  making  a  mix  whatever  alloy 

is  used.)  At  the  end  of  this  time  the  mix  may  be  considered  complete,  and 

should  be  sufficiently  plastic  to  be  free  of  any  indication  of  setting  or  sound 

of  crepitus  (but  not  sloppy).  If  a  quick  setting  alloy  is  used,  and  the  mass 

prepared  for  a  cavity  requiring  the  use  of  a  large  plugger,  proceed  im- 

mediately with  the  packing,  without  removing  or  having  removed  any  ex- 

cess mercury  during  the  final  kneading  in  the  hand,  and  continue  the  knead- 

ing during  the  packing.      If,  on  the  other  hand,  a  medium  setting  alloy  has 
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been  used,  a  slight  amount  of  the  excess  mer- 
cury may  be  removed  during  the  final  kneading, 

keeping  in  mind  the  necessity  of  a  plasticity  suf- 
fic  ent  to  be  free  from  indication  of  setting  during 

the  packing  of  the  first  half  of  the  cavity.  This 

extra  plasticity  may  also  be  considerably  modi- 
fied or  decreased  if  the  cavity  to  be  filled  be 

small  or  shallow,  requiring  the  use  of  the  small 

pluggers. 
PACKING. 

By  pinching  the  amalgam  against  the  face 
of  the  plugger,  to  make  it  adhere,  carry  a  piece 

of  the  mass  sufficiently  large  to  cover  the  floor 

of  the  cavity  and  tap  it  lightly  until  it  spreads 

against  all  walls;  then  with  the  large  plugger 

pack  very  thoroughly,  stepping  from  the  centre 

to  and  around  the  walls,  inclining  the  force  to 

the  walls  when  packing  against  them,  at  all 

times  using  all  of  the  force  of  the  pen  grasp. 

As  the  excess  mercury  is  expressed  to  the  sur- 

face during  the  packing,  it  may  be  scraped  off 

with  the  side  of  the  plugger,  and  may  be  again 

used  for  the  final  filling  by  pinching  out  some 

of  the  excess  mercury.  This  procedure  is  con- 

tinued with  each  piece  of  amalgam  added,  and 

the  filling  should  be  finished  with  a  surplus 

covering  its  margins,  at  which  time  the  thumb 

may  be  placed  over  the  entire  filling,  compress- 

ing the  amalgam  against  all  margins,  at  the 

same  time  removing  the  surplus  mercury.  The 

filling  should  now  remain  undisturbed  for  about 

three  minutes,  after  which  time  it  can  be  trim- 

med to  form  and  lightly  burnished  to  the  mar- 

gins and  polished  at  a  subsequent  sitting. 

THE  MATRIX  AND  ITS  IMPORTANCE. 

In  all  cavities  in  which  one  or  more  of  the 

surrounding  walls  are  missing  the  use  of  a 

well  fitted  matrix  is  imperative.  If  the  matrix 

fails  to  closely  fit  the  margin  it  covers  at  all 

points,  it  will  be  found  practically  impossible  to 

secure  perfect  adaptation  at  such  points,  as  the 

amalgam  must  be  closely  confined  along  the  mar- 
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gins  to  secure  compression.  Failures  of  this  kind  commonly  occur  along 

the  gingival  margin;  to  insure  a  well  fitting  matrix  at  this  point  I  insert 

from  the  lingual  side  a  wooden  toothpick  sufficiently  thick  to  wedge  and 
hold  the  matrix  in  close  contact. 

The  pluggers  illustrated  are  recommended  as  being  sufficiently  com- 

plete if  the  operator  uses  hand  pressure  for  packing,  and  may  be  purchased 

from  any  well  stocked  dental  supply  house. 

Large  plugger,  35 — 7 — 12. 

Medium  plugger,  25 — 7 — 12. 

Small  plugger,  S.S.W.,  Cat.  No.  271,  classified  as  a  gold  plugger. 

The  sand-glass  illustrated  will  be  found  exceedingly  useful  and  con- 
venient to  insure  the  necessary  time  to  make  a  complete  mix,  and  may  be 

purchased  at  department  stores  or  opticians. 

To  mix  alloy  as  thoroughly  and  rapidly  as  is  necessary,  the  operator 

should  be  equipped  with  a  long-handled  pestle  and  a  mortar  as  deep  as 

the  one  illustrated,  to  avoid  loss  of  some  of  the  contents  during  the  mixing. 

DISCUSSION  ON  DR.  HARPER'S  PAPER. 

Dr.  A.  T.  MORROW,  Maxville:  Mr.  Chairman  and  Gentlemen,  in 

opening  this  discussion  on  this  paper  to-day,  which  has  been  so  complete, 

and  backed  up  by  such  proofs  as  we  have  seen,  I  feel  almost  like  saying 

as  a  certain  chaplain  in  the  Indian  Army  once  said  at  a  military  dinner  at 

which  Lord  Clyde  was  presiding.  He  arose  and  said:  "Alas  and  alack-a- 

day,  what  more  sha'l  I  say ?"  and  Lord  Clyde  arose  and  said.  "Enough 

said.  A  lass  and  a  lac  a  day  ought  to  be  enough  for  any  man."  A  lac 
has  a  value  of  100,000  rupees  or  $25,000.  I  would  feel  very  thankful 

to  your  chairman  to-day  if  he  said  "enough  said."      (Laughter). 
The  paper  has  been  a  very  thorough  paper,  and  if  I  cannot  say  some 

words  in  criticism  perhaps  I  may  say  a  few  words  in  commendation.  He 

has  very  ably  shown  us  the  results  of  his  experience  of  five  years  under 

tests  which  I  think  none  of  the  rest  of  us  have  ever  attempted.  I  thought 

I  was  making  very  good  amalgam  fillings,  when  I  had  favorable  conditions, 

but  if  they  were  put  under  air  tests  as  he  has  shown  us  I  may  not  have 

been  making  as  good   fillings  as  I  thought.      Of  course  amalgam  has  been 
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used  in  the  most  adverse  conditions  in  the  mouth  of  any  material  which  we 
use.  It  has  really  been  the  handy  man.  When  we  run  up  against  some- 

thing that  we  cannot  get  along  with,  especially  in  the  posterior  teeth,  we 
use  amalgam,  and  it  is  wonderful  how  it  has  served  the  purpose.  Even 
under  the  most  adverse  conditions  it  has  done  wonderful  service  for  the 
patients. 

We   are   much   indebted   to   the   essayist    for   giving  us  this   additional 
information  regarding  its  technic.      We  all  thought  we  knew  how  to  mix 
amalgam,  but  we  did  not  mix  it  perhaps  with  the  exact  proportions  given 
as.      Now,   as  to  its  plasticity,   I  think  we  were  all  under  the  impression 
that  too  great  plasticity  was  injurious  to  the  value  of  the  firing,  that  we 
were   spoiling   the   relationship   of   the   alloy  which    formed   our   amalgam, 
and  that  in  doing  so  we  would  be  losing  part  of  the  proper  proportion  of 
the  alloy,   especially  in  silver-tin  alloy,   that   for  the  last  year  I   have  not 
considered    so   serious    a   defect.       I    find   that   some   writers   say   that   the 
amalgam  is  only  a  silver  amalgam  and  not  a  tin  amalgam,  that  the  silver 
forms  an  amalgam  of  three  of  silver  and  four  of  mercury,  leaving  the  tin 
free,  and  that  the  tin  remains  there  just  to  hold  our  silver  from  expanding 
or  the  amalgam  from  expanding  or  contracting,  something  in  the  same  way 
as  our  sand  silex  is  used  with  our  plaster  investment   to  prevent  it   from 
expanding  or  contracting  when  heated,  and  therefore  its  plasticity  does  not 
remove  very  much  of  the  tin  from  our  alloy,  it  does  not  spoil  the  relationship of  the   a^oy. 

Then  the  size  of  the  plugger:  I  think  perhaps  the  plugger  which  the 
essayist  has  recommended  is  really  larger  than  most  of  us  have  been  using. 
Perhaps  not,  but  it  is  larger  than  I  have  been  using  myself.  When  we 
consider  four  millimeters,  that  is  quite  a  large  plugger.  I  think  three  and 
a  half  was  the  size  he  specially  recommended.  We  can  readily  see  when 
we  look  at  the  result  of  his  work  that  we  must  carry  the  mass  to  position 
and  hold  it  there  and  carry  it  out  to  the  edge  of  the  cavity  and  have  sufficient 
plasticity  to  prevent  it  from  cracking,  and  it  seems  at  the  margins  is  the 
pJace  where  it  cracks.  If  it  were  the  centre  of  our  filling  we  had  to  de- 

pend upon  it  would  be  an  easy  matter. 

The  mixing  is  something  which  we  have  perhaps  paid  little  more 
attention  to.  As  soon  as  we  get  the  mass  sufficiently  fluid,  we  use  it,  we 
place  it  in  the  cavity,  but  if  we  do  not  continue  our  mix  sufficiently  long 
we  do  not  get  the  proper  amalgamation  of  the  alloy,  and  as  a  result  we 
have  a  change  of  form  in  our  filling  afterwards,  because  the  mercury  will 
eventual  form  that  chemical  union.  So  we  see  it  is  necessary  to  mix 
sufficiently  long  to  get  complete  amalgamation.  We  are  very  much  indebted 
to  the  essayist  for  giving  us  a  worked-out  proof  of  time.  I  think  that  is 
one  of  the  most  valuable  points  he  has  given  us.  He  has  worked  out  a 
proof  of  time  to  give  us  a  complete  amalgamation.  Again,  if  we  work 
it  over   time  there  is   a  possibility,   and   I   think  a  great  probability  of  us 
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destroying  the  quality  of  our  amalga-n,  because  the  manufacturers  in  making 
the  alloys  chill  those  alloys  and  have  their  materials  coming  to  a  more 

compact  relationship  to  one  another,  condensed  as  it  were.  Now,  if  we 

pass  that  point  where  there  is  complete  amalgamation  we  are  liable  to 

destroy  the  relationship  between  the  silver  and  the  tin,  and  probably  we 

get  the  tin  to  some  parts  where  it  should  not  be,  and  we  break  up  the 

arrangement  that  has  been  made  in  the  al'oy.  So  I  think  that  is  the 
most  important  point  that  he  has  given  us  to-day,  the  time  of  amalgamation. 

I  think  that  will  eliminate  a  great  deal  of  the  working  in  our  fillings. 

Now,  as  to  the  proportions,  I  remember  one  time  when  I  was  a  school 

teacher  at  a  teachers'  convention,  the  Inspector  asked  how  many  had 
read  the  preface  in  the  text  books.  That  is  regarding  the  teaching  of  the 

lesson  from  the  preface  of  the  text  books.  He  called  for  a  show  of  hands, 

and  you  would  be  surprised  if  you  had  seen  how  few  had  read  the  preface. 

Now,  I  am  not  going  to  ask  you  for  a  show  of  hands,  but  I  think  maybe 

if  I  did  there  would  not  be  a  very  great  number  who  had  read  the  pro- 

portions that  the  manufacturers  have  given  for  their  alloys.  We  get  into 

the  habit  of  just  using  an  alloy  and  mixing  it  with  mercury  to  the  con- 
sistency we  think  right.  If  we  need  a  thinner  amalgam  we  mix  it  thinner, 

and  if  thicker  we  make  it  thicker.  The  proportions  the  manufacturers  give 

are  those  which  have  worked  out  most  satisfactory  to  them. 

Now,  you  saw  a  concrete  example  of  mixing  in  the  mortar.  I  do  not 

think  it  is  necessary  to  say  anything  about  that.  Now,  I  might  ask  the 

essayist  how  long  he  has  held  those  fillings  under  observation  to  see  if  they 

had  changed  form  afterwards,  after  the  filling,  and  also  would  the  packing 

of  the  amalgam  against  a  metal  wall  be  any  different  from  packing  the 

amalgam  against  tooth  tissue?  Would  it  have  any  different  effect  upon 
the  mass? 

I  do  not  think  there  is  anything  more  I  can  say  except  to  again  com- 

pliment the  essayist  on  this  paper  which  he  has  given. 

Dr.  J.  R.  Pa  ton,  St.  Thomas:  Mr.  President  and  Gentlemen: 

After  the  very  able  discussion  by  my  predecessor,  Dr.  Morrow,  and  the 

able  paper  to  which  we  have  Hstened,  I  am  sure  at  this  stage  of  the  game 

it  would  be  poor  judgment  on  my  part  to  keep  you,  especially  in  view  of  the 

sumptuous  luncheon  that  I  am  sure  most  of  you  are  thinking  about  at 

present. 

However,  as  I  am  here,  I  might  say  that  it  impressed  me  when  listening 

to  the  reading  of  the  paper  and  the  exemplification  of  the  mixing  of  the 

amalgams  and  so  on,  that  there  are  three  considerations  in  any  alloy. 

1  hal  is:  First  it  must  be  non-expanding  and  ncn-shrinking,  and  of  this  the 
dental  micrometer  is  the  test;  second,  it  must  stand  severe  stress,  and  of  this 

the  dental  dynamometer  is  the  test;  third,  it  must  not  leak,  and  of  this  the 

air  pressure  is  the  test.     When  an  amalgam  filling  is  put  under  water  and 
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the  air  pressure  test  shows  bubbles  rising  from  it,  it  shows  to  what  extent 

it  leaks.      Now,   I   suppose  we   all  have — I   know   I   have — put  in   many 

amalgam  fillings,  where  the  walls  were  all  intact.     I  insert  a  filling  for  a 

young  fellow,  for  instance,  and  I  say  to  myself,  "there  is  a  filling  that  will, 
be  there  50  years  from  now,  and  that  fellow  will  tell  that  Dr.  Paton  put  it 

in,"  and  there  has  been  a  glow  of  pride  in  my  heart  and  I  have  felt  that 
maybe  my  life  has  not  been  spent  in  vain  after  all,  but  when  we  listen  to  a 

man  like  Dr.  Harper  and  see  his  exemplification  of  the  defects  in  fillings 

as  disclosed  by  the  air  pressure  test,  it  is  apt  to  prick  some  of  the  bubbles 

in  our  self  esteem  as  well.     However,  I  may  say  that  when  the  walls  of  a 

cavity  are  intact  and  it  has  been  prepared  as  I  would  Mke  to  have  it,   I 

mix  a  rather  stiff  amalgam  filing.     That  may  sound  heretical  after  what  we 

have  listened  to,  but  I  say  it  fearlessly  because  I  believe  that  when  you 

can  put  all  the  pressure  you  want  to  on  that  amalgam  it  will  last,  and  last 

a  life  time.     But  as  most  of  the  fillings  we  insert  are  not  in  cavities  in  which 

the   walls    are    all    intact,    but   where    for    instance   you    are    inserting   the 

amalgam  filling  in  the  mesio-occlusal  surface  of  a  first  upper  molar — some 

think  we  should  not  insert  that  kind  of  a  filling  in  that  location,  but  we  often 

have  to.      In  St.  Thomas  I  have  to  anyway,  because  while  there  has  been 

a  great  deal  of  education  a'ong  the  line  of  dental  operations  in  the  last  ten 

years  there  is  still  room  for  improvement,  and  there  are  lots  of  patients  that 

you  cannot  persuade  to  have  a  gold  inlay  or  gold  filling  in  that  cavity. 

They  would  not  think  of  it  for  a  moment,  and  so  you  have  to  do  the  next 

best  thing,   and   the  next   best  thing  is  to  put  in   an   extra   good   amalgam 

filling  in  that  location  even  if  it  shows  a  little  on  the  labia1   side.      That 
cannot  be  avoided.     Now,  I  might  say  in  putting  in  a  filling  of  that  kind 

I  use  a  foot  plugger  or  burnisher  a  good  deal.     I  have  half  a  dozen  different 

sizes  made  by  cutting  the  ordinary  foot  plugger  down  with  a  stone.      I  put 

in  the  first  half  of  the  filling  rather  plastic,  starting  with  the  gingival  ang'es, 
then  the  floor,   and  after  building  it  about  half  way,  taking  one  of  these 

pluggers,  as  large  a  one  as  I  can,  and  crowding  it  right  down  to  the  floor 

and  side,' and  then  taking  a  narrow  one  and  plugging  it  against  the  side. 
Delegate:    Do  you  give  it  any  rub? 

Dr.  PaTON  :  I  do  at  first,  and  then  I  put  lots  of  pressure  on  with  this 

burnisher  I  referred  to.  With  regard  to  Dr.  Harper's  method  of  mixing 

in  the  palm  of  the  hand,  I  may  say  that  ever  since  I  was  a  student  I  have 

mixed  amalgam  in  that  way.  I  remember  one  of  the  dentists  finding  fault 

with  that  method.  After  working  the  amalgam  in  a  mortar  thoroughly  I 

worked  it  in  the  palm  of  the  hand,  and  he  sneered  about  that  and  said  it 

was  unsanitary.  WeM,  perhaps  it  was,  but  not  according  to  Dr.  Harper. 

By  the  way,  the  last  touch  I  give  to  the  filling  is  with  the  end  of  the 

finger.  When  the  filling  is  fairly  hard  I  take  the  end  of  the  finger  and 

pass  it  over  it,   and   I   do   not  think  there  is   anything  that  gives   a  nicer 
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finish,  and  I  don't  think  it  is  unsanitary  at  all.  Then  I  give  it  a  little 
touch  with  the  burnisher. 

I  am  sorry  Dr.  Harper  did  not  say  anything  about  the  finishing  of  an 

amalgam  filling.  It  may  be  as  he  says  impossible  to  finish  an  amalgam 

filling  at  one  sitting.  I  nearly  always  have  to  do  it,  and  I  believe  it  is 

possible.  That  is  if  you  take  long  enough.  (Laughter).  I  mean  if 

you  take  fifteen  or  twenty  minutes  you  can  do  it.  Now,  I  will  give  in 

detail  in  two  or  three  minutes  my  method,  even  at  the  risk  of  being 

adversely  criticised.  I  have  come  a  five  hours  run  by  rail  and  I  want  to  learn 

a  better  way.  For  instance  in  this  filling  I  referred  to — (the  mesio-occlusal 

filling  in  the  upper  first  molar  where  it  is  not  necessary  to  use  a  matrix, 

and  very  often  we  do  not  use  them  unless  the  cavity  extends  under  the 

gingival  margin) — having  inserted  the  filling  I  take  a  thin  piece  of  metal 

and  pass  it  between  the  teeth  squeezing  it  against  the  body  of  the  filling. 

That  allows  for  the  passage  of  a  very  fine  cloth  strip,  not  too  narrow.  I 

have  all  sizes  and  very  fine.  Then  I  pass  that  through  very  gently,  be- 

cause I  am  apt  to  draw  the  fil'ing  away  from  the  edges,  and  pull  that 
through  towards  the  edge  in  each  case,  swinging  it  around  but  very  gently 

so  as  to  still  leave  a  little  of  the  amalgam  over  the  edge.  Then  make  sure 

that  all  the  small  particles  are  removed  from  the  gum  line.  I  then  take  a 

piece  of  mica — I  have  all  sizes  of  that,  too,  narrow  and  wide — and  slightly 

smear  it  with  vaseline,  and  with  a  good  deal  of  pressure  draw  it  towards 

the  edges  lingually  and  buccally  and  then  when  I  have  the  natural  contour 

of  the  tooth  restored  I  generally  pass  the  top  of  the  finger  just  over  the 

filling,  and  then  when  it  is  a  little  harder  set,  even  if  I  have  to  wait 

five  minutes,  burnish  it.  Now,  that  is  in  short  my  plan,  and  I  am  anxious 

to  hear  a  better,  because  I  am  still  young  enough  to  want  to  do  a  little 

better  than  I  am  doing  for  my  patients.     I  thank  you,  gentlemen. 

Dr.  Waldron  :  For  twenty  years  now  I  have  been  practicing  and 

we  have  had  many  theories  and  many  technics  explained  and  demonstrated 

to  us  in  our  Association.  When  I  first  started  out  I  had  the  idea  of 

thoroughly  mixing  my  amalgam,  and  I  have  followed  the  plan  that  Dr. 

Harper  has  given  here,  but  not  quite.  In  the  mortar  I  thoroughly  amal- 

gamate my  alloy  and  mercury.  The  idea  of  working  it  in  the  fingers  is 

perhaps  a  litt'e  revolutionary  to  me.  Then  there  is  the  theory  advanced 
that  our  amalgam  should  partake  of  the  character  of  cement  with  the 

gravel  and  plaster,  and  that  they  were  not  to  be  thoroughly  ground  into  a 

homogeneous  mass,  but  be  packed  together  the  same  as  cement  and  allowed 

to  settle  there.  I  have  seen  that  and  have  read  it  and  have  heard  it  given 

at  our  Association  meetings,  but  still  I  never  could  get  out  of  the  idea  of 

getting  it  pretty  thoroughly  and  plastically  mixed.  When  Dr.  Black  was 

here  I  remember  him  saying  to  me  personally  or  to  several  of  us  who  were 

chatting  with   him:     "It   does   not   make   much   matter  how   much   mercury 
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you  have.  I  have  found  under  the  micrometer  that  expansion  and  con- 

traction does  not  depend  so  much  on  the  mercury  that  is  in  it  as  it  does 

the  proportion  of  the  other  metals."  When  Dr.  Allan  was  demonstrating 

one  of  his  special  maxims  was,  don't  rub  it  in  your  hand,  the  moisture  of 
the  hand  and  the  oil  of  the  hand  does  not  do  for  the  mercury.  He  had  a 

little  rubber  pouch  and  he  would  rub  it  with  alcohol,  and  make  it  in  that 

way.  The  question  I  specially  wanted  to  ask  was  what  Dr.  Harper's  idea 
was  of  washing  the  mercury  in  alcohol,  and  the  use  of  something  different 

in  the  hand  to  rub  it  up. 

Dr.  J.  B.  WlLLMOTT,  Toronto.  (Applause).  Mr.  President,  I 

hope  the  audience  will  excuse  me  for  going  on  the  platform.  My  voice  is 

weak,  and  what  I  would  like  to  say  I  would  like  the  members  of  the  Society 

to  hear.  I  had  expected  to  make  some  preparation  for  the  discussion  of 

this  subject,  but  for  several  weeks  I  have  been  in  very  poor  health  and  had 

abandoned  the  idea  of  being  present  at  all.  Being  here  I  would  like  to 

make  a  few  observations  on  this  matter  of  amalgam.  The  opportunities 

I  may  have  in  the  future  are  very  problematical.  I  want  to  emphasize  the 

essayist's  idea  of  thorough  amalgamation.  I  think  that  is  one  of  the  points 
in  the  use  of  amalgam  that  we  have  not  given  sufficient  consideration.  That 

is,  a  very  large  percentage  of  operators  do  not.  They  simply  make  it  into 

a  somewhat  plastic  mass  and  assume  that  that  is  sufficient.  My  idea  is 

with  all  these  plastics  which  are  made  by  the  mixture  of  a  fluid  with  a 

solid,  whether  they  are  phosphates  or  silicates  or  amalgams,  that  the  ex- 

cellence of  them  depends  very  largely  in  the  first  instance  on  the  mechanical 

mixture  of  the  elements,  and  practically  to  the  extent  we  can  prevent  any 
chemical  combination  taking  place  until  we  have  made  a  perfect  mechani- 

cal mixture,  in  my  judgment,  we  are  going  to  get  the  best  final  results,  and 
for  that  reason  I  think  amalgam  should  be  mixed  in  a  cold  mortar.  If  it 

was  ice  coM  so  much  the  better,  so  that  the  mercury  and  the  filings  might 
be  brought  into  an  absolutely  perfect  mechanical  mixture  before  there  was 

any  appreciable  chemical  action  between  them,  because  that  chemical 

action  is  very  materially  hastened  by  the  elevation  of  the  temperature. 

Now,  having  said  that  let  me  make  this  remark,  that  in  my  judgment 

these  amalgams  that  are  thoroughly  amalgamated  are  not  so  liable  to  change 

of  bulk  as  where  *hey  are  only  partially  amalgamated.  So  far  as  the 
preliminary  setting,  or  apparent  setting,  is  concerned,  we  take  it  out  of  the 

cold  mortar  and  manipulate  it  in  the  hand  at  a  temperature  a  little  below 

1  00,  or  perhaps  quite  1  00  degree,  and  then  put  it  on  the  brocket  table  at 

65  degrees,  and  that  sudden  drop  of  35  degrees  apparently  hardens  or 
apparently  sets  the  amalgam.  That  is  not  a  setting,  that  is  simply  a  change 
of  plasticity  due  to  the  lowering  of  temperature,  and  the  moment  we  put 
it  into  the  tooth  and  raise  it  to  98  or  1  00  degrees  it  resumes  its  plasticity. 

Now,  we  get  practical'y  the  same  result  if  we  were  to  put  that  mass  on 
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a  hot  brick,  even  if  it  were  a  temperature  a  little  above  that, — if  it  is  a 

temperature  of  1  1  0  so  much  the  better — so  as  to  keep  the  mercury  in  a 

somewhat  plastic  condition  for  the  minute  or  two  it  is  necessary  to  insert  it 

in  the  mouth.  Keeping  it  in  the  hand  accomplishes  that  purpose.  We 

keep  the  temperature  the  same  as  it  was  when  we  had  completed  the 

amalgamation,  and  it  will  retain  that  long  enough  if  it  is  kept  at  that 

temperature  so  as  to  be  readily  introduced. 

Now,  the  last  speaker  said  if  you  could  not  put  in  a  gold  filling  you 

ought  to  do  the  next  best  thing.  So  far  as  the  preservation  of  teeth  is 

concerned  I  want  to  take  exception  absolutely  to  that  rule.  The  perfect 

amalgam  filling,  from  the  standpoint  of  the  mere  preservation  of  the  tooth, 

is  a  better  filling  than  any  other  filling  you  can  put  in  the  mouth.  I  am 

not  talking  about  the  aesthetic,  I  am  simply  talking  about  the  preservation 

of  the  tooth.  Years  ago  a  very  prominent  dentist  in  the  United  States  said, 

"If  my  life  depended  upon  preserving  a  tooth  by  a  filling  I  would  not  put  a 
gold  filling  in  it,  I  would  put  an  amalgam  filling  in  it  and  I  would  think 

the  chances  for  my  life  were  better  than  had  I  attempted  to  fill  it  with  gold." 
Per  se  so  far  as  the  preservation  of  a  tooth  is  concerned  a  gold  filling  is 

not  better  than  an  amalgam  filling.  It  depends  on  the  filling.  The  only 

advantage  gold  has  over  the  phosphate  filling  as  we  put  it  into  a  cavity  and 

leave  it  is  that  it  does  not  change.  It  does  not  change  bulk  or  it  does  not 

change  form,  which  is  even  more  important.  The  phosphate  filling  would 

be  the  ideal  filling  if  it  did  not  change  bulk  in  time,  so  that  with  the 

plasticity  of  the  amalgam  filling  and  the  adaptability  of  it  our  chance  of 

preserving  a  tooth  with  amalgam,  compared  with  the  difficulty  of  adapting 

the  gold,  is  entirely  in  favor  of  the  amalgam.  Not  that  I  am  advocating 

substituting  amalgam  for  gold,  not  by  any  means,  but  so  far  as  the  mere 

preservation  of  the  tooth  is  concerned  I  do  not  think  we  want  to  disparage 

amalgam.  Where  two-thirds  of  the  fillings  in  this  country  at  any  rate  are 

made  of  amalgam  I  think  we  ought  to  have  a  respect  for  ama'gam  and  try- 
to  make  the  very  best  use  of  it  that  is  possible. 

Discussing  this  question  of  amalgam  from  another  standpoint,  I  think 

some  of  the  gentlemen  present  will  remember  I  used  an  expression  perhaps 

more  than  once  from  the  lecture  platform  that  there  was  an  inherent  cus- 

sedness  about  amalgam.  (Laughter).  Well,  there  is.  There  isn't  any 
doubt  about  it,  and  unless  we  can  exorcise  that  devil,  or  whatever  it  is, 

out  of  the  amalgam  we  are  not  going  to  make  perfect  fillings.  We  heard 

this  morning  a  little  about  a  crushing  strain  and  the  flow  of  amalgam.  I 

know  it  requires  a  good  deal  of  temerity  to  take  issue  with  Dr.  G.  V. 

Black  on  any  expression  of  opinion  in  connection  with  a  dental  subject, 

but  I  do  not  hesitate  to  say  that  what  is  attributed  to  flow  as  a  rule  in 

fillings  in  the  mouth  is  not  due  to  flow  at  all.  The  worst  examples  of 

flow  in  the  mouth  we  ever  see  are  in  large  buccal  cavities  where  there  i* 
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absolutely  no  pressure  on  them,  and  where  the  fillings  after  a  little  time 

bulge  out  of  the  cavity  and  look  as  though  they  had  expanded,  while 

they  have  probably  shrunken,  and  all  round  the  margin  of  the  cavity  there 

is  a  crevice.  Now,  if  that  had  been  in  a  mesio-occlusal  cavity  we  would 

have  said  the  pressure  had  caused  the  flow  and  had  drawn  the  filling  away 

from  the  wall  of  the  cavity,  but  there  is  no  pressure  on  these  buccal  cavities 

except  the  cheek,  and  no  one  says  that  the  pressure  of  the  cheek  is  sufficient 

to  produce  any  flow  in  an  amalgam  filling.  That  condition  is  due,  I  haven't 
any  kind  of  doubt  at  all  after  giving  consideration  to  the  subject,  entirely  to 

the  molecular  movement  of  the  mercury  in  the  filling. 

Some  years  ago  some  observers  in  England  published  a  paper  on 

amalgam  which  apparently  has  never  received  the  attention  that  it  merited. 

It  was  published  in  one  of  the  American  journals,  and  attention  was  called 

to  it  as  being  a  novel  proposition,  but  beyond  that  I  have  seen  no  reference 

to  it.  That  must  be  20  years  ago,  and  I  have  seen  no  reference  to  it  since. 

One  of  the  simple  experiments  that  these  gentlemen  performed  was  to  drill 

a  cavity  into  two  pieces  of  metal  which  were  clamped  together,  say  an  inch 

deep  and  a  quarter  of  an  inch  in  diameter,  and  filled  in  full  with  amalgam  as 

it  was  ordinarily  introduced  into  the  mouth,  and  then  to  separate  the  pieces 

and  allow  it  to  harden.  By  no  possibility  could  that  cylinder  be  put  back 

into  the  space  in  which  it  was  made,  and  it  didn't  make  any  difference  ap- 
parently what  particular  kind  of  alloy  was  used,  whether  it  was  rich  in  silver 

or  rich  in  tin,  or  whether  it  contained  gold  or  platinum. 

The  same  results  were  always  manifested,  that  that  cylinder  had  be- 

come larger  at  one  end  than  the  other,  and  it  would  not  go  back  into  the  hole 

in  which  it  was  made.  Now,  that  was  due  to  the  movement  of  the  mercury 

in  the  mass.  When  it  was  first  packed  into  that  hole  much  the  larger  per- 

centage of  the  mercury  was  in  the  end  of  the  hole  from  which  it  had  been 

packed.  When  it  was  taken  out  of  the  hole  so  that  it  could  move  freely 

the  mercury  went  back  again  into  what  was  the  lower  part  of  the  hole  and 

became  in  time  homogeneous'y  distributed,  with  the  result  that  it  had  ex- 

panded at  the  base  and  had  shrunken  at  the  upper  end.  Now,  that  is  ex- 

actly what  takes  place  in  our  fillings;  there  isn't  any  kind  of  doubt  at  all  in 
my  mind.  We  pack  our  fillings  in  such  a  way  that  there  is  an  excess  of 

mercury  in  the  surface  of  the  filling,  and  after  we  have  finished  it  that  mer- 

cury distributes  itself  uniformly  through  the  mass.  It  may  take  a  day  or  two 

or  a  week,  or  a  month,  or  six  months.  Those  alloys  that  contain  platinum 

take  longer,  and  those  that  contain  a  considerable  quantity  of  copper  take 

longer.  With  the  simple  tin  and  silver  ones  the  homogeneous  distribution 

takes  place  more  promptly,  but  the  effect  is  the  same  always.  I  have  seen 

amalgam  fillings  and  noted  it  that  on  buccal  curfaces,  for  instance,  that  were 

polished  perfectly  to  the  contour  of  the  tooth,  in  a  month's  time  they  were 

projecting,  and  when  they  were  polished  again  in  a  month's  time,  they  were 
still  somewhat  projecting.     This  molecular  change  was  taking  place,  and 
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there  came  a  time  when  it  was  polished  down  to  the  surface  of  the  tooth,  and 

it  remained  there,  but  the  change  that  had  taken  place  had  drawn  it  away 

from  the  margins  of  the  cavity,  so  that  it  leaked  all  around,  and  I  venture 

to  say  these  fillings  that  Dr.  Harper  takes  that  leak  under  air  pressure  are 

that  class  of  filling.  There  may  be  a  defect  in  adaptation — there  is  no  ques- 

tion about  that — but  no  matter  how  perfectly  it  is  adopted  in  the  first  place, 

unless  it  is  finished  with  the  mercury  homogeneously  distributed  it  is  not  neces- 

sarily going  to  change  bulk,  but  it  is  necessaridy  and  absolutely  going  to 

change  form. 

Now,  what  we  want  to  aim  at,  if  we  are  going  to  make  an  amalgam 

filling  that  is  going  to  permanently  preserve  the  tooth  as  a  gold  filling  pre- 

serves it,  is  that  the  form  of  our  filling  when  we  leave  it  is  just  as  permanent 

as  the  form  of  the  gold  when  we  leave  it,  and  if  that  is  possible,  then 

amalgam  is  an  excellent  material  for  preserving  a  tooth.  Dr.  Flagg  years 

ago,  without  suggesting  the  principle  which  underlay  what  he  taught,  cer- 

tainly taught  a  procedure  by  which  he  secured  largely  this  homogeneous 

distribution  of  the  mercury  in  his  filling  when  he  left  it.  Those  of  you  who 

remember  Dr.  Flagg,  or  remember  reading  his  writings  later,  remember  he 

put  great  stress  on  what  he  called  a  wafer.  When  he  was  putting  in  his 

filling  and  made  his  mix  he  put  it  between  a  piece  of  chamois  and  expressed 

all  the  mercury  out  of  it  that  he  could  with  a  strong  pair  of  pliers.  Then 

he  put  in  his  filling,  and  as  it  approached  the  surface  of  the  filling  he  put 

this  hard  wafer  in  and  burnished  it  into  the  material  that  was  in  the  cavity 

and  the  mercury  very  promptly  came  to  the  surface ;  he  scraped  it  off 

and  put  another  wafer  on  until  he  got  a  surface  that  was  hard  and  solid 

with  the  result  that  practically  he  had  brought  about,  without  knowing 

what  he  was  attempting  to  do  so  far  as  I  have  ever  been  able  to  gather 

from  his  writings — he  accomplished  just  what  I  think  we  ought  to  set  out 

lo  do  in  every  ama'gam  filling  that  we  put  in  the  mouth.  We  should  so 
manipulate  it  that  when  we  have  completed  it  the  mercury  is  homogeneously 

distributed,  and  if  it  is  it  will  not  change  form,  there  will  be  no  question  of 

flow,  no  matter  how  much  pressure  you  put  on  it.  If  it  is  strong  enough 

to  resist  the  crushing  strain  there  will  be  no  flow.  If  we  have  not  succeeded 

in  securing  approximately  at  any  rate  that  homogeneous  distribution  of  the 

mercury,  then  we  have  not  made  a  filling  that  is  going  to  permanently  pre- 
vent leakage  around  that  cavity. 

Now,  just  one  word,  if  you  will  bear  with  me,  about  packing  amalgam. 

I  hese  samples  that  were  shown  certainly  looked  pretty  bad  through  the 

magnifying  to  which  they  were  subjected  in  the  preparation  of  these  views. 

I  can  scarcely  conceive  of  a  fairly  good  operator  making  fillings  which  were 

so  defective  around  the  margins,  but  yet  there  is  this  one  thing  to  be  borne 

in  mind:  We  call  amalgam  a  plastic.  Well,  it  is  plastic  in  the  sense  that 

you  can  mould  it,  but  it  is  not  plastic  at  all  in  the  sense  in  which  a  prepared 

mixture  of  phosphate  is  a  plastic,   or  some  other  of  the  plastics  we  use. 
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When  we  put  amalgam  into  a  cavity  and  press  it  to  a  flat  surface  it  does 

not  move  latterly  appreciably  at  all ;  it  only  moves  directly  before  the  pres- 
sure which  is  applied  to  it,  and  when  we  use  a  small  plugger  and  put  it  into 

a  mass  and  then  move  the  plugger  over  and  press  it  again,  we  have  punched 

that  mass  full  of  holes.  Then  we  take  a  larger  plugger  and  attempt  to  re- 

duce that  mass  again  to  a  homogeneous  mass  by  the  pressure  of  a  wider 

surface.  My  impression  is  we  get  practically  the  result  we  do  when  we 

attempt  to  put  in  a  cohesive  gold  filling  with  very  deep  serriated  instruments. 

We  punch  four  depressions  into  the  surface  of  the  gold.  These  are  conical 

depressions,  and  then  we  put  another  piece  of  gold  over  them  and  we  punch 

it  again.  Well,  if  the  four  points  of  the  plugger  happen  to  fall  into  pre- 
cisely the  same  line  as  the  first  did  we  may  fill  those  openings,  but  if  we 

did  not  those  openings  are  permanent,  and  that  is  not  a  homogeneous  mass. 

The  only  way  you  can  do  that  is  by  a  practically  flat  surface.  Now,  no 

matter  what  sort  of  plastic,  and  I  think  the  same  principle  applies  to  all 

plastic  fillings,  if  we  punch  them  with  comparatively  sharp  instruments  we 

break  up  the  continuity,  and  we  never  restore  that  continuity,  or  cannot  by 

direct  pressure.  My  judgment  of  the  insertion  of  an  amalgam  filling  is  that 

we  want  a  pressure  applied  so  that  it  is  directed  to  every  portion  of  the 

surface  of  the  cavity,  and  that  I  do  not  think  we  can  secure  by  direct  pres- 

sure. I  have  been  of  the  opinion  for  a  good  many  years,  and  the  longer 

I  practice  dentistry,  and  I  have  had  56  years'  experience  in  it  now,  the 
more  I  am  satisfied  that  the  proper  application  of  pressure  for  the  con- 

densing of  an  amalgam  is  a  sliding  pressure  with  a  ball-headed  instrument, 

and  in  that  way  we  bring  the  amalgam  under  pressure  towards  every  part 

of  the  wall  of  the  cavity,  and  I  could  not  conceive  of  a  filling  being  put  in 

under  a  sliding  pressure  that  would  present  anything  of  the  appearance 

that  these  samples  presented  to  us  to-day.  Some  years  ago  it  was  sug- 

gested that  amalgam  might  be  very  efficiency  carried  to  place  and  brought 

into  contact  with  the  walls  by  putting  a  fairly  hard  pellet  of  cotton  into  the 

cavity,  and  then  putting  direct  pressure  on  the  cotton  so  that  you  are  carry- 

ing a  larger  surface  and  a  surface  that  would  adapt  itself  somewhat.  Now, 

there  is  no  doubt  that  is  a  desirable  method  of  putting  the  amalgam  into 

a  cavity.  The  cotton  prevents  the  sharp  instrument  from  running  into 

it  and  making  a  defect  you  could  not  fix  afterwards.  A  very  much  better 

way  would  be  a  little  disc  of  soft  raw  rubber,  using  it  in  precisely  the  same 

way  as  you  use  it  for  pressure  anaesthesia — put  it  down  on  the  amalgam 

in  the  cavity  and  then  rub  your  burnisher  over  it.  We  get  an  adaptation 

that  way  that  in  my  opinion  we  never  can  get  without  very  great  time  and 

labor  by  anything  like  direct  pressure.  I  think  the  ideal  way  of  adapting 

amalgam  is  with  a  sliding  pressure  with  a  ballheaded  instrument.  Now, 

if  we  are  putting  a  filling  into  a  cavity  how  are  we  going  to  secure  this 

uniform  mixture  of  the  mercury?  Well,  we  make  a  mix,  as  Dr.  Harper 

suggested,  make  a  good  mix.      Presumably  that  is  the  proper  combination 
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of  mercury  and  alloy  to  make  a  good  result  when  it  is  finally  crystalized, 

and  if  we  could  get  it  into  the  cavity  just  in  the  same  way  as  we  have  it 

in  the  mass,  then  we  would  have  a  filling  that  would  not  change  bulk,  but 

under  the  pressure  of  adaptation  we  squeeze  the  mercury  partially  out  of 

it  and  then  we  have  an  excess  of  mercury  in  one  part  and  a  deficiency  of 

mercury  in  another.  I  used  to  suggest  to  the  members  of  the  class  that  in  a 

large  filling,  particularly  when  that  mass  was  as  we  wanted  it  to  be  when 

the  filling  was  completed,  if  we  would  cut  it  into  three  or  four  portions  and 

out  of  one  of  these  squeeze  the  mercury  that  was  readily  removable  and 

put  it  into  one  of  the  others,  and  then  put  that  soft  one,  which  would  be  quite 

plastic,  first  into  the  cavity  with  a  sliding  motion,  it  could  be  more  readily 

adapted  to  the  walls  of  the  cavity,  but  it  contains  an  excess  of  mercury, 

then  add  the  other  piece,  and  finally  the  piece  from  which  we  had  ex- 

pressed the  mercury,  and  use  if  for  a  wafer,  as  Dr.  Flagg  suggested,  so 

that  when  we  had  the  whole  of  our  material  in  the  cavity  we  had  all 

the  mercury  in  it  that  was  in  it  when  we  commenced. 

Now,  if  that  is  practicable,  and  I  think  it  is  largely  practicable,  we 

would  secure  then  the  uniform  distribution  of  the  mercury  through  the 

entire  mass.  That  was  one  point  I  wanted  particularly  to  emphasize. 

I  think  that  is  the  inherent  cussedness  of  amalgam  that  we  used  to  speak 

about — the  tendency  to  change  form,  not  necessarily  change  bulk.  It  may 
not  shrink,  or  it  may  not  expand,  but  it  may  change  form,  so  that  it  becomes 

practica'ly  useless  as  a  filling  for  the  preservation  of  a  tooth,  because  it 
will  leak. 

I  want  to  compliment  Dr.  Harper  on  the  perseverance  with  which  he 

has  experimented  with  this  material.  We  have  been  too  much  in  the  habit 

of  taking  for  granted  that  amalgam  is  a  poor  thing  anyway,  and  we  would 

not  use  it  if  it  wasn't  cheap,  and  we  become  very  careless  about  it.  We 
think  it  is  of  no  consequence  how  it  is  prepared  or  how  the  amalgam  is 

inserted,  but  there  are  possibilities  in  the  use  of  amalgam  in  the  actual 

preservation  of  teeth  which  I  do  not  think  the  members  of  the  profession  as 

a  whole  appreciate.  It  requires  attention,  and  it  requires  care,  and  it  re- 

quires a  good  fit,  and  we  should  not  look  upon  it  as  cheap,  for  it  is  an 

excellent  material  when  it  is  well  manipulated.  I  want  to  emphasize  this 

fact,  that  the  excellence  of  an  amalgam  filling  depends  upon  two  things. 

It  depends  upon  its  adaptation,  of  course,  but  it  depends  more  upon  its 

retention  of  the  form  in  which  it  is  left.  If  we  can  prevent  the  change 

of  form,  then  we  have  succeeded  in  accomplishing  that  which  we  desired 

to  accomplish. 

Dr.  PATON :  May  I  ask  a  question  before  Dr.  Willmott  leaves  the 

platform.  Supposing  a  lady  patient  presented  herself  to  you  and  she  had 

a  mesio-occlusal  cavity  in  the  upper  first  molar,  what  sort  of  filling  would 
you  recommend  there? 
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Dr.   WlLLMOTT:      That  would   depend   somewhat   on   her   financial 

ability. 

Dr.  PATON:  You  do  not  know  anything  about  that.  It  shows 

when  she  smiles.     What  would  you  suggest  there? 

Dr.  WlLLMOTT:  If  it  is  a  mere  question  of  preserving  the  tooth  I 

suppose  an  amalgam  filling. 

Dr.  Paton  :  I  venture  to  say  that  there  are  99  cases  out  of  1 00 

where  a  lady  presents  herself  to  me,  and  I  think  I  speak  for  the  great 

majority  of  the  dentists  of  this  Province,  where  she  shows  the  buccal  side 

of  that  tooth,  where  it  is  going  to  be  a  defect  from  an  aesthetic  and  artistic 

point  of  view,  I  recommend  an  inlay  or  gold  filling  every  time.  Now, 

when  I  said  I  did  the  next  best  thing  if  she  wouldn't  have  that,  I  think 
what  I  said  was  absolutely  correct  and  quite  undeserving  of  the  adverse 

criticism  which  Dr.  WiHmott  gave.  I  do  not  think  there  is  one  out  of  ten 

who  would  not  recommend  a  gold  inlay  or  gold  filling  under  those  condi- 
tions. 

Dr.  WlLLMOTT:  We  were  using  the  expression  "next  best  thing" 
in  different  senses.     I  was  speaking  of  it  as  preserving  a  tooth. 

Dr.  PATON :  I  was  speaking  of  it  from  the  utilitarian  and  aesthetic 

and  usefulness  point  of  view,  and  I  think  I  was  quite  within  my  rights. 

Dr.  HARPER  (closing  discussion)  :  Mr.  President  and  Gentlemen, — 
The  question  was  asked  how  long  have  I  had  fillings  under  observation.  I 

have  with  me  a  mesio-diato-occlusal  filling  which  was  made  four  years 

ago  for  the  air  pressure  test;  the  first  test  of  this  filling  showed  leakage  at 

seven  pounds;  two  years  later  it  leaked  at  fourteen  pounds,  and  I  shall 

be  glad  to  test  it  again  at  the  clinic  to-morrow.  I  have  many  test  fillings 

of  the  representative  alloys  at  present  upon  the  market,  which  have  been 

under  observation  about  eighteen  months;  these  fillings  showed  no  leak  at 

twenty  pounds,  and  to-day  are  as  good  as  ever.  It  has  been  my  experience 

to  note  that  if  a  reliable  alloy  has  been  used  and  the  ama'gam  thoroughly 
mixed  the  filling  will  continue  to  show  as  perfect  a  test  at  the  end  of  a  year 

as  in  the  first  instance.  This  is  as  far  as  I  have  had  opportunity  to  go.  I 

have  noted  in  this  work  that  fillings  almost  without  exception  leak  at  the 

same  pressure,  and  at  the  same  place,  along  the  margins  in  all  subsequent 

tests. 

Another  question  was  asked,  as  to  whether  I  would  consider  the  steel 

test  tube  as  favorable  as  the  tooth  in  which  to  secure  adaptation.  In  rep'y 
I  would  say  that  the  character  of  the  dentin  and  the  rough  cavity  walls 

would  make  tooth  cavities  much  more  favorable  to  adaptation  if  the  work 

be  done  thoroughly ;  the  walls  of  the  steel  test  tubes  are  quite  smooth.  How- 
ever, I  feel  that  the  steel  tube  is  best  to  measure  the  results  accomplished, 

and  is  sufficiently  accurate  to  guide  us  to  the  best  method  of  procedure. 

Test  fillings  in  the  natural  teeth  would  have  to  be  fi'led  under  moisture, 
and  kept  so  to  make  the  tests  reliable.     This  it  would  be  almost  impossible 
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to  do  in  as  extensive  a  way  as  would  be  necessary  in  this  work.  This 

necessity  arises  from  the  fact  that  dentin  shrinks  and  expands  quite  a  large 

amount  as  it  becomes  dry  or  moist. 

I  shall  be  very  much  interested  in  seeing  Dr.  Paton  make  some  test 

fillings,  or  any  others  who  may  feel  that  their  methods  possess  particular 

merit,  as  such  opportunities  are  helpful  in  making  my  work  more  complete. 

A  few  fillings  will  tell  the  story,  and  demonstrations  of  this  kind  are  the 

only  way  to  settle  the  question  of  adaptation,  as  it  cannot  be  measured  by 

any  other  means  with  which  I  am  familiar.  It  must  surely  be  admitted 

that  a  filling  that  will  resist  air  pressure  of  from  ten  to  forty  pounds  is 

better  in  its  adaptation  than  a  filling  that  leaks  at  one  pound  or  less. 

A  little  more  than  a  year  ago  I  instructed  sixteen  operators  in  this 

amalgam  work  after  having  had  some  experience  with  the  procedure  pre- 

sented. I  requested  that  each  take  the  same  alloy  and  fill  two  cavities  in 

the  manner  generally  taught  and  practised  previous  to  their  experience  with 

me.  Out  of  this  number  of  fillings  there  were  only  three  fillings  that  could 

be  considered  reasonably  good,  and  I  fee!  that  these  were  the  result  of 

my  work,  as  I  noted  some  of  the  operators  were  unconsciously  carrying  out 

the  new  procedure,  and  I  called  attention  to  the  fact  at  the  time.  Of  the 

fillings  made  by  the  method  of  procedure  I  have  presented  to  you,  all  re- 

sisted twenty  pounds  pressure  except  three,  one  leaked  at  fourteen  pounds, 

another  at  five  pounds,  and  one  leaked  at  two  pounds.  Such  results  are 

very  convincing  to  those  who  have  opportunity  to  observe  the  demonstration. 

Plasticity,  compression  and  thorough  packing  are  absolute  essentials 

to  perfect  and  uniform  results,  and  are  within  the  reach  of  all  operators  of 

average  skill ;  and  I  trust  that  I  have  emphasized  these  details  sufficiently 

to  fix  them  upon  your  mind. 

I  did  not  mean  to  say  that  you  could  not  finish  an  amalgam  filling  at 

one  sitting.  What  I  intended  to  say  was  that  you  could  not  polish  it.  The 

filling  may  be  finished  at  one  sitting  by  burnishing,  but  it  would  be  a  better 

filling  if  polished;  this  would  require  another  sitting. 

I  am  free  to  confess  that  I  do  not  polish  all  of  my  amalgam  fillings, 

for  the  reason  that  I  feel  that  many  of  my  patients  cannot  afford  the  time 

and  money  necessary  to  do  this,  and  I  cannot  afford  to  give  away  my  ser- 

vices daily.  My  practice  is  made  up  largely  of  people  of  ordinary  means, 

and  I  strive  to  render  the  fullest  and  best  service  for  the  amount  they  are 

able  to  pay.  If  they  can  afford  the  time  and  cost  I  polish  the  fillings;  if  not, 

I  make  the  best  finish  I  can  by  burnishing. 

Dr.  Willmott  spoke  of  the  flow  of  amalgam  fillings,  and  I  am  much 

in  accord  with  his  view  on  the  question.  Changes  attributed  to  flow  are 

commonly  due  to  insufficient  mixing  and  failure  to  remove  the  excess  mer- 
cury. 

In  shallow  buccal  cavities  I  generally  pack  my  amalgam  much  less 

plastic  than  for  large  cavities,  removing  the  excess  mercury  during  the  final 
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kneading.  I  use  a  small  plugger  for  the  work,  and  I  fill  the  cavity  by  work- 

ing from  the  distal  to  the  mesial,  as  I  would  a  gold  filling.  The  excess 

mercury  must  be  removed  from  the  amalgam  during  the  final  kneading 

when  it  is  used  for  shallow  cavities,  to  avoid  leaving  excess  mercury  in  the 

finished  filling.  I  believe  with  Dr.  Marcus  L.  Ward,  that  excess  mercury 

has  more  to  do  with  bulk  changes,  that  are  commonly  apparent  in  after 

years,  than  zinc,  and  in  this  class  of  cavity  it  cannot  be  interpreted  as  flow. 

Most  of  the  profession  have  failed  to  grasp  tKe  fact  that  dentin  is  a 

very  elastic  substance  and  that  we  may  have  movement  (shrinkage  or  ex- 

pansion) of  the  filling  without  disturbance  of  adaptation.  My  object  in 

selecting  a  mesio-occlusal  test  cavity  was  that  it  impressed  me  as  a  fairer 

test,  because  an  expanding  alloy  in  a  simple  round  cavity  might  prove  per- 

fect in  adaptation,  whereas  if  placed  in  a  cavity  with  one  of  the  surround- 

ing walls  missing  it  might  move  sufficiently  to  leak,  particularly  along  the 

buccal  and  lingual  walls. 

As  evidence  of  the  fact  that  you  may  have  movement  of  the  filling,  as 

shown  on  the  dental  micrometer,  without  disturbance  of  adaptation  when 

you  fill  the  teeth,  I  beg  to  report  that  I  have  made  a  great  many  test  fillings 

in  these  mesio-occlusal  test  tubes,  using  an  alloy  that  showed  an  expansion 

of  five  to  eight  one  ten-thousandths  of  an  inch  on  the  micrometer  which  did 

not  leak  at  pressure  of  twenty  to  forty  pounds  under  continued  observation. 

There  are  many  ways  in  which  this  might  be  explained,  mainly  that  the 

micrometer  test  tubes  require  about  sixty  grains  of  alloy  to  fill,  and  the 

average  large  amalgam  would  require  only  about  half  as  much,  so  that  the 

movement  as  shown  on  the  micrometer  would  be  much  reduced,  and  this, 

with  the  elasticity  of  the  dentin,  may  help  to  explain  the  above  statement. 

It  is  fortunate  for  us  and  humanity  that  the  metals  used  in  dental 

amalgams  are  of  such  character  as  to  preserve  the  teeth,  irrespective  of 

other  shortcomings,  either  in  the  material  or  in  our  work.  We  must  accept 
this  as  a  fact  from  clinical  observation.  Such  leaks  as  we  see  under 

amalgam  if  found  under  gold  would  show  decay  in  a  very  short  space  of 

time,  and  this  would  be  true  almost  without  exception.  Which  of  the 

metals  inhibit  or  check  decay  is  for  others  to  investigate  and  prove.  This  is 

the  only  way  we  can  explain  the  great  tooth  saving  qualities  in  the  presence 

of  much  poor  work  and  material. 

DELEGATE :  I  would  like  to  ask  whether  you  advocate  the  use  of 

cement  at  the  base  of  your  amalgam  fillings. 

Dr.  HARPER :  I  do  not  use  any  cement  in  combination  with  amalgam 

in  filling  teeth.  I  have  made  such  fillings  and  found  that  they  were  un- 
reliable. Cement  in  combination  with  amalgam,  generally  used  to  line  the 

cavity  walls,  is  not  a  good  practice,  as  the  filling  is  tremendously  weak- 

ened, and  very  commonly  leaks  after  a  few  days,  although  there  are  ex- 

ceptions in  which  I  have  found  fillings  that  retain  their  adaptation.  Among 

the  test  fillings  that  have  been  made  for  me  by  operators  out  of  town  many 
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were  made  with  a  cement  lining,  and  these  without  exception  leaked  as 

soon  as  the  air  pressure  was  turned  on.  This  is  no  doubt  due  to  the  drying 

of  the  cement  during  transit,  and  I  have  no  doubt  that  some  of  these  fillings 

if  made  and  kept  under  moisture  would  have  proved  good  in  their  adapta- 
tion. I  do  not  feel  that  I  need  cement  to  fill  the  pulp  chamber.  I  find 

that  gutta  percha  is  sufficient  if  I  make  a  good  seat  by  flattening  the  dentin 

of  the  gingival  wall. 

A  DELEGATE:  How  would  you  get  the  right  results  in  a  buccal 

cavity  that  was  not  deep? 

The  answer  to  this  question  will  be  found  in  my  reply  to  Dr.  Willmott. 

DENTAL  MEDICINE  AND  THERAPEUTICS 

S.  W.  Bradley,  D.D.S.,  M.D.S.,  Richmond,  Ont. 

In  presenting  a  paper  on  dental  therapeutics  I  realized  that  it  was  per- 

haps the  most  uninteresting  subject  of  dentistry,  because  it  is  really  only 

a  list  of  prescriptions  a>C*  their  application.  I  hope,  however,  that  what  the 
essay  iacks  in  interest  will  be  made  up  in  the  discussion.  I  trust  we  shall 

have  a  heart-to-heart  talk,  as  it  were,  and  that  the  older  members  will  give 

us  the  results  of  their  ripened  experience. 

All  of  the  drugs  described  in  this  paper  have  been  used  in  my  practice, 

some  for  a  period  of  eight  years,  others  only  a  few  years,  and  one  only 

a  few  months.  Most  of  them  have  been  compounded  in  my  own  office,  as 

there  is  no  druggist  in  our  village,  and  I  have  taken  a  lot  of  pleasure  in 

making  them  and  learning  the  constituents  of  each.  Some  of  them  are 

not  compounded  exactly  according  to  chemical  laws,  but  they  are  prac- 

tical, and  have  given  me  satisfactory  results.  We  must  begin  somewhere, 

and  our  most  common  ailment,  designated  "toothache"  by  the  laity,  is  a 
suitable  beginning.  For  pulpitis  Dentalone  is  used.  Parke-Davis  Co.  make 

it,  or  you  can  make  a  good  imitation  of  it  as  follows: 

I\  Chloretone         51. 
Ess.  cinnamon   3iv. 

Oil  cloves   3iv. 

Oil  cassia   3iv. 

Oil  gaultheria   5iv. 

The  whole  making  about  three  ounces  by  volume,  a  sufficient  quantity 

to  do  you  for  a  long  time.  This  is  applied  to  the  affected  pulp  on  absorbent 

cotton  and  sealed  with  a  thin  mix  of  cement  or  temporary  stopping.  For  a 

cement  lining  in  deep  or  sensitive  cavities  a  drop  of  Dentalone  is  mixed  with 

oxyphosphate  cement  (I  use  Caulk's  Diamond),  and  then  the  cavity  is 
shaped  for  the  permanent  filling.  Previous  to  using  this  I  used  Jodo 

Formagen,  but  it  has  been  discarded  for  perhaps  five  or  six  years.      The 
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Dentalone  and  cement  can  be  mixed  to  set  quickly  or  slowly,  any  result  you 
wish,  and  is  easily  applied  because  of  this.  For  devitalizing  exposed  pulps 
or  sensitive  teeth  for  abutments  for  bridges,  where  pressure  anaesthesia  is 
not  indicated  a  very  small  pledget  of  cotton  is  dipped  in  Dentalone,  the 
excess  absorbed,  then  dipped  in  arsenious  acid  and  placed  beside  the  ex- 

posure. This  is  sealed  with  cement  mixed  with  Dentalone,  and  the  pulp 
should  be  devitalized  with  little  or  no  pain.  If,  you  are  in  a  hurry  and  do 
not  care  if  the  patient  has  a  good  toothache,  just  jam  in  some  half  softened 

temporary  stopping  over  the  arsenical  treatment.  When  the  pulp  is  de- 
vitalized and  as  much  of  it  removed  as  possible  (once  in  a  while  some  of 

us  do  not  get  it  all  out,  especially  in  fine  crooked  roots)  a  mummifying 

paste  is  indicated.  Here  is  the  old  reliable  given  in  "Marshall's  Book 

on  Operative  Dentistry": 
9  Dried  alum, 

Thymol, 

Glycerine,  aa  equal  parts. 

Zinc  oxide,  q.s.  to  make  a  stiff  paste. 

To  the  last  supply  I  made  of  this  I  added  half  quantity  of  para- 
formaldehyde to  that  of  each  of  alum  and  thymol — 20  grs.  alum,  1  0  grs. 

paraformaldehyde.  This  is  worked  into  the  apical  region  of  the  canal, 

and  is  followed  with  the  regular  root  filling.  For  filling  roots  Buckley's 
eucalyptol  compound  is  used. 

fy  Base  plate  gutta  percha   5i. 

Eucalyptol  compound   3i. 

The  eucalyptol  dissolves  the  gutta  percha,  and  solution  hastened  by 
heating  the  bottle,  but  keep  the  container  corked  to  prevent  the  eucalyptol 
evaporating.     The  eucalyptol  is  one  of  the  Buckley  preparations. 

9  Menthol         gr>   xvi. 
Thymol   gr.  xxJv. 
Eucalyptol   q.s.  ad.  fl.  Ji.  xvv 

Eucalyptol  is  used  in  preference  to  eucalyptus,  because  it  is  not  so 

irritating  nor  so  greasy.  I  believe  this  root  filling,  followed  with  gutta 
percha,  points  to  be  more  satisfactory  and  permanent  than  the  chlora-percha 
used  formerly,  as  the  latter  has  a  tendency  to  dry  out  and  leave  sometimes 
a  large  root  canal  with  spaces  in  it,  and  you  know  nature  abhors  a  vacuum. 

For  putrescent  pulps  or  in  those  cases  of  dry  gangrene,  Buckley's 
formasresol  is  used. 

I£  Trikresol, 

Formaldehyde,    40%,    aa    equal   parts. 

In  using  this  medicine  it  is  best  to  have  only  a  small  quantity  on  hand, 
a  half  ounce  bottle,  and  make  fresh  quantities  frequently.      The  formalin 
will  evaporate,  while  the  trikresol  will  not.     If  large  quantities  be  made  and 
become   thick   it   is   nearly   all   trikresol,   so   add   more   formalin.      At   the 
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first  treatment  clean  out  the  pulp  chamber,  but  do  not  force  debris  through 

the  apcies  of  the  root ;  dry  as  well  as  possible  and  place  a  pledget 

of  cotton  saturated  with  the  trikresol-formahn  in  the  cavity;  seal  in  with 

cement  or  temporary  stopping.  At  the  second  treatment  in  a  day  or  so,  or 

sometimes  it  is  a  couple  of  weeks  after,  open  into  root  canals,  keeping  your 

root  reamers  and  broaches  wet  with  the  medicine.  If  you  are  sure  there 

ii  no  putrescent  material  in  the  canals  the  roots  may  be  filled  at  this  sitting; 

over-treatment  of  root  canals  is  as  harmful  as  not  enough  treatment.  If 

there  still  be  danger  of  trouble,  fill  the  open  root  canals  with  trikresol- 

formalin  on  cotton,  and  leave  for  24  hours  to  a  few  days.  At  the  third 

treatment  the  roots  may  be  filled  and  the  permanent  filling  inserted.  For 

filling  these  roots  thymolized  zinc  oxide  is  used.     It  is  made  as  follows: 

^  Zinc  oxide   ji. 

Thymol         gr.  xxx. 

Mix  thoroughly  by  spallation. 

Calcium  phosphate  is  recommended  by  Buckley  instead  of  zinc  oxide. 

This  powder  is  mixed  with  the  trikresol-formalin  solution  to  a  consis- 

tency that  can  be  carried  on  a  smooth  broach  and  worked  into  the  canals. 

Gutta  percha  points  of  suitable  size  are  then  placed  in  the  roots. 

For  alveolar  abscess,  acute  stage,  Dr.  Buckley  advises  sealing  the  for- 

masresol  in  the  cavity  of  the  offending  tooth  with  cement  and  then  treating 

the  inflamed  gums.  This  is  all  right  if  your  patient  lives  near  your  office  and 

can  return  if  there  be  increased  inflammation  and  pain.  Sealing  the  medi- 

cine with  temporary  stopping  and  telling  them  to  remove  this  if  there  be 

much  pain  may  save  both  you  and  the  patient  further  annoyance.  When 

there  is  systemic  infection  from  an  abscess  indicated  by  fever,  often  preceded 

by  chills,  pulse  hard,  full  and  frequent,  accompanied  with  constipation  ,give 

the  patient  pills  containing: 

Blaud's  mixture,  2J/2  grains;  patassium  iodide,  Yl  grain  quinine 

?ulphate,  Yi  grain  (this  is  Wampole's  Restorative  Tonic  Pills),  with 
directions  to  take  two,  or  in  some  cases  three  after  each  meal.  To  relieve 

the  blood  pressure  and  constipation  a  dose  of  common  disagreeable  Epsom 

salts,  a  heaping  teaspoonful  in  half  a  glass  of  warm  water,  will  also  help. 

To  relieve  blood  pressure  in  the  patient's  head  advise  bathing  feet  in  warm 

mustard  water.  Dovers'  powder  is  sometimes  prescribed  to  bring  about 
diaphoresis.  If  the  patient  be  very  nervous  and  suffering  from  loss  of  sleep 

give  pills  containing: 

Sodium  bromide,  five  grains;  caffeine  citrate,  half  grain;  acetanalide, 

one  grain;  ext.  hoscyamus,  half  grain;  morphine  sulphate,  1  -50th  grain. 

These  are  Parke-Davis'  No.  335. 
Dose:  One  every  half  hour  till  three  or  four  are  taken,  or  in  very  mild 

cases  one  every  hour.  If  there  be  an  indication  of  the  abscess  pointing 

indicated  by  the  whtiened  painful  area,  the  quickest  relief  comes  from 

lancing,  but  if  it  is  not  ready  to  lance,  you  give  a  great  deal  of  pain  and 
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little  relief  by  making  an  incision.  When  you  lance  go  deeply — don't  half 
do  it.  An  early  application  of  antiphlogistine  on  the  face  and  applications 

of  aconite  iodine  and  chloroform,  equal  parts,  on  the  gum  over  the  affected 

root?  will  sometimes  abort  an  incipient  abscess.  If  it  be  necessary  to  ex- 

tract, and  this  is  always  safe  if  it  be  a  useless  old  root,  be  sure  to  wash 

out  the  socket  with  an  antiseptic  solution  and  prescribe  an  antiseptic  mouth 

wash.  I  use  Wampole's  formolid  solution,  and  give  the  patients  a  four  or 

six-ounce  bottle  with  directions  to  dissolve  a  tablespoonful  in  half  a  tumbler 

of  warm  water,  and  rinse  out  mouth  over  the  affected  area  three  or  four 

times  daily.  If  you  do  not  think  it  necessary  to  use  a  mouth  wash  at 

least  tell  them  to  rinse  out  their  mouth  with  warm  water  and  salt  a  few  times. 

Since  the  question  of  extracting  has  come  up  there  is  a  medicine  which  has 

given  me  good  results  in  preventing  after  pain  and  excessive  hemorrhage. 

Buckley's  euroform  paste  is  made  as  follows: 

^  Orthoform   gr.  xxiv. 

Europhen   gr.  xxxvi. 

Vaseline   q.s.  to  make  about  5"- 

Insert  in  the  tooth  socket  on  a  pledget  of  cotton  of  suitable  size,  and 

be  sure  to  tell  the  patient  to  remove  it  in  about  twelve  hours.  In  a  couple 

of  cases  of  excessive  hemorrhage  after  extracting  Ferropyrin  has  been  ef- 

fective. It  is  a  combination  of  antipyrin  and  perchloride  of  iron,  both 

styptics,  the  latter  a  powerful  one,  but  very  irritating;  when  combined  with 

antipyrin  it  is  not  so  irritating.  Moisten  cotton  in  campho-phenique  or  any 

antiseptic,  dip  in  powder,  and  then  pack  in  socket. 

Neuralgia — This  is  easily  treated  if  you  can  find  an  offending  tooth, 

but  there  are  cases  where  there  are  no  cavities,  no  pulps  dying,  no  old  roots, 

or  no  impacted  wisdom  teeth,  and  you  do  not  know  what  to  do.  If  it  be 

neuralgia  from  other  causes  than  the  teeth  the  following  has  given  relief: 

#  Menthol   gr.  xx. 
Chloroform         fl-  5iss. 

Tinct,  aconite   q.s.  ad.  fl.  Si. 

Apply  along  the  course  of  the  affected  nerve  after  drying  the  tissue. 

Tell  the  patients  their  teeth  are  not  causing  the  neuralgia,  and  to  see  their 

physician  if  the  liniment  does  not  give  relief.     Don't  extract  a  tooth  just  to 
satisfy  them  or  their  physician,  unless  you  think  it  is  an  offender. 

For  pyorrhea,  if  you  wish  to  make  Dr.  Head's  tartar  solvent: 

~fy  Ammonium  bifluoride   gr.   1  00 
Hydrofluoric  acid   fl.  5i. 

Water   q.s.  ad.  fl.  5i. 

This  must  be  kept  in  a  wax  bottle,  because  of  the  hydrofluoric  acid,  and 

to  measure  this  acid  in  making  it,  use  a  drachm  gauge  made  from  base 

plate  wax.     Ammonium  bifluoride  has  given  me  good  results  in  those  cases 
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of  painful  pyorrheal  pockets.  Use  a  Berlin  abscess  syringe  No.  33  for  in- 

jecting it  into  the  pockets  and  in  sealing  the  affected  roots  dip  your  in- 
struments in  the  solution.  It  must  be  used  carefully;  some  patients  seem  to 

be  easily  burned  with  it.  others  do  not  complain  at  all.  In  some  cases, 

where  Emetine  failed,  this  medicine  has  given  relief.  If  the  tongue  or  tissues 

do   get  burned  use  milk  of  magnesia  to  neutralize  the  hydrofluoric  acid. 

Sensitive  Dentine:  It  is  claimed  that  Buckley's  densensitizing  paste  is 
doing  wonders.      Here  is  a  fairly  good  imitation  of  it: 

K  Cocaine   gr.  v. 

Orthoform   gr.  iv. 

Thymol   gr.  x. 

Trioxymethylne   gr.  lxiii. 

Vaseline   q.s.  to  make  a  very  stiff  paste. 

Color  with  brown   cement  powder. 

The  above  has  worked  well  in  some  cases.  The  pulp  being  vital, 

excavation  could  be  done  with  little  or  no  pain.  In  other  cases  it  did 

not  have  any  effect.  In  one  bicuspid  which  was  very  sensitive,  I  placed 

a  little, — you  must  use  very  little  of  it, — when  the  patient  returned  I 
excavated  down  to  the  pulp  painlessly,  and  then  removed  the  pulp.  I 

had  forgotten  what  I  put  in  the  tooth,  but  on  looking  up  my  book  I  saw 

I  had  treated  it  with  the  desensitizing  paste  and  it  devitalized  that  time. 

In  a  few  cases  of  highly  sensitive  patients  I  have  administered  Bromural 

five  grain  tablets.     You  may  give  one  or  two  tablets,  as  you  think  necessary. 

After  removing  the  pulp  with  pressure  anaesthesia,  or  where  it  is  ne- 

cessary to  remove  a  piece  of  hypertrophied  gum  tissue,  one  which  has  grown 

into  a  cavity  you  may  wish  to  fill  immediately,  a  strong  solution,  from  20 

to  40 f.'(  of  Trichloracetic  acid  is  used  in  preference  to  Adrenalin  to  stop 
the  hemorrhage.  Adrenalin  chloride  is  expensive  and  seems  to  lose  its 

styptic  property  when  the  bottle  has  been  kept  for  a  short  time. 

There  are  only  two  drugs  used  in  the  laboratory  which  might  be  of 

interest.  These  are  silicate  of  soda  or  water  glass,  which  makes  the  nicest, 

cleanest  separating  medium  for  flasking  that  I  know  of,  and  celluloid 

cement,  for  cementing  pieces  of  broken  impressions  together.  The  former 

can  be  procured  for  about  fifteen  cents  a  pound  can  and  diluted  with  water 

to  a  suitable  consistency.  The  latter  is  made  by  dissolving  celluloid  in 

acetone.  It  will  stick  if  not  too  thin  or  too  thick  and  the  broken  pieces 

dry  or  nearly  so. 

I  realize,  gentlemen,  that  this  has  been  a  rambling,  uninteresting  essay 

to  most  of  you;  there  is  nothing  new  or  original  in  it,  but  if  any  one  of  you 

gets  something  which  is  better  than  you  have  been  using,  I  am  satisfied,  and 

I  hope  each  one  of  you  will  tell  us  of  medicines  which  would  give  better 

results  than  those  named.      In  this  way  we  shall  all  be  benefited. 
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EXPRESSIONS  OF  APPRECIATION  OF   THE   LATE JAMES  BRANSTON  WILLMOTT 

IN    PREPARATION    OF    A    LIFE    HISTORY    WE    PUBLISH    A    FEW OF  THE  EXTRACTS  RECEIVED. 

One  of  the  most  difficult  lessons  of  life  to  learn,  is  that  "we  have,  here, no  abiding  City. 

It  is  so  easy  to  imagine  that  "what  always  has  been,  will  continue  to 
be.  Because  of  these  peculiar  mental  attitudes,  we  are  shocked  so  fre- 

quently when  such  an  event  as  the  death  of  Dr.  J.  B.  Willmott  forces 
on  us  the  umversal  truth  that   "all  that  is  born,  must  die." 

To  the  present  generation  of  Canadian  dentists  Dr.  Wil'mott  has  al 
ways  existed.     Was  he  not  the  creator  of  the  College  in  which  we  received 
our  training?     Did  he  not  bid  us  welcome,  when  with  fear  and  trembling 
we  gathered  for  the  first  lecture?     D,d  he  not  wish  us  God-speed  and  say 
the  final  farewells  when  with  glad  hearts,  and  highly  prized  "sheepskin" 
we  sa,d  good-bye,  at  the  end  of  the  course?     Has  he  not  been  present  at 
every  meeting  of  the  Ontario   Dental   Society?      Have  we  not   at  every important  gathering  of  dentists,  listened  to  his  forceful,  logical,  chaste  and 
clear-cut  sentences?     Have  we  not  felt  a  pardonab'e  pride,  at  the  reject and  enthusiastic  reception  which  was  always  accorded  him  at  any  meetin- which  he  might  attend? 

Have  we  not  always  admired  the  stern,  rugged,  perhaps  unyielding 
nature  that  caused  him  to  hate  all  shams,  hypocrisies  and  subterfuges,  and torced  him  to  speak  his  mind  concerning  them?  And  above  all,  have  we 
not,  voluntarily  or  involuntarily,  all  paid  tribute  to  his  simple  faith  in revealed  religion  that  so  moulded  his  life  and  controlled  his  nature  > 

And  now      we  speak  of  him  in  the  past  tense.     The  place  that  knew mm  shall  know  him  no  more. 

My  first,  perhaps  my  most  lasting  impression  of  Dr.   Willmott    was received  at  the  close  of  my  first  week  in  college. 
At  the  close  of  his  lecture  he  paused  for  a  few  moments,  and  then 

in  earnest  voice,  and  with  deep  solicitude  he  said.  "Many  of  you  will  be spending  your  first  Sunday  in  the  city.  Let  me  advise  you  to  continue  the 
habit  o  going  to  church,  jus.  as  you  did  at  home.  Church  people  are not  fault.ess,  but  I  know  what  I  am  speaking  about  when  I  say  that  the 
best  people  ,n  every  community  are  found  in  connection  with  the  churches 

jT  Tcl  °!  l^  Cler8yme"  °f  t!le  City'  Catholic  as  we»  «'  P^testant, 
and  I  will  be  delighted  to  give  you  letters  of  introduction  to  any  of  thes- 
men.     Hear  all  the  good  men  in  the  city  while  you  are  attending  college  " 
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At  the  time,  now  over  twenty-five  years  ago — I  thought  "surely  this  is 

a  man  who  puts  the  emphasis  on  the  things  worth  while."  I  have  never  had 
reason  to  change  that  opinion. 

The  night  we  graduated  he  said  to  the  class:  "You  are  going  out  to 

the  times  that  try  men's  souls,  when  expenses  are  high,  and  receipts  are  low 

— play  the  man."  It  was  the  admonition,  the  kindly  advice  of  a  man  who 

knew  something  of  life's  struggles,  and  who  knew  also,  that  in  these  struggles 
character  counts. 

Later  in  life  he  said  to  me  once,  while  discussing  some  political  events, 

"Don't  you  think  you  owe  anything  to  your  country?"  That  simple  question 

gave  "politics"  a  new  meaning  to  me.  I  have  often  wondered  since,  if 

perhaps  that  idea  of  "service"  did  not  furnish  the  key  to  the  life  that  has 
just   closed. 

His  last  words  to  me  were  spoken  on  the  train  as  we  returned  from  the 

meeting  in  Ann  Arbor  last  January.  As  we  approached  Toronto  he  said, 

"Thornton,  you  had  better  come  home  and  stay  with  us  to-night;  we  would 

be  very  glad  to  have  you."  But  as  he  spoke  a  man  entered  the  train  at 
West  Toronto,  looking  for  me,  and  I  was  obliged  to  decline  his  invitation. 

But  I  had  had  another  proof  of  Dr.  Willmott's  kindly,  sociable  nature. 
We  did  not  always  see  eye  to  eye — perhaps  we  did  not  always  fully 

understand  each  other;  but  at  no  time  since  I  first  met  Dr.  Willmott  have  I 

ever  had  any  doubt  of  this  fact:  that  he  was  a  man  earnestly  striving  to 

fashion  his  life  after  the  pattern  of  the  "Man  of  Galilee." 
His  life  was  the  life  of  a  Christian  gentleman;  his  home  was  the  centre 

of  refining  influences,  and  his  death  leaves  nothing  to  regret.  "He  has 

fought  the  good  fight,  he  has  finished  the  course." 
A.  W.  Thornton,  Montreal. 

*    *    * 

We  speak  of  "England's  Grand  Old  Man."  Truly  may  we  speak 

of  Dr.  J.  B.  Willmott  as  the  "Grand  Old  Man"  in  dentistry. 
After  having  a  close  and  intimate  connection  with  him  for  twenty  long 

years  on  the  Board  of  Directors  I  should  be  in  a  position  to  speak  with 

authority  regarding  him,  and  I  can  say  that  we  always  looked  to  him  as 

the  master  mind  and  guiding  hand  of  the  proceedings  of  that  body. 

His  great  ideal  was  always  for  the  uplift  and  betterment  of  his  life 

work  in  order  to  place  it  side  by  side  with  the  other  professions. 

I  venture  to  make  the  assertion  that  Dr.  Willmott  did  more  for  the 

advancement  of  dentistry  than  any  other  person  connected  with  it  in  this 
land. 

Now  that  he  is  gone  we  shall  all  miss  his  fatherly  advice  and  when  we 

think  of  him  I  am  sure  those  of  us  who  knew  him  intimately  will  do  well 

to  copy  his  noble  example  and   Christian   character. 

A.  M.  CLARK,  Woodstock,  Ont. 
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During  the  last  twenty-one  years,  I  knew  the  late  Dr.  J.  B.  Willmott 

intimately.  He  was  a  man  of  great  and  varied  ability,  an  eminently  sane, 

a  remarkably  well-balanced  man,  who  might  be  undervalued  by  the  super- 
ficial observer  because  of  his  retiring  disposition.  All  his  faculties,  physical, 

mental  and  spiritual,  were  controlled  by  an  inflexible  determination  to  do 

right;  but  his  rigid  conscientiousness  was  tempered  by  the  spirit  that  "think- 

eth  no  evil,  that  suffereth  long  and  is  kind."  He  was  faithful  and  fearless 
and  did  not  hesitate  when  the  occasion  demanded  it,  to  express  his  views 

on  men  and  measures.  But  during  the  twenty-one  years  I  never  heard  a 

statement  from  him  that  was  not  warranted  by  the  facts.  He  always  spoke 

the   truth  in   love. 

My  work  led  me  to  visit  many  of  the  towns  and  villages  of  Canada, 

and  the  mention  of  their  names  in  conversation  would  always  call  to  his 

mind  former  students  who  were  practising  their  profession  in  these  places 

and  gave  rise  to  enquiries  for  their  welfare.  This  interest  was  repaid  by 

the  respect  and  love  of  his  students  and  many  were  the  affectionate  enquiries 

I  have  heard  from  these  young  men  for  "The  Dean. 

Dr.  and  Mrs.  Willmott  had  the  old-time  hospitality  which  marked 

pioneer  days  of  Church  work  in  Canada.  Conference  officials  were 

always  welcome,  but  not  the  most  welcome.  Their  most  welcome  guest 

was  a  hard-worked  missionary  of  the  frontier.  Nothing  in  their  home  was 

too  good  for  him,  and  if  he  brought  his  wife,  he  was  doubly  welcome. 

Dr.  Willmott  was  a  man  of  broad  views,  generous  purposes  and  lofty 

ideals.  His  voice  was  often  heard  in  Church  Courts  and  always  with  an 

inspiring  note.  His  presence,  his  counsel  and  his  sympathy,  brought  bene- 

diction. He  loved  the  Methodist  Church  and  was  loyal  to  it,  but  he  was 

not  governed  by  denominational  nor  sectarian  nor  selfish  motives.  He 

sought  for  the  best,  he  strove  for  the  best,  he  was  not  satisfied  with  the 

second  best.  Selfishness  was  as  foreign  to  the  man  as  cowardice  or  insin- 

cerity. There  were  none  so  destitute  or  humble  that  he  would  pass  them 

by;  none  so  wayward  that  he  would  hesitate  to  befriend  them.  Fearless- 

ness, faithfulnes,  wisdom  in  counsel,  ready  sympathy,  the  priceless  experi- 

ence of  a  long  life  consecrated  to  high  ideals — all  this  was  his,  and  being 
his  was  ours.  And  he  was  this  because  he  had  learned  the  deep  meaning  of 

our  Saviour's  words  and  example:  "So  after  He  had  washed  their  feet, 
and  had  taken  his  garments,  and  was  set  down  again,  He  said  unto  them, 

Know  ye  what  I  have  done  to  you?  Ye  call  me  Master  and  Lord;  and 

ye  say  well,  for  so  I  am.  If  I  then,  your  Lord  and  Master,  have  washed 

your  feet,  ye  also  ought  to  wash  one  another's  feet.  For  I  have  given  you 

an  example,  that  ye  snould  do  as  I  have  done  to  you."  Dr.  Willmott  was 
a  Christlike  man. 

Ias.  Allan.  M.A..  Toronto. 
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Atlanta,  Ga.,  July  I,  1915. 

Dr.   A.   E.   Webster,   3   College  Street,   Toronto,   Canada. 

My  Dear  Dr.  WEBSTER, — In  taking  a  retrospective  view,  we  note 

that  one  by  one  the  grand  characters  and  builders  of  the  dental  profession 

are  passing  from  us.  Every  month  our  journals  chronicle  the  names  of 
some  one  or  two  of  these  illustrious  men.  Last  month  the  name  of  Dr. 

Jas.  W.  Truman,  and  now  Dr.  J.  Branston  Willmott's  name  is  added 
to  the  list.  I  am  so  glad  it  was  my  pleasure  to  meet  him  and  receive  his 

cordial  greeting  and  brotherly  handshake  in  Ann  Arbor,  Mcih.,  at  our  last 

N.A.D.F.   meeting  in  January  of  this  year. 

It  was  my  privilege  to  know  Dr.  Willmott  intimately  for  years.  Dur- 

ing the  most  strenuous  period  in  the  history  of  the  National  Association  of 

Dental  Facu'ties,  it  was  my  good  fortune  to  be  associated  with  him  as  a 
member  of  the  Executive  Committee.  Dr.  Willmott,  while  ever  firm  in 

his  convictions  and  absolutely  faithful  to  the  obligations  imposed  by  virtue 

of  his  office,  at  all  times  counselled  moderation  and  brotherly  love,  and  in 

his  characteristic  Christian  spirit,  urged  the  tempering  of  justice  with 
mercy. 

In  the  death  of  Dr.  Willmott,  the  dental  profession  has  lost  one  of  its 

most  noble  and  gentle  representatives.  A  vacancy  which  cannot  be  filled, 

as  his  illustrious  life  in  passing  has  shed  an  illuminated  halo,  which  can 

only  be  reflected. 

I  desire  to  extend  through  you  to  his  family  and  friends  my  deep 

heartfelt   sympathy.  Yours    fraternally    and   sincerely, 

S.  W.   Foster,  D.D.S. 

4:         sjc         >Sc 

1018  Government  Street,  Victoria,  B.C.,  30th  June,    1915. 

A.  E.  Webster,  Esq.,  M.D.,  D.D.S.,  L.DS.,  3  College  street,  Toronto, 

Ont. 

Dear    Sir, — I    deeply    regret    to    hear    of    the    death  of  my  old  and 
esteemed   friend,  Dr.  J.   B.  Willmott. 

We  entered  dentistry  about  the  same  time  in  1  860.  He  was  articled 

to  Dr.  W.  C.  Adams,  and  I  to  Dr.  George  L.  Elliot.  Since  that  time  we 

have  been  very  close  friends,  and  I  must  say  that  our  profession  in  Canada, 

and  also  in  Europe,  has  suffered  a  great  loss  through  the  death  of  our  dear 
friend. 

He,  as  a  practitioner,  was  always  conscientious  in  his  work,  and  took 

a  great  interest  in  all  matters  connected  with  the  Royal  College  of  Dental 

Surgeons  of  Ontario.      As  a  debater  he  had  few  equals. 

You  will  please  convey  my  deep  sympathy  to  his  wife  and  his  son. 

Dr.   Willmott.  Yours  truly, 

T.  J.  Jones.  D.D.S. 
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Ottawa,  July  4th,    1915. 

Dr.  A.  E.  Webster,  Toronto,  Ont. 

Dear  Sir, — When  last  in  Ottawa,  you  told  me  Dr.  J.  B.  Willmott 

had  been  very  ill,  but  I  presumed  that  he  had  quite  recovered.  The 

realization  of  the  fact  elicited  sincere  sorrow  and  sad  regret.  It  caused 

me  to  feel  that  my  own  time  of  life  is  fast  approaching  its  close.  His  son 

told  me  that  he  was  born  the  same  year  that  I  was,  i.e.,  1838,  and  within 

one  month  of  each  other.  Dr.  Willmott  was  born  in  June  and  I  in  July. 

I  do  not  know  of  any  other  member  of  the  first  Board  of  Directors  besides 

myself,  that  is  living.  Dr.  Willmott  was  a  natural  leader.  He  soon  con- 
vinced the  other  members  of  the  Board  that  he  was  the  one  to  conduct  and 

promote  the  affairs  of  the  College.  He  was  indefatigable  in  his  efforts 

and  successful  in  the  results.  He  was  always  dignified  and  firm  in  his 

opinions,  when  he  deemed  he  was  right,  yet  courteous  and  condescending 

to  those  who  expressed  progressive  thoughts.  That  he  was  capable  is  evi- 

denced by  the  recognition  of  the  various  universities  and  colleges  of  America. 

His  high  mora!  proclivities  influenced  the  conduct  of  the  students.  He  par- 

ticularly condemned  the  use  of  tobacco  or  the  indulgence  in  excess  of  any 

injurious  conduct.  I  have  yet  to  hear  one  disparaging  remark  in  regard 

to  Dr.  Willmott.  A  large  portion  of  the  community  benefited  by  his 

existence. 

Being  one  of  the  organizers,  and  continuous  member  of  the  Eastern 

Ontario  Dental  Association  for  over  thirty-eight  years,  I  have  noticed  the 

gradual  improvement  in  its  members,  due  no  doubt  to  college  influence, 

guided  by  Dr.  Willmott.  He  aided  materially  in  the  erection  of  a  monu- 

ment to  himself  first,  and  profession  generally.  The  Ontario  Dental 

College  will  (I  hope)  for  many  years  to  come,  be  a  reminder  to  future 

dentists  of  the  efforts  required  to  produce  such  results. 

My  sincere  and  deep-felt  sympathy  for  the  family  is  hereby  conveyed. 
Yours  truly, 

Chas.  A.  Martin,  L.D.S 

A  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors  of  the  Roya!  College  of  Dental 

Surgeons  was  held  July  17th,  1915,  <and  the  following  appointments  were 

made:  Dean,  A.  E.  Webster;  Secty.  of  the  Board,  W.  E.  Willmott; 

Lecturer  in  Physics,  W.  E.  Cummer;  Lecturer  in  Preventive  Dentistry, 
Wallace  Seccombe. 

The  next  meeting  of  the  International  Dental  Federation  will  be  held 

September  2,  3,  1915,  at  San  Francisco,  California.  Headquarters  will 
be  at  the  Clift  Hotel. 

<M 

Dr.  W.  Allen  Armstrong,  Ottawa,  was  married  to  Miss  Jennie  Berry, 

June   16th,   1915. 
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DENTISTS  SHOULD  REGISTER  ANNUALLY 
IN  ONTARIO 

Two  years  ago  the  present  dentistry  act  was  passed,  or  more  correctly, 

the  old  dental  act  was  revised.  Under  the  guiding  genius  of  Sir  William 

Meredith  the  Act  was  much  improved  but  there  is  something  yet  to  be 
done. 

Ever  since  there  was  an  annual  fee  collectible  from  the  profession  there 

has  been  difficulty  in  its  collection.  For  many  years  it  was  one  dollar; 

recently  it  has  been  raised  to  two  dollars.  The  amount  is  small  and  the 

trouble  of  sending  it  far  away  perhaps  is  a  hindrance  to  prompt  payment. 

Whatever  may  be  the  cause  the  fact  is  that  if  the  treasurer  were  ful!y  paid 

for  his  time  and  trouble  together  with  the  other  expenses  the  cost  of  col- 

lection would  be  almost  as  great  as  the  amount  collected.  It  is  true  that 

dentists  whose  fees  are  in  arrears  cannot  collect  their  professional  charges, 

but  suits  for  fees  are  rare.  The  only  correct  principle  is  to  give  an  annual 

license.      Then   a  dentist  practising  without   a   license  could   be   fined.      It 
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costs  more  to  sue  a  dentist  for  his  annual  fee  than  the  amount  of  the  fee, 

hence  many  don't  pay. 
We  are  !ed  to  believe  that  if  the  Board  of  Directors  desired,  the  Den- 

tistry Act  could  be  so  amended  as  to  make  annual  registration  compulsory. 

The  treasurer's  duties  would  then  be  a  joy. 

DR.  CUMMER'S  POST  GRADUATE  COURSE 

Later  reports  concerning  the  registration  for  the  post-graduate  class  in 

dental  prosthetics,  held  in  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  Building, 

would  indicate  that  a  very  considerable  number  of  farseeing  dentists  realize 

the  undoubtable  necessity  for  becoming  equipped  in  all  that  is  latest,  tested 

and  best  in  the  prosthetic  department,  in  order  to  occupy  and  retain  leading 

positions  in  their  several  communities.  Dentistry  never  occupied  such  a 

position  in  the  public  eye  as  to-day,  and  never  before  in  the  history  of 
Canada  has  the  public  mind  been  so  keen  in  discriminating  between  health 

and  comfort — providing  features  of  unobtrusive,  sanitary,  and  mechanically 

efficient  modern  prosthetic  dentistry,  as  against  the  too  often  seen  pyorrhea- 

producing  rubber  crudities,  miscalled  dentistry.  An  examination  of  a  book- 

let recently  received  indicates  that  no  member  of  the  class  will  fail  to  leave 

without  a  thorough  grasp  of  the  best  in  modern  prosthetics,  including  im- 

pression making,  anatomical  articulation,  removable  partial  bridge  construc- 

tion, esthetics,  etc.,  both  from  the  chair  side  and  laboratory  aspect  of  the 

subjects.  Dr.  George  H.  Wilson,  one  of  the  leading  prosthetics  experts  of 

the  United  States,  will  be  present  to  discuss  plaster,  vulcanite,  esthetics  and 

other  subjects,  and  the  indications  are  that  every  member  will  enjoy  a  real 

and  economic  holiday  and  acquire  a  variety  of  delightful  associations  con- 

nected with  the  good-fellowship  of  college  days.  The  date  is  from  August 
1 6th  to  the  28th,  and  those  interested  should  communicate  with  Dr. 

Cummer. 

THE  ARMY  DENTAL  CORPS  SAILS 

The  Army  Dental  Corps  left  Ottawa  at  7  p.m.,  June  23rd,  to  go 

aboard  the  steamer  "Missanabie"  at  Montreal,  the  same  evening.  Our 

correspondent  says:  "We  left  Major  Smith  at  Ottawa  as  Acting  Chief 
Army  Dental  Surgeon  until  Co!.  Armstrong  returns,  and  then  he  will  pro- 

ceed overseas." 
By  some  arrangement  each  dental  officer  becomes  a  captain  as  he 

begins  overseas.  These  ranks  may  not  be  permanent,  but  will  exist  while 

overseas.  The  assigning  of  officers  to  the  different  units  is  to  be  made 

overseas. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS  TO  THE  ARMY  DENTAL 
FUND  TO  DATE 

ONTARIO. 

Dr.  A.  R.  Leggo,  Toronto,  $2.50:  Dr.  J.  E.  Rhind,  Toronto,  $10: 

Dr.  C.  R.  Minns,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  D.  R.  Callum,  Toronto,  $10:  Dr. 

R.  G.  McLaughlin,  $10;  Dr.  J.  F.  Ross,  Toronto,  $25:  Dr.  R.  S.  W 

latt,  Toronto,  $5;  Dr.  C.  V.  Snelgrove,  Toronto,  525  :  Dr.  T.  E.  Bail, 

Harriston,  $5  ;  Dr.  H.  E.  Eaton,  Toronto,  $5  ;  Dr.  E.  L.  Gausby,  To- 

ronto, $10;  Dr.  C.  E.  Sutton,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  S.  \V.  Bradley,  Rich- 

mond, $5.02;  Dr.  W.  C.  Trotter,  Toronto,  $25:  Dr.  Arthur  Day,  To- 

ronto, $10;  Dr.  N.  ̂ .  Coyne,  Toronto,  $5;  Dr.  A.  H.  Mabee,  Gan- 

anoque,  $10:  Dr.  Arthur  N.  Hill,  Elmira,  $2;  Dr.  L.  F.  Riggs,  Toronto, 

$10:  Dr.  \V.  M.  McGuire,  Sirocoe,  $10:  Dr.  A.  A.  McKenty.  Peter- 

borough, $5  ;  Dr.  A.  E.  Webster,  Toronto,  $25  ;  Dr.  T.  S.  Tucker,  To- 

ronto, $2;  Dr.  \V.  H.  Coon,  Toronto,  510;  Dr.  T.  N.  McGill,  Toronto, 

$20;  Dr.  C.  A.  Kennedy,  — ;  Dr.  A.  J.  Brown,  Mitchell,  $5;  Dr.  W. 

C.  MacCartney,  Ottawa,  $10;  Dr.  K.  M.  McYey,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr. 

A.  J.  Broughton,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  Irving  Ante,  Toronto,  $5:  Dr.  W. 

A.  Black,  Toronto,  $15:  Dr.  J.  H.  Duff,  Toronto,  $5:  Dr.  F.  C.  Frank, 

Shelburne,  $5;  Dr.  L.  L.  Follick.  St.  Marys.  $10:  Dr.  A.  E.  Santo, 

London,  $20;  Dr.  C.  H.  Waldron,  Toronto,  $10:  Dr.  W.  E.  Cummer, 

Toronto,  $25  ;  Dr.  R.  G.  McLean,  Toronto,  $25  ;  Dr.  A.  J.  McDonagh. 

Toronto,  $50:  Dr.  \X  .  J.  Laflamme,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  H.  W.  Anderson, 

Toronto,  $5;  Dr.  B.  F.  Nicholls,  Toronto,  $10:  Dr.  C.  E.  Brooks,  To- 

ronto, $10;  Dr.  T.  W.  Dawson,  Toronto,  $10:  Dr.  G.  \V.  Greive,  To- 

ronto, $25  ;  Dr.  C.  F.  Knight,  Toronto,  $5  ;  Dr.  A.  W.  Forbes,  Toronto, 

55;  Dr.  J.  S.  Chambers,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  O.  A.  Winter,  Toronto,  $5; 

Dr.  F.  C.  Husband,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  T.  H.  Wylie,  Toronto,  $  1  0 ;  Dr. 

S.  L.  Frawley,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  Bernie  Johnson,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  H. 

A.  Holmes,  $10;  Dr.  E.  C.  Boyle,  Toronto,  $5;  Dr.  S.  B.  Gray,  To- 

ronto, $10;  Dr.  H.  W.  Reid,  Toronto,  55  ;  Dr.  J.  A.  Bothwell,  Toronto, 

$25  ;  Dr.  A.  J.  Watson,  Toronto,  $5  ;  Dr.  E.  H.  Robinson,  Toronto,  $5  : 

Dr.  S.  F.  Boyle,  Toronto,  $3;  Dr.  M.  Kates,  Toronto,  $5;  Dr.  \V. 

Schwartz,  Toronto,  $5  ;  Dr.  M.  Pivnick,  Toronto,  $5  ;  Dr.  R.  N.  Burgess, 

Toronto,  $5  ;  Dr.  S.  T.  Floyd,  Toronto,  $5  ;  Dr.  Hugh  Cunningham,  To- 

ronto, $10;  Dr.  W.  J.  Hill,  Alliston,  $2;  Dr.  Arnold  Semple,  Toronto, 

$5  ;  Dr.  W.  T.  B.  Amy,  Toronto,  $25  ;  Dr.  D.  \V.  Dumn,  Toronto, 

$10;  Dr.  C.  R.  O'Brien,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  T.  H.  Graham.  Toronto, 
$10;  Dr.  W.  F.  Roper.  Toronto,  $5;  Dr.  H.  E.  N.  Richardson,  To- 

ronto, $5  ;  Dr.  G.  C.  McKinley,  Toronto,  $5  :  Dr.  C.  O.  Fallis.  Toronto, 

$10:  Dr.  F.  N.  Regan,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  W.  A.  Scott,  Toronto,  $10; 
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Dr.  A.  Rose,  Toronto,  $5;  Dr.  Geo.  G.  Jordon,  Toronto,  $20;  Dr.  M. 

G.  Vair,  Toronto,  $5;  Dr.  D.  H.  Beaton,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  C.  P.  Sher- 

man, Toronto,  $5  ;  Dr.  A.  McKenzie,  Toronto,  $5  ;  Dr.  J.  A.  Locheed, 

Hamilton,  $5 ;  Dr.  O.  A.  Canning,  Toronto,  $5 ;  Wallace  Seccombe, 

Toronto,  $25. 

BRITISH    COLUMBIA. 

Dr.   T.  J.  Jones,  Victoria,  $10;   Dr.   C.   H.   Tanner,   Victoria,   $5. 

DONATIONS  TO  CANADIAN  ARMY  DENTAL  CORPS, 

SENT  TO  LT.-COL.  J.  A.  ARMSTRONG,  OTTAWA. 

Eastern  Ontario  Dental  Association    $50.00 

Capital   Brewing  Co.,  per  Harry  Kuntz       25.00 

P.  D.  Ross   ('The  Journal .  .  )       1  0.00 
Mrs.  G.   I.  Dewar    1  0.00 

Mrs.  Dr.  Milton  Armstrong  (proceeds  of  reception        157.60 

Mrs.  John  Bingham    20.00 

Dr.  H.  J.  Peebman    5.00 

Dr.  G.   P.   Mathewman       5.00 

Mrs.   H.   Jackson       5.00 

Dr.   Oliver  Martin       5.00 

Alex.  Thompson,  Esq    5.00 

Little  tots  of  Elgin  Street  School    .67 

$303.27 

Mrs.  Ermatinger,  St.  Thomas,  Ont.,  20  doz.  towels,  3  operating  coats. 
The  2  Macs,  Ottawa,   1  0  doz.  towels. 

Miss  C.  Noyle,  Miss  T.  N.  Enmon,  Marine  Dept.,  Ottawa,  3  doz.  towels. 

Mrs.  J.  A.  Armstong,  Ottawa,  1  Yl  doz.  towels. 

Mrs.  S.  C.   Davidson,  Ottawa,  bYl  dozen  towels. 

Mrs.  F.  M.  Barton,  Ottawa,   1  Yl  dozen  towels. 

Mrs.  C.  Clarke  (St.  Matthew's  Church,  5%  dozen  towels. 
Mrs.  R.  J.  Cameron,  Ottawa,  5  dozen  towels. 

Total,  55]/4  dozen. 

OFFICERS  OF  THE  THUNDER  BAY  DENTAL  SOCIETY. 

President— Dr.  J.  G.  O'Neill,  Fort  William. 
Vice-President — Dr.  W.  D.  McGorman,  Port  Arthur. 
Secretary-Treasurer — Dr.  W.  D.  Ramore,  Port  Arthur. 

Executive   Committee — Dr.    F.    A.    Blatchford,    Fort    William;    Dr. 
N.  Simpson,  Port  Arthur;  Dr.  J.  R.   Doyle,  Port  Arthur. 
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Correspondence 

Valcartier  Camp,  July  13,  1915. 

Dr.   A.   E.   WEBSTER,   Secretary  Can.   Army   Dental   Fund,    3   College 

Street,  Toronto: 

Sir, — I  should  have  written  you  before  this,  but  owing  to  delay  in  the 

arrival  of  our  equipment  we  are  just  commencing  active  operations  to-day, 

and  therefore  have  not  had  much  opportunity  to  let  you  know,  as  you  re- 

quested me  to  do,  our  requirements  in  the  way  of  dental  accessories,  and  in 

fact  can  hardly  do  so  yet.  However,  we  would  much  appreciate  a  supply 

of  towels,  gauze  wipes  and  a  couple  of  laundry  bags. 

Our  only  means  of  obtaining  general  supplies  is  from  Ordnance  Stores, 

and  their  range  is  very  limited.  Am  trying  to  get  authority  to  order  these 

as  required. 

Could  write  you  after  we  have  been  in  operation  for  a  week  or  so,  or, 

better  still,  Dr.  Amy  is  coming  here  next  week,  and  on  his  return  could  let 

you  know  what  we  are  in  need  of. 

We  have  secured  a  fine,  large  building,  with  running  water,  electric 

light,  phone,  etc.,  which  will  do  splendidly  for  our  work.  Have  assisting 

me  Lieut.  W.  A.  Sangster  and  Lieut.  D.  H.  Hammell,  a  graduate  of  last 

year.  One  of  last  year's  sophomore  class,  Sergt.  H.  B.  Legate,  is  also 
here  as  dental  assistant.  The  other  assistants  are  Sergt.  Frank  Martin  and 

Sergt.  H.  Mercer. 

I  report  directly  to  the  A.A.G.  as  the  head  of  this  department.  While 

waiting  for  equipment  we  spent  our  time  complying  with  all  the  military 

forms — drawing  uniforms,  equipment  and  stores  from  the  ordnance.  Made 

arrangements  with  paymaster,  etc.,  and  our  organization  is  now  fairly  com- 

plete, and  we  can  devote  all  our  time  to  the  real  work. 

There  are  about  5,000  troops  in  camp  now,  with  new  arrivals  all  the 

time,  and  as  there  are  two  French-Canadian  regiments  we  will  have  lots  of 

work  to  do.  Would  greatly  appreciate  the  assistance  of  any  dentists  who 

wish  to  volunteer  their  services  for  a  few  weeks.  If  you  know  of  any  who 

would  come  would  be  obliged  if  you  would  ask  them  to  communicate  with 

me.  Transportation  and  subsistence  would  be  provided.  I  think  it  would 

make  an  interesting  holiday,  and  we  would  do  our  best  to  make  it  en- 

joyable. 

I  am  sure  the  other  army  dental  surgeons  appreciate  as  much  as  myself 

the  work  of  the  Army  Dental  Fund  Committee.  It  seems  to  me  that  you 

are  doing  the  real  hard  work,  and  we  are  having  the  fun.  On  their  be- 

half, as  well  as  my  own,  would  like  to  thank  you  for  your  efforts. 

Sincerely  yours, 

Edmund  A.  Grant,  Captain,  C.A.D.C. 
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It  is  certain  that  much  may  be  judiciously  argued  in  favor  of  drill  or  of 

chemica!  and  mechanical  treatment  for  root  preparation,  and  there  is  some- 

thing to  be  said  against  each  agent,  or  combination  of  agents,  and  that  is 

what  on  the  present  occasion  I  have  to  say. 

To  state  one  argument  is  not  necessarily  to  be  deaf  to  all  others,  and 

that  a  man  has  written  a  book  of  travels  in  Russia  is  no  reason  why  he 
should  never  have  been  to  Africa. 

But  a  comparatively  short  time  ago,  before  the  invention  of  matches, 

in  the  days  of  our  forefathers,  neighbor  would  go  to  neighbor  asking,  "Lend 

us  fire."  I  have  travelled  hundreds  of  miles  to  ask  of  you,  our  neighbor, 
lend  us  fire  to  relight  and  keep  our  torches  burning,  to  give  us  courage,  to 

give  us  patience  and  endurance  and  wisdom  to  the  end  that  we,  who  are 

giving  the  best  that  is  in  us  to  this  yet  unsolved  problem,  may  be  able  to 

report  progress  in  answer  to  the  eager  and  earnest  inquiries  of  our  confreres 
throughout  the  world 

Whether  it  be  a  tooth  from  which  a  devitalized  pulp  is  to  be  removed 

after  arsenical  app'ication  or  pressure  anaesthesia,  or  the  opening  and 
cleansing  of  a  pulp  canal  that  shows  a  moist  or  dry  gangrenous  tissue,  or 
any  or  none  of  the  numerous  pathological  pulp  conditions  or  condition  be- 

yond the  root  end,  the  goal,  the  strategic  point,  is  the  apical  foramen  or 
foramini — foramini  in  90  per  cent,  of  adult  teeth. 

It  is  then  the  duty  of  the  operator  to  obtain  a  sterile  and  as  direct  and 
as  free  a  passage  to  the  strategic  point  as  the  nature  of  the  root  canal  will 

permit.  It  does  not  meet  the  present  day  requirements  to  say,  as  do  some 
of  our  text  books  and  essayists — open  the  root  canals  to  the  end.  Our 
inquiry  is,  How  is  this  seemingly  simple  little  thing  to  be  donee 

To  undertake  the  opening  and  preparation  of  a  root  canal  should  in- 

dicate that  the  dentist  recognizes  the  necessity  for  removing  every  atom  of 
devitalized  tissue,  having  the  canal  throughout  its  entire  length  and  in  all  of 
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its  ramifications,  including  the  dentinal  tubuli,  sterile  and  in  such  shape  and 

condition  that  the  canals,  the  tubuli,  the  foramini  may  be  permanently 

sealed  or  filled. 

Diagnosis,  filling  of  canals  or  treatment  of  conditions  around  and  about 

the  root  are  not  to  be  discussed  farther  than  may  be  necessary  to  make  clear 

the  reasons  for  certain  steps  to  be  mentioned. 

The  dentist  should  on  every  possible  occasion  avail  himself  of  the  ad- 

vantage to  be  obtained  through  having  one  or  several  radiograms  before 

him  for  comparison  or  study.  We  cannot  be  reasonably  sure  of  the  effect- 

iveness of  our  efforts  without  such  assistance,  nor  can  we  be  absolutely  cer- 

tain with  them.  Many  of  the  pictures  thrown  on  the  screens  and  printed 

in  our  journals  as  evidence  of  perfect  technic  and  results  are  about  as  clear 

as  rabbit  tracks  in  the  snow  on  a  windy  day,  when  it  is  a  difficult  matter 

to  determine  whether  Brother  Rabbit  is  going  or  coming,  the  strategic 

point  being  conspicuously  absent.  Improved  apparatus  and  technic  will 

some  day  overcome  these  shortcomings.  Inasmuch  as  the  largest  number 

of  dentists  are  for  one  reason  or  another  deprived  of  the  valuable  assistance 

of  the  X-ray,  and  our  literature  being  surcharged  with  most  accurate  in- 

formation in  this  line,  let  us  then  on  the  present  occasion  keep  in  mind  the 

great  majority  who  get  along  the  best  way  possible  without  this  expensive 

adjunct. 

All  operations  upon  the  root  canal  from  beginning  to  completion  are 

purely  surgical,  and  should  be  conducted  upon  surgical  principles;  this  being 

true,  the  maintenance  of  aseptic  conditions  is  of  first  importance. 

Radiated  heat  and  superheated  steam  is  the  only  acceptable  method 

for  the  sterilization  of  instruments,  cotton,  paper  points,  gutta  percha  points, 
etc. 

Steam  chests  that  are  best  adapted  to  this  use  are  known  as  the  Pentz 

system,  made  by  the  Santiseptic  Manufacturing  Co.,  Tompkinsville,  N.J., 

and  a  double-chambered  steam  chest  made  by  the  Wilmot  Castle  Co.,  of 
Rochester,  N.Y. 

The  opening  of  the  pulp  chamber  should  be  accomplished  with  as 

little  disturbance  of  the  devitalized  pulp  tissue  as  may  be  possible;  to  this 

end  it  will  be  well  to  cut  through  the  dentine  with  a  drill,  then  use  carbor- 
undum disks  and  stones,  keeping  the  carborundum  powder.  This  enables 

the  stone  to  cut  rapidly  without  heating  the  tooth. 

Better  results  will  be  obtained  if  while  using  the  stones  and  carbor- 

undum powder  all  of  the  tooth  crown  be  removed  that  interferes  with  pulp 

chamber  enlargements  that  may  be  necessary  in  getting  direct  access  to 
the  end  of  the  root. 

Sufficient  enamel  and  dentine  having  been  removed  to  give  a  clear  view 

of  the  pulp  chamber,  it  will  be  well  to  prepare  for  the  placing  of  the  rubber 

dam,  by  means  of  threads,  fine  polishing  strips,  separators,  or  by  whatever 

means  necessary  to  insure  the  dam  going  to  place  with  little  or  no  forcing. 
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There  should  be  no  leakage  whatever  about  any  of  the  teeth  included  in 

the  field  of  operation. 

If  the  cavity  margin  reaches  to  or  below  the  gum  line  then  a  copper 

band  should  be  fitted  and  cemented  to  place  about  that  tooth,  so  that  the 

dam  and  clamp  can  be  placed  upon  or  over  the  band  and  tooth  without 

danger  of  displacing  the  band.  The  fitting  and  placing  of  the  band  will 

be  described  with  the  illustrations  that  follow  this  paper. 

The  dam  being  in  place,  bathe  the  exposed  teeth,  rubber  dam  and 

clamp,  etc.,  with  a  70  per  cent,  alcohol  solution,  this  strength  of  a^ohol 

being  a  more  effective  germicide  than  the  95  per  cent,  generally  used. 

With  warm  air  dry  the  cavity;  with  small  fissure  drill  make  a  circular  cut, 

leaving  a  cap  of  dentine  over  the  pulp  chamber,  which  may  be  removed 

by  a  blast  of  air  or  a  fine  excavator.  Having  exposed  the  pulp  it  will  in 

many  cases  be  well  to  toughen  or  harden  the  pu'p  tissue  by  placing  a  drop 
of  alcohol  and  formolin  (about  5  per  cent,  formolin)  on  the  devitalized 

pulp  for  a  few  minutes.  Then  with  hot  air  dry  the  pulp,  when  a  fine  broach 

is  passed  alongside  the  pulp  or  largest  branch  of  the  pulp,  slightly  turning 

or  rotating  the  broach  and  withdrawing  the  broach,  will  in  many  cases  bring 

the  entire  pulp,  including  the  sma'ler  branches  of  molar  pulps. 
Every  possible  effort  should  be  made  to  get  the  entire  pulp  the  first 

trial.  The  extracted  pulp  should  be  spread  on  white  paper  and  examined 

with  a  magnifying  glass  that  the  operator  may  know  the  location  of  pulp 

fragments,  if  there  are  any. 

The  three  methods  of  procedure  from  this  point  that  we  wish  to  dis- 

cuss briefly  are:  The  drill,  the  sodium  potassium  and  the  sulphuric  acid 
and  soda  bicarbonate. 

The  open  chamber  and  canals  should  first  be  washed  out  with  normal 

saline  solution,  dried,  then  place  shred  of  cotton  saturated  with  clove  oil 

well  within  the  canal  to  remain  while  we  go  in  search  of  the  very  minute 
canals  that  may  be  so  small  that  it  is  a  difficult  matter  to  find  them. 

Paint  the  floor  of  the  pulp  chamber  with  tincture  of  iodine.  When 

the  surplus  iodine  is  absorbed  by  a  cotton  pellet  little  dark  spots  will  in 

most  cases  reveal  the  location  of  the  canals.  The  finest  Kerr  drill,  manipu- 
lated by  hand  without  pressure,  will  enter  a  very  fine  canal  by  gently  rotat- 

ing the  drill,  and  being  very  delicate  and  flexible  and  threaded  like  a 

screw,  will  in  most  cases  bring  away  the  remaining  pulp  tissue,  when  the 
canal  may  be  enlarged  by  gradually  increasing  the  size  of  drills  or  the 
drills  may  be  worked  in  and  out  of  the  canals  as  files. 

These  flexible  drills  will  go  around  a  slight  curve  if  the  canal  is  large 
enough  to  give  the  instrument  free  play.  If  the  instrument  binds  at  or  near 

the  curvature  a  false  pocket  wi'l  be  made  on  the  outer  wall  of  the  canal 
at  the  curve.  This  little  pocket  or  pit  in  the  dentine  at  the  point  indicated 
prevents  further  instrumentation  within  that  canal. 
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Each  and  every  root  canal  is  more  or  less  of  a  law  unto  itself.  A 

correct  radiogram  is  of  inestimable  value  in  the  absence  of  the  X-ray  pic- 
ture, the  operator  will  be  greatly  assisted  by  making  a  pencil  sketch  of  the 

probable  shape  of  the  tooth.  In  this  way  his  memory  will  be  refreshed, 

and  he  be  made  more  keen  and  alert  as  to  the  probable  difficulties  ahead. 

In  some  cases  it  may  be  of  advantage  to  sink  a  shaft  in  the  root,  using 

a  bud  drill,  following  the  fine  canal  from  a  third  to  a  half  the  length  of 

the  root,  following  the  canal  from  this  point  with  the  fine  flexible  drill. 

By  being  patient  and  careful  many  of  the  finer  canals  may  be  opened 
to  the  foramen. 

It  is  possible,  however,  that  septic  matter  or  pulp  fragments  that  may 

become  septic  have  been  forced  through  the  foramen  into  the  apical  space. 

It  is  not  possible  that  the  multiple  foramini,  or  the  collateral  canals, 

or  the  connecting  canals,  or  the  flat  thin  cancellous  spaces  between  the  main 

canals  in  double  roots  have  in  any  sense  been  opened  or  cleansed. 

The  drills  in  many  such  roots  have  simply  drilled  holes  through  organic 

substance  in  various  stages  of  disintegration.  Such  substances  cannot  be 

washed  or  swabbed  out,  but  are  left  within  the  canal,  sometimes  saturated 

with  such  antiseptic  medicaments  that  may  be  applied,  and  finally  incor- 
porated with  the  root  canal  filling. 

Schrier's  kalium  natrium,  or  sodium  potassium,  as  we  more  frequently 
name  it,  is  a  concentrated  alkali  caustic,  explosive  when  in  contact  with 

water,  yet  a  most  useful  agent  when  carefully  and  skilfully  handled  for 

the  purpose  of  removing  organic  substance  from  root  canals.  Also  a  useful 

adjunct  for  opening  and  enlarging  root  canals  after  the  manner  advocated 

by  Drs.  Rhein  and  Ottolengui. 

If  the  dentist  will  moisten  a  spot  of  skin  on  the  back  of  his  own  hand 

and  place  thereon  a  small  particle  of  sodium  potassium  he  will  realize  at 

once  the  necessity  of  giving  close  attention  to  the  protection  of  the  patient, 

including  the  nostrils,  which  should  be  protected  in  some  way. 

All  the  pu'p  tissue  that  is  within  reach  of  the  broaches  having  been 
removed,  small  particles  of  the  sodium  potassium,  size  of  a  pin  head,  placed 

where  the  very  fine  canals  should  be,  the  dentine  being  moist  will,  by  dis- 
solving the  organic  substance,  reveal  the  elusive  anterior  canals  of  lower 

molars  or  buccal  canals  of  superior  molars.  These  canals  after  being 

located  and  having  been  exposed  to  the  action  of  the  sodium  potassium  for 

a  few  minutes,  should  be  attacked  with  what  has  been  named  pics,  Dr. 

Rhein  having  devised  a  very  efficient  instrument  under  this  name.  An  in- 
strument will  be  illustrated  later  that  has  the  advantage  of  being  more  rigid 

and  also  having  interchangeable  points. 

These  pics,  with  assistance  of  the  sodium  potassium,  which  breaks  down 

the  organic  matrix  of  the  dentine,  converting  it  into  a  soapy-like  mass, 
which  acts  as  a  lubricant,  will  work  their  way  into  the  canal,  enlarging  and 

sterilizing  in  a  most  satisfactory  manner. 
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After  advancing  a  distance  into  the  canal  if  the  pic  begins  to  bind  or 

lock,  thereby  becoming  a  piston  within  the  canal  a  large  Gates-Glidden 
drill,  from  which  the  point  has  been  ground,  may  be  used  to  enlarge  the 

iumen  of  the  canal  so  the  pic  may  work  more  freely. 

When  having  reached  the  region  of  a  curve  in  the  canal  or  a  near  ap- 

proach to  the  foramen,  it  will  be  safer  to  use  a  finer  instrument,  a  Donald- 
son broach,  from  which  the  barbs  have  been  partially  removed,  for  the 

purpose  of  negotiating  the  curve  if  possible,  also  to  eliminate  as  much  as 

possible  the  piston  effect  of  the  larger  instrument  that  might  force  the  caustic 

contents  of  the  canal  into  the  region  beyond  the  foramen,  and  do  damage 

that  will  be  difficult  to  control. 

I  have  had  two  severe  burns  in  my  practice  from  this  cause.  In  one 

case  the  tooth  had  to  be  extracted,  and  the  second  one  I  fear  will  be  lost. 

Chemical  substances  which  cause  death  and  degeneration  of  tissues 

are  called  caustics. 

Alkalies,  such  as  sodium  potassium  and  calcium. 

Acids,  such  as  hydrochloric,  sulphuric,  nitric,  arcenius  and  carbolic 

and  the  salts  of  some  metals,  such  as  silver  nitrate,  zinc  chloride  copper 

sulphate,  are  the  most  common  types  of  caustics. 

The  alkalies  and  metallic  salts  act  by  uniting  with  the  albumins,  acting 
as  albumin  solvents. 

"The  caustic  alkalies  are  not  self-limiting;  they  penetrate  deeply  into 

the  tissues  and  destroy  the  a'bumin  of  the  mucous  surfaces,  the  horny 

tissues  and  the  external  skin." 
Necrosis,  followed  by  eschar  formation,  is  caused  by  strong  caustics, 

the  necrosis  involving  tissues  at  various  depths,  depending  upon  the  strength 

of  the  caustic,  the  nature  or  mode  of  its  action,  and  the  time  it  is  allowed 

to  act. 

"Those  agents  are  best  suited  for  cauterization  which,  like  concen- 
trated sulphuric  and  fuming  nitric  acid  and  silver  nitrate,  penetrate  to  the 

deeper  layers  of  the  skin  and  mucous  membrane  only  after  acting  for  some 
t'me. 

The  treatment  of  chemical  injuries,  of  recent  cases  should  be  directed 

toward  neutralization  of  the  agent  before  it  penetrates  deeply. 

Chemists  and  apothecaries  usually  have  two  solutions  ready.  Acetic 

acid  or  vinegar  is  used  to  neutralize  the  alkalies,  while  a  solution  of  sodium 

bicarbonate  is  used  to  neutralize  the  acids. 

If  for  any  reason  it  is  suspected  that  sodium  potassium  has  passed  be- 

yond the  foramen  a  sulphuric  acid  solution  should  be  applied  quickly,  fol- 
lowed by  soda  bicarbonate  solution. 

I  have  no  doubt  that  through  some  of  the  large  foramini  at  least  the 

caustic  alkali  has  wrought  harm. 

In  the  constricted  canals  and  in  the  constricted  apical  region  the  use  of 
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sodium  potassium  is   frequently  indicated.      The  dangerous  qualities  of  a 
valuable  agent  should  not  cause  us  to  overlook  its  useful  qualities. 

Twenty  years  ago  sulphuric  acid  and  solution  and  soda  bicarbonate 
solution  came  into  use. 

The  sulphuric  acid  is  used  for  the  purpose  of  softening  the  surface  of 
the  pulp  canal  walls  to  permit  the  passage  of  the  barbed  or  roughened 
broaches  to  and  fro  through  the  canal,  enlarging  the  canal  by  breaking 
loose  the  softened  dentine.  Soda  bicarbonate  solution  is  thereupon  injected 
into  the  canal  that  the  broken  down  dentine  and  other  disorganized  sub- 

stances may  be  removed  from  the  canal  by  effervescence  caused  by  the 
escape  of  carbonic  acid  gas,  that  is  the  product  of  the  neutralizing  action 
of  the  soda  bicarb  upon  the  sulphuric  acid. 

This  reaction  leaves  the  canal  in  a  state  of  surgical  cleanliness.  This 
cannot,  to  my  knowledge,  be  said  of  any  other  method  or  agent. 

Twenty  years  is  a  long  time  for  a  method  or  theory  to  stand  practically 

una'tered.  Notwithstanding  the  age  of  the  so-called  sulphuric  acid  treat- 
ment (which  had  much  better  have  been  entitled  "sulphuric  acid  and  soda 

bicarb  treatment"),  a  brief  resume  of  the  theory  and  practice  of  the  doc- trine may  not  be  amiss. 

Concentrated  sulphuric  acid  is  also  an  active  escharotic.  The  acid 
caustics  act  by  burning  the  structure  with  which  they  come  in  contact. 

Not  only  disintegrates  albumen,  but  attacks  many  other  organic  sub- 
stances. The  breaking  up  of  inorganic  and  the  carbonization  of  organic 

substances  is  to  be  borne  in  mind. 

Diluted  and  mild  caustics  when  applied  cause  an  inflammatory  action, 
depending  upon  the  strength  and  time  of  application. 

A  50  per  cent,  (by  volume)  solution  of  sulphuric  acid  will  soften  cot- 
ton on  the  carrying  instrument.  A  weak  acid  solution  gives  a  correspond- 

ingly weak  reaction  in  the  presence  of  the  soda  solution. 

The  strength  of  the  acid  solution  should  be  not  less  than  20  per  cent., 
and  not  above  40  per  cent,  for  root  canal  work.  In  my  own  practice  30 
per  cent,  aqueous  solution  or  commercial  sulphuric  acid  by  volume  is  the standard. 

Soda  bicarbonate  should  be  a  saturated  solution. 

In  relation  to  the  action  of  the  acid  solution  on  bone  tissue,  Mr.  George 

Pollock,  F.R.C.S.,  surgeon  to  St.  George's  Hospital,  says: — "Dilute 
sulphuric  acid  does  not  affect  the  living,  acting  chemically  on  diseased  bone 

alone,"  giving  the  following  experiments: — "Portions  of  dead,  diseased  and 
healthy  bone  were  selected  and  subjected  to  the  action  of  sulphuric  acid," 
viz : — 

No.    1 — Dead  bone    10  grains. 
No.   2 — Diseased   bone       10  grains. 
No.  3 — Healthy  bone  (middle  age)  .  .  10  grains. 
No.  4 — Healthy  bone   (old  age)    ....  10  grains. 
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Exposed  to  the  action  of  a  mixture  of  sulphuric  acid  and  water  one  part 

in  four,  for  three  days,  at  a  temperature  of  10  deg.,  the  following  were 

the  results: 

No.  1 — Dead  bone,  phosphate  of  lime  2  grs. ;  carbonate  of  lime  3.3 

grs.,  dissolved  in  the  mixture. 

No.  2 — Diseased  bone,  phosphate  of  lime  2  grs;  carbonate  of  lime 

1.3  grs.,  dissolved  in  the  mixture. 

Nos.  3  and  4 — In  both  specimens  of  healthy  bone  no  cation  took 

place. 
Dr.  Garretson,  in  the  treatment  of  caries  of  the  maxilla,  recommends 

the  use  of  the  official  ordinary  sulphuric  acid. 

On  the  diseased  or  partially  disorganized  soft  tissues  the  solution  will 

have  a  corrosive  and  astringent  effect,  or,  in  other  words,  will  break  down 

or  destroy  the  diseased  tissues,  leaving  a  fresh,  clear  field  for  nature,  with 

the  assistance  of  mild  antiseptic  treatment,  to  take  care  of  herself. 

Why  does  not  sulphuric  acid  attack  and  destroy  devitalized  dentine? 

The  acid  at  first  attacks  the  tooth  substance,  breaking  down  the  lime-salts, 

at  the  same  time  corroding  or  carbonizing  the  organic  substances,  forming 

a  new  compound,  thereby  establishing  a  barrier  to  the  further  progress  of 
the  acid. 

Prof.  Cassid}  (see  Dental  Chemistry  and  Materia  Medica)  says: — 

"The  acid  attacks  the  earthy  portion,  forming  insoluble  calcium  sulphate 
(Ca  So4),  and  at  the  same  time  dehydrating  the  animal  or  gelatinous  por- 

tion, which  is  mainly  made  up  of  carbon,  hydrogen  and  oxygen.  These 

two  latter  elements  are  withdrawn  as  already  alluded  to,  leaving  the  in- 

destructible carbon  as  a  residue  to  be  incorporated  with  the  insoluble  sul- 

phate, producing  thus  a  protecting  covering  to  the  unaffected  parts  beneath 

against  further  inroads  of  the  causing  agents." 
This  protecting  covering  of  carbon  and  calcium  carbonate  are  removed 

or  scraped  away  by  each  excursion  of  the  rough  broach,  permitting  the  acid 
to  take  another  bite  at  the  dentine,  the  same  chemical  and  merchanical 

action  repeating  itself  so  long  as  the  broach  is  kept  in  motion  in  the  presence 
of  the  acid  solution. 

The  depth  to  which  the  acid  affects  the  dentine  is  unfortunately  im- 

measurably small. 

It  wou'd  be  a  great  advantage  to  the  work  in  hand  if  the  acid  would 
or  could  be  made  to  penetrate  further  into  the  dentine.  The  reason  why 

a  larger  area  of  the  dentine  is  not  at  once  affected  has  already  been  men- 
tioned. It  may  be  well  to  recall,  however,  that  dentine  consists  of  an 

organic  matrix,  a  reticular  tissue  of  fine  fibrils,  richly  impregnated  with  salts 
of  calcium.  Traversing  the  matrix  are  long,  fine  canals  or  tubes,  the 
dentinal  tubules,  25,000  to  30,000  to  the  square  millimeter.  Immediately 

surrounding  the  tubu'es  the  matrix  is  especially  dense,  forming  a  lining  or 
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sheath  to  the  tubes,  known  as  the  dentinal  sheaths,  or  neumans  sheaths. 

Neumans  sheaths  are  insoluble  in  boiling  sulphuric  acid. 

Sulphuric  acid  causes  delicate  steel  instruments  to  become  brittle  and 

to  break  on  small  provocation,  leaving  small  pieces  of  steel  buried  within 

the  canal.  This  unpleasant  accident  is,  as  a  rule,  due  to  the  manner  of 

manipulating  the  broach. 

For  very  fine  cana's  the  barbs  should  be  partially  or  wholly  removed 
from  the  broach,  or  a  fine  broach  can  be  made  from  gauge  20  to  25  piano 

wire.  These  broaches  should  be  cut  to  proper  lengths  and  placed  in  a  rigid 
holder  or  handle  that  will  hold  the  broach  in  a  direct  line  with  the  line  of 

force.  Either  pressure  or  traction  then  may  be  applied  to  the  delicate  steel 

point.  For  the  heavier  work,  digging  or  enlarging  should  be  done  with 

large  and  stronger  points  made  of  roughened  steel.  A  better  and  safer 

instrument  may  be  made  by  taking  the  largest  tantalum  silicate  plugger 

points,  No.  104  or  5  S.S.W.,  bend  to  straight  line,  remove  from  the 

handle,  file  or  grind  to  proper  shape,  placed  in  the  strong  right  angle  broach 

holder  made  by  Ivory.     This  makes  a  most  effective  root  canal  excavator. 

The  metal  is  not  acted  upon  or  altered  in  any  way  by  acids.  This 

manner  of  enlarging  or  excavating  the  canal,  to  a  large  extent  at  least, 

eliminates  the  probability  of  making  a  false  track  or  pocket  within  the 

canal,  and  does  away  with  the  necessity  of  using  a  drill,  at  least  until  the 

canal  is  large  enough  to  make  drilling  a  safe  procedure. 

The  point  that  I  am  trying  to  develop  is  that  I  believe  that  the  best 

results  are  to  be  obtained  by  eliminating  the  undesirable  or  dangerous,  and 

taking  advantage  of  the  safer  and  desirable  features  and  results  that  may 

be  obtained  through  the  use  or  application  of  every  chemical  agent  or  in- 

strument that  will  meet  the  exigencies  of  the  case  in  hand. 

In  straight  and  sufficiently  open  canals,  or  in  canals  that  have  been 

enlarged  by  chemical  means,  to  a  sufficient  size  to  pilot  the  root  drill,  for 

the  sake  of  speed,  for  convenience  in  shaping  of  canal,  a  Kerr  drill,  a 

Gates-Glidden,  from  which  the  point  has  been  ground,  or  bud  drill  may  be 
used. 

If  the  finer  canals  contain  fairly  well  organized  pulp  tissue  that  the 

broach  fails  to  engage,  sodium  potassium  should  be  applied  after  the  pulp 

or  other  organic  tissue  has  been  converted  into  a  soapy  substance.  The 

removal  of  this  soap  from  the  canal  becomes  a  necessity ;  some  of  it  may 

be  removed  with  a  stream  of  water;  only  a  small  proportion,  however. 

Swabbing  with  cotton  on  a  broach  does  but  little  better.  If  the  root  canals 

of  an  extracted  tooth  be  opened  and  thoroughly  treated  with  sodium 

potassium,  the  canals  then  washed  out  with  water,  as  would  be  done  if 

the  tooth  were  in  the  mouth,  then  dry  the  tooth,  crack  open  the  roots.  In 

the  apical  third  of  the  root  canal  a  dark,  rather  dense,  soapy  mass  will  be 

found  packed  within  the  fine  canal.  If  the  tooth  fragments  be  kept  dry 

for  a  day  or  so  the  dentine  will  show  a  greenish  yellow  color — not  a  very 
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pronounced  discoloration,  but  sufficient  to  show  the  presence  of  a  coloring 

matter.  All  of  this  soapy  mass  will  be  thoroughly  removed  from  the  canal 

if  sulphuric  acid  be  pumped  into  the  canal  in  sufficient  quantities  to  over- 

come the  alkali,  and  having  been  worked  to  the  end  of  the  canal  with 

broach,  then  the  root  canal  flooded  with  a  saturated  solution  of  soda 

bicarbonate.  The  reaction  will  at  once  remove  practically  al!  foreign  sub- 
stance from  the  canal.  If  the  tooth  then  be  dried  and  the  roots  cracked 

open   the  canals   show  white  and  clean   as   marble. 

With  the  tantelum  root  excavator  and  sulphuric  acid  the  root  canal 

may  be  enlarged  more  rapidly  and  with  greater  freedom  from  unpleasant 

and  sometimes  dangerous  conditions.  The  acid  destroys  and  breaks  down 

disorganized  organic  tissue,  the  soda  solution  removing  the  debris  without 

forcing  the  disorganized  substance  through  an  open  foramen,  as  many  der- 
tists  seem  to  fear. 

If  acid  solution  be  placed  in  a  small  glass  tube,  then  pour  the  soda 

solution  in  the  tube,  it  will  be  seen  that  chemical  action  is  all  on  top  of 

the  acid,  or  only  on  the  surface  of  acid  exposed  to  the  soda,  or,  in  other 

words,  does  not  react  in  the  form  of  an  explosion,  the  larger  end  of  the 

canal  being  open  and  offering  no  resistance  to  the  gas ;  if  the  acid  solution 

should  pass  through  the  foramen  no  further  reaction  could  take  place  than 
that  of  irritation,  as  will  be  shown  on  the  screen. 
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"SUNBEAMS  AND  SHADOWS  IN  DENTISTRY 

Jas.  G.  O'Neill,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S.,  Fort  William,  Ont. 
Read  before  the  Thunder  Bay  Dental  Association. 

Mr.  President  and  Gentlemen, — There  are  two  truisms  that  have 

started  a  Marathon  in  this  none  too  fertile  network  of  brain  cells,  and  they 

are  being  transmitted  with  such  force  of  action  that  I  must  give  them  some 

outlet,  otherwise  their  fruits  will  be  of  a  passive  rather  than  of  an  active 

nature.  They  are  not  by  any  means  new,  and  you  all  have  heard  them 

before;  but  they  always  can  bear  repetition.  One  is  the  old  French  say- 

ing that  "No  man  is  a  hero  to  his  own  valet,"  and  the  other  of  Biblical 

origin,  saying  that  "A  prophet  is  without  honor  in  his  own  country." 
You  will  no  doubt  say  what  is  the  allusion?  But  if  you  will  bear  with 

me  for  a  minute  I  sha1!  do  my  utmost  to  untangle  the  web.  It  would  not 
be  in  the  least  necessary  to  have  such  an  introduction  as  this  to  a  paper  if 

it  were  dealing  with  one  of  the  technical  subjects  of  the  versatile  profession 

of  dentistry ;  but  as  this  paper  is  not  supposed  by  this  scribe  to  be  the  least 

bit  technical,  but  rather  a  sociological  treatise  of  the  man  as  a  dentist  and 

the  profession  of  which  he  is  a  member. 

You  will  no  doubt  now  understand  why  I  have  used  the  truisms,  and 

as  I  go  along  with  the  different  utterances  I  want  your  mind  to  wander 

back  to  these  truisms  and  refresh  them  in  your  memory,  and  in  this  way 

it  will  enable  you  to  impress  more  deeply  on  yourself  that  I  am  truly 

sincere  in  the  utterances  that  I  am  going  to  make  to-night. 

In  presenting  a  paper  of  this  description  one  is  apt  to  think,  as  he 

hears  the  words  falling  on  his  ears,  that  it  lacks  the  very  fundamental  that 

it  should  possess,  and  that  is  sincerity.  I  can  assure  you  that  sincerity 

is  the  predominant  note  that  has  guided  me  all  through  this  paper;  and  as 

in  this  the  listeners  are  only  too  prone  to  associate  the  utterances  too  closely 

with  the  character  who  gives  vent  to  them,  that  I  warn  you  to  not  think  of 

the  essayist  as  typifying  all  these  ideals  that  you  may  hear  in  this  paper,  but 

only  as  one  of  the  weak  instruments  of  the  human  family  whom  you  see 

daily,  with  all  his  faults  and  frailties,  trying  to  portray  a  subject  which,  I 

suppose,  many  think  shou'd  be  left  with  the  philosophers  and  psychologists. 
You  will  agree  with  me  that  I  have  started  out  to  discuss  a  mighty 

big  subject,  and  I  give  you  a  few  impressions  gleaned  and  taken  to 

heart  since  I  entered  the  dental  profession,  with  the  objective  in  view  that 

they  may  assist  us  to  be  more  loyal  members  of  the  brotherhood  of  man, 

and  be  more  especially  applied  to  our  vocation  as  dentists. 

I  have  entitled  this  paper,  "Sunbeams  and  Shadows  in  Dentistry,"  for 
the  reason  that  life  itself  is  pregnated  all  along  the  line  with  comparisons 

and  relations.  We  speak  in  relative  terms  at  all  times;  and  if  it  were  not 

for   the   relative  terms   and   comparisons  that  we  constantly  encounter  we 
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would  almost  cease  to  exist  in  thought  or  word.  When  we  speak  of  a 

man  as  being  tall  we  think  relatively;  when  we  taste  sugar  we  say  it  is 

sweet.  Again  our  minds  work  relatively,  for  if  we  did  not  have  salt  we 

would  never  know  that  sugar  was  sweet;  and  so  it  is  all  along  life's  path. 

Yet  a'ways  and  everywhere  life  has  its  compensations.  There  is  no  loss 
without  gain.  We  had  not  known  the  beauty  of  the  star-lit  heavens  but 

for  the  darkness.  The  splendor  of  the  morning  and  of  the  evening  star — 
of  the  numerous  constellations  and  of  the  wonderful  planets  is  the  gift  of 

the  night.  In  the  use  of  these  two  relative  terms  at  the  head  of  this  paper 

I  shall  endeavor  to  portray  to  you  the  bright  and  the  dark  side  of  the  man 

as  a  dentist,  and  the  profession  that  he  has  associated  himself  with. 

There  is  a  time  towards  the  close  of  a  day  in  summer  when  the  sky 

and  cloud  and  air  achieve  a  perfect  balance  of  effects  in  light  and  color. 

It  is  the  magical  hour  on  land  and  water,  the  climax  of  exuberant  effort, 

in  the  production  of  which  no  economy  has  been  practised  and  oceans  of 

light  and  energy  have  been  prodigally  expended.  The  masterful  brilliance 

of  midday  has  been  subjugated  and  transformed  into  cloud-transluciencies 

and  gleaming  reflections.  The  sky  asserts  itself  in  timid  advances  of  blue. 

The  moment  comes  when  the  gradual  subdual  of  light  and  the  growing 

emergence  of  color  pass  each  other  midway,  filling  the  world  with  tender 

glory  and  smiting  the  sense  of  beauty  with  the  pain  and  tears  of  an  exquisite 

joy.  Then  the  equilibruim  without  seems  to  enter  into  the  spirit  and  the  heart, 

calling  forth  harmony  out  of  the  jangling  emotions  and  anxieties  retiring 

intrusive  and  petty  importunities  and  setting  aright  the  perspective  of  life, 

with  all  the  calm  and  eternal  verities — big,  consoling  and  restful  in  the 

foreground  of  our  consciousness.  This  magical  hour  has  its  counterpart 

in  human  life,  when  the  fever  and  ebullience  have  moderated  their  ardor 

and  they  a'low  the  human  creature  the  relief  of  the  blessed  equanimity 
ere  the  shadows  engulf  us. 

This  picture  I  have  drawn  for  the  purpose  of  showing  the  feelings 

of  the  young  dentist  when  he  graduates  from  college  and  is  ready  to  go 

out  and  cope  with  the  world  as  his  uinversity.  These  lines  portray  the 
feelings  that  I  had  when  I  entered  upon  the  practise  of  dentistry.  I  saw 
nothing  but  shadows,  and  I  was  in  constant  terror  less  I  should  be  en- 

gulfed by  them;  but  one  day — thanks  to  Providence — the  outlook  on  the 

horizon  of  the  sphere  of  my  mortal  activities  began  to  assume  a  definite 

proportion  in  the  form  of  a  faint  sunbeam  pushing  its  way  through  the 

cloud  that  had  been  hanging  over  my  head  for  some  time.  The  re- 

lief which  this  ray  of  sunshine  brought  was  like  unto  the  thirsty  man  in 

the  desert,  who  discovers  that  water  is  close  at  hand;  and  it  also  brings  that 

peace  of  mind  that  says,  "Wei!,  I  guess  I  shall  be  able  to  make  a  liveli- 

hood, and  I  guess  I  am  in  the  right  place  after  all."  Many  young  men, 
after  they  graduate  and  commence  practice  for  themselves,  while  waiting 

for  patients  to  come  to  their  offices — and  if  they  have  to  do  a  little  waiting 
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are  liable  to  have  all  the  shadows  in  the  world  hovering  over  their  heads  and 

give  away  to  the  thought  that  they  never  should  have  studied  dentistry  at 

all;  and  they  are  absolutely  in  the  wrong  place.  One  and  all  should 

cultivate  the  power  that  transmits  to  them  the  feeling  that  behind  that  dark 

shadow  there  are  millions  of  sunbeams;  and  once  the  habit  is  cultivated 

your  thoughts  will  be  formed  in  the  presence  of  these  bright  beams,  and 

soon  they  will  be  an  actual  reality.  Of  course,  shadows  will  come  in  your 

life  at  all  times,  but  you  must  only  permit  these  so  that  you  may  all  the 

more  appreciate  the  sunbeams,  for  in  this  case,  as  in  all  others,  without  the 

comparison,  one  would  not  appreciate  the  sunbeams  when  they  came. 

Every  man  who  takes  up  dentistry  as  a  profession  should  so  train 

himself  as  to  always  try  and  see  the  sunbeams  in  his  work  instead  of  con- 

stantly looking  for  shadows.  There  is  absolutely  no  reason  why  any 

dentist  should  permit  himself  to  be  overcome  by  these  shadows  when  the 

sunbeams  are  so  close  at  hand.  You  are  an  integral  part  of  a  profession, 

to  become  a  member  of  which  you  have  received  a  more  versatile  educa- 

tion than  practically  any  of  the  other  professions;  and  to-day  we  are  mem- 

bers of  a  profession  that  has  as  good  a  standing  in  the  community  as  the 

barrister  or  our  co-brother,  the  physician,  due  to  the  fact  that  the  laity 

is  becoming  enlightened  and  the  high  standing  of  the  men  who  are  entering 

the  profession — who  by  untiring  efforts  and  never  losing  sight  of  their  ideals 

and  code  of  ethics,  raised  it  from  that  of  a  trade  to  the  standing  of  a  pro- 

fession ;  and  now  that  so  much  has  been  done  for  us  by  our  predecessors,  it 

is  our  duty  to  carry  along  the  task  that  they  wrestled  with  so  long  and 

pursue  in  the  same  manner  that  they  did — ever  seeing  the  sunbeams — 

and  we  will  feel  when  it  is  time  for  us  to  lay  down  the  work  and 

hand  it  on  to  our  successors  that  a  goodly  number  of  sunbeams  crowded 

themselves  into  our  life,  leaving  and  storing  for  us  a  rich  harvest,  which 
will  be  the  most  brilliant  sunbeam  we  will  have  when  we  make  our  exit 

from  this  mortal  sphere. 

There  is  a  tendency  in  this  present  age  for  many  professional  men  to 

lose  sight  of  the  fact  of  the  true  ideals  of  a  profession — and  the  dentist 

is  not  any  more  immune  than  are  the  members  of  any  of  the  other  pro-, 

fessions,  and  this  is  the  growing  tendency  of  commercialism  in  their  voca- 

tions. The  same  old  story  all  the  time,  the  chase  after  the  almighty  dol- 

lar, and  the  tendency  to  throw  ideals  and  ethics  to  the  four  winds,  chasing 

this  elusive  commodity.  Wealth  is  morally  legitimate.  Whatever  is  need- 

ful to  the  life  and  weal  of  a  man  has  a  right  to  be.  Wealth  is  certainly 

such.  It  is  simply  humanity's  stock  in  trade,  men's  tools  and  machinery 
wherewith  to  get  their  living.  Without  a  vast  supply  of  such  instrumentali- 

ties the  very  existence  of  our  race  in  its  present  state  would  be  impossible. 

Comfort,  culture,  civilization  would  be  still  further  out  of  the  question.  So 

long  as  all  must  use  each  moment  of  time  and  ounce  of  strength  in  fighting 

hunger,   savagery   is   the  inevitable   lot.      Wealth  is  necessary,   not   as   an 
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evil,  but  as  a  good.  It  is  surely  a  wise  idea  to  think  of  the  day  when  we 

will  not  have  a  capacity  for  earning,  nor  do  I  believe  in  any  person  being 

improvident ;  but  we  as  dentists  should  be  able  to  put  away  enough  money 

so  as  to  take  care  of  that  period  of  our  life  when  our  earning  capacity  shall 

have  fled,  and  at  the  same  time  we  need  never  grow  too  commercial,  nor 

do  we  need  to  put  on  cold  storage  all  our  better  feelings  of  the  true  moral 

code,  nor  should  we  try  to  choke  our  feelings  of  altruism,  because  there  is 

no  money  in  sight. 

You  may  say,  "What  am  I  to  do  except  the  ordinary  routine  of 

dentistry?"  There  are  many  things  that  we  can  do.  There  is  fighting  all 
along  the  line,  and  we  can  get  in  any  place  and  accomplish  great  work. 

Each  and  every  man  who  is  a  member  of  this  profession  has  certain  talents 

which  are  more  pronounced  in  themselves  than  they  are  in  other  men,  and 

it  is  up  to  each  man  who  has  become  a  member  of  this  profession  to  enter 

within  himse'f  and  find  out  what  these. qualities  are,  and  wake  them  up 
from  their  dormant  state  into  an  area  of  activity  in  behalf  of  his  profes- 

sion. It  is  said  that  there  is  one  thing  that  every  man  does  well,  so  find  out 

what  that  particular  thing  is  and  make  the  application,  and  then  you  will 

find  out  that  as  soon  as  you  have  discovered  that  one  thing  others  will 

come  in  its  path,  and  it  will  be  just  the  beginning  of  a  revolution  in  your 

thcught  and  action.  There  are  clinics  to  be  established  for  the  poor  of  the 

cities;  there  are  many  public  offices  where  the  members  of  our  profession 

should  be  represented  and  are  not.  There  is  deserving  charity  work  to  be 

done  in  many  of  the  charitable  institutions;  not  only  do  I  mean  dental  treat- 

ment, but  work  apart  from  our  profession  that  we  as  educated  men  are  well 

fitted  to  do ;  and  there  are  offices  of  all  descriptions — both  in  civil  and 

parliamentary  affairs — where  we  should  be  more  abundantly  represented 

and  are  not.  We  have  other  duties  to  perform  within  our  country  be- 

sides the  practising  of  a  profession.  There  is  much  to  be  done  in  the 

literary  field  and  scientific  research  within  our  own  profession ;  but  alas,  too 

many  of  us  want  to  act  and  think  along  the  line  of  least  resistance,  and  the 

result  is  that  we  get  into  that  narrow  sphere,  and  there  we  remain,  oblivious 

to  everything  but  our  own  welfare. 

This  is  indeed  one  of  the  shadows  that  hover  over  the  profession  of 

dentistry,  but  we  can  turn  this  into  a  veritable  sunbeam  if  we  will  all  ex- 

pend a  little  more  effort  and  each  one  take  a  firm  resolution  that  he  will 

at  least  try  to  accomplish  something  for  the  good  of  the  profession  and 

humanity  in  general. 

It  should  be  a  source  of  joy  to  every  dentist  to  know  that  if  he  really 

feels  that  he  is  in  his  right  place  he  will  never  lack  occupation  or  influ- 

ence. I  he  vocation  besides  possesses  many  elements  of  attractiveness.  In- 

i  e  '>nverse   with   scientific   truths   is   a   rare   privilege   which   only   men 

who    have    adopted    a    profession    of    a    scientific    nature    can    enjoy.      We 

enjoy  the  rare  privilege  oi  studying  human  nature  at  a  very  close  range,  as 
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ou  •  relations  with  our  patients  are  always  of  a  personal  nature.  This  close 
relationship  between  our  patients  and  ourselves  is  the  means  we  have  of 

building  characters  for  ourselves,  as  we  never  come  in  contact  with  any  per- 
son but  what  we  learn  something  therefrom.  It  trains  us  to  be  judicial  ob- 

servers; to  be  cool  and  quick  of  decision,  with  plenty  of  initiative,  and  it  in- 
stils into  us  the  qualities  of  the  idealist  consumed  with  the  desire  for  the 

actual,  visible  accomplishments  for  the  betterment  of  the  human  race. 

Many  of  you  may  think  that  the  coming  of  children  to  your  office  for 

dental  treatment  is  another  one  of  the  shadows  that  cross  your  path  in  your 
chosen  work;  but  we  should  think  otherwise  in  this  respect,  as  anyone,  no 
matter  who  he  is,  is  always  the  better  for  having  come  in  contact  with  the 

children  in  his  practice.  There  is  probably  no  professional  man  to-day  who 
comes  more  in  contact  with  the  children  than  does  the  dentist,  and  it  cannot 
but  have  an  elevating  influence  on  him,  as  he  must  realize  that  these  same 

children  are  one  day  to  be  the  citizens  of  the  country,  and  they  are  to  take 

the  places  that  we  are  to-day  filling,  and  if  we  have  done  our  duty  by  them 
in  our  treatment  of  them,  both  professionally  and  morally,  we  are  makers 
of  destiny.  We  shall  have  the  extreme  pleasure  of  knowing  that  we  have 
increased  their  economic  value  to  the  country,  and  at  the  same  time  if  we 

were  careful  in  our  demeanor  with  them  their  little  characters  may  have 
gained  from  us  just  the  essentials  they  needed  to  help  them  become  better 
citizens.  We  learn  much  from  children,  as  we  see  human  nature  in  its 

truest  form,  absolutely  no  affectation,  but  the  plain  character  laid  bare, 
which  is  different  from  adults. 

Here  is  a  case  where  you  may  think  that  the  presence  of  the  children  in 

the  denial  office  for  treatment  was  certainly  not  any  joy  for  the  dentist;  but 
if  you  will  look  along  the  path  a  little  further — although  thinking  that  they 
are  little  devils  now — we  will  be  compensated  with  the  fact  that  one  day 
they  will  bloom  forth  on  our  horizon  of  achievement  as  true  sunbeams  that 

you  were  unconsciously  storing  up  when  you  were  practising  dentistr}. 
We  as  dentists  on  the  whole  miss  a  good  deal  of  joy  which  we  might 

have  as  we  pursue  our  daily  tasks  if  we  would  only  read  a  little  more.  I 
do  not  mean  to  read  only  subjects  pertaining  to  our  work,  but  cultivate  a 
habit  for  versatile  reading.  Nowadays  we  are  supposed  to  know  some- 

thing, and  indeed  the  rank  and  file  of  civilization  almost  expect  a  profes- 
sional man  to  be  an  encyclopaedia;  but  despite  this  fact  we  could  be  a  whole 

lot  broader  in  our  knowledge  if  we  would  only  exert  a  little  effort.  There 
are  many  times  when  we  are  in  company  with  our  brethren  of  the  other 
professions,  when  we  are  called  upon  to  take  part  in  the  different  discussions, 
and  many  times  are  compelled  to  gaze  on  in  wonder  at  the  knowledge 
of  our  associates,  when  we  just  might  as  well  be  taking  the  initiative  as 
they.  A  profession  is  always  reckoned,  as  to  its  standing  in  the  community, 
by  its  individual  members,  so  if  you  are  able  to  take  your  stand  with  your 
other  professional  confreres,  whether  it  be  at  the  club  or  any  other  place 
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ol  common  meeting  ground,  get  into  the  fray,  ol  course  always  lememhei- 

ing  that  "discretion  is  the  bettet  pait  ol  valor/'  mu\  show  them  that  at 
leasl  the  profession  you  are  a  membei  ol  is  just  aa  enlightened  a  boa) 

m  any  ol  the  other  professions.  In  this  way  you  will  be  creating  a  favor- 

able impression  for  yourself  as  an  individual  menihei  ol  societ]  .  secondly 

ai  a  dentist;  and  thirdly  you  will  be  one  ot  the  sunbeams  ol  the  dental 

profession,  as  you  will  make  the  rest  ol  the  men  m  the  profession  sliming 

lights   as  well    a-  >ourself. 

We  want  to  all  read  just  a  little  more  than  we  have  m  the  past.  Why 

not  forego  the  raid  game,  the  bowling  alley  and  athletics  generally  foi  a 

little  while  and  learn  to  love  good  books?  You  will  not  hnd  such  happy 

companions  anywhere.      1  he  mind  requires  cultivation  just  aa  much  as  the 

body  does.  Physical  exercise  we  giant  is  necessary;  but  why  overdo  it 

to   the   exclusion   of  other   good   things? 

In  selecting  one  should  be  careful  what  he  reads.  Much  trash  is 

being  pub'ished  at  the  present  time;  and  writers  ol  present  day  novels  aie 
surely  not  much  given  to  right  thinking.  1  hens  is  to  excite  rather  than  to 

instruct.  So  have  a  care  and  do  not  read  everything  that  comes  youi  w  a\ . 

as  you  will  be  wasting  valuable  time.  "Reading  maketli  a  lull  man."  but 
the  quality  must  be  considered  rather  than  the  quantity.  1  here  is  plenty 

of  good.  Make  your  selection  carefully,  then  read  lor  the  cultivation  of 

the   mind,   not  merely   for  entertainment   or   to   kill   time. 

We,  as  members  of  a  profession,  are  very  prone  to  ha\e  that  shadow 

cross  our  daily  paths  of  discriminating  against  many  oi  the  mortals  that 

go  to  make  up  the  vast  assemblage  ol  humanity  for  the  reason  that  w  e 

may  think  that,  being  educated,  we  are  on  a  higher  'evel  than  those  who 
may  have  been  less  fortunate  than  we;  but  the  longer  we  have  the  battles 

of  life  to  fight,  the  more  do  we  know  that  we  should  be  radiating  sunbeams 

towards  these  \ei\  creatures,  and  trying  to  make  their  Uvea  happier — 

whuh  is  within  our  power — rather  than  by  casting  gloomy  conditions  in 

their  paths.  It  is  surely  true,  that  our  superiority  should  ne\er  be  exclusive. 

I  he    greater,    stronger,    and    better    we    become,    the    more    waimU     human 

gro%t . 
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PRINCIPLES  AND  PRACTICE  OF  TREATING 

CHILDREN'S  TEETH 

J.   A.    BOTHWELL,    D.D.S.,    L.D.S.,   Toronto,   Ontario. 

Read  before   the   Ontario   Dental   Society,    Toronto,    May,    1915. 

One  of  the  most  essential  qualities  of  an  operator  in  handling  children 

is  that  he  must  love  children  and  be  interested  in  them.  He  must  have  an 

abundance  of  patience  and  kindness,  and  must  feel  that  the  child's  needs, 

and  what  he  is  particularly  interested  in,  are  subjects  worthy  of  considera- 
tion. A  conversation  about  baseball,  marbles  or  skipping  and  ball  are 

things  to  be  talked  about.  Some  children  are  much  interested  in  progress 

at  school,  and  it  is  most  vital  to  them.  Discuss  everything  that  the  child 

may  be  interested  in — anything  but  dentistry.  Each  child  must  be  treated 

individually,  the  operator  being  guided  by  constitution,  age,  and  general 

character,  of  the  child. 

One  great  object  in  children's  work  is  to  get  the  best  possible  results 
with  least  possible  effort.  Absolute  honesty  regarding  the  operation  in 

hand,  as  to  what  will  cause  pain  and  what  will  not,  is  most  necessary. 

This  is  the  best  way  to  gain  the  confidence  which  is  essential  to  success. 

Don't  be  afraid  at  the  first  sitting  to  answer  all  questions,  and  don't  lie. 
See  to  it  that  the  first  operation  is  absolutely  painless  if  at  all  possible.  It 

is  always  well  to  have  parents'  consent,  and  take  them  into  your  confidence 
regarding  their  child. 

The  first  thing  is  to  ascertain  if  the  child  has  had  any  pain.  If  so, 

remove  the  cause  and  stop  the  ache  if  possible.  When  this  operation  is 

complete  it  is  often  well  to  do  prophylaxis  to  prove  to  the  child  that 

dentistry  is  not  the  terrible  ordeal  as  pictured  to  him  by  his  elder  brother. 

At  this  stage  of  the  work  a  little  talk  on  tooth  brushes,  tooth  pastes  and 

the  proper  care  of  the  mouth  will  interest  the  child.  Often  a  small  sample 

of  a  good  paste  will  increase  the  child's  interest  in  the  subject.  Show 
them  how  to  use  it  and  how  and  when  to  brush  the  teeth.  Explain  to  the 

mother  in  as  few  words  as  possible  the  necessity  for  maintaining  the 

terrporary  teeth  until  the  permanent  ones  show  themselves,  also  care  of 

general  health  and  relation  to  mouth  conditions. 

The  conditions  in  the  mouth  ought  to  be  treated  in  the  order  of  their 

importance.  First  pain,  then  pus,  vital  teeth  nearing  exposure,  putrescent 

pulps,  carious  teeth  not  in  immediate  danger.  All  root  treatments  should 

be  commenced  early  and  usually  at  the  second  sitting  so  they  may  be  carried 

to  completion  during  other  operations  and  should  be  completed  in  the 

briefest  time  possible,  consistent  with  thoroughness. 

REASONS   FOR   PRESERVING   DECIDUOUS  TEETH. 

The  retention  of  the  deciduous  teeth  until  the  time  for  their  physiological 

exfoliation  is  essential  to  the  proper  development  of  the  alveo^r  process. 
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The  premature  loss  of  these  teeth  is  one  of  the  chief  causes  of  maloclusion 

of  the  permanent  teeth.  The  pulps  in  the  molars  should,  if  at  all  possible, 

be  preserved  vital  so  that  the  physiological  resorption  of  the  roots  may 

take  place,  permitting  the  succeeding  teeth  to  take  their  places  properly. 

Death  of  the  pulp  of  a  deciduous  tooth  stops  the  physiological  resorption 

of  the  roots,  causing  the  too  long  retention  of  the  tooth,  irregular  eruption 

of  its  successor,  and  a  condition  of  inflammation,  suppuration,  and  filth 

dangerous  to  the  health  of  the  child.  Retention  of  the  second  molar  is 

important  that  the  first  permanent  molar  may  not  drift  forward. 

TREATMENT  OF  CAVITIES  IN  VITAL  TEETH. 

The  decalcified  dentine  is  to  be  thoroughly  excavated,  and  the  cavity 

surface  cleansed.  Use  alcohol  if  shock  to  the  vital  pulp  can  be  avoided, 

anaesthetized  with  phenol,  and  dry  and  stain  with  40  per  cent,  solution 

of  silver  nitrate,  maintaining  contact  for  a  few  minutes.  Where  the  cavity 

is  not  deep  and  the  tooth  will  be  exfoliated  in  a  short  time  this  treatment  is 

sufficient  without  filling.  Where  the  cavity  is  fairly  deep  and  the  tooth 

will  be  retained  for  a  year  or  more,  fill  with  black  copper  cement.  In 

forming  a  judgment  in  these  cases  the  rate  of  rapidity  of  decay  in  each 

particular  mouth  must  be  taken  into  consideration  and  also  the  dates  of  the 

loss,  or  prospective  loss,  of  similar  and  other  teeth  in  the  same  mouth.  I 

never  attempt  to  fill  the  anterior  six  teeth ;  I  treat  them  only  with 
silver  nitrate. 

TREATMENT  OF  EXPOSED  PULPS  IN  VITAL  TEETH. 

The  exposure  should  be  enlarged,  and  the  pulp  desensitized  with 

phenol,  and  extirpated  with  phenol  in  one,  two  or  three  sittings.  Two- 

thirds  of  the  carious  portion  of  the  crown  should  be  ground  away  with  a 

wheel  stone,  leaving  mesial  or  distal  wall,  if  sound,  forming  a  right  angle 

with  the  ground  gingival  line  base,  pulp  cavity  walls  should  be  made 

parallel  or  slightly  flaring  with  a  fissure  bur.  The  mouth  should  be 

napkined,  canals  dried  with  alcohol  and  stained  with  a  40  per  cent,  solu- 

tion of  silver  nitrate,  maintaining  contact  for  a  few  minutes.  When  pulp 

is  hypertrophied,  cauterize  with  phenol  and  excise  with  a  sharp  sterile 

spoon  excavator,  dipped  in  phenol,  then  follow  same  treatment  as  in  ex- 

posed pulps.  In  small  cavities  where  pulp  is  exposed  treat  as  above,  fill 

root  with  stiff  paste  of  precipitated  calcium  phosphate  and  formo  cresol 

and   then   cover  with  oxy-copper  cement. 

CAPPING  OF  PULPS. 

In  cases  where  there  has  been  accidental  exposure,  and  also  in  the 

molars  of  young  children,  where  it  is  important  to  preserve  the  pulp  and 

thus  not  interfere  with  resorption,  pulp  capping  should  be  resorted  to. 

First  dry  cavity,  cauterize  with  phenol  and  cover  exposure  with  paste  of 

oil  of  cloves  and  zinc  oxide.  Have  small  piece  of  white  paper  large 

enough   to   cover   exposure.      Place   soft   cement   on    the   side   of   this   and 
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carry,  with  plyers,  to  the  cavity,  placing  cement  against  cavity  wall,  and 

gently  pat  to  place.     Fill  cavity  with  black  oxyphosphate  of  copper. 
PUTRESCENT  PULPS. 

In  cases  of  putrescent  pulps  the  canals  should  be  cleansed   and   fol- 

lowed by  the  same  mechanical  and  medicinal  treatment  as  given  following 

extirpation  of  the  pulp. 
ABSCESS  WITH   SINUS. 

All  decay  and  pulp  debris  should  be  removed  and  the  sinus 

cautiously  irrigated  with  essential  oil  water  or  campho-phenique.  Me- 

chanical and  medicinal  treatment  should  follow.  This  treatment  applies 

to  all  pulpless  deciduous  teeth.  Where  difficulty  is  encountered  in  getting 

the  sinus  to  heal,  a  lancet  dipped  in  phenol  may  be  carefully  used  to 

enlarge  the  opening  and  the  abscess  pocket  syringed  out  from  the  outside, 

as  well  as  through  the  root,  using  abscess  syringe.  If  a  filling  is  decided 

upon  treat  as  in  extirpation  of  the  pulp  and  fill. 

WHEN  TO  EXTRACT. 

In  extracting  for  young  children  always  use  a  general  anaesthetic. 

Extract  when  the  permanent  successor  can  be  detected  below  the  mucous 

membrane  or  is  out  of  its  proper  position  or  has  pierced  it  and  the  deciduous 

tooth  still  remains,  also  in  certain  cases  where  a  severe  abscess  or  peri- 
cemental necrosis  contraindicates  further  retention. 

ROOTS. 

Where  roots  are  sound  and  it  is  not  time  for  their  exfoliation,  and 

where  they  are  not  abscessed  grind  down  near  gum  line,  cleanse  the  canal, 

paint  with  silver  nitrate  and  leave.  If  loose,  abscessed  or  too  long  re- 

tained, extract.  In  painting  these  teeth  with  silver  nitrate  it  is  necesr^-y 
only  to  moisten  a  very  small  pledget  of  cotton  in  the  nitrate.  Be  sure  ihat 

there  is  no  surplus.  Teeth  well  stained  with  silver  nitrate  do  not  decay 

again,  and  if  the  cavities  are  saucer  shaped  they  do  not  hold  food.  They 

are  practically  self-cleansing. 

FIRST  PERMANENT  MOLARS. 

One  other  tooth  that  demands  a  great  deal  of  attention  and  thought 

is  the  first  permanent  molar.  In  the  first  place  the  roots  of  the  permanent 

teeth  are  not  complete  until  about  three  years  or  more  after  eruption  (except 

the  cuspid).  Root  formation  stops  with  the  death  of  the  pulp.  It  should, 

therefore,  be  the  aim  of  the  dentist  to  reach  these  teeth  before  the  pulp  is 

involved.  In  cases  where  it  is  imperative  to  devitalize  before  the  roots  are 

completed,  that  is,  as  a  rule,  before  nine  years  of  age,  great  care  must 

be  exercised  that  arsenic  is  not  left  long  enough  to  destroy  the  tissues  at  the 

end  of  the  root.  In  removing  the  pulp  and  filling  the  roots  in  these  cases 

the  fact  that  the  end  of  the  root  is  open  must  be  kept  in  mind  and  the 

treatment  adapted  to  the  case.  At  best  only  a  portion  of  these  teeth  can  be 
saved  permanently. 
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OCCLUSAL   CAVITIES   IN   MOLARS. 

In  occlusal  cavities  where  conditions  indicate,  extend  the  cavity  to 

include  all  fissures.  If  the  child  be  hard  to  handle  repair  only  the  involved 

part  after  painting  the  whole  surface  with  silver  nitrate.  If  there  is  much 

tendency  to  decay,  paint  the  whole  crown  of  all  the  molars  with  silver 

nitrate.  In  all  cases  where  the  cavity  is  at  all  deep,  line  with  cloves  and 

cement  as  a  protection  to  the  pulp.  It  is  usually  best  to  use  fissure  burs 

for  cutting  as  you  are  less  likely  to  expose  the  horn  of  the  pulp.  In  very 

narrow  cavities  if  shallow  it  is  often  not  necessary  to  use  a  bur;  paint  with 

silver  nitrate  and  then  force  black  copper  cement  into  the  crevice.  This 

will  often  last  for  years. 

PROXIMAL   CAVITIES. 

Practically  all  proximal  cavities  should  be  made  proximo-occlusol  with 

a  step  and  cement  lining.  Always  use  a  matrix  to  make  a  tight  contact 

point. 
IMMINENT  OR  FRESH  EXPOSURES. 

In  these  cases  after  having  removed  as  much  decay  as  possible,  sterilize 

the  cavity  by  sealing  in  phenol  and  cloves,  equal  parts.  At  the  second 

sitting  use  the  capping  material,  cloves  and  zinc  oxide  directly  over  the  pulp 

and  cover  with  soft  cement,  then  insert  a  temporary  filling  for  a  week  or  so 

and  if  no  pain  occurs  f  11  the  !ooth. 

DEVITALIZATION. 

For  devitalization  of  these  molars  arsenic  discs  are  to  be  preferred. 

The  length  of  time  the  arsenic  is  to  be  sealed  in  is  to  be  judged  from  the 

depth  of  the  cavity,  the  physiological  and  pathological  state  of  the  pulp, 

the  amount  of  arsenic,  the  proximity  of  vital  tissue  and  the  completeness  or 

lack  of  completeness  of  the  roots.  Arsenic  should  not  be  applied  directly 

to  an  inflamed  pulp  but  upon  vital  dentine  rvith  an  anodyne  on  the  pulp. 

It  should  never  be  applied  to  an  aching  pulp.  If  aching,  expose  the  pulp 

if  possible,  permitting  a  hemorrhage  and  seal  an  anodyne  for  a  day  or  two, 

also  seal  an  anodyne  if  you  cannot  expose  the  pulp.  Apply  the  arsenic 

in  a  couple  of  days.  Leave  arsenic  in  the  tooth  not  more  than  forty-eight 

hours,  and  then  remove  and  seal  oil  of  cloves  for  several  days.  Remove 

the  pulp  and  fill. 

PUTRESCENT  PULPS. 

In  treating  putrescent  pulps  cleanse  the  pulp  chamber  and  canals  a* 

thoroughly  as  possible,  avoiding  pressure  and  then  seal  formo  cresol  1-3. 

At  the  second  sitting  cleanse  more  thoroughly  and  seal  cloves  1 ,  and  formo 

cresol  about  1-5.  If  healthy  after  ten  days  fill  the  roots  with  thymol,  aristol 

and  creosote  and  a  gutta  percha  cap.  Cover  with  oxy-chloride  of  zinc  and 

then  fill  the  cavity  with  whatever  is  best  for  the  particular  case  in  hand. 

If  at  all  possible  I  recommend  the  saving  of  every  permanent  tooth  and 

root  as  long  as  they  can  be  made  healthy  and  kept  heakhy.       This  should 
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be  done  to  induce  development  of  the  alveolar  process.  They  should  at 

least  be  left  in  until  all  the  permanent  teeth  are  in  place.  By  keeping  these 

teeth  better  development  takes  place  and  better  facial  lines  are  secured. 

In  closing  this  paper  I  wish  to  state  that  during  the  last  five  years  I 

have  treated  a  great  many  children  in  the  above  manner  and  I  am  more  than 

pleased  with  the  results  obtained.  If  you  have  not  tried  this  treatment  give 

it  a  trial  and  I  am  sure  you  will  not  be  sorry. 

DISCUSSION. 

O.  S.  CLAPPISON,  Hamilton,  Ont. :  I  am  sure  Dr.  Bothwell  deserves 

to  be  complimented  on  the  paper  he  has  read  here  to-day.  He  has  boiled 

it  down  to  an  extent  that  is  very  rarely  done,  and  he  has  given  us  the  pith 

of  the  matter.  There  are  one  or  two  things,  however,  that  perhaps  I  might 

mention.  To  my  mind  one  thing  that  is  neglected  by  the  average  practi- 

tioner in  dentistry  is  the  care  of  children's  teeth.  Why  it  is  I  do  not  know. 
Some  claim  they  have  not  the  time.  If  it  is  lack  of  time,  they  ought  to  pass 
the  patient  on  to  a  man  who  has  the  time.  The  child  should  not  be  made  to 

suffer  for  this.  Parents  are  very  often  more  particular  about  the  child  than 

they  are  about  themselves,  and  very  often  the  way  to  the  good  will  of  the 

parent  is  through  the  child.  I  am  sure  many  a  young  practitioner  has  ob- 

tained a  good  start  in  that  manner,  through  the  child  to  the  parent.  Some 

might  not  think  that  Dr.  Bothwell's  treatment  is  sufficiently  radical.  I  think 
I  would  rather  temporize  and  keep  the  good  will  of  a  child  rather  than  per- 

form a  too  pa;nful  operation.  We  cannot  save  all  the  teeth,  but  at  least  we 

can  save  all  the  teeth  we  can.  The  object  in  treating  children  is,  first  to 

remove  the  foci  of  infection,  second  to  keep  the  teeth  healthy,  and  in  the 

third  place  to  preserve  the  anatomical  relation  of  the  teeth  until  it  is  time  for 

them  to  be  lost.  Very  often  a  retaining  appliance  is  necessary,  and  in  these 

cases  it  is  very  easy  to  put  on,  and  it  seems  to  me  the  dentist  is  negligent  if 
he  does  not  maintain  that  condition  and  leave  it  for  the  orthodontist  to  com- 

plete later  on.  Dr.  Bothwell  advised  parallel  walls  and  building  up  the 

step.  Sometimes  I  think  it  is  father  a  difficult  proposition  with  a  child  to  do 

this.  You  will  find  these  cavities  come  to  you  with  the  decay  very  near  the 

pulp,  and  it  is  almost  an  impossibility  to  parallel  the  walls  and  build  up  a 
square  step. 

As  Dr.  Bothwell  says,  the  method  of  procedure  is  to  insert  oxyphos- 

phate  of  copper  cement.  I  find  at  times  that  an  excavator  can  be  used  to 

greater  advantage  than  a  burr.  A  child  does  not  like  a  burr  on  a  tooth, 

and  there  is  a  good  reason  for  it.  It  is  the  bone  conduction.  You  take 

a  burr  on  your  own  tooth,  and  it  is  not  so  much  the  pain  from  the  burr  as 

it  is  the  sound  of  the  burr  that  frightens  the  child,  and  they  fly  up  to  the 
ceiling  and  you  have  lost  them  altogether.  The  time  to  commence  prophy- 

laxis for  a  child  is  as  early  as  possible.  I  think  that  when  we  begin  preach- 

ing prophylaxis  and  the  treatment  of  children's  teeth  to  the  parents  we  are 
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going  to  get  far  better  results.  In  prophylaxis  I  find  by  using  a  stick  of 

orange  wood  instead  of  a  brush  you  can  very  often  accomplish  prophylaxis 

in  a  young  child  much  more  easily  than  by  working  the  engine  and  the 

brash  wheel.  As  soon  as  they  touch  the  gingival  margin  you  seem  to  lose 

them  right  away,  and  I  think  you  can  get  better  results  with  the  orange 

stick  and  powder.  You  can  remove  stain  from  a  child's  tooth  with  this 
method  much  more  readily  than  with  a  brush.  Then  Dr.  Bothwell  says 

he  never  fills  the  six  anterior  teeth.  He  uses  the  treatment  advocated  by 

Dr.  Black,  staining  with  silver  nitrate.  It  seems  to  me  there  are  some  cases 

where  oxyphosphate  of  cement  would  give  better  service.  Then  Dr.  Both- 

well  uses  carbolic  acid  for  extracting  a  pulp.  I  think  some  day  I  will 

watch  him  do  it.  I  would  like  to  do  it  myself,  but  I  have  never  been  able 

to.  Arsenic  has  been  the  treatment  I  have  had  to  use  in  my  own  practice, 

and  if  I  had  to  dispense  with  arsenic  I  think  I  would  give  up  treating 

children.  You  will  find  these  teeth  very  sensitive  to  arsenic  from  twelve 

to  twenty  hours  being  sufficient.  You  must  not  leave  it  too  long.  I  think 

if  arsenic  were  dispensed  with  or  abolished  we  would  find  there  would  be 

more  permanent  teeth  lost  than  there  are  by  the  use  of  it.  I  would  not 

use  arsenic,  of  course,  on  a  molar,  and  as  Dr.  Bothwell  says,  it  depends 

on  the  formation  of  the  root.  The  root  is  not  properly  formed  until  three 

or  four  years  after  it  erupts,  and  as  you  all  know  it  would  be  very  unwise 

to  apply  arsenic  to  a  tooth  with  a  partially  absorbed  root,  but  for  a  tem- 

porary tooth  under  proper  conditions  I  cannot  find  anything  to  take  its  place. 

The  root  filling,  the  essayist  has  pointed  out,  depends  on  the  physical 

condition  of  the  child  and  the  extent  of  the  absorption  of  the  roots.  In 

filling  the  roots,  Dr.  Bothwell  uses  a  form  of  creosote  and  precipitated 

chalk  or  zinc  oxide.  I  cannot  see  the  necessity  for  that.  If  the  tooth  is 

to  be  retained  for  a  short  time,  I  would  rather  use  the  oil  of  cloves  and  zinc 

oxide  powder.  If  there  is  no  infection  when  the  pulp  is  extirpated,  I  think 

I  would  use  a  solution  of  formaldehyde  rather  than  the  full  strength.  I 

think  there  would  be  danger  of  irritation  from  the  formaldehyde  in  full 

strength,  and  I  generally  dilute  it  about  fifteen  to  twenty  per  cent.  In  a 

cavity  where  you  have  an  abscess  with  a  fistula  and  you  wish  to  retain  the 

tooth  for  a  very  short  time,  say  six  or  eight  months  or  a  year,  I  find  it  good 

practice  to  flood  that  cavity  with  silver  nitrate  and  dry  the  cavity.  Then 

flood  the  cavity  with  chlorapercha  (place  some  gutta  percha  into  the  cavity, 

force  the  fluid  into  the  canals)  and  trim  it  off,  and  you  will  find  it  surprising 

how  long  it  will  stay  in  a  temporary  tooth.  It  does  not  matter  if  a  little 

exudes  through  the  fistula.  It  will  last  months.  It  is  very  much  easier  to 

do  than  filling  that  tooth  with  a  cement  or  with  oxyphosphate  of  copper  or 

a  copper  alloy. 

Again  Dr.  Bothwell  advises  filling  the  canal  with  thymol,  cristol  and 

creosote  and  a  gutta  percha  cone.  It  seems  to  me  a  mechanical  root  filling 

is  the  only  root  filling  in  a  permanent  tooth.      It  has  been  my  experience, 
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I  know,  when  you  open  the  pulp  chamber  that  has  been  treated  with 

mechanical  root  filling  you  take  it  for  granted  it  has  been  well  done  and 

you  are  satisfied  to  leave  it,  but  open  into  a  tooth  where  you  find  a  pow- 

der and  a  cone  inserted,  you  don't  seem  to  have  the  same  confidence. 
At  least  that  is  my  experience.  I  do  not  think  there  is  such  a  thing 

as  a  permanent  antiseptic  root  filling.  Roots  should  be  treated  until  they 

can  be  filled  with  some  permanent  root  canal  filling.  Then  we  come 

to  the  permanent  teeth.  That  is  something  that  Dr.  Bothwell  did  not 

touch  on  to  any  extent.  With  me  that  is  the  stumbling  block.  I  have 

more  trouble  with  children  where  it  is  necessary  to  fill  these  small  fissure 

cavities  which  are  almost  always  very  sensitive.  That  is  a  proposition 

that  a  dentist  is  apt  to  come  up  against.  I  have  found  Buckley's  Paste, 

under  certain  conditions,  to  be  very  satisfactory,  but  I  don't  know  that 
I  would  recommend  it  in  deep  cavities.  I  have  had  several  very  severe 

attacks  of  pulpitis  toothache  from  its  use,  but  there  is  one  remedy  that 

can  be  used  that  is  excellent  and  if  you  leave  it  for  a  week  or  more  it 

will  desensitize  the  dentine,  and  that  is  a  five  per  cent,  solution  of  orthoform 

in  zinc  oxide  and  a  saturated  solution  of  zinc  sulphate.  If  you  leave  that  in 

the  cavity  for  a  week  or  longer  you  will  have  the  dentine  desensitized,  and 

you  will  not  have  the  irritation  you  have  from  Buckley's  Paste. 
Dr.  Bothwell  mentioned  silver  nitrate.  Take  a  child  when  you  are 

doing  prophylaxis,  and  take  for  instance  a  six  year  molar.  Take  the 

occlusal  face  of  that  cavity.  When  you  first  see  the  child  for  a  week  or 

two  weeks  or  a  month,  if  you  flood  that  with  a  two  per  cent,  solution  of 

silver  nitrate  and  expose  that  tooth  for  a  while  until  you  get  a  stain,  to 

my  mind  it  is  much  more  efficient  than  oxyphosphate  of  copper.  You 

will  find  those  little  fissure  cavities  come  so  rapidly  and  so  early,  but  by  the 

use  of  the  nitrate  of  silver  in  a  great  many  cases  there  will  be  no  decay 
for  years. 

Then  in  regard  to  extraction,  Dr.  Bothwell  always  uses  a  genera1 
anaesthetic.  I  think  there  are  some  cases  with  a  very  young  child  when  it 
is  advisable  to  extract  with  novocaine  solution.  At  least  I  have  many 

cases  in  my  own  practice  where  I  would  not  care  to  dispense  with  its  use. 
I  would  not  care  to  give  every  child  an  anaesthetic  for  extraction.  I  thank 

you,   gentlemen. 

Dr.  W.  J.  Price:  After  the  very  thorough  discussion  of  the  paper 
which  Dr.  Clappison  has  given  us  I  do  not  propose  to  take  up  much  of 
your  time.  The  essayist  has  pointed  out  the  importance  of  gaining  the 
confidence  of  the  child  at  its  first  visit.  That  to  my  mind  is  one  of  the 
most  important  points  of  this  paper.  I  do  not  suppose  that  Dr.  Bothwell 
would  recommend  us  to  use  a  long  pointed  explorer  and  force  it  down 
to  the  bottom  of  some  of  those  cavities  that  are  presented  when  the  child 
comes  to  our  office.      There  is  a  great  deal   in  handling  the  child  on  its 
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first  presentation.  I  have  found,  and  I  suppose  you  all  have  found  too, 

that  anxious  and  nervous  mothers  will  tell  the  child  it  is  not  going  to 

hurt,  "the  Doctor  won't  hurt  you  a  bit,"  and  we  have  at  times  to  con- 
tradict what  the  mother  says  in  order  to  do  what  she  is  attempting  to  do, 

to  gain  the  confidence  of  the  child.  I  find  that  to  tell  the  child  that  the 

operation  is  not  going  to  hurt  and  then  to  have  it  hurt  is  going  to  spoil 

that  child  in  our  hands  very  often,  but  if  we  can  make  our  first  operation 

practically  painless  it  is  wonderful  what  the  child  will  stand  if  you  bring 

it  to  the  point  where  it  expects  to  have  to  stand  some  pain.  It  is  wonderful 

how  good  soldiers  even  young  children  are.  I  suppose  Dr.  Bothwell 

would  not  object  to  giving  us  his  technic  with  regard  to  the  extirpation  of 

the  pulp  with  phenol.      I  have   found  it  difficult. 

With  regard  to  the  filling  of  the  root  canal,  I  suppose  we  do  not 

need  to  spend  much  time  on  that  until  after  we  have  heard  Dr.  Callahan's 
paper.  I  have  found  in  my  own  practice  that  the  zinc  oxide  and  oil  of 

cloves  paste  has  given  pretty  good  satisfaction,  but  Dr.  Bothwell  has 

suggested  something  which  to  me  is  new,  that  is  the  flooding  of  the  root 

canals  with  the  silver  nitrate  solution  first.  Probably  that  would  be  quite 

an  assistance  in  securing  good  results  in  the  root  canal  filling  in  temporary 
teeth. 

I  would  like  to  ask  if  eugenol  has  been  found  to  be  much  more 

effective  than  oil  of  cloves  in  this  connection,  although  personally  I  have 

not   found  great  irritation   from  the  use  of  oil   of  cloves. 

The  field  for  the  work  of  the  Educational  Section  of  our  Society  is 

to  my  mind  greatest  in  connection  with  this  work  amongst  the  children, 

and  if  a  word  to  stimulate  an  interest  in  the  work  with  the  children  is  of 

any  advantage,  I  certainly  feel  that  the  question  of  prevention  is  one  of  the 

things  that  should  be  placed  before  the  parents.  The  parents'  aim 
should  be  the  prevention  of  caries  as  far  as  possible  in  the  teeth.  The 

ounce  of  prevention  which  is  worth  more  than  the  pound  of  cure. 

Dr.  H.  L.  WATT:  It  has  afforded  me  much  pleasure  indeed  to 

listen  to  this  worthy  paper  delivered  by  Dr.  Bothwell.  At  the  present 

moment  I  feel  proud  that  I  spent  my  freshman  year  with  him. 

I  here  are  just  a  few  points  I  think  possibly  he  might  have  overlooked, 

and  one  of  the  chief  ones  impressed  upon  me  was  in  his  use  of  silver 

nitrate.  He  did  not  seem  to  impress  upon  the  operator  that  he  was  using 

a  very  malignant  drug  and  if  any  care'essness  whatever  was  exercised  it 
would  have  dangerous  effects  to  tissues  immediately  involved.  At  all 

times   neutralize   with   Sodium   Chloride    (common   salt). 

I  ben  another  point  he  brought  out  was  the  use  of  Phenol  for  alleviat- 

ing pain.  Why  send  a  boy  on  a  man's  errand?  If  one  is  going  to  relieve 
a  patient  from  an  aching  tooth  the  quickest  possible  method  is  to  gain 

an   exposure,   cause   an   hemorrhage,   relieving   pressure   upon   the   inflamed 
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Then  use  Phenol  or  Carboli
c  acid,  Crystals  preferred,

  applied 

pulp  will   become  destroyed  w
ithout   danger   to   patient.      Th

e   following 

makes   a   splendid  devitalizing  paste:
  ^ 

1£  Arsenous  acid   

Sulphate  morphia, 

Sulphate  quinine   

Creasote,  q.s  ad  to  make  
stiff  paste. 

In  hypertrophied  conditions 
 the  Ethyl  Chloride  spray  wi

ll  do  the 

work  bu  the  spray  must  not 
 be  used  in  the  child's  mouth  a

s  it  may  have 

:1^L  u'po:  the  child's  physical  conditi
on  Good  «to  -j£ 

obtained  by  spraying  a  small  pledget  o  ̂ ^  J^  ̂  
child's  mouth  and  carrying  it  r

apidly  to  the  tissue, 

usually  produce  the  desired 
 anaesthesia. 

Dr    Bothwell  condemns  filling  ro
ot  canals  with  gutta  percha  point

s^ 

That   will   certainly   be   an   interes
ting   subject   for  me   to  listen   to 

  when 

th    paper  is  given  later  on.     T
o  my  mmd  the  root  cana    fi

lhngs  particu- 

iP  in  chiuL's  teeth  does  not  dep
end  upon  the  absolute  accuracy  of 

the  root  canal  filling,  so  much  a
s  it  does  the  aseptic  condition  a

nd  manipula- 

te   in  an  attempt  to  prevent  infect.on 
 while  the  operat.on  .  . ̂ rog res * 

As   a   root  canal   filling   I   use   the 
 preparat.on   put   upon   the   market  

 a 

O  a  ara,  with  li.u.d  and  powder
.      I   always   follow  with  gut

ta  percha 

points    but  I  am  at  all  times  very
  careful  not  to  allow  them  to  e

xtend  be- 

P/ond   the   apex   just   filling   as   comfor
tably   as   possible.      Regarding   th 

prevention  of  infection  I  believe  at
  all  times  in  trying  to  save  the  tem

porary 

teeth      I  thank  you  for  your  kin
d  attention. 

DR   COYNE-    I  have  been  waiting  for
  somebody  to  mention  one  thing. 

In  speaking  of  getting  the  confidenc
e  of  the  child,  it  is  not  so  often 

 that 

the  mother  comes  along  and  tells  the 
 child  the  dent.st  ,s  not  going  to  hurt 

him  at  all,  i,  is  because  before  the  c
hild  left  home  his  mother  or  ma  den

 

aunt  or  somebody  else  came  over  wit
h   a  lot  of  bunko   as  to  how  they 

were  nearly  killed  the  week  before.     
I  haven't  got  any  remedy  to  suggest 

but  if  some  wiseacre  would  suggest  s
ome  system  whereby  we  can  reach 

the  mothers  of  this  Province,  by  a  ser
ies  of  lectures,  or  something  of  that 

kind  to  just  let  a  little  common  sense
  into  their  heads  in  regard  to  the 

handling  of  their  own  ch.ldren  it  would
  be  a  good  thing.     The  average 

child  is  told  if  he  does  not  go  to  bed  a
t  8  o'clock  the  boo-man  w,l    catch 

him  before  9,  or  some  other  foolish  nons
ense.     I  know  a  couple  of  years 

ago  with   my   own  child   I   had   an  experi
ence  of   that  kind.      My  chi.d 

would  go  into  the  back  yard  on  the  dark
est  night  and  play  with  his  cart 

because  he  did  not  believe  anybody  wo
uld  touch  h.m,   and  when  that 
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child  was  in  that  state  of  innocence,  one  day  a  traveller  met  me  at  the 

depot,  whom  I  knew  slightly,  and  he  grabbed  the  child  and  picked  him 

up  and  said  he  would  take  him  to  jail.  He  said,  "I  am  going  to  take  you 

to  the  lock-up."  I  was  rather  struck  for  a  moment,  but  I  came  to  myself 
pretty  quick.  I  never  get  mad,  but  I  was  pretty  near  it  about  then.  My 

child  had  never  heard  in  his  life  that  there  was  such  a  place  as  a  jail,  or 

anything  like  it.  Now,  if  you  treat  your  children  like  that  you  will  never 

get  them  to  a  dentist  or  any  other  place  you  desire — and  I  would  not 
have  blamed  the  child  in  that  case  if  he  had  been  a  little  bit  discourteous 

to  the  man.  I  had  a  case  a  little  while  ago  where  the  mother  came  to 

me  to  make  an  appointment,  and  she  says,  "Look  out,  that  man  will  grab 

you  and  pull  all  your  teeth  out;"  and  I  turned  to  her  and  I  said,  "Where 
did  you  get  such  an  idea  as  that?  What  are  you  going  to  do  when  you 

want  your  child  to  come  in?"  She  said,  "I  really  never  thought  of  it." 

I  said,  "\  ou  are  like  all  the  other  mothers,  you  don't  use  common  sense 

about   it." 
Now,  I  have  heard  public  speakers,  and  you  all  have,  when  they 

refer  to  the  young  man  starting  out  to  choose  his  course  in  life,  holding  up 

the  ministry,  or  the  law,  or  the  medical  profession,  but  I  never  heard 

them  refer  in  my  life  to  a  man  starting  out  in  the  profession  of  dentistry. 

I  challenge  any  man  here  to  say  they  have  heard  e  public  speaker  say 

anything  of  that  kind  about  dentistry.  They  do  not  think  anything  about 

the  dentists,  as  a  factor  in  the  community.  They  think  they  are  a  bunch 

of  dubs.  I  know  it.  (Laughter.)  I  am  not  here  on  any  knocker's  business, 
you  understand,  and  I  am  not  going  to  keep  you  very  long.  I  was  in  a 

meeting  in  Toronto  here  and  I  heard  one  speaker  refer  to  a  dentist,  and 

I  never  heard  any  other  public  speaker  in  my  life  refer  to  a  dentist  good 

or  bad.  That  won't  do  us  any  harm,  probably,  but  that  is  not  the  idea. 
He  referred  to  the  dentist  as  a  necessary  evil  inflicted  upon  a  long  suffer- 

ing public  and  something  he  couldn't  get  around. 
That  was  right  down  here  on  Bloor  Street  at  a  church  banquet.  He 

referred  to  the  dentist  in  those  terms,  or  words  similar  to  that.  Now,  I 

will  admit  that  mothers  sometimes  tell  the  children  the  dentist  won't  hurt, 
but  the  most  trouble  is  because  the  mother  tells  the  child  he  will  hurt  and 

he  will  grind  his  head  off.  If  there  is  any  scheme  that  can  be  suggested 

whereby  sisters  and  brothers  and  mothers  and  aunts  could  be  educated  it 

would  be  a  fine  thing.  A  few  weeks  ago  I  had  a  mother  say  right  in 

front  of  the  child,  that  she  was  nearly  killed,  and  I  said,  "Cut  that  out 

if  you  are  going  to  stay  in  my  office."  She  said,  "The  chi!d  is  nervous." 

I  said,  "The  child  isn't  nervous.  You  would  make  anybody  nervous  talking 

as  you  do."  I  couldn't  shut  her  up  to  save  my  life.  She  was  bound  to 
force  her  opinion  on  me  and  the  child  too.  She  told  about  being  nearly 

killed,  and  her  sister  being  nearly  killed,  and  you  all  know  the  rest  of 

the  story.      They  are  all  living  yet,  but  that  child  sat  there  in  the  chair 
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listening.  I  insisted  that  she  should  stop,  but  she  said,  "The  child  doesn't 

know  what  I  am  talking  about."  I  said,  "You  are  fooling  yourself;  your 

child  is  seven  years  of  age  and  do  you  think  your  child  is  a  ninny?  Don't 
you  give  your  child  credit  for  any  more  brains  than  that?  You  offer 

that  child  a  quarter  to  go  to  the  corner  store  and  you  will  know  if  she 

understands  what  you  are  saying  or  not."  Now,  we  are  up  against  this  all 
the  time.  The  trouble  is  what  the  children  are  told  before  they  come 

near  the  dentist,  long  before  the  visit  is  ever  contemplated,  and  around 

the  school  grounds  about  the  suffering  during  dental  treatment.  The 

dentist  is  talked  about  as  the  right  bower  of  the  Kaiser,  if  you  want  to 

put  it  that  way.      You  all  laugh,  but  how  far  wrong  is  that? 

Now,  Dr.  Bothwell  spoke  about  general  anaesthetics  in  regard  to  the 

extraction  of  teeth.  I  would  take  exception  to  that.  I  see  a  man  sitting 

over  there  who  once  told  us  in  lectures  to  avoid  anaesthetics  if  at  all 

possible.  If  I  remember  correctly  he  said  never  give  them  unless  they  are 

absolutely  essential.  I  do  not  believe  it  is  absolutely  essential  to  admin- 

ister a  general  anaesthetic  to  extract  for  a  child,  and  no  man  is  going  to 

administer  a  general  anaesthetic  to  my  child  unless  it  is  pretty  nearly  a  case  ̂ £ 
life  and  death,  because  no  matter  what  all  these  books  tell  you,  and  the 

experts,  the  use  of  an  anaesthetic  brings  every  one  of  us  pretty  close  to  the 

border  line.  It  is  the  same  as  with  electricity,  the  book  that  is  written 

about  what  we  do  know  is  not  nearly  as  large  as  the  one  that  could  be 

written  on  what  we  don't  know.  Do  not  submit  a  child  to  a  general 
anaesthetic  unless  it  is  a  necessity.     That  is  my  advice. 

Dr.  WaLDRON:  I  have  been  practicing  for  about  22  years  now, 

and  I  can  be  considered  nearly  one  of  the  patriarchs  by  this  time,  but  I 

am  not  going  to  give  my  experience.  I  find  to-day  that  the  children 

question  is  not  the  smallest  question  we  have  to  deal  with.  The  speaker 

before  the  last  one  referred  to  the  condition  the  little  patients  were  in  some- 
times on  account  of  the  falsehoods  that  the  parent  has  told  them,  that  the 

dentist  will  hurt  them,  and  sometimes  a  dentist  will  do  the  same  thing. 

I  recall  not  long  ago  seeing  a  little  skit  in  the  paper  where  a  youngster 

was  brought  into  a  dental  office  to  have  a  temporary  tooth  extracted.  The 

mother  had  told  him  it  would  not  hurt.  The  Doctor  says,  "Now  Willie, 
sit  right  here  and  we  will  have  that  tooth  out  and  you  will  never  know 

it."  Willie  looked  up  into  the  dentist's  face  and  said,  "Doctor,  are  you 

a  Church  member?"  "Well,  I  go  to  church."  "Oh,  but  are  you  a 

member  of  the  church?  Are  you  a  Christian?"  "Well,  no,  not  exactly." 

"Doctor,   please  give   me  gas."      (Laughter). 
There  is  just  one  point  I  would  like  to  bring  up,  and  that  is  the  root 

filling.  Perhaps  I  could  explain  it  by  giving  you  my  method.  Reference 

has  been  made  to  the  slight  irritation  that  has  been  set  up  by  the  oil  of 

cloves  and  so  forth.  I  have  adopted  the  practice  lately  of  treating  the 
root  canals  both  for  children  and  otherwise  with  a  saturated  solution  of 
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alcohol  and  camphor.  I  find  there  is  less  irritation  with  it  than  with  any- 

thing else,  and  more  than  that,  I  consider  it  an  almost  absolute  test  that 

I  have  the  tooth  in  an  aseptic  condition  if,  after  having  inserted  the  cotton 

ropes  well  up  to  the  apexes  of  the  root-canals  and  having  left  them  sealed 

in  for  a  week,  I  find,  upon  removal,  that  they  are  unstained  (snow  white) 

and  still  retain  strong  uncontaminated  odor  of  the  camphor.  Then  tor  a 

permanent  root  canal  filling  I  use  for  a  lubricant  and  apex  dressing,  a 

saturated  solution  of  aristol  in  oil  of  cloves  diluted  about  one  half  with 

glycerine.  (Glycerine  itself  is  a  good  antiseptic  and  disinfectant).  1 

then  insert  as  far  as  it  will  go,  a  medicated  gutta-percha  point  and  add 

a  few  drops  of  chloroform.  In  a  moment  or  two  the  point,  if  not  too 

large,  can  be  easily  pushed  right  up  to  the  apex  of  the  canal.  After  the 

gutta-percha  has  become  dissolved  by  the  chloroform.  I  insert  another 

dry  point,  or  more  if  necessary,  until  the  canal  is  filled.  Then  with  the 

hot  air-syringe  I  evaporate  out  the  surplus  chloroform  and,  with  a  hot  in- 

strument, remove  the  surplus  gutta-percha  and  seal  the  pulpal  orifice  of 

roct  canal.  I  then  fill  the  pulp  chamber  with  oxychloride  of  zinc  cement. 

For  a  temporary  tooth  I  work  into  my  aristol  and  oil  of  cloves  a  very 

small  crystal  of  nitrate  of  silver  and,  placing  it  in  the  pulp  chamber  and 

canals,  I  work  oxide  of  zinc  into  it  until  I  have  a  stiff  mass  and  then 

fill  the  cavity. 

Dr.  W.  T.  B.  Amy:  This  is  a  subject  in  which  I  am  very  much 

interested.  In  my  opinion  the  essayist  has  not  started  far  enough  back. 

There  are  a  great  many  children  that  come  into  your  office  that  should 

not  be  put  into  the  chair  at  the  first  appointment;  meet  the  child  in  the 

reception  room  and  become  acquainted,  get  the  child's  confidence.  Have 

a  good  collection  of  children's  books  in  the  office  suitable  for  all  varieties 
of  the  species.  This  is  one  of  the  best  assets  you  can  have  in  the  office, 

as  no  normal  child  minds  waiting  if  there  is  something  to  interest  them, 

and  in  nine  cases  out  of  ten  they  will  remember  the  books  and  forget 

what  you  did  for  them  the  last  time  they  came. 

Let  me  impress  on  you  gentlemen  the  importance  of  knowing  how  to 

handle  the  children,  the  children  of  to-day  are  the  adults  of  to-morrow 

and  the  man  who  knows  how  to  handle  children  will  also  most  likely  be 

given  the  chance  to  work  for  the  parents. 

In  many  cases  it  is  best  to  request  the  mother  to  remain  in  the  recep- 

tion room,  as  the  child  will  be  more  amenable  to  discipline  from  you  than 
from  the  mother.  Appeal  to  the  known  tendencies  in  the  boys  and  girls 

to  secure  their  co-operation  with  you  in  helping  to  perform  the  operation 
for  them. 

Be  master  in  your  office.  If  you  are  not,  the  children  will  take  ad- 

vantage of  you  and  your  attempts  at  operating  for  them  will  be  a  failure. 

Dr.  WRAY:  There  are  times  in  our  experience  when  a  little  deception 

works  no  evil,  but  a  great  deal  of  good.      I  do  not  know  of  any  calling 
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where  we  have  to  deal  with  children  where  so  much  can  be  done  in  this 

way.      You  have  all  had  experience.      I  have  experience  day  and  night, 

and  I  say  this,  that  I  never  mention  the  word  "filling"  or  "drilling,"  or 
words  like  that  that  a  child  has  heard  relative  to  a  tooth  at  home.     A  little 

child  came  to  me  the  other  day,  not  quite  three  years  of  age,   a  bright 
little  fellow,  and  I  have  what  every  dentist  has,  a  typodont  on  my  cabinet, 
and  after  I  had  put  him  in  the  elevator  and  sent  him  to  the  fifth  floor  to 

the  toy  department,  I  said,  taking  this  in  my  hand,  "Do  you  know  what  that 

is?"     I  said,  "Those  are  teeth,  aren't  they  pretty?"     He  thought  they  were. 
I  said,  "What  color  are  they?"     "White."     Now,  I  took  a  lead  pencil  out 
of  my  pocket  and  I  blackened  one  of  them,  and  I  said,  "Does  that  look 

pretty?"     "No,  that  ain't  nice."     Then  I  said,  "We  are  going  to  clean  that 

tooth  and  make  it  look  pretty  again."     He  was  all  interest.     I  just  turned 

and  took  off  the  black,  and  then  I  said,  "I  am  going  to  make  your  teeth  real 
pretty  just  like  that.     You  hold  this  in  your  hand  and  I  will  dry  your  teeth 

and  then  we  will  paint  them."     He  never  heard  the  word  "paint"  applied 
to  teeth,  and  I  fixed  up  three  little  teeth  for  him  in  a  short  time  and  he  was 

as  happy  as  could  be.      I  just  throw  that  out  as  a  suggestion. 

Dr.  WEBSTER:    Mr.  President,  I  have  just  one  word  to  say,  because 

the  gentlemen  have  asked  me  to  say  something  in  reference  to  arsenic.      I 

do  not  believe  there  is  any  better  drug  for  the  management  of  the  pulp 
of  either  deciduous  or  permanent  teeth,  but  it  must  be  used  with  a  great 
deal  of  care.      Every  dentist  knows,  or  should  know,  at  what  time  in  the 

development  of   a   tooth   the   apex  is   not  closed,   and   during   that  period 
arsenic  should  not  be  used  in  temporary  teeth,  and  should  be  used  very 
sparingly  in  permanent  teeth.      For  example,   a  temporary   molar   has   its 
calcification  about  completed  when  the  child  is  about  three  years  of  age. 
Then  from  three  till  say  about  eight,  or. seven  perhaps,  a  period  of  about 
four  or  five  years,  arsenic  may  be  used  because  during  that  time  the  apex 
is  closed.     If,  for  instance,  a  temporary  molar  at  the  age  of  ten  has  a  pulp 
giving  trouble  it  would  be  unwise  to  make  an  application  of  arsenic  for  that 
pulp,  because  we  know  that  resorption  is  taking  place.      Now,   about  the 
permanent  teeth.      A  permanent  tooth  which  requires  the  pulp  to  be  de- 

vitalized  before   the   apex   is   closed   is   not   going   to   remain   permanently 
in  the  mouth.      You  can  pretty   nearly   bank   on  that,   and  yet   that  per- 

manent tooth  ought  to  be  saved  as  long  as  it  can  be  kept  healthy  in  the 
mouth,  and  as  the  essayist  has  said  keep  it  until  all  of  the  permanent  teeth 
are  erupted.     In  closing  I  want  to  congratulate  the  essayist,  and  I  want  to 
congratulate   the   gentlemen   here   on   hearing   a   paper  which   was   on   the 
subject  all  the  time. 

Dr.  BoTHWELL  (closing  discussion)  :  I  thank  you  for  the  dis- 

cussion that  has  taken  place  on  my  paper.  I  appreciate  it  very  much, 
particularly  that  of  my  own  class  mates,  of  which  we  have  quite  a  repre- 

sentation here.     A  number  of  the  men  could  not  find  anything  in  my  paper 
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in  connection  with  the  confidence  that  must  be  obtained  before  anything 

can  be  done.  I  did  not  dwell  very  much  on  that  subject  because  children 

have  to  be  handled  so  differently.  I  found  if  I  did  touch  on  it  I  would 

have  to  say  so  much  that  I  would  make  my  paper  so  long  it  would  take  all 

afternoon  to  read  it,  and  there  would  not  be  any  time  for  discussion.  The 

personality  of  the  dentist  and  the  personality  of  the  child  are  things  that 

must  be  considered  every  time  that  an  operation  is  started.  No  two  den- 

tists will  handle  a  child  alike.  They  all  have  a  different  manner  of  attack, 

and  the  resuHs  obtained  are  what  you  must  look  to,  and  nothing  else. 

Some  of  the  members  spoke  of  having  the  mother  absent.  That  is  one  of 

the  things  I  nearly  always  insist  upon.  There  are  some  children  that  can 

be  handled  better  with  the  mother  present,  but  it  is  not  the  rule.  Both 

Dr.  Clappison  and  Dr.  Price  wanted  to  know  my  technic  in  the  extirpation 

of  a  pulp  with  phenol.  Usually  at  the  first  sitting  all  I  do  is  to  seal 

phenol  into  that  tooth.  That  is  if  the  pulp  is  exposed.  At  the  next 

sitting  I  find  I  can  remove  quite  a  portion  of  that  pulp  painlessly.  I  work 

down  as  much  phenol  as  possible  with  a  little  pressure,  and  at  the  third  sit- 

ting as  a  general  rule  I  can  remove  that  pulp  entirely.  All  it  requires  is  a 

little  pressure.  I  have  had  a  few  cases  where  it  has  taken  four  or  five  sittings 

in  order  to  get  a  pulp  removed,  but  what  I  was  referring  to  particularly 

was  teeth  in  which  resorption  had  taken  place.  I  haven't  any  objection  to 
sealing  arsenic  in  a  tooth  after  two  or  three  years  when  the  roots  are  com- 

pleted, but  as  a  general  rule  up  to  that  time  I  prefer  to  cap  the  pulp,  if  at 

all  necessary,  and  let  nature  destroy  the  pulp  if  it  will  with  the  assistance  of 

the  cavity  materials.  If  you  can  keep  the  children  under  your  eye  period- 

ically every  two  or  three  months,  if  that  pulp  dies  it  wont  be  very  long 

till  you  know  it,  and  then  it  is  a  simple  matter  of  treating  that  tooth.  I 

have  seen  several  cases  of  very  bad  arsenic  poisoning  in  children's  teeth,  and 
that  is  one  thing  that  stopped  me  using  it,  and  I  can  say  now  I  never  use 

arsenic  in  temporary  teeth.  I  have  been  carrying  out  that  treatment  now 

for  two  or  three  years,  and  I  find  by  capping  or  removing  the  pulp  with 
phenol  I  get  the  best  results. 

Dr.  Clappison  also  spoke  in  connection  with  mechanical  root  fil'ing. 
I  find  you  cannot  fill  these  six  year  molars  to  which  I  referred  in  the  paper, 

with  hard  root  fillings.  I  depend  entirely  on  precipitated  calcium  phosphate 

and  formocusol.  I  think  that  it  was  recommended  several  years  ago  by  Dr. 

Buckley  in  Block's  Operative  Dentistry.  I  have  been  carrying  it  out  and 
I  find  it  highly  satisfactory.  It  is  very  inexpensive  and  it  makes  a  nice 

paste  for  all  those  temporary  teeth,  and  also  in  the  permanent  teeth  if  you 

care  to  use  it,  but  in  those  permanent  molars  I  prefer  to  use  aristol,  creosote 

and  thymol,  with  the  gutta  percha  cone,  and  just  force  that  to  place  until 

you  get  a  slight  sensation  from  the  patient.  I  find  if  you  use  a  !arge  enough 

cone  it  will  hold  well  enough,  as  the  aristol  is  sticky  enough  to  remain  and 
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prevent  filtration  from  the  end  of  the  root,  which  is  usually  what  causes  the 
trouble. 

Dr.  Clappison  also  mentioned  using  a  very  weak  solution  of  silver 
nitrate.  I  cannot  see  what  is  gained  by  using  a  weak  solution.  I  think  the 
stronger  solution  you  use  the  more  likely  you  are  to  have  better  results. 
I  know  for  several  years  I  tried  using  a  weak  solution  of  about  four  or 

five  per  cent.  I  think  Dr.  Buckley,  and  also  Dr.  Johnston,  of  Chicago, 
recommended  a  weak  solution  several  years  ago,  but  the  results  I  obtained 
were  not  as  satisfactory  as  I  would  like  to  see  them,  so  I  gradually  in- 

creased the  solution  and  now  I  am  using  all  the  time  a  40  per  cent,  solution. 
All  anterior  teeth  I  treat  with  a  strong  solution  of  silver  nitrate,  holding 
it  to  them  for  one  or  two  or  three  minutes,  giving  it  a  chance  to  take  hold 
before  removing  it,  and  I  find  that  they  practically  never  decay  again.  I 
had  one  little  girl,  who  is  now  six,  come  to  me  at  two  years  of  age  with 
all  her  six  anterior  teeth,  in  fact  her  whole  mouth  a  mass  of  decay.  It  was 

not  deep,  in  fact  the  cavities  weren't  deep  enough  to  do  anything  else  with. 
She  was  too  young  a  child  and  too  sensitive  a  child  to  get  any  fillings  in, 

and  until  that  child  was  four  years  of  age  there  weren't  any  of  those  teeth 
that  developed  cavities  beyond  what  there  were  at  that  time,  when  the 

molars  developed  cavities  down  in  between  the  teeth.  She  stayed  away 
too  many  months  and  as  a  consequence  we  got  some  beautiful  proximal 
occlusal  cavities.  Those  cavities  I  treated  with  silver  nitrate.  Some  I 

filled  with  copper  and  some  I  didn't.  I  trimmed  them  down  with  a  stone, 
those  that  had  gone  too  far,  and  she  has  all  her  teeth  yet.  I  painted  the 
six  year  molars  when  she  came  in,  and  they  have  not  yet  developed  cav- 

ities, but  I  find  in  handling  those  cases  with  a  good  strong  solution  of 
silver  nitrate  you  get  somewhere,  and  that  is  what  I  am  anxious  to  do  with 
these  teeth.  I  think  prevention  is  the  greatest  asset  in  connection  with  the 

handling  of  children's  teeth. 
Another  point  that  was  spoken  of  by  several  of  the  members  was  the 

general  anaesthetic  for  extraction.  I  find  that  a  number  of  men  extract 
teeth  for  young  children  without  an  anaesthetic.  I  refer  to  children  of  two 

or  three  or  four  years  of  age,  where  you  have  to  take  out  a  first  temporary 
molar  or  a  first  or  second  molar  that  has  so  far  gone  you  cannot  do  anything 
with  it.  If  you  hurt  that  child  seriously  he  will  always  be  afraid  of  the 
dentist,  but  you  can  give  them  a  general  anaesthetic  which  will  last  half  a 

minute,  remove  the  tooth,  and  he  doesn't  know  anything  about  it,  and  you 
can  hold  him.  You  can't  hold  them  if  you  hurt  them.  I  know  a  number 
of  men  that  have  taken  teeth  out  for  children  and  the  children  are  scared 

for  ever  of  the  dentist.  I  spoke  to  one  of  our  prominent  dentists  the  other 
day  and  he  asked  me  if  I  did  not  recommend  that  method  of  treatment. 

I  said,  certainly.  Well,  he  says,  one  of  your  men  on  the  staff  took  out  a 
first  temporary  molar  for  a  child  of  three  or  four  years  of  age,  and  the 

child  was  scared  stiff  of  the  dentist  and  won't  go  near  him.     That  is  the 
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story  in  all  those  cases  in  my  experience.  So  I  recommend  a  general 

anaesthetic  for  a  very  young  child,  even  if  it  is  only  for  half  a  minute  to 

get  out  that  bad  tooth. 
Dr.  WEBSTER:     What  anaesthetic? 

Dr.  Bothwell:  I  prefer  sorrnoform  for  children.  I  have  been 

using  it  for  five  or  six  years  and  I  find  it  more  satisfactory  than  anything 

else  I  have  used.  With  three  cubic  centimeters  of  somnoform  you  can  do 

a  great  deal. 

A  DELEGATE:  Does  it  frighten  a  young  child  when  they  take  an 
anaesthetic? 

Dr.  BOTHWELL:  It  will  not  if  you  handle  them  rightly.  With 

some  children  it  will  frighten  them,  but  it  won't  frighten  them  as  much  as 
if  you  hurt  them  by  taking  out  the  tooth.  It  is  pain  the  child  objects  to. 

It  is  my  experience  if  you  prevent  that  pain  you  have  got  the  child  where 

you  haven't  got  him  if  you  scare  him  with  the  pain.  Dr.  Price  also 
spoke  of  the  difference  in  Carbo  Engenol  and  oil  of  cloves.  Those  things 

are  all  in  the  same  category.  There  is  not  much  difference  in  them.  One 

is  cheaper  than  the  other  but  that  is  neither  here  nor  there.  The  cost  is  a 

your  very  kind  attention  during  the  discussion.  (Applause.) 

because  it  has  given  me  good  service.  Sometimes  I  use  half  phenol  and 

half  oil  of  cloves  in  the  capping  of  those  pulps.  I  do  not  intend  to  make 

a  permanent  operation  with  any  of  those  teeth.  They  are  going  to  be  there 

only  a  short  time  and  there  is  no  reason  why  I  should  make  it  permanent. 

Dr.  Watt  said  the  pulps  always  die.  Well,  if  they  do  die  you  are  that 

much  ahead  of  the  game  because  you  do  not  have  to  devitalize.  Dr. 

Coyne  struck  the  key  note  when  he  said  education  and  prevention  were 

the  things  to  be  looked  to  in  the  treatment  of  children.  The  longer  I 

treat  children  the  more  I  feel  that  something  ought  to  be  done  if  at  all 

possible  to  educate  the  public  to  a  point  where  they  would  not  tell  the 

young  child  that  the  dentist  is  a  terrible  man. 

Dr.  COYNE:  With  regard  to  that  pressure  in  the  first  permanent 

molar  in  which  the  apex  is  not  closed  is  there  not  serious  danger  of  causing 

paralysis? 

Dr.  Bothwell  :     In  those  I  use  a  very  limited  quantity. 

Dr.  Coyne:  Say  a  year  after  they  are  erupted,  do  you  use  arsenic 
then? 

Dr.  BoTHWELL :  Yes,  a  very  limited  quantity,  and,  for  never  more 

than  ten  or  twelve  hours  at  the  very  outside.  I  thank  you,  gentlemen,  for 

mere  bagatelle,  but  I  have  stuck  to  the  oil  of  cloves  and  zinc  oxide  simply 
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METHOD  OF  CONSTRUCTION  ENABLING  THE 

USE  OF  REMOVABLE  BRIDGES 

Oliver  Martin,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  Ottawa,  Ont. 

Read  before  Eastern  Ontario  Dental  Association,  Ottawa,  June,  1915. 

Mr.  President  and  Gentlemen: — The  programme  states  this  is  to  be 

a  paper  on  removable  bridgework,  illustrated  with  lantern  slides.  Un- 
fortunately, I  am  not  able  to  do  justice  to  such  a  title,  nor  would  I  care  to 

discuss  the  advantages  of  a  removable  bridge  over  a  fixed  bridge,  except- 
ing to  say  that  both  have  their  place  and  that  both  are  excellent  substitutes 

for  the  natural  teeth  when  properly  constructed. 

Fig.    1. — Bridge   attached    to    superior   cuspid    root.      Fig.    1A. — Crown 
which  was  cemented  to  root  and  carried  bridge   (Fig.   1).   The  boss  can 
readdly  be  seen  on  the  palatine  surface  of  crown.     Fig.  2. — Flat  top  crown 
with  boss' A  attached.  Fig.  3. — Band  of  second  crown  before  top  is  put  on. 

Fixed  bridgework  has  been  subjected  to  much  severe  criticism,  most 

of  it  undoubtedly  just.  Many  a  fixed  bridge  could  be  likened  to  a  whited 

sepulchre,  with  the  outside  of  shining  gold  and  the  inside  reeking  filth. 

For  asceptic  reasons  alone,   the  removable  bridge  possesses  some  ad- 

vantage over  a  fixed  bridge,  but  it  is  not  the  object  of  this  paper  to  demon- 
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strate  this  particular  advantage,  but  rather  to  present  to  you  a  method  of 

construction  which  will  enable  you  to  insert  a  removable  bridge,  durable 

and  efficient,  meeting  all  the  requirements  of  mastication,  where  a  fixed 

bridge  would  be  impossible. 

There  are  many  attachments  offered  to  the  profession,  all  of  which 

are  excellent  in  certain  cases,  but  all  have  their  limitations  and  cannot  be 

used  with  success  without  discriminating  judgment.  So  will  it  be  with 

the  attachment  I  have  the  pleasure  to  submit  to  your  consideration.  In 

offering  this  method,  it  is  my  duty  to  say,  however,  that  it  has  been  given 

a  fa;r  trial,  covering  a  period  of  four  years.     You  may,  therefore,  be  inter- 

Fig.  4. — Ready  to  receive  bridge.  Fig.  5. — Bridge  in  place.  Fig.  6. — 
The  bridge.  Pig.  7. — A  case  with  crowns  cemented  to  place,  ready  to 
receive    bridge.      Crowns   have   flat   tops   and   taper   boss. 

ested  to  learn  there  are  at  present  five  cases  out  of  a  total  of  six  doing 

excellent  work,  and  two  of  these  under  most  trying  conditions.  The  sixth 

I  have  here,  and  will  be  pleased  to  pass  it  around  later  for  your  inspec- 

tion. (Fig.  I.)  It  was  the  first  attempt,  and,  in  spite  of  its  defects,  gave 

satisfaction  for  over  three  years  under  the  strain  of  a  tremendously  well 

developed  masseter  (one  of  the  kind  developed  on  oatmeal  and  the  Shorter 

Catechism).  The  strain  proved  too  much  for  the  root,  however,  and 

something  else  had   to  be  done.      Fortunately,   I  have  just  completed   the 
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case,  and,  will  pass  it  around  with  the  other.  It  cannot  be  strictly  called 

a  removable  bridge,  but  will  show  the  possibilities  of  this  attachment, 

which  briefly,  consists  of  two  telescoped  crowns  (Fig.  2),  with  a  boss  on  the 

inner  crown.  Let  me  direct  your  attention  to  this  boss  (Fig.  2a),  as  it  is 

the  principal  feature,  the  key  to  the  situation,  so  to  speak;  it  insures  the  ex- 

act, proper  position  of  the  bridge;  the  patient  cannot  misplace  it;  it  must 

Fig.  7A. — Cast  gold  saddle  with  telescope  crowns  which  fit  over  the 
bosses  shown  in  Fig.  7,  ready  for  vulcanizing.  Fig.  7B. — Case  ready  (to 
insert.  Fig.  7C. — Case  in  position,  completed.  Fig.  8. — This  is  not  a 
good  case  for  a  fixed  bridge,  but  will  receive  this  kind  of  removable 
bridge  easily. 

go  into  p]ace  properly  or  it  will  not  go  at  all.      Further,  this  boss  prevents 
any  lateral  motion  of  the  bridge,  and  also  retains  it  securely  in  place. 

The  method  of  construction  is  quite  simple  and  will  need  very  little 

explanation,  apart  from  the  illustrations  which  will  be  shown  in  a  few 
minutes. 
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The  root  or  tooth  is  prepared  in  the  ordinary  way,  except  that  it  is 

trimmed  smaller  to  permit  of  two  thicknesses  of  gold.  The  first  crown  is 

made  with  parallel  sides  to  the  band  (that  is  not  contoured)  and  a  flat 

top.  On  the  side  is  soldered  a  taper  boss,  about  one-half  a  line  in  thick- 

ness and  tapering  towards  the  top.  To  construct  the  second  crown,  fit  a 

band  around  the  first  from  one  side  of  the  boss  to  the  other,  burnish  thin 

platinum  over  the  boss,  retain  in  position  with  hard  wax,  invest  and  flow 

solder  over  the  platinum,  joining  the  ends  of  the  band.  (Fig.  3.)  A  flat  top 

is  next  attached,  and  it  is  ready  for  contouring.  This  may  be  done  without 

first  putting  a  top  on  the  band,  but  will  not  prove  so  accurate.  The  two 

crowns,  or  the  first  crown  and  band,  are  assembled  and  placed  on  the 

root;  inlay  wax  is  used  to  obtain  occlusion  and  contour,  and  gold  is  cast 

to  replace  the  wax,  giving,  as  you  know,  very  excellent  results. 

Care  should  be  taken  to  see  that  the  band  of  the  second  crown  is  just 

deep  enough  to  touch  the  gum  without  causing  pressure.  A  little  vaseline 

is  smeared  over  the  first  crown  to  permit  of  easy  separation ;  both  crowns 

are  placed  again  in  situ  on  the  root,  an  impression  taken  in  plaster,  and  a 

bite  if  desirable,  a  model  run  and  a  gold  saddle  cast  to  the  second  crown, 

on  which  the  teeth  are  mounted  in  vulcanite.  Leaving  out  unnecessary 

details,  there  is  one  point  more  of  great  importance — that  is  cementing  the 

case  in  position.  This  is  best  done  by  placing  the  first  crown  inside  of  the 

second,  with  a  little  vaseline  between  them,  and  cementing  the  entire  piece 

on  at  once.  You  can  readily  see  what  a  perfect  adjustment  is  possible, 

because  you  have  absolute  control  of  the  situation.  When  the  cement  is 

hard,  the  bridge  can  easily  be  removed,  which,  however,  would  be  very 

difficult,  indeed,  if  one  should  forget  to  lubricate  the  crowns  and  some 

cement  found  entrance  between  them. 
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A  LETTER  FROM  CAPTAIN  MALLORY 

Canadian   Pacific  Railway   Ocean  Services, 

R.M.S.    "Missanabie,"    June    24,    1915. 
To  the  Editor,   DOMINION   DENTAL  JOURNAL, 

Dear  Sir, — We  left  Ottawa  at  7.30  yesterday  under  flying  col- 

ors. The  pipes  and  drums  escorted  us  to  the  station  and  there  was  a  big 

crowd  to  see  us  off.  Every  man  was  well  and  happy.  We  left  Smith 

in  Ottawa,  a  very  disappointed  man.  We  had  a  special  train  to  Montreal 

docks  and  got  on  our  boat  at  1  1  o'clock.  We  were  the  first  on  board. 
The  rest  came  on  all  night.  The  39th,  full  regiment,  and  a  company  of 

the  38th  and  a  company  of  the  48th  and  the  C.A.D.C.,  making  a  total  of 

1 ,660  officers  and  men,  and  then  there  is  a  crew  of  350,  so  you  see  we 

have  a  boat  load. 

On  leaving  Montreal  we  were  saluted  by  everything  that  had  a  whistle 

or  could  make  a  noise.  It  was  wonderful  the  way  the  men  cheered.  They 

climbed  all  the  ropes  and  ladders  on  the  boat  and  it  was  really  fine  the 

way  it  all  looked.  Yesterday  morning  at  9.30  we  were  inspected  by 

Major-General  Sam  Hughes,  and  he  said  we  were  O.K.  and  he  was  proud 

of  us.  He  came  to  Montreal  and  came  on  the  boat  and  said  good-bye 

to  each  one  of  us  this  morning.  We  sailed  at  9  and  expect  to  be  in 

Quebec  about  7.     We  do  not  stop,  but  merely  pick  up  a  pilot. 

LAVAL  UNIVERSITY,  SCHOOL  OF  DENTAL 

SURGERY 

The  annual  commencement  exercises  of  Laval  University,  School 

of  Dental  Surgery,  were  held  in  June,    1915,  in  Montreal,  Canada. 

The  degree  of  Doctor  of  Dental  Sugery  was  conferred  on  the  fol- 

lowing graduates:  Gilles  Amiot,  Eugene  Beaulieu,  Stanislas  Bertrand, 

J.  O.  E.  Brunet,  O.  E.  Desroches,  Lucien  Dufresne,  Martial  Durand, 

Eugene  Farrell,  Pancrace  Fleury,  Arthur  Fournier,  Frederic  Houde, 

Adjutor  Jinchereau,  Elie  Jobin,  Lomer  Lafond,  A.  LArcheveque,  A. 

Melady,   Georges  Seguin,   Edouard   Latour,   Louis  Sauve. 

The  degree  of  Bachelor  of  Dental  Surgery  was  conferred  on  the  fol- 

lowing graduates:  Emile  Beaulieu,  T.  Cote,  Armand  Cardinal,  I.  Cha' 

foux,   Arthias  Heynemand,   Denis  Forest,  G.   Leblanc,  A.   Marcoux,  "£. 
Plourde,  A.   Massicotte,  W.  Monette. 

Dr.  S.  W.  Bradley,  of  Richmond,  Ont.,  and  Dr.  L.  Stanley,  of 

Ottawa,  have  gone  to  Kansas  City  to  take  Dr.  Deverny's  Orthodontia 
training. 
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SELECTIVE  ORTHODONTIA 

One  of  the  first  things  done  by  the  orthodontic  specialist  was  to  create 

an  ideal  to  which  all  cases  must  conform.  If  the  ideal  could  not  be  accom- 

plished nothing  should  be  done,  no  half  measures.  Improvements  short 

of  the  ideal  were  impossible.  As  a  gleam  of  light  for  the  poor  and  badly 

disfigured,  we  quote  in  full  an  editorial  from  "The  International  Journal 

of  Orthodontia" : 
Orthodontia  has  been  defined  as  that  science  which  has  for  its  object 

the  correction  of  malocclusion  of  the  teeth.  "Selective  orthodontia"  may 
be  defined  as  that  branch  wherein  certain  practitioners  only  treat  those  cases 

that  are  capable  of  being  carried  to  a  successful  termination  or  those  cases 

in  which  they  can  produce  what  they  call  "ideal  results."  We  find  in  the 
practice  of  orthodontia  a  great  many  men  who  have  reached  the  stage 

where  they  "select  patients,"  either  because  the  patient  pays  a  "select  fee" 
or  because  the  case  is  one  which  can  be  easily  treated  and  an  ideal  result 

obtained  in  a  short  time.     This  leaves  untreated  a  large  number  of  cases, 
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one  class  of  which  includes  those  who  are  financially  unable  to  pay  the  fees 

which  certain  practitioners  demand  for  orthodontic  services.  We  agree 

that  it  is  impossible  to  set  a  price  as  to  what  any  man  shall  charge  for  his 
services  or  what  shall  be  the  limit  at  which  he  should  take  cases.  Some  are 

able  to  control  a  clientele  which  will  pay  large  fees,  others  may  serve  that 

class  of  patients  who  will  pay  only  small  fees.  Still  there  remains  a  large 

number  of  patients  requiring  orthodontic  services,  who  cannot  pay  a  reason- 
able fee  to  enable  them  to  have  their  work  done  in  private  practice  and 

therefore  must  be  treated  in  clinics.  However,  there  is  another  class  of 

patients,  namely,  those  presenting  malocclusions  which  render  an  ideal  result 

impossible,  who  have  trouble  in  obtaining  orthodontic  services.  We  have 

seen  many  cases  of  malocclusion,  some  of  which  have  been  the  result  of 

neglect,  some  the  result  of  bad  dentistry  (the  extraction  of  teeth  and  im- 

proper filling) ,  some  the  result  of  neglected  nose  and  throat  work,  and 

still  others  the  result  of  congenital  conditions;  all  of  which  presented  cases 

of  malocclusion  that  demanded  some  sort  of  treatment  and  all  presented 

conditions  which  prohibited  the  obtaining  of  an  ideal  result.  A  great  many 

of  these  patients  can  pay  for  the  services  rendered,  they  can  pay  a  good 

fee;  yet,  we  find  men  who  claim  to  be  specialists  in  orthodontia  refusing 

to  treat  such  patients  because  they  cannot  get  an  ideal  result.  From  the 

humanitarian  standpoint,  such  an  attitude  is  certainly  not  proper. 

We  also  know  that  there  are  certain  surgeons  who  refuse  to  operate 

on  patients  unless  there  are  nine  chances  favorable  to  the  life  of  the  patient 

to  one  of  his  death.  We  even  know  surgeons  who  refuse  to  take  an  equal 

chance.  If  the  patient  has  a  fifty  per  cent,  chance  for  recovery  from  the 

disease  against  a  fifty  per  cent,  chance  of  death,  since  the  surgeons  do  not 

wish  to  have  the  death  of  the  patient  credited  to  them,  they  refuse  to 

operate  and  give  the  patient  the  advantage  of  the  few  chances  he  has  still 

remaining.  Certainly  the  most  important  thing  to  consider  is  the  benefit 

the  patient  is  to  derive,  either  from  a  surgical  operation  or  from  orthodontic 

treatment.  In  surgery,  if  a  patient  has  one  chance  in  ten  to  recover,  the 

surgeon  should  give  him  the  advantage  of  that  one  chance.  If  orthodontic 

treatment  will  improve  the  occlusion  of  the  teeth,  if  it  will  improve  a  facial 

deformity  even  though  the  result  will  not  be  ideal — even  though  normal 

ccclusion  is  not  established ;  most  assuredly  the  orthodontist  should  treat  that 
case. 

Unfortunately  we  find  many  practitioners  who  make  the  statement  that 

they  do  not  care  to  injure  their  reputation  by  treating  a  case  which  will  not 

be  absolutely  satisfactory,  or,  in  other  words,  absolutely  ideal  in  result. 

They  do  not  care  to  treat  a  case,  the  treatment  of  which  will  extend  over  a 

period  of  time  more  than  the  average,  because  they  believe  they  can  "sell 

their  services"  for  more  by  treating  a  number  of  cases  than  by  treating  one 
bad  case.  We  know  this  condition  exists  among  orthodontists  because  we 

have  seen  it  occur  a  great  many  times,  and  we  have  also  seen  cases  treated 
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in  which  the  patient  was  very  we'l  pleased  with  results  after  treatment  had 
been  refused  by  other  men  because  of  the  age  of  the  patient  or  because  of 

the  extreme  condition  of  the  malocclusion.  A  general  practitioner  of  den- 

tistry is  not  supposed  to  attempt  to  treat  extreme  cases  of  malocclusion,  but 

it  is  a  known  fact  that  cases  have  been  referred  to  specialists  and  they 

have  refused  to  treat  them  because  the  malocclusions  were  extreme.  In 

other  words,  a  condition  has  arisen  wherein  the  specialist  desires  to  treat 

the  simple  cases  and  if  possible  avoid  the  extreme  cases.  It  should  be  just 

the  other  way.  A  specialist  is  the  only  one  qualified  to  treat  extreme  cases; 

on  the  other  hand  a  great  many  simple  cases  can  be  successfully  treated  by 

the  general  practitioner  because  of  the  small  amount  of  skill  required.  If 

practising  orthodontia  as  a  specialty  is  not  going  to  enable  men  to  success- 

fully treat  extreme  cases,  either  as  regards  to  the  deformity,  general  con- 

ditions, or  the  age  of  the  patient,  then  something  should  be  done  to  improve 

this  state  of  affairs.  Those  who  have  the  best  interests  of  their  profession 

at  heart  are  certainly  not  in  favor  of  "selective  orthodontia"  in  the  sense 
above  described,  but  believe  people  with  extreme  malocclusions  are  entitled 

to  some  consideration,  and  if  the  specia^st  does  not  treat  such  cases,  who 

is  going  to  treat  them?  Many  of  us  have  seen  extreme  cases  of  malocclu- 

sion which  have  been  greatly  benefited  by  treatment,  the  patient  has  been 

greatly  benefited  and  has  been  very  appreciative,  although  the  results  have 

not  been  absolutely  ideal ;  but  the  improvement  has  been  marked,  the  facial 

outline  of  the  patient  has  been  changed,  and  the  general  health  has  been 

improved,  and  because  of  such  results  we  believe  that  the  day  of  "selective 

orthodontia"    is  past. 

DENTISTRY  AND  THE  BRITISH  ARMY 

Mr.  Tennant  stated,  on  July  7,  in  reply  to  Sir  J.  D.  Rees,  who 

inquired  with  regard  to  the  arrangements  made  for  dentistry  for  the  troops, 

that  in  some  places  there  were  specia'ly  appointed  dental  surgeons,  who 
devoted  their  whole  time  to  the  troops ;  in  others  the  work  was  done  by 

selected  civilian  dental  surgeons  on  terms  arranged  between  them  and  the 

local  military  authorities,  subject  to  a  limit  laid  down  by  the  War  Office. 

A  number  of  whole-time  dental  surgeons  had  received  commissions,  but 

there  was  no  Army  Dental  Corps,  and  no  need  for  one.  The  Government 

had  no  laboratory  for  supplying  dentures,  but  in  certain  places,  including 

France,  there  were  dental  mechanics'  shops  for  making  and  repairing  den- 
tures. At  other  places  dentures  were  supplied  by  civilian  dentists  on  terms 

arranged  locally,  subject  to  a  maximum  fixed  on  the  advice  of  expert 

dentists.  The  Government  was  getting  dentures  at  reasonable  rates,  and 

the  taxpayer  was  carefully  protected.  In  reply  to  a  subsequent  question 

by  Mr.  RafTan,  Mr.  Tennant  said  he  was  afraid  the  War  Office  must 

adhere  to  its  decision  not  to  recognize  the  work  of  unregistered  dentists. 
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APPOINTED  TO  MOBILIZATION  CAMPS 

List  of   officers   of  the   Canadian   Army   Dental    Corps   appointed   to 

mobilization  camps,  with  date  of  appointment: 

Lieutenant  F.  P.  Shaw,  London  Camp,  29  May,   1915. 

Lieutenant  G.  Hume,  Niagara  Camp,  25   May,    1915. 

Lieutenant  W.  G.  Trelford,  Niagara  Camp,    16  June,    1915. 

Captain  A.  W.  Winnett,  Barriefield  Camp,  21    June,    1915. 

Hon.  Capt.  S.  H.  Simpson,  Barriefield  Camp,  21    June,   1915. 

Captain  E.  A.  Grant,  Valcartier  Camp,   5   July,    1915. 

Lieutenant  D.  H.  Hammell,  Valcartier  Camp,  5  July,    1915. 

Lieutenant  W.  A.  Sangster,  Valcartier  Camp,  5  July,    1915. 

L'eutenant  J.  F.  Morrison,  Sewell  Camp,  21  May,   1915. 
Lieutenant  D.   P.  Stratton,  Sewell  Camp,   27   May,    1915. 

Lieutenant  E.  S.  Tait,  Vernon  Camp,  29  May,   1915. 

Captain  J.  E.  Wright,  Calgary  Camp,  21   June,   1915. 

Lieutenant  A.  V.  Cashman,  Calgary  Camp,  26  May,   1915. 

Hon.  Lieutenant  J.  C.  Doore,  Sussex  Camp,    1   August,   1915. 

No  appointment  made  yet  for  Aldershot  Camp. 

GADSBY  ON  BILL  TAFT'S  TEETH 

The  longer  I  live  the  more  I  am  persuaded  that  good,  strong,  capable 

teeth  are  an  essential  part  of  a  great  statesman's  outfit.  All  my  heroes, 
from  Lloyd-George  down  to  Johnny  Robinson,  have  competent  teeth. 
This  fact  alone  frequently  enables  them  to  bite  off  more  than  they  can 

chew  and  get  away  with  it.  They  talk  about  Teddy's  teeth  or  Woodrow 

Wilson's  teeth,  but  they  are  not  in  the  same  class  with  Big  Bill's.  Teddy's 
teeth,  and  Woodrow's  also,  are  large  bones,  more  like  what  a  horse  would 

use,  but  Big  Bill's  teeth  are  living  pearls  and  thoroughly  human. 

Big  Bill  hasn't  a  bad  tooth  in  his  head,  and  they  are  all  there  just  as 
Nature  handed  them  over — no  crowns,  no  bridgework,  no  structural  steel, 
just  teeth.  And  let  me  tell  you,  those  teeth  are  a  great  help  to  his  jokes 
and  funny  stories.  They  are  the  most  sociable  teeth  I  ever  saw.  When 

some  people  smile  they  reveal  teeth  which  resemble  gravestones,  but  Big 

Bill's  teeth  g'isten  with  the  joy  of  good  living.  Without  these  teeth  Big 

Bill's  smile  would  be  an  empty,  cavernous  thing,  a  bottomless  pit.  With 
them  it  is  a  sunny  pleasaunce,  a  whole-souled,  throat-opening  performance, 
which  affords  enchanting  vistas  of  what  is  at  the  back  of  his  mind.  It  will 

be  a  good  smile  until  Big  Bill  begins  to  lose  his  teeth. — H.  F.  Gadsby  in 

"Saturday   Night" 
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HORACE  CANNING  WETMORE,  D.D.S. 

On  Wednesday,  June  16th,  of  pneumonia,  at  his  residence,  31  Dor- 

chester street,  St.  John,  N.B.,  Horace  Canning  Wetmore,  Assistant  Re- 

ceiver-General for  New  Brunswick,  leaving  wife  and  three  sons,  father 

(Richard    W.    Wetmore)    mother,    two    brothers  and  two  sisters. 

In  the  passing  away  of  Doctor  Wetmore  the  City  of  St.  John  has 

lost  a  good  citizen,  the  Empire  has  lost  an  ever  insistent  upholder  of  British 

The  late  Dr.  H.  C.  Wetmore. 

institutions,  and  dentistry  has  lost  a  zealous  advocate  of  the  various  move- 

ments that  are  placing  the  profession  on  the  plane  which  its  merits  entitle 

it  to  occupy. 

He  came  of  a  long  line  of  Loyalists,  (his  progenitors  having  lived 

before  the  days  of  1  784  on  the  banks  of  the  river  Hudson,  some  distance 

below  Albany),  a  vigorous  and  prolific,  as  well  as  a  highly  intellectual 

people.  He  was  born  at  Clifton,  Kings  County,  New  Brunswick,  Novem- 

ber 19th,   1864,  and  received  his  early  education  there.     Though  brought 
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up  in  a  veritable  garden,  the  environment  was  not  compatible  with  his 

mental  activities,  and  like  most  men  with  leanings  toward  higher  education 

and  professional  service,  he  turned  to  the  teaching  profession  as  a  stepping 

stone  to  the  goal  of  his  desire.  Attending  the  Provincial  Normal  school 

as  soon  as  age  would  permit,  he  quickly  fitted  himself  with  a  Second  Class 

teacher's  certificate,  and  as  speedily  as  conditions  would  allow  qualified  for 
a  First  Class.  Having  elected  to  fit  himself  for  the  practice  of  dentistry, 

he  abandoned  teaching  when  it  had  provided  him  with  the  means  to  pro- 

secute his  choice,  and  entered  the  Pennsylvania  College  of  Dental  Sur- 

gery. Notwithstanding  an  attack  of  typhoid  fever  during  his  senior  year, 

he  strenuously  attacked  his  task  on  convalescence,  and  succeeded  in  gradu- 

ating with  his  class  in  1  890,  no  mean  achievement.  On  returning  to  his 

native  province,  he  opened  an  office  in  St.  John  and  continued  in  practice 

until  September  5th,  1914,  practically  a  quarter  of  a  century,  when  he 

was  appointed  Deputy  Receiver  General  of  New  Brunswick. 

The  tradition  of  his  house  impelled  his  political  sympathies  with  what 

he  believed  to  be  the  Party  of  Progression,  the  Liberal  Conservative,  and 

he  was  ever  an  energetic  ward  worker,  occupying  for  years  the  chairman- 

ship of  Kings  Ward.  Here  he  not  only  enjoyed  the  absolute  confidence 

of  his  associates,  but  he  was  held  in  {he  highest  esteem,  and  had  many 

warm  personal  friends  in  the  ranks  of  his  political  antagonists,  who  no 

matter  how  bitter  the  contest  recognized  his  integrity  and  honesty  of 

purpose. 

On  his  acceptance  of  office,  his  confreres  in  St.  John  tendered  him  a 

banquet  in  appreciation  of  his  attributes  while  serving  in  the  ranks  of  his 

profession,  to  mark  their  regret  at  the  severance  of  professional  relationship, 

and  to  rejoice  with  him  that  the  Government  had  at  last  recognized  his 

fitness  for  the  position.  Alas!  that  he  should  have  been  so  summarily  cut 

off  from  the  enjoyment  of  life  in  a  larger  sphere. 

Death  came  unexpectedly.  He  had  been  at  his  summer  residence  at 

Ketepec,  on  the  St.  John  River,  where  a  chill  resulted  in  pleurisy.  For 

treatment  he  returned  to  the  city,  but  pneumonia  culminated,  and  at  the 

end  of  a  week's  illness,  though  only  a  few  hours  earlier  the  symptoms  ga/e 
his  family  every  encouragement  for  a  rapid  recovery,  a  sudden  turn  for 

the  worse  brought  an  untimely  end  to  a  most  useful  life  at  the  age  of  5  1 . 

He  contributed  to  denta!  literature  on  various  occasions,  and  has  been 

favorably  quoted  in  the  columns  of  the  British  Dental  Journal. 

At  the  time  of  his  death,  he  retained  a  link  connecting  him  still  with 

the  dental  profession,  in  the  position  of  Examiner  in  Chemistry  for  the 
Dominion  Dental  Council. 

As  a  member  of  the  New  Brunswick  Denial  Society  he  has  held  the 

highest  offices  in  the  gift  of  his  colleagues,  the  Presidency  of  the  Society, 
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and    the   Presidency   of   the   Council,    as   well    as   being   Chairman   of   the 

Examiners. 

As  a  member  of  the  Knights  of  Pythias  he  did  not  aspire  to  high  office, 

but  he  was  ever  ready  to  cheerfully  perform  the  we'come  obligations  which 
the  Pythian  letters,  F.  C.   B.  typify. 

His  literary  tastes  led  him  to  associate  himself  with  a  score  or  more 

kindred  spirits  in  the  "Fortnightly  Club,"  where  he  keenly  enjoyed  the 
thoughts  emanating  from  the  minds  of  his  associates,  and  contributed  to 

the  discussions  in  equal  degree  from  the  fulness  of  his  own  mental  store. 

From  his  early  years  he  was  familiar  with  sailing  crafts,  could  and  did 

sail  and  build  them,  and  was  for  years  a  member  of  the  Royal  Kenne- 

becasis  Yacht  Club.  He  occupied  various  offices,  and  step  by  step 

advanced  until  in  1914,  he  was  elected  Commodore.  Here  as  in  other 

associations  he  commanded  the  esteem  and  friendship  of  his  confreres. 

His  married  life  dates  from  June  29th,  1 898.  His  wife,  Louise 

Tilley,  daughter  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.  T.  B.  Hanington,  and  three  sons, 

Horace,  Francis  and  Richard,  survive  him. 

It  was  the  writer's  proud  privilege  to  be  one  of  those  who  should 
tenderly  wait  on  him  for  the  last  time.  The  three  organizations  near  and 

dear  to  him  were  given  opportunity  to  render  their  last  tribute  of  service, 

viz.:  the  Fortnightly  Club,  Mr.  Hatheway  and  Mr.  Henderson;  the  Royal 

Kennebecasis  Yacht  Club,  Mr.  Kimball  and  Dr.  Merrill ;  and  the  New 

Brunswick  Dental  Society,  President  W.  P.  Bonnell  and  Dr.  Magee. 

The   following  clipping  epitomizes  the  funeral  note: 

A  large  number  of  citizens  from  various  walks  of  life  attended  the 

funeral  of  Dr.  Wetmore,  which  took  place  from  his  late  residence,  31 

Dorchester  street,  to  the  Stone  church,  where  services  were  conducted  by 

Rev.  Mr.  Jarvis.  The  remains  were  interred  in  Fernhill  cemetery.  The 

pall-bearers  were:  Dr.  W.  P.  Bonnell,  Mr.  George  A.  Kimball,  Dr.  A. 

H.  Merri'.l,  Dr.  James  Magee,  Mr.  George  A.  Henderson,  Mr.  W.  F. 
Hatheway.  A  number  of  different  societies  with  which  the  deceased  had 

held  an  intimate  association  were  represented.  The  Knights  of  Pythias 

were  present  in  a  body,  the  Order  conducting,  under  the  leadership 

of  Colonel  Moulson,  the  society's  service  at  the  grave.  The  mem- 
bers of  the  Royal  Kennebecasis  Yacht  Club  and  Dental  Society,  and 

the  staff  of  the  Dominion  Savings  Bank,  attended  in  a  body.  There 

were  also  present  representatives  from  the  Fortnightly  Club.  A  very 

large  number  of  floral  tributes  were  received,  including  the  following: 

From  the  Savings  Bank,  a  wreath  of  roses  and  carnations;  from  Knights 

of  Pythias,  an  emblem;  from  the  Dental  Society,  a  wreath  of  roses  and 

forget-me-nots;  Schul!er  Electric  Co.,  a  wreath  of  roses;  from  the  R.  K. 

Y.  C,  a  coil  of  rope  made  up  of  white  flowers,  a  burgee  and  the  letters 

R.   K.   Y.  C.   worked  in  it;   from  Fortnightly  Club,   a  wreath  of  roses. 
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DR.  J.  BRANSTON  WILLMOTT 

IN  MEMORIAM. 

I  first  met  Doctor  Willmott  in  1877,  and  through  the  years  from 

1884  up  to  1914  we  met  annually  in  the  meetings  of  the  National 

Association  of  Dental  College  Faculties. 

Doctor  Willmott  first  impressed  me  as  being  a  deep  thinker.  He 

possessed  in  the  highest  degree  a  keen,  analytical  mind.  He  was  always 

reticent  about  expressing  an  opinion  until  after  he  had  given  the  question 

sufficient  thought  to  enable  him  to  reach  a  wise  decision.  He  was  a  very 

modest,  retiring  man,  yet,  when  he  arose  to  speak  he  did  so  with  a  great 

deal  of  force,  using  arguments  that  could  not  wel!  be  set  aside. 

Doctor  Willmott  was  not  only  Dean  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental 

Surgeons  of  Ontario,  but  he  was  the  dean  of  the  dental  profession  of  his 

country,  and  I  think  he  was  generally  so  regarded.  He  was  a  power 

among  his  confreres  in  association  and  college  work.  He  was  a  man  of 

international  reputation,  whose  splendid  achievements  in  upbuilding  the 

profession  and  the  colleges  of  his  country  were  everywhere  recognized  and 

appreciated.  He  will  ever  be  remembered  as  the  great  leader  in  Canada, 

the  upbuilder  of  associations  and  the  most  potent  factor  in  dental  education. 

Doctor  Willmott  was  a  most  kindly  man,  whose  genial  face  and  warm 

handclasp  will  be  missed.  I  regret  the  passing  of  Doctor  Willmott  as  a 

personal  loss.  I  wish  to  extend  to  Mrs.  Willmott  and  his  son  Earl  my 

sincerest  sympathy  in  their  bereavement. 

Very  truly  and  fraternally  yours, 
Truman  W.  Brophy. 

81    E.   Madison  St.,  Chicago. 
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Original  Communications 

POSSIBILITIES  OF  LOCAL  ANAESTHESIA 

E.  W.  Paul,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  Toronto,  Ont. 

Read   befoer  the   Ontario   Dental   Society,    Toronto,    May,    1915. 

My  first  intention  was  to  discuss  the  general  subject  of  painless  dentistry, 

but  after  undertaking  the  preparation  of  this  paper  I  found  that  it  would 

be  only  possible  to  consider  one  phase  of  it,  and  it  not  at  all  fully — and 

so  we  have  chosen  to  discuss  the  possibilities  of  local  anaesthetics.  In 

doing  so,  we  are  not  advocating  this  method  in  preference  to  general 

analgesis  by  N.O  and  O,  or  in  preference  to  the  use  of  different  measures 

on  the  hard  tissues  of  the  teeth  themselves,  as  Buckley's  Paste  or  Meyer's 
High  Pressure  Syringe,  or  the  Funk  method,  but  it  is  our  intention  to 

show  that  with  the  use  of  local  anaesthetics  alone,  in  the  soft  tissues  and 

in  connection  with  the  general  circulation,  wonderful  results  can  be 

achieved  in  reducing  or  abolishing  pain  in  connection  with  any  dental 

operation. 

'NFILTRATION  AND  CONDUCTIVE  ANAESTHESIA. 

Local  anaesthesia  is  produced  by  two  methods,  first  by  infiltration,  and 

secondly  by  conductive  anaesthesia.  By  infiltration  we  mean  the  anaesthetic 

is  injected  into  or  adjacent  to  the  tissues  upon  which  we  wish  to  operate, 

while  in  conductive  anaesthesia  the  nerve  trunk  supplying  the  part  is  de- 

sensitized by  injecting  at  some  accessible  and  somewhat  distant  point  from 

the  part  to  be  operated  upon.  For  example,  sensation  is  destroyed  in  the 

inferior  dental  nerve  by  injecting  close  to  it  as  it  enters  the  inferior  dental 

foramen  on  the  internal  surface  of  the  ramus  of  the  mandible.  A  great 

deal  has  been  written  regarding  conductive  anaesthesia,  and  some  prominent 

authorities  strongly  recommend  its  use,  but,  except  in  rare  instances,  as  good 

or  better  results  can  be  secured  by  the  infiltration  method,  and  besides,  the 

technique  of  conductive  anaesthesia  is  quite  difficult  and  requires  an  accurate 

knowledge  of  the  anatomy  of  the  parts  involved,  and  for  these  reasons,  in 

my  opinion,  it  will  not  come  into  general  use  in  dental  practice. 
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INDICATIONS  FOR  CONDUCTIVE  ANAESTHESIA. 

However,  there  are  certain  conditions  where  conductive  anaesthesia  is 

considered  preferable,  as  ( 1 )  in  operating  in  the  region  of  the  lower 

molars,  where,  on  account  of  anatomical  peculiarities,  it  is  more  difficult 

to  get  perfect  results  from  the  use  of  the  infiltration  method.  (2)  Also 

in  the  case  of  impacted  lower  wisdoms,  where,  on  account  of  the  condition 

of  the  surrounding  tissues,  a  local  injection  cannot  be  satisfactorily  made. 

(3)  Where  a  more  than  ordinary  protracted  anaesthesia  is  desired,  con- 

ductive anaesthesia,  along  with  infiltration  anaesthesia,  can  be  used  to  ad- 

vantage. (4)  Where  your  field  of  operation  takes  in  a  considerable  por- 
tion of  the  mandible  or  maxilla,  as  in  operating  on  several  teeth  at  the 

same  sitting,  conductive  anaesthesia  is  sometimes  preferable.  For  these 

purposes,  as  well  as  the  removal  of  extensive  portions  of  the  process,  to 

correct  protrusion  or  to  make  room  for  artificial  replacement,  I  have  used 

conductive  anaesthesia  with  very  satisfactory  results. 

INFILTRATION  ANAESTHESIA. 

For  the  purposes  of  this  paper,  we  will  confine  our  attention  to  the 

minute  consideration  of  the  possibilities  of  infiltration  anaesthesia.  We  can- 
not hope  to  inject  our  local  anaesthetic  into  the  exact  spot  we  wish  to 

de-sensitize,  but  must  depend  on  the  circulation  to  carry  it  to  the  parts 

we  wish  to  be  affected.  This  process  takes  place,  for  operations  in  which 

the  teeth  are  involved,  through  the  minute  canaliculi  in  the  alveolar  process 

surrounding  the  teeth.  Certain  areas  are  more  canaliculated  than  others, 

and  in  these  more  satisfactory  anaesthesia  can  readily  be  secured.  These 

areas  comprise  most  of  the  maxilla,  especially  in  the  region  of  incisors  and 

bicuspids  and  upper  third  molar,  and  the  anterior  portion  of  the  mandible; 

and  especially  the  gingival  portion  of  the  alveolar  process  is  very  cancel- 
lous, and  in  my  injections  I  take  advantage  of  this  and  inject  into  the 

tissues  near  the  alveolar  border,  while  others  recommend  making  your 

injections  half  way  between  the  gingival  margin  and  the  apex  of  the  root. 

In  the  neighborhood  of  the  lower  molars  the  bone  is  harder  and  thicker 

and  less  porous,  and  this  region  is  considered  to  be  the  most  difficult  to 

secure  satisfactory  anaesthesia  by  the  infiltration  method,  but  for  extraction 

purposes  I  have  not  met  with  any  unusual  difficulty  in  these  cases. 

CHOICE  OF   DRUG   NOVACAIN. 

The  introduction  of  cocain  marked  a  new  era  in  the  field  of  local 

anaesthesia,  but  on  account  of  its  (cocain's)  many  objections,  many  sub- 
stitutes were  presented  from  time  to  time.  Novocain  seems  the  only  one 

lo  fulfil  all  the  requirements.  (1)  Novocain  possesses  active  anaesthetic 

properties  practically  equal  to  cocain.  (2)  It  very  rarely  produces  any 

toxic  effect  on  the  vital  functions  of  respiration  or  circulation.  (3)  It  does 

not  produce  any  irritation  or  sloughing  of  the  tissues  into  which  it  is  injected. 

(4)    It  is  readily  soluble  in  water    (equal  parts),  is  readily  absorbed  by 
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the    tissues    and    admits    of   combination    with    adrenalin.       (5)    Novocain 

solutions  can  be  sterilized  by  boiling. 

Although  toxic  symptoms  have  been  noticed  after  the  injection  of 

novocain,  these  seldom  are  of  such  a  serious  character  as  with  cocain,  and 

consequently  the  use  of  the  latter  by  most  careful  operators  is  rapidly 

diminishing  and  will  in  time  be  regarded  as  obsolete. 

VALUE  OF  ADRENALIN. 

The  addition  of  adrenalin  increases  the  action  of  the  anaesthetic  by 

preventing  the  general  absorption  of  the  solution,  thereby  localizing  its 

effect,  and  lessens  the  danger  of  any  general  symptoms.  Besides,  adrenalin 

increases  the  length  of  the  anaesthesia  and  presents  a  less  bloody  field  of 

operation.  In  spite  of  these  advantages,  hemmorrhage  after  the  operation, 

which  does  so  much  to  prevent  after-soreness  and  facilitate  proper  healing 

of  the  tissues,  is  interfered  with,  and  sometimes  the  normal  formation  of 

the  clot  in  the  socket  does  not  take  place. 

ringer's  SOLUTION. 

However,  by  using  a  solution  which  is  isotonic,  i.e.,  an  injection  solu- 

tion whose  specific  gravity  and  constituents  correspond  to  the  fluids  in  the 

tissues,  a  more  ready  absorption  takes  place,  and  less  irritation,  and  dis- 

turbance of  the  function  of  the  tissue  cells  follow — meaning  more  rapid 

and  satisfactory  healing.  This  object  is  attained  by  combining  sodium 

chloride  in  the  percentage  of  a  normal  saline  (45  grains  to  a  pint  of  H20), 
or  a  6  per  cent,  solution  along  with  calcium  chloride,  which  is  said  to 

stimulate  the  heart  action,  increase  the  action  of  the  leukocytes,  and  in- 

creases the  resistance  to  infection.  This  solution  can  most  readily  be 

secured  by  using  Ringer's  tablets,  which  contain  these  drugs  along  with 
potassium  chloride.  Each  tablet  mixed  with  1 0  c.c.  or  1 60  minims  of 

distilled  water  produces  an  ideal  solution  in  which  to  dissolve  the  novocain 

tablets.  This  solution  can  be  kept  on  hand,  care  being  taken  to  keep  it 

sterile.  Until  just  recently,  I  used  distilled  water,  and  later  normal  saline 

solution,  and  results  seemed  perfectly  satisfactory. 

PREPARATION  OF  SOLUTION. 

The  instrumentarium  necessary  for  local  anaesthesia  is  not  very  ex- 

tensive and  will  be  presented  exactly  as  we  use  it  in  our  office.  Tablets 

are  the  most  convenient  form  in  which  to  use  novocain,  and  it  is  wise  to 

make  up  a  fresh  solution  for  each  operation.  The  tablet  "E"  is  the 

dental  tablet,  and  this  combined  with  1  7  mimins  of  Ringer's  solution  or 
distilled  H20  makes  a  2  per  cent,  solution,  and,  of  course,  if  you  use  a 

different  tablet,  you  must  add  the  necessary  amount  of  dissolving  fluid. 

I  use  tablet  "C,"  the  making  of  which,  I  understand,  is  being  discontinued. 
For  very  difficult  and  painful  operations,  a  2  per  cent,  solution  may  be 

necessary,  but  we  usually  use  about  a  1  j/2  per  cent,  solution. 
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Measure  out  in  a  minim  glass  from  your  Ringer's  stock  solution  the 

correct  amount,  pour  this  into  a  test  tube  and  drop  the  novocain  tablet 
 into 

the  test  tube  without  touching  them  with  your  fingers.  Heat  over  a  flame 

until   it  boils  vigorously   and  the  tablets  are  dissolved,   and   from  this   fill
 

the  syringe. 

THE   HYPODERMIC  SYRINGE. 

First,   have  a  smooth  working  syringe,   one  that  does  not  leak,   and 

use  short,  fine  needles. 

The  Imperial  Syringe  No.  3  is  the  best  I  have  used;  Schi
mmel's  make 

of  Fischer's  model  also  is  good.  I  use  No.  27  gauge  needles,  which  can 

be  more  readily  and  more  painlessly  inserted  in  the  tissues.  This  syringe
, 

when  not  in  use,  is  suspended  from  a  special  holder  in  a  25  per  cent,  solu
- 

tion of  Lysol,  which  is  a  powerful  germicide  and  does  not  cause  the  needles 

to  corrode  or  rust.  Before  filling  syringe,  it  is  washed  out  thoroughly
 

with  hot  water,  preferably  hot,  as  it  raises  temperature  of  syringe  and  doe
s 

not  cool  solution.  If  there  is  any  chance  that  you  may  use  any  of  solution 

left  over  for  another  case,  do  not  fill  syringe  from  needle  end,  but  remove 

plunger  and  fill  barrel  by  pouring  the  solution  into  the  same.  This  is  the 

only  proper  way  to  proceed  when  using  a  made-up  local  anaesthetic,  as 

when  you  fill  syringe  by  drawing  it  out  of  the  bottle  through  the  needle 

the  solution  becomes  contaminated. 

PREPARATION  OF  TISSUES. 

While  your  assistant  is  doing  all  this,  including  the  preparation  of  the 

solution,  you  must  be  preparing  the  field  of  operation.      Before  injecting, 

I  paint  the  tissues  at  the  points  where  I  expect  to  inject,  with  a  solution 

which  serves  a  two-fold  purpose — that  of  cleansing  and  disinfecting  the 

gums,  and  also  of  desensitizing  the  same  so  that  there  will  be  no  pain  on 

the  insertion  of  the  needle.     If  any  of  you  have  an  idea  that  this  operation 

is  not  painful,  especially  as  it  is  generally  performed,  try  it  on  yourself. 

For  the  above  purpose  I  use  one  of  two  solutions,  one  a  saturated  solution 

of  cocain  in  campho-phenique,   and  the  other,   from  which  I  seem  to  get 

more   satisfactory    results,    is    a    saturated   solution   of    alypin   in   colorless 

iodine.     The  tissues  are  dried  with  cotton  and  protected  from  saliva  by 

cotton  rolls,   and  sufficient  pressure  is  used  to  cause   a  certain  amount  of 

mechanical  cleansing  with  one  of  above  obtundents.     This  solution  is  left 

on  the  gums  about  two  minutes  before  injecting,  and  I  believe  four  out  of 

five  do  not  feel  the  insertion  of  the  needle.      Of  course,  the  technique  of 

this  latter  operation  is  very  important.      Do  not  fill  your  syringe  too  full, 

as,  if  your  hand  is  too  far  distended,  you  cannot  do  such  careful  work. 

If  you  suspect  that  there  will  be  any  pain,  warn  the  patient  that  he  may 

feel  the  sMght  prick  of  the  needle. 
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TECHNIQUE  OF  INJECTION. 

For  the  first  injection  select  the  firmest  and  most  healthy  piece  of  gum 

around  the  tooth,  near  the  gingival  margin,  usually  on  the  lingual  surface 

of  the  upper  teeth  and  the  labial  or  buccal  surface  of  the  lowers.  (Show 

on  skull.)  Place  the  slanting  surface  of  the  point  of  the  needle  flatly 

against  the  gum  and  by  a  short,  quick  movement  just  bury  the  point  of 

the  needle  in  the  tissues.  As  the  solution  is  discharged,  the  tissues  become 

more  or  less  blanched  and  concurrently  anaesthetized,  and  then  the  needle 

is  forced  deeper  to  the  bone  and  the  contents  expelled  slowly  into  or  close 

to  the  periosteum.  All  the  time  the  needle  points  toward  the  apex  of  the 

tooth,  and  the  idea  is  to  force  the  anaesthetic  toward  the  apices  of  the 

roots.  This  can  often  be  facilitated  by  gentle  massage  in  the  direction  of 

the  end  of  root.  Good  results  can  also  be  secured  by  inserting  the  needle 

between  the  gingival  margin  of  the  gum  and  the  tooth,  and  injecting  directly 

into  the  peridental  membrane. 

HOW  MANY  INJECTIONS  TO  MAKE. 

In  single-rooted  teeth,  one  injection  on  each  of  the  buccal  and  lingual 

surfaces  is  sufficient,  while  in  multi-rocted  teeth  an  injection  must  be  made 

for  each  root.  The  principles  covering  the  technique  of  injection  vary 

slightly  for  any  of  the  operations  usually  performed  in  dental  surgery.  For 

the  extraction  of  teeth,  removal  of  process,  or  any  operation  in  the  soft 

tissues,  as  the  resection  of  roots  or  the  curretting  of  dead  bone,  a  thorough 

infiltration  of  the  surrounding  tissues,  according  to  the  method  outlined 

above  will  produce  satisfactory  results,  and  will  admit  of  painless  oper- 

ating after  waiting  about  three  to  five  minutes  after  the  injection,  in  about 

90  per  cent,  of  the  cases. 

For  the  preparation  of  cavities  in  sensitive  dentine,  the  removal  of  pulps, 

the  preparation  of  sensitive  teeth  for  crowns,  it  seems  necessary  to  take 

special  pains  to  carry  the  local  anaesthetic  as  close  to  the  apex  as  possible, 

and  to  this  end  make  your  final  injection  as  close  to  the  apex  of  the  root 

as  possible,  and  also  facilitate  the  absorption  of  the  solution  by  gentle 

massage  in  that  direction.  In  these  cases  it  is  necessary  to  wait  about  8  to 

1  0  minutes  after  injection  before  attempting  to  operate. 

Another  plan  which  works  well  for  anterior  or  single-rooted  teeth  is 

to  deaden  the  gum  tissue  as  nearly  opposite  the  apex  as  possible,  and  with  a 

fine  round  burr  drill  through  the  overlying  bone  into  the  apical  area.  In 

this  hole  insert  the  point  of  the  needle  and  deposit  a  few  drops  of  the  solu- 
tion. 

Still  another  method  is  explained  in  May  "Dominion  Dental  Journal." 
In  the  preparation  of  sensitive  cavities  it  is  very  easy  to  unknowingly  expose 

the  pulp  on  account  of  the  suprarenin  producing  a  marked  anaemia  of  the 

pu'p  tissue,  and  so  great  care  must  be  observed  not  to  insert  a  filling  too 
close  to,  or  upon  an  exposed  pulp.     This  method  of  using  novocain  seems 
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especially  indicated  and  valuable  in  the  case  of  pulps  which  are  not  affected 

by  arsenic,  or  even  by  the  funk  treatment,  as  where  the  pulp  is  partly  de- 
vitalized or  putrescent,  or  where  pulp  nodules  are  present. 

The  available  anaesthesia  varies  from  1  0  to  45  minutes,  according  to  the 

amount  and  percentage  of  the  solution  used.  It  is  very  difficult  to  state 

definitely  what  is  the  maximum  dose.  I  have  no  hesitancy  in  using  just  as 

much  as  I  need.  In  what  might  be  regarded  as  unfavorable  cases,  as  very 

weak,  very  old,  or  persons  suffering  from  high  blood  pressure  or  diseased 
blood  vessels,  it  is  wise  not  to  use  too  much  of  the  anaesthetic  at  one  sitting. 

When  toxic  symptoms  do  appear  they  are  similar  to  those  of  cocaine, 

but  not  so  frequent  nor  so  marked.  The  first  and  most  evident  sign  is 

usually  a  marked  pallor  of  the  skin,  associated  often  with  a  feeble  pulse  and 

dilated  pupils.  In  the  severe  cases,  which  are  very  rare,  a  fainting  and 

sometimes  hysteria  follow. 

As  soon  as  the  first  signs  are  noted,  place  patient  in  a  horizontal  posi- 
tion, with  the  feet  elevated,  and  usually  instant  improvement  is  noticed; 

further  treatment  can  be  given,  as  inhaling  amyl  nitrate,  or  the  administra- 

tion of  one-half  drachm  in  water  of  aromatic  spirits  of  ammonia,  or  five  or 

six  drops  of  validol.  Where  you  suspect  a  special  idiosyncrasy  for  local 
anaesthetics  it  is  wise  to  administer  either  of  the  latter  two  remedies  before 

injection. 

In  the  treatment  of  this  subject  no  claim  for  originality  is  made,  and 

an  effort  has  been  made  to  make  no  suggestions,  or  advise  any  methods 

which  have  not  been  proven  and  found  efficacious  by  the  writer  personally. 

Novocain  has  made  all  this  possible  without  incurring  the  risks  associ- 

ated with  cocaine,  and  this  afternoon  we  will  verify  our  statements  at  the 
clinic. 

DISCUSSION. 

Dr.  Briggs  (Hamilton)  :  I  must  compliment  the  essayist  on  the 

thorough  manner  in  which  he  has  prepared  his  paper.  If  there  are  any 

gentlemen  present  who  think  the  suggestions  made  are  not  worthy  of  follow- 

ing I  think  they  are  making  a  great  mistake,  because  there  is  no  other  doctor 

in  Canada  who  knows  as  much  about  local  anaesthesia  as  Dr.   Paul. 

I  have  only  a  short  time  to  look  over  the  paper,  but  I  have  put  down  a 

few  points  in  reference  to  some  of  the  cases  where  local  anaesthesia  is  more 

applicable  than  anything  else  for  getting  over  some  of  the  difficulties  we 

have  in  daily  practice.  In  my  own  practice  I  find,  and  of  course  we  all  do, 

that  this  is  more  often  used  probably  for  extracting  than  for  any  other  one 

thing,  if  one  has  a  very  difficult  case  to  treat.  For  instance,  if  you  are 

going  to  give  gas  or  somnoform,  or  any  general  anaesthetic  of  that  kind, 

sometimes  you  will  not  have  as  much  time  to  perform  the  operation  as  you 

would  wish,  whereas  if  we  use  a  local  anaesthetic  we  have  ample  time,  and 

often  succeed  in  making  a  perfect  operation  where  it  otherwise  would  not  be 
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possible.  Of  course  in  extracting  an  abscess  case  it  is  not  as  good  as  a  gen- 

eral anaesthetic  would  be,  on  account,  for  one  thing,  of  the  danger  of  the 

pressure  forcing  bacteria  into  the  surrounding  tissue  which  might  set  up  a 

worse  case  than  you  had  in  the  first  place. 

Then  the  second  use  of  local  anaesthesia  would  be  in  the  surgical  treat- 
ment of  abscesses.  For  instance,  a  chronic  abscess  which  had  been  treated 

for  some  time,  and  being  found  impossible  to  overcome  the  condition,  very 

often  we  have  to  drill  into  that  abscess  or  remove  part  of  the  root.  Of 

course  a  genera!  anaesthetic  is  not  necessary  in  that  case,  and  very  often 

it  does  not  give  one  sufficient  time,  especially  if  one  is  using  somnoform  or 

nitrous  oxide.  The  next  surgical  treatment  of  abscesses  where  I  have  found 

it  a  very  great  comfort  is  where  we  have  one  of  those  acute  incipient  cases 

before  they  have  come  to  an  operative  point.  In  that  case  the  local 

anaesthetic  comes  in  very  well,  by  taking  a  burr  and  going  right  through 

and  cutting  out  right  at  the  end  of  the  root  the  local  infection  that  is  going 

to  develop  into  an  abscess  at  a  future  time.  That  opening  should  then  be 

packed  with  something  like  Dentalone  on  a  piece  of  gauze,  and  the  next 

day  or  the  day  after  that  can  be  removed,  and  you  can  find  the  abscess 

has  not  materialized  and  the  trouble  overcome,  and  it  heals  up  fairly  well. 

Then  you  can  go  on  with  your  ordinary  treatment  to  sterilize  the  canals  in 

the  usual  way. 

Now,  for  desensitizing  dentine  for  the  preparation  of  cavities,  that  is 

one  of  the  greatest  comforts  the  dentist  has  from  the  use  of  the  local 

anaesthetic,  especially  novocaine.  I  did  try  cocaine  at  one  time,  and  the 

results  I  had,  although  they  were  just  as  good  as  an  anaesthetic,  the  other 

results  were  enough  to  almost  make  you  give  up  hope  that  you  were  going 

to  practice  dentistry  at  all.  Then  for  grinding  down  teeth  for  putting  on 

artificial  crowns — sometimes  in  a  case  of  that  kind  one  must  avoid  grind- 

ing too  much.  I  ground  off  a  tooth,  and  the  patient  came  back  the  next 

day,  after  I  had  ground  it  off  to  the  shape  I  wanted,  and  said  the  tooth 

was  very  sore  and  giving  a  great  deal  of  pain,  and  I  found  that  I  had 

ground  the  cusp  so  much  I  had  exposed  the  pulp,  which,  of  course,  I  did 
not  intend  to  do. 

Then  for  removing  pulps,  I  think  local  anaesthesia  in  certain  cases  is 

even  better  than  analgesia.  In  fact  pulps  cannot  be  removed  painlessly 

under  ana'gesia.  It  is  necessary  to  have  a  thorough  anaesthesia  to  do  that. 
Now,  in  the  case  of  inflamed  pulps  under  fillings  where  you  cannot  reach  it 

without  a  great  deal  of  pam  there  is  no  better  way  than  by  the  use  of  a  local 

anaesthetic.  I  know  often  what  a  hard  job  it  is.  That  is  another  case 

where  local  anaesthesia  comes  in  very  well  Then  the  case  of  an  aching 

pulp  where  there  are  nodules.  Sometimes  you  will  find  the  pulp  is  calcified 

to  some  extent  from  the  apex  right  into  the  cavity,  and  in  a  case  of  that  kind 

that  tooth  can  be  opened  and  all  of  that  taken  out  without  any  pain  what- 
ever.    The  very  worst  case  a  person  can  have  is  a  gangrenous  pulp  where 
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it  is  vital  at  some  point  near  the  apex.  If  you  do  open  into  a  tooth  of  that 
kind  and  you  get  out  the  gangrenous  portion  of  the  pulp  you  cannot  put arser.c  down  there,  and  you  don't  know  what  to  do.  That  is  where  the  use ot  the  syringe  with  novocaine  comes  in  very  well  indeed. 

There  are  a  few  other  uses,  such  as  injecting  ,n  the  gum  where  you  are 
going  to  cement  in  a  crown  or  band  a  crown.  Sometimes  that  is  a  painful operation  and  those  can  be  put  on  without  any  discomfort  whatever  Some- 

times ,n  fitting  bands  you  find  a  great  deal  of  trouble  on  account  of  the  gum 
being  m  such  a  condition  it  gives  a  lot  of  pain,  and  there  is  no  objection  that 
1  know  of  to  using  a  few  drops  of  the  anaesthetic  solution  in  a  case  of  that kind. 

Now,  in  conductive  anaesthesia,  one  case  where  very  much  advantage 
is  cla,med  ,s  ,n  the  case  of  lower  molars.      I  have  never  found  in  my  ex- 
penance  that  lower  molars  are  any  more  difficult  to  anesthetize  than  any other  tooth       My   experience  is  that  a   third   molar  can   be  just   as  well 
anesthetized   as   any   other.      I   have   never   found   any   difficulty   beyond inning  ones      For  lower  third  erupting  molars  I  do  not  believe  the  sub- 
mucous  method  would  be  as  good  as  the  conductive  on  account  of  irrita- 

tion of  the  tissues,  which  at  that  time  are  usually  very  much  affected.     Then 
another   claim    for    conductive    anaesthesia    is    that    it    gives   a    protracted anaesthesia.     Well,  if  infiltration  will  give  you  from  35  to  40  minutes  I 
cannot  see  why  that  is  not  long  enough  for  any  operation  that  we  as  dentists perrorm. 

Then  there  is  another  claim  that  conductive  anaesthesia  is  better  where 
operating  in  a  large  area,  or  where  there  are  many  teeth  at  the  same  sitting 
as  the  doctor  mentioned  in  his  paper.  Take  a  case  of  extracting,  for  in- 

stance. I  very  often  extract  all  the  teeth  in  one  jaw;  that  is,  the  16  at  one 
sitting,  and  I  think  I  use  as  little  anaesthetic,  probably,  as  would  be  done 
m  the  conductive  method,  because  it  takes  a  very  little  anesthetic  when  it 
is  injected  properly.  In  fact,  I  have  taken  16  teeth  out  of  one  jaw  with 
30  minims  of  the  solution-that  would  be  one  syringe  full-and  never  use any  more. 

There  are  one  or  two  great  advantages  in  conductive  anesthesia,  and 
one  ,s  that  there  is  very  much  less  injury  to  the  tissues  that  are  being operated  upon  and  another  is  that  in  an  abscessed  condition  there  is  much 
less  danger  of  forcing  mfect.on  into  surrounding  tissues.  The  disadvantages 
are  that  the  technique  is  very  difficult.  That  is  especially  so  in  the  superior 
maxi.la.  Then  there  is  the  danger  of  breaking  the  needle  and  the  difficulty in  removing  it. 

The  disadvantages  of  infi'tration  anesthesia  might  be  put  down  as 
jew.  First  there  are  a  number  of  punctures  which  are  local  points  of  in- fection and  irritation  if  great  pains  are  not  taken.     Second,  the  tissues  will 
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become  more  irritated  from  the  anaesthetic;  and  third,  there  is  some  after 

pain. 
Then  as  to  the  drugs  used  for  anaesthesia.  First,  cocaine.  For  years 

there  was  only  one  local  anaesthetic  used,  and  the  only  one  known  was 

cocaine.  I  saw  it  used  to  excise  a  tumor  in  the  year  1  886.  I  first  used 

cocaine  myself  in  the  year  1892,  in  Hamilton,  when  I  was  a  student,  and 

from  that  time  on  continued  in  spite  of  several  unfortunate  occurrences  until 

I  discarded  its  use  for  novocaine  several  years  ago.  I  had  some  very  sad 

experiences  with  cocaine,  although  none  of  them  were  fatal.  However, 

they  came  so  close  to  it  I  would  not  want  to  repeat  any  such  experience. 

The  reasons  why  I  discarded  the  use  of  cocaine  were  the  following:  The 

very  uncertain  degree  of  toxicity  which  would  develop,  the  wounds  healed 

very  slowly;  sloughing  of  the  tissues  often  took  place;  spiculae  exfoliated, 

and  also  pointed  spiculae  of  bone  unabsorbed,  and  at  times  perforating  the 

partly  healed  tissues.  Then  the  nervous  strain  on  the  operator  was  more 

than  necessary  to  bear.  Then  there  was  the  limited  dose  that  could  be 

employed,  limiting  the  scope  of  the  operation.  Then  another  thing,  toxic 

symptoms  sometimes  developed  after  the  patient  had  gone  away  and  reach- 
ed his  own  home,  where  you  have  no  further  control  over  him.  Novocaine 

is  just  as  effective  as  an  anaesthetic,  and  it  has  not  the  serious  effect  on  the 

tissues.  Then  there  is  the  rapid  healing,  and  there  is  no  sloughing  of  the 

gums  afterwards.  A  large  quantity  of  the  anaesthetic  can  be  used;  that  is, 

as  much  as  you  feel  you  really  require  to  perform  any  operation  that  can  be 
done  under  local  anaesthesia. 

Now,  as  to  the  addition  of  adrenolin,  it  localizes  and  intensifies  the 

anaesthesia,  is  a  heart  stimulant,  and  gives  you  a  bloodless  field  for  opera- 

tion. I  must  go  contrary  to  the  essayist  on  one  point.  I  maintain  that  it 

cannot  be  boiled.  If  you  use  a  solution  especially.  It  has  been  my  experi- 

ence every  time  I  tried  to  boil  it  in  the  solution  that  it  always  was  spoiled. 

The  color  changes  rapidly  to  violet,  then  brown,  which  makes  it  unfit  for 

use.  Then  adrenolin  also  is  very  poisonous  to  the  tissues  of  the  body.  Some 

patients  are  very  susceptible  to  a  dose  of  adrenolin,  and  there  are  some- 

times symptoms  of  poison  from  very  small  doses.  Then  there  are  secondary 

hemorrhages  liable  to  occur,  because  the  blood  clot  does  not  seem  to  form 

as  well.  Then  there  is  long  continued  and  extensive  ischaemia  of  the 

tissues,  which  is  very  deleterious  to  the  healing  process,  because  the  blood 

shou'd  flow  well.     However,  on  the  whole  I  think  it  is  advantageous. 

I  must  say  I  had  several  cases  where  I  used  an  overdose  of  the  adrenolin, 

and  I  thought  the  untoward  results  due  to  cocaine,  or  something  in  the 

solution.  It  is  very  poisonous  in  large  doses,  and  you  must  handle  it  with 

caution.  Look  out  for  bad  symptoms  in  corpulent,  nephritic,  full-blooded 

patients.  Adrenolin  seems  to  affect  them  more  even  than  cocaine  itself, 

and  you  don't  know  what  is  going  to  happen.     The  symptoms  are  usually 
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hard  breathing,  flushed  face,  choking  sensations  and  pain  in  the  hack  or 

kidneys  and  quivering  of  the  muscles.  However,  as  the  essayist  has  said,  if 

you  will  put  the  patient  in  a  flat  or  prone  position  with  the  feet  a 
 little 

higher  than  the  head  it  is  a  very  short  time  before  they  usually  recover  and 

everything  is  alright.  I  have  found  in  making  the  solution  for  the  
anaesthetic 

that  the  salt  solution  boiled  with  distilled  water  seems  to  work  j
ust  as  well 

as  Ringer's  solution.  There  is  one  thing  about  Ringer's  solution  you  will 

find:  the  after-pain,  when  the  effect  of  the  anaesthetic  has  worn  off,  is  not 

nearly  so  intense.  Even  plain  distilled  water  will  give  you  more  pain. 

Another  thing  in  making  the  solution  tap  water  is  absolutely  taboo.  
No- 

body should  use  tap  water  for  this  purpose,  even  if  it  is  boiled,  because 

there  are  certain  salts  and  limes  and  things  of  that  kind  that  have  a  bad 

effect,  especially  on  the  healing  process. 

Then  as  to  the  use  of  the  syringe;  my  practice  is  to  use  two  syringes. 

I  use  the  same  kind  as  the  doctor  does — the  Imperial  syringe.  I  use  i
t 

with  two  different  gauges  of  needles,  a  27-gauge  and  a  25-gauge. 
 The 

object  of  using  the  two  syringes  is  that  a  small  needle  will  pen
etrate  the 

tissues  very  easily  and  give  you  much  less  pain  in  starting  the  in
jection. 

Then  you  can  transfer  to  the  25-gauge,  which  is  very  much  stouter  a
nd 

not  so  apt  to  get  broken  in  the  operation,  because  in  the  technique  o
f  in- 

jecting, the  needle  is  pushed  in  firmly,  and  with  a  27-gauge  needle  you  are 

apt  to  break  it  off,  and  it  is  easier  to  get  it  in  than  to  get  it  out  again.  
I 

have  had  cases  where  I  couldn't  get  it  out,  and  had  to  leave  it  in  there. 

Then  as  to  sterilizing  the  syringe.  One  thing  I  cannot  use  with  any 

degree  of  satisfaction  is  lysol.  I  usually  boil  the  syringe  in  distiMed  water 

and  then  wash  with  alcohol  through  the  barrel  of  the  syringe  and  the 

needle.  If  you  put  it  in  lysol  you  will  find  a  precipitate  every  time.  I  do 

not  know  whether  the  precipitate  is  from  the  solution  or  the  lysol.  If  you 

leave  your  syringe  with  any  trace  of  the  novocaine  in  it  you  will  find  there 

will  be  a  white  deposit  in  the  bottom  of  the  sterilizer,  and  the  lysol  itself 

seems  to  thin  out,  and  I  do  not  suppose  it  will  have  any  sterilizing  pro- 

perties whatever  after  this  has  happened.  For  this  reason  I  have  discarded 

the  use  of  lysol  as  a  sterilizing  agent  in  these  cases. 

Now,  my  technique  of  injection  for  local  anaesthesia.  I  start  with  a 

fine  needle  and  then  transfer  to  the  big  needle.  I  paint  the  site  of  injec- 

tion with  tincture  of  iodine ;  not  a  strong  tincture,  but  say  a  5  per  cent,  solu- 

tion of  iodine.  The  first  puncture  of  the  needle  will  give  very  slight  pain 

indeed.  That  is  the  pain  from  it  will  hardly  be  noticeable.  Then  in 

selecting  a  point  for  injection.  As  the  doctor  says,  if  you  get  a  healthy 

hard  point  in  the  gum  some  place  the  pain  is  very  much  less  than  in  any  in- 

flamed tissue.  Insert  the  fine  needle  just  sufficiently  to  cover  the  point, 

inject  slowly  a  few  drops  of  solution,  then  transfer  to  the  other  syringe  or 
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to  another  needle.  In  many  cases  it  can  be  forced  into  the  cancellous 

alveolus  near  the  neck  of  the  tooth.  The  proper  point  is  near  the  neck  of 

the  tooth,  not  half  way  towards  the  apex,  or  it  can  be  inserted  into  the 

pericementum  at  the  neck  of  the  tooth,  or  right  into  the  inter-proximal 

space  into  the  bone  of  alveolus.  Cuspids  have  as  a  rule  very  long  roots, 

and  the  idea  is  to  get  the  solution  as  high  up  to  the  root  apex  as  possible. 

Now,  with  all  the  pressure  I  can  use  sometimes  I  find  I  cannot  get  the 

anaesthetic  solution  to  progress  as  far  as  the  apex,  where  I  wish  it  to  be. 

In  that  case  it  is  very  good  practice  to  take  a  small  burr  or  fine  drill, 

but  the  burr  or  drill  should  not  be  too  large.  It  should  be  of  such  a  size 

that  the  needle  will  fit  the  hole  exactly.  You  can  put  the  needle  in  and  get 

sufficient  pressure  in  every  case,  and  you  will  find  you  have  an  elegant 

anaesthesia.  The  removal  of  the  pulp  seems  to  require  more  pressure  and 

better  anaesthesia  than  any  other  operation  I  know  of,  greater  than  for  ex- 

tracting the  tooth  itself. 

That  is  all  I  have  made  a  note  of,  and  I  thank  you  very  much. 

Dr.  CLARKSON ;  There  were  three  points  in  connection  with  Dr. 

Paul's  paper  which  appealed  to  me,  or,  at  least,  which  I  wish  to  speak 
about.  One  is  the  use  of  amyl  nitrite  as  a  restorative.  I  believe  that  that 

is  false  practice.  Amyl  nitrite  lowers  the  blood  pressure,  for  it  causes 

dilatation  of  the  arteries  and  arteriolas.  Under  novocaine  or  cocaine 

poisoning  you  have  severe  prostration,  and  a  condition  approximating 

shock,  and  the  use  of  amyl  nitrite  at  that  time  would  rather  intensify  the 
conditions  than  alleviate  them. 

Then  as  to  the  use  of  camphor  oil.  It  used  to  be  taught  that  camphor 

oil  was  a  good  restorative  in  case  of  cocaine  poisoning. 

Experiments  seem  to  indicate  that  camphor  or  any  of  the  preparations 

of  camphor  have  very  little  effect  upon  the  vascular  system,  and  clinical 

experiments  in  the  Western  Hospital  conducted  on  eight  or  ten  patients 

would  corroborate  the  recent  experiments  made  in  the  laboratory.  So 

neither  of  these  drugs  is  of  much  value,  and  one  of  them  is  rather  danger- 

ous to  use  in  case  of  novocaine  poisoning.  Amyl  nitrite  may  be  of  value  in 

cases  of  adrenolin  poisoning. 

Then  one  thing  I  want  to  ask  Dr.  Paul.  Has  he  ever  used  potassium 

sulphate  in  conjunction  with  novocaine?  I  have  always  thought  I  have 

got  results  from  the  use  of  potassium  sulphate  in  conjunction  with  novocaine 

which  enabled  me  to  use  a  much  greater  dilution  of  solution.  I  was  led 

to  use  this  by  reading  of  two  German  investigators  who  used  it,  and 

they  claimed  they  could  use  as  low  as  one-tenth  per  cent,  solution  and  get 

extensive  spinal  anaesthesia  in  that  way.  I  imagine  that  I  have  been  able 

to  get  good  results  by  using  a  much  smaller  quantity  of  novocaine  in  con- 

junction with  potassium  sulphate.     I  believe  Dr.  Day  here  used  it,  and  the 
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language  he  used  when  reporting  his  findings  to  me  was  anything  but  com- 
plimentary, so  there  is  a  difference  of  opinion. 

Dr.   F.  Risdon:  Allow  me  to  congratulate  Dr.   Paul  on  his  clear, 
concise  and  practical  paper.     The  description  of  the  technique  is  excellent 
The  essayist  recommends  Ringer's  solution  for  the  vehicle  which  is  some- 

times more  difficult  to  obtain  than  nomal  saline  tablets.     Also  the  latter  is 
sometimes  scarce,  and  why  not  use  the  nomal  saline  prepared  by  using  in 
one  pint  of  boiled  water,  one  teaspoonful  of  ordinary  salt,  sodium  chloride. 
He  advises  novocaine  2  per  cent,  in  Ringer's.      I  have  used  considerable 
novocaine  for  minor  accidents  while  an  intern  in  Toronto  General   Hos- 

pital, and  there  it  was  frequently  used  successfully  in  solution  of  J4  of  1 
per  cent.,  or  less  than  two  grains  to  ounce  of  vehicle,  while  2  per  cent,  is 
nine  grains.     We  used  it  freely  and  had  no  toxic  symptoms,  except  a  big 
fat  policeman   might   faint.      In   this  paper   cocaine  saturated   solution   in 
camphor-phenique  is  suggested  to   be  painted  over  the  point  selected   for 
first  puncture  of  the  needle.      Should  we  not  consider  two  things  before 
using    the    above?      First,   the  toxicity  of  cocaine,   and  second,  campho- 
phenique  as  obtained  in  bulk  is  caustic. 

In  speaking  of  treatment  where  toxic  symptoms  arise,  Dr.  Clarkson 
spoke  of  the  use  of  camphor.  To  my  mind  I  consider  this  dangerous,  as 
it  must  be  injected  in  sterile  olive  oil,  and  how  many  dentists  could  feel 
sure  of  this,  using  it  as  seldom  as  one  does  in  general  practice?  One 
sees  some  very  fine  abscesses  where  non-sterile  olive  oil  has  been  used  with 
camphor.  Why  not  use  strychnine  tablets  in  1-30  grain  doses? 

I  wish  to  thank  Dr.  Paul  for  his  instructive  paper. 

Dr.  Paul:  I  do  not  know  that  there  are  very  many  questions  to 
answer.  Dr.  Briggs  spoke  about  the  after-pain.  It  has  been  my  experi- 

ence, and  also  the  experience  of  some  other  men  I  know  who  are  using 
the  novocaine  solution  that  where  proper  aseptic  precautions  are  observed 
there  is  rarely,  if  ever,  after-soreness.  Of  course,  where  the  tissues  are 
very  much  abused  and  conditions  around  the  teeth  are  more  or  less  dis- 

turbed there  is  considerable  after-soreness,  but  it  has  nothing  absolutely 
to  do  with  the  local   anaesthetic. 

In  connection  with  the  use  of  the  lysol  solution,  Dr.  Briggs  says  there 
is  a  precipitate  from  the  novocaine.  I  read  that  was  the  case,  so  last  week 
I  made  some  experiments  in  connection  with  it.  I  filled  my  syringe  with 
lysol  and  then  ejected  the  lysol  and  filled  it  full  of  the  novocaine  solution, 
and  there  was  no  precipitation  at  all.  I  made  a  novocaine  solution  and  put 
some  lysol  in  it,  and  there  was  no  precipitate,  so  that  proves,  as  far  as  any 
precipitate  being  formed,  the  lysol  did  not  produce  it.  Boiling,  of  course, 
is  certainly  efficacious  and  is  all  right.  To  boil  a  syringe  certainly 
sterilizes  the  syringe,  but  it  destroys  the  needles.  Of  course,  there  is  no  use 
asking  men  to  do  something  that  is  not  practical,   and  I  consider  boiling 
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syringes  in  distilled  water,  as  suggested,  is  more  or  less  impractical.  Re- 

garding amyl  nitrite  my  clinical  experience  is  that  it  usually  gives  prac- 

tically instant  improvement.  It  is  only  intended  to  be  used  in  case  of  ex- 

treme pallor,  and  where  you  administer  amyl  nitrite  to  a  patient  of  that 

kind  you  usually  notice  a  flushing  of  the  face  and  an  improvement  in  the 

patient's  condition. 
As  far  as  camphor  is  concerned  I  am  not  aware  of  any  late  develop- 

ments in  connection  with  it.     I  never  used  potassium  sulphate. 

Dr.  GRIEVES:  In  the  absence  of  the  president  and  vice-president  I 
would  like  to  make  an  announcement  with  reference  to  clinics.  We  are 

going  to  try  to  work  out  progressive  clinics,  which  have  never  been  tried 

here  before.  The  clinicians  will  be  located  in  separate  rooms.  We  will 

allow  them  a  different  term,  as  it  takes  longer  or  shorter  for  the  clinic.  We 

will  appoint  captains,  and  each  captain  will  take  a  certain  number  of  men 

who  will  be  given  notice,  and  in  that  way  we  think  you  will  have  an  op- 

portunity of  seeing  everything  there  is  to  see.  I  do  not  believe  we  ever  had 

a  better  clinic  than  this  year. 
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ROSIN  SOLUTION 

J.  R.  Callahan,  D.D.S.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

Read  before  Ontario  Dental  Society.   May,   l&H,   Toronto. 

R.     Rosin            gr.   xll. 

Chloroform         3ii  j. 

M.    Fiat  sol. 

Colophony,  resin,  commonly  known  as  rosin,  is  obtained  from  turpen- 

tine by  distillation.  In  the  process  the  oil  of  turpentine  comes  over  and 

the  rosin  remains  behind.  Rosin  varies  in  color  from  dark  red-brown  to 

black  or  white,  according  to  its  purity  and  the  degree  of  heat  used  in  its 

preparation.  Chemically  it  is  the  anhydrid  of  abietic  acid.  It  has  the 

physical  and  chemical  properties  common  to  all  resins.  It  softens  at  1  76 

degrees  F.,  and  fuses  completely  at  275  degrees  F.  Is  insoluble  in  water; 

with  difficulty  is  soluble  in  alcohol;  freely  soluble  in  chloroform,  acetone, 

benzone  and  fatty  oils. 

The  rosin  that  is  best  adapted  to  dental  uses  that  I  have  been  able  to 

find  is  that  prepared  by  Bernardel  for  the  use  of  the  violinist.  A  French 

preparation  very  near  the  color  of  dentine.  The  formula  as  given  above 

makes  a  very  thin  solution.  It  required  a  long  time  for  me  to  realize  the 

advantage  in  the  use  of  a  thin  solution.  A  thick  mixture  will  not  penetrate 

the  tubules,  nor  does  it  give  up  enough  chloroform  to  dissolve  the  gutta 

percha. 
As  we  are  to  deal  with  dentine  that  has  been  subjected  to  infection,  a 

brief  rehearsal  of  the  histological  anatomy  of  dentine  will  aid  us  in  getting 

our    mental    eyes    in    the    same    focus. 

Arthur  Hopewell  Smith,  in  his  late  book,  "An  Introduction  to  Dental 

Anatomy  and  Physiology,"  says: — "The  functions  of  dentine  are  to  give 
substance  to  the  tooth  itself,  to  provide  a  centre  of  sensation,  to  protect  the 

pulp.  Enamel  is  without  the  pale  of  nutrition.  The  pulp  is  highly  vital- 
ized, and  the  dentine  is  on  the  border  line  of  the  living  and  the  dead. 

Semi-vitalized,  if  one  may  so  speak. 

"Nature  would  not  for  a  moment  tolerate  the  presence  in  the  midst 
of  living  tissues  of  a  dead  body  like  enamel.  The  result  is,  therefore,  the 

presence  between  the  living  pulp  and  the  inert  enamel  of  a  large  area,  re- 
latively speaking,  of  a  tissue  which  is  marvelous  and  unique.  In  no  other 

pa;t  of  the  body  do  we  find  an  entirely  tubular  structure  like  dentine.  Its 

peripheral  parts  where  it  joins  the  inorganic  enamel  and  cementum  are 

les:  vitalized  than  its  central  parts.  This  explains  the  reason  why  the 

dentinal  tubules  are  not  of  the  same  calibre  throughout  their  lengths.  They 

vary  from  1.7  u.  to  5  u.  The  diameter  of  the  tube  diminishes  as  it  pro- 

ceeds outward,  until  at  the  peripheral  region  of  the  tooth  it  becomes  im- 

measurable. The  dentine  of  the  crown  of  teeth  is  more  plentifully  sup- 

plied with   living   material    (protoplasm)    than  the   roots;  hence  the  tubes 
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branch  more  frequently  in  the  latter  than  in  the  former  situation.     The  tubes 

carry  the  dentinal  fibrils;  that  is,  the  peripheral  poles  of  the  odontoblasts." 
It  is  through  these  dentinal  fibrils  that  nervous  stimuli  are  transmitted 

to  the  pulp.  Following  the  teachings  of  Miller  and  Black  in  the  study  of 

carious  dentine,  we  note,  among  other  interesting  things,  that  caries  pro- 

gresses along  the  lines  of  the  dentinal  tubuli;  that  the  form  of  the  dis- 

integrated dentine  is  that  of  a  cone  with  the  apex  toward  the  pulp  chamber 

and  that  the  dentine  is  decalcified  in  advance  of  the  penetration  of  the  micro- 

organisms. 

It  is  not  likely  that  in  the  preparation  of  cavities  we  always  remove 

the  apex  of  the  affected  dentine.  In  deep-seated  cavities  is  this  advisable? 

In  spite  of  the  application  of  strong  antiseptic  agents  recurrent  decay  may 

develop,  and  toxins  finally  reach  the  pulp. 

If  the  remaining  traces  or  thin  layers  of  decayed  dentine  can  be 

thoroughly  dehydrated,  the  application  of  rosin  solution  may  be  of  great 
service. 

First,  rosin  being  more  or  less  a  non-conductor,  it  reduces  the  shock 

of  thermal  changes,  thereby  lessening  the  tendency  to  secondary  growth* 

or  desposits  within  the  pulp  chamber  that  are  so  noticeable  under  large 

metallic  fillings,  especially  under  large  gold  inlays. 

We  are  taught  that  the  decalcified  dentine  that  is  to  be  found  just  in 

advance  of  the  micro-organisms  in  carious  dentine  furnishes  food  for  the  in- 

vading host.  If  the  remaining  decalcified  dentine  be  saturated  with  rosin, 

I  imagine  the  cost  of  living  in  that  region  will  become  prohibitive.  How- 
ever, if  the  rosin  solution  reaches  the  farthest  boundaries  of  the  decalcified 

dentine  through  the  infected  area,  then  the  micro-organisms  within  the 

tubuli  will  have  been  engulfed  within  the  rosin  solution,  and  unless  the 

bacteria  are  able  to  liquefy  the  rosin  they  will  forever  be  inhibited  from 

further  activity,  be  they  arobic  or  anerobic,  in  active  or  spore  form.  I 

need  only  mention  the  antiseptic  properties  of  the  chloroform. 

This,  you  will  admit,  would  be  a  very  desirable  condition  in  which 

to  have  a  layer  of  decayed  or  decalcified  dentine  over  the  pulp,  where  the 

removal  of  the  layer  of  decay  would  mean  the  exposure  of  the  pulp. 

The  most  satisfactory  results  that  I  have  had  in  capping  pulps  has 

been  to  flow  a  rosin  solution  over  the  exposure,  evaporating  the  chloroform 

with  warm  air,  then  cause  a  very  thin  cement  to  flow  over  the  floor  of  the 

cavity  and  the  thin  coat  of  rosin,  and  allow  it  to  harden,  being  careful  to 

avoid  pressure  of  any  kind  on  the  cement  until  quite  hard. 

This  practice  has  been  confined  to  quite  small  and  recent  exposures. 

Not  the  least  satisfactory  use  of  the  rosin  solution  is  after  more  or  less 

thorough  drying  of  the  cavity  the  application  of  the  rosin  prior  to  the  in- 
sertion of  gutta  percha  fillings,  either  as  a  temporary  or  permanent  filling. 

On  the  removal  of  a  temporary  stopping  of  this  nature  that  has  been 

in  place  a  week  or  a  month,  the  decayed  dentine  that  may  have  for  any 
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reason  been  left  in  the  cavity  will  be  found  noticeably  tough  and  hard  and 

dry,  due  to  the  presence  of  the  rosin,  and  the  sensibility  of  the  dentine  will 

be  materially  less,  showing  that  the  dentine  has  been  free  from  the  irritating 

effects  of  acids,  or,  in  other  words,  the  fibrils  have  been  in  a  state  of  com- 

parative rest.  And,  after  all  is  said,  the  chief  function  of  the  surgeon 

is  to  remove  the  irritant  and  place  the  affected  region  at  rest,  to  the  end 

that  nature  may  perform  a  cure. 

We  now  come  to  the  consideration  of  the  time-worn  subject  of  root 

preparatory  to  filling  further  than  to  say  that  no  root  canal  is  properly 

prepared  for  filling  unless  a  fine  paper  canal  dryer,  as  furnished  us  by  the 

dealers,  can  be  passed  to  or  near  the  apical  foramen. 

If  possible,  is  it  desirable  or  necessary  that  the  tubuli  be  sealed? 

Dr.  Hermann  Prinz,  whom  I  regard  as  one  of  the  foremost  among 

our  scientific  research  workers,  said  in  a  paper  read  before  the  St.  Louis 

Dental  Society,  September  2nd,  1912: — "If  the  canal  is  not  filled  per- 
fectly serum  will  seep  into  it  from  the  apical  tissues.  The  serum  fur- 

nishes nutriment  material  for  the  micro-organisms  present  in  the  tubuli  of 

a  primarily  infected  root  canal.'* 
The  dentine  is  traversed  by  dentinal  tubuli,  which  number  from  25,000 

to  30,000  to  the  square  milimeter.  The  pulp  in  situ  sends  protoplasmatic 

processes  into  these  tubuli,  and  is  connected  with  the  peripheral  tissues  by 

arteries,  veins  and  nerves  which  pass  through  the  main  foramen,  and  a 

number  of  small  foramina  (usually  2-7)  present  in  the  apex  of  the  tooth. 

According  to  Fischer  these  accessory  foramina  are  found  in  about  90  per 

cent,  of  all  permanent  teeth.  These  anatomic  facts  are  not  sufficiently 

emphasized  at  present.  Their  significance  is  of  great  importance  for  the 

full  comprehension  of  the  pathology  of  secondary  infection. 

In  an  incipiently  infected  root  canal  these  dentinal  tubuli  and  the  small 

foramina  offer  ready  hiding  places  for  various  forms  of  pathogenic  bacteria. 

After  exhausting  the  nutrient  material  the  bacteria  become  attenuated, 

or  they  assume  restive  forms.  If  the  tubuli  and  the  foramina  are  tightly 

sealed,  these  enclosed  bacteria  must  necessarily  remain  permanently  con- 

fined in  their  lodging  places,  while,  if  the  root  canal  filling  leaks  the  seep- 
age of  serum  furnishes  fresh  material  which  offers  excellent  opportunity  for 

their  renewed  activities. 

By  continuity  this  secondary  infection  spreads  along  the  lines  of  least 

resistance,  i.e.,  toward  the  apex,  and  finally  reaches  the  pericementum. 

This  tissue  protects  itself  against  the  invading  foe  by  a  reactive  inflam- 

mation, which  results  in  the  production  of  a  fungous  growth  known  as  a 

granuloma,  or,  in  the  past,  as  the  abscess  sack  or  pyogenic  membrane. 

For  years  the  enclosed  bacteria  may  remain  dormant.  At  the  slightest 

provocation,  however,  over-exertion,  a  clot,  increased  blood  pressure,  low- 

ered vitality,  or  some  other  cause,  they  may  assume  a  most  virulent  activity, 

resulting  in  the  production  of  the  so-called  subacute  abscess.      Based  upon 
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this  supposition  we  are  able  to  furnish  a  plausible  explanation  of  how  these 

obscure  secondary  abscesses  occur  about  the  devitalized  teeth,  which  at 

one  time  were  pronounced  cured. 

In  one  of  the  most  profound  papers  given  to  the  dental  profession  on 

mouth  infection,  Dr.  Rhein  says: — "Unfortunately  as  a  profession  we  must 
admit  that  most  of  the  causes  of  blind  abscesses  are  the  results  of  im- 

perfect dental  operations.  In  some  cases  they  may  be  the  result  of  bad 

judgment  on  the  part  of  the  operator;  in  others  they  may  be  due  to  ignor- 
ance and  incompetence,  but  a  very  large  number  of  cases  are  attributable 

to  the  failure  of  the  educated  dentist  to  give  the  time  needed  to  perform 

an  aseptic  operation  and  have  the  field  absolutely  free  from  the  possibility 

of  future  infection.  This  is  absolutely  nothing  short  of  malpractice  when 

done  by  a  dentist  who  knows." 
We  have  the  testimony  of  several  investigators  to  the  effect  that  it 

is  possib'e  to  sterilize  the  root  canal  proper,  but  it  is  an  impossibility  to 
sterilize  the  infected  dentine  of  a  tooth  while  it  remains  in  the  mouth. 

The  microscope  and  the  culture  media  have  shown  us  conclusively  that 

we  have  been,  and  are  now,  leaving  enormous  numbers  of  micro-organisms 

within  the  body  with  a  more  or  less  available  route  open  to  the  circula- 

tory system,  where  they  may  reach  any  part  of  the  body,  carrying  destruc- 
tion to  those  organs  or  parts  that  may  offer  the  most  attractive  lodging 

place. 
A  most  significant  fact  must  be  borne  in  mind  in  regard  to  the  de- 

vitalized dentine.  There  is  no  blood  current  to  assist  in  the  struggle.  The 

dentine  has  absolutely  no  power  to  assist  in  repair.  No  granulation  nor 

scar  tissue — nothing  but  an  inert  tubu]ar  mass  infected  by  millions  of  toxin 
producing  micro-organisms.  We  must  make  of  this  infected  tubular  mass 

an  inert,  harmless  and  stable  body,  including  the  effective  closing  of  the 

numerous  foramina,  to  the  end  that  nature  may  be  able  to  envelop  the  root 

mass  in  a  healthy  and  vigorous  peridental  membrane  that  the  tooth  may 

serve  its  several  useful  purposes  for  a  number  of  years. 

Most  of  us  have  at  one  time  or  another  shared  in  the  opinion  that  what 

the  root  canal  may  be  filled  with  mattered  but  little. 

The  radiograph  in  the  hands  of  the  advanced  dental  practitioners  has 

brought  to  light  evidence  sufficient  to  prove  the  fallacy  of  such  an  opinion. 

It  does  matter  as  to  the  material ;  it  does  matter  as  to  the  manner  of  placing 

the  material  in  the  canal.  The  matter  of  prime  importance  being  the  seal- 

ing of  the  more  or  less  numerous  foramina,  and  as  we  have  no  assurance 

that  all  the  foramina  in  a  given  root  canal  are  located  near  the  apex,  it 

becomes  our  duty  to  seal  minute  canals  or  openings,  that  owing  to  physical 

condition  we  are  unable  to  see. 

Have  we  a  root  canal  filling  material  that  will  meet  the  requirements 

indicated  above.  We  have  three  that  may  be  considered.  Gutta  percha 

and  chloroform   in   combination;   paraffin   as   advocated   by    Dr.    Hermann 
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Prinz  and  Dr.  Dunning,  and  the  combination  of  rosin  and  gutta  percha. 

With  the  gutta  percha  cone  and  chloro-percha  you  are  quite  familiar. 

We  know  of  many  successes,  as  well  as  of  many  unhappy  failures  with  this 

root  filling,  sometimes  due  to  faulty  manipulation,  but  often  due  to  the 

fact  that  the  root  canal  filling  has  shrunken  sufficiency  to  admit  body 

fluids  to  the  canal  or  permit  the  egress  of  the  micro-organisms  that  infest 

the  tubuli,  and  in  addition  the  gutta  percha  root  fillings  are  often  found 

to  be  saturated  with  decomposed  and  odoriferous  substances  that  we  are 

altogether  too  familiar  with. 

The  paraffin  root  canal  filling  as  advocated  by  Dr.  Prinz  and  Dr. 

Dunning  has  many  attractive  features,  and  time  may  prove  it  a  most,  if  not 

the  most,  acceptable  root  filling.  I  have  not  always  succeeded  in  getting 

the  paraffin  to  the  apex  of  the  roots  of  upper  teeth.  If  the  wire  is  too  hot 

the  paraffin  will  collect  about  the  shank  of  the  instrument,  and  if  not  hot 

enough  it  does  not  flow  to  all  parts  of  the  canal.  The  melted  paraffin 

will,  however,  follow  the  paraffin  oil  into  the  tubuli  and  foramina  if  treated 

properly.  It  will  take  time  to  prove  its  permanence  within  the  body.  Our 

previous  experiences  and  the  experiences  of  the  surgeon  have  made  us  a 

little  shy  on  this  point. 

The  technic  of  the  rosin-gutta-percha  root  filling  is  simple,  easy,  quick 

and  sure  to  seal  all  tubuli  and  foramina  that  are  open.  Before  proceeding 

with  the  filling  of  the  root  canal  all  instruments,  cotton,  paper  points,  gutta 

percha  points  should  be  placed  in  the  steam  chest,  super-heated  steam  being 
the  most  effective  sterilizing  agent.  After  steaming  the  proper  length  of 

time,  the  steam  is  shut  off  from  the  chest.  This  soon  dries  the  instru- 

ments and  points  and  cotton  broaches.  The  gutta  percha  and  paper  points 

after  cooling  in  the  basket  have  lost  none  of  their  desirable  properties. 

I  have  said  that  the  root  cana1  should  be  the  general  shape  of  the  paper 
root  canal  driers  as  furnished  us  by  the  dealers.  In  addition  to  this  general 

form  have  the  mouth  of  each  canal  a  decided  saucer  shape.  This  will 

facilitate  the  placing  of  agents  or  instruments  to  or  near  the  apical  foramen. 

The  first  step  then  is  the  complete  dehydration  of  the  dentine,  using 

acetone,  as  advised  by  Dr.  Prinz,  as  the  dehydrating  agent.  After  flooding 

the  canal  with  acetone  use  the  paper  points  liberally  until  the  canal  is  en- 
tirely free  from  moisture.  Follow  this  with  warm  air.  Then  hold  a  warm 

wire  in  the  canal  for  a  minute  or  two,  being  careful  the  wire  is  not  hot 

enough  to  scar  any  part  of  the  canal. 

Right  here  is  where  many  root  canal  operations  fail.  The  canals 

and  tubuli  must  be  as  dry  as  it  is  possible  to  make  them,  bearing  in  mind 

that  it  is  possible  to  do  damage  by  overheating  the  root. 

Now  floor  the  dry  root  canal  with  the  thin  rosin  solution,  pumping 

it  in  with  a  wisp  of  cotton  on  a  broach.      When  the  canal  is  full  of  the 
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solution  pass  a  fine  wire  or  broach  to  the  end  of  the  canal.  Work  out  a'l 
of  the  air  that  may  be  trapped  therein.     This  is  of  vital  importance. 

After  the  canal  has  been  flooded  or  pumped  full  of  the  rosin  solution 

dip  the  cotton  and  broach  that  is  being  used  into  or  pick  upon  the  cotton 

Bismuth  oxide  hydrates.  Work  this  into  the  rosin  that  is  already  in  the 

canal.  This  is  not  essential  to  the  preservation  of  the  filling,  but  makes 

a  more  distinct  picture  of  the  finer  points  when  the  X-ray  is  in  use. 

The  canal  point  should  be  made  of  base  plate  gutta  percha.  Should 

carry  no  drugs  or  any  additional  element  that  will  have  a  tendency  to 

weaken  or  reduce  the  strength  or  rigidity  of  the  cone,  because  we  wish  the 

gutta  percha  to  dissolve  rather  slowly  at  the  periphery  while  the  attenuated 

centre  retains  rigidity  sufficient  to  permit  of  being  pushed  along. 

Select  a  gutta  percha  cone  that  will  reach  to  or  near  the  end  of  the 

canal,  holding  the  cone  with  a  fine  foil  carrier,  and  pass  the  cone  carefully 

and  surely  about  half  rvay  into  the  canal,  pumping  the  cone  up  and  down 

in  the  canal  usually  from  forty  to  sixty  times,  and,  as  it  dissolves  in  the 

chloroform,  advancing  the  cone  farther  toward  the  apex. 

The  pumping  motion  forces  the  rosin  solution  farther  into  every  open- 

ing. The  chloroform  at  the  same  time  dissolves  the  periphery  of  the  gutta 

percha  cone,  which,  becoming  more  and  more  attenuated,  slips  farther  to- 

ward the  apex,  surrounding  itself  with  a  mixture  of  gutta  percha  and  rosin. 

The  rosin  seals  the  tubuli,  and  at  the  same  time  causes  the  gutta  percha 

to  stick  tight  to  the  pulp  walls  and  makes  the  gutta  percha  more  stable  and 

proof  against  the  action  of  body  fluids  or  substances. 

If  this  does  not  leave  the  large  end  of  the  gutta  percha  cone  at  or  near 

the  end  of  the  canal,  place  a  small  cone  alongside  or  on  the  first  one,  then 

with  a  co'd  steel  plugger  point  that  will  go  into  the  canals  gently  pack  the 
mass  into  the  canal,  using  warm  air  to  soften  the  protruding  gutta  percha  if 

necessary. 

This  packing  forces  the  semi-fluid  (chloro-percha  and  rosin)  into  the 

unknown  canals  and  pockets,  and  at  the  same  time  brings  the  surplus  chloro- 

percha  to  the  mouth  of  the  canal,  where  it  may  be  taken  up  with  absorbent 

rolls  or  cotton. 

In  multi-rooted  teeth  complete  the  filling  ot  each  individual  canal  be- 

fore starting  another. 

Rub  the  steel  plugger  points  on  paraffin  cake  to  prevent  the  partially 

dissolved  gutta  percha  from  adhering  to  the  instrument.  The  pu'p  chamber 
is  to  be  filled  with  one  of  the  cements. 

You  may  ask,  "Do  you  succeed  in  filling  all  canals  and  tubuli  to  the 

farthest  extremity?"  No;  only  those  that  are  open  and  dry  to  the  farthest 
extremity. 

Are  we  likely  to  have  inflammation  in  the  periapical  region  following 

the  closure  of  root  canals  in  this  manner? 
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The  probability  of  inflammatory  conditions  in  al!  cases  depends  upon 

the  ability  of  the  operator  to  read  the  pathological  signs  of  each  individual 

case,  and  his  skill  and  delicacy  of  touch  in  the  manipulation  of  the  various 

agents  used. 

Rosin  and  chloro-percha  and  cone  is  superior  to  chloro-percha  in  three 

ways.  First,  the  rosin  in  chloroform  penetrates  deeply  into  the  tubuli  and 

foramina  that  chloro-percha  will  not  enter  at  all,  leaving  within  such  tubuli 

or  foramina  upon  the  disappearance  of  the  chloroform  a  more  or  less  solid, 

inert,  insoluble  substance  that  enmeshes  the  contents  and  seals  the  lumen  or 

such  tubuli  or  foramina.  Second,  the  rosin  and  chloroform  causes  the 

gutta  percha  in  whatever  form  it  may  be  applied  to  adhere  closeV  to  the 

walls  of  root  canal  or  cavity.  Third,  the  incorporation  of  the  rosin  in 

the  freshly  made  chloro-percha  makes  an  unshrinkable  and  impervious  mass 

about  the  gutta  percha  cone.  If  gutta  percha  and  rosin  be  dissolved  in 

chloroform  and  left  in  an  open  dish  or  tube  to  dry  or  solidify  the  rosin 

will  rise  to  the  surface  and  harden  in  a  crust  over  the  gutta  percha.  When 

the  mixture  is  made  in  the  root  canal,  as  has  been  suggested,  the  rosin  in 

solution  is  held  firmly  in  p'ace  in  the  dissolved  gutta  percha  between  the 
canal  wall  and  the  cone  in  the  centre. 

We  must  be  prepared  to  meet  all  sorts  of  morbid  anatomical  changes 

in  the  pulp  chambers,  root  canals  and  the  dentinal  tubuli,  due  largely  to  con- 
structive irritations  long  present  in  and  about  the  tooth. 

The  slides  that  I  shall  show  on  the  screen  are  selected,  each  one,  to 

assist  in  demonstrating  that  the  teeth  which  require  root  canal  treatment, 

are  as  a  rule  far  from  being  the  perfect  anatomical  specimens  that  we  see 

illustrated  in  our  text  books.  A  tooth  that  has  lost  its  pulp  has  usually  been 

subject  for  a  long  time  to  those  conditions  that  bring  about  destructive  as 

well  as  constructive  changes. 

The  rosin  solution  does  not  show  in  X-ray  pictures  until  mixed  with 

gutta  percha,  when  it  shows  plainly  in  the  canals  and  foramina,  but  not 

in  the  tubuli.  Chloro-percha  will  not  enter  the  tubules;  bismuth  oxide  does 

not  dissolve  in  chloroform,  and  therefore  does  not  enter  the  tubuli.  The 

blue  stain  used  enters  the  tubuli  with  the  chloroform  and  rosin  solution,  but 

does  not  show  in  X-ray  pictures.  So  in  order  that  we  might  have  some 

visible  evidence  of  the  diffusibility  of  the  rosin  solution  through  the  dentine 

I  have  resorted  to  color  photography.  To  vouch  for  the  correctness  of  the 

pictures,  I  have  the  original  specimens  here  for  comparison.  One  better 

versed  than  I  in  laboratory  technic  could  certainly  work  out  a  more  satis- 

factory scheme  than  this. 

The  pulp  canals  of  a  number  of  extracted  teeth  were  opened  mechani- 

cally— that  is,  with  burs  and  drills — dehydrated  and  pumped  full  of  the 

rosin  and  chloroform  that  has  been  stained  blue.  Then  the  gutta  percha 

cones  were  used,  as  has  been  described  above. 
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I  do  not  claim  that  this  procedure  gives  an  exact  reproduction  of  con- 

ditions in  the  tooth  canal  while  the  tooth  is  yet  in  service  in  the  mouth.  I 

do  claim  that  the  specimens  and  the  pictures  give  a  clear  and  understand- 
able basis  from  which  we  can  work  a  reasonable  ideal. 

These  slides  are  shown  more  to  explain  the  theory  than  to  prove  re- 

sults. There  is  a  vast  difference  between  filling  a  root  canal  in  an  ex- 
tracted tooth  and  one  in  situ. 

DISCUSSION. 

J.  G.  ROBERTS,  Brampton,  Ont. : — It  is  a  p'easure  for  me  to  ex- 
press the  appreciation  of  this  Ontario  Dental  Association  to  our  distinguish- 

ed visitor,  Dr.  Callahan,  for  his  excellent  papers  and  his  admirable  handling 

of  the  subject  he  has  so  carefully  presented  to  us. 

We  do  not  consider  our  guest  a  stranger,  but  rather  a  neighbor — one 
who  has  moral  and  Social  duties  to  perform. 

We  have  all  great  admiration  for  his  home  land,  and  amongst  the 

Presidents  of  the  great  Republic  are  the  names  of  men  who  have  adorned 

the  pages  of  history. 

The  constitution  of  his  country  is  founded  on  the  great  principles  of 

truth  and  righteousness.  His  official  language  is  the  same  as  ours.  His 

educational  institutions  are  amongst  the  best,  and  from  the  halls  of  those 

seats  of  learning  have  gone  men  who  have  brought  honor  and  renown  to 

the  nation,  and  in  no  department  is  this  more  noticeable  than  in  dentistry. 

He  also  has  an  army  and  a  citizen  soldiery,  and  all  that  we  can  pos- 

sibly wish  him  and  his  nation  is  that  if  in  the  providence  of  God  his  nation 

is  yet  to  draw  the  sword,  that  his  armies  may  do  as  well  as  our  own  Cana- 

dian men  have  lately  done  on  the  plains  of  France.  In  our  day  of  sorrow 

and  pride  we  hardly  look  for  them  to  do  better. 

He  has  a  navy  that  of  late  years  has  grown  into  a  great  fighting  force, 

and  here  again  we  can  only  hope  that  in  the  day  of  storm  and  trouble  his 

officers  and  men  of  the  U.  S.  fleet  may  do  as  well  as  the  sons  of  John  Bull 

are  doing  the  wide  world  over. 

He  represents  to-night  a  friendly  people ;  at  times  they  have  extended 

invitations  to  us  that  we  did  not  see  our  way  to  accept,  but  the  very  best 

of  good  fellowship  prevails,  and  may  it  always  so  prevail.  It  is  in  the 

memory  of  all  here  that  the  reciprocity  invitation  wrecked  two  great  political 

parties,  one  on  either  side  of  the  line. 

We  are  at  present  a  busy,  I  may  say,  a  very  busy  nation. 

John  Bull  and  his  family  of  lion  cubs  are  now  engaged  in  a  tremendous 

struggle  for  principles  which  we  all  hold  dear. 

Many,  yes  very  many,  of  the  best  sons  of  our  land  have  gone  forth  to 

battle  for  the  cause  of  civilization  and  liberty,  for  the  honor  and  virtue  of 

womanhood — the   protection    of   the   weak — but    above    all,    to   accord    to 
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mankind  the  principles  of  Christianity  to  which  we  owe  our  very  national 
existence. 

Yet,  although  we  are  so  seriously  engaged,  we  welcome  you  to  our 

midst  with  a  most  sincere  and  brotherly  welcome. 

We  trust  your  visit  amongst  us  will  be  a  pleasant  and  profitable  one 

to  you,  and  that  in  the  near  future  the  white  winged  Dove  of  Peace  will 

fly,  after  victory  well  won,  over  the  great  British  Empire,  as  well  as  over 

the  United  States  of  America. 

Our  sons  have  gone  forth,  and  are  still  going  forth,  in  their  many 

thousands,  to  duty,  and  though  their  bones  may  bleach  on  the  battle- 

scarred  fields  of  the  world,  their  blood  will  most  assuredly  still  further 

cement  the  bonds  of  Empire  more  firmly.  The  principles  of  truth  and 

righteousness  are  bound  to  prevail. 

While  we  pray  continually  to  Almighty  God  to  protect  our  sons  and 

bring  success  of  our  arms,  by  land,  by  sea  and  in  the  air,  we  further  pray 

that  peace,  amity  and  good-will  shall  always  prevail  between  his  country, 
the  United  States  of  America,  and  our  country,  the  British  Empire. 
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A  REPLY  TO  SOME  OF  THE  CRITICISMS  OF  THE 
ARMY  DENTAL  FUND  OF  THE  CANADIAN 

DENTAL  ASSOCIATION 

The  committee  of  the  Army  Dental  Fund  sent  out  a  circular  letter  a 

few  weeks  ago  asking  for  subscriptions  to  a  fund  to  be  expended  in  making 

the  dental  corps  as  efficient  as  possible.  It  is  one  of  the  rights  of  the  British 

subject  to  know  how  and  for  what  purpose  money  is  to  be  spent  before  it  is 

granted.  The  chief  objections  offered  to  subscribing  have  been  that  the 

dental  corps  is  just  as  much  a  part  of  the  army  as  any  other  corps  in  the 

service,  and  therefore  should  be  supplied  with  all  it  needs  by  the  Govern- 

ment. If  dentists  begin  to  subscribe  money  to  supply  any  part  of  the 

necessary  equipment  of  the  dental  corps  the  Government  will  never  supply 

these  things.  The  Government  has  established  a  dental  corps  and  should 

look  after  it,  and  if  it  should  fail  it  is  their  fault.  There  are  some  who 

say  that  they  cannot  subscribe  because  the  organization  is  not  as  perfect 

as  it  should  be,  or  because  some  individuals  have  been  appointed  ahead 

of  themselves.      Then  there  are  those  dentists  who  belonged  to  the  Army 
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Medical  Corps  and  did  not  receive  appointments  with  rank  in  the  new 

service.  Some  dentists  objected  to  the  circular  letter  sent  out  because  it 

mentioned  some  of  the  articles  which  were  needed  and  not  supplied  by 

the  Government.  It  was  undignified  to  specify  such  details.  The  profession 

should  be  glad  to  pay  its  money  to  make  as  efficient  as  possible  those  who 

were  willing  to  sacrifice  home,  practice  and  comforts  for  their  country.  One 

dentist  who  had  received  six  hundred  dollars  from  the  Government  for 

examining  or   treating   a   thousand   soldiers   at   the  rate  of   30   to   40   per 

hour  said  when  asked  to  subscribe,  that  the  fund  was  all  d    nonsense 

and  graft.  The  answer  to  all  this  is:  Before  any  man  subscribes 

a  dollar  to  any  fund  he  should  know  in  a  general  way  that  his  money 

is  needed,  and  how  it  is  to  be  expended,  or  have  such  confidence  in  those 

who  have  charge  of  the  funds  as  will  satisfy  him  that  it  will  be  as  judicious- 

ly and  carefully  expended  as  if  he  were  doing  it  himself.  After  a  sub- 

scription is  made  he  is  entitled  to  a  full  and  clear  statement  of  what  was 

done  with  his  money. 

Dentists  and  other  professional  men  are  notoriously  poor  business 

men.  They  are  noted  for  buying  stocks  in  all  kinds  of  enterprises,  the 

directors  of  which  they  know  nothing  of.  If  an  enterprise  is  begun  right 

at  home,  where  all  the  promoters  are  known,  not  a  dollar  is  invested  without 

a  full  investigation.  Not  so  with  the  mining  stocks  or  oil  gushers  of  South 

America.  There  is  not  a  dentist  in  Canada  who  has  not  subscribed 

directly  or  indirectly  to  the  Red  Cross  Fund,  the  Patriotic  Fund,  the 

Hospital  Fund,  the  Munition  Fund,  the  Belgium  Fund  or  the  Soldiers' 
Comfort  Fund.  He  has  done  this  without  knowing  if  there  is  a  real  need 

or  how  or  by  whom  the  money  is  to  be  expended.  He  doesn't  know 
that  in  many  cases  as  high  as  twenty  per  cent,  is  paid  for  collecting  it,  not 

to  mention  the  cost  of  expending  it.  He  is  willing  to  take  hearsay  for  it 

all,  but  when  it  comes  to  his  own  profession  he  bolts.  Is  the  money 

needed?  What  is  it  for?  Who  is  going  to  spend  it?  He  can  subscribe 

to  a  general  hospital  without  a  question,  but  not  to  a  dental  hospital — the 

Government  should  support  it.  Surgeons  need  towels,  aprons,  wipes, 

sponges,  instruments,  etc. — dentists  don't.  Such  want  of  vision!  Will 
some  dentist  who  has  subscribed  to  support  a  general  hospital — and  there 

are  many — or  had  his  wife  and  daughters  working  their  fingers  off  rolling 

bandages  and  making  wipes,  stand  back  and  take  a  look  at  himself  when 

he  refuses  to  support  a  similar  thing  for  dentistry  on  the  excuse  that  the 

Government  should  do  it. 

It  is  impossible  to  go  into  all  the  criticisms  offered  in  one  article  without 

making  it  too  long,  but  we  hope  to  add  something  from  time  to  time.  One 

great  difficulty  is  there  are  many  dentists  who  do  not  know  there  is  a  war 

on  in  which  they  should  be  interested. 
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Generous  Gifts. 

When  the  war  began  there  was  a  tendency  in  Great  Britain,  as  well  as 

the  Overseas  Dominions,  for  the  ordinary  citizen  to  leave  the  fighting  of 

our  enemies  in  the  hands  of  the  Government.  Much  was  said  about  "busi- 

ness as  usual,"  the  war  being  a  mere  incident  or  side  issue,  in  which  the 
general  public  could  have  little  interest.  This  attitude  of  the  general  public 

towards  the  war  has  entirely  changed  within  the  last  few  months.  Every 

citizen  of  the  Empire  is  asked,  and  even  implored,  to  do  his  bit.  It  may 

be  strictly  true  that  we  have  elected  a  Government  to  look  after  our  interest, 

but  when  undertakings  become  so  tremendous  that  they  are  unable  to  do  it 

all,  then  it  is  surely  the  people's  duty  to  come  to  their  rescue.  In  Canada 
there  are  hundreds  and  hundreds  of  examples  of  men  giving  liberally  to 

equip  and  maintain  individuals,  whole  companies,  and  even  regiments,  at  the 

front.  For  example,  the  Strathcona  Horse,  Princess  Patricias,  the  Eaton 

Battery,  besides  donations  of  machine  guns  from  private  individuals  and 

organized  bodies  all  over  the  Dominion.  Note  the  large  subscriptions  to 

patriotic  funds  and  Red  Cross  funds;  also  take  note  of  the  number  of 

women's  societies  and  other  societies  who  are  working  daily  in  making  all 

kinds  of  soldiers'  comforts  for  the  field  and  for  the  hospitals.  In  St.  Paul's 
Church,  Toronto,  alone,  the  ladies  have  already  sent  150,000  articles, 

such  as  sheets,  pillow  slips,  towels,  aprons,  pads,  bandages,  cotton  wool, 

respirators,  socks,  wristlets,  mufflers  and  underwear.  The  dentist  is  doing 

his  part  nobly  in  every  department  of  the  war,  and  should  aim  to  make 

his  own  profession  the  peer  of  any  of  them. 

THE  GEORGE  EASTMAN  BENEFACTION 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Rochester  Dental  Society  held  July  20th,  an- 

nouncement was  made  by  Dr.  William  W.  Smith  of  the  gift  of  a  dental 

dispensary  to  the  city  of  Rochester  by  Mr.  George  Eastman,  founder  of 

the  Eastman  Kodak  Company — the  dispensary  with  its  endowment  to 

represent  an  investment  of  about  $1,200,000.  The  announcement  of  this 

splendid  benefaction  comes,  in  a  very  definite  sense,  as  the  fitting  culmin- 

ation of  the  devoted  interest  and  sustained  enthusiasm  of  the  dental  pro- 

fession of  Rochester  as  the  pioneers  in  this  country  of  the  public  school 

oral  hygiene  movement,  and  is  an  encouraging  example  of  what  may  be 

accomplished  for  the  promotion  and  establishment  of  public  dental  ser- 

vice in  general  wherever  the  effort  is  made  to  propagate  in  a  practical 

way  a  popular  belief  in  the  beneficent  character  of  such  service,  and  where 

its  importance  as  a  prophylactic  measure  against  ill  health  is  effectively 
demonstrated. 
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Editorial  Notes 

Drs.   F.   E.   Risdon,  Toronto,  and  R.   M.   McLean,
  of  Gorrie,  Ont., 

attended  the  Panama  Pacific  Dental  Congress
. 

*  NT- 

Dr.  Guy  G.  Hume,  who  is  in  charge  of  the  Dental 
 Clinic  at  Niagara 

Camp,  has  been  appointed  to  the  rank  of  Captain
. 

Dr.  E.  Day  Washington,  of  Wolseley,  Sask.,  has
  been  elected  Grand 

Senior  Warden  of  the  Grand  Encampment  of  Sa
skatchewan. 

Dr.  C.  N.  Johnson,  Chicago,  111.,  visited  his  h
ome  at  Blackwater, 

Ontario,  during  August.  His  holiday  was  cut  short
  by  a  call  to  the  fun- 

eral of  the  late  Dr.  G.  V.  Black. 

Dr.  Cameron,  of  Swift  Current,  Sask.,  has  been  elected
  Deputy  Grand 

Master  of  I.O.O.F.  Grand  Lodge,  and  has  also  
enlisted  for  active  ser- 

vice (not  Dental  Corps)   as  captain. 
% 

Dr.  A.  L.  Johnston,  of  Moose  Jaw,  has  been  taking  a  co
urse  as  a 

Field  Officer  during  the  past  two  months,  and  will  be  g
iven  command  of 

half  a  battalion  now  stationed  at  Moose  Jaw. 

The  death  of  Greene  Vardiman  Black,  M.D.,  D.D.S.,  Sc.D.
  L.L.D., 

Chicago,  has  taken  from  the  ranks  of  the  dental  profession  
the  best  known 

and  most  scientific  worker.  One  by  one  the  great  pioneers  
of  the  dental 

profession  are  being  called  to  their  reward. 
% 

The  following  books  have  been  received,  and  a  review  of  
each  will 

appear  in  an  early  issue  of  this  Journal:  "Dental  Metallurgy,"  
W.  Bruce 

Hepburn;    "Operative    Dentistry,"    C.    N.    Johnson;    "Dental    Pathology 

and  Therapeutics,"  Burchard  &  Inglis. 
% 

Dr.  H.  J.  Merkeley,  of  Winnipeg,  has  designed  
a  rubber  head  rest 

for  dental  chair  which  solves  many  of  the  difficulties  
heretofore  encounter- 

ed in  an  honest  endeavor  to  keep  the  head  rests  of  the  
dental  chair  aseptic. 

These  thin  rubber  cup  shaped  covers  fit  over  each  
head  piece,  can  be 

removed  instantly  and  sterilized  at  will,  or  they  may  
be  washed  off  with  a 

disinfectant  while  still  on  the  chair  and  then  
rubbed  over  with  talcum 

If  preferred  a  linen  covering  can  first  be  put  
on  and  the  rubber  stretched 

over  the  linen,  which  produces  a  very  satisfactory  
effect. 
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Correspondence 

DENTAL  PRACTICE  AND  THE  SALES  Oh 

LIQUOR  ACT 

Saltcoats,  Sask.,  July   17th,   1915. 

A.  E.  Webster,  M.D.,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  Toronto,  Ont.: 

Dear  Editor, — I  beg  to  ask  for  your  favorable  consideration  in  giving 

space  in  the  DOMINION  DENTAL  JOURNAL  for  the  following  letter,  which 

I  deem  worthy  of  attention.  In  reviewing  "The  Sales  of  Liquor  Act"  of 
Saskatchewan  I  have  learned  that  the  Act  governs  the  sale  of  hquor  in  such 

a  way  that  no  mention  is  made  in  respect  to  dental  surgeons — only  giving 

power  to  medical  and  veterinary  practitioners  to  prescribe  for  strictly 

medicinal  purposes.  I  do  not  uphold  the  sale  of  liquor  otherwise,  but  I 

wish  to  learn  from  the  dental  practitioners  if  they  deem  it  wise  or  necessary 

to  have  in  their  possession  such  alcoholic  preparations  as  whisky  and  brandy 

in  case  they  should  have  to  resort  to  a  stimulant,  in  case  of  collapse  or 

syncope  in  administering  general  or  local  anaesthetics,  or  do  the  dental 

surgeons  feel  satisfied  to  resort  to  other  medicinal  stimulants?  Of  course  a 

dental  surgeon  could  apply  to  a  medical  practitioner  for  a  prescription, 

then  wait  on  the  druggist,  or  send  to  a  government  dispensary  to  have  it 

filled.  But  if  the  dental  surgeons  deem  it  necessary  to  have  alcoholic 

preparations  in  their  offices  why  should  the  dental  surgeons  of  any  province 

allow  such  an  Act  to  bar  them  from  the  right  to  prescribe,  and  humble 

themselves  by  obtaining  a  prescription  written  by  a  medical  practitioner 

for  such  a  preparation  through  the  druggist  for  their  professional  use? 

I  honestly  believe  the  dental  associations  are  backward  in  gaining  rightful 

recognition  in  the  sight  of  the  government  and  public  in  general.  How- 

ever, if  the  legislators  deem  dental  surgeons  incapable  of  treating  then- 

patients  in  every  way  to  promote  a  healthy  "oral  cavity,"  except  a  few 
cases  whereby  medical  treatment  is  necessary;  why,  then,  I  say  send  all  the 

dental  surgeons  back  to  a  college,  having  a  standard  in  dental  surgery 

worthy  of  the  name,  "Doctor  of  Dental  Surgery,"  and  then  let  them 
practice  their  profession  in  such  a  way  that  the  public  will  deem  them 

worthy  of  the  degree  of  "Doctor  of  Dental  Surgery."      I  am, 
Yours  fraternally, 

G.  R.  Hennigar,  D.D.S. 

MRS.   (MAJOR)  GIBSONS  DEATH 

Militia   Headquarters,    O'awa,   September   3rd,    1915. 
DEAR  DOCTOR  WEBSTER, — You  will  be  pained  to  learn  that   Mrs. 

Gibson,  wife  of  Major  O.  K.  Gibson,  C.A.D.C.,  overseas,  died  on  Sun- 

day, August  29th,  of  meningitis,  and  was  buried  to-day. 
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i*  •      rk        Wi  Fneland  on  August 
 25th,  on  learning  of  his  wife's 

JtrZT^Z^L*  
to  Live  ,n  Montreal   til,   Sunday  

or 

MOtyd?*uL5tTM  adds  tragedy
  to  this  painful  and  sudden 

berermeanthv    for    Major   Gibson   is   very   general   in   O
ttawa,    reflecting Sympathy    tor    major  h     com, 

clearly  the  great  esteem  i
n  which  he  and  hts  wife 

munity-  Sincerely  yours, 

A.  A.  Smith,  Major, 

Acting  Chief  Dental  Su
rgeon. 

AT  THE  FRONT 

CAPT.  F.  R.  MALLORY, 
 Shomcliffe  Camp,  Engla

nd. 

When   Col     Armstrong   a
rrived   he   tried   to   pl

ace   the   dentists When   «-oi.    «  e  5,,cceeded  in  plac  ng  a  good  many.      1 
wherever  they  were  wanted,  and    u

cceeded        P 

believe  he  is  now  in  France  
seeing  how  many  are  needed  

th  r e 

I^ZcIer  Therlt  Lr  dent
.sts  engaged  -;  camp  and  at 

Fast  Sandling  Camp  there  are
  two,  at  West  Sandhng  Camp

  there  a Last  Sandling  P  ,  t         Westenhanger  there  are 

Otterpool  there  are  two,  Depgate  there  arc  two  Camp 

two,  Munks  Horton  there  ,s  one   Caesar  s  H  11   her  ̂
re  ^ 

there  is  one,  and  three  dent
ists  have  gone  to  the  Darda

nel.e. 

London.  ;.i     xj_     A 

Dr.   George   Gow   and   1    ar
e  here   at   the   present  time  

with   No. 

Hospital,  which  has  250  bed
s.     We  expect  to  go  to  Fr

ance  soon 

Dentists  are  very  badly  needed  i
n  the  army  and ̂ everybody  wants 

  h  n 

50  no  doubt  we  will  make  good.     The  weathe
r  here  , ,6* ̂ now        ̂  

ment  and  we  have  had  very  
good  results. 
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Miscellaneous 

REPORT  OF  DENTAL  WORK  DONE  AT 
VALCARTIER  CAMP 

Am  enclosing  herewith  a  copy  of  our  monthly  report  for  August,  and 

also  a  summary  of  the  work  completed  to  August  3 1  st,  which  may  pos- 

sibly be  of  interest  to  you.  As  you  will  see,  this  work  has  been  done  by 

an  average  staff  of  four  operators.  At  first  we  had  only  a  staff  of  three 

officers  and  had  to  rely  on  civilian  dentists  for  assistance.  I  was  unable 

to  secure  any  civilian  dentists  from  Montreal  or  Quebec,  and  had  to  look 

to  Ontario.  Toronto  men  have,  as  usual,  done  their  part  well;  still  owing 

to  the  great  distance  there  were  times  when  we  were  unable  to  get  dentists, 

and,  of  course,  that  meant  that  some  chairs  were  standing  idle. 

Have  had   the   following  dentists  here  assisting  us : 

Dr.  T.  N.  McGill,  Toronto,  one  week;  Dr.  W.  B.  T.  Amy,  To- 

ronto, three  weeks;  Dr.  Ogden  Winter,  Toronto,  two  weeks;  Dr.  O.  H. 

Ziegler,  Toronto,  two  weeks;  Dr.  P.  E.  Clarkson,  Toronto,  two  weeks; 

Dr.  O.  C.  Spratt,  Ottawa,  two  weeks;  Dr.  J.  J.  Lonergan,  Ottawa,  two 

weeks;  Dr.   H.   H.  Kirby,  Hawkesbury,  two  weeks. 

Drs.  W.  E.  Willmott,  S.  "|f  Floyd  and  W.  E.  Lundy,  of  Toronto, 
are  coming  next  week  for  two  weeks. 

Lieut.  Hammell  was  appointed  to  the  38th  Regiment  at  Bermuda, 

and  left  two  weeks  ago,  accompanied  by  Sergt.  Legate.  Since  then  three 

other  officers  have  been  appointed  to  our  corps  here,  namely :  Lieut.  E.  D. 

Madden,  Eaganville,  Ont. ;  Lieut.  J.  S.  Girvin,  Chesley,  Ont. ;  Lieut.  J.  P. 

Gallagher,  Moncton,  N.B.  Lieut.  A.  Dubord,  appointed  dental  surgeon  to 

the  Quebec  Garrison,  has  also  been  attached  to  our  strength. 

There  has  been  considerable  delay  in  getting  laboratory  equipment. 

A  fairly  complete  outfit  arrived  this  week ;  the  laboratory  was  fitted  up, 

and  plate  work  commenced  on  the  I  Oth  inst.  There  is  a  great  deal  of 

this  work  to  be  done. 

We  have  been  inspected  at  different  times  by  H.R.H.  the  Duke  of 

Connaught,  Senator  Lougheed  (Acting  Minister  of  Militia),  Brig. -General 

Hodgins,  A.G. ;  Hon.  J.  D.  Hazen,  Minister  of  Marine  and  Fisheries. 

Major  A.  A.  Smith,  acting  chief  dental  surgeon,  was  with  us  on  the 

first,  and  Dr.  Eudore  Dubeau,  Dean  of  Laval  Dental  College,  spent  an 

evening  in  camp  last  week.  We  are  now  awaiting  inspection  by  Major- 
General  Sir  Sam   Hughes. 

We  have  had  splendid  weather  all  summer,  and  we  are  enjoying  the 

camp  life  and  our  work  immensely.     Am  enclosing  lists  of  our  equipment. 

Sincerely  yours, 

Edmund  A.  Grant,  Captain,  C.A.D.C. 
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WORK   DONE   AT  VALCARTIER   CAMP 

July.           August.  Total. 

Amalgam    fillings    .  .         499                936  1,435 

Cement            238                416  654 

Root  filling          37               67  104 

Pulp  cap            6                  8  14 

Devitalizations               23                   ..  23 

Treatments           43                230  373 

Repair                4                  .  .  4 

Prophylaxis                24                  97  121 

Extraction           407               873  1,280 

No.  of  cases  treated .         515                839  1 ,354 

No.   of  cases  completed.  ...       213                248  461 

Extractions        1 ,280 

Fillings       2,089 

Prophylaxis       •  121 

Treatments       4 1  o 

Operations  in  43  days  (91    per  day)  ....       3,908 

Average  number  operators,  4  per  day. 

Average  number  operations  per  operator,  23  per  day. 

C.  A.D.C.,  VALCARTIER  CAMP,  QUEBEC 

EQUIPMENT  AT  EACH  CHAIR. 

One  water  syringe,  1  chip  blower,  1  rubber  dan  holder,  1  spool  floss 

silk,  1  cotton  holder,  1  cotton  waste  receptacle,  1  alcohol  lamp,  1  medica- 

ment pot,  5  medicine  bottles,  1  porcelain  tray,  1  box  disks,  1  box  strips, 

1  bur  and  drill  box,  1  straight  hand  piece,  1  R.  A.  hand  piece,  1  rubber 

amalgam  mixer,  2  glass  tumblers,  3  scalers,  1  explorer  double  end,  6 

beutelrock  drills,  2  broach  holders,  2  college  pliers,  2  mouth  mirrors,  2 

rubber  dam  clamps,  1  matrix  retainer  and  bands,  2  sandpaper  disk 

mandrils,  1  Wilmott  spoon,  4  Black's  amalgam  pluggers,  1  No.  2  burnish- 
er, 1  No.  22  and  32  burnishers,  1  Flagg  plastic  instrument,  1  Flagg 

plastic  instrument  No.  39,  2  No.  5  Ashe  plastic  instruments,  1  No.  3 

special  double  end  instrument,  1  root  canal  plugger,  2  cement  spatulas. 

Excavators — 3  pair  black  spoon,  L.  M.  &  S.  Chisels — 1  straight,  1 

triangular,  1  curved. 

Filling — C.A.S.  alloy,  mercury  cone,  petroid  cement,  ash  ccpper 

cement,  Ash  temporary  stopping,  gutta  percha  points,  temporary  cement, 

Fellowship  cement. 

General  stock — 1  abscess  syringe,  2  pair  scissors,  1  Arkansas  stone, 

I    bottle  oil,  2  pair  flat  note  pliers,  2  packages  table  covers,  engine  stones 
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and  burs,  rubber  dam,  duplex  springs,  engine  belts,  cotton  rolls,  napkins, 

gauze  wipes,  absorbent  cotton,  Dixon  cup  brushes,  nerve  broaches,  35 

dozen  towels,   1  2  cement  slabs,  screw  posts. 

Drugs  in  use — Baldock's  nerve  devitalizing  paste,  S.  S.  W.  arsenical 
fibre,  novecain  tablets,  nontoxo  local  anaes.,  cocaine  local  anaes.,  root 

filling  powder,  formaldhyde,  tricresol,  solylol,  oil  of  cloves,  oil  of  cresote, 

tincture  of  aconite,  tincture  of  iodine,  iodine  chrystals,  hydrogen  peroxide, 

alcohol,  methylated,  phenol,  adrenalin,  euthymol  mouth  wash,  silver  nitrate 

crystals  and  sticks,  gum  sandarac,  bicarbonate  soda,  floated  pumice,  sul- 

phuric acid,  sheet  vulcanite. 

Laboratory  equipment — Vulcanizer,  5  files,  3  scrapers,  saw,  horn 

mallet,  bellows,  2  carborundum  wheels,  2  wax  spatulas,  2  sets  bolts,  ther- 

mometer, 1  1  impression  trays,  3  articulators,  3  chisels,  lathe,  Brophey 

apparatus,  6  flasks,  flask  press,  plaster  bowl  and  spatula,  Austin  finisher, 

pliers. 

Supplies — Stent's  compound,  sheet  and  bite  wax,  tin  foil,  pink  rubber, 
pumice,  brush  wheels,  sticky  wax,  air  chamber  metal,  plaster,  articulating 

paper,  dark  elastic  rubber,  saw  blades,  oxide  tin,  felt  cones,  Hall's 
abrasive  wheels,  separlac. 

ADDITIONAL  SUBSCRIPTIONS  TO  THE  CANADIAN 

ARMY  DENTAL  FUND 

Dr.  F.  C.  VanDuzer,  Toronto,  $10;  Canadian  Oral  Prophylactic 

Association,  $100;  Dr.  G.  L.  Ball,  Toronto,  $5;  Dr.  W.  J.  Woods,  To- 

ronto, $5;  Dr.  A.  M.  Weldon,  Toronto,  $5;  Dr.  W.  C.  Smith,  Toronto, 

$10;  Dr.  L.  F.  Kruger,  Toronto,  $10;  Dr.  P.  C.  Smith,  Toronto,  $5; 

Dr.  F.  J.  Conboy,  Toronto,  $10.00;  Dr.  F.  R.  Davis,  Toronto,  $5.00; 

Dr.  R.  D.  Thornton,  Toronto,  $5.00;  Dr.  C.  E.  Pearson,  Toronto, 

$25.00;  Dr.  Harold  Clark,  Toronto,  $25.00;  Dr.  F.  S.  Loucks,  Mea- 

ford,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  R.  R.  Elliott,  Preston,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  A.  D. 

A.  Mason,  Toronto,  $15.00;  Dr.  W.  T.  Williard,  Toronto,  $15.00; 

Dr.  R.  Jams,  London,  Ont.,  $10.00;  Dr.  N.  S.  Coyne,  Toronto, 

$5.00;  Dr-  R.  N.  Berry,  Caledonia,  Ont.,  $10.00;  Dr.  Thos.  H. 

Lewis,  Jarvis,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  R.  E.  Stewart,  Elmira,  Ont.,  $2.00; 

Dr.  W.  J.  Cooper,  Toronto,  $5.00;  Dr.  H.  J.  M.  Bannerman,  Owen 

Sound,  $5.00;  Dr.  Fulton  Risdon,  Toronto,  $5.00;  Dr.  W.  N.  Brown, 

Toronto,  $5.00;  Dr.  H.  C.  Duffin,  Toronto,  $5.00;  Dr.  R.  G.  Kenney. 

Toronto,  $10.00;  Dr.  W.  A.  Day,  Belleville,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  M.  J. 

Clark,  $5.00;  Dr.  O.  A.  Marshall,  Belleville,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  Jos. 

Caldwell,  Belleville,  $5.00;  Dr.  Dupreau,  Belleville,  Ont.,  $10.00; 

Dr.  J.  N.  Wilson,  Belleville,  $5.00;  Dr.  C.  A.  Snell.  Essex,  Ont.. 

$  10.00;  Dr.  D.  R.  Nethercott,  Stratford,  $5.00;  Dr.  J.  R.  Will,  Brant- 
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ford,  Ont.,  $10.00;  In  Memory  of  Dr.  J.  B.  Willmott,  Toronto,  $50.00; 

Mrs.  (Dr.)  J.  B.  Willmott,  Toronto,  $25.00;  Dr.  Walter  E.  Willmott, 

Toronto,  $25.00;  Dr.  G.  H.  Ross,  Wingham,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  S.  S. 

Davidson,  Ottawa,  Ont.,  $10.00;  Dr.  G.  A.  Adams,  West  Toronto, 

$10.00;  Dr.  W.  Burnett,  Gait,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  L.  A.  Barrett,  Gait, 

Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  W.  S.  McKay,  Gait,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  F.  T.  Camp- 
bell, Gait,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  Jas.  Durran,  Gait,  Ont.,  $10.00;  Dr.  E.  W. 

Paul,  Toronto,  $25.00;  Dr.  C.  G.  Scott,  Toronto,  $5.00;  Dr.  H.  A. 

Hoskins,  Toronto,  $10.00;  Dr.  M.  R.  Billings,  Cayuga,  Ont.,  $10.00; 

Dr.  S.  S.  Ionson,  Port  Rowan,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  E.  Eckel,  Waterloo, 

Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  Walton  Ball,  Toronto,  $5.00;  Dr.  W.  J.  Hill,  AJliston, 

Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  G.  B.  Tovell,  Guelph,  Ont.,  $10.00;  Dr.  D.  M. 

Foster,  Guelph,  Ont.,  $10.00;  Dr.  M.  J.  Rudell,  Guelph,  Ont.,  $5.00; 

Dr.  H.  C.  Skinner,  Guelph,  Ont.,  $5.00;  Dr.  P.  C.  Thomas,  Vancouver, 

B.C.,  $2.50;  Dr.  Geo.  Telford,  Vancouver,  B.C.,  $5.00;  Dr.  F.  B. 

Miles,  Cranbrook,  B.C.,  $5.00;  Dr.  J.  E.  Black,  Vancouver,  B.C., 

$5.00;  Dr.  W.  S.  Kobe,  Vancouver,  B.C.,  $1.00;  Dr.  W.  B.  Steed, 

Nelson,  B.C.,  $10.00;  Dr.  I.  Garry,  Kamloops,  B.C.,  $10.00;  Dr. 

Jas.  M.  Magee,  St.  John,  N.B.,  $10.00;  Dr.  H.  W.  Snow,  Sackville, 

N.B.,  $5.00;  Dr.  H.  S.  Thomson,  Moncton,  N.B.,  $5.00;  Dr.  G.  T. 

Leighton,  Moncton,  N.B.,  $5.00;  Dr.  B.  F.  Reade,  Moncton,  N.B., 

$5.00;  Dr.  C.  A.  Murray,  Moncton,  N.B.,  $5.00;  Dr.  F.  A.  Taylor, 

Moncton,  N.B.,  $5.00;  Dr.  O.  B.  Price,  Moncton,  N.B.,  $5.00;  Dr. 

L.  Somers,  Moncton,  N.B.,  $5.00;  Dr.  F.  E.  Burden,  Moncton,  N.B., 

$5.00;  Dr.  A.  J.  Corrigan,  Moncton,  N.B.,  $5.00;  Dr.  J.  B.  Crocker, 

Fredericton,  N.B.,  $10.00;  Dr.  H.  A.  Greene,  Fredericton,  N.B., 

$5.00;  Dr.  W.  J.  Irvine,  Fredericton,  N.B.,  $5.00;  Dr.  W.  R.  Steeves, 

Fredericton,  N.B.,  $5.00;  Dr.  F.  W.  Barbour,  Fredericton,  N.B., 

$20.00;  Dr.  S.  B.  Badgers,  Smithers,  B.C.,  $5.00;  Dr.  H.  W.  Black, 

Truro,   N.S.,   $10.00. 

Subscriptions  to  the  Canadian  Army  Dental  Fund  Collected 

in  Montreal,  Que.  : 

Dr.  J.  S.  Ibbotson,  $50.00;  Dr.  W.  Geo.  Throsby,  $50.00;  Dr.  D. 

J.  Berwick,  $25.00;  Dr.  W.  J.  and  A.  E.  Giles,  $25.00;  Dr.  F.  G. 

Henry,  $25.00;  Dr.  T.  D.  McGregor,  $25.00;  Dr.  C.  F.  Morison, 

$25.00;  Dr.  G.  W.  Oliver,  $25.00;  Dr.  J.  M.  Shaw,  $25.00;  Dr.  H. 

T.  Throsby,  $25.00;  Dr.  F.  A.  Stevenson,  $20.00;  Dr.  F.  L.  Wilkin- 

son, $20.00;  Dr.  H.  H.  Kerr,  $15.00;  Dr.  F.  H.  A.  Baxter,  $10.00; 

Dr.  L.  L.  Benny,  $10.00;  Dr.  F.  W.  Brown,  $10.00;  Dr.  J.  Reed 

Brown,  $10.00;  Dr.  E.  T.  Cleveland,  $10.00;  Dr.  J.  S.  Dohan, 

$10.00;  Dr.  E.  Dubeau,  $10.00;  Dr.  R.  E.  Elliott,  $10.00;  Dr.  J.  G. 

A.  Geudreau,  $10.00;  Dr.  A.  C.  Jack,  $10.00;  Dr.  B.  Lightstone, 

$10.00;  Dr.  A.  W.  McClelland,  $10.00;  Dr.  W.  S.  McCabe,  $10.00; 
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Dr.  Alf.  McDiarmid,  $10.00;  Dr.  J.  Nolin,  $10.00;  Dr.  J.  H.  Springle, 

$10.00;  Dr.  W.  W.  Watson,  $10.00;  Dr.  H.  P.  Adams,  $5.00;  Dr. 

W.  S.  Allen,  $5.00;  Dr.  G.  G.  Armitage,  $5.00;  Dr.  A.  M.  Aronson, 

$5.00;  Dr.  W.  E.  Boyce,  $5.00;  Dr.  J.  Boyne,  $5.00;  Dr.  F.  H. 

Bradley,  $5.00;  Dr.  E.  H.  Charron,  $5.00;  Dr.  J.  K.  Cleary,  $5.00; 

Dr.  E.  A.  Cleveland,  $5.00;  Dr.  C.  De  Pencier,  $5.00;  Dr.  Leo  Doran, 

$5.00;  Dr.  M.  Gold,  $5.00;  Dr.  H.  S.  Gross,  $5.00;  Dr.  G.  E. 

Hyndman,  $5.00;  Dr.  W.  G.  Kennedy,  $5.00;  Dr.  A.  W.  McCabe, 

$5.00;  Dr.  J.  T.  McRae,  $5.00;  Dr.  C.  F.  Nichol,  $5.00;  Dr.  A. 

Renaud,  $5.00;  Dr.  J.  Rubin,  $5.00;  Dr.  A.  S.  Solomon,  $5.00; 

Dr.  R.  H.  Somers,  $5.00;  Dr.  A.  W.  Stackhouse,  $5.00;  Dr.  Jos. 

Stern,  $5.00;  Dr.  A.  M.  Strang,  $5.00;  Dr.  A.  Glickman,  $3.00; 

Dr.  C.  I.  Moulton,  $2.00;  Dr.  E.  Aucoin,  $1.00;  Dr.  H.  A.  Mc- 

Crea,  $1.00. 

RESULTS  OF  THE  RECENT  DOMINION  DENTAL 

COUNCIL  EXAMINATIONS 

Anatomy.— -R.  M.  Barbour,  T.  E.  Bell,  S.  W.  Bradley,  L.  R. 

Davidson,  E.  R.  Denon,  H.  V.  Fergusson,  C.  C.  Graham,  R.  W.  Hoff- 

man, A.  R.  Hurst,  D.  A.  P.  McKay,  A.  L.  Morton,  E.  J.  Oliver,  J. 

Ryan,  A.  C.  Steele,  H.  Stitt,  R.  F.  Taylor,  F.  W.  Williamson. 

Pathology  only. — T.  G.  McCarten,  J.  A.  Stewart. 

Bacteriology  only. — W.  A.  Cowan,  D.  A.  P.  McKay. 

Metallurgy  only. — W.  A.  Cowan,  D.  A.  P.  McKay. 

Jurisprudence  and  Ethics. — S.  W.  Bradley,  A.  R.  Hurst,  T.  F.  Mc- 

Lellan,  T.  G.  McCarten,  A.  R.  Leggo,  T.  J.  Lawson,  H.  Stitt,  A.  J. 

Stewart,  H.  V.  Schwalm,  R.  F.  Taylor,  T.  S.  Tucker,  F.  J.  Wright. 

Physics  and  Chemistry. — H.  R.  Alyoe,  R.  M.  Barbour,  F.  E.  Bell, 

E.  G.  Berry,  S.  W.  Bradley,  E.  R.  Bier,  R.  C.  Crosby,  W.  A.  Cowan, 

B.  E.  Eaid,  H.  V.  Fergusson,  C.  L.  Grant,  F.  G.  Garvin,  R.  W.  Hoff- 

man, A.  R.  Hurst,  H.  James,  D.  A.  P.  McKay,  J.  Ryan,  H.  Stitt,  A. 

C.  Steele,  R.  F.  Taylor,  H.  A.  Thompson,  T.  S.  Tucker. 

Medicine  and  Surgery  only. — J.  A.  Stewart . 

Medicine,  Surgery  and  Anaesthetics. — W.  F.  Baird,  A.  R.  Hurst, 

A.  R.  Leggo,  F.  J.  Lawson,  H.  Stitt,  H.  V.  Schwalm,  H.  A.  Thompson, 
T.  S.  Tucker. 

Physiology  and  Histology. — H.  R.  Alyoe,  E.  G.  Berry,  E.  R. 

Beir,  R.  C.  Crosby,  W.  A.  Cowan,  R.  E.  Eaid,  H.  V.  Fergusson,  F.  G. 

Garvin,  H.  James,  D.  A.  P.  McKay,  H.  Stitt,  A.  C.  Steele,  G.  A. 

Sproule,  T.  S.  Tucker. 
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Materia  Medica  and  Therapeutics.— H.  R.  Alyoe,  E.  G.  Berr
y,  E. 

R.  Beir,  B.  E.  Eaid,  W.  R.  Fraser,  C.  L.  Grant,  F.  G.  Ga
rvin,  A.  R. 

Hurst,  H.  James,  T.  F.  McLellan,  J.  T.  Lawson,  G.  B.
  Richmond,  H. 

Stitt,  A.  C.  Steele,  H.  A.  Thompson,  T.  S.  Tucker. 

Materia  Medica  only. — K.  F.  Woodbury. 

Pathology  and  Bacteriology.— H.  R.  Alyoe,  E.  R.  Beir,  
B.  E. 

Eaid,  W.  R.  Fraser,  C.  L.  Grant,  F.  G.  Garvin,  A.  R.  Hunt,  H
.  James, 

T.  F.  McLellan,  F.  J.  Lawson,  G.  B.  Richmond,  H.  Stitt,  A
.  C.  Steele. 

G.  A.  Sproule,  H.  A.  Thompson,  T.  S.  Tucker. 

Orthodontis.—W.  F.  Baird,  A.  R.  Hurst,  T.  F.  McLellan,  
T.  G. 

McCarten,  A.  R.  Leggo,  F.  S.  Lawson,  H.  Stitt,  J.  A.  Stew
art,  H.  V 

Schwalm,  G.  A.  Sproule,  H.  A.  Thompson,  T.  S.  Tucker,  F.
  J.  Wnglu, 

K.  F.  Woodbury. 

Prosthetic  Dentistry  and  Metallurgy  paper. — A.  R.  Hurst,  
T.  F. 

McLellan,  T.  G.  McCarten,  A.  R.  Leggo,  F.  J.  Lawson,  H.
  Stitt,  J. 

A.  Stewart,  H.  V.  Schwalm,  H.  A.  Thompson,  T.  S.  Tuck
er,  W.  G. 

Trelford,  F.  J.  Wright,  K.  F.  Woodbury. 

Operative  Dentistry  paper.— A.  R.  Hurst,  T.  F.  McLel
lan,  T.  G. 

McCarten,  A.  R.  Leggo,  F.  J.  Lawson,  H.  Stitt,  J.  A.  
Stewart,  H.  V. 

Schwalm,  H.  A.  Thompson,  T.  S.  Tucker,  W.  G.  Trel
ford,  T.  J. 

Wright,  K.  F.  Woodbury. 

Prosthetic  Dentistry  (practical) .— R.  Atkinson,  A.  R.  Hurst
,  W.  R. 

Hammel,  T.  J.  McLellan,  T.  S.  McGrory,  A.  R.  Leggo,  F.
  J.  Lawson, 

A.  G.  Lough,  H.  J.  Robinson,  H.  Stitt,  J.  A.  Stewart, 
 H.  A.  Thomp- 

son, T.  S.  Tucker,  F.  J.  Wright,  K.  F.  Woodbury. 

Operative  Dentistry   (practical) .— R.  Atkinson,  A.  R.  H
urst,  D.  H. 

Hammell,  T.  F.  McLellan,  F.  S.  McGrory,  A.  R.  Leggo,  F.
  J.  Lawson, 

A.  G.  Lough,  H.  J.  Robinson,  H.  Stitt,  J.  A.  Stewart,
  H.  A.  Thomp- 

son, T.  S.  Tucker,  F.  J.  Wright,  K.   F.  Woodbury. 

Therapeutics  only.— -T.  G.  McCarten,  J.  A.  Stewart. 
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Obituary 

G.  VARDIMAN  BLACK,  M.D.,  D.D.S.,  Sc.D.,  LL.D. 

Dr.  Black  died  at  Walnut  Lodge,  his  boyhood  home,  at  4  o'clock 
Tuesday  afternoon,  Aug.  31st,  1915.  His  long  and  useful  life  covered 

a  period  of  seventy-nine  years  and  for  more  than  a  half  century  he  devoted 

practically  his  entire  thought  and  energies  to  the  development  of  the  scien- 

tific problems  of  dentistry. 

The  death  of  Dr.  Black  was  caused  by  pernicious  anaemia  with  which 

he  had  been  afflicted  for  some  time.  While  spending  the  summer  in  Duluth, 

Minn.,  his  condition  became  worse.  During  a  visit  of  his  son,  Dr.  Carl 

E.  Black,  of  Jacksonville,  he  expressed  a  great  longing  once  more  to  visit  the 

scenes  of  his  childhood,  and  so  Dr.  C.  E.  Black  brought  his  father  with 

him  when  he  returned  home,  taking  him  to  the  farm  home  southeast  of  Vir- 

ginia. This  was  Tuesday,  Aug.  1  7,  just  two  weeks  before  he  died.  For 

a  time  after  his  arrival  at  the  home  the  aged  invalid  seemed  to  improve, 

but  about  a  week  ago  his  condition  became  critical  and  it  was  thought 

best  to  notify  the  absent  members  of  the  family. 

Dr.  and  Mrs.  Arthur  D.  Black,  their  son  Gilmer  and  Miss  Clara 

Black,  who  were  all  in  California  at  the  time  of  receiving  the  telegram 

concerning  their  father's  condition,  hastened  at  once  to  his  bedside.  For 
several  days  preceding  the  death  of  Dr.  Black  all  the  members  of  his 

family   were   with   him. 

Greene  Vardiman  Black  was  born  in  Scott  County,  Illinois,  near 

Winchester,  August  3,  1836.  He  was  the  son  of  William  and  Mary 

Black,  and  a  great  grandson  of  Captain  William  Black,  an  officer  of 

the  militia  in  North  Carolina  just  before  the  Mecklenberg  rebellion, 

and  one  of  the  first  officers  to  refuse  to  take  the  oath  of  allegiance 

to  the  British  crown.  The  father  of  Dr.  G.  V.  Black  was  born  in  Mill- 

edgeville,  Ga.,  in  1796.  In  1825  he  went  to  Tennessee  and  there  was 

married  to  Miss  S.  Vaughn,  removing  to  Scott  county  in  this  State  about 

nine  years  later.  After  residing  for  ten  years  in  Scott  county,  in  which 

period  the  subject  of  this  sketch  was  born,  the  family  removed  to  Cass 

county,  settling  seven  miles  southeast  of  Virginia,  on  the  farm  that  has  ever 

since  been  associated  with  the  family  name  and  where  Dr.  G.  V.  Black 

passed  the  last  few  years  of  his  life. 

The  boyhood  of  the  deceased  was  passed  on  his  farm  in  Cass  county 

and  it  was  always  a  dear  spot  to  him.  Many  of  his  summers  were  passed 

there  during  his  long  professional  career.  Last  year  he  was  there  for  sev- 

eral weeks,  and  it  was  with  great  reluctance  that  he  left  in  the  fall  for  his 

home  in  Chicago. 
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to  the  a»e  of    16  Dr.   Black  left  the
  farm  for  a  t.me  and  made  his 

homf  v  h  h,r  brother.  Dr.  T.  G.  
Black,  of  Clayton,  I...,  who  served

  as 

,  Inant-colonel  in  the  civil  war  and 
 was  twice  elected  a  member  of  the 

Greene  Vardiman  Blaek,  M.D.,  D.D.
S.,  Se.D.,  LL.D. 

State  Legislature.     With  him  the  youn
ger  man  read  medicine  and  for  a 

tin*  served  as  postmaster  of  the  village
.     At  the  age  of  21   he  began  the 
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study  of  dentistry  with  Dr.  J.  C.  Speer  of  Mt.  Sterling.  Afterward  he 

established  a  dental  office  in  Winchester,  where  he  remained  in  the  prac- 

tice of  his  profession  until  1862.  In  1860  Dr.  Black  was  married  to 

Jane  L.  Coughennower,  who  died  Aug.  26,  1  863.  In  1  865  he  was  mar- 
ried to  Miss  Elizabeth  Akers  Davenport,  who  survives  him,  together  with 

the  following  sons  and  daughters:  Dr.  Carl  E.  Black,  of  Jacksonville; 

Miss  Clara  Black,  of  Chicago;  Dr.  Arthur  D.  Black,  of  Chicago,  and 

Mrs.    Mark    Baldwin,    of   Duluth,    Minn. 

Dr.  Black  served  in  the  Union  army  during  the  Civil  War  with  the 

rank  of  sergeant,  and  was  engaged  most  of  his  time  on  special  scouting 

duty.  He  received  an  injury  to  one  of  his  knee  joints  while  in  the  service 

which  kept  him  for  six  months  in  a  hospital  in  Louisville,  Ky. 

In  1  864  Dr.  Black  opened  a  dental  office  in  Jacksonville,  and  at  first 

applied  himself  to  the  study  of  chemistry,  establishing  a  complete  working 

laboratory  in  connection  with  his  dental  office.  He  organized  a  class  in 

chemistry  among  the  public  school  teachers  of  the  city,  which  he  taught 

several  years.  He  also  took  a  prominent  part  in  the  medical  organizations 

of  the  city  and  county. 

Dr.  Black,  even  in  the  earlier  years  of  his  professional  career,  became 

known  as  an  author  and  lecturer  on  scientific  topics  pertaining  to  dentistry. 

Since  then  he  has  become  world  renowned,  and  his  writings  have  been 

translated  into  many  languages,  and  are  standard  authorities  on  the  subjects 

they  discuss.  A  prominent  feature  of  all  of  Dr.  Black's  writings  is  the 
numerous  original  drawings  they  contain. 

In  recognition  of  his  distinguished  services  to  the  dental  profession  a 

banquet  was  given  in  Dr.  Black's  honor  January  29,  1910,  in  the  gold 
room  of  the  Congress  Hotel  in  Chicago  by  the  Chicago  Dental  Society. 

At  this  assemblage  four  hundred  representatives  were  present  from  Canada, 

Europe,  South  America,  Australia  and  every  part  of  the  United  States  to 

do  him  homage. 

In  experimental  work,  in  invention,  as  the  author  of  hundreds  ot 

pamphlets  and  books,  Dr.  Black  can  be  truly  said  to  have  accomplished 

more  for  dental  science  than  any  other  one  man.  At  the  banquet  in  1910 

the  guest  of  honor  was  called  upon  last,  and  in  a  characteristic,  modest 

way,  framed  his  thanks  briefly  to  the  men  who  had  gathered  to  do  him 

honor.  In  closing  he  gave  expression  to  the  chief  thought  that  was  in 

his  mind  when  he  said  that  he  did  not  have  a  good-bye  for  his  Iriends,  but 

rather  a  good-night.  He  said,  though  he  had  passed  the  mark  of  three 

score  and  ten,  he  did  not  believe  that  his  work  was  over — that  there 

were  many  things  in  his  mind  that  ought  to  be  done,  and  that  he  hoped 

he  might  be  able  to  do  them.  "I  love  the  work  I  have  been  doing,  and  I 

am  not  ready  to  quit."  And  so  it  was  given  to  him,  even  in  the  years 

following  that  night,  to  accomplish  still  other  great  things  for  the  profe- 

to  which   he  had   unsacrificingly  given   the  best  years  of  his   life. 
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A    LEADING    INVENTOR. 

In  addition  to  his  work  as  a  writer  and  teacher,  Dr.   Bl
ack  was  an 

inventor,  and  it  was  he  who  designed  and  patented  on
e  of  the  first  cord 

transmission  dental  engines.     The  present  methods  of  pr
eparing  cavities  in 

teeth,  and  the  methods  of  inserting  and  making  gold  and 
 amalgam  largely 

resulted   from  his  investigations.      For  more  than  a  qua
rter  of  a  century 

he  has  stood  pre-eminent  as  an  original  worker,  and  
his  name  is  known 

among  dental  and  medical  men  the  world  over.     For  a  p
eriod  of  ten  years 

ending  in  1880  he  lectured  on  Pathology,  both  general 
 and  dental,  in  the 

Missouri  Dental  College  in  St.  Louis.     Subsequently  fro
m  1886  to  1889, 

he  lectured  in  the  Chicago  College  of  Dental  Surgery;
  then  he  became 

identified  with   the   dental   department  of   the   University   of 
  Iowa,    from 

which  position  he  was  called  to  Northwestern  Universit
y,  and  was  made 

the  dean  of  the  dental  department  in  1897. 

Dr.  Black  was  the  first  president  of  the  State  Board  of
  Dental  Ex- 

aminers in  Illinois;  served  as  president  of  the  Illinois  Dental  Society  a
nd  the 

American  Dental  Association,  and  for  a  long  period  of  y
ears  represented 

Northwestern  University  in  the  American  Association  o
f  Dental  Faculties. 

He  was  president  of  the  section  on  pathology  of  the  In
ternational  Dental 

Congress  during  the  World's  Fair  in  St.  Louis,  also  of
  the  Panama-Pacific 

Congress,  now  in  session  in  San  Francisco. 

He  was  awarded  the  first  gold  medal  by  the  Dental  Socie
ty  of  the 

State  of  New  York  for  scientific  research,  and  also  the  firs
t  Miller  prize, 

the  latter  being  a  gold  medal  voted  by  the  International  
Dental  Federation 

for  the  most  valuable  contributions  to  the  literature  and
  scientific  advance- 

ment of  the  profession.  Dr.  F.  Aguillar,  of  Madrid,  was  co
mmissioned  to 

come  to  Chicago  to  make  the  presentation  in  person. 

Dr.   Black  was  so  wrapped  up   in  his  work,
   so  intent  on  the  great 

things  that  he  was  accomplishing,  that
  he  had  no  thought  of  material  gam 

or  personal  aggrandizement.     His  p
urpose  was  to  solve  unsolved  problem

s 

in  science   to  perfect  methods  and  ap
paratus,  and  to  develop  theories  that

 

they  would  become  practical   aids   to   
the   dental   profession     and  thus  to 

humanity.     His  work  was  for  all  m
en,  and  with  singular  self-forgetfu 

lness 

he  gave  unsparingly  of  his  time  and  
his  great  mentality  for  the  world  at 

large      While  his  work  was  such  that
  he  came  to  be  a  recognized  dental 

authority  the  world  over,  his  simple  ha
bits  of  life  and  the  kindly  approach- 

ableness  of  his  manner  never  change
d. 

The  stories  of  his  deep  and  unassume
d  interest  in  young  and  strug- 

gling practitioners  are  many,  and  he  had 
 that  quality  of  heart  gentleness 

that  marks  many  men  who  are  really  gre
at.  His  long  life  has  closed ;  he  has 

not  lived  in  vain,  and  no  monument  cou
ld  be  erected  in  his  memory  which 

could  give  half  the  glory  to  his  name 
 that  will  come  through  the  years 

from  the  recollection  of  his  work.     The
  mere  statement  that  he  contributed 
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largely  to  the  text  books  and  literature  of  dentistry  conveys  little  idea  of 

how  large  his  contributions  have  been  in  this  line.  A  list  of  pamphlets 

and  books  from  his  pen  was  compiled  several  years  ago  and  occupies 
twenty  pamphlet  pages.  He  began  writing  in  1 866,  and  from  that 

time  dental  treatises  came  steadily  from  his  pen,  his  activity  in  this  line 
continuing  until  but  a  few  months  ago. 

a  physician's  tribute. 
Referring  to  Dr.  Black  several  years  ago  an  eminent  physician  who 

knew  him  well  said:  "In  the  history  of  a  people  men  are  born  whose 
wisdom  and  logic  command  attention,  and  they  are  chosen  to  guide  the 

ship  of  state  and  to  shape  the  destiny  of  a  nation.  The  sons  of  Illinois 

have  always  been  active  in  every  field  of  human  endeavor.  In  statesman- 

ship the  name  of  the  immortal  Lincoln  stands  supreme.  The  lives  of 

Grant  and  Logan  have  added  lustre  to  the  history  of  the  State,  and  their 

fame  is  the  nation's  glory.  The  legal  profession  gave  us  Chief  Justice 
Fuller.  In  theology  the  great  logicians,  David  Swing  and  H.  W.  Thomas, 

were  towers  of  strength.  In  medicine,  the  successful  organizer  and  pro- 

found scholar,  N.  S.  Davis,  ranked  among  the  foremost  physicians  of  his 

time.  In  surgery,  the  incomparable  Senn  was  the  light  of  the  world,  a 
benefactor  to  mankind. 

"On  August  3,  1836,  in  Scott  County,  Illinois,  a  boy  was  born  who 
was  destined  to  become  a  leader  of  men,  to  delve  deep  into  unsolved  prob- 

lems and  to  bring  blessings  not.  only  to  the  people  of  his  time,  but  all  gen- 

erations yet  to  be.  Unmindful  of  his  own  well-being,  and  filled  with  the 

desire  to  alleviate  human  suffering,  he  worked  day  and  night.  The  re- 

sults of  his  efforts  the  world  knows  and  appreciates.  What  Lincoln  was 

in  statesmanship;  what  Grant  was  at  the  head  of  the  army;  what  Melville 

Fuller  was  as  the  chief  justice  of  the  United  States;  what  N.  S.  Davis 

was  in  medicine ;  what  the  master  surgeon  Senn  was  in  surgery,  in  the 

science  and  art  of  dentistry  is  that  distinguished  man,  Dr.  G.  V.  Black.  In 

recognition  of  his  services  as  a  teacher,  writer,  investigator,  scientist,  and  as 

a  lover  of  humanity,  we  may  place  our  wreaths  of  laurel  at  his  feet." 
Another  said  of  him:  "We  need  not  discuss  the  work  of  Dr.  Black, 

for,  after  all,  the  greatest  achievement  is  that  he  has  left  his  impress  upon 

dentistry  by  the  intellectual  uplift  he  has  given  us  in  enabling  us  to  under- 

stand and  appreciate  the  scientific  method  as  applied  to  our  work.  Dr. 

Black's  life  work  is  his  honor,  and  we  can  but  express  our  appreciation 

of  what  he  has  done  for  us  and  say,  'God  bless  him  for  what  he  has  done, 
not  only  for  the  dental  profession,  but  for  the  uplift,  for  the  help,  for  the 

benefit  that  he  has  conferred  upon  humanity  at  large.'  Dr.  Black  \n ai 
given  the  degree  of  D.D.S.  by  Missouri  Dental  College  in  1877.  In  1884 

he  received  the  M.D.  degree  from  Chicago  Medical  College,  and  in  1892 

Sc.D.   from  Illinois  College,  and  LL.D.    from  Northwestern  University   in 
1898. 
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"As  a  man  he  is  really  the  marvel  of  the  age,   for  in  his  lifetime  he 
has  accomplished  more  perhaps  than  can  be  accredited  to  any  other  one 

man  in  the  dental  profession.      It  was,   indeed,   a  great  day   for  dentistry 

when   Dr.   Black  was  born,   and   when  one  contemplates  the  vast  amount 

of  work  that  he  has  done,  it  seems  almost  beyond  comprehension  that  so 

much  was  accomplished,  even  through  the  long  years  of  his  devoted  work." 
The  following  are  the  leading  events  of  the  life  and  professional  career 

of  Dr.  Greene  Vardiman  Black,  as  compiled  several  years  ago: 

Born  near  Winchester,  Scott  County,  111.,  Aug.  3,   1836. 

Family    moved    to    farm    seven    miles    southeast    of    Virginia,    in    Cass 

County,  111.,  in   1845. 

Attended   country   school   about   three   months   each  winter. 

Studied  medicine  with  Dr.  Thomas  G.   Black,  a  brother,  at  Clayton, 

111.,  1853-1856. 

Studied  dentistry  with  Dr.  J.  C.  Speer,  Mt.  Sterling,  111.,   1857. 

Practiced  dentistry  at  Winchester,   111.,    1858-1862. 
Enlisted   in    1 29th    Illinois   Volunteers,    1 862. 

In   hospital    at    Louisville,    Ky.,    six   months,    and    discharged    for   dis- 

ability,   1863. 

Practised  dentistry  in  Jacksonville,   111.,    1864-1870. 

Joined  Missouri  Dental  Society,   1  866. 

Joined  Illinois  State  Dental  Society,   1  868. 

First  important  dental  paper  on  "Gold  Foil"  read  before  Illinois 
State  Dental  Society,    1869. 

President    Illinois   State    Dental    Society,    1870-1871. 

Invented  one  of  the  first  cord  driven,  foot  power,  dental  engines,   1870. 

Lectured    on    pathology,    histology    and    operative    dentistry,    Missouri 

Dental  College,    1870-1880. 

First  president  of  the  Illinois  State  Board  of  Dental  Examiners,  1881- 
1887. 

Wrote  book,  "The  Formation  of  Poisons  of  Micro-organisms,"   1884. 
Professor  of  Dental   Pathology,  Chicago  College  of  Dental  Surgery, 

1883-1889. 

Introduced  teaching  of  dental  technics,  Chicago  College  of  Dental 

Surgery,    1887. 

Wrote  for  the  American  System  of  Dentistry,  chapters  on  "General 

Pathology,"  "Dental  Cares,"  "Pathology  of  Dental  Pulp,"  and  "Diseases 

of  the  Peridental  Membrane,"    1 886. 

Wrote  book,   "Periosteum  and   Peridental   Membrane,"    1887. 
Voted  life  membership  in  Illinois  State  Dental  Society,   1  889. 

Professor  Dental  Pathology  and  Bacteriology,  dental  department,  Uni- 

versity of  Iowa,  1  890-9 1 . 

Wrote  book,  "Descriptive  Anatomy  of  the  Human  Teeth,"   1891. 
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Wrote  series  of  articles  entitled,  "The  Management  of  Enamel  Mar- 

gins, "  Dental  Cosmos,    1891.  , 
Professor  Dental  Pathology  and  Bacteriology,  Northwestern  Uni- 

versity Dental  School,    1891-97. 

Chairman  of  section  on  Etiology,  Pathology  and  Bacteriology,  World's 
Columbian  Dental  Congress,   1  893. 

Report  on  Dental  Nomenclature,  World's  Columbian  Dental  Con- 
gress,  I  893. 

Wrote  series  of  articles,  entitled  "An  Investigation  of  the  Physical 
Characters  of  the  Human  Teeth  in  Relation  to  Their  Diseases  and  to 

Practical  Dental  Operations,  Together  with  the  Physical  Characters  of 

Filling  Materials,"  Dental  Cosmos,   1895-96. 
Dean  and  professor  of  Operative  Dentistry,  Dental  Pathology  and 

Bacteriology,  Northwestern  University  Dental  School,  1897,  to  the  time 
of  his  death. 

President  National  Dental  Association,    1900. 

Awarded  First  Fellowship  medal,  by  the  Dental  Society  of  the  State 

of  New  York,    1905. 

Special  guest  at  annual  meeting  of  American  Dental  Society  of  Europe, 
1906. 

Wrote  work  on  "Operative  Dentistry,"  in  two  volumes,    1908. 
Voted   Miller   prize    for   most   valuable   contributions   to   dental    science 

and  literature  by  the  International  Dental  Federation,  1910. 

Wrote  book  on  "Special  Dental  Pathology,"   1915. 

A  TRIBUTE  TO  DR.    BLACK   IN  AN   ADDRESS   BY 

DR.  MORAY  AT  THE  FUNERAL 

"Few  in  Jacksonville  knew  the  worth  of  Dr.   Black  or  had  any  idea 
of  his  greatness.      It  was  known  that  his  name  had  gone  abroad,  that  he 

had  travelled  much,  had  written  many  books;  that  he  was  engaged  in  some 

sort   of   scientific   investigation ;    that   in   the   dental    profession   he   was    the 

highest  authority,  and  that  in  medical  science  he  had  led  the  searchers  of 

truth.      But  few  people  of  our  city  knew  that  we  had  a  great  man  in  out 

midst.      The  simplicity  of  his  life  and  character  was  the   reason   for  this 

failure  to  recognize  him — was  the  secret  of  his  greatness.      He  seemed  not 

to  be  aware  of  his  greatness.      No  truly  great   man  is.      His  modesty  of 

manner  and  simplicity  of  speech  and  ripeness  of  thought  made  him  attrac- 

tive to  those  of  us  who  were  in  any  way  associated  with  him.     As  I  was 

thrown  much  in  his  society,  met  him  in  our  literary  circle,   visited  him   in 

his   laboratory   and   watched   his   work   and   saw   his   enthusiasm,    1   cannol 

think  of  him  apart  from  this  personal  relation  to  me  and  others  who  were 

thus  associated  with  him.      And  in  that  close  personal  contact  with  him   I 

saw  the  man — the  man  of  culture — the  great  man. 
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"True  greatness  is  artless,  approachable,  considerate,  a  good
  listener, 

and  when  self  is  at  stake,  a  poor  talker.     Greatness  
never  advertises  itself. 

It  has  the  art  of  concealing  in  art.     Self  advertisement  
is  weakness— always 

weakness— and  something  to  which  only  the  small  men  are
  prone.    Little- 

ness pushes  herself  forward,  greatness  retreats  and  retires.     S
trength  does 

not  boast,  strength  is  gentle.     Gentleness  is  power  in  restrain
t.     To  speak 

the  truth,  to  live  the  truth,  to  love  truth,  to  be  kindly  h
earted  and  man- 

nered in  word  and  act,  to  be  honorable  without  being  harsh;  to  h
ate  noth- 

ing but  wrong  and  falsehood;  to  love  everything  true  and  pure
  and  whole- 

some—this is  true  greatness.     And  such  was  our  friend.     One  of  the  signs 

of  greatness  is  its  freshness  of  feeling.     It  invests  the  most 
 familiar  objects 

with  interest  and  newness.      It  sees  them  the  one-hundredth  
time  with  the 

same  surprise  and  charm  and  enthusiasm  that  it  saw  them  t
he  first  time. 

To  see  with  fresh  eyes  and   feeling,  with  a   fresh  heart,  was  
one  of  the 

happy  and  helpful  things  our  friend  carried  with  him  fr
om  childhood  over 

into  middle  life  and  down  to  old  age.      He  used  to  go  by  himsel
f  to  the 

northern  forests  and  streams  where  he  had  no  one  to  please  but
  himself, 

where  his  time  was  his  own,  where  he  was  free  from  interrupti
on  and  from 

all  fear  and  care  and  worry. 

"I  once  had  the  rare  pleasure  of  going  with  Dr.  Black  on  one  of  his 

tramps  across  the  fields  and  over  the  streams.  He  opened  to  me
  the  love- 

liness of  things.  Everything  seemed  to  grow  and  take  on  color  whe
n  he 

spoke  of  it.  He  was  an  expert  florist  and  he  would  point  to  
a  certain 

familiar  flower  and  I  felt  as  though  I  had  never  seen  it  before.  Th
e  trees 

took  on  life  when  he  directed  attention  to  them.     The  stars  lik
ewise— the 

leaves   the  trees.     There  was  such  a  simple  relationship  between  him  and 

nature  that  he  was  in  harmony  with  the  deep  wood  about  him  and  t
he 

clear  sky  above  him,  and  as  we  spoke  of  the  beginning  and  ending  o
f 

things,  he  talked  of  the  unending  life  behind  the  visible  face  of  things,  an
d 

what  it  would  be  to  live  there,  to  get  at  the  heart  of  all  these  mysteries ;  to 

see  how  truth  is  tied  to  truth — no  truth  stands  alone — and  to  see  how 

events  grow  out  of  each  other  and  into  each  other.  All  that  he  had  found 

out  in  his  long  searching  and  study  only  brought  him  to  the  vestibule  of 

what  was  to  be  known — the  palace  of  the  Great  King  of  all  truth  and 

life  and  love,  and  there  our  friend  is  going  on  with  his  life  work,  uncov- 

ering facts  of  the  new  world  to  which  he  has  gone." 

FOR  SALE — Practice  of  over  $4,000  annually  in  Eastern  Ontario.  No 

bad  debts.  Fine  country  home  and  garden.  No  other  dentist  nearer 

than  fifteen  miles.  Wealthy  farming  community.  Good  reasons  for 

selling.  Don't  write  unless  you  mean  business.  Address  "Opportunity," 

care    DOMINION    DENTAL    JOURNAL.' 

WANTED — Experienced  and  high-class  operator.  State  salary  and 

experience   first   letter.      Apply    F.   W.    Glasgow,   Winnipeg. 
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Original  Communications 

SERVICES  RENDERED 

C.  N.  Simpson,  D.D.S.,  Port  Arthur,  Ont. 

Read    before    the    Thunder    Bay    Dental    Society,    August,    1915. 

Mr.  President  and  Gentlemen  :  I  count  it  an  extreme  privilege 

to  be  granted  the  honor  of  presenting  to  you  in  my  own  way,  a  few  thoughts 

which  for  some  time  have  been  on  my  mind.  I  deem  it  an  honor,  especially 

in  view  of  the  well-known  fact  that  I  can  pose  neither  as  an  essayist  nor  a 

public  speaker.  With  reference  to  public  speakers,  you  know  there  are 

said  to  be  three  classes — instructive,  amusing  and  doubtful.  I  belong  to  the 

latter.  However,  you  knew  that  before  you  asked  me  to  do  this,  so  I 

shall  make  my  bravest,  doubtful  attempt ;  and  I  expect  to  receive  consider- 

able benefit  from  the  criticism  which  I  hope  may  be  incited  by  these  few 

thoughts  feebly  expressed. 

I  have  chosen  to  entitle  this  paper  "Services  Rendered,"  not  because 
it  deals  particularly  with  the  technical  or  scientific  side  of  dentistry  in  the 

way  in  which  we  are  accustomed  to  think  of  these  branches  of  our  pro- 

fession, but  because  I  intend  to  deal  with  some  important  things  in  connec- 

tion with  our  work,  which  I  feel  are  too  frequently  omitted,  in  our  extreme 

zeal  to  accomplish  a  great  deal  of  work  in  a  short  time,  get  the  case  com- 
pleted, get  the  money  and  proceed  with  the  next  case  in  the  same  fashion. 

Now,  those  things  are  very  good  in  themselves  when  taken  individually, 

but  I  maintain  that,  if  a  thing  is  worth  doing  at  all,  it  is  worth  doing  well. 

That  particularly  applies  to  any  operation  which  the  dentist  may  be  called 

upon  to  perform.  "The  talent  of  success,"  said  Longfellow,  "is  nothing 

more  than  doing  well  whatever  you  have  to  do,  without  a  thought  of  fame." 

And  he  might  have  added,  "without  a  thought  of  wealth."  Not  that  I 
have  any  fears  of  a  man  ever  becoming  wealthy  by  his  professional  earn- 

ings, but  many  a  man  has  attained  wealth  and  fame,  who  could  not  be 

called  a  success.  On  the  other  hand,  many  a  man  has  sacrificed  for  him- 
self fame  and  wealth,  that  he  might  make  his  life  a  success,  but  it  must 

be  a  wonderful  man  who  can  start  at  the  bottom  of  the  ladder  and  attain 

all  three.  However,  it  is  the  duty  of  every  man  to  do  his  best,  or  in  the 

words  which  to-day  are  popular — "to  do  his  bit." 
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Then  in  order  to  begin  right,  we  must  learn  to  think  right.  In  the 

words  of  Grenville  Kleiser — "We  must  hold  the  right  mental  pictures 
before  us.  We  grow  to  be  like  our  ideal.  We  may  not  realize  our  ideal, 

but  we  may  approximate  it.  Thoughts  are  things,  and  the  thing  we  hold 

persistently  in  our  minds,  will  sooner  or  later  express  itself  in  action." 
To  apply  this  principle  to  ourselves  as  dentists,  the  first  requisition  is 

that  our  ideal  be  right.  What  is  our  ideal  for  every  case  that  comes  to 

our  attention?  A  condition  of  perfect  mouth  health  and  correct  occlusion. 

To  seek  to  realize  such  an  ideal,  we  must  keep  the  thought  of  that  perfect 

condition  persistently  in  our  minds.  Then  our  first  and  last  thought  will 

be  for  the  welfare  of  our  patients,  and  with  such  ideals,  it  will  develop 

that  our  work  will  always  be  our  very  best  effort  for  the  betterment  of  our 

patients'  condition  along  the  lines  of  mouth  health.  If  our  ideals  are  right, 
they  will  lead  us  into  unselfishness,  and  a  man  inspired  by  a  sense  of  the 

highest  honor,  will  not  think  of  himself,  but  of  the  public  good.  I  do  not 

here  wish  to  convey  the  impression  that  the  dentist  should  work  without 

remuneration.  No!  The  dentist  is  worthy  of  his  hire  just  as  lawfully  as 

any  man  who  is  serving  the  public  to-day.  The  fact  that  he  is  receiving 

remuneration  for  his  services,  simply  makes  him  the  servant  of  his  patron, 

and  the  tendency  to-day  seems  to  be  to  make  the  money  the  chief  end  in 

view.  But  in  so  doing,  it  is  made  the  chief  obstacle  on  the  road  to  the 

successful  and  ideal  treatment  of  those  whom  we  serve.  It  is  very  easy 

indeed  to  mistake  this  obstacle  for  the  real  goal.  It  is  also  a  well  known 

fact  that  service  is  the  thing  that  counts  in  the  successful  business  to-day. 

The  success  of  such  institutions  as  the  Statler  Hotels  and  Mash-all- 

Field's  stores,  is  based  on  the  fact  that  they  have  long  since  learned  the 
true  value  of  service,  and  they  are  pleasing  their  patrons  to-day,  because 

they  are  seeking  to  give  the  public  through  their  employees  the  very  highest 

possible  degree  of  service.  To  that  end  the  Statler  Hotels  have  placed  in 

every  room  a  booklet  of  printed  instructions  for  employees,  one  item  of 

which  I  might  note:  "Careful,  courteous  and  intelligent  service  is  all  we 

have  to  sell.     Make  sure  that  it  is  the  best  as  far  as  you  are  concerned." 
That  applies  perfectly  to  our  position.  No  success  is  based  on  hum- 

bug. True,  Barnum  said:  "The  American  people  love  to  be  hum- 

bugged," but  old  P.  T.  Barnum  was  too  wise  to  practice  what  he  preached, 
for  this  great  show-man  gave  value  received  for  every  dollar  he  took  and  he 

got  the  crowds,  because  they  knew  they  would  get  the  very  best  amusement 

he  could  supply.  He  had  gained  the  confidence  of  the  show-going  public. 

"Confidence." — The  confidence  of  our  patrons  is  one  thing  we  must 
gain,  if  we  would  attain  success.  How  may  we  accomplish  this?  As  I 

said:  "Success  comes  through  pleasing  patrons."  I  may  also  say:  "The 

confidence  of  your  patron  is  gained  through  pleasing  him."  In  order  to 
please,  we  may  often  have  to  do  more  than  the  ordinary  service,  but  it  is 
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frequently  the  little  extra  attentions  that  appeal  strongly  to  the  human 

nature  when  the  actual  service  alone  would  fail.  What  are  to  be  con- 

sidered the  things  that  go  to  make  for  the  best  service  in  dentistry?  Good 

fillings,  good  crowns  and  bridges  and  well  fitted,  natural  appearing 

dentures?  Yes!  Is  that  all?  Our  mechanical  work  and  technique  may 

be  the  very  best  we  can  turn  out,  but  if  our  treatment  of  that  patron  is 

not  pleasing  to  him,  we  have  failed.  We  must,  therefore,  study  our 

patients  to  know  them  and  to  know  how  to  please  them;  we  must  also 

instruct  our  assistants  to  know  and  to  please  them,  if  we  would 

accomplish  the  greatest  success  with  our  patients.  "The  new  science  of 
business  is  based  upon  mutuality,  reciprocity  and  co-operation.  We  deal 

only  with  our  friends,  for  our  enemies  will  not  deal  with  us."  Therefore, 
we  must  make  our  patrons  our  friends  and  make  them  feel  that  they  are 

our  friends,  while  they  are  dealing  with  us,  or  as  I  should  say,  while  we 

are  serving  them.  Then,  and  then  alone,  can  we  convince  them  that  we 

are  not  selling  gold  and  amalgam  fillings,  crowns,  bridges  and  dentures — 

but  service — our  best  service.  Then  are  we  in  a  position  to  show  to  those 

patients  where  the  mouth  health  may  be  improved  by  renewing  faulty 

fillings  or  changing  bridges  that  may  have  pus  producing,  filthy  roots  under 

them,  but  "haven't  given  a  bit  of  trouble  since  'Doc'  So  and  So  put  them 

in  years  ago,  down  in  the  country."  We  might  even  be  able  to  convince 
a  patient  that  the  old  denture  she  has  been  wearing  since  her  teeth  were 

extracted,  should  be  replaced  by  a  new  one,  instead  of  having  it  repaired 

for  the  tenth  time,  and  still  she  would  have  enough  confidence  in  us  to 

know  that  we  had  advised  her  in  her  own  best  interests. 

Having  gained  the  co-operation  of  the  patient  to  that  extent,  we  are 

in  a  better  position  to  accomplish  something  worth  while  for  the  betterment 

of  the  mouth  health  of  that  patient,  and  he  will  be  sufficiently  interested  in 

his  own  case  that  he  will  be  ready  to  listen  to,  and  appreciate  such  advice 

as  we  are  ready  to  give.  Too  often  I  fear  we  neglect  to  seize  the  oppor- 

tunity to  give  such  advice.  The  confidence  has  been  easily  gained,  but  we 

have  simply  gone  along  in  the  same  old  way.  We  have  done  the  work 

that  appeared  to  be  necessary  only.  We  may  have  inserted  a  beautiful 

bridge,  but  we  have  failed  to  draw  the  attention  of  that  patient  to  the 

fact  that  pyorrhoea  was  present  and  should  be  treated  at  once  in  order  to 

check  further  development.  We  let  the  opportunity  slip,  and  that  patient 

went  away,  and  as  his  teeth  were  not  giving  him  any  trouble,  he  stayed 

away  for  two  or  three  years.  When  he  found  his  teeth  getting  loose  and 

some  of  them  readv  to  drop  out,  he  awoke  to  the  fact  that  something  was 

seriously  wrong.  Then  he  came  back,  or  went  to  someone  else  to  find 

out  what  his  trouble  was.  But  it  was  too  late  then  to  save  the  lost  ones 

Such  a  case  came  to  me  some  months  ago.  A  beautifully  made  bridge  had 

been  worn  for  about  two  years,  but  was  then  ready  to  drop  out.  One  of 

the  first  questions  he  asked  was:     "Why  did  he  not  tell  me  two  years  ago 
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that  this  should  be  treated?"     This  is  surely  to  my  min
d  a  case  of  neglect 

on  the  part' of  the  dentist.     The  education  of  the  patie
nt  is  a  field  that  1 

fear  is  too  often  neglected  by  the  majority  of  us.     Th
is  is  something  we  owe 

to  our  profession  as  well  as  to  our  patients,  for  not  o
nly  will  our  patients 

fnally  come  to  realize  their  own  need  of  attention,  
but  they  will  also  learn 

the  part  that  dentistry  plays  in  the  health  of  the  hum
an  system.       Neglect 

is  frequently  shown,  too,  in  the  non-treatment  of
  cases  of  chronic  abscesses 

left  in  the  mouth  perhaps  for  years,  which   are  possi
bly  curable.      Right 

here  I  imagine  I  hear  someone  saying:     "We  don'
t  get  half  paid  for  treat- 

ments anyway,  so  what's  the  use  of  slaving  our  time  ove
r  an  old  chronic 

abscess  and  then  perhaps  not  cure  it?"     Well,  if  yo
ur  first  thought  is  for 

the  paltry  sum  that  we  ordinarily  receive  for  treat
ments,  you  cannot  expect 

to  have  the  co-operation  of  the  patient,  whereas,  if 
 you  have  first  gained 

the  confidence  and  co-operation  of  your  patient  to  s
uch  a  degree  that  he 

appreciates  the  service  you  are  doing  for  him,  
there  will  be  no  difficulty 

in  collecting  a  fee  which  you  never  before  knew
  would  be  countenanced 

for  the  treatment  of  one  tooth.     May  I  cite  a  case 
 from  my  own  practice, 

bearing  on  this  form  of  neglect?     About  a  year  ago
,  a  young  woman  came 

to   me  for  treatment.      Said   she  had   received   treat
ment   at  the  hands  or 

dentists  on   all  sides   of  the   globe— even   in   Germany
— but   a   few   years 

ago,  an  abscess  had  developed  under  a  gold  fill
ing  in  a  lower  central  in- 

cisor     The  abscess  had  received  casual   treatment   from  at
  least  two  of 

those  whom  she  had  visited.      The  last  one— a  Canadi
an   dentist,   I   am 

sorry  to  say— had  told  her  a  year  previously  that
  the  case  was  incurable, 

so  she  had  become  resigned  to  her  fate  of  a  perman
ent  enlargement  over  a 

lower  central  incisor  and  the  constant  production  of 
 pus,  to  say  nothing  of 

the  inconvenience  of  a  sore  tooth  at  intervals  and 
 the  possibility  of  sooner 

or  later  losing  the  tooth  and  having  to  wear  a  brid
ge.     I  was  not  satisfied 

that  the  case  could  not  be  cured,  so  after  explaining  
what  I  desired  to  do. 

removed  the  filling— as  it  was  defective— and  
treated  as  we  would  ordi- 

narily treat  a  chronic  abscess  with  a  fistula.     The  case  c
leared  up  nicely, 

and  in  one  week  from  the  first  treatment  I  refilled  
the  root  canal,  and  later 

restored  the  filling.      I  have  seen  that  case  again  
within  the  last  ten  days, 

and  found  it  in  a  healthy  condition.     I  also  foun
d  a  patron  most  apprecia- 

tive of  the  service,  which   anyone,  with  a  little  perseve
rance  and   a   little 

extra  labor,  could  have  rendered  just  as  well  as  I  had
  done.     But  the  point 

with  that  patient  was  that  I  had  done  something  
for  her  in  which  others 

had  failed.      I  contend  that  we  all  have  the  ability  
to  do  these  things,  if 

we  simply   seize  the  opportunities  when   presented 
  and   expend  the  extra 

effort      The  fee  will  then  take  care  of  itself.      It  m
ay  be  the  extra  time 

which  we  are  too  frequently  unwilling  to  spend.     T
his  fact  is  frequently 

demonstrated  in  poorly  finished  operations,  which  
in  every  other  particular 

are  good.     This  is  most  frequently  seen  in  unfini
shed  and  untrimmed  amal- 

gam fillings.     Such  conditions,  when  left  for  any  length  
of  time,  are  sure 
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tc  cause  trouble  of  some  kind,  and  an  amalgam  filling  properly  trimmed 

and  finished  is  twice  as  good  service  as  one  slopped  in.  Moreover,  the 

properly  finished  filling  is  a  satisfaction  and  a  comfort  to  the  patient,  and 

what  better  recommendation  can  a  dentist  hope  to  have  than  a  satisfied 

patient?  In  the  case  of  gold  inlays  particularly,  though  this  applies  to  other 

fillings  as  well,  it  is  a  very  easy  matter  to  allow  them  to  get  out  of  our  reach 

really  unfinished.  How  often  you  have  noticed  fillings,  after  a  few  weeks'  or 

months'  wear,  showing  clearly  distinct  markings  of  the  cusp  of  the  opposing 
tooth!  This  is  a  condition  we  should  always  regulate  when  noticed, 

whether  it  is  in  our  own  work  or  in  that  of  someone  else.  It  is  a  very 

simple  matter  to  do  the  necessary  polishing  and  correction  of  articulation, 

when  doing  the  prophylaxis.  That  is  the  proper  time  for  doing  these 

things,  as  at  this  tire  you  will  be  more  likely  to  notice  them,  than  when 

interested  in  some  other  operation.  One  case  of  this  kind  comes  to  my 

mind.  A  woman,  who  was  in  the  habit  of  having  her  teeth  scaled  and 

polished  about  twice  a  year,  came  to  me  about  two  years  ago.  While  I 

was  at  work,  she  told  me  she  had  a  tooth  somewhere  on  the  right  side  that 

had  been  more  or  less  troublesome  for  about  two  years.  Said  it  was  not 

continually  sore,  but  would  be  uncomfortable  for  a  few  days  and  then 

recover.  She  could  not  tell  definitely  which  one  it  was,  and  the  dentists 

she  had  visited  had  not  been  able  to  locate  it.  Of  course  I  looked  for  an 

inflamed  area,  and  found  none.  There  was  no  soreness  on  any  of  the 

teeth  just  at  the  time,  and  the  only  cause  of  trouble  I  could  locate  was  the 

slight  mark  of  a  cusp  on  a  gold  filling  in  the  upper  right  second  bicuspid. 

It  was  not  very  much,  and  I  was  not  at  all  sure  at  the  time  that  it  was 

really  sufficient  to  cause  the  trouble.  But  I  polished  that  filling  so  that 

she  could  not  bear  heavily  upon  it,  and  the  next  time  I  saw  her  I  felt  fully 

repaid  in  the  words  of  appreciation  she  expressed  for  the  comfort  she  had 

received  from  that  little  bit  of  extra  work.  It  is,  then,  well  worth  oui 

while  to  see  to  it  that  our  fillings  are  comfortable  in  the  mouths  of  our 

patients,  and  it  is  worth  our  while,  if  necessary,  to  examine  our  work  after 

it  has  been  worn  for  a  few  days,  that  we  may  correct  such  little  deficiencies 

that  so  easily  get  past  our  notice  when  finishing  and  polishing  fillings  or 

crowns  and  bridges.  I  know  full  well  that  the  patient  will  not  always 

assist  us  in  accorrplishing  this,  but  in  the  majority  of  cases  it  is  our  own 

fault  if  we  allow  such  conditions  to  exist  in  the  mouths  of  patients  whom 

we  see  quite  regularly. 

A  great  deal  might  be  said  about  bad-fitting  crowns,  bridges  and 

dentures.  We  all  know  the  troubles  they  cause.  We  also  know  some  of 

the  troubles  we  have  in  trying  to  put  into  wearable  condition,  bridges  that 

have  never  fit,  because  the  patients  cannot  afford  the  expenditure  nece 

tc  have  them  replaced.  Now  we  must  all  admit — if  we  are  honest  with 

ourselves — that  we  do  sometimes  make  misfits  and  have  to  make  over  work 

in  order  to  make  it  fit  for  the  use  for  which  it  was  intended.     In  my  opinion. 
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a  man  is  not  to  be  blamed  because  he  has  failed  in  the  first  attempt,  but 

he  is  worthy  of  censure  if  he  inserts  that  piece  of  work,  assuring  the  patient 

that  it  will  be  all  right,  and  that  he  will  become  accustomed  to  it  after  he 

has  worn  it  for  a  short  time.  The  patient  does  become  accustomed  to  it, 

because  he  does  not  know  enough  about  dentistry  to  know  what  the  result 

should  have  been.  But  Why  should  that  patient  be  obliged  to  wear  a 

misfit  for  years  and  possibly  suffer  serious  damage,  when  in  a  few  days 
that  work  could  have  been  made  over  so  that  it  would  have  been  a  source 

cf  comfort,  satisfaction  and  usefulness?  How  much  would  you  boost  for 

your  tailor  if  he  were  to  tell  you  that  your  suit  would  come  to  the  shape 

of  your  body  after  you  had  worn  it  for  a  while?  No!  You  know  too 

much  about  the  way  your  clothes  should  fit  to  let  him  put  anything  like 

that  over  on  you.  But  the  patient  who  is  wearing  a  misfit  thinks  he  must 

"get  used  to  it,"  or  "the  plate  will  come  to  the  shape  of  his  mouth."  If, 
instead,  we  would  endeavor  to  educate  our  patients  in  the  results  that  should 

be  accomplished  and  demonstrate  our  teaching  with  operations  as  near  the 

ideal  as  our  ability  will  permit,  we  would  have  a  great  deal  better  dentistry, 

better  patients  and  more  patients  ready  and  willing  to  pay  an  advanced 

fee  for  the  service  which  they  would  then  appreciate. 

In  the  matter  of  operations,  of  which  I  have  thus  far  spoken,  the 

majority  are  such  as  can  be  detected,  as  a  general  rule,  in  the  examination 

on  the  first  visit  of  the  patient.  There  is,  however,  another  point,  one 

which  I  would  like  to  pass  by,  but  which  I  feel  in  duty  bound  to  mention, 

since  I  have  gone  so  far.  One  of  the  most  neglected  and  most  frequently 

careless  operations,  I  feel,  is  the  treatment  of  teeth  preparatory  to  filling 

the  roots.  Just  a  short  time  ago,  a  man,  in  speaking  of  the  large  amount 

of  money  he  had  made  in  a  certain  town  in  one  week,  with  a  portable 

chair  and  engine,  and  a  case  of  instruments,  made  this  remark:  "But 

there  were  lots  of  teeth  filled  that  would  be  abscessed  in  two  weeks'  time." 
Now,  is  that  dentistry?  Is  that  rendering  a  service?  Is  it  not  rather  hum- 

bugging the  public  and  playing  the  faker  for  a  few  paltry  dollars?  And 

at  the  same  time  is  it  not  also  dealing  a  blow  to  dentistry,  which  would 

not  soon  be  forgotten  among  the  people  so  treated?  Is  it  any  wonder,  then, 

that  we  frequently  hear  people  say:  "It  does  not  pay  to  have  teeth  filled 

— I'm  going  to  have  mine  pulled"?  It  takes  a  little  more  time,  it  is  true, 
to  remove  all  of  the  pulp  and  to  thoroughly  disinfect  putrescent  roots  before 

filling,  but  careful  treatment  prevents  the  development  of  a  great  many 
abscesses,  and  there  are  more  teeth  lost  and  there  is  more  pain  caused,  I 
believe,  as  a  result  of  this  condition  than  from  any  other  one  cause.  There- 

fore, is  it  not  worth  our  while  to  see  that  this  service  is  properly  and  care- 
fully rendered,  that  our  patients  may  be  spared  the  pain  and  inconvenience 

caused  by  abscessed  conditions,  and  that  we  may  be  relieved  of  at  least 
a  great  many  of  the  difficult  treatments  which  present  themselves  to  us  in 
these  conditions? 
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And  yet,  Mr.  President,  I  have  dealt  with  only  a  few  of  the  faults 

that  may  be  laid  at  our  own  doors — a  few  of  the  obstacles  that  hinder 

our  profession  in  being  regarded  as  it  should,  by  the  public  in  general  and 

by  our  own  patients  in  particular.  If  we  wish  to  make  a  success  in  the  true 

sense,  it  will  be  necessary  for  us  to  make  use  of  our  best  effort,  render  our 

best  service,  and  give  the  best  advice  to  those  whom  we  serve.  I  have 

merely,  in  these  few  things,  endeavored  to  point  out  the  ideal  in  service. 

This  we  must  ever  keep  before  us  if  we  wish  to  attain  real  success.  Every 

man  has  ability.  We  may  not  all  attain  the  same  degree  of  perfection, 

but  we  can  all  work  toward  the  ideal.  The  standard  can  not  be  too  high. 

The  higher  we  climb,  the  greater  our  success.  We  may  make  many 

failures,  but  let  us  be  sure  that  we  rise  every  time  we  fall.  In  the  words 

of  Walter  H.  Cottingham:  "Business  is  but  the  means  to  an  end.  It  is 
but  the  occupation  by  which  you  are  to  exercise  and  develop  your  God- 

given  qualifications  and  talents.  It  is  the  arena  in  which  you  are  to  prac- 

tice day  in  and  day  cut  for  the  great  race  of  the  world — the  successful 

life."  May  our  ideals  be  such  that  we  make  the  real  success  in  the  pro- 
fession which  we  have  chosen  as  our  life  work. 
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ORAL  HEALTH 

G.  F.  Clarke,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  Woodstock,  N.B. 

Read  before  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Association,  St.  Stephen,  July,  1915, 

Mr.  President  and  Gentlemen  of  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society: 

It  is  said  of  von  Hindenburg  that,  years  prior  to  the  present  world 

war,  he  carried  about  with  him  maps  of  the  Mazurian  Lake  district,  and 

was  forever  dissertating  upon  its  strategic  value,  so  much  so  that  his  brother 

officers  shrugged  their  shoulders,  got  out  of  his  way  if  possible,  and  dubbed 

him  "Swampy  von  Hindenberg."  This  anecdote  in  view  of  the  fact  that 

my  present  paper  embodies  several  ideas  of  that  prepared  and  read  a  year 

ago  at  St.  John.  But  in  extenuation  for  any  repetition,  I  can  only  say 

that  to  me  the  subject  of  oral  sepsis  is  a  very  vital  one.  My  enthusiasm 

is  only  equalled  by  my  lack  of  expression.  I  would  say  so  much  but  am 

competent  for  so  little. 

It  is  a  well  authenticated  fact  that  many  diseases  of  the  digestive 

tract,  as  well  as  pulmonary  troubles,  are  induced  by  the  passage  thereto 

of  hundreds  of  virulent  germs  from  the  mouth  cavity,  and  more  than  ever 

before  the  subject  is  being  discussed  in  the  dental  magazines.  How  im- 

portant it  is  for  the  general  health,  then,  that  we  endeavor  to  educate  the 

masses  along  lines  which  shall  be  for  their  physical  betterment.  Marshall 

says  that  the  bronchial  tubes  and  the  lungs  are  subject  to  infection  from 

an  unsanitary  mouth,  that  septic  pneumonia  is  by  no  means  an  uncommon 

sequel  of  the  administration  of  general  anaesthetics,  through  particles  of 

septic  material  and  micro  organisms  to  the  pulmonary  structures  during  the 

stertorus  breathing  of  narcosis.  A  physician  in  my  own  town  related  to  me 

that  he  never  gave  an  anaesthetic  preparatory  to  performing  any  surgical 

operation  without  previously  instructing  the  nurse  to  thoroughly  cleanse  the 

patient's  mouth. 
A  year  ago  there  came  to  my  office  a  lady  patient  suffering  from  what 

I  first  took  to  be  a  form  of  stomatitis.  And  yet  it  presented  features  unlike 

any  that  I  had  ever  encountered.  The  mucous  membrane  within  the 

vestibule,  from  the  third  molar  to  the  cuspid,  looked  as  though  it  had  been 

burned  with  carbolic  acid.  She  told  me  that  she  had  been  treated  in 

Portland,  Maine,  with  serum  for  suspected  T.B.,  and  showed  me  her 

arm  and  hand.  It  might  have  been,  at  some  time,  thrust  into  a  fire. 

The  skin  was  bluish-black,  beneath  the  fles4i  looked  twisted  like  a  bundle 

of  pigmented  veins.  She  told  me  that  at  times  inflammation  would  ap- 

pear, pus  exudate,  and  the  lesion  slowly  heal,  leaving  the  flesh  in  the  condi- 
tion described.  I  treated  her  mouth  for  a  month.  One  day  the  lesion 

seemed  to  have  been  cleared  up,  the  next  day  I  was  distracted  to  find  it 

as  bad  as  ever,  exactly  as  though  she  had  held  carbolic  in  that  side  of  her 

mouth.      At  last   I   decided  to  send  away   a  specimen  of  the  tissue  to  a 
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bacteriologist.  At  the  same  time  her  physician  sent  away  a  culture  from 

her  arm,  which  had  broken  out  again.  He  sent  his  to  Montreal,  mine  I 

directed  to  my  old  professor  in  Philadelphia.  In  about  three  weeks  her 

physician  had  his  report;  mine  came  later,  but  both  announced  the  same 

dominant  germ,  the  staphylococcus  pyogenes  aureus,  plus  degenerated  tie- 

sue.  My  friend  suggested  an  autogenous  serum  introduced  between  the 

shoulders,  but  in  the  meantime  her  physician  had  sent  away  for  a  stock 

serum  which  proved  very  efficacious.  After  three  weeks  use  the  mouth 

was  entirely  cleaned  up,  and  three  weeks  later  the  lesions  in  the  arm  were 

healed. 

Now,  whether  the  condition  of  the  arm  and  the  mouth  was  caused  by 

disease   in    the    colon,    which,    in    turn,    caused    intoxication    of    the   whole 

system,    or   was   the   direct   sequel    of   an   unclean   mouth,    I   cannot   speak 

with  authority.      And  yet,  in  the  Dental  Cosmos  for  June  of  the  present 

year,  Dr.  Stewart,  of  Philadelphia,  in  an  article  on  oral  sepsis,  states  that 

he  believes  that  infection  once  started  in  the  oral  cavity  is  liable  to  extend, 

resulting  in  the  establishment  of  foci  in  other  parts  of  the  body,  and  con- 

sequent systematic  diseases.     Again  quoting  from  Marshall,  he  says:  "The 
long   continued    ingestion   of   myriads   of   septic   and    fermentative   bacteria 

during  the  preparation  of  food  by  mastication  and  salivation  for  the  pro- 

cess  of   digestion,    and   during   the   intervals   between   the   taking   of    food, 

cannot  but  prove  harmful  to  the  process  of  digestion  and  to  the  integrity 

of  the  gastric  and  intestinal  mucous  membrane  and  their  glandular  struc- 

tures."  The  latest  copy  of  the   "Cosmos"  contains  a  most  comprehensive 
article  on   glandular  inflammations  by   Dr.   de  Vecchis,  of  Naples,   Italy. 

Quoting  Professor  Rosenberg,   he  says  that  it  is  the  number  of  bacteria, 

and  not  their  type  that  causes  the  septic  condition,  and  that  in  no  part  of  our 

body  can  we  find  a  richer  pabulum  for  the  multiplication  of  bacteria  than 

in    the   mouth.      He   also    quotes    Prof.    Stewart,   who   maintains   that   the 

tubercule  baccilli  learns  in  the  mouth  to  digest  the  living  human  tissue  and 

to  become  a  destroyer  of  man.      And,  in  the  opinion  of  the  writer — Dr. 

de  Vecchis — the  tubercule  baccillis  causing  infection  of  the  cervical  glands 

is  primary  in  most  cases,  and  that  decayed  teeth,  gingivitis,  adenoid  tumors 

of  the  pharynx,   hypertrophied  tonsils,   and  also  several   very  small   lesions 

are  the  main  portals  of  entrance  of  such  bacteria.     In  conclusion,  the  author 

says  that  in  citing  certain  cases  of  adenitis,  he  does  so  to  show  that  the 

disease  is  not  dependent  on  general  infection,  but  on  septic  infection  of  the 

mouth.      It   is  interesting   to   note   that   Dr.    de   Vecchis   treated    th< 

cited  in  his  article  with  injections  of  iodine,  a  medicament  which,  in  my  own 

humble  opinion,   might  be  used   by  all  of  us  with  excellent   results  in  the 

majority  of  mouth  lesions — including  pyorrhea. 

I   could  quote  indefinitely  extracts   from  such  well   known  writers   but 

space   will    not    permit    so    doing.      But    to    those   who   have    not    had   the 
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privilege  heretofore  I  would  refer  them  to  Ma
rshall's  admirable  book  on 

"Mouth  Hygiene,"  published  by  J.  B.  Lippincott, 
 Philadelphia  and  Mont- 

real      It  is  a  book  that  should  be  in  the  library  of  ever
y  practitioner  of 

dentistry  and  medicine,  as  well  as  in  the  homes  of  the 
 laity.      In  speaking 

of  pyorrhea,  I  feel  assured  that,  in  spite  of  all
  the  emetine  hydro-chloride 

and  succinimide  of  mercury  in  the  world,  or  any  ot
her  medicament  which 

enthusiasts  have  put  upon  the  market,  we  shall  ne
ver  have  success  until 

the  patient  suffering  from  the  condition,  as  well  as  the
  dentist  whose  patient 

he  is,  recognizes  the  fundamentals  of  therapeutics.      I  me
an  to  remove  the 

cause,   and  to  keep  on   removing  it  three  times  a  day,   an
d  the  most  im- 

portant time  of  all  is  just  before  retiring.     Fewer  people  would  su
ffer  from 

pyorrhea  if  they  practised  just  a  few  simple  rules  of  hyg
iene.      Referring 

to  the  emetine  treatment  again,  I  would  say  that  I  have  use
d  it  with  a  fair 

measure  of   success,   but   I   have  gotten   the  same   results  with   ev
ery   day 

tincture  of  iodine. 

I  now  come  to  the  consideration  of  means  whereby  we  may  h
ope  to 

inform  the  people  of   the   Province  of  the  importance  of  hygi
enic  of  the 

mouth.      I   believe  that  we   have   delayed   too   long   a  propagan
da  which 

would  be   for  the  betterment,   physically   and  mentally,   of   the  
boys   and 

girls  of   the   rising   generation.  "    Every   practitioner   here   ha
s  had   the  de- 

plorable and  disgusting  experience  of  having  some  patient  come  in
  whose 

mouth  was  enough  to  turn  one  sick.      When  they  go  to  buy  a  new
  pair 

of  shoes,  the  mother  is  quite  careful  to  see  that  Johnny  or  Sa
rah,  if  they 

do  not  wash  their  feet,  at  least  put  on  a  clean  pair  of  stocki
ngs,  but  how 

many  before  sending  their  children  to  the  dentist,  think  t
o  admonish  the 

said  Sarah  or  Johnny  to  scrub  his  or  her  mouth?      I  ma
y  here  say  that 

when  such  patients  present  themselves  for  examination  
I  always  give  them 

a  mouth  wash  before  operation.     One  patient,  a  grown  
man,  I  refused  to 

work  for  until  he  had  first  gotten  a  toothbrush  and  
removed  the  accumula- 

tion of  years  of  food  debris  from  about  his  teeth.      Now,
  these  conditions 

are  the  result  of  ignorance  of  the  laws  of  health,  plus  w
ilful  laziness.    The 

latter  is  the  more  difficult  to  combat.      I  am  not  sure
  but  that  the  adver- 

tising joint  which  got  out  cards  depicting  a  beautiful  youn
g  lady  turned 

down   by  her   young  man   because   he   suddenly   reali
zed   that  her  breath 

was  bad,   due  to   decayed   and  unclean  teeth,   was,   and
  is,   not  doing  a 

greater  missionary  work  than  we  who  stoop  to  the  
level  of  impotent  scaven- 

gers because  we  are  afraid  to  talk  plain  for  fear  of  losing  a 
 dollar. 

I  am  yet  of  the  belief  that  much  can  be  done  through  th
e  local  Govern- 

ment to  educate  the  masses.  I  believe  that  if  the  matter  is  int
elligently 

brought  to  their  notice  we  shall  have  its  hearty  co-opera
tion.  As  evidence 

of  the  need  for  such  a  course  we  have  but  to  point  to  th
e  otherwise  physi- 

cally fit  young  men  whose  country  needed,  and  now  needs,  th
em,  who  have 

been,  and  will  be,  turned  down  because  their  teeth  are  not
  up  to  standard. 
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I  personally  know  of  three,  strong,  well-set-up  and  eager  to  serve  their 

country  in  its  hour  of  stress,  rejected  for  the  above  reason.  To  digress  a 

moment,  I  think  that  an  error  was  done  in  refusing  them.  Both  were 

unusually  strong.  One  had  worked  in  the  fields  all  his  life;  the  other 

was  employed  about  town;  neither  had  known  a  sick  day.  Yet  because 

several  teeth  were  missing  they  were  rejected.  This  was  a  mistake,  for 

where  oral  sepsis  is  not  rampant  the  loss  of  several  or  all  the  teeth  may 

have  no  deleterious  effect  on  the  digestive  organs. 

But  to  get  back.  The  Department  of  Agriculture  prepares  litera- 

ture dealing  with  all  subjects,  from  tuberculosis  to  cleaning  up  door-yards — 

oral  hygiene  excepted — and  these  papers  are  sent  to  and  read  by  mem- 

bers of  the  women's  institutes  in  almost  every  town  and  village  of  any  size 
in  the  Province.  To  quote  a  few  subjects  upon  which  papers  are  avail- 

able: "Treating  Tuberculosis  at  Home,"  "Helping  the  Sick,"  "Winter 

Health  Rules  for  Children,"  "Passing  Colds  Around,"  "First  Aid,"  "Ills 

of  the  Feet — Helps  for  Them,"  "How  to  Improve  Rural  Schools,"  and  a 
hundred  others.  Now,  what  more  simple  than  to  prepare  papers  on  oral 

hygiene  and  send  them  to  the  head  of  the  Women's  Institute  in  New 
Brunswick  to  be  disseminated  by  her  to  the  various  branches.  The  papers 

can  be  prepared  by  a  committee  of  the  profession,  or,  as  was  suggested 

to  me  by  Dr.  Borrow  to-day,  we  might  get  some  available  literature  from 

Ontario,  who  may  even  go  farther  and  make  it  their  duty  to  interview  the 

local  Government  and  see  if  it  is  not  possible  to  have  pamphlets  printed 

and  the  Superintendent  of  Education  instructed  to  direct  the  teachers  to 

make  their  contents  intelligible  to  the  children.  This  would  be  a  part  of 

the  physiology  lesson.  I  think  the  plans  outlined  are  quite  feasible  and 

worthy  of  serious  consideration.  Possibly  a  committee  of  five,  appointed 

by  the  president,  would  be  sufficient  to  prepare  any  such  papers,  which 

could  be  passed  upon  finally  by  one  or  more,  and  the  salient  parts  from 

each  compiled  to  embody  a  comprehensive  and  lucid  article.  I  am 

quite  sure  that  everyone  here  will  do  his  bit  towards  the  successful  con- 

summation of  a  propaganda  which  shall  have  for  its  object  the  education 

of  the  public  in  oral  hygiene.  Humanity  will  be  bettered,  and  we,  who 

stand  over  patients  from  morning  until  night,  may  do  so  with  a  better 

will.  The  ideal  is  a  high  one;  the  road  hard  and  long,  but  nothing  worth 

while  was  ever  done  in  this  old  world  without  its  attending  hours  of  thought 

and  worry  and  labor.  But  of  this  we  are  assured,  there  is  compensation 

awaiting  us  in  the  end — I  refer  not  to  that  which  will  buy  us  worldly  goods 

— but  to  a  state  of  mind,  a  knowledge  that  we  have  done  something  big 

towards  the  greater  efficiency  of  the  race. 

DISCUSSION. 

Dr.    Barbour  said   that   he  did   not   think   it   would   be  quite  the  thing 

for  that  paper  to  pass  without  some  sense  of  the  appreciation  of  the  effort 
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made.  They  must  come  to  some  conclusion  regarding  this  subject.  The 

suggestion  made  by  Dr.  Clarke  with  reference  to  the  dissemination  of  litera- 

ture was  wise.  It  was  well  worth  following  up.  The  Women's  Institute 
had  been  mentioned  as  a  means  of  distributing  this  literature.  Apparently 

it  was  being  distributed  in  large  quantities,  and  within  wide  range.  Dr. 

Barbour  thought  that  they  would  be  glad  to  disseminate  it,  and  possibly 

they  would  go  to  the  extent  of  printing  it,  as  they  are  glad  to  assist  by  any 

means  in  the  distribution  of  literature  with  reference  to  this  topic.  He 

wished  to  express  his  pleasure  derived  from  this  paper,  Dr.  Clarke  having 

read  it  as  a  personal  favor  to  him,  realizing  the  difficulty  involved  in 

getting  up  a  programme. 

FIRST  PERMANENT  MOLAR 

R.  B.  Hagerman,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  Florenceville,  N.B. 

Read  before  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Association,  St.  Stephen,  July,  1915. 

Gentlemen:  During  my  few  years  in  the  practice  of  dentistry  one 
special  feature  that  has  come  under  my  observation  is  the  large  number  of 

patients  who  have  lost  one  or  more  of  the  first  permanent  molars  between 

the  ages  of  seven  and  fifteen  and  the  amount  of  mal-occlusion,  which  is 

caused  by  their  loss  or  their  eruption  out  of  their  normal  position  due  to 

the  early  extraction  of  the  temporary  teeth. 

It  is  needless  for  me  to  go  into  minute  detail  of  this  tooth — the  first 

permanent  molar,  the  largest  and  most  important  tooth  in  the  dental  series, 

the  one  most  prone  to  decay,  and  about  which  there  has  been  more 

controversy  among  our  profession  than  any  other. 

The  first  signs  of  development  occur  about  the  tenth  week  of  fetal, 

and  it  erupts  about  the  sixth  year  (without  any  reflex  action  or  pain)  while 

all  the  temporary  teeth  are  in  position.  The  mesio-buccal  cusp  of  the  upper 

articulates  between  and  bucally  to  the  mesial  and  distal  buccal  cusp  of  the 

lower  and  in  such  position  they  lock  firmly  and  hold  the  jaws  in  their 

proper  relation  (forming  a  staging,  so  to  speak),  while  the  temporary 

teeth  are  lost  and  the  permanent  ones  take  their  place,  a  wise  provision  of 

nature,  but  one  that  is  too  often  interfered  with.  Thus  I  have  outlined 

briefly  the  normal  position  and  articulation  of  this  tooth. 

In  order  that  this  tooth  erupt  in  its  proper  position  naturally  brings 

us  to  the  consideration  of  the  care  and  preservation  of  the  temporary  teeth, 

which  is  of  such  vital  importance  to  the  permanent.  How  often  do  we 
see  the  first  molars  erupting  anterior  to  their  proper  position,  due  to  the 
extraction  of  temporary  molars,  making  the  distance  shorter  from  the  mesial 

surface  of  one  to  the  other,  thus  leaving  no  space  for  the  cuspid,  the  last  of 
the  ten  anterior  teeth  to  erupt. 
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I  might  go  on  and  mention  numerous  examples  of  mal-occlusion,  due 

to  the  early  extraction  of  the  first  molar,  but  you  are  as  familiar  with  them 

as  I  am. 

Why  is  it  that  there  are  more  first  molars  lost  than  any  other  tooth? 

More  susceptible  to  decay,  you  will  say.  Yes,  but  wait !  Is  it  not  due 

in  a  large  majority  of  cases  that  the  parent  is  not  conscious  that  it  is  a 

permanent  tooth?  How  often  have  you  had  this  answer  when  you  tell  the 

parent  that  the  tooth  is  a  permanent  one:  "Why,  doctor,  he  (or  she) 

has  not  lost  a  tooth  there,  and  it  must  be  a  baby  tooth"?  Do  you  ever 
stop  to  consider,  gentlemen,  the  absolute  ignorance  on  the  part  of  the  public 

with  regard  to  the  teeth,  even  those  we  look  upon  as  educated?  How 

many  of  the  teaching  profession  in  our  public  schools  can  tell  you  what 

tooth  is  the  first  to  erupt  in  the  permanent  series?  I  venture  not  95  per 

cent,  can  answer  correctly,  and  I  must  say  the  dental  knowledge  which 

our  medical  brethren  possess  is  sadly  deficient. 

Do  these  conditions  warrant  a  campaign  of  education  and  agitation? 

Are  we  fulfilling  our  full  professional  obligations  to  the  public  good  unless 

we  bestir  ourselves  in  this  regard?  I  must  make  one  plea  to  you  with  regard 

to  test  books  used  in  our  schools:  What  they  say  on  the  teeth  is  wholly 

inadequate  and  misleading.  Let  me  quote  what  "Health  Reader  No.  2" 

says,  the  teaching  of  which  is  compulsory:  "A  child  has  twenty  teeth. 
These  last  for  a  few  years  and  are  then  pushed  out  by  the  growth  of 

others  behind  them.  This  second  set  numbers  thirty-two  in  all.  Sixteen 

on  each  jaw.  Those  in  fr»nt  are  sharp  and  used  in  biting.  The  back 

teeth  are  broad  and  are  much  used  in  chewing.  They  are  fastened  into 

the  jaws  by  two  or  three  roots,  while  the  front  teeth  have  but  one  root." 

Let  me  quote  one  paragraph  on  the  care  of  teeth:  "It  is  very  warm 

in  the  mouth,  nearly  100  by  the  thermometer  (95.5  F.  or  37  C),  as  warm 

as  the  air  on  a  hot  July  day.  At  that  temperature  a  piece  of  meat  would 

spoil  in  twenty-four  hours.  In  eating,  therefore,  the  little  pieces  which 

get  between  our  teeth,  if  not  removed,  will  soon  begin  to  decay  in  a  warm 

place,  and  so  injure  the  teeth  and  gums."  Let  me  quote  you  a  few  para- 

graphs from  a  more  advanced  test  book:  "Our  Bodies  and  How  We 

Live,"  by  Alfred  F.  Blaisdell,  M.D.,  as  a  test  book  in  schools:  "The 
teeth  serve  to  cut  and  grind  the  food.  They  are  fastened  into  the  jaws 

by  roots  which  sit  into  the  bony  sockets  somewhat  in  the  same  way  as  a 

nail  is  held  in  a  piece  of  wood.  A  child  at  birth  has  no  teeth.  After- 

ward, however,  two  sets  are  developed,  one  after  the  other.  I  he  first,  or 

temporary,  often  called  the  milk  teeth,  twenty  in  number,  are  shed  in 

childhood.  The  second  set,  or  permanent  teeth,  thirty-two  in  number, 

gradually  take  their  place.  The  teeth  are  arranged  in  the  same  wav  and 

number  the  same  in  each  jaw,   and  in  each  half  of  each  jaw. 
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The  teeth  are  made  of  three  materials;  *£ZZ£3£> 
Dentine  the  familiar  ivory  o  — •  ̂ ^^  or  the 
forms  the  .ns.de  andWy  of  the  ^  ̂   ̂  

r°0t'  ",   \   ̂      lace  o    the    ement.     Enamel  is  a  hard,  shi
ning  material 

sfi2:£  C  -  -  - — — *- to  the  exposea  patt  of 
^  ̂ ^"wott.^Len,  at  the  k

nowledge  which  the  public  possess? Uo  you  wonu       B  explanations  which 

and  what  is  necessary  to  lead  to  s
uch.      1  he  beauty 

i     •         ™^   *V>P  nearer  we   approach  the  ideal   me 

rlenend   uDon   their   occlusion,    and   the   
nearer   wc   aFF 

Wer  be'comes  the  care  of  the  te
eth  and  to  keep  the  mouth  .  a  sa

mtary 
condition. 

The  first  permanent  molar  i,  th
e  key  to  the  situation,  and  it  .s

  vv*h  this 

thouIht  th     I  take  it  as  my  the
me,  not  wishing  for  you  to  go 

 forth  thmkmg 

ha    we  can  save  them  all,  but  
that  we  may  begm  now  to  sow

  seed  by 

which  the  parents  of  the  childr
en  yet  unborn  may     ave  at  lea

st  true  and 

adequate  knowledge  of  this, 
 the  first  permanent  molar. 

DISCUSSION. 

D,  MURRAV:     Mr.  Presi
dent  I  have  not  anyjng  to 

 say  in  cr.trc.sm 

of  this  paper;  in  fact,  no  one  could
  cr.uc.ze  *.     But      wo 

a  few  words  in  regard  to  what  is  ,n  th
e  health  pmnerc.      ,*J 

but  what  this  is  the  fault  of  t
he  Government;  possibly  *"*

»  * 

the  dentists  of  the  Province.     Would  it  not  be  up  ̂ ^f
^ 

ca„  the  attention  of  the  Government  to  the  *J^^L  noth. 

hygiene  which  is  printed  in  these  reade
rs.     The  Governme"' 

 We 

I5,  whatever,   apparently,   as  to  the  ̂ J^^^  3e should  call  the  attention  of  
the  Government  to  these  de 

them  corrected,  so  that  the  health  readers  
may  be  corre* :j*       P    P 

treatise  of  the  teeth  be  placed  
therein,  ,n  lieu  of  what  

>  there already 

rtry  pleased,   indeed,  with  what  Dr.   ̂ ^  1^. 

know,  and  have  been  taught  since  we  first  
took  up    he       J 

to  protect  this  first  molar.     It  has  always  ̂ J*™™  times  we  are 
tooth    even  when  in  a  condition  

to  have  it  extracted,     ivi     y 

EL.  and  can  retain  it,  but  
sometimes  with  te  utmost  car      

n       «e 

tio„  on  our  part  we  have  founder k    rubles s,  ̂   be.  ̂
  g  ̂  

remove  the  tooth.      I  am  sure  that  
what  Ur.   n  g 
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true,  and  will  be  an  incentive  to  us  to  try  to  do  better  in  the  future  than  we 

have  done  in  the  past  in  the  retention  of  this  most  useful  tooth.  I  have 

nothing  further  to  say,  as  there  is  nothing  that  can  be  said,  but  I  think  that 

the  society  or  some  one  should  call  the  attention  of  the  Government  to  the 

state  of  affairs  in  the  health  reader  and  have  it  rectified.  I  am  sure  the 

Government  would  be  only  too  glad  to  have  the  proper  treatise  on  this 

subject. 

Dr.  BRODERICK:  Mr.  President,  I  feel  that  I  would  like  to  express 

my  appreciation  of  both  Dr.  Hagerman's  paper  and  Dr.  Clarke's.  It  is  a 
coincidence  that  they  should  both  come  at  this  time,  showing  that  the 

Dental  Society  has  a  duty  to  perform  in  this  regard.  I  think  it  is  up  to  the 

society  to  have  a  permanent  committee  of  some  form  to  get  track  of  the 

teachers  for  the  purpose  of  disseminating  literature  on  this  topic.  I  think 

that  the  only  way  to  bring  this  condition  before  the  society  is  to  have  some 

one  look  after  that  duty,  for  it  is  the  truth  that  what  is  everybody's  busi- 

ness is  nobody's  business.  It  has  to  become  somebody's  duty  or  no  one 
looks  after  it. 

Dr.  SoMERS:  Mr.  President,  thanking  Dr.  Clarke  and  Dr.  Hager- 

man,  I  think  that  we  should  certainly  try,  as  a  body  of  experts,  to  inform 

the  public  mind,  and  they  should  expect  more  than  mere  testimony  from 

us.  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  every  child  should  be  regarded  as  an  asset 

to  the  state  as  regards  its  healthful  condition,  and  a  menace  to  the  state  as 

regards  infectious  diseases.      It  is  our  duty  to  give  that  information. 

Dr.  BoNNELL:  I  wish  to  congratulate  Dr.  Hagerman  on  the  excel- 

lence of  his  paper.  These  molars  come  at  about  the  age  of  six  or  seven 

years,  and  the  children  should  visit  the  dentist  about  this  time,  as  it  is 

quite  a  problem  to  remove  the  pulp  at  the  age  of  eight  years  and  give  the 

proper  attention.  I  know  that  in  my  own  general  practice  I  insist  upon 

this,  and  think  that  by  our  influence  we  could  do  more  good  than  the 

Health    Readers.      I    congratulate    you,    sir,    on   your   excellent   paper. 

Dr.  CLARKE:  Mr.  President,  what  you  have  said  is  right,  that  we 

might  do  more  for  the  children;  but  it  would  be  much  better  if  the  know- 

ledge which  is  in  the  Health  Reader  were  intelligently  imparted  by  the 

teacher.  We  are  not  properly  taught  physiology  in  our  schools.  I  think 

there  is  a  great  missionary  work  to  be  done.  I  find  that  the  teachers 

themselves  are  very  backward  in  their  knowledge  of  hygiene. 
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EVERYDAY  LABORATORY  HINTS 

J.  H.  Barton,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  St.  John,  N.B. 

Read  before  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Association,  St.  Stephen,  July,  1915. 

The  title  of  this  paper  is  one  of  necessity.  In  looking  around  for  a 

subject  about  which  to  write,  I  find  I  have  nothing  of  sufficient  interest 

to  warrant,  so  I  have  jotted  down  several  small  things  which,  taken  col- 

lectively,  may   be  styled   a  paper. 

The  first  hint  about  a  laboratory,  to  my  own  mind,  is  to  keep  it  clean. 

Many  dentists  keep  their  operating  room  scrupulously  clean,  but  let  their 

laboratory  look  after  itself!  This  is  a  mistake,  as  you  cannot  do  good 

work  unless  you  keep  yourself,  particularly  your  hands,  at  least  fairly 

clean,  and  to  keep  yourself  clean  you  must  keep  your  laboratory  clean. 

If  you  get  the  plaster  on  your  hands,  you  get  it  on  the  handles  of  your 

spatulas  and  all  over  everything  else  you  touch,  on  your  clothes,  into  the 

rubber  you  are  packing,  on  to  your  gold  bench  and  ultimately  spoiling  your 

gold  work.  Other  kinds  of  dirt  on  your  fingers  and  coming  in  contact 

with  your  gold,  will  prevent  solder  from  flowing  properly,  and,  as  a  con- 
sequence, you  usually  think  you  have  not  enough  heat,  and  in  trying  to 

make  the  solder  flow  by  increasing  the  heat,  you  usually  burn  your  bands 

or  crowns  and  whatever  else  you  are  soldering,  beyond  repair.  If  plaster 

is  dropped  on  the  floor,  see  that  it  is  brushed  up  immediately,  before  it  is 

tramped  in.      It  only  takes  a  minute  and  saves  a  lot. 

So   let    cleanliness   be   your    first   motto. 

Soldering  Bands.  In  soldering  a  band  with  a  butt  joint,  be  sure  to 

have  both  sides  of  your  joint  squared  with  a  broad  flat  file,  butted  evenly 

together,  and  the  bur  edge  made  by  the  file,  on  both  sides  of  your  joint, 

scraped  or  filed  off  before  attempting  to  run  the  solder.  Solder  will  not 

flow  across  this  bur  edge. 

Removing  Bridge  from  Plaster  Cast.  One  often  has  trouble  in  removing 

a  bridge  from  a  plaster  cast  and  I  know  of  nothing  more  annoying  than 

to  have  your  beautifully  fitted  ground  and  waxed  bridge  fall  to  pieces, 

while  cutting  it  off  the  plaster  model.  An  almost  sure  way  to  prevent  this 

is  to  wax  a  piece  of  wire  (german  silver  preferred)  to  the  lingual  side  of 

the  bridge  as  a  support  to  the  crowns  and  abutments,  thus  holding  them 

in  place  until  you  can  get  them  into  the  investment. 

Lingual  Bar.  When  you  want  to  make  a  lingual  bar  for  a  lower 

plate  and  do  not  have  an  oval  gold  bar  of  the  right  dimensions,  a  good 

way  to  make  one  is  to  lightly  burnish  pure  gold  to  the  model,  then  lay  a 

piece  of  clasp  wire  on  top  of  the  pure  gold  and  flow  liberally  with  solder 
between  the  two  and  trim  off  as  desired. 

Solder  in  Strips.  In  soldering  bridges,  have  you  tried  having  your 

solder  cut  in  strips  instead  of  small  squares?      It  is  much  easier  after  a 
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little  practice.  Solder  may  be  bought  in  long  strips  from  the  gold  dealers, 

but  if  you  have  not  the  long  strips,  you  can  cut  the  dwt.  pieces  that  come 

in  the  envelopes  lengthwise,  two  or  three  pieces.  After  the  case  is  heated 

up  you  feed  the  strips  of  solder  into  the  space  between  the  backing  and  the 

cap  of  a  Richmond  crown  or  the  backing  and  the  gold  cusp  of  a  bicuspid 

or  molar  dummy  and  you  will  find  it  is  much  easier  than  by  laying  in 

the  pieces  cut  small.  A  little  pressure  from  the  tweezers  seems  to  force 

the  solder  into  the  crevices,  where  otherwise  it  might  not  run.  You  can 

also,  by  getting  just  the  right  heat,  build  up  one  layer  upon  another,  which 

is  very  useful  in  building  an  inner  cusp  on  a  bicuspid  Richmond  crown. 

Of  course,  you  hold  the  solder  in  a  paii  of  long  tweezers. 

Melting  Scrap  Cold.  Do  you  melt  your  own  gold  scrap?  The  great 

obstacle  to  this,  I  suppose,  is  that  the  majority  of  dentists  do  not  possess 

rolls,  but  you  can  usually  get  the  use  of  a  set  from  a  jeweler  or  a  more 

fortunate  brother.  They  cost  about  $30.00.  Many  dentists  say  that 

when  they  melt  their  scrap,  it  cracks  when  they  roll  it  out.  The  difficulty 

here  is  that  some  foreign  matter  has  got  mixed  with  the  gold.  A  small 

scrap  of  mellotes  metal  mixed  with  many  dwts.  of  22K  scrap  will  spoil  it 

entirely.  I  also  pay  particular  attention  to  cut  off  all  pieces  having  solder 

attached  because  this  will  make  it  refractory.  Pick  out  each  piece  with 

the  tweezers  and  see  that  it  has  no  foreign  matter  adhered  to  it.  It  is 

rather  tedious  work,  but  it  repays  one.  The  pieces  with  solder  attached 

I  send  to  the  refinery.  The  best  way  to  melt  it  is  on  a  hollowed  charcoal 

with  a  blowpipe  and  bellows.  If  you  have  a  suitable  iron  ingot  to  run  it 

in,  so  much  the  better;  if  not,  let  it  cool  on  the  coal,  flattening  if  possible, 

with  the  face  of  a  hammer  or  other  instrument,  while  still  hot.  It  is  more 

apt  to  crack  on  the  edges  if  left  to  cool  on  the  coal  than  if  poured  into 

the  ingot,  but  the  cracks  will  not  be  deep  as  a  rule.  If  poured  into  an 

ingot,  there  will  not  be  cracks.  Ingot  and  stand  can  be  purchased  from 

jewelry  supply  houses   for  about  $2.50. 

To  Prevent  Plaster  from  Sticking  to  Finished  Plates.  In  making  rubbei 

plates,  a  great  annoyance  is  the  time  required  to  clean  the  plaster  model 

from  the  palatine  side  of  the  plate.  Brushing  is  often  injurious,  as  it 

polishes  off  the  parts  that  fit  into  the  rugae  and  spoils  the  perfect  adapta- 

tion. Few  varnishes  are  any  good,  as  they  have  to  be  put  on  thick,  again 

spoiling  the  fit.  I  have  tried  a  great  many  things,  but  find  that  an  applica- 

tion of  dilute  water-glass  is  the  betl  thing  I  have  10  far  used.  Water-glass 

is  a  preparation  sold  at  the  druggists  for  preserving  egg».  I  he  pai  kage  I 

have  cost  25  cents  and  will  last  me  a  long  time,  as  we  dilute  it  one  to 

three.  We  paint  the  cast  after  leparftting  and  boiling  out  the  wax.  lightly, 

with  the  watrr-glass,  and  while  we  are  packing  the  rubber  We  id  the  lower 

half  of  the  flask  near  the  gas  fust  enough  heat  to  dry  the 
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water-glass  into  the  cast.      Close  and  vulcanize  as  usual.      Try  this  and 
you  will  be  pleased  with  the  results  when  you  dig  out  the  plaster. 

Repairing  Cum  Section  Plates.  Block  teeth  are  fast  going  out  of  date, 
but  we  still  have  an  occasional  one  for  repairs.  Often  the  front  block  has 
been  bitten  off  owing  to  the  pins  giving  way  in  the  block.  It  is  a  difficult 
matter  to  get  a  suitable  block  for  the  case.  If  you  will  take  the  old  block 
and  with  a  carborundum  disc  cut  a  dovetail  in  the  lingual  edge  back  of 
each  tooth,  you  will  find  that  it  will  hold  even  better  than  the  original  pins. 

Investing  Material.  There  are  a  great  many  materials  for  the  invest- 

ment of  bridges  while  in  the  process  of  soldering,  some  good,  some  bad 
and  some  indifferent.  Some  melt  under  strong  heat,  others  crack  under 

like  conditions,  others  are  disagreeable  to  handle.  Some  take  a  long  time 
to  dry  out,  etc.  I  have  tried  a  great  many,  but  have  given  up  their  use 
for  one  fault  or  another.  For  the  past  three  or  four  years,  I  have  been 
using  common  sand  and  plaster  mixed  in  about  equal  proportions  and  I 
like  it  much  better  than  any  I  have  yet  used.  It  will  stand  an  enormous 

heat  and  will  not  crack,  two  splendid  qualities!  It  also  dries  out  very 
quickly,  losing  its  moisture  very  rapidly.  This  is  especially  appreciated 
in  a  laboratory  where  time  counts  considerably.  Recently  I  have  tried  a 
white  sand,  sieved  somewhat  finer  than  what  I  have  been  using,  but  it  did 
not    dry    out    so    quickly. 
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AN  ANSWER  TO  AN  ARTICLE  WHICH  APPEARED 

IN   "THE  DENTAL  DIGEST,"   MAY,   1915 
WRITTEN  BY  MR.  JULIUS  WEISS 

OF  VIENNA,  AUSTRIA 

C.  A.  Murray,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S.,  Moncton,  N.B. 

Read    before    x»\\     Brunswick    Dental    Society,    St.    Stephen,    July,    1916. 

Undoubtedly  all  of  you  have  perused  with  much  interest  the  excellent 

article  by  Dr.  C.  W.  El'iot,  of  Harvard  University,  entitled  "America 

and  the  Issues  of  the  European  War,"  which  appeared  some  months  ago 

in  "The  Dental  Digest,"  and  you  have  probably  read  with  equal  interest 
— if  not  undoubted  surprise — the  article  by  Mr.  Julius  Weiss,  of  Vienna, 
Austria,  published  in  the  May  issue.  It  was  intimated  that  the  appearance 

of  those  two  articles  closed  the  subject  so  far  as  "The  Dental  Digest" 
was  concerned,  but  was  such  a  decision  on  their  part  fair?  They  have 

published  the  American  view  and  also  the  Austrian  view,  whilst  among 

the  "Digest's"  readers  there  are  hundreds  of  Canadians  who  have  a  right 
in  fairness  to  expect  that  their  view  shall  equally  be  heard. 

As  a  Canadian  people  we  hold  a  peculiar  position;  our  geographical, 

social,  industrial  and  commercial  interests  are  of  this  continent,  and  in  no 

small  degree  common  with  those  of  the  people  of  the  United  States.  Poli- 

tically, however,  we  are  a  self-governing  people,  practically  as  free  as 

those  of  the  United  States,  but  by  alliance  we  belong  to  a  world-wide  Em- 

pire, to  which  we  are  attached  by  the  slenderest  of  political  ties  and  the 

strongest  of  sentiment  and  sympathy.  We  love  our  Mother  Country,  be- 

cause of  the  protection  she  has  given  us,  because  of  the  splendid  stand  she 

has  taken  in  the  promotion  of  civilizing  influences  throughout  the  world, 

and,  above  all,  to  paraphrase  an  expression  by  an  American  politician  some 

years  ago  of  a  professional  candidate,  "We  love  her  for  the  enemies  she  has 

made." 
I  he  limits  of  the  space  which  could  reasonably  be  at  one's  disposal  in 

a  paper  of  this  kind  preclude  the  possibility  of  criticizing  or  answering  in 

detail  the  many  extraordinary  statements  made  by  Mr.  Weiss  in  his  attack 

upon  Great  Britain,  rather  than  in  defence  of  his  own  country. 

One  would  imagine  from  reading  Mr.  Weiss'  article  that  the  career 
of  Great  Britain,  as  a  world  power,  has  been  that  of  unquestioned  oppres- 

sion of  other  nations  and  powers. 

Apparently  your  Austrian  critic  has  never  heard  of  the  oppression 

visited  by  Austria  upon  the  people  of  Hungary  when  some  patriots  in  thai 

country  rose  and  sought  to  obtain  the  emancipation  of  its  people;  he  has 

apparently  never  heard  of  the  partition  of  Poland  and  the  callous  treatment 

of  that  downtrodden  people;  nor  of  the  infamies  attached  to  Austrian  rule 
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in  many  parts  of  Italy  in  the  centuries  gone  by,  the  very  memory
  of  which 

makes  to-day  the  name  of  Austria  a  detested  one  to  all  patriotic  Italians.
 

Your  Austrian  critic  apparently  has  never  heard  of  the  story  of  little 

Switzerland,  or  the  invasions  of  the  free  Cantons,  or  of  the  battles  fou
ght 

by  a  brave  people  against  Austrian  tyranny.  He  can,  however,  see 
 only 

one  political  monster  among  the  nations  of  the  world,  and  that  monst
er  is 

the  little  country  lying  off  the  northwest  coast  of  Europe,  from  whose
  loins 

has  sprung  the  sons  and  daughters,  who,  sailing  across  the  temp
estuous 

seas  of  many  oceans,  have  laid  the  foundations  of  a  chain  of  dau
ghter  free 

countries  which  encircle  the  world. 

Playing  like  an  unskilful  harpist  upon  an  instrument,  to  extract
  from 

which  the  truest  of  harmony  he  lacks  the  magic  touch,  he  seeks  to  appeal  to 

the    "Digest's"    constituency    for    sympathy    on    the    score   that   when   the 

United  Colonies  rebelled  against  Great  Britain  in   1  776  there  was  natural 

resistance  by  the  latter.      Supposing  that  be  true,   what  of  it?      This  is 

neither  the  time  nor  the  place  for  its  discussion.     Indeed,  it  is  unnecessary 

to  discuss  the  aspects  of  that  question,  but  permit  me  to  come  a  little  nearer 

to  modern  days,   and  recall  the  Civil  War  in  that  country,  between  the 

North  and  the  South.      The  struggle  between  their  revolting  colonies  and 

Great  Britain  was  just  as  much  a  civil  war  as  the  struggle  between  the 

States  of  the  North  and  the  South.     When  the  Civil  War  was  ended,  their 

statesmen,  like  broadminded  men,  set  aside  the  natural  feelings  of  bitter- 

ness which  had  been  engendered  by  the  unhappy  strife,  and  with  tradi- 

tional English-speaking  spirit,  extended  the  hand  of  friendship  to  the  de- 

feated   foe,    and   the   country   once   more   united.      The   statesmen   of   the 

South   accepted   the  proffered   hand   of    friendship    from   the   statesmen   of 

the  North,  and  yielding  to  a  superior  force,  accepted  the  inevitable,  and 

from  that  day  to  this  they  have  been  working  together  to  build  up  the  Re- 

public into  a  mighty  and  prosperous  nation.     The  politician  in  that  coun- 

try who  to-day  would  seek  to  dwe>ll  upon  the  past  of  that  unhappy  strife 

would  be  a  greater  traitor  to  the  welfare  and  well-being  of  the  United 

States  of  America  than  the  man  who  under  a  mistaken  idea  fired  the  shot 

upon  the  Stars  and  Stripes  at  Fort  Sumter.     We,  who  belong  to  the  British 

Empire,  have  accepted  the  decision  of  the  revolting  "Thirteen 
 Colonies" 

and  endeavored  reasonably  and  fairly  to  work  with  the  people  of  the  United 

States  of  America  for  the  betterment  of  the  world. 

Why  should  not  the  same  principles  which  apply  to  the  post-bellum 

relations  of  the  North  and  South  apply  also  to  their  relations  as  a  people 

to  those  of  the  British  Empire?  It  is  child's  play  to  speak  of  the  British 

Empire  as  a  military  power.  We  in  Canada  took  no  part  in  the  contest  in 

Europe  because  of  compulsion  or  of  conscription.  Our  choice  was  volun- 

tarily made.  It  was  the  choice  of  a  free  people,  free  to  act  or  not  act,  as 

we  choose,  but  our  statesmen  and  our  leaders,  and  indeed  all  our  people 

saw  that  the  issues  involved  pertained  not  to  Europe  alone,  but  were  funda- 
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mental  to  modern  civilization  and  free  democratic  political  institutions.  A 

defeat  for  those  principles  upon  the  battlefields  of  Europe  would  sooner 

or  later  have  transferred  the  struggle  against  autocracy  from  Europe  to  this 

continent.  According  to  our  right  as  a  Canadian  people  we  have  chosen 

to  participate  in  that  fight,  because  we  sympathized  with  the  Allies  in  their 
attitude  towards  the  fundamental  issues  which  are  involved. 

Space  will  not  permit  me  entering  into  a  detailed  criticism  of  the  many 

rash  and  unsupported  statements  made  by  Mr.  Weiss,  but  a  reference  to  one 

or  two  must  suffice.  He  speaks  of  the  tragedy  of  Sarajevo.  Who  defends 

it?  The  Allies  do  not.  No  words  more  eloquent  in  denouncing  that 

tragedy  could  fall  from  Austrian  lips  than  have  fallen  from  those  lisping 

the  speech  of  Shakespeare,  but  Mr.  Weiss  forgets  that  there  was  a  tragedy 

antecedent  to  the  tragedy  of  Sarajevo.  It  was  when  Austria,  backed 

by  Germany,  acting  as  a  superior  force,  tore  in  twain  the  Treaty  of  Berlin, 

and  seized  as  an  integral  part  of  the  Austrian  empire  territory  which 

was  not  ceded  to  it  by  the  concert  of  Europe,  and  which  ethnologically 

belonged  to  Serbia. 

Rankling  under  a  sense  of  the  racial  injustice  done  by  one  tyrant  power 

aided  by  another,  some  misguided  men  plotted  the  assassination.  There 

is  not  one  particle  of  evidence  that  this  assassination  was  other  than  the 

act  of  individuals.  It  was,  however,  made  the  pretext  for  imposing  upon 

Serbia  a  punishment,  based  upon  conditions  which  no  self-respecting  power, 

great  or  small,  could  have  accepted. 

This  Austrian  critic  further  states  that  Great  Britain  apparently  was 

the  aggressor,  because  she  urged  Belgium  to  resist  the  passing  of  the  German 

army  over  her  soil.  Surely  before  a  constituency  of  intelligent  men  and 

women  it  is  unnecessary  to  answer  this  argument  or  point  out  its  absurdity. 

Dr.  Elliot  has  done  this  conclusively,  but  assume,  for  the  sake  or  argument, 

that  Great  Britain  had  agreed  to  guarantee  the  integrity  of  neutrality  of 

Belgium,  what  wrong  was  there  in  so  doing?  Prussia  had  done  the  same 

— and  virtually  Germany.  The  simplicity  of  Mr.  Weiss'  contention  that 
Germany  merely  asked  permission  of  Belgium  to  pass  through  her  ter- 

ritory, and  that  by  its  granting  no  untoward  consequences  would  follow, 

must  be  evident  to  the  most  casual  reader.  Supposing  that  Belgium  had 

granted  the  request,  how  could  Germany  guarantee  that  the  Belgian  people 

would  not  have  suffered?  Pause  for  a  moment  and  ask,  "What  was  the 

objective  aim  of  the  German  army  by  passing  through  Belgium?"  The 
invasion  of  France  was  undoubtedly  that  aim.  Is  it  common  sense  to  sup- 

pose that  if  Belgium  had  granted  the  permission  to  Germany  that  France 

would  refrain  for  one  moment  from  invading  Belgium  and  meet  the 

advancing  German  enemy  upon  Belgian  soil?  If  so,  how  much  belier 

off  would  the  people  of  Belgium  be  under  that  condition  than  now?  To 

have  been  logical  and  fair,  the  Belgian  people  should  also  grant  the  French 

army  permission  to  pass  through  its  territory  and  invade  Germany.      What 
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then  would  happen?  Belgium  would  become  the  battlefield  upon  which 

the  two  contending  armies  would  meet.  The  drift  of  the  Austrian  critic's 
contention  is  that  Belgium  was  urged  to  enter  the  war  by  Great  Britain 

and  France,  and  that  Gieat  Britain  especially  had  made  arrangements 

with  Belgium  to  conduct  the  war.  This  contention  has  been  again  and 

again    answered    sufficiently    to   satisfy    the   American   people    of   its   utter 

absurdity. 

The  naval  power  of  Great  Britain  is  also  a  subject  for  severe  criticism 

by  Mr.  Weiss,  but  there  was  a  time  in  Austrian  history  when  the  hopes 

of  Austria  rose  and  fell  in  proportion  as  that  naval  power  won  its  victories 

or  sustained  defeats  upon  the  sea.  If  Austria  lived  through  the  nineteenth 

century  to  the  dawn  of  the  twentieth,  as  it  has,  it  is  due  to  the  circum- 

stance that  the  very  power  which  Mr.  Weiss  to-day  denounced  as  being 

opposed  to  human  liberty  stood  manfully  for  the  cause  of  the  freedom  of 

Austria,  in  common  with  other  continental  countries,  throughout  the  Na- 

poleonic wars. 

To  bring  the  matter  down  to  recent  times,  would  you  permit  me  to 

ask   Mr.   Weiss   "whether   the   attitude  of   Great   Britain  during  the  war 

between    the   United   States    and   Spain    told    against   human    freedom    or 

not?      Which  action  in  the  harbor  of  Manila,  when  the  American  ships 

were  cleared  for  action,  told  in  favor  of  the  United  States,  the  German  or 

the   British  fleet's  attitude?"      If  the  British   fleet  is  simply  a  power   for 

aggression,  piracy  and  oppression,  as  Mr.  Weiss  contends,  will  he  kindly 

tell  us  which  American  ship  has  been  sunk  or  torpedoed  by  the  powerful 

British  navy  during  the  present  war,  and  what  is  the  name  of  the  American 

citizen    (man,  woman  or  child)   who  has  been  sunk  by  a  British  warship 

and  sent  without  warning  to  a  terrible  death?      Mr.  Weiss  prates  about 

the  Allies  using  so-called  colored  troops  in  their  armies.     What  about  the 

Teutonic  allies?     What  about  the  savages  employed  by  Turkey?     What 

about  the  massacre  of  thousands  of  Christians  by  the  Kurds?     What  about 

the  proclaiming   of   a   Holy  War   against   Christian  nations,   to   serve  the 

purpose  of  the  Teutonic  allies?     It  is  true  that  the  Allies,  and  notably  Great 

Britain,  have  employed  in  the  present  war  troops  of  races  other  than  our 

own,  and  notably  so  from  India,  but  Mr.  Weiss  should  not  forget  that  the 

troops   from   India   are  volunteer   troops,    coming   from   no   sense   of   com- 

pulsion, inspired  by   appreciation  of  the  justice,  with  which  their  peoples 

are  being  treated  under  British  administration;  but  above  all,  this  Austrian 

critic  should  not  forget  that  these  peoples  belong   to  a  civilization  which 

was  represented  by  great  and  mighty  powers  and  a  comparatively  highly- 

advanced  civilization  when  the   ancestors  of  the  Austrian  critic,   like  our 

ancestors,    were    emerging    from    the    rudest    savagery    and    only    stretching 

forth  to  reach  the  lowest  rung  upon  the  ladder  of  human  progress. 

Dr.   GODSOE:      Dr.    Murray  has  shown  by  his  paper  that  he  is   far 

above  criticism.      I  have  listened  with  a  great  deal  of  interest.     A  patriotic 
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Canadian  he  is,  and  I  only  feel,  therefore,  that  if  circumstances  were 

such  he  would  now  be  in  the  trenches.  This  paper  of  Dr.  Elliot  and  that 

of  Dr.  Weiss  I  have  not  had  the  pleasure  of  reading.  It  does  seem  strange 

that  there  has  been  no  reply  to  it,  and  all  Canadians  will  appreciate  the 

efforts  which  Dr.  Murray  has  jusit  put  forth  when  they  read  it  in  one 

of  our  journals.      I  wish  again  to  express  my  appreciation  of  his  efforts. 

Clinics 

ILLUSTRATING  THE  COMPLETION  OF  A  CAST 

GOLD  MOLAR  CROWN 

Jas.  M.  Magee,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  St.  John,  N.B. 

I 'resented  before  New  Brunswick  Dental  Association,  St.  Stephen,  July,  l(Jlf>. 

The  lingual  side  having  split  off  a  lower  first  molar  far  below  the  gum 

line,  thereby  dislodging  two  large  proximo-occlusal  amalgam  fillings  only 

a  portion  of  the  buccal  side,  though  healthy  and  strong,  was  left  standing. 

Amalgam  is  first  built  to  form  a  tapering  stump  for  the  last  portion,  and  the 

buccal  side  is  trimmed  away  to  taper  correspondingly. 

A  band  of  30-gauge  22  carat  gold  is  first  fashioned  to  pass  slightly 

under  the  gum  all  around.  While  fitting  accurately  the  taper  of  the  stump 

permits  its  easy  removal.  Plenty  of  space  is  left,  so  "that  its  upper  edges 
are  quite  free  from  contact  with  the  opposing  upper  molar  when  the  teeth 

are  closed.  A  mass  of  inlay  pattern  wax  is  now  softened  and  pressed 

quickly  into  and  over  the  top  of  this  band,  and  the  jaws  are  vigorously 

closed,  pressing  the  still  plastic  wax  firmly  against  the  proximal  surfaces 

of  the  second  bicuspid  and  second  molar  as  far  down  as  the  normal  contact 

points.  The  jaws  are  held  closed  until  the  wax  hardens.  Then  with  a 

finger  on  top  of  the  wax  for  fear  of  possible  dislodgment  the  whole  "thing," 
wax  and  band  together,  is  coaxed  off  the  stump  with  aid  of  an  instrument. 

The  saliva  is  dried  off,  and  melted  pattern  wax  is  added  for  a  complete 

contour  of  that  part  of  the  crown  not  already  covered  in  taking  the  bile. 

The  wax  must  extend  almost  to  the  gingival  edge  of  the  band,  and  care 

must  be  exercised  that  on  the  proximal  surfaces  the  contact  points  be  not 

obliterated,  either  by  having  a  little  too  much  added  or  by  melting  away 

any  of  that  already  forced  there  by  the  bite.  Too  great  a  lump  anywhere 

else  than  at  a  contact  point,  either  proximally  or  occlusally,  does  not  make 

any  difference.     These  points  must  not  be  violated. 

The  surplus  wax  is  now  trimmed  away  and  cusps  and  sulci  formed. 

The  wax  inside  the  band  is  now  cut  away  until  you  can  see  light  quite 

plainly. 

A  sprue  wire  is  now  melted  into  a  cusp  and  the  crown  is  fully  com- 

pleted by  casting  and  polishing. 
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NERVE  BROACHES 

L.  H.  Somers,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  Moncton,  N.B. 

Presented  before  New  Brunswick  Dental  Association,  St.  Stephen,  X.L!.. 
July,   1915. 

Cut  English  piano  wire  No.  7  into  lengths  of  two,  two  and  one-half, 

three  and  three  and  one-half  inches.  After  making  a  two-inch  length  of 

wire  as  straight  as  possible  by  manipulating  with  fingers  or  with  horn 

mallet  on  lead  block,  place  in  a  small  chuck  nose  pin  vise.  Clamp  a 

smooth  block  of  hardwood,  four  and  one-half  inches  long  and  one  inch 

wide,  in  bench  vise  and  screw  to  place;  make  a  straight  groove  in  block 

that  will  allow  wire  to  bed  about  half  its  diameter,  with  handle  of  chuck 

nose  pin  vise  holding  wire  in  groove;  start  a  No.  3  file,  one  and  one-half 

inches  from  butt,  and  carry  cut  with  continuous  and  slightly  increasing 

pressure  to  end  of  wire.  Turn  the  wire  slightly  as  you  repeat  with  second 

stroke,  and  continue  the  filing,  using  a  No.  4  file  as  the  required  diameter 

is  approached.  It  is  absolutely  necessary  for  a  good  broach  to  have  a 

continuous  curve  from  tip  to  butt,  and  should  be  made  on  the  same  prin- 

ciple as  a  good  trout  or  salmon  rod.  After  testing  for  straight  places  and 

finding  a  continuous  curve  place  between  cutting  or  polishing  surfaces  of 

two  large  discs,  turning  broach  at  starting  of  engine  and  pulling  through 

from  butt  to  tip.  After  making  a  few  two-inch  broaches  try  the  more 

difficult  lengths  up  to  four  inches.  With  a  few  threads  of  cotton  on  hand- 

made smooth  broach  you  can  frequently  spin  out  the  contents  of  a  slightly 

gangrenous  pulp  that  would  cut  to  pieces  with  a  barbed  broach.  It  is  not 

necessary  to  make  every  broach  round,  although  the  majority  should  be. 

Occasionally  you  will  find  an  oval  canal  in  which  a  broach  with  a  flat 

side  will  work  well.  With  practice  any  dentist  can  make  as  fine  a  broach 

as  can  be  used.  The  diameter  of  English  piano  wire  can  be  reduced  to 

almost  a  hair  in  size,  and  will  work  with  silk  like  temper,  and  absolutely 

safe.  While  I  use  barbed  broaches  in  canals  as  a  rule,  I  also  find  great 

satisfaction  in  the  use  of  hand-made  broaches  from  English  piano  wire. 
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A  TRIP  IN  WAR  TIMES 

A.  W.  Thornton,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S.,  Montreal,  Que.,  Dean  of  McGill 

University   Dental   Department,    Montreal. 

I  left  Montreal  on  Friday  morning,  August  6th,  on  the  steamer  "Cor 

inthian,"  of  the  Allan  Line,  for  Havre.  We  came  on  board  Thursday 
evening.  Many  precautions  were  observed  to  prevent  any  form  of  mishap; 

every  passenger  was  carefully  scrutinized,  and  strangers  were  not  allowed 

near  the  ship. 

I  had  left  on  the  steamer  "Athenia"  on  July  4th,  a  year  previous. 
What  a  change  a  year  had  produced.  The  very  nature  of  the  passengers 

had  changed.  Last  year  the  list  was  made  up  of  the  usual  summer  tour- 

ists, ordinary  people — legislators,  clergymen,  physicians,  etc. — on  a  sum- 
mer holiday  trip.  No  one  thought  of  danger.  No  one  wondered  if  the 

hold  were  full  of  explosives;  there  was  no  talk  of  German  submarines;  no 

one  dreaded  an  impromptu  visit  from  air  craft  of  any  description.  No  one 

thought  of  military  hospitals,  or  wounded  soldiers  or  unmarked  graves. 

On  our  trip  last  year  there  were  few  women  unaccompanied  by  male 

friends,  or  if  no  "men  folk"  were  along,  they  (the  women)  were  travelling 
in  twos  and  threes.  Married  women  with  husbands,  children  and  maids 

were  on  every  boat.  There  was  no  wondering  hour  after  hour,  "What 

about  the  war?"  There  was  no  dread  uncertainty  about  "conditions  on 

the  other  side."  Passports  were  looked  upon  as  "curios"  and  of  little 

importance;  there  was  no  kind  of  Government  "red  tape"  to  provide  civil 
servants  with  a  semblance  of  work — an  excuse  to  draw  their  salaries.  In 

1914  everyone  on  board  had  been  congratulated  on  the  prospect  of  an 

ocean  voyage,  and  a  trip  to  "famous  London  Town."  This  year  our 
friends  dreaded  the  thought  of  our  going. 

Last  year  there  was  a  joyful  looking  forward  to  travel  in  the  cities, 

towns  and  villages  of  the  country  of  which  many  had  dreamed — Great 

Britain.  "The  stately  homes  of  England,"  Bonnie  Scotland,  with  its  blue- 
bells and  heather;  Ireland  (the  green  isle)  with  its  brogues  and  its  bogs, 

its  mirth  and  its  mourning — all  were  to  become  visualized — enjoyed.  There 

was  no  dreaded  war  zone  to  be  gone  through — but  all  looked  with  joyful 

anticipation  to  the  first  sight  of  land.  Now  all  was  changed,  a  certain 

fear,  was  in  every  mind. 

No  sooner  had  we  left  Quebec  than  orders  were  given  to  swing  out 

the  lifeboats  (Fig.  I.),  and  we  maintained  this  precautionary  measure 

during  the  entire  trip,  for  it  nad  been  reported  to  the  captain  that  German 

submarines  had  been  seen  in  the  Gulf  of  St.  Lawrence.  Port  holes  were 

all  closed  and  darkened.  While  there  was  not  at  any  time  any  appear- 

ance or  manifestation  of  fear,  yet  in  every  mind  there  was  a  consciousness 

of  war's  dreaded  possibilities. 
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A  company  of  sixty  men  from  the  Fiji  Islands  (Fig.  II.)  had  come 

to  Montreal  a  few  days  before  we  sailed,  and  the  knowledge  that  these 

men  were  to  be  on  board  gave  to  some  a  sense  of  security,  for  it  was  felt 

that  possibly  the  War  Office  would  provide  an  escort  as  we  approached 

Xo.l.   The  Lifeboat  swung  out. 

the  war  zone.  But  the  ship's  officers  soon  dispelled  all  such  notions,  assur- 

ing each  and  all  that  no  such  protection  would  be  afforded;  that  the  men 

of  the  company  were  travelling  as  ordinary  passengers,  and  that  only  once 

(when  the  first  contingent  crossed)  had  an  escort  been  provided  for  any 

other  than  strictly  troopships.      The  feeling  of  satisfaction,  because  of  the 

No.    5.      Fijian    Non-Coms. 

presence  of  the  "Fijis"  soon  turned  to  a  feeling  of  uneasiness,  as  it  was 
ielt  that  the  presence  of  troops  on  the  ship  might  justify  the  Germans  in 

-ending  a  torpedo  into  her.  Out  of  respect  for  the  feelings  of  the  other 

passengers  the  men   of  the  contingent  donned   "mufti"   as  we   approached 
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the  war  zone,  but  as  some  of  them  had  no  civilian  clothes  the  makeshifts 

in  many  instances  were  very  amusing.  The  junior  lieutenant  was  the  tallest 

man  on  the  ship,  six  feet  two  in  his  stockings,  and  he  appeared  wearing 

a  long  bath  robe  and  a  huge  Panama  hat,  which  a  lady  passenger  had 

kindly  loaned  him.  As  the  bath  robe  was  of  the  highly  gaudy  pattern 

and  the  lady's  hat  was  gorgeously  trimmed,  the  effect  may  be  more  easily 
imagined  than  described.  Lieutenant  Shepherd  draped  a  shawl  about  his 

well-knit  frame,  and  its  graceful  folds  gave  him  the  appearance  of  a  chief 

of  some  distinguished  tribe  of  "ancient  and  honorable  Fijians."  (Fig.  III.) 
But  the  Fijians  were  a  fine  crowd  of  fellows,  and  their  universal  good 

nature,  their  courtesy  to  all  ladies,  their  contributions  to  several  concerts 

on  shipboard,  and  their  presence  at  the  church  service  the  second  Sunday 

"out"  endeared  them  to  many  of  the  passengers,  and  all  will  join  in  wish- 

ing them  "God-speed." 

No.   ::.    Lieut.   Shepherd   in    Mufti. 

The  trip  down  the  St.  Lawrence  was  the  usual  enjoyable  one,  even 

for  those  who  had  been  over  it  many  times  before.  For  one  day — "off  the 

banks" — the  weather  was  quite  cold,  as  it  always  is,  but  after  that  one 

day  it  began  to  warm  up,  and  the  ship's  officers  said  that  they  had  never 
seen  such  beautifully  warm  weather,  and  such  smooth  water  to  continue 

during  the  trip. 

Under  any  circumstances  a  trip  in  war  time  was  bound  to  be  some- 

what tense,  but  when  it  become  known  the  third  day  out  that  the  wireless 

apparatus  was  practically  out  of  commission,  and  when  the  passengers 

saw  it  taken  down  to  try  to  discover,  if  possible,  where  the  trouble  was, 

and  then  to  be  told  after  the  wires  were  replaced  that  the  condition  was  "no 

better" — well,  to  say  the  least,  it  created  a  feeling  of  uneasiness.     The  ship 
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had  cleared  for  Havre,  France,  but  the  officers  said  there  was  not  much 

probability  of  landing  at  that  port,  as  they  had  not  done  so  on  any  east- 

bound  voyage  during  the  entire  season.  On  previous  voyages  orders  con- 

cerning submarine  activities  and  ports  of  landing  had  been  received  from 

the  Admiralty  on  approaching  the  war  zone.  But  now  nothing  could  be 

received.  "Double  watch"  was  the  order  of  the  day.  All  lifeboats  were 

made  ready.  Boat  drill  made  each  man  acquainted  with  his  place  and 

work. 

To  add  to  the  intensity  of  the  feeling  we  had  a  death  and  burial  at 

sea,  a  new  experience  to  many.  The  death  (a  child's)  had  taken  place  at 

three  o'clock  in  the  morning — the  burial  at  four  in  the  afternoon.  It  was 

a  solemn  sight  to  see  the  captain,  in  full  uniform,  conduct  the  service.  The 

body  was  covered  with  the  Union  Jack.  The  passengers  stood  uncovered 

about  the  body  on  the  starboard  side  of  the  afterdeck.  The  engines  were 

stopped,  the  bells  tolled  fore  and  aft.  At  the  words,  "We  commit,"  etc., 
two  seamen,  standing  one  on  each  side  of  the  body,  raised  one  end  of  the 

No.    4.    Burial  at   Sea. 

platform  on  which  it  lay  and  the  body  slid  into  the  sea — and  disappeared — 

till  the  earth  and  s&a  shall  give  up  their  dead. 

That  same  evening,  as  we  came  up  from  dinner  about  six-forty-five,  the 

cry  rang  out  "Man  overboard!"  In  a  moment  the  telegraph  sounded, 

"Fu//  speed  astern"  the  whistle  sounded  the  alarm,  a  crew  manned  a  life- 

boat, the  captain's  voice  was  heard,  "Throw  over  that  life  buoy";  the 

crew  jumped  into  the  boat,  and  "lower  away"  was  heard.  In  just  three 
minutes  from  the  time  the  first  cry  was  heard  the  boat,  fully  manned,  was 

in  the  water,  and  clear  of  the  davits,  the  first  officer  was  at  the  tiller,  those 

watching  heard  the  officer's  cry,  "Pull  away!"  "Steady  there!"  and  once 

again  British  seamen  had  demonstrated  that  the  stories,  the  traditions,  the 

deeds  of  the  past  were  still  being  maintained.  Slowly  the  ship  was  seen  to 

turn  to  the  port  side.  She  circled  around  the  men  in  the  lifeboat.  All  eyes 

were  strained  to  catch  a  glimpse  of  the  man.  The  little  boat,  now  on  the 

crest  of  a  gentle  swell,  now  lost  to  sight  in  the  trough,  was  eagerly  watched, 
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but  after  waiting  and  watching — just  as  a  glorious  sun  gilded  the  clouds  in 

the  west — we  saw  the  men  pull  towards  the  ship.  Their  brave  attempt 

at  rescue  had  been  in  vain;  a  member  of  the  crew  had,  as  he  said  just  before 

jumping  overboard,  "gone  ashore." 

No    2.      The    Fijian s. 

But  the  unfortunate  day  had  not  closed.  We  had  run  dark  all  the 

way,  no  lights  on  deck,  no  portholes  open.  About  nine  o'clock  that  night 
the  most  piercing  cries  again  startled  the  ship. 

The  woman  who  had  seen  the  man  go  overboard  was  sitting  on  the 

So.   •;.    Fijia  n   <  >fflcers. 

deck,  when  one  of  the  ship's  officers,  in  white  trousers  and  white  coat, 
passed  her.  The  shock  was  too  great,  she  lost  control  of  herself,  and 

there  was  a  case  of  very  pronounced  hysteria.  A  couple  of  the  Fiji  boys 

carried  her  to  her  stateroom,  and  a  couple  of  nurses  took  her  in  charge,  and 
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the  pent-up  feelings  of  the  passengers  were  given  a  chance  to 
 become  as 

nearly  normal  as  possible. 

Next  morning  we  knew  that  we  were  in  the  war  zone — the  clanger  zone. 

How  anxiously  we  scanned  every  vessel  that  appeared  on  the  hori
zon.  How 

our  hearts  beat  as  we  saw  two  vessels  approach,  and  saw  throu
gh  glasses 

that  guns  were  mounted  fore  and  aft.  Then  they  came  
alongside— and 

spoke  to  our  "skipper."  Oh!  what  a  relief;  they  were  torpedo  b
oat  de- 

stroyers. For  hours  they  kept  in  sight  or  circled  around  us.  Then  w
e 

heard  the  captain  of  one  say  to  our  skipper,  "We  will  report 
 you  at  Havre," 

and  they  steamed  away.  Soon  in  the  distance  we  saw  the 
 headland  of 

Havre.  We  were  near  to  safety,  and  at  sundown  we  came  to
  anchor  to 

await  the  tide  to  enter  the  harbor  at  midnight.  If  we  did  not
  sing,  "Praise 

God  from  whom  all  blessings  flow,"  many  of  us  felt  very  much 
 like  it. 

Notwithstanding  the  trying  times,  it  had  been  a  glorious  pass
age,  with 

cloudless  skies,  over  a  sea  scarcely  disturbed  by  the  slightest  rip
ple.  But 

the  strain  had  been  too  great  for  one  poor  fellow,  who  with  his
  wife  and 

baby  had  taken  passage.  The  second  day  out  he  began  to  act 
 strangely, 

and  tried  to  persuade  his  wife  to  go  overboard.  This  was  re
ported  to 

the  captain,  and  the  man  was  guarded  for  some  days,  when  he  s
eemed  to 

grow  rational  again.  But  as  we  approached  France,  through  th
e  war  zone, 

the  tension  again  became  too  great,  and  it  was  necessary  to  keep  him  i
n  a 

cell  under  guard.  However,  we  were  glad  to  see  him  leave  the 
 ship  at 

Tilbury,  a  wan  smile  lighting  up  his  countenance  as  he  again  set  f
oot  on  old 

England — he  was  "at  'oir.e. 
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Dental  Societies 

AMERICAN  ACADEMY  OF  ORAL  PROPHYLAXIS 

AND  PERIODONTOLOGY 

The  Institute  of  Oral  Prophylaxis  and  Periodontology  held  its  first 
annual  meeting  in  the  Hotel  Statler,  Detroit,  September  20,  21  and  22, 
1915. 

Dr.  Austin  F.  James,  Chicago,  in  his  presidential  address,  suggested 

that  the  academy  should  publish  a  monthly  bulletin,  articles  for  which  to 

be  written  by  the  members  of  the  academy,  the  purpose  being  to  educate 

the  dental  profession  in  oral  prophylaxis  and  periodontology. 

Me  also  reported  that  he  intended  to  discontinue  giving  instruction 

in  the  technique  of  treating  dento-periodontoclasia,  and  instead  give  a 

monthly  clinic  in  his  own  office,  so  that  the  public  and  profession  might 

take  advantage  of  instruction  given  in  this  way. 

Dr.  Weston  A.  Price,  Cleveland,  Ohio,  gave  a  moving  picture  illustra- 

tion of  the  blood  stream,  and  showed  the  effect  of  micro-organisms  in  the 

blood  stream.  It  is  a  most  perfect  illustration  of  how  poisons  affect  the 

blood  stream.  He  also  showed  moving  pictures  of  motile  micro-organisms 

under  the  high  power  of  the  microscope.  He  is  inclined  to  suspect  a 

micro-organism,  the  name  of  which  he  doesn't  know,  having  something  to 
do  with  the  penetrating  variety  of  pyorrhea.  Incidentally  he  showed  many 

illustrations  of  the  action  of  the  amoeba,  and  remarked  that  up  to  the 

present  he  was  not  able  to  discover  any  relation  between  amoeba  and 

pyorrhea   alveolaris. 

Prof.  Jas.  G.  Cumming,  Ann  Arbor  University,  gave  a  complete 

resume  of  the  dental  and  medical  literature  on  the  relation  of  local  foci 

of  infection  to  general  diseases,  followed  by  some  laboratory  technique, 

illustrating  a  method  of  plating  organisms  found  in  saliva  before  cleansing 

of   the  mouth   and   afterwards. 

The  last  forenoon  of  the  meeting  was  devoted  to  clinics  and  short 

lectures  in  Dr.  G.  R.  Spalding's  office.  One  clinical  lecture  was  of 
special  interest,  covering  local  manifestation  in  the  mouth  of  general  sys- 

temic diseases.  This  was  a  practical  application  to  dentistry  of  the  value 

of  many  of  the  local  diseases  found  in  the  mouth. 

OFFICERS   OF    THE    AMERICAN    ACADEMY    OF    ORAL    PROPHYLAXIS   AND 

PERIODONTOLOGY,    1915-16. 

President,  Gillette  Hayden,  Columbus,  Ohio;  First  Vice-President,  J. 

O.  McCall,  Buffalo,  N.Y. ;  Second  Vice-President,  J.  J.  Sara/an.  New 

Orleans;  Secretary,  T.  S.  Smith,  Polo,  Alta.  Executive  Committee — A. 

J.  McDonagh,  Toronto,  Ont. ;  P.  L  Stillman,  Brooklyn,  N.Y. 
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POST-GRADUATE  CLASS  IN  PROSTHETICS 

In  spite  of  the  adverse  conditions  prevailing,  a  group  of  men,  confident 
of  the  future  of  dentistry,  and  numbering  sixteen,  presented  themselves  at 
the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  on  Monday,  August  16th,  for  the 

purpose  of  enrolment  in  the  two  weeks'  class  in  Prosthetics  organized  by 
Dr.  Cummer,  of  Toronto.  Dr.  J.  H.  Irwin,  of  Collingwood,  ex-president 
Ontario  Dental  Society;  Dr.  J.  H.  Dohan,  of  the  Faculty  of  Dentistry, 
McGill  University;  Dr.  W.  J.  Giles  and  Dr.  W.  G.  Kennedy,  all  of 
Montreal ;  Dr.  E.  M.  Doyle,  president  of  the  Dominion  Dental  Council, 
and  H.  G.  Robb,  both  of  Calgary  Dr.  E.  E.  Hart,  of  Sackville,  N.S.  ■ 
Dr.  F.  A.  McCullough,  of  Troy,  Ohio,  U.S.A. ;  Dr.  F.  E.  Warriner,  of 

DR.    CUMMER'S    CLASS    IX    PROSTHETIC    DENTISTRY. 
u  EE?e£  'I0^-  standing  left  to  right:  E.  E.  Hart.  Sackville,  N.S.;  L.  G Mabee  Godench,  Ont.;  M.  McKay,  Pembroke.  Ont.;  F.  E.  Warriner  Winni- peg. Man;  H.  Irvine  Lindsay.  Ont.:  J.  M.  Cation,  Toronto;  H.  G.  Robb. Calgary  Alta.:  J.  H.  Irwin.  Collingwood,  Ont.:  E.  M.  Doyle,  Calgarv  Second 
?W-  wtm#VF-  A-  Mc£ullough  Troy.  Ohio,  U.S.A.;  W.  J.  Gills,  MontreSl 
?Jii  'n  E^Cumille^.Toron1£'  °nt-;  J-  H-  Dohan,  McGill  Universitv,  Mont- real Que  ;  Geo.  H.  Wilson,  Cleveland,  O. :  W.  G.  Kennedv,  Montreal.  Que.; L..  G.  Smith.  Toronta  Lower  row:  O.  S.  Clappison.  Hamilton,  Ont.-  J  L. Anderson.    Oakville,   Ont. 

Winnipeg,  Man.;  Drs.  J.  M.  Cation,  L.  Gerald  Smith,  Toronto;  Dr.  O. 
S.  Clappison,  Hamilton;  Dr.  J.  L.  Anderson,  Oakville;  Dr.  Herbert 
Irvine,  Lindsay;  Dr.  M.  McKay,  Pembroke,  and  Dr.  L.  G.  Mabee,  of 
Goderich. 

The  work  of  the  class  consisted  mainly,  after  listening  to  suitable  lec- 
tures and  demonstrations,  in  carrying  out  a  practical  case  in  the  mouth, 

using  the  Greene-Supplee  method  slightly  modified,  constructing  a  Spence's 
plaster  compound  cast  upon  which  aluminum  bases  were  cast  by  the  in- 

direct method  and  reswaged  on  the  Ash  press,  the  teeth  being  subsequently 
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chosen  and  arranged  after  the  methods  of  Williams  and  Gysi,  and  mounted 

upon  Gysi's  latest  articulator.  Concurrent  with  this  the  class  witnessed 
clinics  covering  the  newest  developments  in  removable-bridge-partial-den- 

tures, rranipulation  of  various  of  the  new  materials,  processes,  etc.,  covering 

all  that  is  new  and  approved  in  prosthetic  dentistry.  Some  interesting 

tests  on  the  behavior  of  various  plasters  were  made,  on  apparatus  provided, 

by  various  members  of  the  class. 

Dr.  Geo.  H.  Wilson,  presented  the  various  aspects  of  the  subject  of 

plaster,  vulcanite  and  the  esthetic  side  of  prosthetic  dentistry  in  his  illumin- 

ative manner,  based  upon  exact  knowledge  and  lengthy  experience.  His 

suggestions  in  the  handling  of  the  above  mentioned  materials  were  of  greatest 

practical  value  to  the  class. 

A  comprehensive  lecture  on  the  fundamental  subject  of  root  canal 

fillings  was  delivered  by  Dean  Webster.  A  particularly  wide  field  was 

covered,  including  the  systemic  effects  of  septic  foci  in  mouth,  roots  which 

should  and  should  not  be  retained,  various  of  the  newer  methods  of  root 

filling  with  practical  demonstrations  with  the  aid  of  the  lady  assistant,  re- 

sulting in  one  of  the  most  interesting  and  profitab'e  hours  spent  by  the  class. 

Dr.  Wallace  Seccombe's  series  of  lectures  on  the  subject  of  Economics 
were  intensely  practical  and  of  great  interest,  covering  as  they  did  a 

particularly  wide  range  of  subjects  for  the  short  time  at  hand,  including  the 

general  subject  leading  into  the  subject  of  Dental  Economics,  methods  of 

handling  patients,  valuation  of  service,  economic  production  of  service,  office 

accounting,  and  a  number  of  other  sub-heads.  In  this  connection  a  number 

of  city  offices  received  visits  from  the  class. 

The  fine  set  of  models  belonging  to  the  prosthetic  department  of  the 

Royal  College  Dental  Surgeons  was  an  object  of  continual  interest  and 

study  on  the  part  of  the  members.  A  pleasant  feature  of  the  class  was  an 

al'-too-short  visit  from  Dr.  C.  N.  Johnston,  of  Chicago. 
The  concensus  of  opinion  among  the  members  of  the  class  pointed 

strongly  toward  appreciation  and  satisfaction  in  this  form  of  an  "economic" 
holiday. 

REPORT  OF  PANAMA  PACIFIC  DENTAL 

CONGRESS 

E.    F.    RlSDON.    M.D.,    L.D.S.,    D.D.S.,    Toronto,    Onl 

The  Panama  Pacific  Dental  Congress  held  at  San  Francisco,  August 

30th  to  September  9th,  1915,  was  largely  attended,  not  only  by  the  den- 

tists from  all  over  the  States,  but  also  from  Spain,  Australia,  New  Zealand 

and  Canada.  The  printed  programme  included  men  from  Austria,  but 

their  papers  were  read  by  the  secretary  of  that  section. 
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There  were  two  sessions  daily,  the  morning  given  up  to  papers,  each 

secticn  being  allotted  a  lecture  room,  about  eight  sections  in  all,  and  in 

each  of  these  on  an  average  of  four  papers  daily  were  read.  In  some 

section?  the  printed  programme  shewed  as  many  as  ten  papers,  but  needless 

to  say  that  many  of  these  were  read  by  the  secretary.  No  doubt  all  were 

surprised  by  the  great  variety  of  the  subjects  listed  on  the  programmes. 

I  regretted  \ery  much  my  inability  to  hear  other  than  my  own  section,  that 

of  Oral  Surgery. 

The  afternoons  were  set  apart  for  the  clinics  and  the  hospital  work. 

The  clinics  were  numerous  and  excellent,  but,  as  usual,  overcrowded. 

The  manufacturers'  exhibit  left  nothing  to  be  desired,  everything  new 
to  the  last  minute  shown. 

Considerable  entertainment  was  planned  for  everybody,  and  that  city 

and  surrounding  country  is  ideal  for  the  tourist.  Many  interesting  trips 

were  arranged,  as  well -as  a  public  reception  for  the  dentists  inside  the 
Exhibition  Grounds,  at  which  a  souvenir  medal  was  handed  to  each  dentist 

by  the  Reception  Committee.  The  Fair  by  itself  was  entertainment  enough. 

I  am  sure  we  all  left  feeing  that  all  possible  had  been  done  for  us  and 

that  the  various  committees  had  left  nothing  undone  that  would  add  to  our 

pleasure. 

ROYAL  COLLEGE  OF  DENTAL  SURGEONS 
REOPENS 

The  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  of  Ontario  reopened  on  Thurs- 
day, September  30th,  with  108  Freshmen,  84  Sophomores,  73  Juniors 

and  56  Seniors,  making  a  total  of  321  in  attendance.  A  number  of  the 

Seniors  and  Juniors  have  gone  to  the  war,  which  reduces  the  number  in 

these  classes  by  about  twenty  per  cent. 

Owing  to  the  death  of  Dr.  J.  B.  Willmott  and  Dr.  W.  H.  Doherty, 

and  many  of  the  members  of  the  staff  having  volunteered  for  overseas 

service,  some  changes  were  made  in  the  Facultv. 

The  present  teaching   staff: 

Dean  of  Faculty— A.  E.  Webster,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  M.D. 

Processor  of  Inorganic  Chemistry  and  of  Anatomy — W.  T. 

Stuart,  M.D.,  CM. 

Clinical  Professor  of  Prosthetic  Dentistry,  Materia 

Medica  and  Pharmacology — W.  E.  Willmott,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 
Professor  of  Operative  Dentistry,  Dental  Pathology 

and  Therapeutics — A.  E.  Webster,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. ,  M.D.  As- 
sistant, A.  D.  A.  Mason,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Professor  Crown  and  Bridgework — A.  A.  Stewart,  L.D.S.. 

D.D.S.     Assistant,  HaroM  Campbell,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Professor  of  Physiology — F.  A.  Clarkson,  M.B. 
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Professor  of  Orthodontia — G.  G.  Hume,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Associate  in  charge  of  the  Clinics,  Geo.  Greive,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S.  Assist- 
ant, E.  C.  Boyle.  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Professor  of  History  and  Ethics — G.  M.  Hermiston,  L.D.S., 

D.D.S. 

Professor  of  Prosthetic  Dentistry — W.  E.  Cummer,  L.D.S., 

D.D.S.  Assistants,  W.  H.  Coon,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S.;  Harold  Campbell. 

L.D.S.,  D.D.S.;  L.  F.  Boyle,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Professor  Histology,  Bacteriology  and  Pathology — Jos. 

S.  Graham,  M.B.,  M.R.C.S.  Assistants,  N.  T.  MacLaurin,  M.D.; 

H.  K.  Box,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S.;  E.  C.  Boyle,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Instructor  in  Electro  Therapeutics — Frank  D.  Price, 

L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Professor  of  Surgery  and  Medicine — During  the  absence  of 

Dr.  Ryerson,  who  is  at  the  front,  the  following  members  of  the  Faculty 

will  take  charge  of  his  department:  F.  A.  Clarkson,  M.D. ;  A.  E.  Web- 
ster, L.D.S.,  D.D.S.,  M.D.;  A.  D.  A.  Mason,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Professor  of  Dental  Anatomy  and  Comparative  Dental 

ANATOMY — R.  D.  Thornton,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S.;  Assistant,  G.  Coverduc, 

L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Professors  of  Clinical  Operative  Dentistry. — B.  O.  Fife, 

L.D.S.,  D.D.S.;  J.  W.  Coram,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Professor  of  Clinical  Prosthetic  Dentistry — W.  E.  Will- 

mott,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Instructor  in  Senior  Laboratory — I.  H.  Ante,,  L.D.S., 
D.D.S. 

Lecturer  in  Dental  Jurisprudence — R.  G.  McLaughlin, 
L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Lecturer  and  Clinician  in  Anaesthesia  and  Exodontia — 

E.  W.  Paul,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S.     Assistant,  B.  R.  Gardiner,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Lecturer  and  Clinician  in  Periodontology — A.  J.  McDon- 

agh,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Professor  of  Organic  Chemistry  and  Physiological  Chem- 

istry— H.  M.  Lancaster,  B.A.Sc. 

Professor  of  Dental  Ceramics — J.  W.  Coram,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Professor  of  Metallurgy  and  Instructor  in  Chemistry — 

Thos.  Cowling,  L.D.S..  D.D.S. 

Professor  of  Dental  Economics— Wallace  Seccombe,  L.D.S., 

D.D.S. 

Dental  Clinician  at  General  Hospital — J.  A.  Bothwell, 
L.D.S.,   D.D.S. 
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Clinical  Instructors  and  Demonstrators — J.  G.  Coram, 

L.D.S.,  D.D.S.;  W.  C.  Smith,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S.;  C.  R.  Minns,  L.D.S., 

D.D.S.;  T.  W.  Dawson,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Examiner  of  Patients — E.  A.  Dolson,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Librarian  and  Curator  of  the  Museum — Wallace  Seccombe, 

L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

Superintendent — Wallace  Seccombe,  L.D.S.,  D.D.S. 

DENTISTS  ON  OVERSEAS  SERVICE 

Below  is  the  correct  list  of  dentists  who  are  officers  in  the  C.A.D.C. 

and  are  on  overseas  service,  or  on  duty  in  Canada : 

Lieut.-Col.  J.  A.  Armstrong,  Major  O.  K.  Gibson,  Major  A.  A. 

Smith,  Capt.  W.  B.  Clayton,  Capt.  V.  C.  Mulvey,  Capt.  J.  E.  Holmes, 

Capt.  Wj£.  Bentley,  Capt.  W.  R.  Greene,  Capt.  A.  E.  Mullin,  Capt.  G. 

Gow,  Capt.  G.  N.  Briggs,  Capt.  L.  N.  Trudeau,  Capt.  G.  H.  A. 

Stevenson,  Capt.  G.  S.  Cameron,  Capt.  O.  A.  Elliott,  Capt.  C.  Brown, 

Capt.  J.  F.  Blair,  Capt.  B.  L.  Neiley,  Capt.  H.  M.  Little,  Capt.  F.  R. 

Mallory,  Capt.  F.  W.  B.  Kelly,  Capt.  O.  G.  Hassard. 

While  overseas:  Captains  L.  H.  Thornton,  J.  Roy,  E.  Kelly,  G.  V. 

Morton,  C  E.  McLaughlin,  H.  P.  Thompson,  H.  Jackson,  J.  W.  Hagey, 

E.  W.  Honsinger,  H.  Ross,  H.  F.  Alford,  G.  Atkinson,  H.  Clarke,  A. 

R.  Currie,  R.  Jamieson,  J.  L.  Kappele,  O.  Leslie,  W.  G.  MacNevin, 

P.  E.  Picotte,  H.  P.  Travers,  D.  D.  Wilson,  G.  H.  Fowler,  W.  H. 

Gilroy,  A.  A.  Garfat,  D.  P.  Stratton,  A.  G.  Lough,  R.  H.  Atkey,  R. 

McMeekin,  E.  C.  Hutchison,  J.  B.  Morison.  London  Camp,  Ont. — 

Lieut.  F.  P.  Shaw,  Lieut.  V.  C.  W.  Marshall.  Niagara  Camp,  Ont.— 

Capt.  G.  G.  Hume,  Lieut.  W.  G.  Trelford,  Lieut.  D.  J.  Bagshaw,  Lieut. 

W.  A.  Burns,  Lieut.  R.  C.  H.  Staples,  Lieut.  J.  Duff.  Barriefield 

Camp,  Ont. — Capt.  A.  W.  Winnett,  Capt.  S.  H.  Simpson,  Capt.  J.  M. 

Wilson.  Valcartier  Camp,  Que. — Capt.  E.  A.  Grant,  Lieut.  W.  A. 

Sangster,  Capt.   (while  overseas)   D.  H.  Hammell   (Bermuda),  Lieut.  E. 

D.  Madden,  Lieut.  J.  P.  Gallagher,  Lieut.  J.  S.  Girvin.  Quebec  Garri- 

son, Quebec,  P.Q. — Lieut.  A.  Dubord.  4th  Division,  Montreal,  P.Q. 

— Capt.  F.  M.  Wells.  Sewell  Camp,  Man. — Capt.  J.  F.  Morrison, 

Lieut.   G.   H.   Bray,   Lieut.   E.   J.   Kelly.      Vernon  Camp,   B.C. — Lieut. 

E.  S.  Tait,  Lieut.  V.  D.  Wescott.  Sarcee  Camp,  Calgary — Capt.  J.  E. 

Wright,  Lieut.  A.  V.  Cashman,  Lieut.  C.  E.  Cairpbell,  Lieut.  J.  F. 

Shute.      Laval    Stationary    Hospital — Capt.    H.    Lionais. 

The  fol'owing  members  of  the  Faculty  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental 
Surgeons  have  volunteered  for  overseas  service:  Dr.  C.  A.  Corrigan,  Dr. 

R.  S.  Ryerson,  Dr.  Guy  G.  Hume,  Dr.  E.  A.  Grant,  Dr.  J.  R.  Duff. 
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THE  SCOPE  OF  THE  MEDICAL  COMMISSION  OF 
THE  PROVINCE  OF  ONTARIO 

Below  is  printed  trie  full  text  of  the  scope  of  the  Medial  Commisscion 

to  inquire  into  the  status  of  the  healing  art  in  the  Province  of  Ontario. 

This  is  perhaps  one  of  the  most  important  Commissions  ever  appointed  in 

Ontario  in  relation  to  the  standing  of  the  whole  subject  of  the  practice  of 

rr.edicine.  For  a  number  of  years  nurses,  osteopaths,  chiropractors,  op-, 

ticians  and  others  have  app'ied  annually  to  the  Ontario  Legislature  for 
powers  of  incorporation  on  the  same  basis  as  law,  medicine,  dentistry,  etc. 

The  late  Sir  James  Whitney  promised  such  a  commission  of  inquiry  several 

years  a^o.  Just  what  position  the  whole  matter  will  finally  assume  no 

one  knows.  At  the  present  time  professional  education  in  Ontario  is  in 

the  hands  of  each  organized  body.  This  position  has  been  assailed  by 

the  press  and  by  Legislators.  It  might  just  be  possible  that  a  Commission 

might  consider  the  advisability  of  placing  all  professional  education  under 

a  Commission  of  the  Government.  If  this  were  done,  the  charge  so  often 

made   against   the   medical   profession   of   being  a  close  corporation  would 
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lose  its  force.  At  all  events  the  dental  profession  should  be  prepared  to 

go  before  the  Commission  and  give  any  information  that  the  Commission 

desires  to  get.  The  Board  of  Directors  and  the  Ontario  Dental  Society 

might  well  be  represented  before  the  Commission. 

Copy  of  an  Order  in  Council  approved  by  his  Honor  the  Lieutenant- 
Governor  the  29th  day  of  September,  A.D.    1915. 

Upon  the  recommendation  of  the  Honorable  the  Attorney-General, 

the  Committee  of  Council  advise  that  pursuant  to  the  provisions  of  the 

Public  Inquiries  Act,  being  Chapter  18,  R.S.O.  1914,  a  Commission  be 

issued  under  the  Great  Seal  of  the  Province  appointing  the  Honorable 

Frank  E.  Hodgins,  of  the  City  of  Toronto,  one  of  the  Justices  of  the 

Supreme  Court  of  Ontario,  a  Commissioner  with  the  powers  authorized 

by  the  said  Act: 

1 .  To  enquire  into   and   report   upon  : 

(a)  All  or  any  matters  relating  to  education  for  the  practice  of  medi- 

cine in  or  affecting  the  Province  of  Ontario; 

(b)  The  constitution,  powers,  duties  and  regulations  of  any  body 

corporate  or  unincorporated,  and  of  any  faculty  or  department  thereof 

having  any  relation  to  medicine,  the  exercise  of  the  same,  and  the  revenue 

and  expenditures  thereof; 

(c)  The  situation,  legal,  or  otherwise,  of  such  bodies  in  regard  to  each 

other  or  to  the  Province; 

(d)  The  establishment,  creation,  control,  and  regulation  of  any  new 

body  intended  to  have  relation  to  medicine; 

(e)  The  existing  or  possible  methods  of  examining,  licensing  or  other- 

wise authorizing  the  carrying  on  by  individuals  of  the  practice  of  any 

methods  having  any  relation  to  medicine  and  the  standards  prescribed  and 

followed  or  proper  to  be  established  and   followed ; 

(/)  The  present  positions,  status  and  practice  of  osteopaths,  dentists, 

nurses,  opticians,  optometrists,  chiropractor,  Christian  scientists,  or  others 

practising  or  professing  medicine; 

(g)  The  existing  laws  of  Ontario  in  relation  to  any  of  the  foregoing 

and  their  practical  operation ; 

(h)  Any  matter  arising  out  of  the  foregoing  which  it  is  necessary  to 

investigate  with  a  view  of  the   above  inquiries. 

2.  To  make  such  recommendations  in  regard  to  the  above  as  the 

Commissioner  may  think  desirable. 

The  Committee  further  advise  that  the  term  "medicine"  in  the  said 
Commission  shall  include  any  science,  plan,  method,  or  system  with  or 

without  the  use  of  drugs  or  appliances  and  whether  now  deemed  to  be 

included  therein  or  not,  for  diagnosing,  prescribing  for,  preventing,  allevi- 

ating, treating  or  curing  human  disorders,  illness,  diseases,  ai'ments,  pain, 
wounds,  suffering,  injury  or  deformity  affecting  the  human  body  or  any 

part  thereof,   or  its  physical  condition,   or  believed  or  imagined  so  to  do, 
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including  midwifery,  and  any  treatment  prescribed  or  advised,  whether 

administered  to,  operated  upon  or  followed  by  the  patient  himself,  intended, 

or  professing  immediately  or  ultimately  to  benefit  the  patient. 

PANAMA  PACIFIC  DENTAL  CONGRESS 

The  Panama  Pacific  Dental  Congress  has  passed  into  history,  and,  in 

accordance  with  the  opinion  very  generally  expressed  by  those  in  attend- 

ance, the  meeting  was  a  decided  success. 

The  Pacific  Dental  Congress  Commission  of  1915,  the  corporation  now 

in  charge  of  a!l  matters  relating  to  the  Congress  and  the  publication  of  the 

transactions,  desires  to  announce  .that  a  copy  of  the  complete  transactions, 

when  published,  and  a  copy  of  the  official  souvenir  programme,  will  be 

>ent  to  any  one  making  application  therefor  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Com- 

mission, Dr.  Arthur  M.  Flood,  240  Stockton  street,  San  Francisco,  Cali- 

fornia, and  forwarding  the  fee  of  ten  dollars. 

Those  subscribing  for  these  extra  copies  of  the  transactions  cannot  be 

regarded  as  being  members  of  the  Congress,  not  having  applied  for  mem- 

bership before  the  meeting,  or  being  in  attendance  .at  the  same,  but  we 

believe  these  transactions  will  be  a  very  valuable  addition  to  the  history  of 

dentistry,  and  the  souvenir  programme,  containing  as  it  does  many  items 

of  historical   interest  and  value,   will  be  acceptable  to  any  member  of  the 

Pacific  Dental  Congress  Commission  of  1915. 

Arthur  M.  Flood,  D.D.S.,  Secretary. 

ADDITIONAL  SUBSCRIBERS  TO  THE  ARMY 

DENTAL  FUND 

NEW  BRUNSWICK 

Dr.  Otto  Moore,  Bathurst,  $15.00;  Dr.  R.  B.  Hagerman,  Centre- 

ville,  $10.00;  Dr.  J.  D.  McMillan,  Newcastle,  $5.00;  Dr.  A.  H.  Mer- 

rill, St.  John,  $10.00;  Dr.  J.  D.  Maher,  St.  John,  $10.00;  Dr.  F.  C. 

Bonnell,  St.  John,  $5.00;  Dr.  G.  O.  Hannah,  St.  John,  $5.00;  Dr.  G. 

F.  Gorham,  St.  John,  $5.00;  Dr.  Otto  Nase,  St.  John,  $5.00;  Dr.  W. 

P.  Bonnell,  St.  John,  $5.00. 

QUEBEC. 

Societe    d'Odontologie,    $25.00;    J.    G.    Gardner,    $10.00;    T.    D. 
Tansey,  $10.00;  L.  Archambault,  $5.00;  A.   Beauchamp,  $5.00;  Stan- 

ley Burns,  $5.00;  H.  V.  Driver,  $5.00;  L.  Forest,  $5.00;  G.  Lemieux, 

$5.00;    L.    T.    Lavoie,    $5.00;    V.    H.    Olivier,   $5.00. 

ONTARIO. 

Dr.  Arthur  W.  Ellis,  Toronto,  $10.00;  Dr.  Margaret  Gordon,  Toronto, 

$5.00;  Dr.  C.  S.  Williams,  Toronto,  $5.00;  Dr.  P.  P.  Winn.  Alunston, 

$10.00. 
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Obituary 

DR.  JAMES  BRANSTON
  WILLMOTT 

IN  MEMORIAM. 

I  fir*  met  James  Branston  WUlm
ott  in  the  office  of  President  

Nelles, l  nrsi  iiicl  j«"  Li-     r    ̂   ^^  him, 

^CSe^  
oTXe  .i^e  51, 

 Wilham  WUhno*. 

E  q     of  Trafalgar,  impressed  me
  at  first  sight  as  a  man  of  good

  .bd  «y. 

fine     haracter  and  prosperous  circums
tances.      His  record  »^ 

»„  hi^hlv  respected  in  the  commu
nity,  enterprising,  and  active  in

  busmess 

::  piri  ̂  
» ^  work  of  *«  c^ 

 *»**.  *.  .-»■ 

three  years  a  Methodist  class
  leader  and  church  trustee. 

Born  in  England  m    1806,  he
  came  with  his  parents  to  Ca

nada  .n 

18,6    and  in  .826  became  one
  of  the  pioneer  settlers  in  Trafa

lgar  Tow. 

Z      In  1827    w,th  his  father,
  mother,  brother  and  sister,  he 

 umted  with 

ChodS  Church.     In  England  they  had  been  ̂
d  ̂ra.n^n 

the  Estabbshed  Church.      During  a 
 brief  residence  m  York    thy  had  a

 

ded  the  services  of  the  Presbyterian
  Church.     But  now  they  found  t

h.r 

permanent  home  in  Methodism,  and  M
ethodism  gamed  for  her  wor      u^ 

ceeding  generations  of  acrive  and  i
ntelligent  men  and  women,  some  of

  them 

n  h  r  m  m  try.     Notable  among  th
ese  was  Mrs.  John  WUlmott,  the 

 grand- 

1      r       James  B..  a  woman  whose
  character,  ability  and  energy  passe

d  as 

a  heritage  to  her  descendant,  and  who 
 even  m  that  early  day  secure      o 

her  two  youngest  children,  Sarah  a
nd  Robert,  the  best  advantages  of 

 the 

time  i„  a  course  m  Upper  Canada
  Academy,   afterwards  Victoria  Co

  - 

lege      After  generations  followed  her  e
xample,  and  her  grandson    the  Rev. 

J    C  WUlmott.  M.A.  and  her  great  gr
andson,  Prof.  Willmott,  M.A.    be- 

came graduates  of  Victoria,  and  later  the  fourth 
 and  fifth  generates ̂ have 

been   represented  on   her   roll   of  stude
nts  or  on   that   of  other   Methodist 

colleges.  , 

It  was  m  this  succession  and  with  these 
 ideals  of  a  worthy  life  that 

lames  B.  entered  college  in  1854.     My  m
emories  of  him  as  a  student  are 

very  pleasant.     A  bright,  cheerful,  hand
some  lad,  he.  easily  won  friends 

among  his  fellow-students,  and  his  pure,  m
anly  character  commanded  urn- 

vena!  respect.      In  addition,  his  mental  abi
lities  and  previous  preparation 

gave  him  good  standing  in  college  life.   
   His  student  days  were  unfor- 

tunately cut  short  by  uncertain  health,  and  after  a  need
ed  rest  for  recovery 

and   establishment  of  his   vigor,   he  addressed
  himself   to  his  professional 

studies  first  in  Toronto  and  afterwards  in  Phila
delphia. 
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He  began  his  practice  in  Milton,  but  in  the  year  1871  he  removed  to 

Toronto,  where  he  found  his  life  work  in  the  practice  of  his  profession,  in 

the  building  up  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  and  in  his  long 

and  useful  connection  with  the  University  of  Toronto,  on  the  Senate  of 

which  he  represented  his  college.  In  token  of  his  valuable  services  in  this 

connection  the  University  conferred  on  him  the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Laws 

causa  honoris. 

The  ability  and  success  of  his  professional  work  and  the  value  of  his 

contribution  to  the  professional  education  of  the  country  in  the  founding 

and  upbuilding  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  can  be  more  per- 

fectly set  forth  by  his  able  and  learned  associates  in  that  work.  The 

present  writer  knew  him  but  as  a  fellow-citizen,  a  brother  in  the  fellow- 

ship of  the  Christian  Church,   and  a  personal   friend. 

On  his  settlement  in  Toronto  he  became  associated  with  the  Metro- 

politan Methodist  Church,  then  recently  erected.  From  that  date  to  the 

time  of  his  death  he  was  one  of  its  most  prominent,  active  and  useful 

members.  The  tradition  of  his  family  in  this  respect  he  fully  maintained, 

and  carried  it  forward  very  nearly  to  the  end  of  a  century  in  which  the 

family  name  was  known  and  honored  in  Canadian  Methodism.  He  filled 

the  most  important  offices  in  the  church  open  to  laymen.  He  was  a  valued 

member  of  her  highest  courts.  His  judgment  on  important  questions  was 

always  calm,  sound  and  trustworthy.  His  liberality  was  systematic  and 

generous,  the  result  of  an  intelligent  and  just  estimate  of  duty.  His  strong 

common  sense  was  one  of  the  most  marked  characteristics  of  the  man.  It 

g?ve  to  his  religious  life  and  activities  a  quiet,  even  stability  which  made 

him  one  of  the  most  trusted  and  trustworthy  of  men.  One  always  ex- 

pected to  find  him  standing  quietly  but  calmly  and  firmly  for  what  was  wise 

and  right  and  best.  The  same  characteristic  marked  his  course  as  a 

citizen.  He  was  not  an  ambitious  man  or  a  self-seeking  man  in  politics. 

You  could  not  even  call  him  a  politician.  But  when  any  great  question 

arose  he  took  his  stand  intelligently,  firmly,  but  without  noise  or  passion. 

And  yet,  combined  with  these  characteristics  of  thoughtful  and  quiet  reserve 

and  wise  and  well-considered  action,  there  was  in  the  whole  man,  in  his 

public  as  well  as  in  his  private  relations,  a  warm  kindliness  of  heart  which 

made  him  a  man  much  beloved  as  well  as  highly  respected.  Seldom  do 

we  find  wisdom,  fidelity  to  all  duty  and  kindliness  to  all  men  so  evenly 

balanced.  He  was  the  type  of  man  of  which  in  this  age  of  impetuous  rush 

and  mad  haste  for  wealth  and  ambition,  and  of  wild  and  often  blind 

speculation  the  world  has  sore  need. 

N.     BURWASH. 
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DR.  J.  BRANSTON  WILLMOTT 

IN  MEMORIAM. 

In  1871  Dr.  Willmott  removed  from  Milton  to  Toronto,  and  then 

began  with  the  writer  that  enduring  comradeship,  that  intimate  and  devoted 

friendship,  which  continued  to  the  day  of  his  decease. 

His  genuine  brotherliness,  his  magnetic  personality,  his  quickness  to  see 

the  humor  of  a  situation,  his  charm  as  a  raconteur,  combined  with  his 

sturdy,  manly,  Christian  character,  made  him  a  singularly  lovable  and  com- 

panionable man. 

Trained  from  youth  to  habits  of  study,  a  wide  and  careful  reader, 

and  essentially  a  thinker,  he  amassed  a  wealth  of  knowledge  which  he 

turned  to  practical  account. 

I  cannot  refer  to  Dr.  Willmott's  many-sided  character  and  genius,  but 
what  particularly  struck  me  throughout  his  life  was  his  great  mental  ac- 

tivity. He  had  not  the  opportunities  of  wide  and  accurate  scholarship, 

but  he  had  a  thoroughly  trained  mind  and  an  eagle  keenness  of  intellect. 

As  an  illustration  of  this  mental  alertness:  While  a  pastor  in  Toronto 

I  received  an  invitation  to  preach  to  the  students  of  the  University  of 

Michigan  at  Ann  Arbor.  When  the  time  came  I  was  just  recovering  from 

an  attack  of  illness,  and  my  dear  friend  the  doctor  volunteered  to  accom- 

pany me.  It  was  a  rare  privilege  to  meet  these  thousands  of  under- 

graduates and  learn  something  of  their  religious  activities,  their  thoughts 

and  tendencies.  The  community  spirit  of  this  democratic  university,  under 

the  presidency  of  Dr.  James  B.  Angell,  was  just  developing,  and  Dr. 

Willmott  not  only  gave  himself  up  during  our  visit  to  the  study  of  student 

life,  but  with  broad  outlook  he  took  in  the  various  departments,  the 
faculties  and  teaching  force  of  this  great  State  institution;  and  the  marvel 
to  me  was  how  in  so  short  a  time  he  could  have  learned  so  much  of  the 

methods  and  processes  of  the  professors  and  instructors  in  literature,  science, 

arts  and  law,  as  well  as  in  what  most  interested  him — medicine  and  sur- 

gery, especially  the  colleges  of  homeopathic  medicine  and  dentistry. 

This  alertness  and  penetration  of  intellect  he  maintained  to  the  last. 

The  last  time  he  visited  me  in  Baltimore,  less  than  a  year  before  his 

death,  I  took  him  to  the  new  suburban  site  of  the  Johns  Hopkins  Uni- 
versity, and  he  showed  the  same  interest  in  the  activities  of  this  world- 

famous  institution,  the  hospital  with  its  magnificent  equipment,  and  the 
medical  school,  as  well  as  the  academic  policy  of  this  great  American 
centre  of  graduate  work  and  original  scientific  research. 

Rev.  Hugh  Johnston, 

Baltimore,   Md. 
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WILL  OF  THE  LATE  DEAN  WILLMOTT 

The  will  of  the  late  Dr.  James  B.  Willmott,  Dean  of  the  Dental 

College,  disposing  of  an  estate  estimated  at  $86,45 1 ,  has  been  filed  for 

probate  in  the  Surrogate  Court.  The  document  was  written  May  28 

last,  one  week  before  the  death  of  the  testator.  It  directs  that  $2,000 

be  paid  annually  to  his  wife,  Margaret  Bowes  Willmott.  Upon  her 

death  $2,000  is  to  be  paid  to  the  Missionary  Society  of  the  Methodist 

Church.  The  balance  of  the  income  is  bequeathed  to  his  son,  Walter. 

The  property  bequeathed  to  Mrs.  Willmott  is  to  be  transferred  to  Walter 

Willmott  upon  his  mother's  death. 

"I  give  to  my  grandson,  Leslie  E.  Willmott,  my  gold  watch,"  con- 

tinues his  will.  "I  give  to  my  beloved  wife  all  my  household  furniture 
and  other  household  effects  other  than  my  professional  library,  for  her  own 

use. 

The  property  at  96  College  street  is  bequeathed  to  his  son,  Walter  E. 

Willmott,  together  with  furnishings,  instruments,   and  professional  library. 

The  residue  is  to  be  held  by  the  trustees,  and  from  this  the  interest 

on  $1,000  is  to  be  paid  to  Mary  Willmott  Hunt,  a  cousin,  semi-annually. 

Upon  the  death  of  this  beneficiary  the  $1,000  is  to  be  paid  to  the 

Deaconess'   Aid   Society   of   the   Methodist   Church. 

The  inventory  shows  that  Dr.  Willmott's  interest  in  the  College  street 
property  owned  by  the  University  of  Toronto,  and  leased  to  the  testator, 

was  valued  at  $8,000.  The  rest  of  the  estate  consists  of  $7,384  secured 

in  a  mortgage;  book  debts  and  promissory  notes,  $1,932,  cash,  $1,138; 

two  life  insurance  policies  amounting  to  $10,000;  and  the  following  stocks 
worth  $34,303:  6  shares  Maple  Leaf  Milling  Co.,  $570;  8  Dominion 

Savings  and  Investment  Co.,  $648;  10  Consumers'  Gas  Co.,  $1,800;  32 
Dominion  Permanent  Loan,  $2,240;  188  Canada  Permanent  Mortgage 

Corporation,  $18,800;  30  Sanital  Chemical  Lab.  (St.  Louis),  no  value; 

500  New  Ontario  Exploration  Co.,  no  value;  12  Equity  Savings  Co.  of 

Cleveland,  $1,200;  6  Gurney  Foundry  Co.,  $600;  9  Toronto  Structural 

Steel,  $300;  1  Toronto  Roller  Bearing  Co.,  no  value;  90  Canada  Cement 

Co.,  $8,145;  9  Northern  Iron  and  Steel  Co.,  no  value. 

Bonds  held  were  valued  at  $23,093.  Those  of  Toronto  companies 

are:  P.  Burns  &  Co.,  $503;  Gordon  Ironside  and  ares  Co.,  $3,191  ; 

Chadwick  Brass  Co.,  $1,500;  William  Neilson,  Ltd.,  $2,280;  Western 

Canada  Flour  Mills,  $1,994. 
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CANADIAN  ARMY  DENTAL  CORPS 

Quarterly   report — Dental  clinics,   mobilization   camps,   July,  August, 

and  September,    1915: 

Number  of  fillings  inserted    1  5,844 

Number  of  treatments    5,703 

Number  of  dentures    (September  only)        328 

Prophylaxis   treatments       1 ,225 

Extractions    '  '  ,364 

Emergency    cases        65U 

Total  operations    35, 1  1  4 
Work  done  in  Canada  only. 

WORK  DONE  AT  NIAGARA  CAMP  DENTAL  CLINIC  TO 

SEPTEMBER  21st,   1915. 

Reported  by  Capt.  G.  G.  Hume,  O.C.,  C.A.D.C: 

Extractions    5, 1 99 

Treatments       1 ,731 

Fillings        4,306 

Local  anaesthesia       4,991 

General   anaesthesia    26 

Emergency   toothache       632 

Dentures       •    90 

Impressions       '02 

Number  of  patients  seen    3,322 

Number  of  patients  finished    1,177 
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Original  Communications 

CLEAN  HANDS 

Jas.  M.  Magee,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  St.  John,  N.B. 

Head  before  the  X-w   Brunswick  Dental  Association,  St.  Stephen,  July,  1915. 

Gentlemen,  the  title  of  this  paper  came  to  me  one  day  as  I  was  pre- 

paring for  my  morning  ablutions,  and  you  will  perhaps  overlook  the  fact 

that  it  is  not  a  practical  contribution  to  our  programme. 

If  I  were  to  be  asked  what  impressed  me  most  in  my  preceptor's 
behavior  and  habits  during  the  first  few  days  of  tutelage,  I  must  say  it 

was  the  frequency  with  which  he  washed  his  hands.  He  emphasized  the 

necessity  of  having  your  patient  feel  comfortable  and  at  ease  in  the  know- 

ledge that  you  approached  your  operation  with  clean  hands. 

I  recall  a  trifling  incident  in  my  life  when  I  was  about  twelve  years 

old.  I  had  got  hold  of  an  old  silver  ring  which  fitted  my  third  finger, 

and  jealously  guarded  it  as  the  most  cherished  of  my  possessions.  My 

uncle  one  day  noticed  the  ring  and  said  "Let's  see!"  Holding  my  fingers 
extended  in  the  palm  of  one  hand,  he  pointed  the  forefinger  of  the  other 

first  to  the  ring  and  then,  with  a  curving  movement,  around  the  tip  of  each 

finger-nail — which,  I  need  hardly  tell  you,  since  yours  afl  had  similarly 

at  the  same  age  (if  you  were  vigorous,  healthy  boys  who  played  ball  and 

"mumble  the  peg"  or  dug  clams  with  your  hands),  a  badge  of  mourning 
under  each   one. 

"For  a  young  man  who  will  some  day  be  a  lady's  man,  the  ring  and 

the  finger-nails  are  not  in  harmony."  From  that  day,  the  ring  lost  its 
charm,  for,  while  the  nails  at  once  lost  their  mourning  bands,  the  struggle 

to  live  up  to  the  dignity  and  refinement  of  a  ring  was  greater  than  a  husky 

boy  was  capable  of  and  I  know  the  nails  often  again  had  a  reversion  of 

form.  However,  as  years  went  by  and  conscience  became  active,  the 

lesson  of  the  ring  was  not  entirely  lost  and  my  preceptor's  statement  has 
always  remained  with  me  in  conjunction  with  the  joking  admonition  of  my 
uncle. 

There  is  some  excuse  for  a  boy  who  is  thoughtless  and  in  a  measure 

indifferent   to   appearance   having   hands   which   shock   the  sensibilities  of   a 
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particular  mother,  but  there  can  be  no  excuse  for  a  dentist  whose  hands 

are  unclean  when  in  attendance  at  the  operating  chair. 

The  late  C.  N.  Pierce,  of  Philadelphia,  in  the  course  of  a  lecture  on 

this  subject,  advised  his  young  hearers  to  always  let  their  patients  see  that 

their  hands  were  clean  by  washing  them  in  their  presence.  Said  he,  "A 
basin  of  dirty  water,  after  the  hands  have  come  out  of  it,  is  not  evidence 

that  the  hands  are  clean;  it  is  an  evidence  that  some  of  the  dirt  has  been 

taken  off,  but  a  basin  of  clean  water,  out  of  which  the  hands  have  come 

after  washing,  is  an  evidence  that  the  hands  are  clean."  Present  that 
evidence  every  time  and  you  will  sustain  the  reputation  that  one  young 
practitioner  earned  from  a  fastidious  patient  who  advised  one  of  her  friends 

she  need  not  hesitate  trusting  herself  to  his  care,  for  he  was  "delightfully 

clean  and  wholesome."  Anyone  who  is  scrupulously  careful  of  his  hands 
will  not  be  content  to  be  slipshod  about  the  other  features  of  his  operating- 

room,  and,  in  fact,  about  his  whole  office,  and  if  he  is  counted  a  success 

in  his  profession,  these  things  must  have  some  bearing  upon  it. 

Immaculate  appointments  of  office  and  person  will  not  necessarily 

guarantee  success  (for  to  be  a  success  in  the  true  sense  of  the  word,  a 

man  must  have  clean  hands  in  the  eyes  of  his  patients  and  of  his  fellow 

practitioners),  because  there  are  men  whose  mental  household  is  unclean 

and  no  matter  how  much  soap  and  water  is  used,  this  uncleanness  can 

never   be   neutralized. 

About  the  year  33  A.D.  one  Pontius  Pilate  thought  to  justify 

himself  in  the  eyes  of  the  people  by  washing  his  hands.  What  a  success 

he  was,   the  Christian  world  has  long  since  determined. 

In  pursuit  of  success,  as  conceived  by  some,  they  will  stoop  to  actions 

which  are  open  to  question,  and  which,  while  bringing  some  pecuniary 

reward,  temporarily  blind  the  conscience  of  the  actors  and  too  late  they 

realize  that  their  hands  were  not  clean.  If  they  realize  it,  there  is  still 

possible  for  them  honor  and  success  in  upright  conduct.  If,  however,  they 

have  no  conscience,  they  continue  with  hands  unclean  and  soil  everything 

and  everyone  with  whom  they  come  in  contact. 

Within  the  last  year,  the  spirit  of  patriotism  has  permeated  the  land 

and  we  are  lending  our  aid  to  our  Empire's  call  as  far  as  in  us  lies.  The 
response  to  arms  and  to  financial  assistance  seemed  universal,  yet  it  trans- 

pired, like  the  "fly  in  the  ointment,"  that  there  were  a  few  crass  creatures 
who,  owing  to  their  cupidity  in  connection  with  the  public  purse,  have 

emerged   from  investigation  with,   by  no  means,   clean  hands. 

The  man  who  seeks  office  to  use  his  position  for  mercenary  ends  has 
not  clean  hands. 

The  man  whose  services  have  been  sought  for  temporary  relief  by  the 

patient  of  a  fellow  practitioner  recommended  in  such  an  eventuality  and 

who  even  suggests  the  possibility  of  a  continuance  of  appointments,  or  who. 
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when  recommended   for  temporary   care,   exceeds  the  limits  of  the  recom- 

mendation, has  not  clean  hands. 

The  man  who  seeks  through  jealousy  to  undermine  the  faith  reposed 

in   a   fellow  practitioner,   has   not   clean   hands. 

The  man  who  advertises  his  ability  to  give  each  and  every  applicant 

something  better  and  at  half  the  fee  of  another  practitioner,  has  not  clean 

hands.  He  usually  illustrates  the  half-the-pnce  article,  pointing  out  how 

much  better  an  operation  of  some  other  character  (but  costing  a  good  deal 

more)    would   be   for   that   particular  case. 

The  man  whose  services  have  been  sought  in  the  mistaken  conception 

that  he  is  another  and  who  does  not  immediately  acquaint  the  caller  of 

her  mistake  and  direct  her  where  she  wished  to  go,  has  not  clean  hands. 

The  man  who  by  innuendo  seeks  to  injure  any  innocent  fellowman  has 

not  clean  hands.  Righting  a  wrong  by  innuendo  must  not  be  confused 

with  injury  to  innocence.  A  man  may  be  quite  justified  in  using  innuendo 

to  checkmate  another,  whom  everybody  knows  has  not  clean  hands,  but 

that  is  another  subject,  for,  after  all,  the  man  who  everybody  knows 

has  not  clean  hands  may,  to  salve  his  conscience,  mentally  claim  that 

everything  he  does  is  fair  for  him  so  long  as  he  does  not  get  tripped  up. 

He  may  go  through  life  imbued  with  the  idea  that  it  is  his  sole  duty  to 

get  a  little  "ahead  of  the  game,"  the  only  dishonor  about  which  is  the 
being  found  out.  The  legal  aspect  he  never  worries  about,  save  how  he 

may  evade  its  operations,  forgetting  entirely  that  laws  are  laws  subscribed 

to  and  upheld  by  the  vast  majority  of  civilized  beings. 

Innocent  people  may  sometimes  fall  under  suspicion  even  when  their 

actions  are  quite  consistent  with  right. 

However,  innocence  rarely  needs  a  vindicator,  and  he  who  has  an 

easy  conscience,  can   fairly  be  assumed  to  have  clean  hands. 

If  we  apply  the  verdict  given  in  Holy  Writ  to  the  man  who  in  his 

heart  has  harbored  unclean  thoughts,  none  of  us  is  free,  but  by  the  practice 

of  the  Golden  Rule  with  a  charitable  conscience,  we  can  all  hope  to  attain 

in  our  own  sight  and  in  the  eyes  of  the  world  "clean  hands." 
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MAYOR  GRIMMERS  ADDRESS  OF  WELCOME 

Delivered   before  New   Brunswick  Dental   Society,   St.    Stephen,    N.B.,   July,    1915. 

Mr.  President  and  Gentlemen: 

In  behalf  of  the  citizens  of  St.  Stephen  it  gives  me  great  pleasure  to 

extend  to  the  members  of  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society  a  hearty  and 

sincere  welcome  to  our  community. 

Here,  in  the  picturesque  and  historic  St.  Croix  Valley,  you  will  find 

that  rest  and  content  so  necessary  to  a  successful  deliberation  of  the  many 

questions  that  will  be  discussed  in  connection  with  your  profession,  the  im- 

portance of  which  is  now  universally  recognized,  for  the  day  is  long  past 

when  the  tonsorial  artist  acted  as  both  barber  and  dentist. 

Our  town,  on  the  historic  St.  Croix  River,  which  forms  part  of  the 

boundary  line  between  Canada  and  the  United  States,  possesses  a  beauty  in 

common  with  the  valley  on  both  sides  of  the  river  that  we  are  proud  of, 

particularly  at  this  season  of  the  year. 

I  may  be  pardoned  for  saying  that  we  are  equally  proud  of  the 

successful  business  houses  and  manufacturing  industries  that  have  made 

"St.  Stephen"  a  household  word  from  Halifax  to  Vancouver. 
The  pleasant  social  and  business  relations  that  exist  between  the  two 

great  countries,  separated  by  a  narrow  river  at  this  point,  will  naturally 

impress  you  very  deeply  by  contrast  with  the  conditions  now  prevailing 

in  Europe,  where  all  the  first-class  powers  are  engaged  in  the  greatest  con- 

flict known  to  history,  in  which  we,  as  part  of  Canada,  within  the  British 

Empire,  are  doing  our  "little  bit." 
I  congratulate  you,  Mr.  President  and  gentlemen,  upon  the  splendid 

contribution  to  the  war  fund  made  by  the  dentists  of  Canada;  it  was  an 

example  to  all  the  other  professions. 

In  conclusion,  I  wish  you  a  successful  meeting  and  a  pleasant  sojourn 

among  us,  with  the  desire  that  you  will  again  honor  us  with  your  presence. 

I  would  also  congratulate  you  upon  the  fact  that  a  dental  corps  has 

now  become  a  recognized  part  of  the  army  service,  thus  affording  no  little 

relief  to  the  sufferings  our  soldiers  have  to  meet  in  times  of  war. 

Dr.  J.  W.  Moore's  Address  of  Welcome. 
Mr.  President,  Officers  and  Members  of  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  So- 

ciety,  Visiting   Members   of   the   Profession,    Representatives   of   the 

Supply  Houses,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen : 

After  hearing  the  eloquent  address  of  His  Worship  you  will  all  feel 

quite  at  home  here  in  enjoying  the  freedom  of  our  town.      It  leaves  very 

little  for  me  to  say. 

Anticipating  the  fact  that  our  worthy  president  will  in  his  annual  address 

refer  to  the  progress  of  our  profession  and  its  present  status  in  the  onward 

march  of  civilization,  I  will  not  encroach  upon  his  field. 
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On  behalf  of  the  members  of  the  dental  profession  residing  here  I  ex- 

tend to  you  a  cordial  welcome,  trusting  that  your  visit  will  be  so  pleasant 

that  in  the  near  future  you  will  be  pleased  to  convene  again  for  professional 

deliberation  by  this  river  of  international   fame. 

This  valley  of  the  St.  Croix  is  of  historic  interest,  having  been  the  first 

in  this  part  of  North  America  to  feel  the  tread  of  the  European  explorer 

and  settler,  and  although  not  known  to  many,  unmistakable  evidence  has 

been  unearthed  to  show  that  this  is  the  "Garden  of  Eden,"  and  from  here 
men  went  forth  to  all  parts  of  the  globe. 

Last  summer,  in  making  the  Government  survey  of  the  St.  Croix  port 

it  was  proved  beyond  a  doubt  that  Noah's  Ark  rested  on  one  of  these 
mountains,  and  that  for  a  second  time  man  stalked  forth  and  peopled  the 

nations  of  the  world.  This  is  a  heritage  of  which  to  be  proud.  To  such 

a  place  we  welcome  you. 

As  time  rolls  on,  and  you  turn  back  the  leaves  of  memory,  may  you 

find  the  experience  of  your  visit  indelibly  printed  on  its  pages,  so  that  it  will 

continue  to  be  a  "red-letter  day,"  standing  out  above  all  others  down 
to  the  end  of  life.  And  when  the  earthly  house  of  this  tabernacle  be  dis- 

solved, and  your  spirits  roam  through  Paradise — while  you  gaze  with 

rapture  on  the  glories  of  that  wonderful  place — may  you  recognize  in  its 

grandeur  the  hills  and  valleys,  the  verdant  fields,  the  winding  rivers,  and 

even  t'des  of  the  St.  Croix! 

Dr.  W.   P.   Bonnell,   President  N.   B.   Dental  Association,  replied 

to  the  address  of  welccme  as  follows: 

Your  Worship,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen : 

In  reply  to  the  Mayor's  address,  I  would  be  glad  to  say  that  we,  as 
dentists  of  the  Province  of  New  Brunswick,  accept  your  hearty  welcome, 

and  feel  sure  that  your  city  affords  us  one  of  the  best  of  the  Province  for 

the  purpose  of  holding  a  convention. 

Some  twenty  years  ago  we  met  in  this  city,  although  at  that  time 

only  a  small  number  represented  us;  but  at  present  we  are  glad  to  be  here 

with  a  much  larger  delegation. 

Yes,  the  historic  St.  Croix  River  certainly  possesses  beauty  of  which 

we  have  all  heard,  and  before  this  convention  is  over  we  hope  to  see  and 

carry  the  remembrance  of  these  beauty  spots  back  to  our  respective  homes. 

Since  our  last  visit  to  your  city  the  improvement  in  the  buildings  of  the 

city  is  quite  noticeable,  and  if  a  continuation  of  such  architecture  takes 

place,  no  doubt  the  cky  will  vie  with  many  of  the  most  important  town- 
in  the  Province  of  New  Brunswick. 

I  he  manufactures  of  St.  Stephen  certainly  are  coming  to  the  front, 

and  the  city  is  gradually  increasing  as  a  centre  of  industry.  We  con- 

gratulate you,  sir,  on  this  increased  activity,  and  hope  and  trust  that  in 

time    it    will    be    the    most    important    centre    of    the    Maritime    Province-. 
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which  other  townships  will  necessarily  have  to  look  up  to  when  it  comes 
to  the  question  of  manufactures. 

Thanking  you,  Your  Worship,  for  the  honor  accorded  us  in  giving 

us  such  worthy  praise  about  our  "contribution"  to  the  great  strife  now 
being  waged  in  Europe.  I  am  sure  we  have  lots  to  do  yet,  and  trust  that 
our  profession  will  still  keep  at  it  and  show  that  the  dentists  of  the  world 

are  not  backward  when  it  comes  to  such  an  important  issue  as  now  presents 
itself. 

Again  I  want  to  thank  you,  Your  Worship,  on  behalf  of  the  New 
Brunswick  Dental  Association,  for  this  hearty  welcome,  and  I  feel  sure 
that  we  will  all  enjoy  ourselves  and  go  home  with  renewed  efforts,  and 
carry  back  in  our  minds  that  attendance  at  the  convention  at  St.  Stephen 
was  time  well  spent. 

Dr.  Murray's  Reply. 

On  behalf  of  the  visitors,  Dr.  Murray  replied  as  follows: 

I  am  sorry,  indeed,  that  the  members  of  our  society  who  compiled 
this  programme  have  placed  me  in  this  position,  for  I  feel  that  there  are 

a  great  many  in  this  society  who  could  fulfill  this  duty  that  has  been  allotted 

to  me  much  more  capably  than  I  could.  However,  I  am  not  going  to 
make  any  excuses,  and  I  will  promise  you  that  I  will  be  brief. 

Your  Worship,  I  am  sure,  on  behalf  of  the  visiting  members  of  this 

society  in  your  town,  we  appreciate  to  the  fullest  extent  your  very  kind 
and  generous  welcome.  We  certainly  have  selected  one  of  the  most  beau- 

tiful spots  in  the  Province  of  New  Brunswick  for  our  present  deliberations. 

I  remember  some  twenty-two  or  twenty-three  years  ago,  and  I  am  speaking 
from  personal  experience,  that  I  met  here  as  a  representative  of  the  great 

organization  of  the  Independent  Order  of  Oddfellows,  and  I  must  say 
that  during  that  occasion  we  were  most  royally  entertained.  The  hospitality 
of  the  people  of  St.  Stephen  has  been  unsurpassed  by  any  town  that  I  have 
had  the  pleasure  to  visit.  I  have  been  here  on  other  occasions  and  the 

same  thing  existed — the  kindness  and  courtesy  of  the  people  of  St.  Stephen. 
In  speaking  of  your  town,  I  must  say  that  it  is  one  of  the  beauty  spots 

of  the  Maritime  Provinces.  It  was  no  mistake  that  we  should  have  our 

convention  here  on  this  particular  occasion,  on  account  of  the  surroundings 

of  your  town  and  the  good-looking  young  ladies.  The  hospitality  of  every- 
body is  so  unbounded  that  it  is  hard  to  get  the  members  into  the  con- 

vention. 

His  Worship  is  proud  of  this  town  for  its  beauty,  and  has  spoken 
of  the  River  St.  Croix  and  its  historic  connections.  Here  you  are  situated 
on  one  side  of  this  beautiful  river,  on  the  other  is  the  city  of  Calais, 
in  the  neighboring  republic,  with  only  an  imaginary  line  dividing  the  two 
towns,  but  at  the  same  time  you  work  together  in  harmony,  as  you  should 
in  every  respect.      And  I  think,  sir,   that  after  this  present  war,  in  which 
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Charlotte  County  in  particular  has  sent  so  many  brave  men  to  the  front 

to  fight,  the  feeling  between  the  United  States  and  the  British  dependencies 

will  be  closer  knitted  together  than  ever  before. 

They  will  show  their  sympathy,  and  I  think,  as  I  said  before,  that 

our  relations  will  be  nearer  than  in  the  past.  That  fact  can  be  demon- 

strated in  this  way:  We  have  an  imaginary  line  from  the  Atlantic  to  the 

Pacific,  and  not  one  fortification  exists  on  this  divisional  line,  and  that  alone 

speaks  for  itself.  Speaking  of  your  county,  and  speaking  of  your  town,  you 

hold  a  proud  and  enviable  position  in  regard  to  your  noted  men.  I  do  not 

know  of  any  county  where  there  have  been  so  many  eminent  men  as  there 

are  at  the  present  time.  Men  in  regard  to  politics,  and  men  in  regard  to 

business.  You  have  in  your  town  to-day  some  of  the  best  business  men  in  the 

Dominion  of  Canada.  You  must  have  men  of  ability  and  energy  in  order 

to  make  a  success  of  any  business  m  this  country.  From  a  political  stand- 

point, I  cannot  go  far  back;  but  I  can  go  back  to  the  Hon.  Jas.  Mitchell, 

who  was  known  for  his  ability,  honesty  and  uprightness.  To-day  St. 

Stephen  has  the  honor  of  having  the  present  Provincial  Premier,  Mr.  G. 

W.  Clarke,  and  I  know  he  is  quite  capable  of  filling  the  position  to  which 

his  people  have  elected  him.  You  have  here  in  your  city  the  Hon.  Mr. 

Ganong,  head  of  one  of  the  greatest  industries  in  Canada.  Step 

by  step  it  has  advanced  from  the  time  it  started  in  its  infancy  until  now 

it  is  one  of  the  greatest  factories  in  the  Dominion  of  Canada.  Mr.  Ganong 

was  a  member  of  the  Dominion  Parliament,  and  was  a  credit  to  himself 

and  an  honor  to  you.  There  have  been  many  other  noted  men  from 

Charlotte  County,  and  among  them  I  might  mention  the  Hon.  Mr.  Hill  and 

Mr.  Gilmore.  You  have  Mr.  Hartt,  who  represents  this  constituency,  and 
does  it  to  satisfaction. 

We  have  met  here  to-day  to  have  our  deliberations,  the  New  Bruns- 

wick Dental  Society,  the  26th  annual  session.  We  will  here  formulate 

our  plans  for  the  next  year.  We  have  been  successful  these  twenty-six 

years.  Previous  to  1 890,  the  year  in  which  our  society  was  formed, 

cur  profession  was  then  a  mere  calling  or  trade.  We  had  no  society; 

there  was  no  dignity  attached  to  it.  We  formed  our  society  and  made 

it  our  aim  to  elevate  the  standard  of  our  profession.  We  have  succeeded. 

We  have  some  bright  and  brilliant  men  in  our  profession,  and  I  am  sorry 

to  say  that  some  are  not  here  to-day.  We  have  gone  on  step  by  step 
until  we  have  nearly  reached  the  top.  I  here  is  room  for  everything  good 

at  the  top.  We  expect  in  the  near  tuture  to  be  at  the  top  rung  and  to 

make  our  profession  the  equal  of  any  oilier  learned  profession  of  the 

world.     I  know  that  our  mem!  ability.     I  know   from  the  ability 

which  our  members  possess  that  there  is  no  doubl  oi  tic  Riccesi  oi  >U] 

deliberations  in  this  city.  I  know  that  when  we  leave  here  and  go  to  our 

respective    homes    we    will    carry    the    m<>.i    kind    reminiscence*    <>f    oui 
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visit  here.  We  thank  you  again  for  your  hospitality,  which  we  ha
ve  re- 

ceived already,  and  your  kind  words  in  your  address,  and  hope  that  the 

freedom  which  you  have  given  us  in  your  city  will  not  be  abused.  At 

least  we  know  that  every  city  has  certain  laws  governing  their  cities
,  and 

I  hope  that  if  any  of  our  younger  members  "step  over  the  tra
ces"  a  little 

these  laws  will  be  relaxed  and  you  will  not  impose  a  very  heavy  fine.
 

We  know  this  is  a  Scott  Act  town,  and  I  feel  safe  in  becoming  respon
sible 

for  any  misdemeanor  which  our  men  may  commit,  and  I  am  sure  that  you
 

will  have  no  trouble  with  the  members  of  the  New  Brunswic
k  Dental 

Society  on  this  occasion.  Mr.  Mayor  and  Chairman,  I  thank  
you  very 

much,  and  I  hope  and  trust  that  on  some  future  occasion,  and  ma
y  it  not 

be  very  far  distant,  we  shall  come  back  here  again  and  en
joy  the 

hospitality  so  generously  accorded  us. 

PRESIDENT'S  ADDRESS 

W.  P.  Bonnell,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  St.  John,  N.B. 

Read  before  New  Brunswick  Dental  Association,  St.  Steph
en,  July,  1915. 

Gentlemen:  In  giving  you  my  farewell  address  as  pre
sident  of  the 

New  Brunswick  Dental  Society  for  the  past  year,  it  behoo
ves  me  first  and 

foremost  to  thank  those  men  who  have  so  willingly  helped  me
  to  fulfill  the 

duties  of  the  office  which  I  am  about  to  vacate.  I  certainl
y  have  deemed 

it  a  great  honor  to  hold  such  an  important  chair  in  this  wo
rthy  profession, 

and  so  sincerely  thank  those  who  have  given  me  this  pos
ition.  I  can 

assure  my  successor  that  he  will  find  his  obligations  not  too
  stringent  to 

meet,  as  he  will  have  the  support  of  men  whose  aims  and  a
spirations  are 

to  make  "our  society"  the  best  and  most  important  in  the  whole  of  the
 

Dominion  of  Canada. 

During  the  term  of  office  which  I  have  held  the  world  has  been 
 sadly 

plunged  into  a  terrific  strife,  and  little  did  we  know  at  our 
 last  meeting 

that  such  would  be  the  outcome  one  year  hence.  But,  nevertheles
s,  it  has 

come,  and  the  strife  is  being  waged  with  all  the  viciousness  o
f  warfare- 

still  we  hold  our  annual  meeting,  by  being  blessed  with  the  good  f
ortune 

of  living  in  a  land  far  removed  from  the  scenes  of  conflict.  Althou
gh  so 

situated,  we  must  not  forget  that  some  of  our  members'  are  going  for
ward 

to  bear  the  brunt  of  the  inevitable  fray,  and  certainly  words  cannot  express
 

our  appreciation  of,  and  gratitude  for,  their  sacrifice.  1  refer  to  Dr
s. 

Travers  and  Currie.  But  before  going  any  further,  I  must  pause  and 

pay  my  respects  to  those  men  who,  though  not  in  a  dental  or  medica
l 

capacity,  yet  have  gone  to  the  front  as  private  soldiers  and  fought  that  we 

might  live.  Yes,  our  fair  sons,  and  in  some  instances  our  daughters  (I 

refer  to  the  Red  Cross  nurses)  have  gone,  and  are  still  going,  across  the 

waters  to  fight   for  the  glory  of  Old  England,   and  try  to  put  down  this 
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terrible  strife  that  in  no  way  embodies  civilization.  Right  here  I  would 
like  to  state  that  I  have  received  from  the  Canadian  Dental  Association  a 

letter  expressing  the  wish  that  $  1  0,000  be  obtained  from  the  dentists  of 

the  Dominion  for  an  army  dental  fund,  and  that  Dr.  F.  W.  Barbour 

would  represent  New  Brunswick.  Particulars  may  be  obtained  by  asking 

Dr.  Barbour  about  the  matter,  and  I  sincerely  hope  we  will  deem  it  a 

privilege  and  duty  to  contribute  towards  the  same,  and  thus  help  our 

fellow-brothers  who  are  at  the  front  doing  for  us  that  which  we  all  should 
be  willing  to  do  at  the  first  call. 

During  the  past  years,  since  the  society  was  formed,  the  advancement 

has  been  very  satisfactory,  and  we  can  now  look  upon  a  society  that  has 

been  considered  one  of  the  foremost  in  the  Dominion,  and  still  has  large 

chances  for  development  and  research  possibilities.  This  year  rounds  out 

our  26th  annual  conveniion,  by  reason  of  the  untiring  efforts  of  men  who 

have  faithfully  tried  to  bring  dentistry  and  its  affiliated  professions  to  the 

front.  We  are  very  grateful  to  the  people  of  St.  Stephen,  who  have  so 

generously  welcomed  us  to  their  city  for  the  purpose  of  holding  this  con- 

vention, and  especially  to  the  men  of  our  profession  who  have  done  and  are 

doing  all  in  their  power  to  make  it  a  success. 

The  advancement  of  the  society  during  the  last  year  has  not  been 

marked  to  any  great  degree,  yet  we  have  kept  pace  with  the  times,  and  a,' 
long  as  no  serious  drawback  has  been  encountered  we  should  feel  ver 

grateful  on  account  of  the  conditions  that  prevail  at  present  over  the  enti$ 

world.  During  the  past  year,  however,  several  attempts  have  been  made  to 

prevent  illegal  practising  by  unregistered  men,  one  man  in  particular,  but  I 

am  very  sorry  to  state  that  we  have  made  no  great  advancement,  and  he 

is  still  practising.  From  the  outcome  of  this  case  we  have  a  moral  to  dfr 

duct ;  namely,  the  laws  governing  the  practice  of  dentistry  in  the  Province 

of  New  Brunswick  are  not  stringent  enough,  and  so  during  the  coming  year 

we  must  make  it  our  one  aim  to  try  to  put  a  bill  through  the  Legislature 

to  deal  with  such  conditions,  which  would  ultimately  be  ruinous  to  the 

profession  in  New  Brunswick  as  a  whole,  and  in  the  end  the  citizens' 
welfare  as  well.  A  committee  was  appointed  at  the  last  annual  meelin-' 

to  revise  the  Dental  Act ;  but  on  account  of  having  this  case  before  the 

courts  in  Fredericton  they  thought  it  advisable  to  wait  and  see  the  outcome. 

Dr.  Godsoe,  in  his  report,  will  no  doubt  give  you  an  account  of  the  case. 

During  the  year  we  have  had  the  misfortune  to  lose  one  of  our  mem- 
bers. I  refer  to  the  late  Dr  H.  C.  Wetmore.  Dr.  Wetmore  was  a  man 

cf  sterling  character  and  beloved  by  all  who  knew  him,  both  a-*  a  oh/en 

and  one  of  your  fraternity  brothers.  1  he  doctor  had  been  in  practice  about 

25  years,  and  was  one  of  our  hardest  workers,  and  one  who  never  shirked 

an  opportunity  for  the  advancement  of  the  profession  he  had  chosen  ,t-  nil 

life  work.      Last  year  he  had  given  up  Kii  practice  and  received  an  office 
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in  the  Government  employ  as  Deputy  Receiver-General  for  the  Province, 

with  office  at  St.  John.  However,  he  did  not  enjoy  this  lucrative  and 

honored  position  very  long,  for  in  June  he  succumbed  to  pneumonia.  Dr. 

Wetmore's  memory  will  always  be  an  inspiring  thought  to  his  fellow- 
workers,  and  the  place  made  vacant  by  such  a  scholarly  and  respected 

man  must  necessarily  be  filled,  and  an  equally  capable  successor  will,  no 

doubt,  be  hard  to  find. 

The  local  societies  have  not  been  very  active  this  year,  owing  to  the 

world-wide  events  taking  place,  but  they  have  had  their  meetings  from 

time  to  time,  and  with  papers  and  clinics  have  learned  much  from  one 

another  as  regards  what  the  other  fellow  is  doing.  In  many  localities  much 

attention  has  been  given  to  the  care  of  the  teeth  of  those  going  to  the  front, 

and  to  the  school  inspection  of  children's  teeth.  This  has  had  no  very 
great  advancement  whatever. 

During  this  session  of  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society  there 

will,  in  all  probability,  be  brought  before  your  notice  the  advisability  of 

holding  a  union  meeting  of  the  associations  of  the  Maritime  Provinces  next 

year.  As  there  is  to  be  a  Dominion  convention,  some  thought  that  the 

both  should  not  come  in  the  same  year.  As  regards  this,  1  might  say  that 

I  do  not  think  that  would  make  any  difference,  as  those  who  did  not  go  to 

the  Dominion  one  would  be  glad  of  an  opportunity  to  go  to  the  Maritime 

convention. 

However,  this  will  be  dealt  with  during  this  session,  and  you  will  be 

able  to  do  what  you  think  best. 

I  have  only  given  you  a  brief  outline  of  the  affairs  of  the  society 

during  the  past  year,  and  am  very  sorry,  indeed,  that  it  is  not  fuller,  but  I 

am  sure  that  with  the  reports  of  the  various  committees  who  know  the 

standing  of  the  different  conditions  that  exist  you  will,  no  doubt,  deem 

it  advisable  that  I  discontinue. 

Again,  gentlemen,  I  want  to  thank  you  for  the  honor  accorded  me, 

and  am  very  sorry  that  more  progress  has  not  been  accomplished  during 

the  year,  but  we  must  press  forward  and  be  optimistic  in  the  years  to  come 

and  advance  our  profession  in  general  to  a  higher  degree  of  efficiency. 
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A  TRIP  IN  WAR  T1MLS 
(Continued  hum  ln.*t   issue.) 

A.    W.    THORNTON,    D.D.S.,    L.D.S.,    Montreal,    Que.,    Dean    Dental 

Department,    McGill    University. 

A  DAY  IN  HAVRE. 

Between  midnight  and  daybreak  on  Wednesday,  August  1 8th,  the 

ship  was  taken  through  the  various  berths  (like  our  canal  locks),  and 

coming  on  deck  in  the  morning  we  saw  one  of  the  best  of  the  French  sea- 
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Fig.    1.     Lighthouse   near  Havre, 

ports.      1  here   were    soldiers    everywhere,    at    every    conceivable    form    of 

work.      Some  did  guard  duty,  some  piled  lumber,  some  loaded  great  war 

trucks,  some  piled  "pig"  lead,  some  were  "cleaning  up."     Some  off  duty, 
-tood  in  the  doors  of  the  wooden  huts,  quietly  watching  the  passengers,  or 

i 

Fig.   I,     r..ni 

waving  a  welcome  to  the  girls  and  women  who  crowded  the  decks. 

The  quarantine  officers  came  on  deck  to  "a-k  alter  our  health."      1  here 
were  only  a  few  passengers  for  Havre,   myseli   Mnong  the  Dumber.      Pa- 
ports  were  very  carefully  examined,   and   the  holders   were  very  careful Iv 
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scrutinized  to  make  sure  that  the  photograph  attached  to  the  passport  was 
of  the  one  presenting  it.     A  sign  had  been  hung  up:     "No  persons  allowed 
to  land,"  and  this  order  was  strictly  obeyed.      Outside  four  persons,  resi- 

dents of  France,   the   members  of  the  Fijian  contingent,   the  captain   and 
myself,  no  one  was  allowed  to  leave  the  boat.     My  passport  did  the  trick, 
and  soon  I  was  wending  my  way  cityward.     The  first  thing  that  impressed 
one  was  that  every  able  bodied  man  was  in  uniform.     France  was  utilizing 
all  her  strength.      The  conductors   on   the   street   cars   were   rvomen,    and 
judging  from  what  I  saw  of  their  work  in  Havre,  it  would  be  a  good  thing 
if  some  American   and   Canadian   cities  would   adopt   the   same  measure. 
There  was  none  of  the  rudeness,  and  none  of  that  lack  of  courtesy  and 

"good  breeding"  so  apparent  in  some  of  the  street  cars  of  British,  American and  Canadian  cities. 

Perhaps  the  next  thing  to  attract  the  attention  of  a  visitor  was  the 

"sad"  look  of  the  people.  There  was  a  lack  of  the  chatter  and  laughter and   apparent  enjoyment,   which   always  characterizes   the  street   life  of  a 

Fig.  3.     Seat  of  the  Belgian  Government. 

modern  city.      Soldiers  guarding  the  bridges,  sentries  on  duty  outside  all 
factories,  thousands  of  bales  of  cotton,   British,   French,   Belgian,   Indian, 
Algerian,  Canadian,  Russian  and  Italian  soldiers, —  gathered  from  the  four 

quarters  of  the  globe,  all  spoke  but  one  word,  "war." 
Havre  is  the  great  British  port  of  entry  in  France,  and  is  practically 

under  British  rule.  No  one  (other  than  a  citizen  of  the  place)  is  permitted 
to  enter  or  leave  the  city  without  permission  of  the  British  Provost  Mar- 

shall. The  Belgian  Government,  for  the  time  being,  is  located  here,  so 
that  practically  three  nations  unite  to  govern  the  city — France,  Britain  and 
Belgium.  To  bring  the  war  closer  home,  German  prisoners  of  war  are 
working  on  the  docks  and  on  the  roads,  always,  of  course,  under  the  eye 
of  watchful  soldiers.  Their  stolid  faces,  then-  lifeless  manner,  their  sullen 
looks,  their  broken  spirit,  all  remind  us  of  that  time  so  long  ago  when  the 

children  of  Israel  said,  "How  can  we  sing  the  Lord's  song  in  a  strange 
land?" 
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I  wish  to  send  a  telegram  to  our  hospital  in  France,  and  a  cable  home, 

and  enter  an  office  marked  "Anglo-American  Cable  Company."  I  enter 
and  write  my  telegram  and  cable,  and  am  then  informed  that  I  must  go  to 

the  post  office  to  send  them,  as  they  are  not  permitted  to  take  any  money  at 

the  head  office.  To  the  post  office  I  go,  and  am  told  that  the  cable  to 

Canada  may  go  in  English,  but  the  telegram  inland  must  be  in  French.  But 

first  I  must  show  my  passport  before  sending  either.  When  the  post  office 

official  sees  my  photograph,  with  a  university  gown,  he  becomes  courtesy 

personified,  and  "I  have  much  pleasure,  Professor" — with  a  smile,  more 
easily  understood  than  his  words,  makes  me  feel  very  much  at  home. 

But  a  man  will  grow  hungry,  and  I  ask  my  post  office  friend  to  direct 

me  to  a  cafe.  This  he  graciously  does,  and  soon,  sitting  outside  watching 

the  passers-by,  I  am  enjoying  such  "cafe-au-lait"  as  I  had  never  even 
dreamed  of.  Catering  by  the  French  is  a  science,  and  courtesy  is  second 

nature,  and  my  only  regret  was  that  I  could  not  stay  longer,  so  as  to  know 

Fig.  4.     Si ;  mi •.   I  l;i\  re. 

and  enjoy  them  more.  While  at  lunch  I  saw  one  of  the  "Fijis"  on  a 
street  car.  The  recognition  was  mutual,  and  waving  my  hand,  I  said, 

"Come  on."  No  second  invitation  was  necessary.  Without  the  ceremony 
of  stopping  the  car  he  climbed  over  the  rear  railing,  made  a  quick  dive, 

and  landed  on  a  chair  beside  me.  After  lunch  we  "did"  the  city  together. 
The  big  dogs  hitched  beneath  small  carts,  used  by  hucksters  and  for  light 

cartage  purposes,  women  delivering  coal,  women  taxi  drivers,  the  street 

markets,  all  were  sources  of  interest.  On  the  principal  streets  the  shop 

windows  were  very  tastefully  dressed,  but  bus/ness  appeared  to  be  very 

quiet.  Women  in  black  (some  of  it  very  ostentatious)  gave  a  sombre  effect 

to  an  otherwise  busy  scene,  but  when  we  reflect  that  "the  enemy  is  within 

the  gate,"  and  that  thousands  and  thousands  of  fathers,  husbands,  sons, 
brothers  and  sweethearts  will  return  no  more,  one  does  not  feel  like 

criticising  very  severely.  As  the  afternoon  wore  away  I  determined  to 

walk  to  the  ship  and  go  on  to  London. 
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But  a  "movie"  showing  war  pictures  allured  me,  and  I  went  in.  I 
have  seen  war  pictures,  splendid  ones,  in  Canada,  but  never  such  pictures 

as  I  saw  that  day.  The  heavy  transports,  the  big  guns  in  action,  the 

cavalry,  the  snipers  at  work,  the  meals  in  the  trenches,  the  ambulances 

at  work,  "Last  Post"  at  the  grave  of  fallen  brothers,  all — all  so  realistic 
that  the  shiver  and  the  sigh  would  come  in  spite  of  your  effort  to  repress 
them. 

To  add  to  the  effect  of  the  pictures,  the  house  was  full  of  wounded 

soldiers,  fully  nine4enths  of  the  audience  being  made  up  of  them.  Men 

who  had  lost  legs,  men  who  had  lost  arms,  men  with  only  one  eye,  men 

bandaged  in  every  conceivable  form,  men  on  crutches,  men  in  chairs,  all 

were  there,  cheerful  in  spite  of  their  misfortunes;  patient,  tangible  evidence 

of  the  brutal  carnality  of  some  mind  inspired  by  hell. 

Judge  of  my  surprise,  when  after  sitting  in  the  place  about  an  hour,  I 

felt  a  gentle  tap  on  my  shoulder,  and  a  voice  in  the  semi-darkness  said, 

"Aren't  you  Dr.  Thornton  who  used  to  be  in  Toronto?"  I  almost  had  a 
fit.  But  I  pleaded  guilty,  and  soon  discovered  that  my  unknown  friend 

was  Mr.  Carie,  a  Y.M.C.A.  worker,  whom  I  had  known  while  living  in 

the  Queen  City. 

Mr.  Carie  is  in  charge  of  the  Y.M.C.A.  work  at  the  British  Convales- 

cent Hospital,  and  an  invitation  to  "tea"  and  to  speak  to  the  wounded 
soldiers  was  very  gladly  accepted. 

The  camp  is  beautifully  situated  on  "the  heights,"  and  is  reached  by 

an  inclined  railway.  After  tea  the  "Canadians"  had  a  little  private  gath- 

ering, and  we  talked  of  "home."  Every  man  in  that  camp  (there  were 

about  six  hundred)  had  been  to  the  front  and  had  "done  his  bit."  They 
told  me  of  Mons,  of  the  Marne,  of  the  Aisne,  of  Ypres,  of  Neuve  Cha- 

pelle,  of  Hill  60,  of  asphyxiating  gas,  of  liquid  fire,  until  my  blood  ran 

cold.  Then  they  asked  me  about  Montreal,  and  Toronto,  and  London, 

of  Kingston  and  Fort  William,  of  Guelph  and  Hamilton,  and  for  once  I 

thanked  God  that  I  had  knocked  around  a  bit,  and  knew  some  one  in  almost 

every  place  mentioned.  I  think  every  Province  of  Canada  was  represented 

in  that  little  group  of  Canadians.  Men  were  there  who  had  gone  with 

the  first  contingent  and  had  been  in  France  for  months;  others  had  been 

wounded  within  the  first  few  hours  of  trench  fighting.  But  all  had  one 

thing  in  common,  a  "homesickness"  that  was  eating  their  hearts  out. 

After  our  little  "home"  talk  we  went  into  a  large  hall  where  a  concert 

was  given  for  the  Tommies.  Professional  singers  were  there  to  sing  war 

songs  and  rag-time,  and  always  the  "boys"  would  join  heartily  in  the 

chorus.  A  violinist  touched  their  hearts,  then  made  their  feet  "keep  time." 

A  Tommy  "accompanied"  a  swell  professional  soprano  on  a  comb  and 

piece  of  paper,   and  the  singer  enjoyed  it  as  thoroughly  as  "the  boys  in 
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khaki."     I  had  a  chance  to  say  a  few  words,  but  who  could  feel  worthy  to 
speak  to  six  hundred  men  who  had  come 

"Back  from  the  jaws  of  death; 

Back  from  the  mouth  of  hell." 
But  with  a  full  heart  I  told  them  how  the  folk  at  home  appreciated  what 

they  had  done.      I  told  them  of  the  larger  Canada  which  they  had  made 

known  to  the  whole  world.      I  told  them  of  the  thrill  of  pride  that  stirred 

every  heart  when  the  news  came  that  "the  Canadians  saved  the  day."      I 
told  them  a  story  or  two  to  take  the  bad  taste  of  the  other  part  of  the  speech 

out  of  their  mouths,   and  then  sat  down   feeling — oh,   how  small — in  the 

presence  of  such  men.     Then  when  I  sat  down,  every  man  who  could  stand, 

stood  and  cheered,  not,   I   am  sure,   for  what  I  said,  but  rather  for  a  bit 

of  news  from  "home,"  and  the  assurance  that  we  were  so  proud  of  every 
one  of  them.     Then  we  all  shook  hands   (by  each  shaking  his  own  hand), 

and  I  said  good-bye — my  eyes  moist  and  my  "Adam's  apple"  manifest- 
ing a  very  strong  desire  to  come  up  into  my  mouth.     My  boat  was  to  leave 

the  dock  at  nine.      I  had  stayed  too  long  at  the  concert,   and,  to  add  to 

my  discomfiture,  no  taxi  was  to  be  seen.      But  finally  a  "one-horse  shay" 
made  its  appearance,  and  I  tumbled  in,  the  driver  making  it  clearly  under- 

stood that  the  fare  was  "cinq   francs"    (one  dollar).      I  didn't  care  if  it 

had  been  "cent  francs."     I  wanted  to  get  the  boat.     When  I  finally  reach- 

ed the  wharf  the  ship  was  pulling  out.      Not  waiting  to  pay  my  "Jehu,"  I 

cried,  "Venez  i'ci"    (come  here),  and  started  on  the  run,  my  hand  in  my 
pocket.     There  was  not  a  single  light  on  the  dock,  but  I  managed  to  count 

out  five  coins.     They  may  have  been  francs  or  Canadian  cents,  or  twenty- 

five  cent  pieces  or  twenty-five  centimes   (five  cent  pieces),  but  I  put  them 

into  his   hand,   shouted   "bon   soir" ;   some   kindly  disposed   soul   shoved   up 
a  long  plank,   and   I  crawled   aboard,  glad  that   I  was  not  left  behind — 

sorry  that  I  could  not  see  more  of  our  brave  French  Allies.      I  have  been 

in  many  cities  in  Canada,  in  the  United  States,  in  Britain,  but  never  did  I 

see  a  city  in  which  there  was  no  evidence  of  drunkenness  until  I  spent  that 

day  in  Havre.     When  you  think  that  there  were  many  thousands  ot  soldiers 

drawn   from  almost  every  country  in  the  world,   and  that  there  was  not  a 

drunken  person  to  be  seen,  man  nor  woman,  civilian  nor  soldier,  it  is  surely 

proof   positive   that    for  the   period   of   the  war,    at   least,   the   French    have 

successfully  grappled  with  the  "foe"  which  Lloyd  George  declared  was    I 
greater    menace   to    Britain    than    the   Germans. 

At  midnight,  with  a  full  tide,  we  leave  Havre,  and  next  morning  wake 

up  to  find  ourselves  in  the  English  Channel.  1  hose  early  on  deck  were 

rewarded  by  seeing  a  Zeppelin  flying  towards  the  Continent,  and  we 

learned  thai  I  xmdon  had  been  raided  the  previous  night  by  the  Zeppelin 

which  we  saw.  Of  cource,  we  were  all  apprehensive  ot  submarines,  and 

it  was  with  a  feeling  of  intense  relief  that  we  saw  a  couple  oi  British 

torpedo   boat   destroyers   approach   and   circle   round   US.        1  he   Rrsl    ol    the 
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destroyers  appeared  about  nine  o'clock  in  the  morning,  and 
 from  that 

time  until  we  landed  about  eight  in  the  evening  we  were  at  al
l  times 

wi'thin  sight  of  scores  of  British  vessels  of  every  possible  description.  Ar
med 

trawlers,  torpedo  boat  destroyers,  fishing  smacks,  men-of-wa
r,  merchant- 

men, hospital  ships,  sailing  vessels,  coalers,  from  every  nation  under 
 the 

sun  (except  Germany  and  Austria)  were  passing  us,  meeting  us,  sa
iling 

alongside,  at  anchor  as  if  no  such  word  as  "war"  had  ever  been
  lisped. 

Frequently  we  could  count  as  many  as  fifty  ships  in  sight  at  one  time,  an
d 

more  than  once  during  the  day  we  could  count  almost  a  hundred. 

And  then  we  realized  what  the  "British  fleet"  meant.  Trade
  was 

practically  uninterrupted.  Vessels  came  and  went  on  all  the  s
eas.  To 

every  country  the  sea  was  practically  free,  except  for  the  ships
  of  Britain's 

enemies,  and  there  was  not,  on  all  the  seas  of  the  world,  a  single  Ge
rman 

vessel  except  those  that  were  gathering  barnacles  in  the  ports  of  a  neut
ral 

country  in  which  they  had  been  interned,  or  in  the  Kiel  Canal,  where
  Ger- 

man battleships  lay  at  anchor,  their  commanders  fully  conscious  of  the  fact
 

that  now,  as  in  the  centuries  of  the  past,  "Britain  rules  the  se
a." 

One  very  interesting  sight  attracted  the  attention  of  all  on  board  as  we 

approached  Dover.  A  long  row  of  buoys,  stretching  as  far  as  eye  could 

see,  supported  a  great  iron  network,  and  through  these  the  Ger
man  "subs' 

found  it  impossible  to  go.  An  opening  here  and  there  permitted  vessels  to 

pass  through  in  safety,  and  patrol  boats  continually  going  back  and  forth 

along  the  buoys  prevented  any  interference  with  this  very  sure  line  of  de- 

fence. Once  inside  the  "gap"  we  breathed  more  freely,  for  we  felt  that 

we  were  pretty  safe,  so  far  as  torpedoes  were  concerned. 

How  beautiful  appeared  the  chalk  cliffs  of  Southern  England,  the  villages 

on  the  sea  coast;  the  farm  houses,  vine  clad;  Dover,  wAh  its  castle; 

Folkestone,  where  as  we  sailed  past  we  knew  that  thousands  of  Canadian 

"Tommies"  were  in  training;  Margate,  with  its  bathers;  all — all  spoke 

to  us  of  the  England  of  which  we  had  read  since  childhood — beautiful, 

peaceful  England,  with  her  "stately  homes" — but  now  over  all  hung,  like 

a  funeral  pall,  the  black  cloud  of  war.  As  we  near  the  mouth  of  the 

Thames  we  hear  heavy  cannonading,  and  once  again  our  hearts  are  in 

our  mouths,  until  we  learn  that  it  is  caused  by  English  gunners  at  practice, 

and  soon  we  see  the  targets  in  the  distance,  and  the  shells  dropping  on 

them  with  deadly  precision. 

Then  just  at  sunset  a  biplane  appears  on  the  horizon,  followed  by 

another  and  another,  until  a  "fleet"  appears,  and  our  apprehensions  are 

stilled  when  some  Canadian  aviators  assure  us  that  they  are  British. 

(To   be  Continued). 
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Dental  Societies 

REPORTS  OF  COMMITTEES  OF  THE  NEW 

BRUNSWICK  DENTAL  SOCIETY 

F.  A.  Godsoe,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  St.  John,  N.B. 

SECRETARY  S  REPORT. 

As  secretary   I   beg  to  submit  the  following: 

All  matters  of  interest  affecting  the  society  have  been  attended  to 

by  the  council,  and  will  be  submitted  to  the  society  in  the  report  of  that 

body.  The  regular  clerical  work  has  been  attended  to,  and  there  are  en- 

rolled on  the  register  about  82  qualified  dentists  practising  in  the  Province. 

The  following  is  a  summarized  statement  of  the  receipts  for  dues  and 

expenditures  : 

Receipts  for  dues         $142.00 

Receipts  for  C.D.S    5.02 

$147.02 
Expenditures  as  per  vouchers      $147.02 

Since  our  last  meeting  two  of  our  members  have  been  taken  from  our 

midst.  Dr.  F.  H.  Dickie  and  Dr.  H.  C.  Wetmore,  after  very  short 

illnesses,  succumbed  to  disease,  and  were  laid  away  to  rest.  In  the  death 

of  Dr.  Wetmore  the  society  loses  a  valued  member,  and  many  of  us  a 

very  dear  friend.  As  Dr.  Wetmore  was  a  member  from  St.  John  to  the 

council  it  will  be  your  duty  to  elect  a  successor  to  our  late  member. 

Dr.    Broderick  then  spoke. 

There  is  quite  a  job  awaiting  us  on  the  law  as  well  as  on  the  books, 

and  quite  a  reformation  must  be  made  to  bring  it  up  to  the  standard  it 

used  to  have  as  regards  the  prohibition  of  illegal  practice.  I  think  that 

for  the  time  being  as  regards  what  has  been  done  this  is  all  I  have  to 

report.  We  have  been  inactive  on  account  of  deeming  it  wise  to  wait 

until  the  time  when  we  could  bring  the  whole  matter  before  the  Legislative 

Assembly.  We  have  done  nothing  on  that  account,  pending  something 

larger  to  be  done  before  the  year  is  through.  That  will  come  from  the 

secretary's  report  to  the  council.  It  will  be  necessary  for  us  to  get  some- 
thing into  the  dental  law  as  to  what  the  actual  practice  of  dentistry  means 

in  order  to  prevent  some  one  practising  illegally. 

The  registrar  submitted  the  following  report: 

To  the  New  Brunswick  Dent.il  Society,  Gentlemen: 

The  Council  of  Dental  Surgeons  of  New  BriMSWh  k  beg  to  report  tli.it 

during  the  past   year  the   following  were  enrolled   m   dental   students:    Dr. 
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P.  S.  Bonnell,  St.  John;  Dr.  J.  C.  Doore,  St.  John;  Mr.  F.  C.  Thomas, 
St.  John;  Dr.  F.  Winslow  Johnston,  Baltimore,  Md. ;  Mr.  J.  H.  Manning, 
St.  John;  Mr.  W.  L.  Gillespie,  St.  John;  Mr.  A.  J.  Cormier,  St.  John; 
Dr.  Veniot,  Bathurst. 

Mr.  G.  R.  Leslie,  of  Moncton,  appeared  before  the  examiners,  but 
failed  to  pass  in  all  subjects. 

The  following  qualified  and  were  placed  on  the  register  as  practition- 

ers of  dentistry:     Dr.  J.  C.  Doore,  St.  John;  Dr.  P.  S.  Bonnell,  St.  John. 
Dr.   I.  K.  Farrar,  of  Dorchester;  J.  A.  Veniot,  of  Bathurst,  and  F. 

W,  Johnson,   of  Baltimore,   appeared  before  the  board  in  June  last,  but 
have  not  been  reported  upon  as.  yet. 

The  council  followed  up  the  case  of  W.  H.  Gerrard,  of  Fredericton, 
and  obtained  seven  convictions.  Owing  to  the  appeal  of  Mr.  Gerrard  to 
the  Governor-in-Council  the  execution  of  same  was  delayed. 

Representatives  of  the  society — Drs.  W.  P.  Bonnell,  W.  P.  Brod- 
erick  and  F.  A.  Godsoe — appeared  before  the  Government  to  show  cause 
why  the  appeal  should  not  be  allowed,  and  after  due  consideration  the 
Governor-in-Council  dismissed  the  appeal.  Distress  warrants  were  then 
attempted  to  be  served  on  Mr.  Gerrard,  who  informed  the  constable  that 

he  owned  nothing.  Everything  was  in  his  wife's  name.  The  constable 
would  not  execute  the  warrants  unless  the  society  would  indemnify  him. 
Owing  to  the  financial  condition  of  the  society  the  council  deemed  it  ad- 

visable to  refer  the  matter  to  the  society  to  devise  means  to  raise  sufficient 
funds  to  carry  on  the  prosecution  and  obtain  new  legislation. 

The  balance  of  cash  on  hand  is  $56.44,  and  the  outstanding  indebt- 
edness is  in  excess  of  this  amount.  It  is  therefore  necessary  to  provide 

means  to  meet  these  liabilities,  as  well  as  others  that  will  have  to  be  con- 

tended with.  Such  provision  could  be  made  by  raising  the  annual  dues 
to  $3.00,  and  making  an  assessment  for  the  next  year  of  $2.00  per  mem- 

ber. This  would,  if  paid  by  the  members,  give  approximately  in  the 
vicinity  of  $435.00. 

Legal  advice  obtained  by  the  council  states  that  the  law  as  it  stands 
is  very  defective,  especially  in  the  prosecution  of  violation  of  the  Act.  The 
council  trusts  the  society  will  give  this  matter  due  consideration. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Barbour,  and  seconded  by  Dr.  Sawaya,  that  the  report 
of  the  council  be  received,  placed  on  the  records,  and  the  matter  brought 
up  for  discussion. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Hart  that  the  annual  fee  be  raised  to  $3.00.  Sec- 
onded by  Dr.  Magee. 

Moved  and  seconded  that  an  extra  assessment  of  $2.00  per  mem- 
oer  be  made. 

Audit  Committee   reported   as   follows: 

To  President  of  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society: 
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The  Audit  Committee  appointed  to  examine  the  books  of  the  secretary 

beg  to  state  that  they  have  done  so,  and  found  same  to  be  correct. 
Fenwick  P.  Bonnell, 

F.  G.  Sancton, 

K.  Damon. 

Report  of  Audit  Committee  was  received  and  ordered  to  be  put  on  the 
records. 

Dr.  Barbour  then  spoke  with  reference  to  the  Army  Dental  Corps, 

and  said  that  he  thought  that  this  body  should  have  the  same  standing  as 

the  army  doctors. 

Dr.  W.  P.  Bonnell  said:  "We  have  all  been  called  upon  for  con- 
tributions for  this  and  that,  but  we  cannot  realize  what  it  means  for  those 

going  to  the  front.  I  have  done  considerable  for  this,  but  I  wish  to  do 

all  I  can  to  help  our  boys  along,  not  only  our  New  Brunswick  boys,  but 

our  boys  all  over  dear  old  Canada.  If  you  wish  to  make  a  subscription 

I  shall  be  glad  to  take  it.  If  you  do  not,  I  shall  call  upon  every  man  in 

the  city  of  St.  John  for  a  contribution."  .  . 
Dr.  Magee  said  that  the  members  could  not  be  expected  to  contribute 

any  particular  sum — that  the  contributions  were  entirely  voluntary.  He 

also  expressed  himself  as  pleased  that  the  formation  of  an  Army  Dental 

Corps  on  the  same  basis  as  all  other  branches  of  the  service  was  an  accom- 

plished fact. 

Dr.  Barbour  said,  in  speaking  with  reference  to  the  Army  Dental 

Fund,  that  the  amount  desired  was  $10,000.  This  was  divided  in  pro- 

portion to  the  number  of  dentists  in  the  Province.  In  New  Brunswick 

the  amount  would  be  $600.00,  and  in  Ontario  $5,300.00,  and  other 

Provinces   accordingly. 

REPORT  OF  REPRESENTATIVE  OF  THE  D.D.C. 

Jas.  M.  Magee,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  St.  John,  N.B. 

Gentlemen:  Since  our  last  meeting  there  is  not  very  much  for  me  to 

report  from  the  Dominion  Dental  Council. 

The  anticipated  action  of  the  British  Columbia  Dental  Society  did  not 

materialize.  Owing  to  the  European  war  the  meeting  which  was  to  have 

been  held  in  February  to  vote  upon  the  question  of  participation  in  the 

benefits  of  the  Dominion  Dental  Council  was  indefinitely  postponed,  so 

that  we  have  still  to  wait  for  the  l:nk  in  the  far  end  of  the  chain  t'1  be 

forged. 

There  has  been  a  change  in  the  personnel  of  our  examiners.  Owing 

to  the  fact  that  Dr.  F.  W.  Barbour  had  a  ion  who  is  taking  the  <\\  initia- 

tions he  felt  constrained  to  resign  the  position  he  w  efficiently  filled,  and 

the  council  has  felt  itself  fortunate  in  having  Dr.  W.  IV  Broderick  assume 

the  duties  in  his  stead. 
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The  death  of  our  esteemed  conferer,  Dr.  H
orace  C.  Wetmore,  com- 

pelled the  appointment  of  a  successor,  and  Dr.  H.
  S.  Thomson  has  been 

asked  to  finish  the  work  necessarily  broken  o
ff.  The  president  of  the 

council  has  written  me  asking  that  Dr.  Thoms
on  continue  in  office,  and 

this  I  have  no  doubt  he  will  do.  The  examina
tions  have  just  been  finished. 

A  score  or  so  of  candidates  have  written,  but 
 as  yet  I  have  received  no 

notice  of  results. 

Otherwise    only    routine   business    has    occupied    the   a
ttention    ot    the 

council.  _, 

Moved  that  the  report  be  received  and  placed  on
  the  records.  Car- 

ried. 

REPORT  OF  COMMITTEE  ON   PRE
SIDENT'S  ADDRESS. 

Your  committee  on  consideration  of  the  president'
s  address  begs  leave 

to  report  as  follows: 

That  the  society  commend  the  action  of  Drs.  Curri
e  and  Travers  in 

their  enlistment  in  the  Army  Dental  Corps  and  here
by  expresses  its  ap- 

preciation of  their  sacrifice  and  loyalty. 

In  reference  to  Army  Dental  Corps  and  dental  legisla
tion,  your  com- 

mittee has   no   further  comment   in   addition  to  discussions   of   an
   earlier 

session. 

It  is  recommended  that  the  secretary  prepare  and  forward  
to  the  widow 

of  our  late  esteemed  brother,  Dr.  Wetmore,  our  appreci
ation  of  his  dis- 

tinguished professional  services  as  an  active  member  of  our  society,
  and 

the  severe  loss  the  profession  and  our  society  has  sustained
  in  his  demise. 

We  wish  to  signify  our  appreciation  of  the  faithful  servi
ces  that  have 

been  performed  by  our  president  during  his  term  of  office. 

(Signed)  WlLLIAM    P.    BRODERICK, 
F.  W.  Barbour, 

L.  H.  Somers. 

Moved  and  seconded  that  the  report  be  received  and  placed  on  
the 

minutes.     Carried. 

RESOLUTIONS. 

Moved  by  Drs.  Murray  and  Magee  that  the  next  annual  m
eeting  be 

held  in  St.  John,  and  that  this  society  request  the  Nova  S
cotia  Society 

to  hold  a  union  meeting  in   1917.      Carried. 

Moved  and  seconded  by  Drs.  Thompson  and  Magee  
that  the  next 

meeting,  1916,  be  confined  solely  to  business,  and  i
t  be  recommended  that 

the  members  of  our  association  attend  the  meeting  of  
the  Canadian  Dental 

Association  at  Montreal. 

Meeting  adjourned  until  1  0  o'clock  Wednesday  mor
ning. 

CLOSING  SESSION   WEDNESDAY,    10   A.M. 

Dr.  A.  T.  McMurray,  of  Fredericton,  was  elected  p
resident  by  ac- 

clamation. 
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Dr.   F.  E.   Burden,  of  Moncton,  was  elected  vice-president. 

Dr.  F.  A.  Godsoe  was  elected  secretary-treasurer  for  the  ensuing  year. 

Dr.  W.  P.  Bonnell  was  elected  a  member  of  the  council  in  place  of 
Dr.   Wetrr.ore. 

Dr.  F.  E.  Burden  moved  the  following  resolution: 

Recognizing  that  a  full  attendance  of  the  Council  is  necessary  for  the 

transaction  of  business, 

IT  IS  HEREBY  RESOLVED  that  the  Legislative  Committee  be 

requested  to  incorporate  in  the  revised  act  the  following: 

"That  when  any  member  is  absent  from  two  successive  meetings  ol 
the  Council  (without  sufficient  cause  being  furnished  in  writing  to  the 

President  of  the  Council  by  the  absent  member),  the  office  will  be  declared 

vacant  and  a  successor  be  appointed  at  the  next  meeting  of  the  Society. 

Seconded  by  Dr.  Barbour.     Carried. 

Dr.   Hagerman  submitted  the  following  resolution: 

In  view  of  the  recognized  necessity  of  teaching  the  public  the  prin- 

ciples of  oral  hygiene,  moved  that  an  oral  hygiene  committee  be  appointed 

to  act  until  their  successors  be  appointed,  to  carry  forward  this  movement 

of  preparing  or  securing  such  literature  and  interviewing  such  people  as 

will  bring  about  the  desired  result.  Any  literature  prepared  to  have  the 

approval  of  the  Dental  Council.  That  an  appeal  be  made  to  the  Oral 

Prophylactic  Association  for  literature  and  funds.     Seconded.     Carried. 

Committee  appointed  consisting  of  Drs.  Hagerman,  Sawaya  and 

Clarke,    Dr.    Hagerman    being   chairman   of   the   committee. 

Moved  by  Dr.  Somers  that  a  vote  of  thanks  be  extended  to  the  dental 

fraternity  of  Charlotte  County  for  the  hospitality  received.  Seconded. 

Carried. 

Dr.  Moore,  on  behalf  of  the  dentists  of  Charlotte  County,  replied 

to  the  vote  of  thanks:  "I  thank  you  for  the  recognition  of  the  efforts 
which  we  have  put  forth.  The  elements  so  far  have  been  in  our  favor, 

and  we  trust  that  you  have  enjoyed  yourselves." 
Moved  by  Dr.   Godsoe  that  resolution  of  thanks  be  extended   to  the 

exhibitors.      Seconded.      Carried, 

to  be  held  at  Montreal. 

Meeting   adjourned. 
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THE  ANNUAL  CONVENTION  OF  THE  NEW 
BRUNSWICK  DENTAL  SOCIETY 

St.  Stephen!  What  recollections  and  pleasant  reflections  will  be  ours 
on  hearing  the  name  of  that  thriving  town  in  future  year>. 

Every  community  differs  from  every  other  community  in  very  many 
particulars,  though  they  are  all  fundamentally  alike  in  government,  and 
likewise  the  individuals,  though  following  like  avocations,  differ  in  their 
tastes  and  views. 

If  all  conventions  were  conducted  by  the  same  committee  year  after 
year  they  would  soon  be  flat,  stale  and  unprofitable,  and  our  sessions  would 
cease  to  hold  the  interest  of  the  members. 

If  any  doubt  existed  in  the  mind  of  any  member  regarding  the  capacity 

of  this  year's  committee  it  was  immediately  dispelled  when  the  chairman, 
Dr.  J.  Walker  Moore,  opened  his  address  of  welcome  on  behalf  of  the 
profession  in  St.  Stephen.     That  Dr.  Moore  is  not  filling  as  big  a  niche  in 

the  world's  gallery  as  he  is  capable  of  doing  is  the  opinion  of  his  confreres. 
He  is  a  rhetorician  of  no  mean  order,  but  his  extreme  modesty  has  hitherto 
held  his  powers  in  abeyance.     When  Charlotte  County  has  an  opportunity 
again  of  selecting   a  representative   for  good  government  it  will  make  no 
mistake  in  crowning  our  own  J.  Walker  Moore,  D.D.S.,  with  the  laurel. 

A  full  programme  was  prepared  and  faithfully  carried  out. 

In  addition  to  the  printed  programme  we  were  treated  to  two  impromptu 
events.      First,  a  delightful  informal  reception  after  an  evening  session  at 

Mrs.   Moore's  residence.      "Mrs.   Moore's  residence"   advisedly;   for  Dr. 
J.    Walker,   while   in   his   own   sphere   a   Caesar,    like   all   well   regulated 
husbands,  does  not  attempt  to  usurp  the  rights  properly  belonging  to  the 
sovereign  of  the  home,   for  if  Dr.   Moore  allowed  his  patients  the  same 
freedom  in  his  office  as  Mrs.  Moore  allowed  her  guests  to  assume,  his  suc- 

cess as  a  dictator  of  professional  action  would  not  be  so  patent  as  it  is. 
We  enjoyed  every  minute,  and  the  time  sped  all  too  quickly.     The  other 
was  a  visit  to  the  finest  confection  factory  in  the  Dominion  of  Canada   

Ganong  Brothers.  We  were  there  "specially  conducted"  by  Mr.  Gilbert 
W.  Ganong,  retired  M.P.  for  Charlotte  County,  and  what  sweets  the 

ladies  of  the  party  saw!  Floor  after  floor,  covering  apparently  acres  of 
space,  was  visited,  and  we  were  free  to  sample  at  will  the  various  tempting 
luxuries.  From  suckers  and  candy  sticks  to  the  choicest  hand-dipped 
chocolates  was  a  long,  long,  sweet  trail. 

Did  any  of  you  ever  sample  Ganong  Brothers'  cocoanut  cakes,  fresh 
and  warm  from  the  oven?  If  you  did  not  you  have  still  a  joy  unsatisfied. 
To  cap  our  pleasure  at  the  factory,  Mr.  Ganong  had  ready  for  us  as  we 
took  our  departure  a  basket  banked  with  a  variety  of  most  beautiful  roses. 
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Every  spare  half  hour  was  utilized  by  owners  of  cars,  both  visitors 

and  residents,  in  gathering  groups  of  us  who  were  unfamiliar  with  the 

locality  for  sightseeing  trips,  the  mill  towns  of  both  St.  Stephen  and  Calais, 

and  the  various  other  interesting  features  in  the  vicinity  of  the  beautiful  St. 
Croix  River. 

A  fitting  conclusion  to  our  visit  was  a  "tea"  at  the  St.  Croix  golf  links, 
where  those  who  had  come  armed  with  clubs  and  balls  had  a  fine  oppor- 

tunity of  tasting  the  course.  The  proverbial  hospitality  of  the  ladies  of  St.. 

Stephen  fixed  itself  indelibly  on  the  hearts  of  those  who  were  fortunate 

enough  to  attend  the  convention,  and  we  left  for  our  various  homes  with 

contented  hearts  and  pleasant  reflections. 

THE  ORAL  HYGIENE  CONFERENCE  IN  TORONTO 

Tuesday,  December  7,  1915. 

Recent  events,  both  in  army  and  civilian  life,  have  shown  that  the  oral 

hygiene  movement  has  gained  such  an  impetus  that  it  cannot  now  be  ar- 

rested. Therefore,  the  main  effort  of  those  interested  in  the  oral  hygiene 

movement  is  to  guide  it  in  the  proper  direction,  so  that  the  least  mistakes 

may  be  made  in  attaining,  as  nearly  as  possible,  perfection.  Where  there 

are  so  many  different  communities  dealing  with  the  problem  there  must  of 

necessity  be  various  ideas  as  to  the  ideal  methods  of  procedure. 

In  discussing  the  question  of  clinics  we  find  that  in  Boston,  with  its 

large  Forsyth  Institute,  the  method  of  centralization  of  clinics  has  been 

established,  and  the  directors  seem  to  be  quite  satisfied  with  their  system. 

On  the  other  hand,  in  Toronto,  instead  of  one  large  centralized  clinic,  there 

are  a  number  of  localized  clinics,  situated  in  public  schools  and  other 

buildings.  In  Toronto  these  localized  clinics  appear  to  us  to  have  many 

advantages  over  the  centralized  clinic.  The  main  feature  of  the  con- 

ference this  year  will  be  a  discussion  of  this  question.  Dr.  Harold  DeW. 

Cross,  Director  of  the  Forsyth  Institute  in  Boston,  will  give  a  paper 

on  the  "Advantages  of  the  Centralized  Clinic."  Dr.  W.  W.  Belcher,  of 

Rochester,  editor  of  "Oral  Hygiene,"  in  whose  city  a  large  amount  of 
money  is  being  expended  on  a  centralized  clinic,  will  be  present  to  di 

the  subject.  Buffalo  also  is  considering  the  question  of  clinics,  and  Dr. 

J.   Wright   Beach  will   be  present   in  the  interests  of   that  city. 

Dr.  Wallace  Seccombe,  Chief  Dental  Officer  of  the  Medical   Inspec- 

tion* Department  of  the  Board  of  Lducation,    Inionto,  will  present  a  pi 

</ii   the  subject  of  "School   Dental  Clinics/'   with   ipecia]    n  th«- 
plan  of  organization  followed  in  I  oronto. 

During  the  conference,  time  will  be  set  apart   for  .i  nulla   o!   great   in 

terest,  namely,  t1  e  m  nection  ol  the  large   fechnical  School  'I  in 
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Toronto.     This  Technical  School  is  the  last  word 
 on  the  subject  up  to  the 

present  date.  , 

There  will  also  be  visits  made  to  the  dental  de
partments  lately  estab- 

lished in  the  principal  hospitals  in  Toronto,  as  well  as 
 some  of  the  public 

school  clinics.  : 

In  the  evening,  as  last  year,  there  will  be  a  dinner 
 tendered  to  the  dele- 

gates, after  which  the  conference  will  enter  upon  the  pro
gramme  of  the 

evening. 

The  conference  will  be  held  on  Tuesday,  Decembe
r  7th.  As  in 

previous  years  the  delegates  will  meet  at  the  Dental 
 College  building,  240 

Collet  street,  corner  of  Huron  street.  The  commit
tee  will  provide  auto- 

mobiles, which  will  leave  the  college  at  10.30  in  the  morning  
to  take  the 

delegates  on  a  round  of  inspection. 

On  the  previous  evening,  that  is,  Monday,  December  6
th,  the  Toronto 

Dental  Society  will  hold  its  monthly  meeting.  On  that  eveni
ng  Dr.  W.  E. 

Cummer  is  to  give  a  paper  on  "Partial  Dentures"  and 
 "Removable  Bridge- 

work."  The  Toronto  Dental  Society  extends  a  cordial  in
vitation  to  the 

delegates  of  the  Oral  Hygiene  Conference  to  be  pres
ent  for  the  evening. 

Previous  to  the  programme  on  Monday  the  Dental  So
ciety  will  meet  for 

dinner  at  6.30  o'clock  at  the  Carls-Rite  Hotel. 

TORONTO  DENTAL  SOCIETY 

FOREWORD. 

The  executive  is  pleased  to  announce  a  programme  
of  very  special  merit 

for  the  season  1915-16. 

The  Toronto  Dental  Society  will  hear,  with  intere
st  and  profit,  men 

whose  work  in  their  particular  lines  is  of  a  high  order. 

On  November  15th,  our  opening  meeting,  Dr.  Chas.  F
.  Ash,  of  New 

York,  will  give  a  paper  on  "Removable  Bridgework
."  Dr.  Ash  needs  no 

introduction.  His  work  is  too  well  known  to  be  further 
 eulogized.  Dr.  A. 

A.  Stewart  will  open  the  discussion  and  will  be  followed
  by  Drs.  R.  G. 

McLean  and  J.  Lowe  Young. 

Dr.  J.  Lowe  Young,  also  of  New  York,  whom  the 
 society  heard  watn 

such  lasting  profit  a  few  seasons  ago,  is  coming  to  Tor
onto  with  Dr.  Ash, 

and  has  consented  to  give  a  Lantern  Talk  to  the  membe
rs  of  the  society, 

entitled  "Four  Years  After."  Dr.  Young  would  like  our  me
mbers  to 

bring  plaster  casts  of  cases  in  which  they  have  placed 
 large  gold  inlay 

restorations,  so  that  he  may  see  what  we  are  doing  in  Toron
to. 

The  initial  meeting  will  thus  be  in  the  nature  
of  a  "double-header." 

This  will  necessitate  an  afternoon  session  at  4  o'clock, 
 followed  by  the 

regular  dinner  and  the  evening  session  at  8  o'clock.
 

Dr.  W.  E.  Cummer  will  take  the  meeting  of  December  6th,  an
d  will 

read   a   paper  on    "Partial    Dentures."      This   paper   has   been   speci
ally 
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prepared  for  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Virginia  State  Dental  Society,  and 

will  he  presented  to  our  society  almost  immediately  after. 

Arrangements  are  being  made  with  Dr.  Leuman  M.  Waugh,  of  New 

York,  to  demonstrate  the  "Waugh"  X-ray  machine  in  Toronto  on  Decem- 
ber 16th. 

Dr.  Thomas  L.  Gilmer,  of  Chicago,  will  be  with  us  on  January  1  7th, 

and  his  paper  will  be  along  the  line  of  "General  Disturbances  from  Periapi- 

cal Infection." 
A  feature  of  special  importance  for  February  comes  in  the  form  of  an 

invitation  from  the  president  of  the  Canadian  Oral  Prophylactic  Associa- 

tion. This  association  is  bringing  Dr.  Weston  A.  Price,  of  Cleveland, 

here  to  present  his  moving  pictures  showing  the  changes  that  ta'<e  place  in 
the  blood  stream  during  infection.  The  members  of  the  Toronto  Dental 

Society  are  invited  to  be  the  guests  of  the  C.O.P.A.  on  this  occasion. 

Dr.  Leon  Williams,  whose  great  work  on  anatomical  tooth  form  for 

artificial  teeth  is  so  well  known,  will  be  our  guest  for  March. 

The  meetings  will  be  held,  as  usual,  at  the  Carls-Rite  Hotel.  Dinner 
will  be  served  at  6.30. 

There  will  be  no  special  rate  for  Toronto  dentists  who  wish  to  attend 

o'her  than  the  full  number  of  meetings. 
If  you  have  not  received  your  membership  ticket,  please  mail  your 

cheque  for  the  season's  fee  ($5.00)  to  Dr.  John  E.  Rhind,  2  College 
street,  and  your  ticket  will  be  mailed  to  you. 

Fred  C.  Husband,  President. 

W.   B.   Amy,   Secretary. 

CANADIAN  ARMY  DENTAL  CORPS 
(Overseas   Service  ) 

OFFICERS. 

Major  A.  A.  Smith,  Grand  Union  Hotel,  Ottawa;  Captain  E.  A. 

Grant,  20  Crescent  Street,  Montreal;  Captain  A.  W.  Winnett,  Kingston, 

Ont. ;  Captain  J.  E.  Wright,  C.A.D.C.,  Calgary  Camp,  Alta. ;  Captain 

J.  W.  Bell,  Wolseley  Barracks,  London;  Captain  C.  F.  Walt.  C.A.D.C. 

Barriefield  Camp,  Kingston;  Lieutenant  V.  C.  W.  Marshall.  Wolseley 
Barracks,  London;  Lieut.  L.  L.  Matchett,  C.A.D.C,  Lieut.  R.  C.  H. 

Staples,  Lieut.  W.  A.  Burns,  Exhibition  Camp,  Toronto;  Lieut.  W.  A 

Sangster,  20  Crescent  Street,  Toronto;  Lieut.  E.  D.  Madden.  Military 

Hospital,  Quebec;  Lieut.  E.  McNeill.  AlbeitOD,  P.E.I. J  Ueul  H.  C. 

Macdonald,  New  Waterford,  C.  B. ;  Lieut.  J.  F.  Morrison.  Lieut.  C.  H. 

Bray,  Lieut.  E.  J.  Kelly.  75  Bannerman  Avenue,  Winnipeg;  Lieut.  E.  S. 

Tait,  Vernon  Camp,  B.  C.  ;  Lieut.  J.  F.  Shute,  C.A.D.C,  Calgary  Camp. 

Alta.;   Lieut.    B.    P.   M<  Nally,  Strathcona,   Alta. 
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AN  INVITATION. 

The  National  Dental  Association  and  all  ethical  dentists  will  be 

heartily  welcomed  by  the  profession,  the  business  men  and  the  citizens  of 

Louisville  at  the  twentieth  annual  convention  of  this  organization,  to  be 

held  in  our  city  four  days,  commencing  Tuesday,  July  25,   1916. 

The  First  Regiment  Armory,  in  whose  54,000  square  feet  of  floor 

space  the  exhibition  will  be  held;  the  public  school  building,  in  whose 

thirteen  commodious  rooms  the  clinics  will  be  held ;  Keith's  and  Macauley  s 

theatres,  the  auditoriums  of  the  Seelbach  and  Watterson  Hotels,  where 

sectional  meetings  will  be  held,  are  within  a  radius  of  1  00  yards,  and  with 

the  approval  of  President  Hinman  the  most  convenient  arrangements  ever 

provided  have  been  made  for  the  forthcoming  dental  convention. 

The  Kentucky  Dental  Association  will  hold  its  annual  meeting,  to  close 

Monday,  July  24.  The  National  Association  of  Dental  Examiners  will 

hold  its  convention,  arranging  to  close  Monday,  July  24.  The  three  Greek 

letter  dental  fraternities  will  hold  their  annual  conventions  Monday,  July  24. 

Louisville  is  the  ideal  convention  city  of  America,  convenient  of  access 

from  all  points  of  the  country,  abundant  in  its  hotel  accommodations,  and 

affording  innumerable  side  attractions  of  interest. 

The  local  committees  are  planning  a  series  of  entertainments  com- 

mensurate with  Kentucky's  reputation  for  hospitality,  and  the  ladies  espe- 

cially who  attend  the  convention  will  be  guests  at  innumerable  social  func- 
tions. 

Local  committee:  W.  T.  Farrar,  chairman,  519  Stark's  Building, 
Louisville;  H.  B.  Tileson,  Max  M.  Eble,  W.  M.  Randall,  R.  F.  Canine, 

J.  W.  Clark,  E.  A.  R.  Torsch,  I.  H.  Harrington,  W.  E.  Grant,  Ed.  M. 

Kettig;  John  H.  Buschemeyer,  Mayor  of  Louisville;  Fred  W.  Keisker, 

President  Louisville  Convention  and  Publicity  League;  Thos.  J.  Smith, 

President  Louisville  Board  of  Trade;  Richard  H.  Menefee,  President 

Louisville  Commercial  Club;  W.  H.  Stacy,  President  Kentucky  State 

Dental  Association. 
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DESENSITIZING  DENTINE  WITH  PARAFORM 

Some  months  ago  we  published  the  experiences  many  members  of  the 

profession  have  had  with  Buckley's  paste.  The  consensus  of  opinion  was 
that  it  would  devitalize  the  pulp  if  applied  close  to  it  and  that  in  some  cases 

it  started  an  uncontrollable  pulpitis.  If  used  in  suitable  cases  it  undoubted- 

ly   desensitized    the    dentine   without    untoward    results. 

Paraform  has  been  used  to  desensitize  dentine  for  some  years.  An 

article  on  this  subject  presented  to  the  International  Dental  Congre- 

!  ondon.  1914.  advised  mixing  five  per  cent,  of  paraform  with  the  oxide 

of  zinc  and  then  mixing  with  phosphoric  acid  and  inserting  the  cement  into 

the  sensitive  cavity  after  slight  excavation.  In  most  cases  this  is  a  failure 

unless  it  is  left   lor  several  weeks.       I  he  Iticcessftl]  use  of  paraform  to  de- 

h/e  dentine,  like  arsenic  to  devitali/e  pulps,  depends  upon  a  great 

number  of  factors.  Success  depends  largely  upon  the  physiological  state 

of  the  pulp  and  dentine,  the  depth  of  the  cavity,  the  area  of  dentine  ex- 

posed to  the  drug,  the  quantity  of  the  drug  used,  the  manner  ol  application 

and  the  quantity  and  value  of  the  anac-thrta  used  with  the  paraform. 

The  inexperienced  or  thoughtle-  dentist  will  cause  pain  oi  l.ul  to  devitalize 
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the  pulp  or  devitalize  more  than  he  intended  with  arsenic,  so  with  paraform 

he  will  cause  pain  or  fail  to  desensitize  the  dentine.  If  each  case  is  care- 

fully studied  and  the  correct  strength  of  drug  applied  and  left  the  right 

length  of  time,  paraform  will  rarely  fail  to  be  of  great  value  without 

causing  any  danger  to  the  pulp. 

It  is  now  about  four  years  since  I  began  the  use  of  paraform  to  de- 

sensitize dentine.  For  a  long  while  I  used  it  as  a  constituent  of  a  pro- 

prietary remedy  for  sensitive  dentine.  I  had  no  idea  what  strength  of  the 

drug  I  was  using  and  failed  many  times  where  success  might  have  come 

if  I  had  used  the  pure  drug  and  made  my  own  modifications  to  suit  the 

cases  in  hand. 

Equal  parts  of  paraform   and  cocaine  crystals  were  moistened  to   a 

paste  with  oil  of  cloves  and  applied  to  an  almost  exposed  pulp  of  a  first 

permanent  molar  of  a  child  ten  years  old.     The  pulp  had  to  be  devital- 

ized, so  it  was  first  used  to  try  the  effect  of  cocaine  and  paraform  on  it. 

The  paste  was  sealed  into  the  cavity  with  cement  for  about  a  week.   There 

was  neither  pain  nor  soreness  during  that  time.     When  the  dressing  was 

removed  the  decalcified  dentine  which  had  been  exceedingly  sensitive  was 

readily  excavated  without  pain,  and  the  horns  of  the  pulp  cut  with  freedom, 

though  the  tissue  was  quite  sensitive  below.     The  same  application  was  made 

in  many  deep  cavities  in  which  there  was  no  pulp  exposure;  in  very  few 

of  these  was  there  the  slightest  discomfort,  and  in  most  cases  happy  results 

on  the  dentine.     In  shallow  cavities  there  is  less  need  of  the  cocaine  and 

greater  difficulty  in  sealing,  so  less  cocaine  may  be  used  and  more  paraform. 

The  proportion  of  cocaine  and  paraform  is  governed  by  the  state  of  the 

sensitiveness  of  the  pulp  and  the  nearness  to  it.      The  length  of  time  to 

leave  the  application  is  governed  by  the  amount  brought  into  actual  contact 

with  vital  dentine.      In  shallow  cavities  equal  parts  of  the  cement  powder 

and  paraform  may  be  mixed  with  the  liquid  and  inserted,  but  if  the  pulp 

has  been  irritated  for  any^  reason  much  less  paraform  must  be  used.     If  a 

small  amount  of  the  paraform  is  brought  in  contact  with  the  tooth's  sur- 

face, *hen  leave  it  even  weeks,  but  on  the  other  hand  if  a  large  percent- 

age has  been  brought  in  contact  then  days  may  suffice.     It  is  wise  to  remove 

whatever  decay  possible  before  applying,  but  if  success  does  not  come  with 

cne  application  and  there  has  been  no  irritation  increase  the  percentage  in 

another  application.     The  penetration  of  the  drug  is  not  very  deep,  one  or 

two  millimeters  is  the  limit,  and  it  does  not  spread  laterally  more  than  the 

anastomosis  of  the  tubules.     If  it  is  applied  to  one  surface  of  a  tooth  it 

won't  desensitize  the  opposite  surface. 

If  the  profession  will  carefully  test  out  the  value  of  paraform  as  a 

means  of  desensitizing  dentine  and  report  the  results  it  will  not  be  long  until 

its  true  place  will  be  known  to  all.  An  ounce  bottle  of  paraform  costs 

about  thirty  cents.  It  is  a  yellowish-white  crystalline  powder,  with  a  pecu- 
liar odor.     Try  it. 
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THE  ANNU'AL  FEE  OF  THE  ROYAL  COLLEGE  OF 
DENTAL  SURGEONS  OF  ONTARIO 

For  a  great  number  of  years  we  have  been  interested  in  the  annual 

fee  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  because  it  has  never  been 

sufficient  to  pay  any  reasonable  part  of  the  expenses  of  the  Board  to  con- 

duct the  business  of  the  profession,  and  because  in  the  past  it  has  cost  al- 

most as  much  to  collect  the  fee  as  the  total  amount  received.  At  the  pres- 

ent time  I  am  told  it  costs  about  30  per  cent,  for  collection  without  paying 

the  Treasurer  for  his  time  and  trouble. 

Seme  years  ago  we  made  a  suggestion  that  the  fee  be  $3.00  and  that 

a  discount  of  $2.00  be  made  if  paid  promptly.  At  that  time  the  annual 

fee  was  $1.00.  At  the  present  time  it  is  $2.00,  which  would  mean  that 

a  discount  of  $1.00  be  given  if  paid  promptly.  In  this  way  the  amount 

of  fee  would  be  $3.00,  which  in  a  few  years  would  get  to  be  large 

enough  to  pay  for  the  cost  of  suing. 

This  whole  matter  of  dental  fees  in  the  Province  of  Ontario  is  on  a 

wrong  basis.  The  profession  individually  or  collectively  see  absolutely 

nothing  coming  from  the  annual  fee  which  they  pay.  The  fact  is  that 

it  isn't  enough  to  pay  the  expenses  of  the  Board  for  the  administration  of 

the  profession's  business.  If  the  fee  is  to  remain  at  $2.00  the  Board  ought 
lo  take  the  responsibility  of  explaining  to  the  profession  what  they  do  with 

the  $2.00.  Experience  shows  that  the  dental  profession  will  pay  money 

as  readily  as  any  other  body  of  men  if  they  can  be  shown  that  they  receive 
value  for  it. 

At  one  time  the  Toronto  Dental  Society  had  an  annual  fee  of  $1.00 

and  its  meetings  were  reduced  to  five  or  six  in  attendance.  The  society 

was  reorganized  and  a  fee  of  $5.00  was  charged  and  a  better  programme 

provided.  At  present  the  attendance  is  upwards  of  one  hundred  at  each 
meeting. 

T\:  Hamilton  Dental  Society  has  had  the  same  experience. 

Show    dentists  how  their  money  is  being  expended  ard  they  are  getting 

value  for  it  and  they  will  willingly  pay.     Then  we  would  suggest  that  the 

annual  fee  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  be  at  least  $5.00  and 

the  Beard  through  the  Faculty  of  the  College  inaugurate  and  carry  out  a 

regular    course  of   instruction   in   modern     dentistry     among  the  graduates 

throughout    the     Province;     essays,    clinics,    deni   nstratfooi     and     bull" 

should  be  carried  to  the  very  door  of  every  dentist.      With  such  a  su 

money  a  llld  provide,  it  would  make  every  dentin   realize  thai 

he  would  be  getting  value  for  his  annual   fee  and  as  a  uem  0  fay  it 

m^re  Willingly.       I  I  ere  is  no  ot'>cr  province  in  Canada  with  a  lower  fee  than 
$5.00. 
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QUEBEC  AGAIN  REFUSES  TO  ENTER  THE 
DOMINION  DENTAL  COUNCIL 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Quebec  Dental  Association,  Dr.  Cowan,  Secretary 

of  the  Dominion  Dental  Council,  explained  the  organization  and  workings 

of  the  Council.  Notwithstanding  Dr.  Cowan's  explanation  the  profession 
of  Quebec  defeated  the  resolution  to  join  the  Dominion  Dental  Council. 

The  argument  used  was  that  so  long  as  Ontario  maintained  its  present  at- 
titude on  the  bilingual  question  in  the  public  schools,  the  French  dentists 

of  Quebec  should  not  make  any  effort  to  join  the  Dominion  Dental  Council. 

This  is  a  very  peculiar  attitude  for  the  Province  of  Quebec  to  take  towards 

all  other  provinces  in  the  Dominion  because  Ontario  has,  in  their  minds, 

offended  in  a  public  school  question. 

DR,  J.  BURKHART  APPOINTED 

The  trustees  of  the  Rochester  Dental  Dispensary  have  selected  Dr. 

H.  J.  Burkhart,  Mayor  of  Batavia,  and  one  of  the  most  widely  known 
dentists  in  the  United  States  as  a  director  of  the  new  institution  soon  to  be 

established  in  Rochester.  The  Rochester  Dental  Dispensary  has  received 
a  large  endowment  from  Mr.  Eastman  and  is  to  be  conducted  somewhat 

along  the  lines  of  the  Forsyth  Institute  of  Boston.  Dr.  Burk- 

hart is  eminently  fitted  to  take  the  directorship  of  such  an  important  in- 
stitution. For  a  great  number  of  years  he  has  been  interested  in  everything 

connected  with  the  dental  profession,  especially  state  government.  As 

mayor  of  Batavia  he  has  done  many  things  to  improve  the  city  along  both 
business  and  civic  lines. 

He  has  held  almost  every  important  position  in  the  gift  of  the  dental 
profession  in  America. 

As  a  presiding  officer  he  has  few  equals  and  no  superiors.  He  is  a 
former  president  of  the  Eighth  District  Dental  Society,  which  comprises  the 
Western  New  York  counties,  and  a  former  president  of  the  New  York 

State  Dental  Society,  which  office  he  held  for  three  consecutive  terms,  an 
unprecedented  honor.  He  was  president  of  the  National  Dental  Associa- 

tion, and  chairman  of  the  executive  council  of  the  latter,  which  position  he 
held  for  several  years.  He  was  chiefly  instrumental  in  organizing  that  body 
and  is  still  a  member  of  its  council.  He  is  a  member  of  the  State  Board  of 

Dental  Examiners,  and  has  served  in  that  capacity  for  several  years.  He 
was  president  of  the  International  Dental  Congress,  presiding  at  the  con- 

vention in  St.  Louis  in  1 904.  He  attended  the  International  Congress  held 
in  London  last  July,  and  delivered  an  address  in  Central  Hall,  Westmin- 

ster, at  its  opening  session  in  behalf  of  the  National  Dental  Association. 
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HOW  TO  JOIN  THE  ARMY  DENTAL  CORPS 

Quite  a  number  of  dentists  seem  to  be  of  the  opinion  that  all  they  have 

to  do  is  tell  the  nearest  army  officer  to  them  what  they  want  to  do  and  with- 

in a  few  days  they  will  be  off  to  France.  Some  dentists  have  sold  their 

practices  before  they  even  intimated  to  the  military  authorities  that  they 

desired  an  appointment.  An  opinion  can  be  formed  of  the  chances  of  ap- 

pointment if  it  is  remembered  that  when  the  first  call  was  made  for  fifty 

dentists  over  a  hundred  applications  were  received. 

If  any  member  of  the  profession  desires  to  join  the  Army  Dental  Corps 

he  should  first  of  all  send  an  application  to  Major  A.  A.  Smith,  Ottawa, 

stating  his  age,  military  experience,  if  any,  dental  qualifications,  and  ex- 

perience and  readiness  to  serve  overseas.  If  the  applicant's  services  are 
desired  he  will  be  asked  to  accept  and  report  for  duty.  If  he  does  not 

wish  to  accept  he  can  at  this  rime  refuse. 

ARMY  DENTAL  CORPS  MUST  FIGHT 

FOR  ITS  PLACE 

From  what  comes  out  from  time  to  time  from  different  sources  it  would 

seem  that  the  army  dental  corps  has  some  difficulty  in  maintaining  its  status. 

Sir  Sam  Hughes  has  the  credit  for  establishing  the  corps  and  coming  to  its 

rescue  on  more  than  one  occasion.  There  have  been  deliberate  attempts 

by  the  army  medical  corps  to  have  dentistry  done  in  the  concentration  camps 

by  irregular  dentists.  These  have  failed  in  Canada.  Abroad  the  same 

irregular  practices  have  failed  though  not  until  after  much  energy  had  been 

expended  in  maintaining  the  status  of  dentistry.  It  has  been  reported 

through  private  correspondence  that  the  members  of  the  Canadian  army 

dental  corps  abroad  have  gained  a  high  professional  reputation  as  shown 

by  ladies  of  the  Royal  Family  demanding  their  services. 

ONTARIO  DENTAL  SOCIETY,  MAY  10,  11,  12,  1916 

The  program  committee  of  the  Ontario  Dental  Society  met  at  the  Cres- 
cent Inn  on  November  19th,  1915,  to  consider  what  subjects  should  be 

taken  up  at  its  next  annual  meeting  which  will  be  held  May  10,  II  and 

12.    1916. 

Among  the  subject!  discussed  were  the  "  I  reating  of  Pyorrhea  by  the 

General  Practitioner."  "I  he  Relations  o!  Infections  ol  the  Mouth  to 

Joint   Diseases,"   and  "How  to  Make  a   Diagno  I  hree  short   papers 

on  "The  Use  of  Elevators  in  Extraction/1  "Surgical    I  reatmenl  oi  Apical 

Infection-"  and  "How  to  Cement   Inlays,  Crowns  and   Told 
Dr.  Coyne.  Superintendent  of  Clink  ti  to  provide  large  numbei 

oi  clinics  alons?  the  lines  of  the  program. 
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Editorial  Notes 

Dr.  Frank  Bartlett,  of  St.  Thomas,  Ont..  is  s
eriously  ill. 

i* 

Dr.  Sawyer,  formerly  of  Dryden,  Ont.,  now  of  
Prince  Rupert,  B.C., 

has  volunteered   for  overseas  service. 
K 

Dr   J    F.  Shute,  formerly  of  Fredericton.  N.B.,  
and  now  of  Lacombe, 

Alta..  has  joined  the  Dental  Corps  of  the  Western  
Battalion  at  Calgary. 

Captain  Hume  and  his  corps  of  assistants  w
ho  have  been  serving  at 

the  Niagara  camp,  all  summer  are  now  loca
ted  in  the  Dairy  Bu.ldmg  at 

Exhibition  Camp,  Toronto. 
M 

At  the  close  of  July,  1915,  the  Beard  of
  Education  of  Vancouver 

discontinued  the  dental  clinic  in  the  public 
 schools.  Without  ass.gmng 

any  reason,  Dr.  Bamford,  who  has  been  in  char
ge  for  over  a  year,  was  told 

that  his  services  were  not  required  any  long
er.  The  Vancouver  Dental 

Society  was  recently  asked  to  reopen  the  clini
c,  but  before  do.ng  so  wanted 

a  full  explanation  from  the  board  why  it  was
  closed.  The  board  appomt- 

ed  a  committee  to  investigate. 

The  Forsyth  Dental  Infirmary  for  Children,  of
  Boston,  has  opened  a 

postgraduate  school  of  orthodontia,  which  is  sa
id  to  be  the  first  of  th.s  k.nd 

to  adopt  a  full  academic  year  of  instruction.
  The  curnculum  is  compre- 

hensive, and  includes  not  only  the  technical  dental  subj
ects,  but  also  alhed 

medical  branches  that  have  a  bearing  on  the 
 development  of  the  child. 

The  excellent  clinical  facilities  of  the  instituti
on  will  provide  the  student 

ample  opportunity  to  acquire  the  practical  e
xperience  necessary.  Emphasis 

will  be  laid  on  preventive  orthodontia. 

g 

There  are  four  dentists  in  Vancouver  who  are  
spending  large  sums  of 

money  in  newspaper  advertising.  Upon  a 
 day  in  September  they  paid 

over  a  hundred  dollars  in  advertising.  Two  
of  these  dentists  claim  to  be 

graduates  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  S
urgeons  of  Ontano,  and  holders 

of  degrees  from  the  University  of  Toronto
.  The  University  of  Toronto 

has  power  to  cancel  the  degree  of  D.D.S.  to
  any  of  its  graduates  who  are 

guilty  of  infamous  conduct  in  a  professional
  sense.  It  might  be  advisable 

for  some  one  to  officially  bring  these  advertis
ements  to  the  attention  of  the 

university. 
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A  LETTER  TO  DR.  F.  L.  WILLIAMSON,  HAMILTON, 

ONT.,  FROM  CAPT.  E.  KELLY,  WEST 

SANDLING  CAMP,  ENGLAND 

West  Saddling,  Sept.    13,   1915. 

Dear  Fred, — Now  that  you  have  recovered  from  the  shock  of  receiving 

this  long  delayed  letter,  I  shall  try  to  tell  you  some  of  the  happenings  since 

we  saw  you  last. 

To  begin  with,  Fred,  the  trip  over,  having  left  Montreal  on  the  24tb 

of  June,  was  rather  uneventful,  though  interesting,  there  being  some  1,700 

troops  on  board — the  39th,  composite  companies  from  the  38th  and  47th, 

and  the  C.A.D.C.  The  colonel's  first  stroke  of  business  was  to  establish 
a  clinic  with  Capt.  V.  C.  Mulvey  and  myself  in  charge.     We — the  corps, 

The  Lea*,   Folkesone.     The  promenade,  showing  band 
■:<i   where  aftern  on   i  mcerl  given   bj    battalion 

i>ni<is.     The  lawn-  i   with   bath   chairs,   each   with 
Its  awning,  and  very  few  men  to  ,m'  seen. 

I  mean — did  quite  a  bit  of  work  and  I  think  justified  our  presence  there. 
The  colonel  was  satisfied  with  the  showing,  at  any  rate,  and  that  was  our 

first  consideration.  The  rest  of  the  time  was  spent  in  games  in  the  smoker, 

deck  sports  on  the  promenade,  and  there  were  several  good  concerts.  I 

can  tell  you,  Fred,  there  were  some  fine  bridge  games,  not  to  mention  the 

national  games.      You  could  get  almost  any  kind  of  game  you  wanted. 

The   most   interesting   part   of   tie   voyage  was  when   we  were  nearing 

the  rendezvous  at   which  we  were  to  be  met  by  our  escort.      About   four 

o'clock  on  the  day  before  we  reached  Plymouth  someone  spied  a  tiny  speck 
fhe  horizon,  and  in   fifteen   minutes  a  destroyer  was  alongside  and  was 

•nstructions  as  to  course  and  speed  and  what  to  do  in  the  event 
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of  them  discovering  a  submarine.  That  little  beggar  just  weaved  back  and 

forward  five  hundred  yards  in  front  of  us  the  whole  night,  and  although 

about  the  size  of  a  large, yacht,,  inspired  a  wonderful  feeling  of  confidence. 

Landed  in  Plymouth  the  next  morning  and  anchored  in  the  roadstead 

over  night.      Ran  up  to  Shorncliffe  the  next  day,   and  were  taken  to  our 

Interior    of    clinic,     taken     from    doorway. 

billet  at  the  Wampachs  Hotel  in  Folkestone.  The  railway  trip  was  inter- 

esting, particularly  to  the  boys  whose  first  impression  of  English  landscape 

it  was.  Great  hop  fields,  dotted  here  and  there,  for  Kent  County  is  the 

hop-producing  section  of  England.      Then  the  tiny  little  grain  and  pasture 

Sergeants  seated.      Batmen   standing-. 

fields  separated  by  the  hedgerows,  made  a  most  picturesque  panorama  as 

we  bowled  along  at  a  good  rate  of  speed,  for  although  the  time-tables  are 
all   upset,   still   the  rate  of  speed  of   English  trains  is  good. 

Having  got   settled   in"  the  hotel   on   July   4th,   there   then    followed   a 

couple  of  weeks  of  loafing.      Do  you  know,   Fred,  there  wasn't  one  outfit 
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ready  when  we  landed  here.  Even  yet  we  haven't  our  complete  equipment. 
The  time,  however,  was  not  wasted.  We  played  tennis,  went  on  short 

motor  trips  to  surrounding  towns  and  places  of  interest,  and  looked  up  the 

boys  we  knew  in  the  different  camps  around. 

Speaking  of  camps,  Fred,  there  are  30,000  men  encamped  within 

a  radius  of  ten  miles.  Hutment  camps,  tent  camps,  and  barracks  filled, — 

soldiers,  soldiers  everywhere,  and  not  a  chance  to  fight.  They  are  certainly 

doing  some  excellent  training,  though.  Route  marches,  trench  fighting. 

brigade  and  divisional  manoeuvres  are  whipping  the  second  division  into  a 

mighty  fine  body  ol  fighting  men.  1  hey  will  certainly  give  a  good  account 

of   themselves   when    they   get   over   to    France. 

To  get  back  to  personal  news.  On  the  16th  oi  July  we  were  attached 

to  the  fourth  infantry  brigade  as  the  dental  surgeons  of  that  unit.  By  we, 

I  mean  myself  and  Logie  as  second  officer.  Couldn't  have  been  better, 
could  it?      This  brigade  is  composed  of  the    18th,    19th,   20th   and   21st. 

roup 

rifts    on     m  ►rning     parade    troana   one  battlton. 

I  he    1 8th,   you   will    remember,   was   the   London   battalion   under  Colonel 

Wigle,    Gerald's    father;    the     19th,    our    home    battalion,    under    Colonel 
McLaren;   the   20th,    the    Toronto   battalion,    and    the   2 1  St,    from   Ottawa, 

under   Colonel    Hughes,    the    Major-General's   brother.      A   pretty    sna 
brigade  throughout,   and  one  to  be  proud  of  under  any   circumstani 

Well,  on   the    18th  of   July  we  were  working   lull   swing.      I 

you   will    find   <ome  snapshot!   oi    the  exterior,   interior,   -tall    and  one  group 

oi  oui  patients,  and  I  think  you  will  gather  froq  that  we  were  very 

comfortably  and  conveniently  located.      [*he  work  i-.  <>i  course,  somewhal 
limited,  lentials  being  possible.     \«-  gold  work  being  arranged  for 

at  our  clinic,  we  have  to  send  those  requiring  thai  attention  to  St.  M  u-;m  - 

Plain*  clinic,   of   Moore's  Barrack-  (lmn.  where   laboratories  ha 
established.     We  do  all  amalgam  oi  cement  fillings,  i"1'  treatments,  exl 
tions  and  impression!  and  bites  foi  dentures.     Even  that  much  keeps  us 

pretty  busy,  I  <  an  tell  you,  ill--  dental  parades  being  from  20  to  40  each 
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day,  one  day  48,  but  thank  heavens  only  one  day.      However,  I  would 

much  rather  be  busy  than  loafing  as  we  were  the  first  two  weeks. 

We  are  getting  another  'touch  of  loafing  just  now.  We  have  not  been 

doing  anything  since  last  Monday.  Our  equipment  was  packed  up  and 

shipped  then  on  the  divisional  train  and  we  are  now  waiting  for  the  brigade 

to  move,  which  in  all  probability  will  be  very  soon  now,  as  the  brigade 

and  battalion  transports  left  last  night.  That  means  that  all  our  personal 

baggage  has  gone  and  we  have  with  us  now  only  what  we  intend  carrying 

with  us.  That  in  some  cases  is  quite  a  bit,  too,  and  it  is  very  amusing  to 
watch  the  process  of  elimination  on  the  part  of  the  officers.  They  are 
only  allowed  to  send  over  35  pounds  on  the  transport,  and  in  view  of 

having  to  carry,  themselves,  anything  else  they  rray  wish  to  take  over,  you 
can  readily  understand  that  it  is  reduced  to  a  minimum.  However,  they 
have  been  issued  with  the  same  equipment  as  the  men  and  that  makes  the 

carrying  of  duffle  much  easier  as  it  fits  nicely  to  one's  back  and  you  can 
carry  quite  a  load,   comfortably. 

Well,  old  boy,  I  don't  know  that  there  is  much  else  to  write  about. 
I  shall  keep  you  informed  of  our  doings  more  frequently  after  this.  Kindly 
remember  me  to  all  the  boys  and  good-bye  for  the  present. 

Yours,       KEL. 

AN  EXTRACT  FROM  A  LETTER  FROM  CAPT. 
W.  R.  GREENE,  OF  OTTAWA,  WHO   IS 

NOW  WITH  THE  ARMY  DENTAL 
CORPS  OVERSEAS 

"We  are  in  our  second  month  here  at  Le  Havre  and  are  doing  a  lot 
of  good  work,  but  the  end  is  nowhere  in  sight.  I  have  here  with  me  two 
other  dental  surgeons  and  six  men  in  the  laboratory,  and  we  are  as  busy  as 
possible.  There  are  in  this  camp  at  the  present  moment  just  about  500 
men  for  dentures,  men  who  have  not  a  sufficient  number  of  teeth  to  masticate 
their  food.  That  in  itself  is  a  fairly  good  waiting  list;  then  besides  those 
the  dental  surgeons  up  with  the  field  ambulances  and  hospitals  take  im- 

pressions and  send  down  the  models  for  us  to  make  plates  on. 

"There  is  the  best  possible  spirit  among  our  fellows,  and  all  are  work- 
ing with  a  will.  I  have  applied  for  three  more  men  for  the  laboratory, 

and  I  am  assured  that  they  will  soon  be  forthcoming.  Only  about  one  in 
five  of  our  patients  is  a  Canadian,  but  it  is  all  one  cause  now,  and  each 
must  stand  by  the  other  until  the  work  is  properly  completed,  no  matter 

how  long  that  may  be  or  how  hard  the  task." 
He  speaks  of  the  kindnesses  and  consideration  of  the  officers  of  the 

Army  Medical  Corps.  "This  month  we  will  have  completed  over  200 
new  dentures  and  about  half  as  many  repairs,  besides  extractions  in  the 

thousands,  and  a  great  many  fillings." 
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AN  EXTRACT  FROM  A  LETTER   FROM   DR.  E.  W. 
HONSINGER  OF  NO.  2  CASUALTY  CLEAR- 

ING  STATION,  SECOND  CANADIAN 
CONTINGENT,  NOW  IN  FRANCE 

"As  I  sit  here  on  an  old  box  in  which  some  of  our  rations  reached 
our  unit,  I  can  hear  plainly  the  big  guns  roaring  and  dealing  out  death  and 

destruction.  It  is  surprising  how  soon  one  becomes  used  to  it,  and  you 

*oon  forget  what  is  happening  all  about  you.  Were  it  not  that  the  wounded 

are,  more  or  less,  constantly  being  carried  to  the  rear,  I  am  afraid  some 

of  us  would  entirely  forget  where  we  were.  Sorry  to  say,  though,  we 
have  abundant  evidence  to  remind  us  of  a  barbarous  foe.  When  the 

history  of  the  war  is  written  you  will  see  the  marvelous  work  the  women 

of  the  country  are  accomplishing.  'God  bless  the  women'  is  heard  on 
every  hand  from  the  boys  in  the  trenches,  for  the  very  many  comforts  they 

enjoy,  which  are  directly  attributable  to  their  endeavors.  .  .  .  During 

my  stay  in  old  London  I  stood  at  Trafalgar  Square  and  saw  50,000 

women  in  procession.  They  had  all  volunteered  their  services,  which  were 

gladly  accepted.      It  was   a  wonderful   sight. 

"During  July  the  weather  was  very  wet  and  cold.  There  was  a  slight 
improvement  in  August,  but  September  so  far  has  been  grand — quite  hot 

enough  through  the  day;  but  two  or  three  good  blankets  are  certainly 

appreciated  during  the  night.  We  have  had  no  rain  now  for  over  a  fort- 

night, but  I  fear  this  good  weather  will  soon  cease.  The  health  of  the 

camp  is  good,  generally  speaking.  Tell  the  good  people  of  St.  Thomas 

and  surrounding  country   to  continue  their  good   work." 

AN  EXTRACT  FROM  A  LETTER   FROM   LIEUT. 

A.  G.  LOUGH,  SHORNCLIFFE,  ENGLAND 

The  work  here  seems  to  have  no  end,  and  now  orders  are  coming  out 

that  all  men  are  to  be  dentally  fit  before  proceeding  overseas.  No  doubt 

many  more  dentists  and  experienced  mechanics  will  be  necessary  if  these 

orders  are  to  be  carried  out. 

Captain  McNevin  was  attached  to  the  Mounted  Rifles  recently,  and 

left  for  France  yesterday.  He  is  fortunate  in  being  attached  to  the  head- 

quarters staff  of  this  unit. 

The  Board  of  Education  of  Kingston.  Ont.,  met  November  12th.  and 

recommended  that  the  School  Nurses  examine  the  teeth  of  school  children 

and  send  them  to  a  dentist  to  be  treated,  because  ranks  of  the  dentists  hav 

been  depleted  by  members  joining  the  Militia.  It  was  decided  to  follow 

the  above  suggestion. 
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CENTRALIZED  OR  LOCALIZED  DENTAL   CLINICS 
By   the  Director  of  the  Forsyth   Institute,    Boston,   and  the 

Chief   Dental    Officer. 

To  the  Profession : 

There  will  be  an  Oral  Hygiene  Conference  held  this  year  in  Toronto, 

Tuesday,  December  7th.  The  reason  for  the  conference  this  year  is  to 

discuss  a  subject  which  is  being  considered  in  every  place  where  dental 

clinics  are  being  established.  It  is  a  question  regarding  the  best  means 

in  which  to  conduct  clinics.  As  you  are  well  aware,  in  Boston  there  has 

been  established  the  large  Forsyth  Institute.  This  was  planned  by  those 

who  considered  that  the  centralized  clinic  was  the  best  means  of  carrying 

on  the  work  of  Oral  Hygiene.  I  am  sure  you  will  concede  that  we  could 

have  no  better  way  of  securing  the  information  in  regard  to  the  advantages 

of  such  a  cfinic  and  its  management  than  by  having  the  Director  of  the 

Institute  give  us  a  paper  on  the  subject.  Now,  this  is  just  what  the 

Executive  has  succeeded  in  doing  for  ycu.  Dr.  Harold  DeW.  Cross  will 

give  a  paper  on  the  advantages  of  a  Centralized  Clinic,  using  the  data  taken 

from  the  Forsyth  Institute.  We  could  get  no  safer  and  surer  knowledge  ot 

the  workings  of  the  Institute  than  from  one  who  is  the  Director  of  the 

Institute.  If  you  come  to  the  conference  this  year  you  will  have,  first-hand, 

a  knowledge  of  the  advantages  of  the  centralized  clinic,  that  you  might  not 

have  the  opportunity  of  getting  for  many  years  to  come.  If  you  are  really 

interested  in  Oral  Hygiene  you  should  have  this  knowledge. 

New.  on  the  ether  hand,  instead  of  having  a  centralized  clinic,  the 

Oral  Hygiene  work  can  be  carried  on  by  means  of  a  number  of  localized 

clinics,  situated  in  different  parts  of  a  large  centre.  The  Advantages  of 

a  Localized  Clinic  will  be  given  by  Dr.  Wallace  Seccombe,  Chief  Dental 

Officer  of  the  Medical  Inspection  Department  of  the  Board  of  Education, 

Toronto.  Thus  in  contrast  with  the  Boston  method  of  carrying  on  the 

work,  we  will  have  the  advantages  of  the  localized  method,  with  data 

taken   from   the   Toronto   Public   Schools. 

Besides  our  own  men  from  Ontario  we  will  have  a  number  of  visitors 

from  the  States  who  are  coming  for  the  purpose  of  getting  an  insight  into 

the  two  opposite  methods  of  carrying  on  the  work  of  Oral  Hygiene  in  respect 
to  dental  clinics. 

There  will  be  an  inspection  of  the  Dental  Clinics  in  operation  in  the 

Schools,  in  the  Civic  Clinic,  and  also  in  the  various  hospitals  where  the 
Dental  Clinics  are  established. 

Besides  this  there  will  be  an  inspection  of  the  large  Technical  School 

Building  just  opened  in  Toronto.  A  dinner  will  be  tendered  to  the 

delegates  in  the  evening. 

The  Toronto  Dental  Society  will  hold  a  meeting  on  Monday  evening, 

December   6th.         Dr.    W.    E.    Cummer   is   to   give  a   paper   on    "Partial 
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Dentures  and  Removable  Bridgework."  1  lie  1  oronto  Dental  Society 
extends  a  cordial  invitation  to  the  delegates  of  the  Oral  Hygiene  Conference 

to  be  present  for  the  evening.  Previous  to  the  program  on  Monday,  the 

Dental  Society  will  meet  for  dinner  at  6.30  o'clock  at  the  Carls-Rite  Hotel. 
I  should  be  very  glad  to  hear  if  you  are  coming  to  the  Conference 

because  it  is  necessary  to  have  some  idea  of  the  number  to  prepare  for. 

Trusting  for  a  speedy  reply,  believe  me,  \  our*  fraternally, 

R.  J.  Rt-lADE.  Secretary  Ontario  Oral  Hygiene  Committed. 

DR.  W.  D.  COWAN,  FIRST  PRESIDEN  T  OF  DENTAL 

ASSOCIATION  OF  SASKATCHEWAN 

RETIRES  FROM  OFFICE 

MOOSE  JAW.  SASK.,  Nov.  14.— A  meeting  of  the  Provincial 
Dental  Council  was  held  here  Saturday,  when  Dr.  Harwood,  of  this  city, 

was  elected  President,  succeeding  Dr.  Cowan,  of  Regina,  who  has  held 

the  office  for  twenty-five  years.  Dr.  W.  N.  Irwin,  Moose  Jaw,  was 

elected  \  ice-president,  and  Dr.   Fasken,   Regina,  secretary-treasurer. 

Dr.  Walter  D.  Cowan,  the  retiring  president  of  the  Saskatchewan  Col- 

lege of  Dental  Surgeons,  is  one  of  the  f6urteen  original  dentists  -who  prac- 
tised at  the  time  of  the  formation  of  the  Dental  Association  of  the  North- 

western I  erritories  in  1  890.  In  that  year,  the  year  following  the  arrival 

of  the  then  young  dental  surgeon,  the  Dental  Association  was  formed  and 

their  first  efforts  were  to  secure  protective  legislation  for  qualified  dentisL- 

practising  in  the  Northwest  Territories.  They  met  with  vigorous  opposj- 

tion,  according  to  the  statement  of  Dr.  Cowan  last  evening,  but  they  even- 

tually set  ured  it  and  were  successful  in  raising  the  standard  of  the  pro 

sion,  until  to-day  it  i>  the  opinion  of  the  retiring  president  that  anyone  can 

enter  any  dental  office  in  Regina  and  get  good  service! 

1  he  first  meeting  was  held  in  a  little  house  where  Dr.   Low's  residence 
now  stands,  the  office  of  Dr.  Cowan,  very  modest  arid  unpretentious      ] 

by  year  the  associa'ion  expanded  and  in   1905  when  the  Province  ol    S 
atchewan  was  created,  the  association  became  the  >llege  of 

Dental  Surgeons  and  the  officer!  "I   that  body  were  confirmed  in  i  mce  b) 

law.       I  o-day  the  college  has  a  membership  ol    OVCI  three  hundred  dental 

nirgeom  and  ol  tin-  numba  aboui  160  are  practising. 

During  the  twenty-five  years  ol  the  organization,  there  hai 

eral  law  nuts,  many  of  them  appealed  to  tin  rt,  but  I 

ctabon  bai  never  > « •  t  lost  one  case  and  wai  luccessful  in  keeping  oul  un- 
ified men. 

Dr.  Cowan  graduated  from   Baltimore  Dental  ■    in    IH.sn  and 

practised  for  a  short  time  at  Mount  Morris,   N.Y.      In   1889  he  wai  btl 

out  of  his  home  and  office*    tnd  i,  where 

he  opened  his  little  office. 
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Selections 

"ARMY  FORMS  AND  REGIMENTAL  TEETH" - 

Mr.  Arnold  Bennett,  in  a  Daily  News  article  on  Septem
ber  9,  says: 

"To  a  civilian  t>e  most  startling  phe-omenon  of  regimental  l
ife  is  stationery. 

And  'he  quantity  of  stationery  used,  always  prodigious,  a
ppears  to  be  ever 

on  the  increase.  Apparently  you  can  do  nothing  whatev
er  without  filling  up 

a  form— and  filling  it  up  in  duplicate,  triplicate,  quintuplic
ate,  even  to 

twelve  fold.  This  form  filling  is  the  bane  of  the  officer
's  existence.  Some 

weeks  ago  I  met  in  the  waiting  room  of  my  dentist  a  se
rgeant  of  middle 

age.  He  told  me  a  lot  of  his  history,  including  the  fact  tha
t  he  had  been 

waiting  for  a  truss  for  six  months,  and  was  quite  unable  to  ge
t  it,  despite 

all  forms;  he  added  that  he  considered  it  unjust  that  he  should  pa
y  for  a 

truss  himself  and  announced  his  determination  not  to  pay  for
  a  truss, 

whatever  happened;  indeed,  he  seemed  to  prefer  death  from 
 a  renewal  of 

strangulated  hernia  to  the  personal  purchase  of  a  truss;  in  wh
ich  I  sym- 

pathized with  him.  But  he  had  come  to  the  dentist's  about  r
egimental 

teeth.  I  heard  the  conversation  between  him  and  the  dentist.  If  was
  all 

concerning  Army  forms. 

"Afterwards  the  dentist  inveighed  privately  to  me  about  Army  forms; 

he  said  that  he  could  not  get  on  with  his  work  for  Army  forms.     I  thought 

that  in  a  remporary  annoyance  he  might  be  exaggerating.     Later,  from  quite 

another  source,  I  learnt  some  of  the  truth  about  Army  forms  and  regimental 

teeth.     When  a  soldier  has  toothache  and  wants  two  teeth  extracted  (cost 

two  shillings),  the  commanding  officer  has  to  fill  up  three  forms,  the  medical 

officer  has  to  fill  up  twelve  forms,  the  dentist  six  forms,  and  the  A.D.M.S. 

three  forms.     Total,  twenty-four  forms.     The  slightest  error  in  filling  up 

any  of  the  forms  may  delay  the  completion  of  the  transaction  for  weeks.     I 

have  seen  the  chief  of  these  forms   (Army  Form  W.  3102).     On  it  the 

dentist  must  indicate  the  precise  teeth  withdrawn.     If  he  fails  to  do  so,  he 

will  not  get  his  florin.     You  may  ask  how  many  forms  are  required  for 

the  extraction  of  one  tooth.     The  answer  is  that  a  soldier  cannot  have  one 

tooth  extracted  at  the  expense  of  the  community.     One  tooth  is  not  pro- 

vided for  in  the  regulations.     Two  is  the  minimum.     A  soldier  who  is  so 

ill-advised  as  to  suffer  from  only  one  tooth  at  a  time  must  either  persuade 

the  medical  officer  to  pull  it  out,  or  (if  the  medical  officer  can't  or  won't 
or  has  no  instruments)   he  must  pay  for  his  relief  out  of  his  own  pocket. 

I  have  mentioned  teeth  simply  as  an  illustration  of  the  system,  which  em- 

braces equally  every  phase  of  regimental  life." — British  Dental  Journal 
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DENTAL  TREATMENT  FOR  THE  TROOPS 

In  a  letter  to  the  Scotsman  of  September  9,  on  the  above  subject,  Mr. 

J.  L.  Elphinstonc,  of  Aberdeen,  says:  "The  dental  treatment  provided  for 
the  soldiers  is  a  subject  which  ought  to  be  brought  to  the  notice  of  the  pub- 

lic There  are  two  kinds  of  dental  treatment — the  old  kind,  which  free'y 
extracted  the  natural  teeth,  and  supplied  their  lack  by  artificial  plates;  and 

the  newer  methods  of  dentistry,  which  can  do  much  to  restore  the  natural 

organs,  and  frequently  avoids  altogether  the  need  of  artificial  teeth,  or,  at 

any  rate,  minimizes  their  use. 

"Unfortunately,  the  military  authorities  have  decided  to  encourage  the 
bad  old  way  and  to  discourage  the  newer  and  better  methods.  The  fol- 

lowing schedule  of  fees  will  prove  this:  Restorative  treatment  of  a  natural 

tooth — Maximum  fee,  2s.  6d. ;  maximum  payment  for  individual  soldier, 

eight  teeth,  £1.  Supplying  artificial  tooth,  5s.;  plus  extraction  fee,  2s.  6d. ; 

total  for  o^r  tooth,  7s.  6d. ;  maximum  payment  for  individual  soldier, 

£4  12s.  6d  In  *hort,  the  inadequate  maximum  fee  (2s.  6d.)  is  paid  for 

saving  the  natural  tooth,  while  7s.  6d.  is  paid  for  the  less  satisfactory  arti- 

ficial substitute.  The  inevitable  result  will  be  that  large  numbers  of  savable 

teeth  will  be  sacrificed  and  many  unnecessary  artificial  teeth  will  be  sup- 

plied. Although  our  soldiers  in  their  simplicity  submit  like  lambs  to  the 

slaughter  of  their  natural  teeth,  they  are  surely  worthy  of  the  best  dentistry. 

While  2s.  6d.  is  sufficient  fee  for  treating  many  natural  teeth,  there  are 

other  teeth  which  cannot  be  saved  for  this  sum.  Again,  many  soldiers 

have  more  than  eight  savable  teeth  in  need  of  treatment.  We  do  not  want 

more  money,  but  is  it  too  much  to  ask  the  authorities  to  pay  where  required 

the  same  for  the  natural  tooth  that  they  are  willing  to  pay  for  the  less  sat- 

isfactory artificial  tooth?  The  present  schedule  is  unfair  to  the  soldier, 

unsatisfactory  to  the  Service,  and  demoralizing  to  the  dentist;  it  tempts  him 

to  do  the  wrong  thing." — British  Dental  Journal. 
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Reviews 

THE       DENTIST'S       LIBRARY 

Alveolodental  Pyorrhea,  by  Charles  C.  Bass,  M.D.,  Professor  of  Experi- 

mental Medicine,  and  Foster  M.  Johns,  M.D.,  Instructor  in  the  Labora- 
tories of  Clinical  Medicine  at  the  Tulane  University  Medical  College, 

New  Orleans,  La.     Octavo  volume  of  167  pages,  with  42  illustrations. 

Philadelphia  and  London:  W.   B.   Saunders  Company,    1915.      Cloth, 

$2.50  net.     Sole  Canadian  agents,  The  J.  F.  Hartz  Co.,  Ltd.,  Toronto. 

This  is  a  book  of  about   1  65  pages,  written  by  Bass  and  Johns,  two 

physicians  practising  in  New  Orleans,  U.S.A.,  and  like  many  other  physi- 
cians who  undertake  to  write  books  for  dentists,  it  is  in  many  places  hard 

to  understand  the  authors'  meaning,  because  they  have  not  an  acquaintance 
with  dental  nomenclature  and  dental  literature.     In  the  preface  they  make 

the   statement   that   "all   sooner  or  later  lose   their  teeth   from  pyorrhea  if 

they    live   long     enough."       Many     people     have     lived    over   a   hundred 
years,  and  have  not  lost  their  teeth  from  pyorrhea,  which  is  a  more  hopeful 

view  to  present  to  the  public.      One  hardly  knows  just  what  to  say  in  re- 
viewing a  bcok  which  has  been  so  hurriedly  prepared  on  a  subject  so  new. 

The  authors  have  not  had  the  experience  or  the  technical  knowledge  to  im- 

press the  dental  profession  when  they  make  such  statements  as,  "Pyorrhea 

generally  begins  around  one  of  the  first  molars"  (page  48),  and  that  "gum 
boils  may  sometimes  occur  without  pyorrhea  being  present.      Infection  ex- 

tending down  a  root-canal  and  escaping  into  the  peridental  soft  tissue  may 

produce  abscesses.     Most  of  them  are  produced  by  poorly  drained  pyorrhea 

pockets  getting  stopped  up  in  some  way  or  another.      Foreign  substances, 

like  food  particles,  forced  into  them  may  interfere  with  their  drainage  and 

cause  an  abscess." 

"Malocclusion  occurs  especially  with  teeth  that  do  not  articulate  with  or 
press  against  others.  Sometimes  they  rise  out  of  their  sockets  one-eighth 

inch  or  more." 

"This  suggested  the  practicability  of  patients  washing  out  their  pyorrhea 
lesions  or  having  it  done  by  some  one  at  home,  with  the  emetin  solution. 

We  recognize  that  this  can  be  practised  only  by  certain  patients,  and  not 

with  all  lesions." 

"The  greatest  good  will  come  to  the  patient  from  disinfecting  his  mouth 
and  curing  the  earlier  lesions,  as  well  as  those  more  advanced,  which  at 

least  leave  a  tooth  very  much  impaired  in  usefulness,  because  of  the  loss 

of  supporting  structures." 

"Scaling  and  scraping  the  roots  of  teeth.  If  a  tooth  surrounded  by  a 
pyorrhea  pocket  is  extracted  and  examined  considerable  accumulation  of 

deposit  of  various  kinds  is  found  on  the  part  of  the  root  that  was  between 
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the  level  of  the  edge  of  the  gum  and  the  edge  of  the  remaining  peridental 

membrane.  This  may  be  either  soft  or  hard.  There  is  a  deep-set  opinion 

held  by  the  dental  profession  that  it  is  important  to  scale  or  scrape  this  off 

to  facilitate  heahng.  This  might  be  true  if  there  was  any  hope  that  the 

destroyed  peridental  membrane  would  be  regrown  and  again  cover  the  root 

of  the  tooth  where  it  formerly  existed.  We  have  not  the  slightest  evidence, 

however,  that  such  a  thing  can  occur.  Apparently,  therefore,  the  only 

benefit  that  would  result  would  be  what  results  from  cleanliness  and  re- 

moval of  foreign  material,  which  may  in  some  instances  be  a  source  of 

irritation.     However,  if  done  properly  no  harm  should  result." 
The  whole  book  is  based  on  the  theory  that  endamebae  are  the  cause 

of  pyorrhea,  and  yet  there  isn't  anything  in  the  book  which  would  satisfy 

a  pathologist  that  it  is  the  cause  of  pyorrhea.  He  says  on  page  50:  "ft 
is  not  known  whether  they  damage  directly  or  attack  the  living  tissue,  but 

it  is  not  at  all  necessary  for  them  to  do  so  for  them  to  be  pathogenic.  They 

may  produce  great  harm  and  actually  be  the  essential  cause  of  the  pyorrhea 

by  continually  carrying  and  planting  and  replanting  harmful  bacteria  in 

the  tissue." 
The  whole  theory  is  summed  up  in  the  following  paragraphs:  "Bacteria 

that  are  being  continually  carried  and  planted  into  the  diseased  tissue  could 

thus  do  much  more  damage  than  if  they  were  not  aided.  One  effect  thev 

surely  have  is  to  cause  the  production  of  pus  if  they  are  pyogenic  bacteria. 

It  would  seldom  occur  that  such  a  lesicn  would  not  have  some  pyogenic 

species.  There  is  good  reason  to  believe  that  they  may  also  be  important 

secondary  factors  in  most  cases." 
Since  so  much  has  been  written  and  so  much  has  been  said,  and  the 

profession  has  been  so  well  worked  for  the  sale  of  emetin,  every  dentist 

should  read  this  book  and  judge  for  himself  how  far  the  views  ot  these 

authors  coincide  with  his  observations  ol  the  clinical  history  of  pyorrhea. 

Obituary 

DR.  CHAS.  W.  BROWN  DIED  IN  EDMONTON 

ALBERTA 

On  Monday.  Novembei  1st,  Dr.  Charles  Weslej  Brown,  dentist,  who 

formerly   practised   his  profession   in   the  neighborhood  of    Bloor   street 

.)o\ercourt    road,    pasted    away.        .  lc    W  [oronto    boy,    edl* 

Dewson  School,   hiarbord  Street  Collegiate  and  thr  I  niv<  ind  the 

son  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Wm.  A.  Brown,  o(  674  Shaw  itreet  1  !»•  was  only 
27  years  of  age,  and  wai  married  three  years  ago  to  Misi  Lucy  Welland, 
of  Concord   avenue.      Both   were   well    known   adherenti   ol 

Methodi-l    (  Iiuk  h.    I  )  I    load. 
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D,  Brown  had  been  ill  for  so
me  months,  and  had  gone  far 

 ir .search 

of  a  more  grateful  climate,  which
  might  recuperate  fan  broken  he

ahh.  H» 

t  LI  onrpamed  him  to  the  W
est,  and  Mr,  Brown  .tende

d  .ommg 

m  for  the  w  nter.     A  sudden  wea
kness  overcame  him,  and  hope  

was  soon 

ended.     Mrs.   Brown  reached  E
dmonton  only  a  day  before  th

e  doctor  . 

decease. 

DR.  W.  T.  STUART  DE
AD 

On  November  13th,  191  sTIT
Holyrood,  Oakville,  Ontario,

  Dr. 

W  T.  Stuart  died  of  septicaemia
.  Up  to  within  a  few  days  of  fus

  death 

Dr  Stuart  had  been  giving  his  l
ectures  at  the  Royal  College  of 

 Dental 

Surgeons  of  Ontario,  where  he  ha
d  been  a  professor  for  39  years. 

A  fuller  obituary  will  appear  later. 

polvSMJ^mt^^
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per  year;  up-to-date  equipment; 
 good  business  and  fa,rly  central

  loca- 
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The  Philadelphia  Dental  College 
Dental  Department  of  Temple  Univer

sity. 

Eighteenth  Street  (below  Spring  Ga
rden) 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Fifty-third  Annual  Session  begins  O
ctober  1st  1915, 

and  continues  until  the  following  J
une.  Full  course 
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    three    years. 

Entrance  blanks  and  catalogues  b
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PRACTITIONERS'  COURSE. 
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summer.     Only  practitioners  will
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Original  Communications 

TECHNIC  OF  ROOT-CANAL  FILLINGS 

A.  E.  Webster,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  M.D.,  Toronto,  Ont. 

Within  the  past  few  years  several  methods  of  root-canal  filling  have 

been  presented  to  the  profession  for  acceptance.  Gutta  percha  has  held  its 

place  for  a  good  number  of  years,  but  a  modification  of  this  method  is 

gaining  the  attention  of  the  profession. 

The  methods  in  common  use  are  gutta  percha,  rosin  and  gutta  percha, 

paraffin  compound  and  bismuth  paste.  Each  of  these  materials  has  some 

special  properties  which  makes  it  better  suited  in  some  cases  than  in  others. 

WHERE  GUTTA  PERCHA  SHOULD  BE  USED. 

Gutta  percha  is  indicated  in  all  root  canals  which  can  be  freely  opened 

to  the  apex,  and  which  have  not  large  apical  openings,  or  where  root  canals 

are  to  be  used   for  the  insertion  or  cementation  of  a  post. 

GUTTA    PERCHA    AND    CHLORA-PERCHA    COMPOUND. 

Dissolve    the    gutta    percha    in    chloroform    and    then 

strain    through   cheese   cloth. 

DR.     M.     L.     RHIEN'S    TECHNIQUE    OF    GUTTA    PERCHA    ROOT    CANAL- 
FILLING. 

Dry  the  canal  with  warm  air,  and  I   use  wii.it   ii  known  ai  the   Young 

broach  and  wrap  it  with  a  fine  wisp  of  cotton.      I   frequently  introdift 

little  chloroform  first,  and  follow    it  up  with  the  hot  air.      I  want  the  chloro- 

ia  when  it  goes  into  the  canal  to  meet  a  dry  surface  all  around  to 

which  it  will  adhere  all  the  way  down,  so  that  when  I  hi:  m  with  a  poinl  oi 

gutta  percha    I   am  not   only    forcing  the   gutta   percha   through   the   opening 
in  the  foramen,  bul  literally  into  the  microtcopM   tubuli,  in  the  decalcified 

dentine,  and,  ol  courae,  it  ii  understood  jrou  are  to  d<>  thii  with  absolutely 

i<  precaution.     I  icrub  my  handi  tin-  very  last  thing  befoi     I  introduce 

the  chlo  i<».   and   my   assistant   (!<><•-.   the     an         Mj      utts 
pOtntl  are  now  placed  in  I  bath  ol  ten  pa  Cent,  formalin,  >«>  thai  then- can  be 

no  inlcction  on  the  gutta  percha*     With  a  paii  ol  forces    I  tak<   the  gutta 
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percha  point  on  to  the  napkin  and  fold  the  napkin  over  it  carefully;  the 

assistant  stands  at  the  left  side  of  the  chair,  with  an  alcohol  lamp  and  with 

aseptic  forceps.      I  introduce  the  point  carefully  into  the  root  canal,  and, 

with  gentle  pressure,  press  it  down  as  far  as  possible,  and  then  proceed  to 

follow  up  the  process  of  forcing  my  gutta  percha  point  carefully  down. 

Then  I  add  another  point  in  the  same  way,  and  may  add  a  third  point 

according  to  the  diameter  of  the  canal,  compressing  it  as  well  as  I  can  with 

a  plugger.     I  now  take  the  plugger  point  and  wrap  a  little  wisp  of  Japanese 

paper  around  it,   and  dip   that  in  chloroform   and  introduce   that  plugger 

with  the  chloroform  dipped  paper  into  the  canal  and  proceed  to  tamp  that 

gutta  percha  with  the  plugger,   the  same  as  a  laborer  tamps  his  concrete 

pavement,  doing  it  again  and  again.      You  can  only   learn  by  experience 

how  much  of  this  is  requisite.     When  you  have  finished,  your  gutta  percha 

points  are  forced  into  one  homogeneous  mass  that  absolutely  fills  that  canal. 

Your  chloroform  is  being  forced  out  the  end  of  the  foramen  at  one  end,  and 

at  the  other  is  easily  evaporated  with  your  cold  air.     If  I  am  going  to  use  a 

root  for  a  crown  I  sometimes  use  only  one-half  a  point  of  gutta  percha,  and 

if  I  am  going  to  bring  the  filling  away  up  I  may  use  six  or  eight  points, 

running  down  to  a  number  five  or  number  four.     When  I  am  all  through 

and  my  assistant  has  stopped  blowing  cold  air  on  the  gutta  percha  so  that  we 

know  the  evaporation  is  complete,  I  cover  the  gutta  percha  with  oxy-chloride 

of  zinc  cement.      That  is  placed  over  it  to  prevent  any  possible  infection 

from  the  crown  of  the  tooth  into  the  root  canal.      I  have  never  detected 

the  faintest  odor  in  any  root  canal  that  I  have  filled,  and  I  have  opened  a 

good  number  of  old  fillings  of  my  own,  and  it  has  simply  been  a  question 

of  the  difficulty  of  reaming  them  out. 

ROSIN-GUTTA  PERCHA  COMPOUND. 

The  rosin-gutta  percha  root  canal  filling  is  indicated  in  fine  canals 

where  they  can  be  perfectly  dried.  It  has  the  advantage  of  entering  the 

tubules  and  sealing  them,  and  should  be  especially  indicated  in  those  cases 

which  have  been  the  seat  of  septic  infection.  It  has  the  disadvantage  of 

being  more  or  less  mussy  during  insertion. 

ROSIN  SOLUTION. 

Rosin         Gr.  xll 

Chloroform      3ii  j. 
M.  Fiat  Sol. 

The  technique  of  the  rosin-gutta  percha  root  filling  is  simple,  easy,  quick 
and  sure  to  seal  all  tubuli  and  foramina  that  are  open.  Before  proceeding 
with  the  filling  of  the  root  canal  all  instruments,  cotton,  paper  points,  gutta 

percha  points,  should  be  placed  in  the  steam  chest,  super-heated  steam  being 
the  most  effective  sterilizing  agent.  After  steaming  the  proper  length  of 
time  the  steam  is  shut  off  from  the  chest.     This  soon  dries  the  instrument, 
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points    and   cotton    broaches.      The    gutta   percha    and   paper   points    after 
cooling  in  the  basket  have  lost  none  of  their  desirable  properties. 

I  have  said  that  the  root  canal  should  be  the  general  shape  of  the 

paper  root  canal  driers  as  furnished  us  by  the  dealers.  In  addition  to  this 

general  form  have  the  mouth  of  each  canal  a  decided  saucer  shape.  Thi„; 

will  facilitate  the  placing  of  agents  or  instruments  to  or  near  the  apical 
foramen. 

The  first  step  then  is  the  complete  dehydration  of  the  dentine,  using 

acetone,  as  advised  by  Dr.  Prinz,  as  the  dehydrating  agent.  After  flood- 

ing the  canal  with  acetone  use  the  paper  points  liberally  until  the  canal  i- 

entirely  free  from  moisture.  Follow  this  with  warm  air.  Then  hold  a 

warm  wire  in  the  canal  for  a  minute  or  two,  being  careful  the  wire  is  not 

hot  enough   to  scar  any  part  of  the  canal. 

Right  here  is  where  many  root  canal  operations  fail.  The  canals  and 

tubuli  must  be  as  dry  as  it  is  possible  to  make  them,  bearing  in  mind  that 

it  is  possible  to  do  damage  by  overheating  the  root. 

Now  flood  the  dry  root  canal  with  the  thin  rosin  solution,  pumping  it 

in  with  a  wisp  of  cotton  on  a  broach.  When  the  canal  is  full  of  the  solu- 

tion pass  a  fine  wire  or  broach  to  the  end  of  the  canal.  Work  out  all  the 

air  that  may  be  trapped  therein.     This  is  of  vital  importance. 

(Note.) — At  this  point  dip  the  broach  being  used  into  oxide  of 

bismuth  and  pump  into  the  rosin  solution  if  X-rays  are  to  be  made. 

The  canal  point  should  be  made  of  base  plate  gutta-percha.  Should 

carry  no  drugs  or  any  additional  elements  that  will  have  a  tendency  to 

weaken  or  reduce  the  strength  or  rigidity  of  the  cone,  because  we  wish  the 

gutta  percha  to  dissolve  rather  slowing  at  the  periphery  while  the  attenu- 

ated centre  retains  rigidity  sufficient  to  permit  of  being  pushed  along. 

Select  a  gutta  percha  cone  that  will  reach  to  or  near  the  end  of  the 

canal,  holding  the  cone  with  a  fine  foil  carrier,  and  pass  the  cone  carefully 

and  surely  about  half  Way  into  the  canal,  pumping  the  cone  up  and  down 

in   the  canal   usually   from   forty   to  sixty   times,   and,   as  it  di  in   the 

chloroform,  advancing  the  cone  farther  toward  the  apex. 

I  lie  puTping  motion  forces  the  rosin  solution  farther  into  every  open- 

ing.      I  he   chloroform    at    the   same    time    dissolves    the    periphe  j    ol    the 

gutta   percha   cone,    which,    becoming    more    and    more    Attenuated,    ili 

farther  toward  the  apex,  -m rounding  itself  with  the  mixture  oi  gutta  percha 

and  rosin.       I  he  rosin  seals  the  tubuli.  and  at  the  same  time  causes  the  gut 

percha  to  stick  tight  to  the  pulp  walls,  and  makes  the  gutta  percha  mo 

.<■   and   proof  against  the  action  ol    body   fluids  oi   iub*l  U 

It   thil  do«-.  not  leave  the  large  end  ol  the  gutta  perch 

the  end  of  the  canal,  place  a  small  one  alongside  or  on  the  first   one.  th 

with  a  cold  Steel  pluggei  point  that  will  go  into  the  canal  gently  pack  m  I 
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into  canal,  using  warm  air  to  soften  the  protruding  gutta  percha  if  necessary. 

This  packing  forces  the  semi-fluids  (chloro-percha  and  rosin)  into  the 

unknown  canals  and  pockets,  and  at  the  same  time  brings  the  surplus 

chloro-percha  to  the  mouth  of  the  canal,  where  it  may  be  taken  up  with 
absorbent  rolls  or  cotton. 

In  multi-rooted  teeth  complete  the  filling  of  each  individual  canal  be- 
fore starting  another. 

Rub  the  steel  plugger  points  on  paraffin  cake  to  prevent  the  partially 

dissolved  gutta  percha  from  adhering  to  the  instrument.  The  pulp  cham- 

ber is  to  be  filled  with  oxy-chloride  of  zinc  or  oxy-phosphate,  to  which  add 

one  to  five  per  cent,  of  yellow  oxide  of  mercury. 

BISMUTH  PASTE. 

Bismuth  paste  is  indicated  in  roots  which  have  large  apical  openings 

from   absorption   or  lack  of  development,   temporary  teeth   and  punctured 
roots. 

TECHNIQUE. 

The  paste  is  brought  to  a  fluid  state  in  a  hot  water  bath,  which  is 

easily  done  by  putting  a  wide-mouthed  jar  containing  the  paste  in  a  dish  of 

hot  water.  With  the  ordinary  metal  water  syringe,  heated  to  about  the 

temperature  of  the  fluid  paste,  draw  up  some  and  deposit  it  into  the  cavity 

of  the  tooth,  and  rapidly  work  into  the  canal  with  a  warm  (not  hot)  root 

canal  plugger.  While  the  mass  is  yet  fluid  it  may  be  forced  to  the  end 

of  the  root  with  pressure  on  unvulcanized  rubber.  The  excess  of  the  paste 

is  cleared  away  and  a  gutta  percha  cone  the  full  size  of  the  root  canal  is 

gently  pressed  as  far  into  the  canal  as  possible.  Then  put  a  layer  of  oxy- 

chloride  or  oxy-phosphate,  to  which  one  to  five  per  cent,  of  yellow  oxide 

of  mercury  has  been  added,  over  the  root  filling. 

PARAFFIN  ROOT  FILLING  MATERIAL. 

Paraffin  is  indicated  in  large  canals  where  a  hot  instrument  may  be 

freely  carried  to  the  bottom  of  the  canal.  It  is  less  irritating  than  gutta 

percha  if  any  should  pass  through  the  apex.  It  is  unsuitable  in  cases  where 

a  post  is  to  be  cemented  in  place,  because  it  never  becomes  sufficiently  solid 

to  resist  the  pressure  of  cementation,  and  is  driven  through  the  apex. 

PARAFFIN  ROOT  FILLING  COMPOUND. 

Thymol            2   parts 
Bismuth  trioxide         30   parts 

Hard    paraffin    melting    point    56-58    deg.     C. 

(  1  33-1  36  deg.   F.)      68   parts 

THE      TECHNIQUE      OF      FILLING      ROOT      CANALS      WITH      PARAFFIN 

COMPOUND. 

The  sine  qua  non  of  a  successful  paraffin  root  canal  filling  is  an  ab- 

solutely  dry   root   canal.      To   accomplish   this   end   certain   physical   pro- 
cedures are  in  vogue,  i.e.,  the  hot  blast,  the  electrically  heated  root  dryer, 
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the  heated  wire,  bibulous  paper  cones,  cotton,  etc.  I  o  facilitate  the  re- 

moval of  moisture  hygroscopic  chemicals;  i.e.,  alcohol,  chloroform,  ether 

and  other  substances  are  often  used  in  conjunction  with  the  above  enum- 

erated means.  These  compounds,  with  the  exception  of  alcohol,  have 

little  affinity  for  water,  and  hence  are  of  no  practical  value.  In  drying  out 

a  root  canal  it  should  be  borne  in  mind  that  the  removal  of  its  natural 

moisture  or  any  other  fluid  placed  into  it  is  well-nigh  impossible  with  the 

much-lauded  hot  air  blast  if  its  foramen  is  closed.  A  few  trials  on  an  ex- 

tracted tooth  or  a  glass  tube  drawn  out  to  a  fine  solid  point  and  filled  with 

water  or  any  other  of  the  above  enumerated  fluids  will  readily  convince 

one  of  this  illusory  conception.  The  fluid  will  move  back  and  forth  upon 

the  elastic  cushion  of  air  confined  in  the  end  of  the  tooth  or  the  tube,  or,  if 

no  air  is  present,  the  heated  air  blast  will  practically  make  no  impression 

on  the  moisture  column.  The  removal  of  the  moisture  is  usually  best  ac- 

complished by  using  bibulous  paper  cones  in  conjunction  with  the  heated 

metallic  root  canal  dryer.  The  secession  of  the  hissing  sound  following 

the  introduction  of  the  hot  wire  indicates  that  the  desired  effect  has  been 

successfully  achieved.  In  passing,  it  is  well  to  remember  that  over-drying 
of  the  tooth  structure  is  a  dangerous  procedure.  If  more  or  less  of  the 

water  which  holds  the  gelatinous  matrix  of  the  tooth  in  colloidal  solution  is 

removed  by  over-heating  that  tooth  is  proportionately  weakened  against 

physical  or  chemical  insults.  Black,  Cook  and  others  have  repeatedly 

called  attention  to  this  fact,  and  it  is  well  borne  out  by  clinical  observation. 

After  the  root  canal  is  freed  from  its  moisture,  it  is  flooded  with  acetone 

and  dried   again  with  the  hot  wire  point.      The  object  of  this  procedure 

is  to  remove  every  particle  of  moisture  from  obscure  nooks.     When  a  root 

canal,   which  is  kept  continuously  moist  with   a   most   annoying,  persistent 

seepage,  is  thoroughly  dried  out  with  acetone  and  the  heated  root  dryer,  the 

seepage  will  usually  stop  immediately.      A  wisp  of  cotton  wrapped  about 

a   broach    and    dipped    in   pure   paraffin    oil    (also    known    by    many    trade 

names,   such   as   liquid   alboline,   cosmoline,   oliphane,   etc.)    is  now   passed 

into  the  dry   root  canal   and   immediately   followed  by  the  hot   compn 

air  blast,   so  as  to  uniformly  coat  the  canal.      Its  object   is  to  cover  <■ 
accessible  surface  with  a  thin  film  of  oil,  which,  in  turn,  facilitates  the  read} 

flow  of  the  liquid  paraffin  compound  into  every  available  ipa<  e.       1  <»<>  D 

oil   must    !><•   carefully   avoided.       This  lubricating  ot    the  canal  constitutes 

an    important    factor   in    the   correct    technique    oi    the    paraffin    root    filling 

mrtliod.     A  cone  of  the  prepared  paraffin  ii  bom   inserted  into  the  canal, 

and  the  heated  dryer  passed  along  it  '  gentle  pumping  motion 

the  air  is  expelled,  and  the  lemi  liquefied  paraffin  i>  allowed  to  flow    into 

i  anal.     The  film  of  the  previously  introduced  paraffin  oil  and  the  i 

liquid  paraffin  compound  pot  i  other,  and  wher- 
the  oil  film  has  been  deposited  the  paraffin  compound  will   readily 

flow.     Care  ihould  be  Boi   to  overheat  the  paraffin  compound. 
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It  is  essential,  however,  to  keep  the  root  dryer  fairly 
 warm,  so  as  not  to 

chill  the  semi-liquefied  paraffin  when  the  dryer  reaches  
the  deeper  portions 

of  the  canal.      As  the  paraffin  compound  melts  at  less  than
  60  deg.   C. 

(140  deg.  F.)     there  is  no  danger  of  burning  the  patien
t  with  it.      Suffi- 

cient paraffin  compound  is  now  added  so  as  to  completely  fi
ll  the  canal. 

It  has  been  suggested  to   finally  insert   a  gutta  percha  cone  o
r   a  heated 

copper  wire  into  the  filled  canal  and  leave  it  permanently  in  place.  
   Such 

procedures  insure  a  more  perfect  filling;  they  overcome  the  shrink
age  of  the 

paraffin   in   solidifying.      Gutta   percha   cones   as   suggested    are   espe
cially 

well  suited  for  this  purpose;  they  act  as  a  core  and  insure  a  more  perfe
ct 

adaptation  of  the  softened  paraffin  to  the  irregularities  of  the  root  canal.
 

In  using  these  cones  their  extreme  points  are  first  cut  off,  and  they  are  then 

quickly  pressed  into  the  semi-liquid  paraffin.      Fine  copper  wires  for  such 

purposes  are  readily  obtained  by  cutting  suitable  pieces  from  an  electric  light 

cord.     On  the  congealing  of  the  paraffin  compound  a  slight  depression  in 

the  centre  of  the  filling,  near  the  entrance  of  the  root  canal,  will  be  noticed. 

This  contraction  is  in  conformity  with  the  natural  tendency  of  the  harden- 

ing of  the  paraffin;  it  will  always  congeal  from  the  periphery   toward  the 

centre,  and  thereby  insures  an  unchangeable,  permanent  and  absolute  water- 

tight sealing  of  the  canal  walls.     The  paraffin  compound  finally  is  covered 

with  a  layer  of  oxy-chloride  or  oxy-phosphate,  to  which  one  to  five  per 

cent,  of  yellow  oxide  of  mercury  has  been  added  to  form  a  solid  founda- 

tion  for   the   future  permanent   filling.      If   it  should  become  necessary   at 

some  future  time  to  remove  the  root  canal  filling,  the  introduction  of  the 

heated  wire  will  readily  liquefy  it;  it  can  then  be  removed  with  bibulous 

paper  cones,  the  broach,  and,  if  necessary,  with  a  solvent,  i.e.,  xylol. 

The  position  of  the  patient  in  filling  root  canals  of  teeth  in  the  lower 

jaw  is  self-explanatory;  in  filling  the  canals  of  the  upper  teeth  the  chair  is 

tilted  backward  so  as  to  obtain  a  horizontal  position  of  the  upper  teeth.  As 

capillary  attraction  plays  an  important  role  in  this  procedure,  the  paraffin 

compound  will  readily  follow  the  heated  wire. 

Regarding  the  instruments  used  as  hot  pluggers  for  this  work,  any 

wire  which  will  retain  heat  sufficiently  long  enough  to  melt  the  paraffin 

and  which  can  be  filed  to  a  point  fine  enough  to  reach  the  smallest  canals
 

is  suitable  for  this  purpose.  Silver  or  copper,  or  an  alloy  thereof,  are  g
ood 

heat  conductors,  and  therefore  the  most  suitable  metals.  A  
one-inch  coil 

made  of  No.  1 0  or  12  copper  wire,  with  a  three-inch  ex
tension,  filed 

to  a  fine  point,  answers  the  purpose  fairly  well.  The  fine  p
oint  of  the 

root  canal  plugger  must  be  able  to  carry  a  minimum  temperature  
of  60  deg. 

C.  (140  deg.  F.). 

In   recapitulating  the  technique  of   root  canal   filling  with
  the  paraffin 
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compound    the    following    points    are    the    most    important    factors    which 

must  be  rigidly  observed : 

Carefully  drying  out  the  root  canals. 

Lubricating  the  canal  walls  with  a  thin  film  of  paraffin  oil. 

Filling  the  canals  with  the  prepared  paraffin  compound  by  means  of 

a  heated  wire,  using  a  pumping  motion. 

Covering  of  the  finished  root  filling  with  a  layer  of  oxy-chloride  or  oxy- 

phosphate,  to  which  one  to  five  per  cent,  of  yellow  oxide  of  mercury  has 
been  added. 

PROPERTIES. 

1 .  It  is  non-putrefactive. 

2.  It  is  sterile  and  slightly  antiseptic. 

3.  It  is  easily  introduced. 

4.  It  is  absolutely  non-irritating  to  the  soft  tissues;  when  forced  be- 

yond the  foramen  of  a  temporary  or  permanent  tooth  or  through  a  per- 

forated root  it  is  borne  by  the  soft  tissues  without  the  slightest  reaction. 

5.  It  does  not  discolor  the  tooth  structure;  it  possesses  a  distinct  yellow- 
tint  which  makes  it  readily  discernible  to  the  eye. 

6.  It  is  non-porous  and  unchangeable;  it  produces  an  absolute  perman- 

ent water-tight  filling.  # 

7.  It  is  easily  removed. 

8.  It  will  seal  hermetically  the  dentinal  tubuli  and  the  foramina  against 
bacterial  invasion. 

9.  It  is  opaque  to  the  Roentgen  rays. 
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Selections 

ROOT  CANAL  FILLING 

Forrest  H.  Orton,  D.D.S.,  St.  Paul,  Minn. 

The  editorial  in  the  March  issue  of  "Items  of  Interest
"  challenges  my 

interest  to  the  degree  of  calling  forth  a  reply  from  me,  not  w
ith  the  hope 

of  answering  the  question,  but  with  the  desire  to  express  my  opin
ion  upon  a 

problem  of  grave  importance.  I  say  that  I  do  not  hope 
 to  answer  the 

editorial.  I  believe  that  our  limited  knowledge  of  the  many  fact
ors  involved 

in  a  scientific  consideration  of  the  matter  precludes  the  possibilit
y  of  a 

satisfactory  answer  at  this  time. 

I  heartily  commend  the  title  of  the  editorial,  'The  Gr
eatest  Problem 

of  the  Day  in  Dentistry."  I  will  go  one  step  further  and  say  th
at  if  only 

a  small  percentage  of  the  serious  systemic  ills  credited  to  the  te
eth  are  really 

traceable  to  them,  then  this  is  not  only  "The  Greatest  Problem  of 
 the  Day 

in  Dentistry,"  but  a  very  serious  problem  for  the  general  public  as  well
. 

It  is  unquestionably  true  that  any  method  of  treating  root  canal
s  that 

does  not  consider  the  pecuniary  point  of  view  will  be  much  restricted 
 in  its 

application.  It  is  likewise  true  that  a  technique  requiring  a  hig
h  degree  of 

skill  and  accuracy  will  also  be  restricted  in  its  application.  Bu
t  I  believe 

thoroughly  that  the  average  dentist  is  both  willing  and  anxious
  to  do  what- 

ever is  necessary  to  be  successful.  He  wants  to  be  fair  both  to  himself  a
nd 

to  his  patient.  The  trouble  is  that  he  finds  himself  in  the  situation
  of  not 

being  able  to  acquire  the  knowledge  needed  to  do  the  best  work. 
 Observa- 

tion and  experience  are  not  enough;  accurate  knowledge,  based  u
pon  un- 

impeachable statistics,  is  imperative.     Let  us  have  less  vociferation  and  mor
e 

verification. 

IMPERFECT  STATISTICS. 

On  the  other  hand,  a  review  of  the  recent  literature  dealing  with  t
he 

problem  of  root-canal  treatment,  with  its  apparently  convincing  array  of 

statistics,  is  almost  enough  to  lead  one  to  conclude  that  we  have  accumul
ated 

and  classified  sufficient  knowledge  on  the  subject.     The  difficulty,  however, 

is  likely  to  arise  in  the  interpretation  of  statistics.     A  recent  writer,  one  who 

has  been  heralded  as  an  authority  on  the  subject  under  discussion,  states 

that   ten   per  cent,    of   the   teeth  present   mechanical    or   other   obstructions 

which  render  any  attempt  to  clean  and  fill  them  to  the  apical  foramen  either 

inadvisable  or  impossible.     Just  what  these  statistics  mean  is  left  to  be
  de- 

termined.    Whether  this  authority  has  arrived  at  this  conclusion  from  an 

intimate  knowledge  of  the  roots  of  the  thirty-two  teeth  contained  in  a  normal 

arch,  or  otherwise,  is  not  made  plain.     Even  if  this  were  his  method,  a  study 

of  the  morphology  of  the  root  canals  might  reveal  some  startling  variation
s 
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and  anastomoses  that  would  not  be  suspected  from  the  external  appearance 

of  the  roots.  Perhaps  this  ten  per  cent,  is  a  record  of  the  teeth  he  has 

failed  to  treat  successfully  by  the  painstaking  method  described;  or  perhaps 

it  is  a  tentative  opinion. 

Another  writer  from  my  own  neck  of  the  woods  has  created  some  con- 

sternation, not  alone  among  dentists,  but  among  general  practitioners  as 

well,  by  the  announcement  that  of  "1,000  teeth  examined  by  him,  seventy- 

one  per  cent,  showed  well-defined  abscesses."  He  states  further  that  "our 
surgery  in  pulp  removal  and  root  filling  has  nothing  to  do  with  its  causa- 

tion except  to  create  an  area  of  lowered  resistance,  thereby  encouraging 

colonization  of  bacteria  already  afloat  in  the  blood  stream;  that  blind 

abscess  is  not  primarily  a  dental  disease,  but  is  of  hematogenous  origin,  and 

therefore  a  secondary  lesion." 
These  conclusions  are  generally  regarded  as  having  only  a  speculative 

value  as  yet.  The  weak  point  in  the  statistics  given  is  the  absence  of  any 

previous  history;  that  is,  what  per  cent,  of  these  blind  abscesses  were  present 

at  the  time  the  teeth  were  treated  and  filled  and  what  per  cent,  of  these 

teeth  were  filled  under  ordinary  aseptic  conditions?  Other  writers  on  this 

subject  have  stated  that  from  fifty  to  ninety  per  cent,  of  the  root  canals  filled 

were  not  filled  to  the  apex.  General  accusations  such  as  these  should  not, 

in  my  opinion,  receive  serious  consideration  unless  writers  accompany  their 

statements  with  full  particulars  of  how  their  statistics  were  obtained  and 

how  interpreted.  Statements  are  only  incontestable  upon  such  a  basis  as 

this;  and  it  is  time  that  dentists  employed  this  method. 

EXAMINATION    OF    TOOTH    ROOTS. 

In  our  own  Dental  Infirmary  at  the  University  of  Minnesota,  all  teeth 

that  show  a  history  of  devitalization  are  being  X-rayed,  but  we  have  not  as 

yet  obtained  sufficient  data  to  be  of  statistical  value.  I  have  doubts  as  to 

whether  our  data  will  ever  be  sufficient,  for  the  reason  that  the  patients  re- 

ceived at  the  dental  infirmary  have,  as  a  rule,  selected  their  previous  dentists 

from  the  pecuniary  point  of  view.  It  is  obviously  not  fair  to  judge  the  type 

of  work  done  in  any  given  community  by  such  statistics. 

The  point  of  this  whole  discussion  is  that  statistics  are  a  most  valuable 

and  indispensable  instrument  of  science.  Many  truths  can  be  arrived  At 

only  by  their  use.  Yet  the  possibilities  and  the  dangers  of  the  statistical 

method  might  not  be  suspected  by  the  average  dentist,  unless  he  has 

trained  at  least  in  the  rudiments  of  statistical  science.  It  is  commonl) 

that  statistics  properly  juggled  can  be  made  to  prove  anything.  W  hal  i> 

needed  is  a  knowledge  of  scientific  methods  of  accumulating  data  and  i 

passion   for  interpreting  them  truthfully;  they  are  not   to  I  with  the 

idea  of  proving  some  preconceived  notion.       I  h  ■ 

and  others  like  them,  all  too  frequently  circulate  solely  on  uV 

liability  of  the  author  who  gives  them  out;  and  the  av< 
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has  the  time  nor  the  inclination,  and  perhaps  not  t
he  knowledge  to  analyze 

the  so-called  proofs  submitted.  I  do  not  mean  to
  question  the  sincerity  of 

these  writers.  I  do  not  doubt  their  good  intent
ions  nor  their  honesty; 

but  it  is  certainly  true  that  untrained  investigators
  often  usr  their  statistics 

with  the  sincere  conviction  that  they  do  actually  prov
e  the  conclusions  reach- 

ed; whereas  a  little  careful  analysis  would  often  show  th
e  conclusion  to  be 

fallacious. 

Much  is  said  in  these  days  of  the  use  of  the  radiograp
h  in  root  canal 

work.  While  the  radiograph  is  unquestionably  an  ass
istance,  it  must  be 

noted  that  its  value  is  limited.  Some  one  is  sure  to  arise  a
t  this  point  and 

say  that  given  a  good  radiograph  the  limitation  consists 
 only  in  our  ability 

to  interpret.  To  interpret  what?  Our  ability  to  recall  the
  anatomy  of  the 

roots  of  the  particular  tooth!  This  presupposes  an  intimat
e  knowledge  of 

the  anatomy  of  the  roots  of  the  teeth.  What  does  a  pictur
e  of  Trafalgar 

Square  mean  to  a  man  who  has  never  been  there?  A  squ
are  surrounded 

by  buildings  with  a  statue  in  the  centre,  but  to  a  man  who 
 has  lived  there 

the  picture  is  full  of  meaning. 

The  surface  anatomy  of  the  crowns  of  the  teeth  has  been
  minutely 

described  by  Doctors  Black  and  Broomell,  but  the  roots  of
  the  various 

teeth  have  not  been  so  exhaustively  treated.  It  is  true  that  a  typi
cal  ex- 

ample of  the  various  roots  is  described,  but  very  little  is  said  of  th
e  many 

variations  to  be  found.  What  per  cent.,  for  example,  of
  the  various  teeth 

are    true    to    type?      And    are    the    variations    sufficiently    constant
    to    be 

classified? 

To  quote  from  the  editorial:      "A  number  of  our  most  ca
reful  and 

skilful  dentists  have  proven  that  root  canals  can  be  properly  t
reated  and 

properly   filled  if  the  proper  technique  be   employed,  which
  includes  two 

and   often   more   radiographs,   etc."      Have   you   noticed   that  when
   these 

radiographs  are  published  they  always  show  normal  roots?     Are
  we  then 

to  infer  that  only  normal  teeth  can  be  properly  opened  up  and  filled?      I 

fully  realize  that  inclination,  skill  and  patience  in  the  operator  wi
ll  often 

be  a  deciding  factor;  on  the  other  hand,  an  operation  that  re
quires  a  high 

degree  of  skill  can  only  be  performed  by  those  possessing  such  skill
.     It  is 

implied   that  what  we  need   is   a  method  of   treating  pulp   canals  by 
  the 

dentist  of   average   ability,   that  is,   some  practical  standard.      Our
  dental 

colleges  yearn  for  a  similar  solution  of  this  same  problem.      It  was  w
ith 

the  hope  of  throwing  some  light  on  this  subject   from  which  it  migh
t  be 

possible  to  evolve   a  teachable   technique   that  the   Dental   
College   of  the 

University  of  Minnesota  undertook  to  classify  the  roots  of 
 the  molar  teeth. 

In   this  we   were   seriously   handicapped   by   the   difficulty   of   obta
ining   a 

sufficient  number  of  first  and  second  molars.     We  have  succ
eeded  in  ob- 

taining   from   various    sections    of    the    country    upwards    of    1,500    teeth. 

These  teeth  were  arranged  on  long  tables.     The  tables  were  cove
red  by 

paper  charts  marked  off  by  squares  somewhat  like  
a  checker-board   and 
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numbered  on  two  sides.  Each  chart  accommodated  I  00  teeth,  one  tooth 

to  a  square.  The  upper  first  molars  were  classified  first,  then  the  upper 

second,  etc.  Mr.  Henry,  a  senior  student,  has  devoted  his  spare  time 

lor  two  months  in  classifying  and  arranging  these  teeth  in  groups  according 

to  the  variation  presented.  We  have  only  given  the  work  such  cursory 

examination  as  our  duties  would  permit,  and  we  do  not  feel,  therefore,  that 

the  data  thus  far  collected  has  been  sufficiently  analyzed  and  classified  to 

be  presented  in  statistical  form.  It  is  given  here  merely  that  you  may 

realize  that  the  conclusion  reached  is  more  than  mere  surmise.  Judging 

from  the  surface  anatomy  of  the  roots  of  the  molar  teeth,  which,  being 

held  in  the  hand,  may  be  viewed  from  every  angle,  not  possible  with  a 

radiograph,  which  throws  a  bucco-lingual  shadow,  we  have  thus  far  con- 
cluded the  following  data: 

MOLAR    ROOTS. 

The  percentage  of  teeth  which  may  be  successfully  filled  decreases  at  a 

very  rapid  rate  as  we  go  toward  the  distal.  I  think  a  little  reflection  will 

convince  you  that  this  is  a  logical  deduction:  the  first  molar  is  developed 

at  a  time  when  there  is  more  room,  hence  its  environment  is  more  favor- 

able, so  that  we  would  naturally  expect  it  to  follow  type;  the  second  molar 

is  more  likely  to  be  crowded  mesio-distally,  resulting  in  a  greater  per- 

centage of  variations  in  the  buccal  roots.  The  third  molar  shows  all  the 

stigma  which  characterize  rudimentary  structures.  The  occasional  appear- 
ance of  a  fourth  root  in  the  form  of  a  small  spur  branching  from  one  of 

the  buccal  roots,  or  those  roots  which  present  a  decided  buccal  curvature, 

would  show  a  very  mysterious  shadow  to  the  dentist  whose  knowledge  of 

loots  was  based  solely  on  the  radiographs. 

I  believe  that  a  study  such  as  I  have  outlined  will  not  only  convince 

the  average  dentist  of  the  seriousness  of  the  problem,  and  enable  him  to 

interpret  rightly  the  radiographs,  but  it  will  make  him  more  loath  to 

devitalize  the  second  and  third  molar;  or  appreciating  the  large  percentage 

of  variations  which  might  be  expected,  the  radiograph  might  be  the  de- 

ciding factor  as  to  whether  it  would  be  best  to  attempt  to  treat  the  tooth. 

We  expect  to  follow  this  root  classification  with  a  study  of  the  mor- 

phology of  the  root  canals,  using  the  technique  outlined  by  Professor  Gar- 

tano  Fasoli,  of  Milano,  Italy.  I  suspect  that  fused  roots  will  show  the 

presence  of  organic  matter:  canals  which  may  be  given  off  below  the  pulp 

chamber,  or  anastomoses  between  main  branches  and  the  number  ol  apical 

foramen  will  frequently  be  found  which  could  not  be  detected  in  a  radio- 

graph. It  is  only  fair  to  state  that  this  latter  conclusion  is  only  an  opinion. 

but  it  is  based  upon  the  embryology  of  tooth  development. 

I  cannot  close  this  somewhat  lengthy  communication  without   deploring 

such  complications 'as  the  story  of  the  pretty  young  lady  with  the 
incisor   pulp    and    the    limit    of    five    dollars    for    thai    particulai    tooth 

gests.      I   acknowledge  the  popularity  ol   the   "Item!  ol    Interest"   and  the 
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necessity  of  appealing  to  every  type  of  mind,  not  only  to  those  who  are 

moved  by  moderate  reflection  and  scientific  trains  of  argument,  but  those 

who  need  an  extreme  type,  and  I  yield  to  no  man  in  my  admiration  of 

youth  and  beauty — and  I  think  I  can  fully  visualize  the  anguish  of  this 

poor  but  beautiful  maiden  compelled  to  part  with  so  essential  a  factor 

from  an  aesthetic  point  of  view — yet  such  sentiment  does  more  credit  to 
our  hearts  than  to  our  heads.  What  we  need  is  some  standard.  We 

may  always  compromise  in  extreme  cases.  But  if  the  short-cut  methods 

of  filling  root  canals  lead  to  malpractice  suits,  sentiment  may  be  out  of 

place.  I  earnestly  urge  a  continuance  of  the  discussion,  "The  Greatest 

Problem  of  the  Day  in  Dentistry." 

ROOT  CANALS  WHICH  CANNOT  BE  FILLED 

By  A.  F.  PERKINS,  D.M.D.,  St.  John's,  Newfoundland. 

I  have  been  following  the  various  articles  that  have  appeared  from 

time  to  time  in  "Items  of  Interest"  and  other  dental  magazines  in  regard 
to  treating  teeth  without  pulps,  and  also  destroying  pulps  that  are  ex- 

posed, or  nearly  so.  What  interests  me  more  particularly  is  the  constant 

caution  of  these  writers  to  "fill  the  canals  to  the  apex,"  with  the  state- 
ment that  unless  they  are  so  filled,  failure  will  follow  and  a  chronic  septic 

condition  at  the  root  end  will  persist  that  will  cause  many  grave  systemic 

conditions.  The  last  mentioned  condition  is  only  too  true,  for  I  have 

had  many  patients  in  my  practice  who  recovered  vigorous  health  by  the  ex- 

traction of  these  teeth  with  perfectly  filled   (?)   root  canals. 

The  point  that  I  wish  to  bring  out  in  this  little  article  is  this:  Will 

we  not  serve  our  patients  better  by  extracting  teeth  that  become  "tender" 
after  careful  treating,  where  to  the  best  of  our  mechanical  skill  we  have 

filled  as  we  think  to  their  apical  foramen?  By  "tender"  I  mean  even  a 
little  bit  tender,  if  only  noticeable  at  odd  times  or  by  tapping  with  an  in- 

strument. I  am  sure,  from  past  experience  and  observation,  that  extrac- 

tion of  these  teeth  is  the  only  safe  means  to  keep  these  patients  from  serious 
systemic  trouble. 

IMPOSSIBLE  TO  FILL  ALL  CANALS. 

I  do  not  believe  the  man  lives  who  can  fill  every  canal  as  he  ought, 

no  matter  how  much  he  boasts  that  he  can.  True,  he  may  fill  single- 

rooted  teeth  now  and  again,  but  his  great  enemy  to  success  is  Dame 

Nature  herself.  I  am  convinced  that  teeth  with  malformed  and  badly 
twisted  roots  and  anomalies  are  as  common  as  the  normal  roots.  And  once 

these  roots  deviate  from  normal  or  become  twisted,  they  are  beyond  the 

power  of  any  man  to  fill,  or  to  even  remove  their  contents  perfectly.  I 

do  not  mean  that  I  advocate  wholesale  extraction,  far  from  it;  but  I  do 
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mean  that  every  tooth  which  gives  even  a  Utile  trouble  after  carefu
l  treat- 

ment should  be  extracted.     Then  if  the  tooth  troubles  I  feel  sure  that  there 

exists   some    twisted    root    or    anomaly,    and    
extracts    i„    „i„,    OUl    oi 

cases  has  proven  that  I  was  right  in  so
  doing. 
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LIMITATION  OF   RADIOGRAPHY. 

We  are  told  to  use  the  X-ray  to  verify  our  work.  
   Yes,  but  do  these 

pictures  show  all  the  details  that  are  necessary;  every  t
wist  and  turn  of  the 

root?     I  think  not.     Would  it  have  shown  that  the  cuspids  in
  Figs.   1  7  and 
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18  had  two  roots?  The  picture  being  taken  from  the  front,  the  palatal 

root  directly  in  back  would  not  be  shown,  but  a  correct  filling  for  the  labial 

root  would  be  shown,  and  then  we  would  be  at  a  loss  to  understand  why 

the  tooth  was  not  comfortable.  So  was  I  at  first,  but  not  so  much  so  after 

I  had  extracted  them.  A  single  canal  only  showed  after  the  pulp  chamber 

was  opened,  and  being  a  single-rooted  tooth,  as  all  (?)  cuspids  are,  was 

all  I  had  reason  to  expect  to  find.  The  illustrations  are  of  teeth  (treated 

teeth)  taken  at  random  from  a  large  number  that  I  have  kept  after  ex- 

traction, and  while  unusual,  are  really  not  the  uncommon  run  of  teeth.  In 

my  opinion,  irregular  and  twisted  roots  are  nearly  as  common  as  those 

normally  formed.  And  this  leads  me  to  the  conclusion  that  we  really  fill 

correctly  only  about  sixty  per  cent,  of  all  root  canals  we  treat.  X-ray 

experts  to  the  contrary   notwithstanding. 

EXPLANATION  OF  ILLUSTRATIONS. 

In  Fig.  1 ,  an  upper  second  molar,  it  was  an  impossibility  to  extract 

perfectly  the  pulp  in  the  palatal  root,  as  you  see  it  takes  four  distinct 

turns,  and  the  broach  is  not  made  that  will  take  these  turns  and  come 

away  whole.  Fig.  2,  another  second  molar,  is  again  a  mechanical  im- 

possibility, as  the  canal  does  not  start  from  the  pulp  chamber,  but  branches 

from  the  other  buccal  root,  and  would  be  missed  entirely  by  the  broach. 

Fig.  3,  a  third  molar,  speaks  for  itself;  impossible  of  correct  filling  to 

the  apex  of  any  root.  And  here  let  me  state  that  I  do  not  believe  in  even 

attempting  to  treat  an  upper  third  molar.  If  it  has  reached  a  point  where 

treatment  is  indicated,  treat  it  at  once — with  a  pair  of  forceps.  The  canals 

in  upper  third  molars  vary  from  three  to  five,  and  always  have  their  root 

ends  slanting  backward  at  nearly  right  angles.  Figs.  4  and  5  are  second 

molars;  Fig.  6,  a  bicuspid;  7,  8,  9,  second  molars;  10,  11,  bicuspids;  12, 

a  central.  Fi?s.  13.  14,  15,  are  first  bicuspids,  which  I  thought  might 

be  of  interest,  as  having  three  distinct  roots.  Fig.  1  6,  a  bicuspid,  another 

twisted   impossibility;    17,    18,   double-rooted  cuspids. — Items  of  Interest, 

FILLING  OF  ROOT  CANALS 

Dr.  Ottolengui  replies  to  these  papers  under  the  heading  of  "  1  reatmenl 

and  Filling  of  Root  Canals  Which  Cannot  be  Filled."  His  main  con- 
tention is  that  while  there  are  perhaps  10  per  cent,  of  root  canals  which 

cannot  be  opened  and  filled,  yet  he  thinks  that  if  dentists  would  make  a 

sufficient  effort  a  great  number  more  would  be  successfully  filled  th* 

the  present  time.      It  is  his  idea  that   the  pr<  should  be  held  up  to 

the    highest    standard    of    efficiency,    rather    than    be    told    so    many    (  | 

cannot  be   filled.      He  replies  to  Dr.    Perkins,   which  is  in  etfeel   showing 

pictures  of  many  root  canals  similar  to  the  ones  Dr.  Perkins  present!  which 

have  been  successfully  filled.     This  is  really   no  reply  at   all.  be<  iu 
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two-root  canals  are  alike.  In  some  of  these  canals  he  says  that  his  first  trial 

was  not  a  success,  and  then  later  he  removed  the  filling  and  tried  again. 

He  doesn't  seem  to  think  that  pressing  some  of  the  gutta  percha  through 
the  end  of  the  root  might  be  an  unsuccessful  operation,  and  if  it  had  gone 

through  in  these  trials  what  chance  is  there  of  getting  it  out.  It  is  usually 

a  very  simple  matter  to  force  chloro  percha  through  the  end  of  a  root  if  it 

be  open,  and  even  send  lots  of  gutta  percha  after  it,  but  it  is  quite  a  difficult 

thing  to  stop  at  the  apex  and  make  the  canal  tightly  filled. — EDITOR. 

TEN  COMMANDMENTS  FOR  THE  CARE  OF 

THE  TEETH  AND  MOUTH 

By  C.  Ross,  M.D. 

1.  Omit  to  wash  your  face  rather  than  neglect  cleansing  your  mouth 

and  teeth. 

2.  Instruct  your  children  as  early  as  possible  to  take  care  of  their 

teeth.     The  neglect  of  youth  is  not  to  be  repaired  later  in  life. 

3.  Beware  of  sweets  and  too  soft  bread.  Active  mastication  of  firm, 

thick-crusted  rye  bread  is  the  best  natural  preventative  against  disease   of 

the  teeth. 

4.  Do  not  forget,  above  all,  to  cleanse  the  mouth  before  retiring  to 

sleep.  He  who  only  cleanses  in  the  morning  covers  the  well  after  the 

child  has  fallen  in. 

5.  Mechanical  cleansing,  by  the  aid  of  brush  and  pick,  is  the  founda- 

tion of  all  artificial  care  of  the  teeth. 

6.  Antiseptic,  but  harmless,  mouth  washes  and  suitable  powders  are 

entirely  commendable  to  perfect  the  artificial  care  of  the  teeth  and  mouth. 

Applications  which  cauterize  the  mucous  membrane  or  decalcify  the  teeth, 

are  to  be  unconditionally  rejected. 

7.  The  teeth  should  be  examined  at  regular  intervals  in  order  that 

starting  points  of  decay  may  be  detected  and  remedied  before  they  have 

spread   far. 

8.  Tartar  is  to  be  removed  from  time  to  time. 

9.  Diseased  teeth  and  roots  incapable  of  rentention  should  be  removed 

under  all  circumstances,  no  matter  whether  they  are  painful  or  not  at  the 

time. 

1  0.  See  that  the  prospective  and  nursing  mother  is  supplied  with  suit- 

able food  rich  in  salts  (green  vegetables,  milk,  eggs,  etc.),  in  order  that  the 

teeth  may  be  properly  developed.  Take  care  that  the  child  is  supplied 

with  similar  food  after  weaning. 
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CANADIAN  ARMY  DENTAL  CORPS  ON 

ACTIVE  SERVICE 

Ross  H.  Wing. 

The  annals  of  history  have  given  us  many  wonderful  stories  of  military 

units,  dating  as  far  back  as  Caesar's  invasion  into  Britain  in  54  B.C. 
However,  when  this  present  world  conflict  is  ended,  and  historians  complete 

their  volumes,  we  shall  find  many  pages  of  the  active  service  of  the  Canadian 

Army  Dental  Corps.  For  the  first  time  in  the  world's  history,  we  have  a 
specific  Army  Dental  Unit  complete  in  itself,  which  is  now  doing  practical 

work  wherever  our  Canadian  soldiers  are  on  active  service.  However, 

fellows,  this  little  letter  is  not  intended  to  be  a  thesis  or  any  "flowery" 
composition,  but  just  a  short  story  to  tell  you  what  we,  as  grads.  and 

under-grads.  of  the  R.  C.  D.  S.,  are  trying  to  do  to  uphold  our  profession. 
Early  in  the  month  of  March  last,  Dr.  J.  A.  Armstrong  of  Ottawa 

(R.C.D.S.,  Class  '90),  first  started  initial  steps  to  organize  an  Army 
Dental  Corps.  Due  to  his  influence  and  perseverance,  Major-General  Sir 

Sam  Hughes,  the  honorable  Minister  of  Militia  and  Defence  of  Canada, 

took  up  the  matter  and  on  May  1  2th  the  first  establishments  were  issued 

concerning  this  corps.  Now,  remember,  fellows,  that  this  unit  is  absolutely 

the  first  of  its  kind  in  history,  so  should  we  not  feel  proud  to  be  one  of  the 

rank  and  file  of  this  original  Army   Dental  Corps? 

After  this  first  establishment  was  issued,  steps  were  immediately  taken 

to  organize,  and  in  the  course  of  a  few  weeks  the  Corps  was  up  to  its  full 

strength  of  1  5  1  men.  Of  this  number,  53  were  graduate  dentists  and  the 

other  98  were  either  undergrads,  or  experienced  "Lab."  men.  Two  weeks 
of  earnest  drilling  then  followed  in  Cartier  Square,  Ottawa.  On  June 

23rd,  General  Hughes  inspected  our  Corps,  and  on  the  same  evening  we 

entrained  for  Montreal.  At  nine  o'clock  in  the  morning  of  the  24th  the 

C.P.R.  S.S.  "Missanabie"  left  dock  from  Montreal  and  started  her  3,000- 
mile  journey.  This  trip,  fellows,  was  perhaps  the  most  interesting  ¥ft 

had  ever  had.  The  scenery  of  the  lower  St.  Lawrence  was  exquisite,  to 

say  nothing  of  what  it  was  to  watch  the  land  disappear  as  we  steamed 

through  the  Gulf  and  out  into  the  broad  Atlantic.  Friend>  were  soon 

made,  and  by  Sunday  we  were  as  happy  as  we  were  on  K>mc  «>t  those 

memorial  evenings  in  our  Freshman  year.  The  five  full  days  and  nights 

on  the  Atlantic  were  spent  taking  close  observation  of  real  icebn 

whales  and  porpoises.  On  July  1st  (Dominion  Day)  we  certainly  made 

excellent  use  of  the  holiday  and  games  and  sports  of  all  description!  Wttt 

"pulled  off."  Perhaps  we  should  not  omit  to  say  that  a  few  horn 

physical  drill  were  necessary  to  keep  the  appetites  ol  the  bcyi  at  knife 

edge,  so  as  to  do  full  justice  to  the  UUnptUOUl  meals.  I  hf  rsenings  were 

certainly    most   enjoyably   spent    in    the   big    Blue   Saloon,    where   rxo-IInit 
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concerts  were  given  by  mixed  talent.     To  go  into  details  of  this 
 trip  would 

be  a  big  task,  so  we  must  leave  the  many  other  interesting  fe
atures  to  be 

told  verbally.     However,  happy  as  we  were,  there  was  no  happ
ier  moment 

than  when  we  first  sighted  the  "iron  sea-dog,"  CIV.  on  the  af
ternoon  of 

July  the  2nd,  which  was  to  act  as  our  escort  through  the  dange
r  zone. 

Life-belts  were  now  put  aside,   as  we  placed  absolute  confiden
ce  in  that 

low  black  body  of  steel,  manned  by  her  stalwart  British  tars.       C
ameras 

were  busy  from  every  side,  and  some  fine  pictures  were  obtained.       Th
e 

remainder  of  the  trip  was  uneventful,  and  all  faces  showed  grea
t  relaxation 

of   nervous  strain   as  we  steamed   slowly   through  the  narrow  entr
ance  to 

Plymouth  Harbor.      On  Sunday  morning,  July  4th,  we  bid   farewell 
 to 

the  "Missanabie"   and  landed  safely  on  the  docks  of  the  historic  city  of 

Plymouth.     Here  a  special  train  (and  believe  us,  it  sure  w
as  "some"  tram. 

Oh!    these    little    English    compartment    cars    are    surely    unique)    was    in 

waiting,  and  soon  we  were  rolling  over  the  steel  of  the  South  Easte
rn  and 

Chatham  Railway.      This  trip  by  rail   took  us  through  the  heart  of  
 the 

world's  metropolis  and  many  good  laughs  were  heard  when  we  saw  a  real 

English   double-decked   "tram."        After   leaving   London   we   soon   were 

amid   the  beautiful   scenery  of   the   Garden   of   England— the   County   oi 

Kent.     About  9  p.m.  we  reached  our  destination,  and  detrained  at  Sho
rn- 

clitfe,  the  centre  of  the  Canadian  headquarters. 

The  following  two  weeks  were  spent  doing  more  or  less  tedious  route 

marches,  the  monotony  of  which  was  often  broken  by  a  swim  in  the  briny 

waters  of  the  English  Channel.      Soon,  however,   this   form  of  soldiering 

was  dropped,   as  quarters  had  been  secured  for  our  clinic  and  "
lab."  in 

two  separate  huts  on  St.  Martin's  Plain,  one  of  the  eight  Canadian  camps. 

Considerable  delay   occurred   in   securing  proper   and   sufficient  equipment 

for  our  work,  but  we  proved  ourselves  worthy  of  the  situation  and  started 

in  to  do  our  best.      By  August   1st,  everything  was  in  A1   working  order, 

under  the   supervision   of   Colonel   Armstrong.        Captains,    sergeants  and 

men  were   now   detailed   to   these   eight   respective   camps   to   assume   their 

duties,   with  our   "lab."   and   clinic   here   at   St.    Martin's,    as   their  head- 

quarters.     In  this  clinic  we  have  four  chairs,  each  in  charge  of  a  captain 

with  his  sergeant  assistant.      Not  many  days  elapsed  before  our  presence 

was   known,    and   ere  we   realized  it,   patients  were  coming   in   squads   of 

anywhere  from  six  to  sixty  men.     Dentistry  in  every  branch  was  now  com- 

menced in  real  earnestness  and  the  "lab.,"  as  well  as  the  clinic,  soon  felt 

the  strain.      In  the  clinic  hut  proper,  all  operative  dentistry  is  carried  out. 

while  in  the  "lab.,"  we  have  a  separate  chair  for  extraction  and  impression 

taking.      By  the  end  of  August,  on  an  average  of  thirty  plates  per  day 

were  placed  in  the  mouths  of  our  Canadian  boys.        Extraction  is  quite 

extensive,  having  reached  as  high  as   154  in  one  day.      Besides  this,  we 

have  the  operative  branch  to  report  upon — which  is  handling  on  an  aver- 

age of  80  patients  per  day.     Our  clinic  hours  are  from  9  to  1  2  and  from 
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1.30  to  4.30,  with  no  intermissions,  or  patients  of  the  "fair  sex"  to  help 

cheer  a  strenuous  day's  work. 
During  this  month  of  August,  we  were  forced  to  bid  good-bye  to  a 

number  of  our  captains  and  boys,  who  were  detailed  for  duty  "some- 

where in  France"  and  "somewhere  in  the  Dardanelles."  Among  thif 

number  are,  Capt.  H.  F.  Alford  ('15),  with  his  Sergeant,  W.  C.  Leggett 

("Chief,"  '16),  as  his  assistance;  Capt.  Sparks  and  Sergeant  F.  H. 

Barry  ('1  7),  who  left  for  service  in  the  far  East.  Soon  we  said  "Au 

revoir"  to  Capt.  G.  S.  Atkinson  ('15),  Sergeant  R.  V.  McLaughlin 

('16),  Capt.  Morton  ('13),  Sergeant  Lally  ('18),  and  Sergeant  A.  W. 
Chambers  (17),  who  all  left  for  France,  the  latter  named  being  put  in 

charge  of  the  establishment  of  a  dental  laboratory  at  Havre.  By  the  time 

you  boys  read  this,  you  can  try  and  picture  Capt.  G.  G.  McNiven  ('15) 

and  Sergeant  "Happy"  McBride  ('16)  as  doing  their  duties  in  the 
C.A.D.C.  in  the  seacoast  town  of  Dieppe.  At  the  time  of  writing,  both 

of  these  officers  are  under  sealed  orders  awaiting  their  transport  papers. 

It  is  with  pleasure  we  note  that  J.  W.  McDonald  ('15) — now  Cap- 
tain McDonald — who  came  over  with  No.  4  General  Hospital 

(U.  of  T.),  is  now  on  the  C.A.D.C.  strength,  and  is  as  popular  as  he 

was  in  his  capacity  as  Captain  of  the  Dents'  Jennings  Cup  Championship 
Hockey  Team.  We  must  also  mention  the  names  of  R.  H.  Atkey  (15), 

A.  G.  Lough  ('15),  J.  E.  Dores  ('16),  and  R.  H.  Wing  ('16),  as 
transferred  permanently  to  the  C.A.D.C.  and  will  soon  be  on  active 
service  at  the  front. 

To  go  into  details  as  to  our  daily  life  here  at  St.  Martin's  Plain  would 
a^ain  be  a  big  undertaking,  so  we  are  compelled  to  leave  out  many  interest- 

ing personal  incidents  for  future  reference.      We  cannot,  however,  omit  to 

tell  you  that  we  are  attached  to  the  famous  P.P.C.L.I.   for  our  messing, 

and  believe  me,  boys,  we  surely  do  spend  many  pleasant  evenings  around 

the  tables  and  the  piano,   listening  to  stories  and  songs  of  their  life  in  the 

trenches.     They  are  a  grand  bunch  of  fellows  and  real  soldiers  to  the  core. 

Then,  too,  our  own  quarters   (sleeping  and  living)   are  worthy  of  mention. 

We  have  a  large  hut  to  ourselves  with  individual  beds  (such  as  they  are), 

and  nearly  all  the  comforts  of  homeO)      We,  too,  have  a  piano  and  man} 

happy  evenings  are  spent  singing  songs  of  "Lab."  days  and  telling  st<>n< 

of  what  all  we'll  do  "when  we  get  back."     We  are  entitled  to  three  da} 
leave  per  month,   and   as  a  result  all  of  us  can  tell  some  great   storit 

London,  and  its  wonderful  life  even  during  times  of  war. — flva)  ul 
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Dental  Societies 

THE  HAMILTON  DENTAL  SOCIETY
 

The  Hamilton  Dental  Society  held  its  monthly  meet
ing  at  the  Jockej 

Club  Hotel,  November  12th,   1915.     Dr.  William
son  in  the  chair.     The 

minutes  of  the  last  meeting  were  read  and  confi
rmed,  and  upon  resolution 

it  was  decided  to  charge  the  full  annual  fee  of  $1  
2.00  to  every  member  who 

attended  any  of  the  meetings. 

A  somewhat  lengthy  discussion  took  place  on  the 
 supply  of  a  machine 

gun  which  had  been  agreed  upon  by  the  society 
 early  in  the  summer. 

Dr.  McDonald  presented  the  claims  of  the  Red  
Cross  Society  to  the 

full  donation  for  all  the  money  that  could  be  raised  
by  the  society.  He  said 

that  this  organization  took  care  of  the  soldiers
  at  the  front  and  those 

wounded  and  coming  home. 

Dr.  Clappinson  presented  the  claims  of  the  Sold
iers  Disability  Fund  and 

the  Patriotic  Fund. 

Dr.  Webster,  who  was  present  was  asked  to  e
xplain  the  Canadian 

Army  Dental  Fund,  which  he  said  was  organized
  to  supply  money  lo 

place  the  dental  corps  and  the  dental  profession  b
oth  at  home  and  abroad 

on  a  par  with  all  other  units  in  the  Army.    
 It  was  found  that  the  Govern- 

ment did  not  supply  any  of  the  comforts  and  few  o
f  the .necessity  for  the 

dental  officers.     He  said  about  three  thousand 
 dollars  ($3,000)  had  been 

collected      Nine  hundred  dollars  ($900.00) 
  had  been  spent  in  supplying 

operating  coats,  towels,  wipes  and  other  ne
cessities  to  the  different  camp, 

and  those  now  overseas.     A  cheque  for  $1,50
0.00  was  sent  to  Major 

A.    A.    Smith,    Ottawa,    to   be   taken   overseas  
 and   expended   under   the 

direction  of  Col.  Armstrong. 

He  also  stated  that  it  was  necessary  to  maint
ain  the  dignity  of  the 

profession  on  all  occasions  without  calling  upon
  the  meagre  salary  of  the 

officers  to  do  it.  This  fund  was  to  the  Denta
l  profession,  what  the  Ked 

Cross  fund  is  to  the  Medical  profession.  A
fter  further  discussion  it  was 

resolved  that  $500.00  should  be  collected  a
nd  distributed  equally  between 

the   Red   Cross   Fund,   The  Soldiers   Disabil
ity    Fund   and   the   Patriotic 

Fund. 

Dr.  Webster  was  then  called  upon  to  provide  t
he  professional  part  of 

the  program  for  the  evening.  He  read  a  pap
er  on  the  Use  of  Paraform 

for  Desensitizing  Dentine,  which  appears  
on  another  page  m  th.s  .ssue. 

He  distributed  a  copy  of  the  latest  technique 
 of  inserting  amalgam  and  gave 

a  demonstration  along  the  lines  of  the  te
chnique  described.  Fol  owmg 

this  air  pressure  tests  of  amalgam  were  
made.  The  techn.que  of  these 

operations  was  unusually  good.     Dr.  Har
per,  who  had  demonstrated  th.s 
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same  subject  at  a  meeting  of   the  Ontario  Dental  Society   said   that  very 

few  dentists  were  able  to  make  an  air  tight  filling  upon  the  first  trial. 

Several  specimens  of  cavity  formation  for  gold  inlays  of  the  late  Dr. 

W.  C.  Gowan,  of  Peterborough,  Ontario,  were  shown.  These  specimens 

have  been  shown  at  many  dental  society  meetings  all  over  this  continent 

and  illustrated  a  means  of  cavity  formation  without  cutting  vital  sensitive 
dentine. 

TORONTO  DENTAL  SOCIETY 

The  first  meeting  of  the  Toronto  Dental  Society  was  held  in  the 

Carls-Rite  Hotel,  November  1  5th.  The  president,  Dr.  Husband  in  the 

chair.  He  thanked  the  society  for  his  appointment  and  for  the  appointment 

of  the  very  efficient  executive  committee  which  has  presented  a  splendid 

program  for  the  year's  work. 
The  president  said  that  since  the  last  meeting  of  the  Society,  the  Dean 

of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  of  Ontario,  Dr.  J.  Branston 

Willmott,  had  died  and  he  wished  to  express  the  sincere  regrets  of  the 

society  and  sympathy  with  the  bereaved  friends.  He  also  expressed  the 

sorrow  that  the  members  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  would 

feel  in  the  death  of  Dr.  W.  T.  Stuart,  which  took  place  at  his  summer 

residence,  Oakville,  Ontario,  on  November  13th,   1915. 

He  expressed  his  heartiest  support  to  the  new  Dean,  Dr.  A.  E. 

Webster.  He  wished  to  thank  the  members  of  the  society  who  have  so 

earnestly  and  at  such  sacrifice,  helped  to  take  care  of  the  soldiers'  teeth  at 
the  Exhibition  Camp  last  winter  and  at  Niagara  Camp  during  the  summer. 

The  society  was  especially  favored  by  the  presence  of  the  following  guests: 

Dr.  McClelland,  of  Montreal,  Que.;  Dr.  Wilson,  of  India;  and  Mr. 

Glaskin,  of  Australia,  who  is  a  member  of  the  Australian  Cadets  now  in 

Canada. 

Dr.  J.  Lowe  Young,  of  New  York,  presented  an  illustrated  address 

on  Anatomical  Restoration  of  the  Natural  Teeth.  This  address 

intended  to  illustrate  the  improvement  which  had  taken  place  in  anatomical 

restorations  since  his  first  address  on  this  subject  before  this  society  four 

years  ago.  At  that  time  he  thought  the  only  way  to  get  the  proper 

occlusal  markings  in  a  gold  inlay  was  to  cut  a  cast  filling  With  gra 

This  crude  method  he  admitted  now  to  be  quite  unnecessary,  as  the  fine 

markings  in  the  normal  surface  of  the  teeth  can  !»<■  -  aned  in  the  wax  and 

accurately  reproduced  in  the  casting.  He  pointed  out  that  not  only  had  the 

younger  men  improved  their  gold  inlay  technique,  but  IODIC  ol  the  oldei 

practitioners    had    made    very    definite    advance    along    these    lm<  He 

gave   as  his  opinion    that   nature   intended   that    there   ihotlld    be   promi 
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cusps  and  at  the  same  time  fine  ridges
  for  holdmg  and  grinding  the  food 

,„  just  the  same  manner  as  the  old  fash
ioned  mill  stones  He  did  no,  wish 

i,  to  be  understood  that  high  cusps  shou
ld  be  built  on  teeth  which  were  worn 

flat  from  attrition.  He  showed  that  the 
 deep  grooves  m  much  worn  ee  h 

remain  until  the  last.  Perfectly  flat  and
  smooth  gold  inlays  make .the  teeth 

feel  so  smooth  that  food  cannot  be  pr
operly  held  and  ground.  He  found 

in  the  practice  of  Orthodontia  that  teet
h  which  have  not  proper  anatomical 

restorations  where  fillings  are  required
  could  not  be  reta.ned. 

It  was  also  a  fact  that  many  cases  of  
pyorrhea  are  caused  by  .mproper 

occlusion  and  improper  anatomical  re
storations. 

DISCUSSION. 

Dr  GEO  GREIVE  in  opening  the 
 discussion  said  that  he  had  a  con- 

fession'* make.  Four  years  ago  when  Dr.  You
ng  showed  htm  two 

inlays,  one  fairly  accurate  anatomica
lly  and  the  other  a  good  deal  less 

accurate  he  was  unable  to  apprecia
te  the  fine  differences  because  of  his 

lack  of  accurate  knowledge  of  Dental
  Anatomy,  although  as  a  specialist 

in  Orthodontia  he  had  spent  a  good  d
eal  of  his  time  studying  the  subject, 

however,  as  time  goes  on  he  feels  that  he
  is  improving  m  this  regard. 

THE  PREStDENT,  in  calling  upon  Dr.
  Pearson,  said  that  he  remem- 

bered some  ten  or  twelve  years  ago  having  
seen  several  very  beautiful 

amalgam  restorations  of  molars  whic
h  Dr.  Pearson  had  shown  at  a  chn

ic 

in  Chicago  and  also  in  Toronto. 

Dr  PEARSON  said,  like  Dr.  Greive
,  that  he  had  to  confess  that  now 

when  he  looks  at  many  of  his  form
er  operations  he  feels  like  excusing 

himself  because  he  must  have  been  bus
y  or  the  patient  couldn  t  wait  long 

enough  to  have  proper  anatomical  re
storations  made. 

Dr  GARD.NER  said  that  in  filling  t
eeth  we  were  dealing  with  a 

bacterial  disease  and  that  any  car
vings  or  restorations  which  favor*

 la 

lodgment  of  bacteria  might  be  the  
cause  of  dental  caries.  This  he  ha

d 

learned  in  making  restorations  of  ang
ular  grooves  in  amalgam  at  the  mar-

 

gins in  occlusal  surfaces  of  molars. 

Dr  MASON  pointed  out  the  importance 
 of  marginal  ridges  and  contact 

points  for  protecting  interproximal  sp
aces  against  fibrous  foods  being 

squeezed  between  the  teeth.  The  fine  mar
kings  on  the  teeth  act  as  a  file 

•o  grind  the  food.  Very  often  he  said  a
  beautifully  carved  wax  model  when 

reproduced  in  gold  failed  to  go  quite  do
wn  to  place  in  the  tooth,  and 

then  much  of  the  detail  had  to  be  g
round  out  to  get  the  teeth  to  come 

together.  .    .         , 

Dr  WEBSTER  said  that  in  many 
 cases  upper  third  molars  are  so 

poorly  formed  that  they  begin  to 
 drift  distally  as  food  crowds  betw

een 

them  and  the  second  molars.  These
  conditions  may  be  relieved  very 

frequently  by  grinding  the  occlusal  s
urface  of  the  third  molar  down  un  i

l 

it  is  on  the  same  level  with  the  distal  su
rface  of  the  second  molar.      In 
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practically  all  cases  where  the  lower  first  molar  is  lost,  the  second  molar 

drifts  forward  and  the  third  molar  tips  against  it  and  decay  begins  lou  a 
the  distal  surface  of  the  second  molar.  Each  time  a  filling  is  inserted,  food 
continues  to  crowd  between  the  teeth,  tipping  the  second  molar  lorw  i  I 

and  decay  recurs.  In  a  good  number  of  these  cases  if  the  occlusal  surl.u  j 

of  the  amalgam  are  extremely  hollowed  out  leaving  a  pronounced  mar- 
ginal ridge,  food  may  be  hindered  from  wedging  between  the  teeth.  In 

fact  there  are  many  cases  where  amalgam  fillings  seem  to  be  well  inserted 
and  giving  good  service  except  that  food  crowds  between  the  teeth. 

These  conditions  may  be  relieved  by  cutting  a  pronounced  depression  in  the 

central  part  of  the  amalgam  and  leaving  a  high  ridge  virtually  forcing  the 
food  to  the  centre  of  the  tooth  rather  than  between  them. 

Dr.  YOUNG  in  closing  the  discussion  said  we  should  aim  to  reproduce 
nature  in  all  dental  restorations.  He  believed  that  angular  grooves  in 
molars  and  bicuspids  was  less  likely  to  retain  food  than  grooves  with  round 

bottoms,  because  grooves  are  deep  and  angular  it  must  not  be  thought 

that  the  antagonizing  teeth  are  expected  to  bite  to  the  bottom  of  the  groove. 

At  six  o'clock  dinner  was  served  and  the  remainder  of  the  program, 
which  was  a  paper  by  Dr.  Ash,  of  New  York,  was  given  at  8  o'clock. 

ANNUAL  CLINIC  CHICAGO  DENTAL  SOCIETY. 

January  28-29,   1916,  Hotel  La  Salle,  Chicago. 

The  annual  clinic  of  the  Chicago  Dental  Society  bids  fair  to  surpass  in 

efficiency  and  enthusiasm  our  splendid  clinics  in  the  past.  A  notable  list  of 

clinicians  have  been  selected,  and  arrangements  are  under  way  for  a  clinic 

which  will  place  before  our  guests  and  members  the  best  in  modern 

scientific  dentistry.  The  evening  meeting  on  Friday,  January  28,  will 

mark  an  epoch  in  dentistry.  The  banquet  will  be  held  on  Saturday  even- 

ing, January  29. 

Reservations  for  rooms  at  the  La  Salle  Hotel,  Chicago,  may  be  made 

any  time.  Banquet  tickets  may  be  had  by  addressing  Dr.  S.  W.  Fahrney, 

25  E.  Washington  street,  Chicago.  The  official  programme  will  be 

issued  January  I.  Exhibitors  desiring  space  may  communicate  with  Dr. 

L.  Strong,  30  N.  Michigan  avenue,  Chicago. 

Frederick  B.  Moore  head,  President. 

NATIONAL  ASSOCIATION  OF  DENTAL  FACULTI1  - 

The  National  Association  of  Dental  Faculties  will  meet  al   t 

Radisson,    Minneapolis,    Minn.,    Friday    and    Saturday,    Jantiar)     28 

1916.     C.  C.   Allen,  secretary,   N.W.  cor.    1 0th  and  Troost,   Kansas 

City,  Mo. 
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DENTISTS  IN  ATTENDANCE  AT  THE  NEW  BRUNSWICK 

DENTAL  ASSOCIATION. 

The  twenty-sixth  annual  meeting  of  the  New  Brunswick  Dental  Society 

was  opened  this  date,  July  1  3th,  in  the  rooms  of  the  Masonic  Hall,  at  St. 

Stephen,  N.B.  The  following  members  and  visitors  were  present:  C.  A. 

Murray,  Moncton;  Otto  Nase,  St.  John;  Fenwick  C.  Bonnell,  St.  John; 

W.  P.  Bonnell,  president,  St.  John;  F.  G.  Sancton,  St.  John;  F.  A.  God- 

soe,  secretary,  St.  John;  F.  S.  Sawaya,  St.  John;  S.  B.  Smith,  St.  John; 

Wm.  P.  Broderick,  St.  John;  John  G.  Leonard,  St.  John;  Jas.  M.  Magee, 

St.  John;  J.  Lee  Day,  St.  John;  H.  S.  Thompson,  Moncton;  L.  Somers, 

Moncton;  Fred  E.  Burden,  Moncton;  W.  R.  Wilkes,  St.  Stephen;  S.  T. 

Whitney,  St.  Stephen;  J.  Walker  Moore,  St.  Stephen;  E.  R.  Hart,  Sack- 

ville;  G.  F.  Clarke,  Woodstock;  F.  W.  Barbour,  Fredericton;  R.  W. 

Hagermann,  Florenceville ;  Karl  Damon,  Woodstock;  A.  B.  Teakles, 

Sussex;  A.  S.  Carman,  New  York,  N.Y. ;  S.  B.  Sibley,  Montreal,  P.Q. ; 

W.  T.  Bettridge,  Boston,  Mass.;  C.  H.  R.  Baird,  Montreal,  P.Q. 

CANADIAN  ARMY  DENTAL  CORPS. 

Proceeding  overseas,  18th  December,  1915:  Major  A.  A.  Smith, 

Capt.  J.  W.  Bell,  Capt.  A.  W.  Winnett,  Capt.  J.  E.  Wright,  Capt. 

C.  F.  Walt,  Capt.  E.  A.  Grant,  Lieut.  V.  C.  W.  Marshall,  Lieut.  L.  L. 

Matchett,  Lieut.  R.  C.  H.  Staples,  Lieut.  W.  A.  Burns,  Lieut.  W.  A. 

Sangster,  Lieut.  E.  D.  Madden,  Lieut.  E.  McNeill,  Lieut.  H.  C.  Mac- 

donald,  Lieut.  J.  F.  Morrison,  Lieut.  C.  H.  Bray,  Lieut.  E.  J.  Kelly, 

Lieut.  E.  S.  Tait,  Lieut.  J.  F.  Shute,  Lieut.  B.  P.  McNally. 

Major  W.  B.  Clayton  returned  from  overseas  to  relieve  Major  A.  A. 

Smith,  and  appointed  Acting  Chief  Dental  Surgeon,  Militia  Headquarters, 

A.  A.  SMITH,  Major,  Acting  Chief  Dental  Surgeon. 

IMPORTANT  POSTPONEMENT. 

The  meeting  of  the  National  Association  of  Dental  Faculties,  which 

was  to  have  been  held  in  Minneapolis,  January  28-29,  1916,  has  been 

postponed  to  meet  in  Louisville  in  July,  1916.  The  exact  dates  will  be 
announced  later. 

B.  Holly  Smith,  Chairman  Ex.  Com.,  N.A.D.F. 

OFFICERS  OF  DENTAL  COUNCIL,  SASKATCHEWAN. 

President,  F.  C.  Harwood,  Moose  Jaw;  Vice-president,  Dr.  W.  N. 

Irwin,  Moose  Jaw;  Secretary-Treasurer,  L.  F.  D.  Fasken,  Regina. 
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FOREIGN  BODIES  THROUGH  THE  APICES  OF 
ROOTS  OF  TEETH 

Root  canals  of  teeth  hold  the  boards  of  the  dental  profession  again. 

In  the  memory  of  the  writer  this  is  the  third  exacerbation  of  the  attack. 

There  has  been  marked  improvement  after  each  attack.  The  present  attack 

bespeaks   greater   results    than   ever   before,    for   two   reasons: 

1st.  It  has  been  shown  that  roots  of  teeth  do  not  need  to  be  tin- 

seat  of  an  acute  infection  to  be  a  very  serious  detriment  to  health.  The  in- 

sidious poisoning  of  the  system  is  most  to  be  feared. 

2nd.   The  radiograph  will  show  whether  roots  are  well  filled  or  not. 

The  profession  can  see  a  reason  for  filling  all  roots  well,  because  they 

are  not  soothed  into  the  idea  that  all  is  well  because  there  i^  no  violent 

pain,  and  they  can  with  fair  certainty  know  by  a  radiograph  whether 

roots  are  filled  well  or  not. 

One  of  the  most  surprising  things  about  the  present  attack  on  the  HID 

ject  is  the  complacency  with  which  some  of  the  strongest  advocates  of  pr 

root    filling    force    foreign    substances   beyond    the    apical    opening.       I  he) 

even  go  so  far  as  to  advocate  forcing  gutta  percha  through  the  <m 
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routine  practice  in  infected  cases,  so  as  to  stimulate  a  reproduction  of  bone. 

This  seems  to  one  like  making  a  virtue  out  of  an  accident.  The  technique 

followed  by  our  New  York  friends  really  courts  such  an  accident.  Dr. 

Ash,  at  a  recent  meeting  of  the  Toronto  Dental  Society,  showed  several 

radiographs  of  root  canals  filled,  as  well  as  the  space  beyond.  *  In  fact, 

there  were  coils,  curls  and  masses  of  gutta  percha  beyond  the  apex. 

In  the  November  "Items  of  Interest,"  Dr.  Rhein  says:  "The  main 
point  I  want  to  bring  to  your  attention  is,  that  leaving  a  hermetically  sealed 

root  canal  does  not  necessarily  insure  against  reinfection  in  the  periapical 

region,  if  infection  has  previously  taken  place,  unless  the  root  canal  is 

sealed  hermetically  in  such  a  way  that  infection  cannot  reach  this  region. 

The  message  I  want  to  bring  to  you  in  regard  to  this  vital  point  is,  that  I 

have  discovered,  by  means  of  a  great  many  radiographs  I  have  taken 

in  the  past  years,  that  in  order  to  reach  such  a  result  it  is  necessary  that 

the  periapical  end  of  the  root  be  sealed.  I  do  not  care  how  close 

your  filling  material  reaches  the  very  end  of  the  root,  if  the  filling  material 

does  not  pass  through  the  end  of  the  root,  and  seal  even;  foraminal  exit  on 

the  exterior  of  the  root,  you  are  absolutely  unsafe — that  is,  your  patient  is 

— against  reinfection. 

"Where  infection  has  already  been  present,  although  you  may  have  ab- 
solutely eradicated  it,  new  infection  will  appear,  and  you  will  understand 

this  if  you  will  study  the  method  and  manner  in  which  infections  of  this  kind 

occur." 
Dr.  Ottolengui  in  the  same  issue,  in  an  editorial  reply  to  Dr.  Grieves, 

says:  "It  never  was  my  intention  to  advocate  the  protrusion  of  gutta 
percha  cones  through  the  apices  of  roots.  But  it  is  a  fact  that  with  the 

technique  which  I  do  advocate,  such  an  accident  is  occasionally  unpre- 

ventable  unless  we  stop  short  of  reaching  the  apex  when  introducing  the 

root  canal  filling;  but  since  we  have  proven  that  such  protrusion  of  a  cone 

produces  no  trouble  if  the  operation  be  aseptic  throughout,  it  is  far  less 

undesirable  than  leaving  the  apex  unfilled,  since  it  can  be  abundantly 

shown  that  such  unfilled  apices  always  invite  infection,  and  that  these  in- 

vitations are  commonly  accepted  with  dire  results  to  the  patient. 

It  almost  seems  as  though  Dr.  Grieves  must  misunderstand  those  of 

us  who  advocate  the  extension  of  a  root  filling  apex  through  the  apical 

foramen.  He  speaks  of  my  "perforating  and  projecting  root  fillings." 

Elsewhere  he  tells  us:  "You  must  either  protrude  the  gutta  percha  points 

every  time,  or  not  at  all,  to  be  consistent."  It  seems  a  fair  deduction  from 
this  that  he  must  believe  that  the  advocates  of  this  method  of  sealing  the 

apical  foramina  of  teeth  deem  it  desirable  to  protrude  a  gutta  percha  point 

through  the  foramen.  But  no  one,  to  my  knowledge,  has  ever  advised  this. 

Certainly  I  have  not.  The  protrusion  of  the  gutta  percha  is  never  inten- 
tional, but  it  is  sometimes  an  unavoidable  accident,  and  for  this  reason  cases 

where  such  protrusions  have  occurred  have  been  watched  and  periodically 
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radiographed,  with  the  result  that  I  have  several  series  of  radiograph* 

which,  at  least  to  me,  seem  to  demonstrate  progressive  improvement  will 

increasing  deposition  of  bone.  From  these  demonstrated  facts  I  argue, 

not  irrationally  I  think,  that  the  protrusion  of  a  gutta  percha  point  need 

cause  no  anxiety,  provided  the  point  be  absolutely  aseptic.  But  I  do  not 

advocate  nor  advise  the  intentional  "perforation  and  projection"  of  the  point 

'which  Dr.  Grieves  attributes  to  me.  On  the  contrary,  in  the  very  case 
illustrated  with  radiographs  showing  what  I  conceive  to  be  growth  of  new 

bone  about  a  projecting  gutta  percha  point,  I  specifically  mention  the  fact 

that  the  point  passed  through  the  apex  "accidentally." 
In  describing  my  own  technique  in  this  discussion  I  first  said  that  where 

we  remove  a  living  pulp,  and  have  every  reason  to  believe  the  pericementum 

to  be  alive  and  healthy,  "I  can  see  no  reason  why  we  should  protrude 
broaches,  wires,  or  gutta  percha  or  anything  else  through  the  apex  of  the 

tooth."  Then,  later,  in  cases  of  known  infection,  after  thorough  sterilization 

I  say,  "the  canal  must  be  filled  with  chloro-percha  sufficiently  fluid  to  be 
forced  into  the  extra  foramina  and  through  the  major  foramen,  out  of  which 

it  should  exude  so  as  to  flow  over  and  around  any  part  of  the  apex  which 

is  denuded  of  pericementum,  thus  not  only  coating  end  with  an  aseptic 

non-irritant  shield,  but  at  the  same  time  covering  over  the  outer  openings 

of  the  extra  foramin." 

There  is  nothing  in  this  language  which  can  be  construed  into  the  ad- 

vocacy of  the  intentional  protrusion  of  gutta  percha  points.  Nor  is  it  ad- 

visable that  any  excessive  quantity  of  chloro-percha  should  be  forced 

through.  The  operation  of  forcing  chloro-percha  (not  gutta  percha  points) 

through  the  apex,  if  skilfully  done  will  encapsulate  the  root  end,  provided 

it  be  denuded  of  pericementum,  and  will  fill  the  funnel-shaped  orifice  ol 

the  canal.  In  connection  with  fullen-shaped,  crater-like  apical  foramina, 

we  often  get  radiographs  in  which  the  root  filling  appears  to  have  a  knob 

at  the  end,  the  truth  being  that  this  knob-like  mass  does  not  extend  beyond 

the  apex,  as  it  appears  to  do,  but  merely  fills  the  aperature,  and  no  gutta 

percha  point  ever  could  do. 

I  hope  that  I  have  made  it  clear  to  you  that  I  do  not  advise  the  projec- 

tion of  gutta  percha  points  through  root  canals,  though  I  do  deem  it  D 

that  the  root  filling  should  adequately  seal  the  apical   foramen,  to  accom- 

plish which  it  must  always  pass  full  through  the  foramen,  and  in  I   I 

infection  a  sufficient  quantity  of  chloro-percha  should  pa^s  beyond  the    ipo 

to  encapculate  the  denuded  cementum." 
From  former  writings  of  these  men  and  especially  those  who   follow 

their  lead,  many  of  the  profession  were  led  to  believe  that   all   root  can  iU 

were  desolved  or  reamed  right  through  the  end,   and  a  new  end  <>l 

percha  made  on  the  root.     We  are  glad  it  is  only  in  infected  casei  that  thil 
is  advocated. 

To  begin  with  a  great  number  of  the  profession  have  no'  truck 
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with  the  bland,  non-irritating  properties  of  gutta  percha  on  vital  tissue  about 

the  mouth.  And  especially  gutta  percha  which  has  been  dissolved  in  chloro- 

form. None  of  the  radiographs  show  that  smooth  button-like  capsule  of 

gutta  percha  covering  the  roughened  and  corroded  end  of  the  root  that  one 

would  expect  to  see  from  reading  about  it.  The  fact  is  when  chloro-percha 

is  passed  beyond  the  apex,  before  the  tissues  have  formed  themselves 

around  the  end  it  takes  whatever  form  the  tissues  have.  The  corroded  end 

of  the  root  cannot  be  dried,  so  the  chloro-percha  cannot  attach  itself  to  the 

tooth  tissue.  The  chloro-percha  will  run  into  the  irregular  crevices  in  the 

end  of  the  root  and  into  the  soft  tissues.  When  the  chloro-percha  becomes 

gutta  percha  by  the  evaporation  of  the  chloroform  by  the  very  nature  of 

things  it  must  be  irregular  in  form,  more  or  less  porous,  and  a  foreign 

substance.  If,  as  in  apical  amputation  and  replantation,  the  gutta  percha 

could  be  compressed  and  smoothed,  then  there  would  not  be  so  much  ob- 

jection to  its  presence.  Other  things  being  equal  the  larger  the  apical 

opening  and  the  greater  the  amount  of  foreign  matter  through  the  apex  the 

greater  the  chance  for  infection. 

A  feature  of  root  treatment  which  does  not  seem  to  have  struck  the 

modern  writers  on  this  subject  is  the  danger  of  enlarging  the  apical  open- 

ings and  destroying  normal  vital  tissue  beyond  the  apex,  complicating  the 

removal  of  devitalized  pulps  by  the  possibility  of  leaving  tissue  destroyed 

by  instrumentation  and  drugs  to  later  become  a  likely  source  of  infection. 

Such  destroyed  tissue  must  be  replaced  with  what  might  be  called  scar 

tissue,  which  is  much  less  resistant  to  irritation  and  infection  than  normal 

tissue,  or  be  replaced  with  a  foreign  substance,  such  as  gutta  percha. 

HYPER-SENSITIVE  DENTINE  TREATED 

By  injection  of  novocaine  into  the  gum  tissue  gives  best  results,  by — 

1 .  The  application  of  a  stases  bandage  slightly  compressing  the  carotid 

artery  and  the  veins  of  the  neck  to  help  retain  the  anaesthetic  and  prevent 

cerebral  anaemia. 

2.  The  periasturm,  and  not  the  mucous  membrane,  must  be  infiltrated. 

3.  One  injection  to  be  made  on  each  side  of  the  tooth.  The  fewer  the 

injections  the  better  the  effect. 

4.  The  part  must  be  sterilized  with  iodine  and  the  sterile  needle  must 

have  its  orifice  faced  towards  the  bone. 

5.  Slow,  moderate  pressure  during  the  injection. 

6.  The  point  of  injection  must  be  compressed  with  the  finger  after  the 

needle  is  withdrawn  to  allow  the  defusion  of  the  anaesthetic. 

It  takes  about  ten  minutes  for  the  anaesthetic  to  produce  its  effect  on 

the  dentine. 
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MATRICULATION  IN  DENTISTRY  IN  ONTARIO 

One  of  the  most  serious  problems  before  the  dental  profession  in  any 

country  is  the  standard  of  entrance.  The  educational  standing  altogether 

outside  of  any  professional  training  makes  the  standing  of  the  calling  among 

a  part  of  the  people.  But  it  must  be  on  the  professional  standing  that  the 

final  test  is  made  by  the  great  majority.  Nothing  increases  or  decreases  the 

number  of  students  entering  dentistry  so  suddenly  as  a  change  in  the  entrance 

requirements.  In  England,  the  educational  entrance  standard  has  always 

been  high  and  cost  of  education  high  and  four  years  of  time.  This  has 

reduced  the  number  of  students  entering  dentistry  until  to-day  there  are 

twice  as  many  unlicensed  dentists  in  practice  as  licensed.  No  such  condi- 

tion has  arisen  in  Canada,  but  it  must  be  constantly  kept  in  mind  that  the 

demand  for  dentists  must  be  supplied. 

During  the  past  two  years  the  R.C.D.S.  has  had  large  freshmen  classes. 

The  matriculation  has  always  been  the  regular  university  standard  but  par- 

tial matriculation  certificates  have  been  accepted  until  entrance  to  the  third 

year  when  full  matriculation  is  demanded.  This  has  a  tendency  to  induce 

all  such  students  as  have  not  full  matriculation  to  enter  dentistry.  Students 

who  have  the  capacity  or  the  power  of  application  to  get  up  their  work  may 

choose  whatever  calling  they  wish  while  the  laggard  is  likely  to  choose  the 

calling  which  will  allow  him  to  start  without  full  matriculation.  Thus 

dentistry  is  often  loaded  up  with  inferior  students.  It  is  the  opinion  of  some 

members  of  the  College  staff  that  a  full  matriculant  of  a  Province  where  the 

standard  is  not  quite  so  high  as  Ontario  is  a  better  studenf  than  a  partial 

matriculant  who  after  entering  dentistry  completes  his  matriculation.  The 

University  of  Toronto  has  among  other  requirements  for  matriculants  this 

one,  "Have  matriculated  in  the  Faculty  of  Arts  in  this  or  some  other  Uni- 

versity in  Canada."  The  "some  other  University  in  Canada"  leads  to  some 
difficulty,  because  there  are  universities  in  Canada  whose  matriculations  are 

not  the  equal  of  that  of  the  University  of  Toronto  or  the  standard  set  by  the 

R.C.D.S.,  or  the  Dominion  Dental  Council.  Some  adjustments  on  these 

two  points  should  be  considered  by  the  Board  of  the  R.C.D.S.  and  [he 

Senate   of   the   University   of  Toronto. 
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Editorial  Notes 

Dr.  S.  J.  Shannon  has  opened  a  dental  office  in  Lindsay. 

Amalgam   fillings   inserted   dry  nearly   always   fail   in   adaptation   and 

leak. 

Dr.  W.  D.  Cowan  is  a  candidate  for  Mayor  of  Regina,  Sask.,   for 

1916. 

Dr.   D.   M.   Foster,   Guelph,   Ont.,   has  been  appointed  to  the  Army 

Dental   Corps. 

Large  pure  gold  inlays  in  anterior  teeth  without  pins  for  retention  are 

worse  than  they  look. 

A  silicate  face  in  a  gold  inlay  for  an  anterior  tooth  is  an  improvement 

on  the  gold  face  in  appearance. 

It  has  been  reported  that  Sergt.  Alex.  Scott,  Victoria,  B.C.,  Canadian 

Army  Dental  Corps,  is  seriously  ill. 

A  considerable  bevel  of  enamel  walls  for  gold  inlays  insures  a  thin  edge 

of  metal  which  may  be  burnished  to  fit. 

'M 

Dr.   
Walt,  

of  
Sterling,  

who  
has  
gone  
overseas,  

has  
sold  
his  
practice 

to  
Dr.  
H.  
V.  
Wright,  

of  
Trenton. The  success  of  root  canal  filling  is  in  proportion  to  the  bigness  of  the 

canal  and  the  smallness  of  the  apical  opening. 

Dr.  Cecil  Nicholson,  Dundas,  Ont.,  has  been  appointed  to  the  Army 

Dental  Corps  and  began  his  duties  November  22,  1915. 
Vi 

Dr.  J.  A.  Beatty  has  been  appointed  to  the  Army  Dental  Corps  and 

will  take  care  of  the  soldiers  at  Stratford,  Ont.,  during  the  winter. 
* 

Dr.  A.  W.  Thornton,  McGill  University,  Dental  Department,  Mont- 

real, delivered  an  address  at  the  Y.M.C.A.  on  "What  Dentistry  Means 

at  the  Front." 

Dr.  Mark  McElhinney,  of  Ottawa,  was  in  Toronto  with  a  deputation 

waiting  upon  the  Ontario  Government  to  improve  the  roads  between  Ottawa 
and   Prescott. 
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It  would  appear  from  many  examinations  of  evaporated  and  condeu>d 

milk  that  none  is  sterile,  and  many  have  a  bacterial  count  of  millions  pel 
cubic  centimeter. 

The  College  of  Dentistry,  University  of  Minnesota,  started  the  four- 

year  course,  September  15,  1915,  with  a  full  class  of  students.  The  limit 
is  90  in  the  freshman  class. 

& 

Can  a  cement  be  adhesive  after  it  has  hardened?     Gums  are  adlv 

but    can    solids    be    adhesive?      The    adhesion    (so    called)    of    a   cement 

depends  largely  upon  its  tensile  strength. 

r  * 

In  a  Halifax  paper  appears  a  heading:  "Died  after  taking  anaesthetic 

given  by  the  dentist."     In  the  body  of  the  article  it  appears  that  a  physician 

gave  the  anaesthetic  in  the  dentist's  office. 
* 

The  Dental  School  of  the  Medico-Chirurgical  College,  Philadelphia, 

is  to  be  completely  merged  into  the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  the  latter 

taking  over  the  faculty  and  students. 

A 

The  dental  department  of  the  Board  of  Health  of  the  city  of  Detroit 

has  established   an   orthodontia  clinic  in   the  main  building  of  the   H 

Department.     This  particular  branch  of  dentistry  has  never  before  been  at- 

tempted in  a  municipal  clinic. 
* 

A  death  occurred  in  the  Mayo  hospital  following  the  administration 

of  novocain.  Dr.  Gordon  New  said  in  reply  to  enquiry  concerning  the 

case  that  "we  do  not  believe  that  the  novocain  was  a  factor  in  this  case, 

and    could    hardly    be    listed    as    a    novocain    death." 

Some  dentists  in  Ontario  do  not  seem  to  realize  that  they  are  in  clanger 

of   losing   their  dental   licenses  if  they   permit   any   unlicensed   person   to  do 

dental    operations   in    their    offices.       Besides    this    the    unlicensed    person    i- 

subject  to  a  fine.      Office  girls  are  not  permitted  under  the  Dentistry     V 

to  extract  teeth,  fill  teeth  or  clean  them. 

At  the  recent  Oral  Hygiene  Conference  .    I  oronto.  Dr.  J.  A.  Both  well, 

chief    dental    surgeon    of    the    Board    of    Health.     I  oronto,    ̂ .iid    th.it 

several    years    an    orphanage    under    hifl   <  are    which    had    abotll    I    hundred 

children,    had    several    outbreaks    of    contagion-    cBl  I  u    until 

three  years  ago,  when  the  children's  mouth-;  w  ire  put  in    i  hygieni     Condi 
tion   and   kept   so  ever  since.      Since   that   tune   there   hai   n<>t    been   an 

break  of  a  contagious  disease.  Only  those  bringing  the  disease  in  have  ha 
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Correspondence 

LETTER  TO  MACMILLAN,  16,  FROM 

c.  f.  McCartney 

Belgium,  Sept.  26,  1915. 

We  left   England   at    11.45   p.m.   on  Sunday,   September    12th,   and 

marched  five  miles  to  Shorncliffe  Station,  where  we  entrained  at  4.10  next 

morning  and  travelled  with  the  brigade  transport  to  the  point  of  embarkation. 

We  arrived  there  next  morning  about  9  o'clock  and  slept  all  day  in  the 

freight  docks,   and  at  4  o'clock  that  afternoon  marched   aboard   a  cattle 

boat  containing  about  300  horses  and  the  brigade  wagons.       We  had  a 

very  fine  trip  across  the  Channel,  escorted  by  several  destroyers,  except  for 

the  fact  that  we  had  to  sleep  on  deck  with  life-belts  on  all  night  and  the 

weather  was  beastly  cold.     We  arrived  at  our  point  of  disembarkation  in 

France  early  next  morning,  and  spent  another  day  of  rest,  snoozing  on  the 

cobble-stones  of  the  main   street  of   the  little   French  town.        Late  that 

night  we  were  hustled  to  the  freight  yards,  where  we  were  bundled  into 

box  cars,  ten  men  to  the  car,  and  were  shipped  across  country  on  a  24-hour 

journey.     We  had  excellent  weather  for  the  trip,  and  strange  though  our 

mode  of  travelling   may  seem,   nevertheless  my   trip   across  France  in  the 

palace  horse-car  was  one  of  the  most  enjoyable  trips  I  have  ever  had.     The 

scenery  was  magnificent,  everything  so  strange  and  new  to  us,  that  the  time 

passed  like  lightning  and  we  were  sorry,  indeed,  when  the  journey  came  to 

an  end.      We  detrained   at   5   oclock  the  next  evening   and  set  off  on  a 

fifteen-mile  route  march,  carrying  full  Webb  equipment,  plus  rifle,  bayonet 

and  ammunition,  and  I  don't  think  I  will  ever  forget  that  march  as  long  as 

I  live.     Talk  about  Dad  Thompson  after  the  sham  battle  at  Niagara.       He 

wasn't  one-tenth  as  nearly  all  in  as  I  was  after  that  march.     The  rest  of  the 

boys  were  in  a  similar  condition,  and  you  never  saw  such  a  disgusted  bunch 

in  your  life.     I  tell  you  what,  the  Kaiser  caught  his  that  night.     We  bivou- 

acked all  night  on  a  farm,  and  we  slept  on  some  straw  in  the  barn.       The 

next  day  we  resumed  our  Marathon  for  another  ten  miles  and  landed  up  in 

a  little  village  about  ten  miles  back  from  the  firing  line.       Here  we  were 

billetted  in  an  old  shack  with  a  cement  floor,  but  as  the  cement  proved  too 

hard  for  our  anatomy,  we  hit  for  a  neighboring  field  and  slept  under  a 

straw  stack  for  four  nights.      After  a  four  days'  rest  we  set  forth  again 

and   after  another  strenuous  day's  tramping,   landed  at  our  present  stop- 

ping place,  a  small  Flemish  village.     The  first  three  nights  we  slept  in  the 

field  with  the  horses,   the  fourth  night  in  an  arched  driveway,   as  it  was 

teeming   rain,    and    finally   we   were   billetted   in    a   little   room    above    an 

"Estimat"  in  the  village.     We  are  situated  about  two  miles  from  the  first 

line  of  trenches  and  about  half  a  mile  behind  the  artillery.        The  first 
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night  we  were  here,  alter  we  had  been  bivouacked  for  about  an  hour,  w  » 
listening  to  the  big  guns  pounding  away,  and  some  of  the  bunch 

were  getting  rather  disgusted,  because  they  thought  we  were  not  seeing 

enough  excitement.  W  were  sitting  down  in  the  held  eating  our  supper, 

when  we  heard  a  succession  of  whizzes  over  our  heads,  followed  by  a 

succession  of  loud  explosions,  and  four  German  shells  burst  down  the  line 

■  -hort  distance  from  us.  The  bunch  were  too  tickled  at  the  novelty 

of  the  affair,  to  be  frightened;  but  after  several  more  visits  from  similar 

gentlemen,  they  are  beginning  to  realize  the  serious  side  of  the  affair.  Our 

equipment  has  arrived  and  we  expect  to  start  work  to-morrow.  Just 
where  our  clinic  is  to  be  established  I  do  not  know,  but  it  may  be  either 

in  a  dug-out  in  the  reserve  trenches,  more  likely  in  this  village,  as  the 

troops  are  billetted  here  when  they  come  out  of  the  trenches.  We  have 

spent  quite  a  bit  of  our  tune  during  the  past  few  days  in  watching  them 

>hell  the  aeroplanes,  and  it  certainly  is  great  sport.  I  was  up  the  road 

to-day  and  secured  a  piece  of  shraprel  from  a  German  shell,  and,  belie\e 

me.  it  it  is  a  good  sample  of  shrapnel,  I  am  not  one  bit  anxious  to  get  in 

the  way  of  any  of  it  coming  my  way.  The  people  in  the  house  are  very 

hospitable,  indeed,  and  treat  us  very  kindly.  To-night  they  brought  us 

up  a  big  bowl  of  custard,  and  you  can  imagine  the  treat  that  would  be 

to  a  fellow  who  for  the  last  three  weeks  has  been  living  on  bread,  jam, 

biscuits,  bully  beef  and  cheese.  I  sometimes  laugh,  Mac,  when  I  think 

of  how  we  used  to  holler  about  the  way  we  had  to  rough  it  at  Niagara  last 

spring.  I  just  wish  some  of  the  boys  were  over  here  for  a  while, 

and  they  would  certainly  do  some  hollering.  However,  I  will  be  able  to 

give  you  all  the  details  when  I  get  home  again,  and  it  certainly  will  be 

interesting,  I  can  assure  you.  It  certainly  is  a  wonderful  experience,  and 

ll  soon  teaches  a  fellow  a  good  deal  about  human  nature,  and  throws  him 

to  a  large  extent  on  his  own  resources.  Ross  McLaughlin  and  Atkinson 

are  only  about  three  miles  from  here,  but  as  yet,  I  have  not  been  able  to 

get  over  and  see  them.  Art.  Chambers  U  in  charge  of  the  Lab.  I 

at  the  base  at  Ha\r<\  while  Wing  and  Dores,  who  have  transferred  into 

the  Dental  Corps,  were  still  at  Shornclifb-  when  I  left  England.  I 

>rd  From  Oriel  Leggetl  or  Barry  for  some  time  now,  but 

I  Rjppose  they  are  busy  plugging  i  the  terrible  Turk  this 

letter  is  rather  uninteresting,  Mai.  but   I  cannot  give  JTOU  much  information, 

as  all  my  mail  m  censored  from  now  on,  and  il  rather  detract!  from  the 

interest  of  the  left         However,  I  will  do  my  best,  old  man,  to  pvt 
a  Imr  on  what  I  am  doi  md  will  try  to  write  jrou  ■  lettei  every 

id    week        I      Uppose    you    will    be    I  bool    by    the    time    this 

reaches  you.     In  lome  waj     I  like  to  be  l>>  It  to  finish  up  with  ) 
but  under  the  exi  .  I  <l  >  not  irvin  )..,  one  instant 

my  cl  .  all  the 

M        ind  write  ind  let  me  know  the  »t  the 
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start  back.  I  am  sorry  that  I  cannot  secure  any  photos  over  here;  but  no 

soldier  is  allowed  to  carry  a  camera  at  the  front,  but  I  got  a  few  snaps 

in  England,  if  they  are  of  any  use  to  you.  I  see  by  my  watch  that  it  is 

now  9.20,  so  it  is  me  for  my  little  wooden  floor  in  the  corner  of  the  room, 

as  we  rise  at  the  hour  of  6  o'clock  every  morning,  or  we  don't  get  any 
breakfast. 

POST  GRADUATE  WORK 

To  the  Editor,  The  Dominion  Dental  Journal, 

Permit  me  to  express  my  hearty  appreciation  of  your  editorial  in  the 

November  issue  of  the  DOMINION  Dental  JOURNAL  regarding  the  an- 

nual fee  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  of  Ontario,  and  also  to 

express  my  earnest  approval  of  the  plan  suggested,  viz.,  a  $5.00  annual 

fee,  with  a  course  of  instruction  in  dentistry  among  the  graduates  in  all  parts 
of  the  Province. 

In  my  opinion  the  failure  to  pay  the  annual  fee  is  more  a  matter  of 

indifference  and  negligence  than  unwillingness  on  the  part  of  the  licentiate. 

It  seems  to  me  that  the  Ontario  Dentists  have  fewer  opportunities  for 

post-graduate  study  than  the  members  of  almost  any  other  profession,  and  a 

scheme  such  as  you  have  suggested  in  your  recent  editorial  would  surely 

meet  with  the  approval  of  the  great  majority  of  the  men  practising  dentistry 
in  Ontario. 

N.  S.  Coyne. 
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W.  T.  STUART,  M.  D.,  C.  M. 

On  Saturday,  November  13th,  1915,  the  Royal  College  of  Dental 

Surgeons  of  Ontario  received  a  shock  only  second  to  that  received  when 

the  late  Dean  Willmott  died  last  June.  It  had  been  known  about  the 

college  halls  for  a  few  days  that  Prof.  Stuart  was  suffering  from  a  boil  on 

The  late  Dr.  Stuart. 

the   back   of   his   neck,   but   neither   students   nor    faculty   became   alarmed 

when  they  saw  the  notice  put  up  that  Dr.  Stuart  would  not  lecture  during 

the  week  of  November  8th.      It  was  not  until  Friday  that  any  newa  came 

to  the  college  that  he  was  seriously  ill.      On   Friday  night  the  end  came 

from  a  failing  heart,  due  to  acute  septicemia. 
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The  death  of  Dr.  William  Theophilus  Stuart  closed  the  career  of  one 

of  the  best  known  figures  in  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons.  A 

genial,  friendly  spirit,  with  a  heart  as  true  as  steel,  never  known  to  have 

had  any  encounters  with  students,  always  a  gentleman,  never  thoughtless 

of  others'  rights.  Dr.  Stuart  joined  the  staff  of  the  Dental  College  in 
1878,  one  year  after  its  inauguration  by  Drs.  Willmott  and  Luke  Teskey. 

At  that  time  the  college  was  owned  and  conducted  by  the  three  gentle- 

men mentioned.  During  the  strenuous  days  of  the  college  Dr.  Stuart  on 

more  than  one  occasion  acted  as  peacemaker  between  the  college  and  the 

Board  of  Directors.  He  seemed  to  have  in  a  large  degree  the  views  of 

both  sides  of  a  question.  In  faculty  council  he  seemed  to  strike  a  sane  view 

of  student  problems.  He  never  failed  to  temper  justice  with  mercy  when 

dealing  with  the  misdemeanors  of  students.  When  lectures  seemed  dry 
he  endeavored  to  make  the  task  easier. 

Dr.  Stuart  had  a  most  brilliant  student  career.  Born  at  Markham, 

Ontario,  May  13th,  1853;  educated  at  Brantford  Collegiate  Institute  and 

Upper  Canada  College,  entered  Trinity  Medical  College  1873,  graduated 
1877,  taking  the  Starr  gold  medal,  University  of  Toronto  gold  medal,  and 
Trinity  University  gold  medal.  Immediately  on  graduation  Dr.  Stuart 

was  appointed  professor  of  practical  chemistry.  In  1878  he  was  appointed 

professor  of  anatomy  and  chemistry  in  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Sur- 

geons, positions  which  he  held  until  his  death.  In  1877  he  was  appointed 

professor  of  chemistry  in  Trinity  Medical  College,  which  he  held  until  the 

amalgamation  of  Trinity  Medical  College  with  Toronto  University.  In 

the  combined  faculty  he  lectured  on  physiological  chemistry. 

The  writer  was  one  of  those  who  took  practical  chemistry  in  old  Trinity 

Medical  College  twice  a  week  for  several  weeks  under  Dr.  Stuart.  We 

walked  from  Louisa  street  to  old  Trinity  on  Sumach  street,  and  rushed 

through  the  metalic  groups,  silver,  lead  and  mercury  .  .  in  order  to 

get  back  for  dinner.  A  chemical  laboratory  was  never  a  dull  place  under 

Dr.*  Stuart.  He  knew  everything  that  was  needed,  and  never  lost  any- 
thing. His  appliance  room  was  a  mass  of  equipment,  mostly  home-made, 

every  part  of  which  was  dear  to  him.  No  one  could  move  a  bottle  or  take 

a  cork  out  of  a  drawer  holding  hundreds  of  things  without  his  knowing  it. 

I  remember  on  one  occasion  getting  a  test  tube  holder  from  a  drawer  where 

there  seemed  to  be  dozens  of  them  and  scores  of  other  things.  The  next 

time  Dr.  Stuart  opened  the  drawer  Tom  was  called  to  account  for  having 

been  disturbing  or  taking  his  appliances.  Acute  observation  beyond  all  be- 

lieving was  one  of  his  many  characteristics. 

With  what  many  chemists  would  call  a  very  inferior  equipment  Dr. 

Stuart  never  failed  to  make  his  experiments  show  what  was  intended.  He 

never  had  to  explain  what  should  have  happened. 

In  anatomy  no  one  ever  doubted  if  Dr.  Stuart  knew  his  subject.  Gray's 
Anatomy  might  make  a  slip,  but  not  Dr.  Stuart.     He  lectured  for  hours 
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without  taking  a  breath,  so  to  speak,  or  referring  to  the  text  or  to  notes. 

Dr.  Stuart  had  many  interests  outside  of  his  profession  and  outside 

of  college  teaching.  He  was  one  of  the  organizers  of  the  48th  Highland- 

ers in  Toronto,  and  held  the  rank  of  surgeon-major.  He  was  a  constant 

attendant  at  all  the  college  functions,  and  took  part  in  many  of  the  social 

events  of  the  city.  When  the  mining  boom  occurred  in  Northern  Ontario 

he  interested  himself  on  the  scientific  side  of  it.  For  several  years  past 

he  has  held  the  position  of  consul  for  Venezuela. 

About  twenty  years  ago  Dr.  Stuart  purchased  a  summer  home  near 

the  village  of  Oakville,  where  he  spent  many  a  leisure  hour  in  planning 

and  completing  one  of  the  most  beautiful  and  home-like  spots  on  a  very 

pretty  lake  front.  Holyrood  is  entered  between  two  large  stone  pillars 

leading  to  a  thick  pine  forest,  where  are  winding  roads  and  paths  leading 

to  the  house  just  above  the  lake  shore.  Like  Dr.  Stuart  in  college  work, 

here  are  the  evidences  of  close  observation  in  matters  of  beauty  and  comfort. 

Dr.  Stuart  leaves  a  widow,  two  sons  and  a  daughter  to  mourn  the 

loss  of  a  modest,  kindly  man,  whose  heart  overflowed  with  good  impulses 

and  kind  actions.  Dentists  in  Ontario  will  long  remember  his  services  and 
sacrifices  in  behalf  of  education. 

THE  LATE  DR.  SPAULDING 

A.  W.  Spaulding,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  died  on  May  22nd,  1915,  at 

Opal,  Alberta.  Dr.  Spaulding  was  born  in  Darlington,  Durham  County, 

Ontario,  in  1  848.  He  was  one  of  the  pioneer  residents  of  Parkdale  long 

before  that  village  became  a  part  of  the  City  of  Toronto.  He  was  for  years 
an  active  member  of  the  Parkdale  Methodist  church. 

Dr.  Spaulding  began  the  study  of  dentistry  in  the  office  of  the  late  W. 

CI  ace  Adams,  and  graduated  from  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons 

of  Ontario  in  1878,  obtaining  the  degree  of  D.D.S.  from  the  University 

of  Toronto,  1890.  From  1885  until  1889  he  was  a  member  of  the 

teaching  staff  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  of  Ontario.  He 

was  chief  demonstrator  of  operative  and  prosthetic  dentistry  in  the  infirmary 

and  laboratories.  After  close  attention  to  dental  practice  in  Toronto  for 

twenty-six  years  his  health  was  so  affected  that  he  sought  life  on  a  farm  on 

the  open  prairies  of  Alberta.  Since  1904,  when  he  went  west,  he  had  en- 

joyed good  health  until  shortly  before  his  death.  Many  of  the  older  mem- 

bers of  the  profession  of  Ontario  remember  him  as  one  of  the  prominent 

dentists  of  Toronto.  When  Dr.  Spaulding  left  Toronto,  his  son,  Dr. 

W.  G.  L.  Spaulding,  continued  his  practice.  The  deceased  left  a  wife  and 

four  children  to  mourn  his  loss,  Mrs.  James  Chapman,  Edmonton,  Mrs. 

E.  H.  Owen,  Toronto,  Russell  Spaulding,  Opal,  Alta.,  and  W.  G.  L. 

Spaulding,  D.D.S.,  L.D.S.,  Toronto. 
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It  is  a  notable  fact  that  there  had  been  only  one  death  among  the  mem- 

bers of  the  staff  of  the  Royal  College  of  Dental  Surgeons  from  its  organi- 

zation in  1877  until  October,  1914,  since  which  time  six  members  or  past 

members  have  died.  Dr.  Robertson,  October,  1914;  Dr.  W.  H.  Doherty, 

Feb.  1  9 1  5  ;  Dr.  A.  W.  Spaulding,  May,  1  9 1  5  ;  Dr.  J.  B.  Willmott,  June, 

1915;  Dr.  W.  T.  Stuart,  Nov.    1915;  Dr.  Charles  Minns,  Dec.    1915. 

Reviews 

THE       DENTIST'S       LIBRARY 

A  text-book  of  Dental  Pathology  and  Therapeutics.  Based  on  the 

original  of  Henry  H.  Burchard,  M.D.,  D.D.S.  Rewritten  by  Otto 

E.  Inglis,  D.D.S.,  Professor  of  Dental  Pathology  and  Therapeutics  in 

the  Philadelphia  Dental  College.  Fifth  edition,  thoroughly  revised. 

Octavo,  807  pages,  with  708  engravings  and  one  colored  plate.  Cloth, 

$5.00  net.     Lea  &  Febiger,  Philadelphia  and  New  York,   1915. 

A  fourth  edition  of  this  valuable  book  has  arrived.  Of  all  the  books 

containing  useful  information  for  the  general  practitioner  on  this  subject  there 

is  none  so  well  suited  for  every  day  relerence  as  this  one.  It  is  compiled 

from  the  wisdom  of  many.  It  is  always  safe  in  its  teachings  and  up  to  date. 

It  provides  a  treatment  for  its  pathological  findings.  A  pure  dental 

pathology  is  not  nearly  so  useful  as  one  containing  treatment. 

This  edition  has  grown  to  eight  hundred  pages,  with  invaluable 

illustrations.  Some  of  the  X-ray  pictures  are  very  poor,  while  the  others 
are  good.  It  is  remarkable  how  few  dentists  use  such  a  book  as  this  as 

a  companion  in  practice.  If  they  meet  a  condition  they  do  not  understand 

the  impulse  is  to  send  the  patient  to  a  physician,  or  write  to  some  one  to  ask 

about  it,  when  it  could  be  all  found  in  such  a  book  as  this. 
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